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SUMMARY 

(X) Final Environmental Statement ( ) Draft Environmental 

Statement 

Department of the Interior 

1. Type of action: (X) Administrative ( ) Legislative 

2. Brief description of action; 

The proposed action would implement Executive Order 11644, as 
amended, concerning use of motorized off-road vehicles (ORVs), 
through regulations developed by Department of the Interior 
bureaus in conformance with a Departmental Manual Chapter. The 
chapter would establish policies and guidelines relating to the 
use of ORVs on lands administered by the Department. 

3. Summary of environmental impact and adverse environmental 
effects: 

The proposed action would have immediate and long-range 
environmental impacts affecting ORV users and nonusers, features 
of the natural environs, and social/cultural institutions, 
as well as on the present relationships among these 
entities. Effective control of the use of ORVs would 
reduce the adverse environmental impacts these vehicles 
now have on the public land. Some facets of freedom and 
convenience of users of ORVs would be restricted. 

4. Alternatives considered: 

A. Request recision of Executive Order 11644. 
Bl Blanket closure pending permanent designation. 
B2 Blanket "open" status pending permanent designation. 
B3 Blanket "regulated" status pending permanent designation. 
B4 Three-category interim designation—with public involvement. 
B5 Three category interim designation—without public 

involvement. 
B6 Undesignated status pending permanent designation. 
B7 Undesignated interim, status—with interim closure of 

all "priority I" lands. 
CI Accelerated schedule without priority. 
C2 Extended schedule without priority. 
C3 Intermediate schedule—priority to fragile and valuable 

resources. 
C4 Intermediate schedule—priority to areas of heavy ORV use. 
C5 Intermediate schedule—priority to areas containing 

fragile and valuable resources and/or subject to heavy 
ORV use. 

Dl Two-phase alternative (Combination of B4 and 05). 
D2 Froposed action (Combination of B6 and 05). 
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5. Comments were received from the following: 

All comments received are included in Section IX of 
the statement. 

6. Date draft statement made available to CEQ and the public: 

July 19, 1976 

Date final statement made available to EPA and the public: 

APR 81 1978 
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I. PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

This proposed action is the implementation by the Department of the 
Interior of Executive Order 11644, as amended, which establishes 
policies and provides procedures for the controlled use of off-road 
vehicles on the public lands. 

Through Executive Order 11644, the President of the United States 
recognized the need for a unified Federal policy toward the use of 
off-road vehicles (ORVs) on the public lands—a need brought about 
by the widespread and growing use of such vehicles, generally for 
legitimate purposes but also frequently in conflict with wise land 
and resource management practices, environmental values, and other 
recreational activities. A copy of Executive Order 11644 is included 
in this statement in Appendix 1. 

The purpose of the Order was to establish policy and provide for 
procedures to ensure that the use of ORVs on public lands will be 
controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of those 
lands, to promote the safety of all users of those lands, and to 
minimize conflicts among the various uses of those lands. The 
Order required that each respective agency designated therein 
develop and issue regulations and administrative instructions to 
provide for administrative designation of the specific areas and 
trails on public lands on which the use of ORVs may be permitted 
and areas in which their use may not be permitted, and set a date 
by which such designation of all public lands shall be completed. 
The Order further required that each respective agency head develop 
and publish regulations prescribing operating conditions for ORVs 
on the public lands. These regulations are to be directed at pro
tecting resource values, preserving public health, safety, and 
welfare, and minimizing use conflicts. 

On May 24, 1977, the President issued Executive Order 11989 which 
amends Executive Order 11644 by clarifying agency authority to define 
zones of use by off-road vehicles on public lands. A copy of 
Executive Order 11989 is included in Appendix 1. 

In response to Executive Order 11644 the Secretary of the Interior 
issued a Departmental memorandum on May 5, 1972, currently proposed 
for revision, and publication as a Departmental Manual Chapter, to 
assure full conformance with the order, and providing policies and 
procedures for implementation with respect to ORV use on Interior 
lands. The Manual Chapter will assure full conformance with Executive 
Order 11644 as amended by Executive Order 11989. It will become effec
tive 30 days after issuance of the final Environmental Impact Statement. 

The Chapter is specific in relation to the Order for ORV use and 
control on Interior lands, and general in regard to bureau opera
tions and implementation. The purpose of the Chapter is to estab
lish general procedures for implementing the Executive Order with 
respect to all lands under the custody and control of the Department, 
except Indian lands. The text of the proposed Chapter follows: 
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Department of the Inter ior 

DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL 
PROPOSED 

Public Lands Part 616 Use of Off-Road Vehicles 

Chapter 1 Implementation of Ex. Ord. 11644, As Amended 616 DM 1.1 

lol Purpose. This Chapter prescribes general procedures for imple
menting Executive Order 11644, as amended by Executive Order 11989. 
The purpose of Executive Order 11644, as amended, is to ensure that 
the use of off-road vehicles on all lands under the custody and control 
of the Department, except Indian lands, will be controlled and directed 
so as to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the safety of 
all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the various 
uses of those lands. 

1.2 Definitions. 

A0 An "off-road vehicle" means any motorized vehicle designed 
for or capable of cross-country travel on or immediately over land, 
water, sand, snov:, ice, marsh, swampland, or other natural terrain; 
except, that such term, excludes: 

(1) Any registered motorboat; 

(2) Any fire, military, emergency or law enforcement 
vehicle when used for emergency purposes, and any combat or combat 
support vehicle when used for national defense purposes; and 

(3) Any vehicle whose use for non-recreational purposes 
is expressly authorized by the Secretary, or his designee, under a 
permit, lease, license, or contract. 

B. "Official use" means use by an employee, agent, or designated 
representative of the Federal Government or one of its contractors in 
the course of his employment, agency, or representation. 

1.3 Implementation. Each Assistant Secretary, except the Assistant 
Secretary - Indian Affairs, with authorities and responsibilities for 
the administration of lands under the custody and control of the 
Department, or his/her designee, will exercise continuing review of 
the policies, procedures, regulations, and administrative instructions, 
governing the use of off-road vehicles on Interior lands under his/her 
jurisdiction to assure compliance with Executive Order 11644, as amended 
by Executive Order 11989, including the designation, public participa
tion, operating conditions, public information, enforcement, consulta-
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Department of the Interior 

DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL 
PROPOSED 

Public Lands Part 61G Use of Off-Road Vehicles 

Chapter 1 Implementation of Ex. Ord. 11644, As Amended 616 DM 1.3 

tion, monitoring, and special protection provisions thereof, and will, 
whenever necessary, make those changes needed for compliance. In 
addition, each respective Assistant Secretary, or his designee, is 
authorized to adopt, pursuant to section 9(b) of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended, the policy that portions of the Interior lands under his 
jurisdiction will be closed to use by off-road vehicles, except those 
areas and trail which are suitable and specifically designated as 
open to such use pursuant to section 3 of the Executive Order. This 
closure authority supplements the restrictions on use of certain 
Interior lands specified in section 3(a)(4) of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended. The limitations on off-road vehicle use imposed by 
section 3 of Executive Order 11644, as amended, do not apply to 
official use of off-road vehicles. 
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Beginning May 5, 1972, the affected Bureaus submitted to the then 
Assistant Secretary—Program Policy such suggested Manual releases, 
regulations, and administrative guidelines as they believed necessary 
to implement the Executive Order and Secretarial memorandum on the 
lands which they administer. 

Upon receipt, the then Assistant Secretary—Program Policy reviewed 
these releases, regulations, and administrative guidelines to assure 
that they were consistent with the direction and intent of the Execu
tive Order and the policy of the Department. 

Also, the Department developed draft ORV regulations for implementing 
the Order on Interior lands under the admiinistration of the National 
Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land Management, 
and Bureau of Reclamation. During the period between May 1972 and 
February 1973, these draft ORV regulations were reviewed by the involved 
Federal agencies, including the Office of Management and Budget. In 
February 1973, the Office of Management and Budget approved the Bureaus' 
draft ORV regulations, and on February 14, 1973, these draft regulations 
and the notice of the reopening of the review period for the Department's 
draft ORV environmental statement were published in the Federal Register, 
Volume 38, Number 30, pages 4403-4407. Written comments were invited 
from all interested parties during the 60-day review period ending 
April 16, 1973. 

During this time, the Department held public meetings to provide 
additional opportunities to the public to comment on the draft ORV 
regulations and draft environmental statement. The Bureaus' final 
ORV regulations and final environmental impact statement were published 
in 1974. 

In May 1975, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia 
held that the ORV regulations for the Bureau of Land Management did not 
comply with Executive Order 11644 and Sections 102(2) (C) (iii) and 102(2) (D) 
of the National Environmental Policy Act (National Wildlife Federation v.-
Morton, 393 F.Supp.1286 (D.C.C. 1975) and the defendants were directed to 
issue, after consideration of alternatives as required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act, ORV regulations for the Bureau of Land Management 
which would meet the requirements of Executive Order 11644. A copy of the 
Court's decision and order is in Appendix 2. 

In light of the Court's decision, all concerned Interior bureaus were 
directed to reexamine and, where necessary, rewrite their ORV regulations 
to insure that they were in full conformity with the provisions of Execu
tive Order 11644. In addition, a Departmental task force chaired by the 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 1/ was established to revise and rewrite the 
environmental impact statement. Subsequently, both the task force and 
the bureaus were directed to ensure that the regulations and the 
environmental impact statement were also in conformity with Executive 
Order 11989. 

1/ Now the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service 
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The ORV regulations of the National Park Service, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Reclamation, with proposed amend
ments; and the proposed regulations of the Bureau of Land Management 
are in Appendix 3. 

The Bureaus' ORV regulations provide the overall administrative frame
work essential to the effective management of ORV use on Interior lands. 
The implementation of these regulations requires improved land use 
planning, thereby resulting in better utilization of lands and resources 
and minimization of adverse environmental impacts. 

The initial designation of lands administered by Interior as either 
open or closed to off-road vehicle use virtually has been completed 
by the National Park Service and U.S. Fish and Wilflife Service. The 
Bureau of Reclamation will complete its designations by December 31, 1978. 

The proposed implementation of Executive Order 11644, as amended, applies 
to all lands and all land-managing bureaus under the administration of the 
Department of the Interior (with the exception of Indian lands and the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs). However, since the National Park Service, the 
Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Reclamation are—or soon will 
be—in full compliance with the Executive Order, as amended, the principal 
effect of the proposed implementation action will be on the Bureau of Land 
Management and its 474 million acres of National Resource Lands and other 
holdings. 

Under the proposed regulations the Bureau of Land Management would, 
consistent with fiscal and manpower capabilities, make ORV designations 
on lands under its administration. Designation procedures would follow 
two priorities: lands reflecting high ORV use would receive the initial 
designation impetus, and at the same time identified resource-sensitive 
lands would be, where necessary, closed under authorized emergency pro
cedures. Detailed plans identifying specific timing of work, and areas 
for designation, would develop during the next two years. The Bureau has 
identified the most critical geographic regions which ORV use would affect 
and would concentrate initial efforts in these areas. These areas, which 
receive up to 60 percent of BLM's total ORV use other than snowmobiling, 
are located in southern California, southern Nevada, western Arizona, and 
central Utah. They would be designated over a 3-year period ending 
December 31, 1981. 

The proposal represents a change from past practices since there has been 
confusion over the status of BLM's lands pending designation. Those BLM 
nonprimitive lands which were not designated prior to the promulgation of 
the regulations invalidated by the court will remain undesignated until 
designated under the revised regulation. 

As staff funds permit it, as a minimum, designations would be accomplished 
by December 31, 1985, in northern California, New Mexico, Colorado, southern 
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Idaho, and eastern Oregon. Designation of the balance of the areas 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management, would be completed by 
December 31, 1987. In the early years of the designation process, 
work would be concentrated on lands subject to the 1981, and later, 
1985 deadlines. This early work-emphasis on higher-priority lands 
would not be to the exclusion of designations on lands subject to 
later deadlines. Designation would be made on these latter areas, 
even in the early years, as the requisite information became available 
through the regular BLM planning system. The general locations of the 
BLM lands subject to the three designation deadlines are indicated in 
Figure 4, page 17. 

The proposed Bureau of Land Management regulations (6290.0-5 and 
6292ol) provide for the designation of areas and trails as "either 
open, regulated, or closed to off-road vehicles." On "open" areas 
and trails, off-road vehicles may be operated subject to the operating 
regulations and vehicle standards provided in the draft regulations. 
"Regulated" areas and trails would be subject to additional restrictions 
on ORV use as deemed appropriate by the authorized officer. On "closed" 
areas and trails, the use of ORVs is permanently or temporarily prohibited. 

The "open" and "regulated" categories, taken together, correspond to the 
"areas and trails on public lands on which the use of off-road vehicles 
may be permitted" as defined in Executive Order 11644 in section 3(a). 
The "closed" category corresponds to the "areas in which the use of 
off-road vehicles may not be permitted." Both the "open" and "regulated" 
areas and trails would be subject to the operating regulations and vehicle 
standards provided in the proposed Bill regulations. In the "regulated" 
category, the authorized officer may impose additional limitations on such 
aspects of ORV use as the type and number of vehicles, time of day, or 
season of the year. In some cases ORV use might be restricted to existing 
roads and trails or be subject to such other restrictions necessary to 
comply with the Executive Orders. 

The principal purposes of the "regulated" designation are: 

(1) To permit the accommodation of limited off-road vehicle 
use on areas and trails which would otherwise be designa
ted as "closed" for the protection of the resource. 

(2) To mitigate certain of the adverse environmental impacts of 
off-road vehicle use on areas and trails which would other
wise be designated as "open." 

The ORV regulations of the National Park Service (36 CFR 4.19), the Bureau 
of Reclamation (43 CFR 420.21), and the Fish and Wildlife Service (50 CFR 
27.31) also provide this flexibility to some degree. 
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The proposed schedule will permit most of the Bureau of Land Manage
ment's required off-road vehicle designations to be made on the basis 
of Management Framework Plans (MFPs). MFPS are the basis of BLM's 
land use planning system, and they will be prepared and revised on a 
regular cycle for the great bulk of the lands administered by that 
Bureau. Each MFP is based on one or more detailed resource inventories 
and appraisals of use-potential (Unit Resource Analyses). Procedures 
for conflict resolution and soundly-based choice among alternative 
courses of action are built into the Management Framework Planning 
process. 

Additional off-road vehicle designations will be made on the 
basis of environmental investigations undertaken in connection 
with proposed coal leases, grazing changes, studies of wilderness 
potential, and similar actions. As with the Management Framework 
Plan process, provision is made for public involvement at each 
major stage in these investigationso 

Finally, where necessary to meet the schedule, off-road vehicle 
designations will be made on the basis of resource appraisals 
and environmental assessments undertaken specifically for that 
purpose and apart from any of the foregoing procedures. Here again, 
provisions will be made for public involvement as required by 
Executive Order 11644, as amendedo 

Cultural resources planning procedures currently being devleoped by 
the Bureau of Land Management will insure that historic and archeo-
logical resources will be fully considered and adequately protected 
during the off-road vehicle designation process. These procedures 
also provide the mechanism for full compliance with the Antiquities 
Act of 1906 (34 Stat. 225, 16 U.S.C. 431 et seq.), the Historic Sites 
Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 666, 16 U.S.C. 461 et seq.), Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 915, 16 U.S.C 
470 et seq.), Section 101(b)(4) of the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852, 42 U.S.C. 4331 et seq.), the Archeological 
and Historic Conservation Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 174, 16 U.S.C. 469), 
Section 1(3) and 2(b) of Executive Order 11593, and 36 CFR 800. (BLM 
is currently working toward a Memorandum of Agreement with the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation to formalize these compliance pro
cedures—especially as regards the requirements of 36 CFR 800.) 

The Bureau of Land Management anticipates that, prior to each off-road 
vehicle designation action, a complete review of existing cultural 
resource information (Class I Inventory) will be available for the 
affected area. This data base will include all sites listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places and the appropriate State Historic 
Preservation Plan(s). A thorough study of other available secondary-
sources will be made. Where this information is insufficient to 
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penrdt a soundly-based designation decision, a field sampling survey 
(Class II Inventory) will be conducted. Combined with the "Class I" 
data base, this inventory will be the basis for judgments of the 
probability of occurrence of undiscovered cultural resources in the 
various parts of the area to be designated. Finally, where a ground-
disturbing action (such as the establishment of an intensive trail 
bike use area or trail) is contemplated, a complete field inventory 
(Class III) of surface evidence of cultural resources will be made 
within the area of possible disturbance prior to undertaking the action. 

The proposed Bureau of Land Management procedures are illustrative; the 
other land-managing bureaus have comparable procedures for cultural 
resources planning. 

In certain instances, an actual or threatened serious adverse environ
mental impact from off-road vehicles arises under circumstances which 
make it necessary to take immediate corrective action—without waiting 
for the ORV designation process to be completed on the area in question. 
In such cases, it is now mandatory under the provisions of Section 9(a) 
of Executive Order 11989 for the agency head to close affected areas and 
trails to ORV use until such time as he determines that such adverse 
effects have been eliminated and measures implemented to prevent recurrenc-. 

There is another class of off-road vehicle management actions on Bureau of 
Land Management administered lands which are excluded by (draft) regulation 
(proposed 43 CFR 6290.0-5(a)—see Appendix 3, and Executive Order 11644, as 
amended, Section 2(3)(C) from the proposed action. This exclusion applies 
to vehicles operated off road under the provisions of various permits, 
leases, etc., governing nonrecreational uses of the land. For instance, 
authorization to use an ORV may be made a part of a grazing license or 
lease to allow the permittee to conduct legitimate livestock operations. 
Authorization for the use of ORVs in mineral exploration is by Temporary 
Use Permit. Other mining operations require a BLK-approved "Plan of 
Operations" or "Notice of Intent" which may also make provision for ORV 
uses. Permits for scientific activity often provide for CRV access. Such 
uses may take place on lands designated as closed or restricted under the 
proposed action. These uses are, however, strictly limited by the terms 
of the penrdt to that which ELM finds legitimate and necessary. The 
permitting procedures provide BLM an opportunity to direct permittees away 
from areas of critical concern and inform them of situations which require 
special precautions during ORV operations. 

As indicated in the proposed Bureau of Land Management Regulations, certain 
recreational off-road vehicle activities also require permits. These ac
tivities are covered by the proposed action and will not take place on 
areas or trails designated as closed to ORV use. 

Off-road vehicle regulations and designations, once established, must be 
enforced if the proposed action is to be effective. Under Section 303 
of Public Law 94-579 (as well as other enactments) the Bureau of Land 
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Management has full enforcement authority including the power to 
make cooperative law enforcement agreements with local authorities. 
Federal personnel will be used where necessary and appropriate. An 
example is the Desert Ranger force currently being developed by the 
Bureau in southern California. The ultimate scope of needed enforce
ment activity is unforeseeable at this time. It is possible that 
enforcement problems may limit the effectiveness of the proposed 
implementation of Executive Order 11644, as amended, if appropriations 
fail to keep up with needs as they arise. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The lands administered by the Department range geographically from the 
Arctic tip of Alaska to the submerged coral of the Caribbean and the 
Pacific Islands. They encompass a wide range of environmental forms 
from well below sea level to over 21,000 feet elevation, with terrain 
features as diverse as the swamplands and desert, and with use ranging 
from high density to highly dispersed. They include locales which 
represent a broad spectrum of stages in ecosystem development. 

The soils, waters, and biota of these lands comprise a resource recog
nized as significant in its contribution to sustaining mankind, yet of 
such diversity that many particulars of its character are still to be 
inventoried. However, it is generally recognized that lands of low 
rainfall, lew temperature, and steep terrain are the most fragile to 
off-road vehicle use. The Department takes cognizance of both biotic 
and abiotic realms as it pursues its responsibilities in land steward
ship. The present-day lack of a full description of all ecosystems and 
their extent over large areas makes it more difficult to describe the 
entire dynamic setting within which the action would take place. At 
best, we can make reasoned judgments as to management of those environ
mental facets, basing the judgments upon the "state-of-the-art" of 
eccmanagement. Moreover, the various missions, policies, and management 
philosophies of the several Bureaus within the Department necessitate 
particular handling of off-read vehicles by each. 

A. National Park System 

The National Park System is composed of some 31 million acres of land 
divided into three general categories—natural, historical, and recre
ational. 

1. Natural Areas 

Natural Areas are those which have exceptional value or qualities 
illustrating or interpreting the natural themes of our Nation. 
Broadly stated, these are: 

Outstanding geological formations or features significantly 
illustrating geologic processes and natural phenomena. 
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- Significant fossil evidence of the development of life on earth. 

- An ecological community significantly illustrating characteristics 
of a physiographic province or biome. 

- A habitat supporting a uniquely outstanding highly concentrated, 
rare, endangered, or relict flora or fauna. 

Examples of the scenic grandeur of our natural heritage. 

2o Historical Areas 

Historical areas are structures, sites, objects, and districts that 
possess exceptional value or quality in illustrating or interpreting 
the cultural heritage of our Nation such as: 

Properties at which events occurred that have significantly contributed 
to, are identified prominently with, or outstandingly represent, the 
broad cultural, political, economic, military, or social history of the 
Nation, and from which an understanding and appreciation of the larger 
patterns of our American heritage may be gained. 

Historic districts composed of structures not sufficiently significant 
individually by reason of historical association or architectural merit 
to warrant recognition, that, when preserved or restored as integral 
parts of their environment, are of historical significance to the Nation 
in commemorating or illustrating a way of life in its developing culture. 

3. Recreational Areas 

Recreational areas generally are spacious areas containing outstanding 
natural and/or historic features and providing significant recreation 
opportunities. 

Recreational areas are located and designed to achieve comparatively 
heavy recreation use and generally are located where they can contribute 
significantly to the recreation needs of urban populations. 

They should provide recreation opportunities significant enough to 
assure national, as well as regional, visitation. 

Within the recreational areas, outdoor recreation shall be recognized 
as a primary management purpose; however, such management shall be 
compatible with the protection of the natural and historic resources. 

The National Park Service in regulating the use of off-road vehicles in 
these diverse areas must be cognizant of the fundamental purpose for which 
these areas were established. This purpose includes conserving the scenery, 
the natural and historic objects, the area's wildlife and compatible outdoor 
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recreation resources, and providing for the enjoyment of the same in 
such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the 
enjoyment of future generations. Section 3(a)(4) of Executive Order 
11644, as amended, provides "That areas and trails shall not be located 
in officially designated wilderness areas or primitive areas. Areas 
and trails shall be located in areas of the National Park System, 
natural areas or National Wildlife Refuges and Game Ranges only if the 
respective agency head determines that off-road vehicle use ir. such 
locations will not adversely affect their natural, esthetic or scenic 
values." 

Based on the mandates above, National Park Service administration of 
off-road vehicle use is necessarily more restrictive than that of most 
other bureaus. The ORV regulations which the National Park Service is 
currently enforcing appear in CFR Title 36 and in Appendix 3 with pro
posed amendments. 

B. Fish and Wildlife Service 

The Fish and Wildlife Service is responsible for the management and 
operation of a nationwide system of wildlife refuges and waterfowl 
production areas comprising seme 34 million acres of land, including 
wilderness areas, 90 national fish hatcheries and six research stations, 
along with associated lands. 

Of the more than 378 national wildlife refuges, at least one is located 
in each of the 17 major life zones of North America. Major biomes rep
resented include pinon-juniper, tropical forest, desert, deciduous forest, 
grassland, coniferous forest, tundra and chapparral. Lands within the 
major biomes are generally classified as wetlands, croplands, grasslands, 
forestlands, and others. 

A significant portion of the Service's lands have been specifically 
designated as protected habitat for rare and engangered species of 
wildlife. Travel in or use of any motorized vehicle, including land, 
water, ice, snow, and aircraft types is prohibited on areas administered 
by the U.S. Fish arid Wildlife Service except on specific routes for 
travel or in certain designated public use areas. 

In accordance with Section 3(a)(4) of Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
areas ar.d trails will be established only if the Eureau head determines 
that off-road vehicle use en Bureau lands will not adversely affect the 
natural, esthetic or scenic values. Because of the Service's primary 
responsiblity for the protection and perpetuation of fish and wildlife 
resources, with wildlife-oriented public use as a secondary objective, 
most areas administered by the Service will be closed tc OF.V use. 

The off-road vehicle regulations which the Fish and Wildlife Service is 
currently enforcing appear in CFR Title 50 and in Appendix 3 with pro
posed amendments. 
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KEY TO REAL PROPERTY NUMBERS 
JUNE 30, 1974 

I 
I - 1 

I 

J WMMIM - **>. in) 
I U a J v i 11a - C o l o . (PH) 
6 i ' r«W Brook - Maine (FN) 

11 H < . I « M I I - M O M • iPMi 
1 J M t d a t a M - l e v a (PH) 
14 I r w i n - Taun. ( n n 
15 Naat.ua - • . M. ! » ) 
1 7 l « a a i tUI> - K. Oak. (PM) 
1* M m i i p r l n y e - Ga. (PMR) 
19 irfllBllltTir - N. C. (PM) 

21 White S u l p h u r S p r i n g s - W. V«. IFW) 
2 1 * • * • * • ~ Mlaa. (PH) 
l l f a l l car, 1 . - r i a . (MbR) 
I t Haamoth Sprirsu - Ark. (PH) 
27 Hraton - La. (MIR) 
21 (itus*. L. - H. Dak. [HMD 
29 W i c h i t a H t a . - Ok l a , (KM) 
10 Huron - M t k , ( H I D 
11 [ ' l t d . ; * Kay - P l a . (HBD 
12 S h a l l Kaya - i-a . (MBR) 

i ! Pbc** Airii aaveka - Or*. t"u»D 
14 Copal l a - Wash. {HMD 
15 PLMtauTy a.-L-k. • Wait.. {HMD 
It C i . i l l a y u t * Nuu.ll.i.i - Wil l i . (HMD 
M Kay taHit - P l a . (HUH J 
19 UIWCI Klamath - C a l i f . , u r a . [MIH] 
H Malheur - C i a . {MID 
4 1 CLaa. L. - M. Dak. (HHR) 

4 1 - 1 I s l a n d bay - M a . IRaSh) 
42 lirifBI l~T l a . - Hawaii [HJhO 

*9 f o l d Gprirw* - Or*. (H»D 
• 4 DBMM f l a t - • f l l i T (HMD 
47 Hln l i luk* - Idaho (Mbh) 
51 Bar law] baa - k laaka ( K I D 
52 C u l a b r a - P. R, (HBD 
SI P a r a l l o r , - C a l i f . (HbD 
V, : , t . l a i a r l * - k l a a a a (MBD 
S* Tuxw.Jnl - A l a s k a (HBD 
SI BakavaaLet - k l a a k a IKhR) 
59 F a l r p o r t - Iowa (PR) 

M-i Me*. «•»»• *mm • "••*• W*l 
SI P l t t e f m t i - v t . IPHi 
M C U I I C L T . , - MM*. (PHI 
61 C l e a t L. - C a l i f . (HUD 
62 f u r r c . t . r 1. - k l a a k a (HDD 
bJ f t N i o b r a r a - N e b . (RGb) 
44 Haxy l a . - k l a a k a (HMD 
45 G i . i n bay - Wia. (HMD 
44 Q i i k i t i : ; - k l a a k a (HMD 
41 Oten-jeburii - G. C. (PR) 

49 i . t i v , 1 1 . - Wis . [HOD 
70 A l e u t I S * I . k l a a k a {HBD 7 I Iriiki 1- • aarv, (MUD 
74 N a t . Llk \.-.-t , ,.- - Wyu. <BGR) 

lb B M t h I . - Wash. IHNli) 
7 7 l iu i i ' j im'M - Waal). (HMD 
7B H i l l o L a c . - Minn. (HUD 
I 'i M l i . - fcrt. { H B D 
10 S p r i n u v l l l * - Utah (Pm) 

• 1 Worth P i a t t * - Kali. (MBR) 
42 tociablni - M M . > n n 
14 i M l l a - I . I . (PHI 
SS N i n e - U p * - M M . 1HBR1 
44 P a b l o - M i l t . (HbD 
as M l t y « H I U - N . M B , ii!!i:ii 

1 9 - 1 D a n v . r - C o l o . (WHC) 
90 La Croaaa - Wla. (Pk>) 
91 S l a c k b * a r J 1 . - Ga. (Dil i; 
9 1 M M Mlaa . - l J J . , Iowa IHBR) 

H I * . , Klr.r.. 

9 9 Join,:,on 1 . (Hawaii lr.ewt ) (MBR) 
99 taTTBHRntl - Ga. , :,. C. (MBR) 

100 McKay Craak - Oi a . (MbR) 
101 rort Worth - '.)>»• (PHI 
1C2 Crawroid - Nab. IrH) 
101 U;:i.<n Klaa—th - Or*. (MbR) 
105 P a t h f i n d e r - wyo . (HBD 
101 l ' i ahumlnyo - u k l a . (Til) 
109 T u l a L. - C a l i f . - f M M ) 

111 r i u i u v . k - A l a s k a (NCR) 
1 1 ) a a a i R. - Utah ( H I D 
114 rilatir Kaya - P l a . (HMD 
115 B e n t o n L. - H o h t . {HBD 
117 S a l t P l a i n s - Ofcla. ( N i D 
111 Ca|>a boa—in - S. C. (MR*) 
119 HoIf I . - Ga. IMHkl 
121 B a l l o n baa - C a l i f . (BAD 
122 S h a l d o n - I s * . (BCD 
1 2 ) L a e t o v n - U. Va. ( I ' l l ) 

124 M . Karka - M a . (NBK) 
U S C n i H M L. - Nab. (M<D 
124 Genoa - Wla. (PR) 
121 N a t c h l t O C l w * - La. (PR) 
121 f a l l e n - Hav. (HbD 
129 H d j a i a a n - frtliiR iri l j 
1 ) 0 Lakw M i l l s - H i s . (PR) 
111 l a m i a - M a l t . (PR) 
1 13 h M M - R, Max. [Vl\] 
1 ) 4 T M U l l Lab. - I . 1 . i r * S ) 

1 M O a i i - Pa. ( M | 
1 39 Mai t o n - A l a . (PHD 
140 Huttof. L. - Wyo. IHBD 
141 M a f a r t * - wye . ( M B D 
142 U>u-j L. - H bak . [***) 
14'. Samld l - A laaka IHHAI 
144 K-ar.ijuai l o r - * . C. (HbD 
144 B l j c k w a t a ; - Nd. (MB*) 
IS) K l l l c o h c o k - 0 * 1 . , N. J . (MRR) 
159 H a r r i s o n L. - Va. IrH) 

140 H a t ' . u u i k u e t - N. C. .HIIH) 
142 T r e m p e a l e a u - Mia. 1HBH) 
144 I'.a Lac* - H. Oak. {HbD 
145 J . C lark Galyar. - H. Oak. (BUD 
147 Arrnwwood - H. Oak. (KbD 
144 RaaMl 1.. - B. Oak. <M»M) 
149 LaCresk - B. Dak. ( H I D 
170 U M H I s d - H. Dak. (HbD 
172 taaJ le lr ,* L. - Mont. (MM*) 
17 ) Lake AnJaa - B. Dak. (MB*) 

174 f ] . , i u Crack - HO. IMtl) 
175 CttMtMgiaa " H I . (M»H) 
174 Watibay - 0 . Dak. (HbH) 
177 He,', Hock Lakva - Hunt, (MRU) 
174 ar«*RBR I « . - ' Ira . IHBii) 
179 (*ka lauaa - Tann. (Mb*) 
150 Swr.wy - Mich, (HbK> 
141 W a l h a l l a - B. C. (PH) 
143 V a I a n t i n * - l a * . [Mlkl 
144 U v a l d a - Taxaa (PH) 

185 LV;>«r Ocur la - H. bak. (MRH) 
147 M i l K * . - Aik . (HUB) 
144 ( l a . t Mt. - BT*. (bGH) 
191 Hulaaho* - Tvaaa I K J I I I 
192 Hie* L. - Minn. (Mb*) 
193 B R I U - La. (KbD 
194 T a a . i a c - HI nil . (HBH) 
195 Bow.)..In - Mont . (Mb*) 
194 K s l l v a s i o u j l . - H. Dak. (MBR) 
199 b l t t a r L. - B. Max. (KBD 

200 DBBBrl - M*v. [HHI 
201 BWM L. - Mo. IHBB) 
202 * ( # « • L. - H. Dak. (MHHI 
2 0 ) Tawaukon - H. Dak. (MRR) 
204 Jkidoch - N. b a k . (HBR) 
207 T R t a M I l ' Wash. (HBR) 
210 M l l a p * - Wash iKBR) 
211 Camas - Idaho IHBD 
213 TTTll f irm 13II • ilm., P l a . (HIM) 
214 S4M4W - H i s s . (M4D 
215 Chaa. K. R u a a a l l - Mont . (W1U 

217 PaunaMH - Hd. (Mac) 
214 Badbpaa G D BaaoM - <• •.•.**. (HBH) 
219 Cl iar laa Shaldor . - H a v . , Or*. (OR) 
220 HrDsahorn - Mains (Mb*) 
221 Sacraawanto - C a l i f (HbD 
222 f l i j i h P o t a a t - H. C. (PH) 
2 2 ) Union Nlc'Jjh - Iowa tKIiD 
224 buawjay Hook - D * l . (MID 
225 Asjaaalt - Minn. (HBH) 

224 Jo.-ma I. - Hash. (Ha*) 
227 HAL la I. - Waal). (MBR) 
2)1 Paa I. - K. C. (MBR) 
232 Baar b u t t s - S . Dak. (HBR) 
233 C a r s o n - Mash. (PH) 
2 ) 4 Mcntaiubt* - R. T. (MRR) 
2 ) 3 Lyman - N l S B . (PR) 
2 ) 1 Laka Thlbarl*«u - Mont . (MRU 
240 L a c a a a l n * - La. (MRS) 
241 Ruby L. - Rav. (MBR) 

242 A i a n a a a - Taxaa (MBR) 
245 Sabkna - La. (HBR) 
244 Maasn *+y - k l a a k a (MBR) 

2 4 4 - 1 H e l l ni,ay L. - M. C. (PR) 
247 S l a c k C o u l a * - Hunt . (MRU) 
241 l a c k bay - Va. (HBR) 
249 l i a w i t t L. H u n t . (MbR) 
251 C o h u t t a - Ga. (PR) 
252 Inks (lam - Taxaa (PR) 
2 5 ) C t t a t t a h o o r h * * I o i . i t - Ga. (PR) 

254 C o i n i n g - Ark. (TR) 
255 Tyb** - S s . , S. C. (MRR) 
257 bsavanwoi t fa - Hash . (PH) 
259 Mt.awlui A l a . (MbR) 
Mfl V a l l e y C i t y - N. Dak. (PH) 
242 Meat U M M I - - Uti le (MIR) 
2 4 ) Cap* Hwaraa - Or*. (HBR) 
244 G u t t e n b e l ' j - low* iP.11 
247 Great Whita Karon - P l a . ( K I D 
245 Ua laka - r l a . (PR) 

249 Pl*dax>nt - Ga. (MRR) 
270 Cab*** P i l u t * - k t l i . (CD 
271 Mfa - acta, (o) 
272 H a n - H a n - Mlaa . i.i::i 
274 Bkatawlah - W)B. (HBR) 
275 C a r o l i n a S a n d h i l l * - 5 . C. (MBR) 
274 Haw London - Mlr.n. (PR) 
275 W i l l l a s a Ciaak - A r i l . (PH) 
212 Matron - Cfilo (FH) 
214 B u f f a l o (.. - H. Dak. (MbD 

241 C a m f l a M !-- - H. Dak. (HBR) 
292 P l o i e n c a L. - M. Dak. (H4R) 
295 J o h n s o n 1.. - N. Dak. (HbH) 
299 Lords L. - H. Dak. (MRR) 
304 Laka M S C | B - N. Dak. (hRR) 
307 Laka H o - M. Dak. (HBD 
301 ( jk . i M a t t l a - H. Dak. (Hi.-;-) 
310 Laka l a h l - H. Dak. (HBR) 
314 McLean - I , Dak. (HBR) 
111 S h a l l L. - H. Dak. (MR) 

320 M c L . i t L - H. D*k. (HRR) 
321 Carbon M i l l - S l a . (PR) 
322 Suauuahaiina - Hd. (HBR) 
3 2 ) i r l . j a n t l n e - H. J . (MRR) 
324 M N - V . I I I,. - H. Dak. (HBD 
325 Laka Al low - N. Dak. (MBR) 
) 2 I HnxiiLws H i s s . ( K i D 
330 L L t t l a Whita S a l a c n - Wash. (PH) 
334 B t i t l a t - Wash. I r.l) 
335 H l n t h r o p - H a s h . (rN> 

340 BRRR4M - A r i l . , C a l i f . (MbR) 
141 Baa Ar.iltu* - M. Hex, (bGR) 
142 hoi i c o n - Mia . (HBR) 
343 i ' n - n y Rock - N. Dak. (MBR) 
349 Whi te L. - H. Dak. <MBD 
350 W i l l o w L. - H. Dak. (HRR) 
352 I s y s r l a l - k r l x . , C a l i f . (MBR) 
354 Laka Mason - Mont . (HBS) 
351 K o d a k - A laaka (bGR) 
359 R a s l f o o t - K y . , Tann . <K*K) 
J41 CraaJman C o u l a * - Mont . (MPS) 

342 Kanal - A l a s k a lBCD 
363 C h a a a a l i o w l t l k a - P l a . (M«R) 
344 Parkar R. - Mass . (HSR) 
345 S a n t a s - 4 . C. (MBR) 
341 H a l f b i e s J L. - Merit. <HM) 
370 L u a . t M r - Mont. (HSR) 

3 4 0 - 1 Colsman - C a l i f . (PR) 
311 M a l l a t o u a - Mont . (MRR) 
312 H l r H S B I l l - V t . (MBR) 

31) Chlncotaaau* - Hd., Va. (MB*) 
)«i Santa Ana - Taxaa (RBI) 
117 Colusa - Calif. (HBR) 
) • • Charav - S . C. (PR) 
319 Graat. Naadows - Haas. (MB*) 
390 Dranyabury County - 1 . C. (PR) 
391 Hcncsoy - Mas*. (MBR) 
392 MlBRO - Mo. (HBR) 
393 Columbia - Maah. (MBR) 
194 t l a d * - M. Dak. I W I ) 

395 Craston - Mont. (PH) 
394 S e t t e r - C a l i f . (HSR) 
39B 4 a r . s e * v i l l a - Ohio (PH) 
4C0 J. N. "Clay- ba.llr.j - Pla. (MBR) 
401 Tann*aas* - Tann. (MbR) 
403 T l a h u a i n v o - O k i e . (MBR) 
404 Ha.jarman - Taxaa (MRR) 
404 LaKJaRM A t a s e o a * - Tax . (HBR) 
412 M i c h i y a a l a . - R i c h . (HBR) 
4 1 ) M a r t h a I * - R. 1. (HBR) 

414 Mark Twain - 1 1 1 . , I o w a , 
Ho. (MBR) 

415 Crab Orchard - 1 1 1 . (MBR) 
414 C o n v i c t Creak - C a l i f . (PRS) 
419 S t i l l w a t e r - M*v. (MBR) 
420 He Nanny • 4 . Dak. (PHI 
O ) Worth A t t l s b o r c - H a a s . (PR) 
424 I p i i W v I M l i - Waali. (PR) 
424 H i l l a n - Ga. (PR) 
421 H i a w a t h a P o r a a t - M i d i . (PH) 

429 BRBBUlia Creak - Mich . (PH) 
430 I T l l l t l l l l Dab - B, Dak. (PR) 
433 rtiBBilBB - P l a - (MBR) 
4 ) 4 W i l l a r J - Wash. (PHR) 
4 ) 5 L u x a b a t e h * « - P l a . (MBR) 
434 H a i c - d - C a l i f . (HRR) 
445 F r a n k f o r t - Ky. (r*H) 
450 MJiit* V i s t a - C o l o . (MBR) 
451 P r e a u u l l e - Va. (HBR) 
452 Z a y l a Creak - Ova. (PR) 

451 Shlawaaa** - Mich. (MM) 
459 H a t . Kay Dear - P l a . (bGR) 
441 K l r w i n - Kan. (HBR) 
4&7 M a r t i n - HJ . (MR) 
461 Morten - H. V. (HBR) 
477 O u l v l r a - I a n . (HBK) 
4*2 Hebary - Hash . (HBR) 
413 Morfo.-k - Ark. (FBI 
417 Aialuboa - B, Dak. (MR) 
491 H a t B M F o r a a t I I - R. C. ( P I ) 

492 G a v i n * P o i n t - S . Dak. (FMR) 
493 M i l * * C i t y - Hunt . (PH) 
49S H o l l a ibai.A - Ark. (HBR) 
501 A b a m a t h y - Maah. (PR) 

S 0 1 - 1 J B B B R B B - Hyo. (PR) 
505 l r o . j u o l a - M. V. ( M R ) 

5 0 5 - 2 Klaawth P o r a a t - Or*. (MBR) 
507 F a i n t Bank - Va. (FN) 
509 Bewdan - M. Va. (PR) 
5 1 1 Cadar B l u f f - Kaa. (PR) 

5 1 3 C a t a h o u l a - La. (MBR) 
514 BtBMMBMkf - A l a s k a (BSR) 
514 F l x l a y - C a l i f . (HBR) 
517 Wat Moras - Mont . (MR) 
511 B u f f a l o Laka - Taxaa (MBR) 
519 DaCoto - I o w a , Hab. (MBR) 
522 P l a h C;.. l t i j a - Utah (MR) 
523 E r i e - Pa . (MRR) 
524 S t u t t g a r t - Ark. i r U ) 
529 W i l l o w Baach - A r i l . (PR) 
531 A l c h a a a y - A r l > . (PR) 

5 3 1 Karn - C a l i f . (MBD 
341 Graat £w».;> - H. J. (MBA) 
542 HolC-c - C a l i f . (HBR) 
543 Ouray - Utah (MBR) 
544 A r c t i c - A laaka (HR) 
545 C l a r a n c * jo-.oda - A laaka (MR) 
341 Ixabbak - A laaka (WR) 
547 J o r d o n A. - Mich . (PR) 
549 San Jean - Maah. (MBA) 

530 Hackay I . - B . C , Va. (BBB) 
351 Mapaaaooa - Ark . ( M R ) 
555 Maahltm - O k l a . ( M B ) 

9 4 4 - 1 G a r r l a o * Da* - M. Dak. ( P » 
949 Ottawa - Ohio (MR) 
971 M y a a d o t t a - BUck. (MBR) 
5B1 M y t h a t l l l a - Va. (PR) 
519 H a r r i s Hwok - 0 * . (MR) 
401 Jenaa B o l * - Utah (P») 
4 0 ) D a l a v a a - C a l i f - (ADR) 

405 Crwsa Cra*ka - Ta.-n. ( M B ) 
4C4 Kaatarn Mack - * 1 . (MBR) 
4 0 1 D a l e Mel low - T*aa . (PR) 
412 An.ahuac - Taxaa (HBR) 
419 Graara P a r r y - Ark. (PH) 
422 G a l r . a a v l l l a - P l a . (NBC) 
423 P l a h O a n a t l c a L»b. - My*. IFBJ) 
424 A l a a e a a - C o l o . (MR) 
429 PakrMRRat - B a v . ( M B ) 
430 P r l M Book - D a l . (BSVR) 

432 H a r r l t t I . - P l a . (MBR; 
4 ) 9 Hurtharn P r a l r l a - M. Dak. 4MB1 
440 Gr. Lakes P l a h a r y l a b . 

Mich . (PRS) 
643 Lake Woodruff - P l a . (RB3R) 
449 I'unao - H. C. (MR) 
451 ClKJCtaw - A l a . (MR) 
434 H a a c a l a r o - M. Max. <PM) 
433 R a v a l l i - H o o t . (HBR) 
444 T e j ; - * n i » h - Maah. (MBR) 

666 Pa* Da* - N. C. (HBRj 
674 C l a r e n c e Cannon - Ho. (HBR) 
673 C*Jar l a l a r J - M - C. (MR) 676 Cibola - Arl*., Calif. (*»•) 
679 BBBBSaal - Idaho (HBR) 
610 E u f a u l a - A l a . , Ga. (MR) 
6 4 ) c . t c n l a - Tann. (MBR) 
414 Cadar P o i n t - Ohio (MBR) 
417 Coo.bey Laka - Maah. (HBH) 
4 1 1 ColuBfcla Lab. - Mo. IPMt 

690 L a h o n t a * - Hav. (PR) 
4 9 0 - 1 Q-Jir.auIt - Maah, (PB) 

491 Craya Laka - Idaho (HBD 
732 Browne Park - C o l o . ( M I ) 
733 B l t t i l - I d a h o (PH) 
734 MattMHBSB - Minn. (HBR) 
7 34 Gaadakadaa - Myo- (HBB) 
743 U-oto4wklaa - C o l o . (PR) 
744 MM. L. P l n l a y - O r e . (MR) 
747 Ankmny - O r * . (MR) 

74B b a a k a t t S l o u c h - Ora. (HBR) 
749 H i d ^ a f l a l d - H a s h . (MRR) 
7 3 1 Laa Va<;as - M. Max. ( M l ) 
753 P i n * I , - r i a . <b»R> 
754 Hat l a c ha P a n - P l a . (MBR) 
755 C a l o o a a h a c h a a - P l a . (MBR) 
741 H a x w a l l - M. Max. (MBR) 
742 M B P l a h a r y k a a a a r c h Lab. 

S . Dak. (PR!) 
743 Fliat Bllla - Kan. (M»«) 

745 CWBllBl States fish St*. - Ind. (PB) 
764 MuacataLuck - Ind. (MR) 
761 iraiori* - Taxaa (MBR) 
770 Kach*l CaaTBBB - H a i r * (HBR) 
771 Gan Lula - C a l i f . (MBR) 
772 Mara Spr ir .ue - Ore . (PR) 
711 Arapaho - C o l o . (MBR) 
7S9 UL Band - Mont. (Mi)D 
790 BaraaaM - M. J - (MBD 
791 T a r * * t Rock - M- t . (MBR) 
792 Molf Craak - Ky. (PH) 

793 P o c a a a * - S. Dak. (MBR) 
794 S t . V i n c e n t - P l a . (MBR) 
793 Graan Lake - Mains (PH) 
794 Bear Laka - Idaho (HBR) 
799 B l a c k b i r d R*a*arch S t a . 

O h i o (Wax?) 
• CO buck I . - V. I . ( K i D 
• 01 F i s h e r m a n I . - Va. (MBR) 
402 Cap* M*w*nhaai - A l a s k a (MBR) 

4 0 1 Meson Mack - Va. (MB*) 
• 0 4 Baa Barnard - Taxaa (HBB) 
1 0 5 AxM'jene*Ct - M. » • l it*") 
•04 Oyatar Bay - ». *• >»••) 
• 97 HCli* Bouawl - P l a . I W ) 
M t U m a t i l l a - O r e . , M e a t , 04BB) 
• 10 Beat tick - H. X. (MBR) 
• 11 Maaaaw - Oa. (MBB) 
• 1 2 Meat P l a b B a a . L A L . - tBx**. (PBB) 
• 1 4 O r v l l a - B . MBR. (MBB) 

• 23 K * # t * r a o * - C a l i f . (•«»•) 
• 2 4 B*suoyak - O k i e . (MBB) 
• 2 7 N l n l u r e t - B- I - (MBR) 
• 2 * L . O t l * - M. Dak. (M*R) 
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Co Bureau of Land Mancigemer.t 

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for the management 
of 474 million acres of Federal lands. Of this total 299 million 
acres are in Alaska and 175 million acres are in the conterminous 
United States—primarily in the eleven States which are west of 
the 100th meridian. More than 99 percent of these lands are the 
remainder of the original Public Domain. The rest were acquired 
by the Government for a variety of purposes. 

Of the Bureau of Land Management's total holdings, 570,000 acres 
are classified as Primitive Areas or Natural Areas. These lands 
are managed under restrictive mandates and will generally be closed 
to off-road vehicles. BLM's remaining holdings—more than 473 million 
acres—are managed under a multiple-use mandate. These lands are used 
principally for the production of forage, water, timber, minerals, 
wildlife, and recreation benefits. The Bureau estimates that half of 
all the recreational off-road vehicle use (excluding snowmobile use) 
in the United States takes place on lands under its administration. 

Lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management range from 
Arctic tundra to Sonoran desert to islands off the Florida coast. 
The. biom.es included are: (a) Grassland, (b) Desert, (c) Coniferous 
Forest, (d) Taiga, (e) Tundra, (f) Arctic Coniferous Forest, (g) 
Florida and Westerly Keys Subtropic Community, and (h) Eastern 
Deciduous Forest. 

The Bureau of Land Management manages lands meeting Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission classifications II through VI: general 
outdoor recreation areas, natural environment areas, unique natural 
areas, primitive areas and historical and cultural sites. Besides the 
above, the Bid' administers components of the National Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Systems and National Trails System. To summarize: the BLM 
administers lands from the tip of Alaska to the tip of Florida and the 
Outer Continental Shelf, including the Continental Shelf around Hawaii. 
BLM's holdings comprise sixty percent of all federally-owned land and 
twenty percent of America's total land base. 

In implementing Executive Order 11644, as amended, the Bureau of Land 
Management will evaluate all of its lands to deterraine if they should 
be open, open with regulation, or closed to off-road vehicle use. 
Public participation will be solicited on each area prior to its 
designation as open, regulated, or closed to ORV use„ 1/ 

1/ Public participation need not be solicited prior to closures of lands 
to ORVs under emergency authorities—including closures pursuant to 
Section 9(a) of Executive Order 11644, as amended. Such closures are not 
"designations" in the sense used in Executive Order 11644 or in the 

Department's proposed Manual Chapter. 
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LAND ADMINISTERED BY THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

PRIORITY CATiSGORIfcS FOR OFF-ROAD 

VEHICLE DESIGNATION 

1st Priority 
Designation Dates 1978-81 

2nd Priority 
Designation Dates 1978-85 

3rd Priority 
Designation Dates 1978-87 

0 & C Lands 
Included in 3rd Priority 

Figure 4. 
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ALASKAN LANDS ADMINISTERED BY THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

LEGEND 

VA Public Domain Lands 1/ 

03 

1/ Under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, status of 
lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management are rapidly 
changing. (Off-Road Vehicle designations to be completed by 
December 31, 1981) F i g u r e ,. 



Addendum: 

The following explanatory paragraph pertains to the Bureau of Land 
Management proposed regulations. 

The status of the public lands prior to designation in conformance 
with Executive Order 11644, under the terms of the District Court 
Order of May 5, 1975, is simply undesignated. This means that those 
areas which have previously been closed or restricted remain so. 
Those areas which were open to ORV use will generally remain open. 
However, this does not preclude the use of other existing authorities 
to open, close, or restrict areas as needed for reasons other than 
ORV use. Closures or restrictions might be because of withdrawals 
for habitat preservation, public safety, resource protection, etc. 
Wilderness areas, big-game wintering areas, critical watersheds, etc., 
can be protected even though the Executive Order 11644 designations 
have not been made. 



An environmental analysis will also be prepared to evaluate the 
effects of each such action. Off-road vehicle use will be confined 
to areas and trails that have been designated as open to their use, 
and in such locales will be subject to certain controls„ 

Such areas and trails will be selected on lands having terrain 
suitable to vehicle capability and having low erosion and siltation 
potentials. Areas and trails shall be selected to minimize damage 
to soil, watershed, vegetation or other resources of the public 
landso 

D. Bureau of Reclamation 

The mission of the Bureau of Reclamation includes the development of 
water resources for the Western States. Most lands of the Bureau of 
Reclamation were withdrawn or acquired for specific project purposes, 
such as: dams, reservoirs, canals, poverplants, transmission lines, 
reads, etcc Sufficient lands, however, are obtained to insure the 
optimum use of the facility, including recreation and fish and wild
life requirements. 

In accordance with Executive Order 11644, as amended by Executive 
Order 11989, areas and trails will be established only if the 
Commissioner of Reclamation determines that off-road vehicle use on 
Bureau lands will not adversely affect operation and maintenance 
of the project. Public participation in planning is solicited on 
each area prior to its designation. 

The regulations for off-road vehicle use on Reclamation lands appear 
in CFR Title 43 and in Appendix 3 with proposed amendments. 

E. Summary 

The proposed action will give the concerned agencies enhanced control 
over the lands they are charged with administering. This enhanced 
control should make it easier for agencies to implement and conform 
to existing land use plans, policies, and controls in the affected areas. 

It should be remembered, however, that designation does not guarantee 
control. The effectiveness of the proposed action in reducing the 
adverse impacts of off-road vehicles on Interior lands will be propor
tional to the funding and personnel allocated to the implementation 
effort. 

IIIo THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Implementation of the various Bureau regulations issued pursuant to 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, and the subsequent Departmental 
Manual Chapter will generate numerous impacts on the human environment—most 
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of them beneficial. The principal effects of the proposed action 
will be the reduction of the adverse impacts of off-road vehicle 
use which are now occurring on Interior Department lands, or which 
would occur in the future without such implementation, and the 
possible intensification of impacts on those areas designated as 
open. The recognized environmental impacts attributable to ORV use 
on public lands managed by Interior will be confined to those areas 
deemed appropriate and designated for OP.V use. 

A. Air 

The impact of the proposed action would be to maintain or improve 
the existing ambient air quality on Interior Department lands by 
restricting off-road vehicle use to times and places where the 
expected adverse effects would be minimized. 

The operation of off-road vehicles creates two principal types of 
adverse impacts on air quality: gaseous exhaust emissions and 
fugitive dust. 

1. Gaseous Exhaust Emissions 

The operation of any internal combustion engine produces toxic 
gases—principally carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, and photochemical 
oxidants. The background levels of these pollutants on Interior 
lands are not precisely known. The general tendency is from high 
concentrations in certain locations near cities such as Denver, 
•San Bernardino and Las Vegas to extremely low levels in the Arctic 
and in the more remote areas of the conterminous United States. 
Even without regulation, off-road vehicle exhaust emissions would 
not be expected to cause significant deterioration of air quality nor 
to Cciuse existing or prospective standards for gaseous pollutant levels 
to be exceeded over a wide area. Heavy ORV use in an area of pristine 
air could, however, produce local concentrations of fumes which would 
annoy or irritate other users of the p>ublic lands. 

2. Dust 

Off-road vehicles tend to dislodge small particles from the soil surface 
which may become suspended in the air as dust. The surface thus desta
bilized may, moreover, produce fugitive dust through wind erosion long 
after the ORV or ORVs have passed. This phenomenon is by far the most 
severe adverse impact of ORV operation on ambient air quality. It is 
particularly acute in desert or near-desert areas with little or no 
vegetation. Soils most susceptible to wind erosion include those 
Aridisols and Entisols (see Figure 7) with fine texture, which contain 
particles that can be held in suspension by winds of very low velocity. 
Soils of these textures are common in southern California, Arizona, 
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New Mexico, Nevada, and parts of Utah and eastern Oregon. Wind 
erosion in these areas can contribute significantly to poor air 
quality and limited visibility during certain seasons of the year. 
This problem has, on occasion, been noticeably aggravated by heavy 
off-road vehicle use. 

The proposed action would reduce both of the foregoing adverse impacts 
by restricting off-road vehicle use to areas, trails and times where 
soils are less conducive to the production of dust, and/or where the 
prevailing atmospheric conditions are less conducive to the maintenance 
of objectionable concentrations of dust and toxic gases. The designa
tion of certain areas and trails as closed to ORVs would, moreover, 
permit non-ORV users to avoid this problem. Enforcement of the operating 
regulations would further reduce the production of dust and gaseous pol
lutants at the source. 

B. Water 

The impact of the proposed action on water quality will be to reduce the 
adverse impacts of off-road vehicle use on the quality of surface waters 
on, adjacent to, or downstream of Interior lands. The impacts of ORV use 
on the quantity of available surface waters—and on the quantity and 
quality of subsurface waters—are generally expected to be negligible 
with or without the proposed action. The impact of ORV use on soil 
structure does increase runoff and hence reduces infiltration and ground 
water recharge. In certain instances (such as heavy off-trail use of 
a significant aquifer recharge area) this impact may be sufficiently 
important to warrant consideration in making designations. ORV use has 
two kinds of adverse impacts on surface water quality: increased chemical 
and biological contamination, and added sediment. 

1. Machine and Human Waste 

Small quantities of gasoline and lubricating oil spilled or leaked from 
off-road vehicles enter surface waters directly or via adjacent soils. 
Body wastes deposited by ORV users also enter surface water where they 
contribute to organic and microbial contamination (though this impact is 
less severe than that occasioned by an equivalent volume of horse use). 
Both of these impacts are minor but of sufficient concern that designated 
ORV trails will generally avoid potable water supply watersheds. 

2. Sediment 

Much of the soil which erodes from the land due to off-road vehicle use 
ultimately enters surface waters where it contributes to sediment load 
and accelerates the siltation of stream and lake bottoms. This impact, 
too, is generally minor. It may be a serious local problem, however, 
where most or all of the following circumstances coincide: 

a. Unstable soils (See also subsection on soil impacts.) 
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b. Steep topography (especially slopes steeper than 25 percent 
gradient) 

c. Off-road vehicle travel across country, in stream beds, or 
on badly designed and/or poorly maintained trails. 

d. Receiving waters of high quality and value. 

e. Spawning gravels or other fish habitat subject to damage by 
siltation. 

The impact of the proposed Interior Department implementation of off-road 
vehicle regulations will be to minimize the adverse effect of ORV use on 
water quality. This will be done by designating ORV areas and trails so 
as to avoid the foregoing combination of circumstances or any other situ
ations conducive to excessive soil movement. Where special trails and 
ancillary facilities are developed for the accommodation of ORVs on 
Interior lands, accelerated erosion and sedimentation may occur during 
the construction phase. Care will be exercised in design and construc
tion so as to minimize the magnitude and duration of this impact. 

C. Soils 

Pursuant to Executive Order 11644, as amended, "Areas and trails shall be 
located to minimize damage to soil, . . . ." This minimization will be a 
beneficial impact of the proposed action. It will be difficult to accom
plish since soils vulnerable to off-road vehicle damage are widespread on 
Interior lands. 

Soils and their associated landscapes on the lands administered by the 
Department of the Interior are extremely varied. They range from the wet 
organic peat and muck soils (Kistosols) which are widespread on the wet
lands associated with wildlife refuges and such national parks as Ever
glades to the low-organic desert soils (Aridisols) which occur on large 
acreages of the Bureau of Land Management's holdings in California and 
Nevada and on smaller areas in other western states. Between these 
extremes are the extensive areas of the Mollisols, Ultisols, Inceptisols, 
and Alfisols with smaller areas of Spodosols and Oxisols. 

A map showing the general locations where these soils are found is 
included in this Statement as Figure 7. 1/ Off-road vehicles damage 
soil by displacement and compaction. Direct displacement of soil 
particles by wheels or tracks is a common effect of ORV use and is 
most significant on soil landscapes with slopes exceeding 25 percent. 
Far more serious is the destabilization of the soil—often compounded 

1/ See also pages 85-88 of the National Atlas of the United States of 
America, U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Washington, 
D.C., 1970. 
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Legend for General Soil Map of the United States (Figure 7) 

A - Alfisols 

D - Aridsols 

E - Entisols 

I - Inceptisols 

M - Mollisols 

S - Spodosols 

U - Ultisols 

V - Vertisols 

X - Areas with little soils 

- Alfisols - Soils that are medium to high in bases and have 
gray to brown surface horizons and subsurface horizons of clay 
accumulation, usually moist but during the warm season of the 
year some are dry part of the time. 

- Aridisols - Soils that have pedogenic horizons and are low in 
organic matter and never moist as long as three consecutive months. 

- Entisols - Soils that have no pedogenic horizons. 
- Inceptisols - Soils that have weakly differentiated horizons, 
materials in the soil that have been altered or removed but 
have not accumulated. These soils are usually moist but during 
the warm season of the year some are dry part of the time. 

- Mollisols - Soils that have nearly black, friable, organic-rich 
surface horizons high in bases, formed mostly in subhumid and 
semiarid warm to cold climates. 

- Spodosols - accumulation of amorphous materials in subsurface 
horizons. 

- Ultisols - Soils that are low in bases and have subsurface 
horizons of clay accumulation, usually moist, but during the 
warm season of year some are dry part of the time. 

- Vertisols - Cracking clay soils. 
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by destruction of stabilizing vegetation—which leaves the soil exposed 
to severe danger of wind and water erosion. Soil which remains in place 
may suffer compaction which, like erosion, impairs the soil's hydrologic 
functioning and biotic productivity. 

Soils which are very wet, dry or steep tend to be highly susceptible to 
damage by off-road vehicles. Where there is, in addition, a high silt 
and/or clay content, the soils vulnerability is even greater. All of 
these conditions are widespread on Interior lands and, to make matters 
worse, certain ORV users, particularly recreationists, find these kinds 
of terrain highly attractive and subject them to heavy use. The adverse 
impact of such use is very severe, since soil damage causes secondary 
impairment of air and water quality, and diminished biotic productivity 
and esthetic qualities as well. 

An example of the very wet condition is the extensive acreage of perma
frost soils and tundra vegetation administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management in Alaska. Under certain conditions off-road vehicle use of 
these areas initiates a cycle of subsurface melting and subsidence which 
creates permanent scars upon the landscape. Even more serious harm has 
been done to the extremely dry soils of the California desert—an area 
which is accessible to a large population of off-road vehicle enthusiasts. 
Desert crusts, pavements and playas may require from thirty years to a 
century or more to be reestablished after they have been destabilized 
by ORVs. Other arid-land soils restabilize quickly—thus preserving a 
conspicuously ORV-scarred landscape for posteriry. Finally, certain soils 
subject to frequent, substantial surface manipulation by natural forces 
(e.g. some dunes, intermittent lakes, arroyos) do not suffer long-term 
damage from ORV use. 

The Interior Department's strategy for reducing off-road vehicle-caused 
harm to the soil is the same as that used for other adverse impacts—re
striction of recreational ORV use to times and places of low hazard to 
the resource. This will be difficult due to the burgeoning pressure for 
ORV access to some high hazard areas. However, it must be done if Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, is to be effectively implemented. 

D. Wildlife and Livestock 

The proposed action will have beneficial effects on wildlife by implementing 
Section 3(2) of Executive Order 11644 which protects wildlife from harass
ment and wildlife habitat from disruption. 

1. Harassment 

Off-road vehicles and ORV users may frighten wild animals and domestic 
livestock. The frightened animals may be driven from shelter and exposed 
to predation—or-they may be disrupted in feeding, resting, reproduction, 
and the rearing of young. This impact may be severe in instances of 
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deliberate harassment, but this is usually a local and sporadic problem. 
With respect to inadvertent disturbance of wildlife, the situation is 
extremely complex. For instance, there is little evidence that the off-
road use of motorized vehicles is disturbing to whitetailed deer in 
woodland habitats. With respect to the larger ungulates such as elk, 
there is evidence that animals may be frightened into a dangerous panic 
by the sound of approaching ORVs—before the vehicles are even in sight. 
At other times and places, animals will ignore ORVs passing at close 
range. This type of interaction between machine and animal will require 
further study so that land managers may protect wildlife from disturbances 
by ORVs at times and places when animals are highly intolerant of mechanized 
intrusions. 

2. Habitat Disruption 

Disruption of wildlife habitat and livestock range is generally a minor 
secondary impact resulting from damage to soils, water, and vegetation 
caused by off-road vehicles (see these respective subsections). However, 
where ORV use is heavy, the damage is generally severe. The impact from 
habitat disruption lasts longer and is harder to correct than that result
ing from harassment. Compaction by snowmobiles diminishes the insulating 
properties of the snow which many small, ground-dwelling animals require 
for warmth and protection. This is usually a minor, localized impact. 

Virtually all Interior lands and waters have some resident and/or 
migratory wildlife population; a large acreage is grazed by domestic 
lives-tock as well. Since certain of these lands likely will be 
designated as open to off-road vehicles under the proposed action, 
some adverse impacts on wildlife will continue. In certain areas, 
there will be some diminution of livestock carrying capacity. Interior's 
lands vary greatly, however, in their habitat value. A major benefit to 
wildlife will be obtained by concentrating ORV-closures, restrictions, 
and enforcement efforts on the most important habitats. The seasonal 
nature of wildlife activity will make it possible to achieve further 
reductions in adverse impacts by closing certain areas during critical 
times of the year. Fishing and hunting seasons would also be considered 
in planning seasonal ORV management activities. 

Rare and endangered species are unique resources. The Department of the 
Interior will take all necessary measures consistent with Federal law to 
protect them against harassment or habitat disruption by off-road vehicles. 

E. Vegetation 

The life zone map in Figure 8 gives a very rough picture of the diversity . 
of plant communities found on the lands administered by the Department of 
the Interior. A somewhat more adequate overview of this diversity may be 
obtained from examining the vegetation maps on pages 89-92 of the National 
Atlas (see footnote 1, p. 23). 
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Figure B 

General ranges of the prineipal vegetation types of North America.— 
Adapted from a privately printed map by Transeaii. 1948; reprinted 
in Oosting. H.O.. The study of Plant Communities: An Introduction 
to Plant Ecology. San Franeiseo. W.H. Freeman and Co.. 1948 
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The most serious, widespread, and long-lasting harm which off-road 
vehicles do to vegetation is the secondary result of damage to the 
soil. The two principal mechanisms by which this harm occurs are 
damage to soil structure (with resulting impairment of root space 
and hydrologic function) and soil displacement (with consequent loss 
to some areas and burial of others). In some areas, increased dust 
propagation due to ORV use may harm plant life by coating leaves and 
other sensitive vegetative structures. The adverse impacts and their 
reduction by the proposed action were discussed in the subsection on 
soil. Plant communities occurring on sites with harsh growing con
ditions, such as desert or tundra, can suffer long-term damage. In 
addition to this secondary effect, direct mechanical damage to 
vegetation by ORVs may be severe on areas recently revegetated to 
grass, shrub species, or young trees. There is always the danger, 
moreover, that communities of rare plant species may be damaged. 
It should be noted that any effects of ORV use on vegetation results 
in proportionate impacts on all wildlife species which use that 
vegetation as food or cover. 

The proposed action, by restricting or prohibiting off-road vehicle 
use on the more fragile sites and regulating the operation of off-road 
vehicles on lands designated as open, will help protect the desirable 
diversity and stability of plant communities. 

F. Esthetics 

Most of the damage which off-road vehicles cause on Interior Department 
lands diminishes the attractiveness of those lands, and may impair the 
view from nearby lands in other ownerships. The esthetic damage is 
especially noticeable where heavy ORV use has caused severe damage to 
the soil and/or vegetation. Certain off-road vehicle users tend, more
over, to litter the landscape. Other users of Interior lands also litter, 
although the proportional contributions of each to the litter problem 
remain to be determined. It is estimated that an ORV user can cover 
twenty times more land or water per day than less mobile users of public 
lands and waters. The litter problem is further intensified by the ORVs 
greater freight capacity, extended season, and the potential for vehicle 
abandonment. The ORVs themselves, whether in operation or not, are 
regarded as unattractive by many non-ORV users. (See also "Social Impacts.") 

The proposed action, by designating some lands as open and some lands as 
closed to off-road vehicles, would tend to concentrate these adverse 
esthetic impacts on the open lands and permit non-ORV users to avoid 
them on the closed lands. Even with a somewhat higher concentration of 
ORV use, judicious choice and management of the open areas should reduce 
the scarring of the landscape discussed in the subsections on soil and 
vegetation. 

Litter, though also somewhat concentrated by the proposed action, would be 
more amenable to management by enforcement and cleanup. An adverse esthetic 
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impact of the proposed action will be created by the installation of 
signs to identify areas open to off-road vehicles. This effect will 
be mitigated by environmentally sensitive design and materials. 

G. Noise 

Most off-road vehicles emit noise load enough to disturb or annoy 
persons in their general vicinity. Contrast between this noise 
and the quiet surroundings typically found on Interior lands serves 
to magnify the hearer's perception of the disturbance. Designation 
of certain lands as open and other lands as closed to ORVs under 
proposed action will tend to localize this noise impact and permit 
non-ORV users to avoid it. Pursuant to the Executive Order, as 
amended, particular care will be taken to minimize the propagation 
of noise to lands not under Interior Department administration—and 
especially to neighboring communities and dwellings. Noise is also 
closely related to the issue of conflict between ORV use and certain 
nonmotorized recreation uses. This aspect is treated under Section III, 
subsection I (Social Impacts). 

H. Safety 

The restriction of off-road vehicle use to properly located and 
managed trails and areas would enhance safety to the users and to 
the public. Enforcement of the operating regulations would be 
facilitated by this restriction and would further increase the 
safety of ORV use. Search and rescue operations would also be 
made easier. A substantial hazard to operators and bystanders 
is inherent in ORV operation and would remain under the proposed 
action. However, the closure of certain areas to ORVs would permit 
non-ORV users to avoid exposure to a hazard not of their creation. 

I. Social Imoacts 

Minimization of conflicts between off-road vehicle users and other 
users of the public lands is one of the fundamental objectives of 
Executive Order 11644, as amended. This would be a beneficial impact 
of the proposed action but would also entail certain social costs. 

Numerous communications from the public, as well as a growing body 
of professional literature, give evidence of widespread and severe 
conflict between off-road vehicle users on Interior lands and other 
users of the same and adjacent lands. 1/ It appears that most 

1/ For compilations and syntheses of this literature, see: U.S. Dept. 
of the Interior. Off-Road Recreation Vehicles: A Department of the Interior 
Task Force Study. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1972. 

1/ Continued on bottom of next page. 
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nonmotorized forms of outdoor recreation are disrupted or diminished 
in value by the operation of ORVs nearby. This is especially true for 
those visitors whose recreation goals include solitude, tranquility, 
relaxation, observation of wildlife, and appreciation of wildland 
environments. Where a significant level of ORV use is present, 
tranquility-seeking recreationists are often displaced altogether. 

Designating certain lands as open and other lands as closed to off-road 
vehicles will bring about a desirable separation between incompatible 
uses, and conflicts among those uses will be reduced as a result. ORV 
users and spectators would, in many instances, suffer inconvenience and 
longer travel to reach open areas and trails; whereas non-ORV users 
would find their opportunities diminished on the areas and trails 
designated as open to ORVs. 

The degree to which these regulations will be felt as restricting or 
lessening public use opportunity will depend upon the Interior Depart
ment's investments and expenditures for development in the future. 
Trail system development and maintenance is one obvious tool for ex
panding off-road vehicle opportunities on a somewhat reduced opend 
acreage. Conflicts between vehicle use, livestock grazing, and other 
uses of Interior lands would be substantially reduced by the proposed 
action. ORV-caused nuisances to neighboring farms, ranches, homes, 
and communities would also be reduced. Many states are moving to 
control such nuisances. The implementation of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended, would put the Department of the Interior in a position to 
cooperate fully with such State and local efforts. 

1/ Continued - Norma Jean Lodico. Environmental Effects of Off-Road 
Vehicles; A Review of the Literature. Bibliography Series No. 29, 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Library Services, Washington, 
D.C. 1973. 

Richard L. Bury, Robert C. Wendling, and Stephen F. McCool. 
Off-Road Recreation Vehicles—A Research Summary. 1969-1975. The 
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, College Station, Texas, 1976. 

Robert J. Badaracco. Conflicts Between Off-Road Vehicle Enthusiasts 
and Other Outdoor Recreationists—The ISP Syndrome. Paper presented 
at the Southern California Academy of Sciences Symposium on Social, 
Recreational, and Environmental Impacts of Off-Road Vehicles, Santa 
Barbara, California. (Bibl.) 1976 

Robert J. Badaracco. ORVs: Often Rough on Visitors. (Bibl.) Parks 
and Recreation 11(9): 32-35, 68-75. September 1976. 
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J. Economic Impacts 

Economic impacts of regulating off-road vehicle use would affect several 
interest groups. Each would look at the action from a different perspec
tive. Obviously ORV buyers and the sellers will be affected, in addition 
to public and private third parties who have an economic interest in ORV 
use. In addition, the Department of the Interior will feel an impact as 
the land-holding Bureaus commit time, resources, and manpower to the task 
of surveying, designating, and managing public lands for ORV use. ORV 
users whose use of Interior lands is authorized under a permit, lease, 
license or contract would not be restricted to open areas and trails under 
the proposed action and would thus be relieved of adverse economic impacts 
resulting from such a restriction. (See Section 2(3)(c) of Executive Order 
11644, as amended.) Such users would, however, suffer any inconveniences 
and delays which might be occasioned by permit procedures. 

The off-road vehicle user should not suffer economic loss, except possibly 
on the resale value of his vehicle, if consumer demand drops with imple
mentation of new regulations. However, at present there is no indication 
that popularity would drop; quite the opposite may be true. This action 
is somewhat analogous to the situation which has befallen vehicle camping. 
Originally, camping was permitted throughout many parks. Now, however, it 
is permitted only in designated areas where needed support facilities are 
provided. Nevertheless, vehicle camping has increased in popularity. The 
important point is that regulation, especially if coupled with development 
of user facilities, does not necessarily suppress public demand. 

The possible necessity of having to drive farther to reach an area open to 
off-road vehicles could present an additional economic impact to some users. 
However, this impact would be offset somewhat by improved management of ORV 
use. This should help reduce the losses that now occur from ORV accidents. 
Better designed trails also may lower the repair-frequency of machines, 
resulting in further cost savings. 

Economic impacts to the off-road vehicle industry would depend upon the 
reaction of users to increased regulation. If consumer or commercial 
interest in off-road vehicles dropped, there would be a comparable decline 
in the demand for new vehicles, creating an adverse impact to the manufac
turers and distributors. It is likely that this impact would differ 
regionally, depending upon the quality and quantity of ORV facilities 
available. At this point, there appears to be little likelihood that the 
proposed action will have any major impact on the ORV industry as a whole. 

If extensive tracts of Interior lands are closed to off-road vehicles 
under the proposed action while other large areas are developed to 
accommodate ORVs, opportunities for ORV-serving businesses would be 
shifted—diminished in some areas and enlarged in others. Whether there 
would be a net effect on such opportunities is uncertain. 
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This action could also affect existing or proposed off-road vehicle 
use on other lands. As regulations cause ORV use to cease in an 
existing area, economic incentives to convert other land to accomm-
date ORV use may increase. 

While it is difficult to quantify in economic terms the benefits of 
protecting natural and cultural resources from possible off-road 
vehicle damage we believe that such benefits do exist and should be 
noted in this statement. The fact that some lands will be protected 
from damage means that those lands can be used for other productive 
purposes. 

The Department of the Interior, the agency responsible for administering 
the proposed action, would incur significant costs as a result. For 
initial survey and designation alone, the Bureau of Reclamation estimates 
costs of $900,000 and 35 man-years; Fish and Wildlife Service estimates 
$24,000 and one man-year for each 24,000 acres surveyed out of a total 
acreage of 34,000,000; and the Bureau of Land Management estimates 
$18,000,000 and 800 man-years to complete a survey of its 474,000,000 
acres. In addition, management and development costs to prepare the 
open areas for use and to maintain them will accrue. If extensive trail 
building is involved, these costs can be expected to increase substantially. 

K. Historic and Archeological (Cultural) Resources 
(Including Paleontological Resources) 

The proposed action would substantially reduce the harm which would 
be done to historic and archeological resources in the absence of 
effective off-road vehicle regulation. 

The lands administered by the Department of the Interior contain numerous 
evidences of man's past activity—both prehistoric and historic. Taken 
together, they are a priceless source of materials and insights for research, 
education, and interpretation of our heritage. All historic and archeolog
ical resources are inherently irreplaceable, but individual sites vary 
greatly in importance, state of preservation, and susceptibility to damage 
from off-road vehicle use. 

Off-road vehicle use poses a double hazard to cultural resources—damage 
by the machines and damage by people. Archeological resources which are 
at or near the soil surface are particularly vulnerable to direct damage 
by ORV wheels or tracks. ORVs also make cultural resources which were 
heretofore protected by remoteness much more accessible to the publico 
Their exposure to damage from vandalism, unauthorized collecting—and even 
heavy, unsupervised visitation—is thus greatly increased. 

The proposed action will reduce both of these forms of damage by designating 
as closed to off-road vehicles those areas and sites where historic and 
archeological resources of high value are at risk. Some damage will continue, 
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however, at locations where cultural resources have not yet been 
identified or where the means of enforcing protective regulations 
are inadequate. Specific enforcement procedures are discussed in 
Section I (Proposed Action). 

IV. MITIGATING MEASURES INCLUDED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The environmental impact of the proposed action—namely, the imple
mentation of a national policy for the management of off-road vehicles 
on the public lands—would, in the main, be beneficial. Lands designa
ted for ORV use would be those areas least susceptible to damage as a 
result of concentrated off-road vehicle travel. Nevertheless, the 
proposed action would cause some local adverse impacts to areas desig
nated open to ORVs due to such concentrated use. 

Applicable air and noise standards will be observed during the development 
of facilities for the off-road vehicle user and afterwards in the regulation 
of ORV use. Facilities and trails will be designed and constructed to mini
mize erosion impacts, esthetic intrusions, and other undesirable environmental 
impacts. 

It is expected that there will be very few instances where cultural resources 
will suffer adverse impact due to the proposed action—either due to facility 
development or location within a concentrated off-road vehicle use area. In 
such instances the coordination procedures required by law and discussed in 
the description of the proposed action (Section I) give adequate assurance 
that the requisite mitigating measures (description, recovery, etc.) will be 
taken. 

Posted signs will utilize proper design and location to minimize conflicts 
with the landscape; signs will be noticeable, but unobtrusive whenever 
possible. 

Closing certain areas to off-road vehicles would have the impact of 
decreasing the available opportunities to engage in ORV use, at least 
locally. As partial mitigation for this impact, the proposed action 
provides for the publication and distribution of maps and descriptive 
information about areas and trails open to ORVs. This information would 
enable prospective ORV users to make more effective use of such areas. 

The residual adverse impacts of concentrated off-road vehicle use on lands 
designated as open would be further mitigated by local increases in enforce
ment and public information activities aimed at decreasing unlawful and 
depreciative behavior. 

Decisions to close certain trails seasonally or temporarily to avoid 
significant adverse environmental impacts, will be exercised by 
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designated land managers. For instance, such closings might take 
place: 

1. During winter months when wildlife is extremely 
hungry or weakened. 

2. On occasions when snow is so low that vegetation 
and soils would be damaged by the weight of ORVs. 

3. When trails are unusually muddy or unstable, such 
as after extensive rains or rapid spring thaws. 

4. During periods of extreme fire hazard. 

5. During breeding, nesting, and calving seasons. 

Where appropriate, other public agencies at all levels of government, 
private landowners, and recreation user and provider groups will be 
involved in the foregoing mitigating activities so as to increase 
their effectiveness. 

V. ADVERSE IMPACTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED IF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
IS IMPLEMENTED 

The proposed action would entail two categories of unavoidable adverse 
effects, restriction of opportunities for off-road vehicle use and 
residual adverse environmental impacts. 

A. Restriction of Opportunities 

One cannot provide increased opportunities for off-road vehicle use 
without simultaneously reducing the quantity and/or quality of the 
opportunities available to other users whose satisfaction diminishes 
when ORVs are present and in use. The reverse is also true. It is 
impossible at this point to predict the ultimate division between lands 
designated as open and closed to ORVs. Where outdoor recreation is 
involved, whatever the outcome, certain ORV users and certain non-ORV 
users will feel that the opportunities they once enjoyed or to which 
they feel entitled are diminished. Indeed, the production of each of 
these categories of public use benefits from the multiple-use lands 
which the Bureau of Land Management administers will be substantially 
less than would be the case in the absence of the competing group's 
demands upon the resource. Still other categories of backcountry users 
would feel little or no loss of opportunity. 

B, Residual Adverse Environmental Impacts 

A residue of the adverse environmental impacts cited in the section on 
impacts would result from any use of off-road vehicles under the proposed 
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action. The following four sources would produce most of these 
effects: 

1. ORV use in violation of applicable laws and regulations. 

2. Lawful and proper use of ORVs on areas and trails desig
nated as open. Viewed from the perspective of Interior's 
entire land holdings, the adverse impacts of this use 
would generally be light. They might be significant in 
cases where the open designation results in a heavy con
centration of ORV use. 

3. ORV use which is authorized under permits, leases, licenses 
and contracts. (See Section 2(3)(C) of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended.) 

4. Delay in designation. Under the proposed action certain of 
BLM's multiple-use lands would not be designated as open or 
closed to ORVs until December 31, 1987. Certain of these 
areas, although not officially designated for such use, 
would be used by ORVs in the interim. 

On some of these lands, the integrity of unique geological, 
archeological, historic, cultural, and biotic resources will 
be threatened by ORV use. Where such a hazard comes to the 
attention of ELM an emergency closure pursuant to Section 9(a) 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended, would be invoked. In 
some cases this action might be too late to prevent irreparable 
damage. Moreover, where the existence of unique resources is 
unknown to the Bureau, some irretrievable losses of such 
resources would be expected to occur in the period before 
designation. 

C. Incidence 

The incidence of the foregoing adverse impacts would accrue primarily to 
the Bureau of Land Management's 474 million acres of multiple-use lands 
and the people who use them. Both off-road vehicle users and other users 
only population segments which would not be affected are those which 
lack access to BLM lands—the urban poor, the infirm, and people without 
automobiles. Regionally, the great bulk of the impacts will occur in the 
western States and Alaska. A small-to-moderate adverse economic impact 
could be imposed on ORV-related businesses in the form of reduced grow'h 
prospects. 

VI. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF I/JNG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

For the purpose of this analysis, much, if not most recreational off-road 
vehicle use will be treated as a local, short-term use of man's environment. 
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Whether this is so is subject to interpretation, but the long-term 
productivity tradeoff issues are, in any case, very similar to the 
classic long-term/short-term case. In the case of off-road vehicles 
and the proposed action, the decision will be whether ORV use in a 
particular area, considered short-term, will involve the loss of 
long-term productivity of the land. In part, this similarity is due 
to the differences between the impacts of ORV use and those of 
alternative uses on future management and production options on 
Interior lands. 

Few, if any, of the non-ORV alternative uses contemplated would 
impair the production of off-road vehicle use benefits if lands 
closed to ORVs were later opened. The reverse is not true. ORV 
use, particularly unchecked, high-volume ORV use over a long period 
of time, could seriously diminish the scope and quality of long-terra 
production options from the land, should a decision to reconvert to 
non-ORV uses be made in the future. The proposed implementation of 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, seeks to minimize this kind of loss 
of options. 

Unchecked off-road vehicle use results in two basic classes of impairments 
to the long-term productivity of the land. ORV-caused soil erosion and 
damage to vegetation impair the biotic productivity of the land, as well 
as its watershed value, and thereby diminish the options available to 
future generations to harvest such products as beef, water, wool, leather, 
game, and lumber from the lands thus harmed. Unrestricted ORV use also 
damages and destroys unusual, interesting, inspiring and/or unique 
features of the Nation's geologic, biotic, archeologic, and historic 
heritage. Such harm seriously and irreversibly diminishes the long-term 
potential of the public lands to produce the various kinds of recreational, 
educational, and scientific benefits which are dependent on such resources. 
These types of impacts, cited here for their tradeoff implications, are 
described in detail in the section on impacts. 

The Department of the Interior bears a major responsibility for the long-term 
stewardship of the lands and resources entrusted to its care. Therefore, one 
of the principal purposes of departmental off-road vehicle regulation pursuant 
to Executive Order 11644, as amended, is to minimize the foregoing impacts and 
thus maintain the long-term productivity of the land. This would be accom
plished by means of the designation, enforcement, monitoring, and redesig-
nation processes, and the mandatory closure provisions of Section 9 of 
Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

The criteria established by Executive Order 11644, as amended, and the 
implementing regulations for designating lands as open or closed to 
off-road vehicles were designed to assure that ORV use would be permitted 
only in environments which would not suffer impairment of long-term 
productivity through such use. It is recognized that these designations 
will be based on incomplete knowledge of all the relevant factors and 
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that certain of these factors will change over time. Therefore, a 
requirement has been established for monitoring ORV impacts which 
occur under the original designations and for changing those desig
nations where new information or changed circumstances warrant. The 
criteria, however, remain the same, as does the goal of maintenance 
of the long-term productivity of the human environment. A major 
consideration in undertaking the proposed action is that establishment 
of national ORV use guidelines would provide local managers of Federal 
lands the criteria they need to avoid excessive pressures to permit 
short-term, uses detrimental to long-term productivity. 

VII. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES WHICH-
WOULD BE INVOLVED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION SHOULD IT BE IMPLEMENTED 

Minimization of irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
due to off-road vehicle use is a major purpose of Executive Order 11644 
and the proposed Interior Department implementation. Though minimized, 
the following irreversible commitments are expected to result from the 
proposed action: 

A. Human Effort 

A substantial irretrievable commitment of man-years of human effort by 
Interior Department employees would be required for effective implemen
tation of the Executive Order. The principal activities which would 
absorb this manpower would be: 

1. Designation and redesignation of areas and trails, 
including the attendant public involvement process, 

2. Development and maintenance of ORV areas and trails; and 

3. Enforcement and public information. 

Lesser, but still substantial, manpower commitments by public and private 
organizations coordinating with Interior on this matter would also be 
required. 

B. Losses Due to Delay 

Although certain areas deemed critical would be singled out for early 
designation, the proposed action would entail holding a substantial 
acreage of Bureau of Land Management multiple-use lands in undesignated 
status for periods of up to 11 years pending study and designation. In 
practice, certain of these lands will be used by off-road vehicles in 
the interim, although not officially designated for such use. Some of 
these lands will: be found to contain unique and fragile biophysical, 
archeological, or historic resources and will be protected by emergency 
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or interim closures pursuant to Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended. Still other unique resources will remain undetected, 
and certain of these will be destroyed or damaged irreversibly as a 
result of ORV use while BLM lands are in undesignated status. 

C. Recreational Values 

Off-road vehicle recreational experiences would be sacrificed on all 
closed areas and trails for all years they are closed. Conversely, 
some non-ORV experiences would be diminished or eliminated in open 
areas. This loss may be accompanied by an increase in the number and 
quality of other recreation experiences on these lands. The use of 
ORVs in fishing and hunting has helped in obtaining a harvest of fish 
and game from certain remote areas of the public lands. A portion of 
the sustainable yield of fish and game would be sacrificed on some of 
the more remote areas closed to ORVs under the proposed action. 

D. Other Resources 

Areas designated for off-road vehicle use under the proposed action 
will be those lands which, in the informed judgment of the responsible 
official, will sustain minimum damage from such use. Nevertheless, 
some irretrievable loss of soil and irreversible harm to rare or unique 
biotic, geologic, archeclogic, and historic resources will occur despite 
the utmost precautions. Indirect losses of geologic, archeologic, and 
historic substance may be more severe than that caused by the ORV itself. 
ORVs encourage the entry into certain remote areas of greatly increased 
numbers of persons, some of whom, deliberately or inadvertently, will 
work irreversible harm on resources of a unique or fragile nature. 

E. Secondary Commitments 

To the degree that the proposed opening of large areas of Interior 
multiple-use lands to off-road vehicles increases the nationwide volume 
of ORV use, a moderate but cumulative irretrievable commitment of 
petroleum will result. A lesser commitment of metals would also ensue. 

VTII. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The proposed action is the implementation by the Department of the Interior 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended, through a proposed Departmental Manual 
Chapter, and the existing and proposed Bureau regulations appended to this 
document. This implementation would take place against a background of 
rapidly increasing off-road vehicle use pressure, potential harm to the 
biophysical environment including unique natural areas and cultural/historical 
resources, and conflict between ORV users and a broad spectrum of other users 
of Interior lands. 

Fifteen alternatives will be discussed here. The first of these, essentially 
a "null-alternative," would require recision of the Executive Order. For 
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reasons which will be explained in detail in this section, the remaining 
thirteen alternatives refer principally or entirely to those lands which 
are managed by the Bureau of Land Management under a multiple-use mandate. 

Seven "interim status" alternatives will be discussed. They differ with 
respect to the status of multiple-use lands administered by the Bureau of 
Land Management pending their final designation as open, regulated, or 
closed to off-road vehicles. 

Five scheduling alternatives will be examined. They differ with respect 
to the length of time required to complete the designation process, and 
the sequencing or prioritizing of designation actions on various classes 
of lands and resources. 

Any plan of action to implement Executive Order 11644, as amended, on 
Interior lands will have an "interim status" element and a "scheduling" 
element. It will thus be a combination of an "interim status" alterna
tive and a "scheduling" alternative. (Whether from those alternatives 
discussed here or any others.) The final two alternatives examined in 
this section will be examples of such combinations. 

The court in National Wildlife Federation vs. Morton (see Appendix 2) 
proposed four alternatives for consideration by the Department of the 
Interior. They are: 

1. Hold BLM lands in undesignated status pending final 
designation action. This proposal is examined in this 
section as Alternative B6 and is adopted as an element 
of the proposed action. 

2. Accelerate the schedule for completion of the BLM desig
nation process under Executive Order 11644. This is 
Alternative CI. 

3. Schedule the designation of BLM land and resources in 
priority order on the basis of their susceptibility to 
damage by off-road vehicles. This suggestion is discussed 
here as Alternative C3 and is adopted as an element of the 
proposed action. 

4. Schedule BLM lands and resources for designation based on 
their degree of exposure to heavy ORV use. This proposal 
is examined here as Alternative C4 and is adopted as an 
element of the proposed action. 
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A„ Recision Alternative 

The only general alternative to the proposed action considered here is 
to request recision of the Executive Order, as amended. 1/ This would 
leave off-road vehicle regulation to the normal regulatory procedures 
of the involved bureaus. In view of the aforementioned user conflict, 
the absence of national guidelines would likely subject local land 
managers to excessively intense pressures to commit Federal lands to 
local, short-term use detrimental to the long-run National and "human 
environmental" interests. This is especially true of lands managed by 
the Bureau of Land Management under its multiple-use mandate. 

That the recision alternative would have this type of impact is highly 
likely. What the magnitude of the impacts would be is more speculative, 
but the history of the public lands does not give cause for optimism. 

The remaining portion of the Section on Alternatives refers to alternative 
modes of implementing Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

If Executive Order 11644, as amended, is to be retained and implemented, 
alternatives to the proposed mode of implementation—expressed in the 
appended Bureau regulations—must be considered. In this regard, two 
drastically different situations present themselves on the public lands 
managed by the Interior Department. Lands of the Bureau of Reclamation, 
the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the National Park Service are legally 
dedicated to particular uses. In contrast, the Bureau of Land Management 
has a very broad, multiple-use mandate in managing lands under its admin
istration,, These differing mandates reflect, in large degree, differences 
in the resources present on those two categories of land and different 
values ascribed to those lands by the American people. These differences 
result in differing current off-road vehicle regulations and dissimilar 
alternative modes of implementing Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

Lands administered by the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and the National Park Service are dedicated by law to particular 
uses—which restrict management options for accommodating off-road vehicles. 
Hence the current regulations of these three Bureaus specify that all lands 
under their control are closed to ORV use except where the responsible 

1/ A further possible course of action open to the Department of the 
Interior would be to ask that Executive Order 11644, as amended, be 
revised. Four of the alternatives proposed here (Bl, B2, B3, and B5) 
would require this step0 In most cases the Departmental Manual would 
also have to be revised0 The environmental impacts of these revisions 
would be essentially the same as those of the alternative courses of 
action which necessitated them. Those impacts will be examined under 
the respective alternatives. 
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official makes a positive determination that such use will not 
significantly impair the achievement of primary management objectives. 

These objectives are anchored in legislative mandates of long standing 
and enjoy broad public support. In the case of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the National Park Service this "closure with exceptions" 
policy is, moreover, specifically mandated by Executive Order 11644, 
as amended. 

Pursuant to the Executive Order as amended, and the proposed Depart
mental Manual Chapter the Department's four land-managing bureaus 
issued new or revised off-road vehicle regulations. (See Appendix 3.) 
With respect to Reclamation, Fish and Wildlife, and Park Service lands, 
the presently proposed action is to implement the Executive Order by 
leaving the current Bureau regulations intact. 1/ Unless there is 
significant change in the underlying laws and policies, alternative 
modes of implementing the Executive Order are extremely limited. The 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park Service essentially 
have completed their ORV area and trail designations, and the Bureau 
of Reclamation will complete its designations by December 31, 1978. 
All three Bureaus have set up procedures for redesignation of existing 
areas and trails and initial designation of new areas and trails. Their 
regulations require public participation in the designation/redesignation 
process as required by Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

Since the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the 
National Park Service are or soon will be in full compliance with 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, any permissable change of Departmental 
implementation policies or regulations would affect those Bureaus only 
slightly if at all. This is also true of Primitive Areas and Natural 
Areas administered by the Bureau of Land Management. It is on the 
473 million acres of BLM multiple-use lands that alternative modes of 
implementing Executive Order 11644 as amended could have significant 
effects on the ultimate volume and distribution of off-road vehicle use, 
and hence on the quality of the human environment. It should be kept in 
mind, therefore, that while the implementation alternatives discussed 
here could be made applicable to Interior lands generally, they would 
have a major effect only on BLM's multiple-use lands. 

B. Interim Status Alternatives 

The Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park Service have completed 
their first round of designations of areas and trails under Executive 
Order 11644 and set up satisfactory procedures for designating new areas 
and redesignating existing areas. The Bureau of Reclamation similarly will 
be in compliance by December 31, 1978. The Bureau of Land Management— with 

1/ With minor proposed modifications—as noted in Appendix 3—necessitated 
by Executive Order 11989. 
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its vast area, low employee/acreage ratio, recent multiple-use manaeement 
mandate, and relatively meager information base—will need much more 
time and effort to comply. With respect of BLM's 473 million acres 
of multiple-use management lands, the proposed action is to complete 
the open and closed designations by December 31, 1987. Alternatives Bl 
through B6 are different forms of administrative status in which these 
lands could be held during this interim prior to final designation. 

The principal difference in the environmental impact of the various 
alternatives would be in the intensity of the effects, discussed in 
this statement under "delay in designation." 

As noted, transitory impacts such as noise and air pollution—however 
undesirable—would not constitute serious environmental impacts due to 
delay. Of far greater concern are impacts which are irreparable or 
which would persist for decades or centuries after the cause—in this 
case the off-road vehicle—was removed from the scene. Destruction of 
historic, archeological, and cultural substance is an example of 
"adverse environmental impact due to delay." Destabilization of highly 
erodible soils and destruction of endangered species habitat would be 
further impacts of this type. 

Approximately 12 million acres of Bureau of Land Management lands in 
southern California received interim designations under Executive 
Order 11644 prior to the issuance of the Secretary of Interior's 
regulations, effective May 15, 1974. These lands will retain their 
present designations until such time as they may be redesignated. 
Several types of interim designations will be considered. Such 
designations would have the legal effect of being final actions 
until they were superseded by the permanent designations. 

Alternative Bl, Blanket Closure: 

Under this alternative, all of the Bureau of Land Management's holdings 
would be closed to off-road vehicles pending final designation. This 
would extend to BLM's multiple-use lands, an interim status similar to 
that already in effect with respect to all other Department of Interior 
land-managing bureaus. Such a course of action would require modification 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended. Section 9(b) of the amended Executive 
Order authorizes the Bureau of Land Management to adopt the policy that 
portions of the public lands under its jurisdiction shall be closed to 
ORV use, except those areas or trails that are designated as open to such 
use. While this section of the Executive Order strengthens the authority 
of the Bureau of Land Management to control ORV use, it falls short of 
authorizing a blanket closure of BLM's lands. From the history of 
Executive Order 11969, it appears evident that the President did not 
intend all of BLM's lands to be closed pursuant to section 9(b). The 
authority to do so was contained in the original text of the order; 
however, that authority was removed from the order's final version. 
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If a blanket closure were rigorously enforced, practically all the 
"adverse impacts due to delay" would be avoided. The social and 
economic impacts of such a closure would be mostly negative, however. 
The blanket closure of the Bureau of Land Management's vast holdings 
to off-road vehicles would severely—if temporarily—disrupt the 
activities of OR.V users and diminish the opportunities available to 
them. Other activities such as hunting and fishing would be disrupted 
to the extent that they depend on ORVs for access. There would be a 
corresponding (but probably lesser) temporary increase in the utili
zation of BLM lands by non-ORV users. The net effect would be a 
diminution of the total annual production of visitor-days of recreation 
experiences on BLM's landso Certain remote desert lands would receive 
practically no recreation visitation during the blanket closure period. 
The economic impact of such an action would also be negative, since the 
blanket closure of BLM's lands would depress demand for ORVs and related 
services. Moreover, enforcement of a blanket closure would be extremely 
difficult and costly. It could not be done without a substantial 
increase in BLM's funding and manpower during the interim period. Both 
the positive environmental and negative social impacts of blanket closure 
would be attenuated by the transfer to other public and private lands of 
some of the ORV use displaced from BLM lands. 

Alternative B2, Blanket Opening: 

Holding all Bureau of Land Management multiple-use lands in the "open" 
category pending final designation would increase the adverse environ
mental impacts "due to delay" and diminish the opportunities available 
for nonmotorized use of these lands. The only controls in the Bureau 
would have over off-road vehicle use on lands in interim status would 
be enforcement of the operating regulations and vehicle standards and 
the use of emergency closures as provided in 43 CFR 6010.3, 6010.4, 
and 6250.0-6 (and Section 6(a) of Executive Order 11644, as amended). 
The risk of permanent damage to unique or unusual historic, archeological, 
or biotic resources would be especially severe under this alternative. 
If the blanket opening alternative were chosen, a revision of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, would be required. 

Alternative B3, Blanket "Regulated" Designation: 

Another alternative would be the blanket assignment of all Bureau of 
Land Management multiple-use lands to the "regulated" category pending 
final designation. This would be similar to the blanket opening 
alternative, except that additional restrictions on such matters as 
season of use or type of vehicle might be imposed, or off-road vehicle 
use might be restricted to existing roads and trails in certain areas 
during the interim period. This course of action would give BLM greater 
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flexibility and impose somewhat less risk of environmental damage on 
fragile, vulnerable or valuable resources than the preceding alterna
tive. Rather detailed knowledge of the resources involved is required 
for the effective utilization of this type of procedure. In most cases, 
hov;ever, lands would be held in interim status precisely because the 
Bureau lacked the necessary information for proceeding to final desig
nation. Hence this alternative—although attractive on paper—would be 
very difficult to implement effectively. If chosen, it would also 
require a revision of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

Alternative B4, Interim Designation Using All Three Categories—Kith 
Public Involvement: 

This alternative procedure would be to moke interim designations of all 
the multiple-use lands under emergency procedures within a short time, 
perhaps within a year. Such designations in some cases would be based 
on limited knowledge. All three categories—"open," "regulated," and 
"closed"—would be used, however, and the public involvement provisions 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended, would be complied with. 1/ 

The complete permanent designation process foreseen by the proposed 
action would have to be completed later. Much shifting of interim 
designations would be expected. This would be the most difficult 
alternative to achieve with respect to meeting public involvement 
requirements. Splitting 473 million acres into segments serving, 
respectively, the need of off-road vehicle users and those who enjoy 
the absence of ORVs is at best an invitation to severe conflict. Few, 
if any, designations will be made which will not be opposed vigorously 
by one or more interests. The resulting conflicts could be on the scale 
of the struggles which accompany the designation process under the 
Wilderness Act. To have to repeat even part of this struggle would be 
a costly and unhappy prospect, although one which would have to be faced. 
The added workload would require statutory approval by Congress of greatly 
increased funding and manpower for the Bureau of Land Management. 
Enactments and directives regarding public participation would probably 
also have to be modified. It is questionable whether—even with this 
increased BLM funding—a one-year public involvement process could be 
devised which would satisfy existing requirements. 

This alternative procedure would reduce the incidence of most of the 
categories of adverse impact cited in the section on impacts. The 
magnitude of this mitigating effect is a highly speculative matter 
because of two unknowns: 

a. The nature and extent of the currently undesignated 
resources which would receive interim protection under 
this alternative procedure. 

1/ See p. 6_ for a full description of the three BLM designation 
categories. 
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b. The quantity and quality of the human resources which 
would be invested in the interim designation process. 

Alternative B5, Interim Designation Using All Three Categories—Without 
Public Involvement: 

Executive Order 11644, as amended,—and perhaps other directives—would 
have to be modified to permit the interim designation of the Bureau of 
Land Management's multiple-use lands without public involvement. Such 
a course of action would damage the Bureau's public image and would 
involve it in controversy and conflicts over its interim designations. 
The environmental impact would essentially be the same as under Alterna
tive B4. The principal difference would be a major saving in adminis
trative cost and effort to the Bureau. 

Alternative B6, Hold Multiple-Use Lands in Undesignated Status Pending 
Permanent Designation: 

This alternative is adopted as an element of the proposed action. Its 
environmental impacts would be these which were discussed in this state
ment in the section on "impacts." 

The amendments to Executive Order 11644 effected by Executive Order 11989 
will lessen the severity of the adverse environmental impacts that may be 
caused by leaving land in an undesignated status. Section 9(a) of the 
amended Executive Order mandates that an agency head shall, whenever he 
determines the.t considerable adverse effects are occurring, or will occur, 
on particular areas or trails, close such areas and trails to the type of 
off-road vehicle causing such effects until such time as he determines 
that such adverse effects have been eliminated and will be prevented in 
the future. Section 9(b) of the amended Order authorizes an agency head 
to close portions of the public lands under his jurisdiction to use by 
off-road vehicles except those specifically designated as open to such use. 

Alternative B7, Undesignated Interim Status—With Interim Closure of All 
"Priority I" Lands: 

This alternative differs from Alternative B6 only in that all Bureau of 
Land Management lands in the first priority category (i.e. BLM holdings 
in southern California, southern Nevada, western Arizona, and central 
Utah—those lands to be designated by December 1, 1981, under the 
proposed action) would be subject to interim closure pursuant to Section 
9(b) of Executive Order 11644, as amended. This would be a much broader 
application of Section 9(b) than is envisioned in the proposed action 
or any other alternative examined here. In all the other "implementation 
alternatives" the application of Section 9(b) is guided by the Secretary 
of the Interior's interpretation of May 26, 1977. (See Appendix 4.) 
With respect to Section 9(b), the Secretary said: "The agency head 
can close off 'portions' of the lands his agency manages, and we 
interpret that to mean limited areas." 
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A total of roughly 30 million acres of Bureau of Land Management lands 
are located in the "Priority I" areas, Of this total, approximately 
12 million acres (all in southern California) were designated "open," 
"regulated," or "closed" under Executive Order 11644 prior to the 
issuance of the Departmental Regulations of May 15, 1974. They would 
retain those designations until redesignated under this alternative. 
This leaves about 18 million acres which would initially be closed to 
off-road vehicles pursuant to Section 9(b) of the Executive Order. Most 
of the lands would remain simply "undesignated" (and hence generally 
accessible to ORVs) under the proposed action. The acreage thus closed 
would gradually decline to zero by December 31, 1981, the proposed dead
line for the designation of "Priority I" lands. 

This alternative and its impacts are intermediate between Alternatives 
B6 (the interim status element of the proposed action) and Alternative 
Bl (blanket closure). Under both of these alternatives, most of the 
"adverse impacts due to the delay" would be avoided during the interim 
period prior to designation. Also, as in "blanket closure," the 
off-road-vehicle-related recreational opportunities and benefits would 
be foregone on the affected land during this time. Attenuation of 
these positive and negative impacts through diversion of ORV use to 
other lands would likely be greater than under blanket closure, since 
"other lands" would now include nearby "Priority II" and "Priority III" 
ELM lands which would still be accessible to ORVs. 

The level of effort required of the Bureau of Land Management under 
this alternative would also be intermediate between that needed under 
blanket closure and under the proposed action. It would, in any case, 
greatly exceed the capability of the Bureau unless substantially more 
funds and personnel were made available by the Congress. 

C. Scheduling Alternatives 

The five scheduling alternatives presented here differ with respect to 
the duration of the designation process required by Executive Order 11644 
on the Bureau of Land Management's multiple-use lands. Within that process, 
further differences in the prioritizing or sequencing of work on various 
classes of lands and resources will be examined. 

The task is a large one. The resources to be designated are very 
extensive and complex. The goals and interests to be served are 
numerous, diverse, and often conflicting. The Bureau of Land Management 
confronts this problem with a low7 employee/acreage ratio and a meager 
backlog of planning information by comparison with other Federal land-
managing bureaus. Hence the designation process may extend over many 
years, and there is potential for adverse, ORV-caused environmental 
impacts "due to delay" in the interim. Such adverse impacts would be 
expected where resources threatened by off-road vehicle use are unknown 
to BLM and hence would not. be protected by emergency or interim, closures 
pursuant to Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 
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The proposed action provides for all multiple-use lands to be 
designated by December 31, 1S87. In addition to this "intermediate 
schedule" an "accelerated schedule" and an "extended schedule" will 
be examined. 

Alternative Cl, Accelerated Designation Without Priority: 

Under this alternative the only scheduling requirement would be that 
the Bureau of Land Management complete the designation process by 
December 31, 1981. This would be less than half the time allotted to 
this process in the proposed action. There is an obvious potential 
here for reducing adverse environmental impacts due to delay. However, 
the reduction in environmental harm would not be proportional to the 
reduction in time. The first priority lands under the proposed 
action—those which receive up to 60 percent of all off-road vehicle 
use, (except snowmobile use) on RDM lands—would still be designated 
by 1981 as proposed. Hence environmental benefits under this alterna
tive would not accrue to the highest priority lands but only to areas 
of second and third priority. 

The increase in funding and_ personnel required by the Bureau of Land 
Management under this alternative would be much greater than is 
apparent from the shortened schedule. Although the designation 
schedule under the proposed action (by 1987) is somewhat shorter 
than that originally suggested by the Bureau, much of the work of 
designation could still be accomplished within the ongoing multiple-
use planning process. Under the "accelerated schedule" alternative, 
however, the great bulk of BLM's acreage would have to be studied for 
off-road vehicle designation as a separate operation. This would result 
in a substantial loss of efficiency—and perhaps quality—in the desig
nation process. 

Alternative C2, Extended Schedule Without Priority: 

This alternative would extend the Bureau of Land Management's off-road 
vehicle designation process through 1995 and make no provision for 
priority consideration of any area or resource. This would be the 
lowest cost alternative considered here in its fiscal impact on the 
Bureau. Almost all of BLM's holdings would be designated in the course 
of its ongoing multiple-use planning process. The Bureau would not 
require any increased funding or manpower beyond that already antici
pated for planning purposes. 

This would also be the most environmentally undesirable alternative. 
The adverse environmental impacts due to delay would be more severe 
than under any other alternative except possibly recision. An additional 
hazard would be present in that off-road vehicle users would have ample 
time to establish a pattern of use in areas which would, when examined, 
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be found to merit closure. Conflict among users and between users and 
the Bureau would thus be fostered. Due to the long time span under 
this alternative, the Bureau of Land Management would have an additional 
public relations burden to avoid the semblance of cavalier management of 
the public's lands. 

Alternative C3, Intermediate Schedule With Priority Based Only on 
Susceptibility of Resources to ORV-Caused Damage: 

The intermediate schedule would be the same as in the proposed action. 
All designations would be completed by 1987, with earlier deadlines for 
the designation of higher priority resources. This alternative would 
differ from the proposed action in that the sole priority criteria would 
be resource fragility and value. 

Some resources would benefit from this approach. This would be the case 
where areas as yet unused by off-road vehicles contain valuable and 
fragile resources the existence of which is already known to or suspected 
by the Bureau. Such areas could be scheduled for early action. Inefficient 
allocation of effort would result, however, if areas with little forseeable 
prospect of ORV use were slated for early study and designation purely on 
the basis of fragility and value. The efforts invested in such studies 
would yield greater environmental benefits if they were reprogrammed to 
areas of lesser sensitivity which were in danger of severe adverse impacts 
from heavy existing or prospective ORV use. 

Alternative C4, Intermediate Schedule With Priority Based Only on Heavy 
Existing or Prospective Off-Road Vehicle Use: 

This would be similar to Alternative C3, except that the only priority 
criterion would now be heavy off-road vehicle use or the immediate threat 
of such use. This alternative would adopt a brushfire approach until the 
highest priority designations had been made. There is a certain logic in 
this, since ORV damage—even to fragile resources—cannot occur in the 
absence of ORVs. 

This would be a far more environmentally desirable course of action than 
the "no priority" approach. However, certain "targets of opportunity" for 
a more anticipatory process would be needlessly missed. These would be 
the kinds of situations alluded to under Alternative C3, where the Bureau 
already has evidence of the existence of a valuable and fragile resource 
as yet not threatened by off-road vehicles. Such resources could be pro
tected by priority designations at a relative low cost in funding and 
manpower. 
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Alternative C5, Intermediate Schedule With Priority Based On Both 
Resource Fragility and the Intensity of ORV Use: 

This is the scheduling element of the proposed action. It most resembles 
the preceding Alternative C4, in that the primary priority criterion would 
be the volume of off-road vehicle use. Based on this criterion, broad 
regions are assigned to priority categories which are scheduled for com
pletion of the ORV designation process, respectively, by 1981, 1985, and 
1987. (See Figure 4.) Many of the more fragile and more valuable resources 
under Bureau of Land Management administration would also receive priority 
consideration under this procedure, since many such resources happen to be 
located in the regions heavily used by ORVs. 

The Bureau of Land Management proposes to go beyond the procedures in 
Alternative C4, however. The Bureau will be alert for opportunities to 
extend priority designations to fragile and valuable resources within 
each of the three priority categories. It will thus superimpose the 
anticipatory approach on the brushfire approach and hopefully achieve a 
more efficient allocation of effort than would be possible under 
Alternatives C3 or C4. 

D. Combinations of Interim Status Alternatives With Scheduling 
Alternatives 

As noted earlier, none of the "interim status alternatives" or "scheduling" 
alternatives would constitute a complete plan of action for the implementa
tion of Executive Order 11644 on Interior lands. Any such plan of action 
would necessarily include an "interim status" element and a "scheduling" 
element. The two following alternatives—the last to be examined here—are 
examples of such combinations. One of them is the proposed action. 

Alternative Dl, Two-Phase Alternative: 

This course of action would combine Alternative B4—"interim designation 
using all three categories—with public involvement"—and Alternative 
C5—"intermediate schedule with priority based on both resource fragility 
and intensity of off-road vehicle use." It is the proposed action with 
the addition of a complete interim designation process—with public 
participation—to be completed within one year. 

This alternative would be environmentally superior to the proposed action 
with respect to the interim status of lands and resources pending final 
designation. As noted under Alternative B4, however, the conflicts and 
controversies over off-road vehicle use vis-a-vis other uses of Bureau of 
Land Management lands have become so severe that even one complete round 
of ORV designations with public participation will be extremely difficult. 
To undertake two such processes—even with abbreviated procedures in the 
first round—appears to be an undesirable course of action. It would be 
impractical in any event with anticipated funds and manpower. 
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Alternative D2, Intermediate Schedule With Combined Priority Base 
and Undesignated Interim Status: 

This is the proposed action—a combination of Alternatives B6 and C5. 
Its environmental impacts are examined in this statement in the section 
on "impacts." 

IX. CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHERS 

A. Consultation and Coordination in the Development of 
the Proposal and in the Preparation of the Final 
Environmental Statement 

This final statement is a revision of a previous final statement. 
Department of the Interior bureaus specifically involved in the 
preparation of the document included: 

The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service (formerly 
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation) 

The Bureau of Land Management 

The National Park Service 

The Bureau of Reclamation 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

B. Coordination in the Review of the Draft Environmental 
Statement 

Comments were requested from the following Federal, State, local, and 
private organizations. The listing includes organizations which commented 
on the previous environmental impact statement. 

Federal Agencies 

Department of Defense 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Department of Transportation 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Department of the Interior 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Federal Communications Commission 
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State Agencies 

All State Clearinghouses 
State Liaison Officers to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
State Respondents who commented on previous environmental 
impact statements 

Private Organizations 

American Motorcycle Association 
California Outdoor Recreation League, Inc. 
International Snowmobile Industry Association 
Mazamas 
Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association, Inc. 
Cycle News 
Western Rockhounds Association, Inc. 
Wyoming-Utah-Nevada Outdoors Unlimited, Inc. 
Continental Oil Co. 
Arctic Enterprises, Inc. 
Continental Telephone Service Corporation (D.C.) 
Trailer Coach Association, Recreation Vehicle Division 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association 
American Mining Congress 
American Petroleum Institute 
Amax Exploration, Inc. 
Phelps Dodge Corporation, Western Exploration Office, Arizona 
The Colorado Mining Association 
Texas Gulf Sulphur 
Mine Finders, Inc. 
Mining Association of Southern California 
International Association of Geophysical Contractors, Texas 
Group of Mineral Exploration Geologists (Messrs. Bishop, Brady, 
Dickenson, Kantor) 

Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
Alaska Conservation Society 
Friends of the Earth 
Federated Conservationists of Westchester County, N.Y., Inc. 
Indiana Sassafras Audubon Society 
Milwaukee Audubon Society 
National Parks & Conservation Association 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
Idaho Environmental Council 
Oregon Environmental Council 
Environmental Defense Fund 
Fairbanks Environmental Center 
Sierra Club 
The Desert Protective Council, Inc. 
The National Wildlife Federation 
Allan Hancock College 
Florida International University 
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C. Comments Received 

Over 140 comments were received from Federal, State, and local public 
agencies, private organizations, and individuals. These comments are 
included in the following pages. Some of the comments were addressed 
to the various Bureaus' off-road vehicle regulations, and copies of 
these have been forwarded to the appropriate Bureaus. 

Comments pertaining to the draft environmental statement were analyzed 
to determine needed revisions and necessary improvements to be incorpor
ated in the final statement. Many comments made by various respondents 
were essentially identical, and these will be discussed under the subtitle 
"Recurring Comments." Other comments were discrete in nature, and responses 
to these comments will be found on the separate sheets following each letter 
of comment. 

Recurring Comments 

1. Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement should acknowledge.that 
recreational off-road vehicle use, especially snowmobiling, is a 
healthful family-oriented activity and that it helps promote family 
solidarity (and that these benefits will be diminished to the degree 
that ORV use is restricted). 

Response: The Department of the Interior recognizes the very real 
and substantial value of all the types of outdoor recreation 
activities—motorized and nonmotorized—to their participants. We 
acknowledge that the benefits to the devotees of a particular 
activity are diminished to the degree that the activity is curtailed. 1/ 
The enhancement of health and family life is claimed as a benefit of 
practically all outdoor recreation activities. We have no basis on 
which to dispute these claims or to conclude that one activity produces 
more family or health benefits than another. 

2. Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement is vague, speculative, 
and/or lacking in hard data. 

Response: The EIS analyzes the impacts of implementing Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, not on the basis of plans or land allocations, 
but of ground rules for developing plans and allocations. The proposed 
action and all the alternatives give considerable discretion to the 
on-the-ground manager. Each of them could have a wide range of outcomes. 
Hence the EIS is inherently somewhat vague and speculative. 2/ 

1/ See Section V, subsection S; Section VII, subsection C. 

2/ See Section V, subsection A. 
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There is no dearth of writing on the subject of off-road vehicles, 
but the available "hard" or quantitative data on ORV impacts appear 
to be quite spotty. To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive, 
integrated research program on the environmental impacts of off-road 
vehicles has ever been undertaken. During 1971, however, an Interior 
Department task force chaired by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
performed an in-house, state-of-the-art study of recreational ORV-use 
and its economic, environmental, and social implications. The report 
of that project and those of several more recent general studies of 
of the ORV situation were consulted during the preparation of this 
Environmental Impact Statement. These reports are referenced in the 
footnote on page 3Q. Specific bibliographic leads were followed up 
where appropriate. 

Through comments which were made on the draft Environmental Impact 
Statement, more data and several research projects were brought to the 
attention of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. This information is 
reflected in the final EIS. The great bulk of the existing studies 
refer to narrow classes of off-road vehicles in specific kinds of 
situations. These data will be considered by on-the-grcund land managers 
in arriving at designation decisions in comparable circumstances. The 
public involvement process under the proposed action will assure all 
interested parties an adequate opportunity to submit such information 
prior to the designation of local areas and trails. 

3. Comment: It is unfair for the Environmental Impact Statement to cite 
litter, vandalism and inadvertent injury to cultural resources as 
off-road vehicle impacts since other recreational users of backcountry 
also cause these impacts. 

Response: Much, though not all, of these adverse effects are "people" 
iiapacts rather than "machine" impacts. In citing these phenomena, we 
do not mean to imply that off-road vehicle users necessarily create 
more of these adverse impacts per mile of travel, visitor-hour, occasion, 
etc., than are generated by other recreation-seekers. An increase in 
these problems is observed wherever the volume (say visitor-days) of 
recreation use in a backcountry area is greatly increased. The intro
duction of ORVs has brought about such increases on many areas of the 
public lands and can be expected to do so elsewhere in the future. 
Hence the implementation by the Department of the Interior of any policy 
to regulate and/or redistribute this visitation will have an effect on 
these adverse human impacts, and we are obliged to evaluate that effect 
as best we can in the preparation of an environmental impact statement 
on the regulatory action. 
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Certain of this class of impacts are, however, made more severe by 
the use of off-road vehicles. Abandoning disabled vehicles in back-
country is, for instance, a problem unique to ORV use. Even dead 
horses are readily biodegradable, but an abandoned hulk of several 
hundred pounds of metal and plastic confronts the land manager with 
the choice of mounting a costly recovery effort or tolerating an 
eyesore for decades or centuries. This problem is just beginning to 
emerge, but it is expected to increase in severity as the ORVs 
presently in use decline in value and dependability with advancing 
years. 

4o Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement should recognize the very 
substantial differences between various off-road vehicle types/use 
patterns and their environmental impacts. In particular, the EIS should 
treat snowmobiles separately from other ORVs. 

Response: The Interior Department is quite aware of these differences. 
This is a major reason for the broad discretion given to on-the-ground 
managers, under the proposed action and the alternatives, to accommodate 
different situations. 

The proposed action is the implementation by the Department of the 
Interior of Executive Order 11644 as amended which establishes Federal 
policy with respect to all types of off-road vehicles on the public 
lands except when used for official or emergency purposes or under 
permit, but which also recognizes the inherent differences between 
types of off-road vehicles (Section 9(a)). Hence the Environmental 
Impact Statement must deal with the full spectrum of vehicle types 
used off-road. There is no intent to suggest in this statement that, 
for example, snowmobiles raise appreciable amounts of dust, or that 
dune buggies are likely to compact snow. All ORVs do have one common 
characteristic however, and this is the capability of traveling off 
established roads and trails. It is this capability which is addressed 
by definition in the Executive Order, as amended, and by the implementing 
regulations and this environmental statemento 

A major distinction is warranted between snowmobiles and other types of 
off-road vehicles. Snowmobiles operated on an adequate snow cover have 
little effect on soils—and hence cause less severe indirect impacts on 
air and water quality, and on soil-dependent biotic communities, than 
other ORVs do. It is not anticipated, nor would the Department of the 
Interior condone, that restrictions which are not warranted by the 
circumstances in evidence will be imposed upon ORV activities en the 
public lands. 

Interior bureaus do net, for instance, foresee a need to require spark 
arrestors on vehicles operated exclusively over snow. In a few locations, 
the type of machine commonly known as a "snowmobile" is often used over 
grass or other snow-free terrain. In such instances, the .'and manager 
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may justifiably choose to require spark arrestors. We do not, 
moreover, anticipate that over-snow vehicles would ordinarily 
be excluded from areas or trails solely on the basis of damage 
to soils. The Bureau of Land Management's "regulated" designa
tion gives the on-the-ground manager the needed flexibility to 
make these distinctions. 

On the other hand, the noise propagation characteristics of the 
various types of off-road vehicles and the conflicts they engender 
with nonmotorized backcountry visitors, are sufficiently similar 
to warrant their treatment together for purposes of environmental 
impact analysis on the general level of National policy. Local 
differences in these impacts will be accommodated, where warranted, 
by different treatment of various classes of ORVs. For instance, 
a particular area or trail might be heavily used by nonmotorized 
recreation-seekers in summer and virtually unused by such persons 
in winter. In the absence of other constraints, we would expect 
that snowmobiles would be less restricted than other ORVs in such 

i 

a case. 

5. Comment: Section III, subsection D, 1 of the Environmental Impact 
Statement (p. 38-39) grossly overstates the frequency and severity 
of harassment of wildlife and livestock by ORVs. 

Response: Based on observations and research results which have 
come to our attention since the publication of the Draft Environ
mental Statement, the Final Statement has been modified to reflect a 
lesser adverse impact due to ORV-caused harassment of wildlife and 
livestock. 

6. Comir.ent: The Environmental Impact Statement overplays the adverse 
impact of off-road vehicle noise. Snowmobiles, in particular, are 
subject to increasingly stringent noise standards at the State level. 
A limit of 78 dBA at full throttle has been agreed to by the industry 
for 1975 and later models. 

Response: The reduction in the noise emissions of new snowmobiles is 
recognized by the Department of the Interior, and that reduction will 
permit more widespread accommodation of these vehicles on public lands 
than would have been warranted with the older machines. This amelioration 
will not be fully realized, however, until the machines of older vintage 
have been retired from service. 

The off-road vehicle noise problem is really two issues. The sound-
pressure generation level (dBA) indicates the degree of impairment of 
activities such as sleeping, conversing, reading, listening to music, 
TV-viewing, and conducting church services. This interference can 
usually be relieved by time/space zoning without severly constraining 
ORV use. 
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The second noise issue is part of the general problem of incom
patibility between ORV use and tranquility-seeking nonmotorized 
recreational uses of backcountry. Here it is the presence of 
mechanized vehicles in backcountry which impairs others' enjoyment; 
and the basic incompatibility would continue to exist at any fore
seeable sound-pressure level. This impact is addressed in Section III, 
subsection G of the EIS. 

7. Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement should recognize that 
snowmobiles operated exclusively over snow have virtually no impact 
on vegetation. 

Response: Where snowmobiles are used exclusively over snow on roads 
and trails, the impact on vegetation is indeed virtually nil. Where 
such vehicles are operated over snow off trails, varying degrees of 
damage can occur to young trees or other low woody vegetation. This 
damage can be severe in the case of even-aged reproduction of certain 
coniferous forest stands. This presents a problem of education, infor
mation, and enforcement, but should not, in itself, result in exclusion 
of snowmobiles from, wide areas of the public lands. 

Several comments referred to snowmobile impacts on agricultural crops, 
golf courses, etca Since these vegetative forms are generally not 
present on Interior lands subject to snowmobiling, the Environmental 
Impact Statement does not address this type of impact. 

8. Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement should recognize that the 
potential for littering, vandalism, wildlife harassment, and other 
depreciative behavior by off-road vehicle users is substantially 
reduced by the activities of ORV-organizations in such fielde as infor
mation, education, and trail establishment and maintenance. 

Response: The Department of the Interior knows and appreciates what 
off-road vehicle organizations are doing and realizes that many of 
the adverse impacts of ORV-use would be much worse if these groups did 
not exist. Language has been added to the Final Statement (Sec. IV) 
which recognizes this valuable role of ORV-organizations. 

9. Comment: The draft Environmental Impact Statement overstates the degree 
of conflict between off-road vehicle users and nonmotorized recreation-
seekers on Interior lands—or the EIS unfairly burdens ORV-users with 
restrictions to ameliorate that conflict. 1/ 

Response: We have strengthened the language of the final statement 
with respect to this conflict. 

1/ Section III, subsection 1; Section V, subsection A. 
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The fundamental incompatibility between off-road vehicle use 
and tranquility-seeking nonmotorized uses of backcountry was 
evident to the authors of the "ORRV Report" 1/ which played a 
major role in the development of national ORV policy. More 
recent studies indicate that this conflict has become far more 
severe and widespread over the past few years. The prepon
derance of the available evidence indicates that, in general: 

(a) Any perceptible presence of ORVs in backcountry severely 
diminishes the quality of tranquility-seeking backcountry 
recreation experiences. 

(b) Any substantial ORV-presence in a backcountry area tends to 
displace tranquility-seeking recreation visitors and pre
clude their further use of the area. 

(c) This is a one-way incompatibility. ORVs adversely impact 
nonmotorized backcountry recreation, but the reverse is 
generally not true. Nonmotorized users feel a doubly 
severe impact since their opportunities have already been 
narrowed in recent years by highway construction, urban 
development, etc. 

(d) In the discharge of its obligation (under Executive Order 11644 
and numerous other mandates) to provide a broad spectrum of 
outdoor recreation opportunities in an even-handed manner while 
minimizing conflict; the Department of the Interior has, in most 
instances, no choice but to separate motorized and nonmotorized 
backcountry recreation activities in time or space, and 

(e) Due to the aforementioned one-way nature of this incompatibility, 
this separation can only be achieved by regulating ORVs. It 
would serve no purpose to restrict the tranquility-seekers since 
their presence generally does not impair the experiences of ORV 
users. The smoker-nonsmoker conflict is analagous. 

Given the need for separation, both off-road vehicle users and non-
motorized backcountry recreation-seekers often lay claim to preferential 
treatment in the allocation of areas and trails—based on certain negative 
qualities ascribed to the conpeting group. ORV users are characterized 
(among other things—some of them unprintable) as arrogant, inconsiderate, 
obtrusive, insensitive, barbaric, exploitive Johnny-come-latelys; while 
nonmotorized visitors who enjoy the absence of ORVs are described as 
selfish, elitist, anti-people, purist, non-family-oriented, hypocritical 

1/ Off Road Recreation Vehicles: A Department of the Interior 
Task Force Study. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1972 
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armchair environmentalists who seldom venture outdoors. Both 
groups describe themselves as taxpaying, family-oriented, law-
abiding, environmentally-sensitive, etc., citizens. 

The Department of the Interior does not feel called upon to inject 
itself into this quarrel. Recreation opportunities on Interior 
lands will be allocated (where other environmental, economic, or 
social factors are not constraining) on the bases of existing and 
potential resource suitability and recreation demando 

10. Coirment: The Environmental Impact Statement understates the severity 
of the adverse economic impacts of off-road vehicle-restrictions under 
the proposed action. The impact of snowmobile restrictions on snowbelt 
regions with weak winter economies would be especially severe. 

Response: The EIS is rather speculative with respect to economic 
impacts because, as noted previously, the extent of the limitations 
which may ultimately be imposed on various types of ORV use is 
unknown at this time. Most respondents who raised this issue seem 
to fear that there might be such a severe cutback of ORV use on 
Interior lands as to reduce the volume of ORV-related economic 
activity—nationwide—below present levels, Based on experience to 
date, we regard such an outcome as highly unlikely. It should be 
remembered that total ORV-anarchy would not result if the proposed 
implementation of a national OPV-policy on the Federal lands were 
abandoned. Individual Federal land-managing agencies—as well as 
the several States—would still regulate ORV use in the absence of 
national guidelines. It appears highly likely, therefore, that the 
adverse economic impacts attributable to the proposed action would 
be moderate and would consist mostly in: 

(a) A small diminution of the growth-potential of ORV-related 
businesses nationwide, and 

(b) Some shifting of ORV business opportunities from one 
location to another. These impacts are addressed in 
Section III, subsection J, (p. 32) of the EIS. 

Snowmobiles are the least likely off-road vehicles to suffer severe 
restriction, and it is difficult to imagine a case where the proposed 
implementation of Executive Order 11644, as amended, would reduce the 
snowmobile stimulus to local winter economies below present levels. 

11. Comment: The Environmental Impact Statement unfairly blames off-road 
vehicle-users for the pollution of surface waters by machine and human 
wastes. 

Response: We agree that this impact is generally minor and so state in 
Section III, subsection B, 1,. Several respondents implied that this 
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type of contamination should not be attributed to ORV users since 
nonmotorized backcountry visitors cause similar problems. As we 
pointed out earlier, the existence of adverse impacts caused by 
factors not covered by an EIS does not relieve the Department of 
the Interior from the responsibility to analyze the impacts of its 
proposed actions. 

12o Comment: The adverse impact of off-road vehicle exhaust emissions 
is insufficient to warrant mention in the Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

Response: We agree that this impact is generally minor and so state 
in Section III, subsection A, 1.. Exhaust emissions are mentioned 
(along with other minor impacts) to assure the reader that these 
impacts have been carefully considered and judged minor—rather than 
merely overlooked. 

13. Comment: The assertion in Section III, subsection D, 2, of the Draft 
Statement that "Snowmobile use over frozen bodies of water can decrease 
sunlight penetration and reduce the over-winter survival of aquatic 
organisms" is untrue and should be deleted. 

Response: What evidence we now have on this impact is conflicting. 
Mention of it has been deleted from the Final Statement. 

14. Comment: The Bureau of Land Management proposes to complete the 
designation of its lands by 1987. This is too long a time and 
leaves most of the lands open to all uses, including off-road 
vehicles, with consequent environmental damage„ 

Response: Because of the scattered and varied nature of the 
474 million acres under the stewardship of BLM, the eleven-year 
time frame is seen as the minimum period needed for complete 
designation of all BLM lands. The Environmental Impact Statement 
does not say, nor should it be taken to mean, that all BLM lands 
will remain undesignated for eleven years, or that ORV activity 
will be indiscriminately permitted on all undesignated lands during 
that time. 

Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, as amended, directs the mandatory 
agency closing of areas and trails on the public lands to any type of 
ORVs which are causing, or may cause considerable adverse effects 
until such time as the effects have been eliminated and measures taken 
to prevent a recurrence. Also, the agency head may close portions of 
the lands under his jurisdiction to ORV use except those specifically 
designated as open to such use under Section 3 of the amended Executive 
Order. 
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Additionally, a selection of BLM lands currently bearing up to 
60 percent of the total of off-road vehicle use (except snow
mobile use) will get first priority in the designation process, 
being completely designated by December 31, 1981. 

Several factors account for the necessity of eleven years to complete 
designation. Anticipated levels of funding and manpower in the BLM 
will probably preclude a faster designation process. The need for 
public participation is also a special consideration. The BLM also 
feels that this amount of time is necessary in order to receive 
adequate input from all segments of the public which will be affected 
by the results of the designation process. It is also felt that this 
extended process is needed to produce designations which are suffi
ciently sound and fair to earn the respect of the varied users of BLM 
lands. 

15. Comment: Off-road-vehicle activity cannot be considered a legitimate 
form of recreation. 

Response: Executive Order 11644, as amended acknowledges that the 
use of ORVs is "often for legitimate purposes," and therefore 
recognizes this use as a valid form of recreational activity. 

The purpose of the Executive Order was to initiate regulatory control 
over the use of off-road vehicles on public lands, and the policies 
of the respective land-managing agencies have been formulated toward 
that objective. The Executive Order does not question the legitimacy 
or propriety of ORV activity. 
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INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Washington, D. C. 202SO 

^241976-

Mr. John Crutcher 
Di rector 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

In response to your letter of July 19, 1976, we have reviewed the 
draft environmental Impact statement entitled, "Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 PertainTngr to Use of Off-Road 
Vehicles on the Public Lands." We have the following comments for 
your consideration. 

Our principle concern is with the adequacy of the section on impacts, 
pages 30-48. In particular, we are concerned that the closing of 
extensive tracts of public lands to off-road vehicles (ORV's) might 
cause increased unauthorized use of lightly managed private lands in 
areas where ORV's are popular. This might become especially severe 
If adequate money for improved trails and other facilities does not 
become available. We suggest that the final environmental impact 
statement include an estimate of probable increased ORV use, authorized 
or trespass, of private lands that might result from this action and 
discuss the resulting impacts. 

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to comment on this statement. 

Sincerely, 

"Xfflng" 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Soil Conservation Service, USDA 

ORV Use of Adjacent Private Lands 
Until the designation process is completed, the number of areas to 
be closed to off-road vehicle activity and the accompanying increase 
(if any) on private lands cannot be reliably estimated. By providing 
well-marked, designated areas for ORV activity, the impact on private 
lands hopefully will be reduced. However, with little or no data 
available on current ORV use for specific land areas, an accurate prediction 
as to the effect of the designation process on private land is impossible. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

October 8, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The July, 1976 draft environmental statement for"Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of 
Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands" DES 76-27 has been 
received by the Department of Commerce for review and comment. 
The statement has been reviewed and the following comments are 
offered for your consideration. 

General Comments 

The draft environmental impact statement is descriptive and 
qualitative, and does not present sufficient quantitative 
information to support the discussion of environmental impacts. 
Also, the reasoning behind the choice of two among the 11 proposed 
status and scheduling alternatives is purely qualitative, perhaps 
even speculative. The statement would benefit considerably from 
more detailed - and documented - supporting information. 

There is a significant use of ORV's in recreational fish and 
wildlife harvest. The draft environmental impact statement does 
not adequately address this use, making it difficult to assess 
the total effect of the proposed alternative on the resources 
and recreationists. 

Use of Off-Road Vehicles (ORVe) adjacent to or in streams can 
seriously affect fish habitat. Bank erosion can destroy over
hanging banks used by fishes for shelter. Resulting sedimentation 
may damage fish gills and smother their eggs and food organisms. 
Some stream will be more accessible to fishermen with ORVs, which 
implies heavier fishing pressure. Hence, management requirements 
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will increase. We suggest adding a section, under The Environ
mental Impact of the Proposed Action to address these problems. 
Discussion of measures to mitigate these problems should be in
cluded under Mitigating Measures Included by the Proposed Action. 

Specific Comments 

III. THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

A. Air 

1. Gaseous Exhaust Emissions 

Page 31, paragraph 2. The stated high concentrations of gaseous 
exhaust emissions near Denver, San Bernardino, and Las Vegas, and 
low concentrations in the Arctic should be supported by tabular 
data, suitably referenced in an appropriate bibliography. Also, 
heavy ORV use in an area of pristine air could produce local 
concentrations of fumes which might exceed the Environmental 
Protection Agency limits for prevention of significant deteri
oration in Class I areas. 

2. Dust 

Page 31, last paragraph. The stated surface destabilization 
and dust formation, and their being "by far the most severe 
adverse impact of ORV operation on ambient air quality" should 
be supported by referenced information. 

D. Wildlife and Livestock 

1. Harassment 

Page 39, first paragraph. The qualitative statement that ORVs 
make a great deal of noise and cover substantial distances per day 
of use would benefit from quantitative numbers, if available. 

2. Habitat Disruption 

Page 39, paragraph 2. A secondary impact resulting from damage 
to water which was not discussed is the adverse effect of increased 
siltation on fish habitat, primarily spawning gravels. This 
impact could be quite severe under certain circumstances and 
should be included in this section. 
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Page 40, paragraph 1. The authority to open and close certain 
areas during specific times of the year could be used as an aid 
to fish and wildlife management by coordinating off-road vehicle 
regulations with fishing and hunting seasons. 

H. Economic Impacts 

Page 47, last paragraph. The economic costs of the proposed 
action are presented without documentation of the sources for 
the cost estimates. The appropriate studies should be referenced. 

VII. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 
WHICH WOULD BE INVOLVED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION SHOULD IT 
BE IMPLEMENTED 

C. Recreational Values 

Page 56, paragraph 2. The recreational fisheries should be 
considered in this section. Perhaps the last two sentences 
in this paragraph could be amended as follows: "The use of 
ORV's in fishing and hunting has helped in obtaining an 
adequate harvest of fish and game... A portion of the yield of 
fish and game..." 

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these comments , 
which we hope will be of assistance to you. We are also enclosing, 
for your information, an article on ORV regulation from the Winter, 
1976 issue of Environmental Affairs. 

We would like to receive eight copies of the final statement. 

Sincerely, 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: u#s> Departnient o f commerce 

The bulk of the Department's comments refer to the inadequacy of 
quantitative data to support the discussion of impacts in the Environmental 
Impact Statement. This matter is addressed in Item 2 of the Recurring 
Comments Section. Aspects not covered by that Item are discussed 
below. 

Siltation damage to fish habitat 
The discussion of siltation damage in Section III, subsection B,2 
of the Environmental Inm>act Statement has been broadened to include 
this impact. 

Coordination with fishing and hunting seasons 
Language has been added to Section III, subsection D,2 to point out 
tne need to coordinate off-road vehicle management activities with 
fishing and hunting seasons. 

Costs to the Department of the Interior 
The cited cost figures are staff estimates supplied to the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation by the respective land-managing bureaus. 

Sacrifice of fish yield 
The suggested additions to the discussion of lost recreational values 
(Section VII, subsection C) have been made. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

P.O. BOX 3621, PORTLAND, OREGON 97208 

O F F I C E O F 
T H E A D M I N I S T R A T O R 

In reply refer lo: E B P - A J August 20, 1976 

Memorandum 

To: John Crutcher, Director, Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation, Washington, D.C. 

From: E. Willard, Assistant to the Administrator • 
Interagency Relations 

Subject: Review of Draft Environmental Statement --
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
pertaining to the use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands 

Hopefully, the Departmental Implementation Plan will 
solve some of the environmental problems created by 
unauthorized Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) use presently 
being experienced on the Bonneville Power Adminis
tration's rights-of-way. This subject has been a 
major topic of concern to BPA in recent years, 
because of the detrimental effects and property 
damage created by increased ORV activity. Hunters, 
fishermen, naturalists, and cycle riders utilize our 
rights-of-way and access roads to travel to remote or 
previously inaccessible areas. In doing so, many of 
these operators are unaware of the damage they cause, 
while others are unconcerned to the point of general 
vandalism by the destruction of property. 

Some of the detrimental effects BPA has experienced 
are: shooting of insulators; damage to towers; damage 
to fences, gates, and signs; damage to construction 
contractor equipment and automobiles; increase in 
amounts of litter; soil erosion; noise pollution; 
injury and destruction of vegetation; disturbance to 
wildlife; air contamination from dust and vehicle 
exhaust; visual pollution; and fire hazards. 
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Memo to John Crutcher, Director, Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation, Washington, D.C.; Subj: Review of DES --
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to 
the use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

In addition, we have the following specific comments: 

1. Branch of Construction has reviewed several sections 
of this document during the developmental stages and do 
not foresee any significant problems with policy or pro
cedures contained therein. EO 11644 provides an exemption 
for "official use" which is really BPA's only need for 
off-road vehicles. To remain consistent, however, 
"official use" should be added to the list of ORV-use 
exemptions on page 3 of the draft EIS. 

2. BPA constructs electrical transmission lines across 
public as well as private lands. These are situations 
in which lesser long-term environmental impacts may 
result from the contractor using off-road (all-terrain) 
vehicles to construct transmission towers in lieu of 
building access roads to the towers. This option should 
not be precluded by the regulations. 

3. On page 24 the text mentions Bureau of Land Management 
administered lands (g) Florida and Westerly Keys Subtropic 
Community (h) Eastern deciduous forest. Figure 4 shows 
only the western United States and Alaska; it should be 
expanded to include these areas. 

4. On page 32 the statement is made: "Soils most suscep
tible to wind erosion include those Aridisols and Entisols 
with fine surface texture such as clays and silts, which 
contain particles that can be held in suspension by winds 
of very low velocity." Comment: Soils with surface 
textures such as very fine, fine, medium sands, loamy 
sands, and loamy fine sands are more susceptible to wind 
erosion than silt or clay. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this statement. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: USDOI, Bonneville Power Administration 

Official Use 
The BPA is responsible for writing its own regulations and has the 
authority, under Section 3(c) of Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
to exclude CRVs being operated for official use from its regulations.^ 
The exemptions in the proposed Departmental Manual Chapter pertain 
to the definition of off-road vehicles rather than how they are used. 

Use of ORVs by Contractors 
Under the exemptions in the proposed Departmental Manual Chapter 
and Section 3(c) cf Executive Order 11644, as amended, BPA may 
promulgate regulations covering use of ORVs by contractors. 

BLM Administered Lands 
While the Bureau of Land Management does manage certain areas in 
almost every area of the country, the vast majority of its land area 
is in the western U.S. and Alaska. 

Soils 
The recommended change regarding wind erosion has been made. 
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October 8, 1976 

fvJS 
BE. 
Sou(y*ixs) 

SoL(ftoU\U.) 
Dear Mr. Secretary: VswelV 

The Council on Environmental Quality has reviewed the draft V**5*-** 
environmental impact statement (EIS) on the Department of 
the Interior's implementation of Executive Order 11644 
pertaining to use of off-road vehicles on the public lands, 
and particularly on those that are managed by the Bureau of 
Land Management. Our review has been made not only pursuant 
to the Council's responsibilities under the National Environ
mental Policy Act but also under the President's direction 
that CEQ "maintain a continuing review of the implementation" 
of Executive Order 11644. 

As a result of our review we have a number of comments to 
make on the need to improve the quality of the draft impact 
statement. Our major policy conclusion, however, is that 
the statement shows a serious misunderstanding of the intent 
and language of the Exeuctive Order. We strongly disagree 
with the Department's position that the alternative (B-l) of 
"blanket closure" of BLM land to off-road vehicle (ORV) use 
"would require a modification of the E.O." Blanket closure 
is properly one of those alternatives available under the 
Executive Order. Its appropriateness should, like that of 
the proposed BLM regulations, be determined by the environ
mental analysis presented in the impact statement. 

The impact statement, however, lacks the basic information 
and analysis necessary to determine the appropriate policy 
response by BLM. Over the past 4 1/2 years since promulgation 
of the Executive Order, and particularly since the May 1975 
decision of the Court of Appeals in National Wildlife Federation 
v. Morton, the Department has accumulated a considerable 
amount "bT information about the precise nature, extent and 
impact of ORV use on public lands. The EIS, however, presents 
little evidence of such information; its conclusions are 
neither supported by examples nor by cites to specific 
studies or observations made by the Department on ORV problems. 
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Instead, the EIS provides only the most general kind of 
information on ORV pressures and effects on soils, wildlife 
and competing social uses of public lands. Consequently, 
the EIS is not helpful in evaluating the wisdom of the 
proposed regulations or the Department's rejection of other 
regulatory alternatives.— 

The discussion of impacts in the draft EIS has also been 
imbalanced by its discussion of the economic impacts of 
public land ORV controls on the ORV users while failing to 
discuss the economic benefits of such controls to the nation 
as a whole. We recognize that it may be difficult to quantify 
in economic terms the benefits of protecting soil, wildlife 
and other natural resources from ORV abuse. Nevertheless, 
we believe that it is misleading for the EIS to ignore such . 
benefits in its economic impacts section. 

Among the most important analytical gaps of the EIS is its 
failure to discuss the plans of the Department to enforce 
its proposed regulations. Clearly, the impacts of the 
proposed regulations and designation policy of BLM will 
depend largely on the success of BLM's enforcement program. 
Unfortunately, the EIS resorts to the most general discussions 
here. We are told, for example, that the prevention of soil 
destruction "will be difficult due to the burgeoning pressures 
of ORV access to high hazard areas," without being given 
precise information on how this difficulty is proposed to be 
overcome. Similarly, the EIS states that the Department 
"will take all reasonable measures" to protect rare and 
endangered wildlife from harrassment or habitat disruption 
by ORVs, but, again, the statement is not supported by 
specific plans to implement such measures. We suggest that 
a section on enforcement measures and their relative admin
istrative ease and practicality should be provided in the 
final EIS for each of the major alternatives that is avail
able to the Department. 

^7 One example of this problem is the discussion of soils 
~~ (p. 37) which fails to relate soil types to vulnerability 

to ORV use and to the locations of present and future 
ORV pressures. Throughout the impact section, the 
draft EIS resorts to a host of unnecessary statements 
as, for example, (on habitat disruption); "However, 
where ORV use is heavy, the damage is generally severe." 
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The general failure of the EIS to provide sufficient infor
mation on present impacts of ORV use has led, we believe, to 
an unsupported regulatory proposal by the Department. 
Rather than seeking to ground its proposed regulatory policy 
for BLM on actual and projected ORV impacts and experience, 
the Department appears to be unduly influenced by an interest 
in protecting certain ORV user rights on BLM lands. Such 
protection is not, however, a goal of the Executive Order; 
the Executive Order makes it clear that protection of the 
public lands resources should be the primary consideration 
in developing specific regulatory policies. 

The cost of this preference for ORV use is admitted in the 
section of the draft EIS on short vs. long-terra effects of 
the proposed action: 

"few, if any, of the non-ORV alternative uses contem
plated [on public lands] would impair the production of 
ORV use benefits if lands 61osed to ORV use were later 
opened. The reverse is not true. ORV use, particu
larly unchecked, high-volume ORV use over a long period 
of time, could seriously diminish the scope and quality 
of long-term production operations from the land, 
should the decision to recovert to non-ORV uses be made 
in the future." (p. 53) 

The proposed regulatory policy of the Department would not, 
based on information presented in the draft, minimize these 
kinds of losses. Nonetheless, the Department has summarily 
rejected the alternative that the EIS states would be the 
"most environmentally beneficial:" to require a blanket 
closure of Bureau of Land Management's holdings to off-road 
vehicles pending final designation. The Department has also 
rejected the similarly beneficial alternative of requiring 
blanket regulations on ORV use pending such designation. 

According to the EIS such alternatives would require modifi
cations of the Executive Order. We do not agree; the Executive 
Order permits no such cramped reading of its goals and 
policies. On the contrary, the Executive Order clearly 
permits such alternative policies if they are necessary "to 
protect the resources of those [public] lands, to promote 
the safety of all users of those lands and to minimize 
conflicts among the various uses of those lands." If data 
available to the Department suggests that blanket closure or 
regulation is necessary to accomplish these objectives, then 
such alternatives are unquestionably available to and should 
be adopted by the Department under the Executive Order. 
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Based on our review, therefore, we strongly recommend to the 
Department that it reconsider its position regarding the 
alternatives available under the existing Executive Order. 
*We do believe that the environmental and legal bases for the 
proposed BLM regulations are adequate for the Department to 
meet the requirements of the Executive Order or of the 
National Environmental Policy Act. We recommend that the 
Department provide, in the final EIS, substantially more 
analysis of present ORV impacts and of the impacts that 
would occur from enforcing the proposed regulations and the 
two rejected, admittedly more beneficial, alternatives. 
Only then will the EIS aid the Department's efforts to 
determine what ORV regulatory policy should ultimately be 
adopted. 

We would like to discuss these recommendations further with 
you or your staff. 

Sincerely 

Honorable Thomas S. Kleppe 
S e c r e t a r y of t h e I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D.C. 20420 

•Subsequent t o r ece iv ing these comments, the Council informed us t h a t 
the four th l i n e from the top of t h i s page should read "We do not be l i eve . . . . " 
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Acting Chairman 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Council on Environmental Quality 

Blanket Closure 
At the time comments were received from the Council, Executive Order 
11644 had not been amended by Executive Order 11898. It was then 
our opinion that Executive Order 11644 did not permit unevaluated 
blanket closures or openings, and we do not now believe that the 
amendments to Executive Order 11644 authorize blanket closures. This 
position is supported by the staff memorandum of August 1, 1977, 
prepared by the Council of Environmental Quality interpreting 
Executive Order 11989. This memo in discussing Section 9b refers 
only to authority to close "portions" of the public lands, but does 
not indicate that any authority exists to close all lands. 

Documentation 
We would agree that the draft Environmental Impact Statement is not 
generously endowed with documentary evidence to support its conclusions. 
Efforts have been made to secure additional documentation which is 
included in the final statement. Unfortunately, hard, documented, 
evidence of ORV impacts is not in voluminous supply. Moreover, most of 
what documentary evidence exists refers to narrow classes of ORVs in 
narrow classes of environments. Hence, it is of limited use as background 
for and Environmental Impact Statement on the implementation of a national 
policy. (See also Item 2 of the responses to recurring comments.) 
Allegations or opinions concerning the effects of ORVs, pro or con, are 
readily available, documentation is not. 

Economic Impacts 
The discussions of economic impacts in the draft did not discuss 
in economic terms the benefits of protecting soil, wildlife, and 
other natural resources from the effects of ORV use. The section on 
economic impacts has been rewritten in part to include such an 
analysis. 

Enforcement 
The question of enforcement of the proposed BLM regulation's has been 
considerably clarified since the draft EIS was proposed. Section 
303 of Public Law 94-579 which was signed on October 21, 1976, gives 
to BLM full enforcement authority including the power to make cooperative 
law enforcement agreements with local authorities and the use of 
Federal personnel where appropriate. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: C o u n c i l o n Environmental Quality 

We believe that an attempt at this time to provide and discuss a 
detailed overall plan for enforcement of ORV regulation's on all 
BLM lands would be premature and would have to be largely conjecture. 
When the regulations are final, they will be enforced by whatever 
authorized method or methods are suitable to the particular times 
and places. It is doubtful that there would be only one method of 
enforcement chosen to apply to all of the varied lands administered 
by BLM. 

We agree that the impacts of the proposed regulations are directly 
related to the effectiveness of BLM's enforcement program. However, 
since as previously noted the regulations are not yet final and the 
enforcement program not yet totally in place we have no factual 
data base to analyse the effectiveness of the proposed enforcement 
program. In the absence of such data, if is assumed that law enforce
ment measures will be effective. 

Pro ORV Use 
It is the policy of this Department to regulate uses of the public 
lands under its jurisdiction in as even-handed and fair a manner 
as possible bearing in mind the expressed purposes of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, and other appropriate legislative mandates. 
The Department is neither pro or con ORV use or any other use. It 
is recognized that with due regard to the protection of the public 
lands resources, both ORV users and non-users should have legitimate 
access to the public lands. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

RESTON, VIRGINIA 22092 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

In Reply Refer To: 
EGS-DES-76/27-MS760 NfjV g ^ 

Memorandum 

To: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

Througf$^ Assistant Secretary--Energy and Minerals vV^^****^ ^ £-^<t 

From: Director, Geological Survey *0\' K»/£ 

Subject: Review of draft environmental statement on use of off-road 
vehicles 

Our review of the draft statement is based on an 18-month study of the 
physical response of the land to ORV use. In this study more than 
200 ORV sites have been examined in three states, in climatic zones 
ranging from arid to temperate with corresponding variations in 
vegetative cover. The physical response of at least 500 types of 
soils and rocks to vehicle use has been documented by photographic 
methods, by several thousand soil strength measurements, and by 
several hundred bulk density, soil moisture, soil temperature, and 
erosion profile measurements. 

The following comments deal first with details of Sections III to VII, 
and then with three general issues that do not appear to be adequately 
addressed in the draft statement. 

SECTIONS III to VII 

1. Machine capability vs. land sensitivity. 

On page 30 it is stated that "trails and other areas will be located to 
minimize adverse impacts to soil, water, vegetation, wildlife, wildlife 
habitats, recreational and other uses." On page 27, however, it is 
stated that " areas and trails will be selected on lands having 
terrain suitable to vehicle capability " The conflict between these 
two statements becomes apparent when one recognizes the remarkable versa
tility of the modern recreational vehicles. The terrain that truly 
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challenges the capability of these machines, and which is therefore most 
attractive to many ORV operators, is exactly that which is most highly 
sensitive to erosional degradation. This open contradiction between 
machine capability and land sensitivity is a key issue. 

II. Dust yield and seasonal mitigation. 

Page 31, item 2: It is correctly recognized that vehicle destabilization 
of many surfaces may yield dust long after ORV usage ceases. This fact 
negates the feasibility, suggested on page 32, of reducing this adverse 
impact by selecting the time of use or the atmospheric conditions during 
use. 

Page 32, 1st paragraph: The impact of vehicles is such that coarse-
textured surficial deposits are stripped, exposing fine-grained underlying 
soils, so that surface texture is not a controlling factor in suscepti
bility to wind erosion. In fact, all desert soils so far examined, with 
the possible exception of certain dry lake deposits, are rendered suscep
tible to wind erosion by ORV usage. 

Page 32, 1st paragraph, last sentence: Has any heavy ORV use not aggra
vated the fugitive dust problem? 

Page 32, 2nd paragraph: While damp soil conditions will reduce the 
fugitive dust problem during use, damage to soil structure is in general 
significantly greater for the same levels of use on damp than on dry soils. 

III. Effects on surface and subsurface water: quantity. 

Page 32-33, item B, 1st paragraph: Quantity of water is not adequately 
treated. There can be little doubt that ORV impacts strongly affect the 
quantity of surface water by inducing major increases in runoff through 
stripping of barriers to erosion and soil compaction. One study (Snyder 
and others, 1976) showed that runoff from the ORV-use area averaged 
10 times that from the adjacent control area over a period of four years 
after closure of the area to any vehicle use. 

Whether the effects on quantity and quality of ground-water will be signifi
cant depends on the level of use of main intake areas. This cannot be 
given a blanket "negligible-effect" rating. If the changes in the intake 
areas increase runoff (the usual effect of vehicle use), then significant 
reduction of groundwater quantity may occur. 

IV. Effects on surface and subsurface water: composition. 

A third effect, not mentioned in the draft statement, of ORV use on 
surface water quality is mineralogical. For example, at least three 
sites of heavy ORV use in the San Francisco Bay area are suspected, on 
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the basis of bedrock lithologies, to involve soils relatively rich in 
asbestos. Destabilization of such soils increases their distribution 
into surface waters, and in at least one case into a water-supply reservoir. 

An additional effect of ORV impact may be differential reduction of grain 
size as a consequence of varied mechanical properties of minerals, thereby 
selectively enhancing solubility by increasing surface area per unit 
volume of specific mineral species. The potential effect of this on water 
composition remains to be tested. 

Page 33: Item 2 is not accurate. The increased sediment load in surface 
runoff as a result of soil destabilization is a serious problem in terms 
of the disposition of the increased sediment yield before it gets to main 
drainage channels. In areas of sensitive soils and steep terrain, the 
increased runoff is commonly accommodated by diversion to vegetated areas 
which are themselves then degraded by burial; the result, over a period 
of years, is that these areas become erosion centers even though never 
directly touched by the vehicles. 

Conditions a and b (p. 33) are quite sufficient to make this a serious 
problem. Moreover, the soils do not have to be "unstable" in their natural 
state to make this a serious problem. The vehicle use helps make them 
unstable. Where soils in ORV areas are, through lack of clay components, 
especially sensitive to erosion, then even "well-designed" and "well-
maintained" trails (item c) can be the source of serious problems. 

Page 34, 1st paragraph: The problems will not be minimized if the capacity 
of the land to withstand vehicle use is judged only by natural sensitivity 
to erosion. Virtually all soil types and many rock types so far examined 
show no indication that they can withstand vehicle impact. 

Page 34, 1st paragraph: In all areas so far examined in which trails or 
facilities have been developed for ORV use, the result has been acceler
ated erosion. This is an inescapable consequence of removing natural 
barriers to erosion. 

V. Effects on soils: minimizing ORV damage. 

Page 34, item C: The only "soil types" in ORV-use areas so far examined 
that do not appear to be vulnerable to vehicle impact are certain dry-
lake deposits and other very clay-rich soils on low slopes. If minimizing 
soil damage is truly sought, then hill climbs on all soil types so far 
examined must be eliminated, and trails must be graded to low slopes on 
least sensitive (clay-rich) soils. 
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Page 35, 1st paragraph: While it is true that direct displacement of 
soil by the vehicles is enhanced by gravity (steeper slopes), it should 
be remembered that the 1974 Barstow to Las Vegas race, run over slopes 
generally less than 25 percent, yielded over 600 tons of airborne parti
culates (BLM, 1975). The remainder of this paragraph is quite accurate, 
and the effects are independent of slope to a large degree. The only 
obvious way, then, to locate areas and trails to minimize damage to the 
soil is to put them where the damage has already been done. 

Page 35, 2nd paragraph: In general, the higher the clay content the 
less vulnerable the soil to erosion in ORV areas. Some of the condi
tions of vulnerability mentioned here are not only widespread on Interior 
lands, they are characteristic. The search for land that is not severely 
sensitive to prolonged vehicle use will be little rewarded. That which 
is sensitive to moderate or even light use is commonplace. That which 
is least sensitive is that which has already been degraded (of which 
there is a growing supply). 

VI. "Reestablishing" damaged soils. 

Page 38, 1st paragraph: The time required for "reestablishment" men
tioned here is probably grossly underestimated, and applies as well to 
ORV impacts on soils in temperate climatic zones. It is estimated that 
an inch of topsoil requires on the order of 500 years to form. This 
goes quickly under the wheel; it cannot be "reestablished" unless left 
alone for a comparable period of time. 

VII. Soil damage minimization strategy. 

Page 38, 2nd paragraph: The places of natural "low hazard" to the 
resource are clearly much too small to accommodate present use levels. 
"Low hazard" should, then, be viewed in terms of already damaged land. 
Virtually all other land would appear from studies conducted to date to 
be "high hazard." Choice of time of use is probably also illusory; while 
times may be chosen when the soil is more resistant to use than others, 
it will yield anyway, and the losses cannot be reversed. 

VIII. Wildlife and domestic animal habitat. 

Page 39, item 2, 1st sentence: Surely this wording is an error, and 
"major" was intended instead of "minor." The term "minor" is hardly 
consistent with the statement made at the top of page 42. 

Page 39, last paragraph: Substantial adverse impact on capacity to carry 
domestic animals should also be included. 

Page 40, last paragraph: Impacts have been sufficiently demonstrated that 
"do" should be substituted for "can" on line 6, and "is" for "may be" on 
line 8. The same holds for impacts on ancient vegetative communities. 
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Plant communities on sites with much less harsh growing conditions have also 
suffered significant degradation from ORV usage, and all too commonly in 
areas of good growing conditions, revegetation of ORV-use areas has been 
inhibited or made impossible by total loss of the soil horizon. 

IX. Lawful- and proper-use mitigation of environmental damage. 

Page 51, item B, 1 and 2: The interaction of vehicles and soils is a 
physical phenomenon that does not distinguish lawful from unlawful or 
proper from improper use. In the San Francisco Bay area, more than 80 
ORV sites are being monitored, of which about 75 are used in trespass. 
The condition of the land is no different in the lawfully used areas than 
in the areas used in trespass. The adverse impacts, therefore, will 
generally reflect only the vehicle load and cannot be predicted to be 
light merely because the use is sanctioned. 

Page 53, 2nd paragraph: No methods so far observed in use in sanctioned 
ORV areas mitigate these long-term adverse effects; i.e., "checked" use 
results in long-term impairment as well as "unchecked" use. 

Page 56, item B: This section does not indicate full appreciation of 
the damage that can be accomplished in 11 years of ORV use. 

GENERAL ISSUES 

The draft statement does not address in a substantive manner three important 
issues: (1) the real potential for and cost of "rehabilitative" measures; 
(2) the potential offsite consequences of destabilizing natural land sur
faces in terms of damage to public and private property, hazard to life and 
health, regional impairment of environmental quality, and long-term degradation 
of environmental factors essential to national goals other than recreation; 
and (3) the enormity of potential losses due to delay if lands are in an 
undesignated status for as much as 11 years. 

Significance of requirement for rehabilitation. 

The first issue receives attention on page 9, under proposed revisions 
of the Secretary of the Interior's memorandum of May 5, 1972, with the 
statement that "Interior Bureaus may issue permits for the operation of 
ORVs on areas designed for their use for organized races, rallies, meets, 
endurance contests, and other ORV events. Special precautions must be 
taken to: 

(1) Protect the public; 
(2) Minimize damage to the land and its resources; and 
(3) Provide for rehabilitation of the land." 
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It is further stated that "Each Interior Bureau shall require permittees to 
furnish a bond surety or other guarantee in such amounts as may be required 
to cover cost of restoration and rehabilitation of the trails and areas 
used. . ." 

The physical effects of vehicles on most land surfaces include stripping 
and disruption of plant, mechanical (lag gravel), and chemical stabilizers, 
direct mechanical erosion of substantial amounts of soil, and modification 
of remaining soil in ways that promote natural erosion and inhibit restor
ation of natural barriers to erosion. When considered in the light that 
common soil profiles and mature vegetative and mechanical stabilizers have 
probably required periods of time measured in centuries to millenia to 
form, the physical impossibility of the users effecting or guaranteeing 
"rehabilitation" in the sense of restoration to a former capacity of 
typical ORV-event areas is clear. 

If the use is permitted, then irreversible changes must be accepted. How
ever, the long-term adverse effects of such changes can be mitigated by 
reclamation efforts, and the bonds required to guarantee such actions can 
be estimated from past experience. One example involved estimated costs 
of reclamation (not to be construed as rehabilitation) of desert land 
used in trespass. This involved illegally staged motorcycle races with 
256 participants that broke 4.1 miles of new trail with an average width 
of 7.9 feet. Reclamation costs, including physical processing and re
placement of perennial plants, were estimated to be more than $23,000, 
or $21.90 per participant per mile. This figure, based on 50 percent shrub 
loss, was considered low by the official making the estimate and does not 
include unsuccessful replanting. The mechanically eroded soil cannot, 
of course, be replaced and steps required to reduce erosion potential 
themselves significantly modify the surface. Potential costs of this 
magnitude, which would be much greater per mile with 4-wheel vehicles 
than with motorcycles, should help bring about voluntary restriction of 
events to areas where multiple events will spread the costs. However, 
the meaning of "restoration" and "rehabilitation" should be clearly and 
fully spelled out in terms of the physical and biological damages that 
will be required to be corrected. Moreover, the extent to which event 
organizers are responsible for restoration of damages caused by asso
ciated spectator play should be specified. 

While "true-value" reclamation costs can be assessed for organized events, 
the problem of reclamation costs in widespread random-use areas remains, 
and the draft statement makes no provisions or recommendations for such 
measures although the adverse effects to public property are the same as 
in organized events. 
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Off-site environmental impacts. 

The second issue involves spread of ORV-induced damage through erosion 
and deposition beyond the limits of the areas actually used. This is 
scarcely touched upon in the draft statement and yet it is a major problem. 
In desert areas the destruction of natural barriers to erosion, by what
ever cause, but including vehicle use, results in exposure of soils to wind 
erosion. A documented dust storm arising from a single ORV-use area in the 
El Mirage Dry Lake area covered an area greater than 450 km, and dis
sipated along the front of the San Gabriel Mountains 38 km from its source. 
The amount of airborne particulates generated by direct mechanical erosion 
during the 1974 Barstow to Las Vegas race was more than 600 tons, an 
amount 10 times greater than that constituting a severe dust storm from 
Owens Dry Lake (Reinking and others, 1975). Soil eroded from destabilized 
surfaces represents effectively permanent losses of fertility in the source 
region, hazards to life, health, and property (Reinking and others, 1975) 
while in transit, and agents of as yet unmeasured degradation of environ
ment where it is deposited, often far from the place of origin. Those who 
live in and near the desert areas, even well beyond the boundaries of 
actual use areas, are therefore subjected to long-term degradation of 
environmental quality. Moreover, continued spread of such surface destabi-
lization may jeopardize long-term essential uses of desert areas such as 
solar power plants whose efficiency is sensitive to airborne particulates 
at both high and low levels in the atmosphere. 

The same types of off-site effects occur where water is the principal agent 
of erosion and deposition. The increased sediment yield, labelled a minor 
problem in the statement, has been measured in one ORV-use area (Snyder and 
others, 1976) where sediment yield from the used area exceeded 1.8 acre 
ft/mi compared to an unmeasurable yield from the adjacent control area 
over a period of four years. No site so far examined is so situated or 
organized that there is no offsite movement of eroded materials, and 
most sites cannot be economically altered to this end. Again, the soils 
so eroded represent effectively permanent losses of fertility in the 
source region, are agents of degradation of riparian habitat through 
which they are transported, and result in burial of more useful soils 
where they are deposited. Engineering efforts to mitigate this problem 
onsite are establishing the conditions for massive erosion even of the 
land not directly impacted by vehicles. 

Potential effects of the proposed action. 

It has been demonstrated that, with rare and isolated exceptions, none 
of the 500 or more soil and rock types examined can withstand moderate 
to prolonged vehicle use without major negative responses. Moreover, 
the vegetative, mechanical, and chemical stabilizers of soils in typical 
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ORV-use areas also cannot withstand vehicle use. With this in mind, the 
proposed interim undesignated status of the vast majority of public lands 
under BLM jurisdiction seems wholly inappropriate and inconsistent with 
the directive of EO 11644 that " the use of offroad vehicles on public 
lands will be controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of 
those lands....", a directive reaffirmed by the proposed revision of the 
May 5, 1972 memorandum of the Secretary of the Interior (p. 2, EIS). 

To illustrate the potential consequences of 11 years of undesignated 
status, the following examples, from among numerous case histories, are 
offered for consideration. It should be borne in mind here that while 
motorized-use histories can sometimes be traced back for decades, the 
major modification of public land resources by ORV activity has taken 
place in the last 15 years; the number of motorcycles in the United 
States, for example, has risen from about 60,000 in 1960 to about 
10,000,000 (including minibikes) in 1974 (Motorcycle Industry Council 
figures), of which 67 percent are designed exclusively or dually for 
offroad use. 

The Panoche Hills, California, area was used for a period of about 5 years. 
Monitoring of erosion over a 4 year period after closure showed continued 
accelerated erosion and greatly increased runoff from vehicle-impacted 
zones compared to adjacent unused areas (Snyder and others, 1976). Since 
the 1970 closure of Panoche Hills, there has been a highly visible ex
pansion of use for a 12-mile stretch between Tumey Gulch and Arroyo Hondo 
to the south. Dove Springs Canyon, California, has been in use for about 
9 to 10 years, during which time the canyon floor and walls have been 
severly degraded over a distance of 5 miles or more. Substantial stretches 
of canyon walls have been completely denuded of vegetation and stripped 
entirely of their soil mantle. Larger areas are stripped to the point 
that only massive remedial measures will stem the accelerated erosion. 
A six-mile stretch of adjacent Jawbone Canyon is a like condition despite 
its designation as a Special Design area in BLM's Interim Critical Manage
ment Plan. The Barstow to Las Vegas motorcycle race, for which the area 
of vehicle influence now totals more than 9,000 acres (BLM, 1975), was 
run for one day in each of only eight years. Loss of mature trees is an 
indirect erosional consequence of 10 to 12 years ORV use at a West Reno, 
Nevada, site. Gullies 8 feet deep are found in motorcycle trails used 
for a period of 6 years near Santa Cruz, California; this area is still 
undergoing highly accelerated erosion more than 3 years after closure 
to vehicles. 

These are but a few of many examples of land that has undergone severe 
degradation because of ORV use or where the stage has been set for long-
term accelerated erosion. There are few such sites where the erosion 
that will take place could be stemmed, even if closed to further vehicle 
use now, without major and costly application of remedial methods. All 
of this has been accomplished in a period of time less than that over 
which the draft statement proposes to leave so much land undesignated. 
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In view of the severe damage already sustained by current heavily used 
areas, it would seem appropriate to designate these areas as open and to 
invoke total closure of remaining unused lands for recreational use by 
ORV's. The heavy-use areas, examples of which are Stoddard Valley and 
Johnson Valley in California and Dry Valley in Nevada, could then be 
examined in depth to curtail expansion of irreversible damage within 
them. Such examination should be predicated on sound geologic, soils, 
and hydrologic methodology, and sound terrain and biological analysis 
which were not part of the planning process through which these areas 
came to be heavily used by ORV's. Neither an open or undesignated 
status will serve to protect the resources of the public lands as 
directed by EO 11644. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Geological Survey 

In general 
This extensive and valuable commentary includes many valid observations 
applicable to off-road vehicle impacts on soils generally. However, 
many of the comments (and supporting materials supplied by the Geological 
Survey) apply tc rather specific situations and reflect an experience 
with heavy, off-trail use of various dirt machines in arid and semi-
arid regions. Management of this type of situation is indeed a serious 
problem, and this kind of input will be extremely helpful when such 
areas are considered for ORV designation. We agree that in many such 
instances it may be wiser to designate areas already severely degraded 
by vehicle use as "sacrifice areas" where concentrated ORV use would 
be accommodated—rather than to attempt rehabilitation. Pressure 
on less severely impacted areas would thus be relieved. 

This, kind of situation, however, reflects only a limited part of the 
total spectrum of environments and off-road vehicle uses with which 
this environmental impact statement must deal. With this in mind, 
the following responses are offered to the Geological Survey's specific 
comments: 

Matching terrain with machine capability 
Terrain suitable to vehicle capability is one of several relevant criteria— 
all of which should be reasonably well met before off-road vehicle 
use is permitted on Interior lands. The Geological Survey comment 
implies that machine capability should not be a criterion if the goals 
of erosion control, vegetation management, etc., are to be served. 
We disagree. Despite the versatility of most ORVs, it is not particularly 
difficult to find or develop areas and trails which are incompatible 
with the characteristics of the machines and hence excessively hazardous. 
The mention of "machine capability" in the environmental impact statement 
merely expresses the intent that this should not be done. 

Timing of use to reduce dust 
Under the conditions with which the Geological Survey's comments are 
concerned, fugitive dust is produced initially at the time that an 
off-road vehicle passes, and later from soils which have been destabilized 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Geological Survey (cont'd.) 

by the passage of such vehicles. Only the initial impact can be reduced 
by choosing the time of ORV use. The production of dust from disturbed 
soils after ORV use limits—but does not negate—the feasibility of 
reducing this impact by regulating the time of use. 

Soil texture 
As suggested, the reference to "surface texture" has been deleted 
from the text. 

"Noticeable" atmospheric dust problem 
Under the cited conditions, any heavy off-road vehicle use aggravates 
the fugitive dust problem. Hence the qualifier "noticeably" which 
implies the presence of a substantial quantity of dust in the air— 
and of people to notice it. "On occasion" reflects a conservative 
estimate of the frequency of occurrence of this situation based on 
instances which have come to our attention. We were unable to obtain 
quantitative data on the frequency, severity, and incidence of this 
impact. 

Relationship of soil stability to moisture content 
We fail to find any reference in the cited part of the draft environmental 
statement to the effect of moisture content on soil stability. (The 
danger of damage due to excessive soil moisture is recognized in Section 
3, subsection C, of the environmental impact statement.) 
This comment points out the difficulty of treating the impacts of a 
broad national policy action in a specific, detailed, quantitative 
manner. The relationship of soil stability, to moisture content is 
complex and interactive. It is a joint function of the whole mix 
of particle types and sizes—and of the dynamic equilibrium of the 
whole nonliving soil mass with the associated biotic community. Under 
a given type and level of off-road vehicle impact, this whole set 
of relationships may undergo several complex changes before arriving 
at a new equilibrium—typically less desirable than that at the outset. 
The difference between these beginning and end conditions is the ORV 
impact on soils. Detailed information on these changes would be most 
welcome as input to the designation process for specific areas and 
trails. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Geological Survey (cont'd.) 

Surface ana subsurface water quantity 
We agree that a blanket "negligible effect" rating is inappropriate with 
respect to this impact. The referenced section of the final environmental 
statement has been .changed accordingly. 

Surface and subsurface water composition 
The cited potentials for mineralogical contamination of surface and subsurface 
waters as a result of off-road vehicle impacts on soils are considered 
too speculative and local in nature to warrant treatment in an analysis 
of national ORV policy. We agree that these matters should be investigated 
further so that a better information base may be available during the 
designation process. 

Sedimentation 
The Geological Survey's perceptions of hazards to lands and waters 
receiving eroded soil materials have been accommodated by language 
changes in section 3, B, 2 and section 3, E. The judgment 
as to the point at which a particular off-road vehicle impact becomes 
"serious" or "excessive" in specific cases is deliberately left to the 
on-the-ground manager—subject to the citizen involvement process, 
the NEPA process and administrative review at higher levels. 

Minimizing ORV damage to soils 
The Geological Survey does not appear to share our perception of the 
mandate under Executive Order 11644 to locate areas and trails "...to 
minimize damage to soil..." We do not interpret the Order to mean 
that off-road vehicle use may only be permitted where changes from 
the natural condition due to such use will be "minimal" or barely perceptible. 
We interpret this language in the Executive Order to mean.that—once 
a decision has been reached (considering all relevant factors including 
environmental constraints) to accommodate a given kind and quantity 
of ORV use—the areas and trails on which that use will be allowed 
will be located in places which have a relatively low potential for 
harm to the cited resources—by comparison with other places. Present 
conditions—not the "natural condition" where it no longer exists—will 
be the point of departure for assessments of potential damage. This 
will often result in the designation of open areas and trails on lands 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Geological Survey (cont'd.) 

already seriously degraded—as the Survey suggests. 

Reestablishment of soil stability 
The approximate range of times cited in this environmental impact statement 
refers to a very narrow range of soils (desert crusts, pavements, and 
playas). It refers, moreover, to the reestablishment of stability— 
not original condition, productivity or quality. 

Severity of wildlife habitat impact 
The judgment of "generally minor" impact on wildlife habitat in Section 
3, subsection D, 2 of the environmental impact statement is based on 
the total acreage of Interior lands and the total spectrum of off-road 
vehicle uses occurring thereon. Severe impacts from heavy uses of the 
type which underlies the Geological Survey's comments are covered by 
the second sentence in the cited paragraph. 

Domestic livestock range 
Section 3, subsection D, 2 of the. environmental impact statement 
has been changed tc reflect the impairment of livestock range cited 
by the Geological Survey. 

Inevitability of severe impact on vegetation 
The backup materials submitted by the Geological Survey were most helpful 
with respect to the impacts of off-road vehicles on vegetation, but 
they do not, in our judgment, warrant removal of the cited qualifying 
language from Section 3, subsection E of the text. 

Adverse impacts of lawful and proper use of off-read vehicles under 
the proposed action 
Language has been added to Section 5, subsection B, 2 of the environmental 
impact statement to make it clear that the judgment of "generally light" 
impact refers to Interior lands as a whole. We agree that severe damage 
may result from certain classes of lawful ORV use, and this judgment 
is also reflected in the cited section of the text. 

Adverse impacts of unchecked off-road vehicle use 
The Geological Survey's conment to the effect that sanctioned use 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC IANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Geologic! survey (cont'd.) 

of off-road vehicles is as damaging to the immediate environment as 
unlawful use is essentially accurate with respect to the severest class 
of off-road vehicle use—heavy, areawide, off-trail use of dirt machines 
in open country. We do not suggest that the proposed regulatory action 
would result in preserving even a modicum of environmental quality 
in areas which have already been subjected to such use—or which may 
be designated for such use in the future (although the judicious choice 
of such locations may reduce the propagation of adverse impacts off 
area). With respect to this kind of use, the mitigating effect of the 
proposed action would be to confine the adverse impacts to certain 
areas and trails—not to minimize the impacts on the locations designated 
for such use. 

Losses due to delay 
In view of the priority system set up by the Bureau of Land Management 
to minimize such losses (Section 1), we find that the cited text 
(Section 7, subsection B) is an adequately harsh description 
of prospective "losses due to delay. Morever, the comments submitted 
by the Geological Survey were prepared before Executive Order 11644 
was amended. We believe that the amended Order provides agencies 
with much broader authority to lessen losses due to delay. 

Rehabilitation requirement after off-road vehicle events 
As suggested by the Geological Survey, the degree of rehabilitation 
of areas and trails required of the sponsors of a permitted off-road 
vehicle event will be specified in the permit. This rehabilitation 
may range from a rather minor removal of~litter and temporary signs 
in the case of a snowmobile rally to much more extensive work after 
a motocross event. In no case would restoration to something approximating 
the undisturbed natural condition be required. On lands where the , 
maintenance of such a condition is the management goal, ORV events 
will not be permitted. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-2 7) 

Comments from: Geological Survey (con'd.) 

Off-site environmental_impacts 
The environmental impact statement specifically addresses the propagation 
of adverse impacts beyond the immediate off-road vehicle use area 
(Section 3, subsection A, Section 3, subsection B, Section 3, 
subsection F, Section 3, subsection G, Section 3, subsection I, Section 3, 
subsection J). The studies cited by the Geological Survey (and hopefully 
further research data) will be most helpful when areas which may generate 
substantial off-site impairments are considered for off-road vehicle 
designation. Specific quantitative treatment of the impact of the proposed 
action on these phenomena is impractical in an environmental impact 
statement on a proposed regulatory action which is national in scope and 
somewhat uncertain in its outcome. 

Time schedule for designation of areas and trails 
The Geological Survey suggests that the proposed time schedule for the 
designation of Bureau of Land Management lands as open, regulated or 
closed to off-road vehicles is too long and would expose the environ
ment to unacceptable adverse environmental impacts in the interim 
before designation. We would point out that the California Desert 
Region—the source of most of the cited examples of extreme damage— 
is already subject to the management of off-road vehicle use under 
the Bureau of Land Management's Interim Critical Management Plan and 
that BLM's powers of management and enforcement have been further 
strengthened by the passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act of 1976, Public Law 94-579. Furthermore, under the proposed action, 
all regions where BLM perceives a real threat of such damage in the 
near future (on areas currently possessing substantial environmental 
integrity) will be designated by December 31, 1981. Further, under 
the provisions of Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
BLM may close portions of the public lands under its jurisdiction 
to ORV use except those specifically designated as open to such use; 
and also will close to ORV use those lands where such use will cause 
and is causing considerable adverse environmental impacts. 

It is clear, however, that the Geological Survey's reservations about 
the acceptability of the Bureau of Land Management's proposed designation 
timetable are genuine and not merely the result of a misunderstanding. 
Since this amounts to a suggestion for change in BLM's activities 
under the proposed action, we have referred the matter to that Bureau. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF LAM) MANAGEMENT 

WASHINGTON. IXC. 20240 

1793 (260) 

We nave reviewed the draft environmental statement and submit the 
following comments. Tne 3ureau of Land Management has cartlcioated in 
the Bureau of• Outdoor Recreation's preparation of the draft statement 
and will continue to assist you as you prepare the final statement. 

General Comments 

tie see tne need to further improve the aescriotion of tne proposed 
action in Chapter 1. The fact that the proposed action is composed of 
the combination of two alternatives (36-hold multiple use lands in 
undesignated status pending designation, and Co-Intermediate schedule 
with priority based on both resource fragility and intensity of OHV 
use) should be clearlv exolained at the beginning of the proposed 
action section. fnis section should also indicate the types of 
permits, leases and licenses that are issued bv BLH and the types of 
QRV uses that occur in these cases. We believe the section should also 
explain how 3LM, through the bureau's multiple use planning system, 
will determine what areas net 'what designations. It may be necessary 
to add similar relevant information pertainint to other ayencies. 

It would be helpful for the reader to explain why 3LM designations 
cannot be completed before 1Qd7. The bureau's options for changing tne 
sequence of planning and OHV analyses ana designations are 
significantly restricted by other programs and mandates. Specifically, 
the Bureau must do a large amount of inventory work in all resource 
areas, including cultural (historical and areheoloeical) resources, 
before we can effectively develon the multiple use clans and the 
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From: Director, Bureau of Land Management 
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environmental statements (e.z. grazing statements, regional coal 
statements) to which we arc obligated, before we car; make the JRV area 
designations, we must have input from other Bureau Dro~rams so that 
resource use conflicts can be identified and analysed. If we make 
designations hurriedly, in the absence of this incut, we are likely to 
make mistakes which later will be difficult and costly to undo. 

Tne draft statement also needs to adaress certain oro'clem areas sucn as 
the implications of the Mininy Law of 1872 (surface access provisions) 
and seismic exoloration activities for the ORV regulations. 

Specific Comments 

Paze <u: Tne map should show the Pet-4 lands as BLM administered. 

Pate 2oi In paragraph 2, it must be made clear that restriction or 
closure by itself holds no guarantee that a site will be protected. 
The proposed action may enhance control on the public lanes onlv in 
prooortion to additional fundir.y and personnel provided. The procosed 
action will provide better Guidance for control actions. 

Pages HQ-M3: The section on impacts should include impact analysis of 
the use of fuels in ORV recreation activities. 

Pane 33: The second paragraph should reflect the fact that some soils 
heal rapidly following light or intermittent use. Soils are highly 
diversified in their reaction to ORV imoacts. 

Pane So: In tne first paragraph, the statement that desert crusts, 
pavements and olayas reauire from ?0 to 100 years to reestablish 
themselves after they have been destabilised by ORV use is not true. 
Experience in one SLm district in wevada indicates tnat there is 
considerable variation in the stabilization time for these areas. ';any 
playas stabilize within a few days or immediately following a rain. 

Pave 40: The discussion pertaining to threatened and endangered 
soecie3 needs to be strenatnened. Tne orovisions of the Endanaereu 
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Species Act of 1917 Siva the Department a mandate to protect plants and 
animals threatened with extinction or serious depletions of numbers. 
Tne phrase "tne Department of the Interior will take all reasonable 
measures" snould oe revised to read "the Department of Interior will 
take all measures consistent with Federal law." 

Pane H1: Vegetation is tne first component of the iivinv. environment 
that receives the impact of ORV use. Tne decree of impact received by 
the vegetation, in turn, directly affects the fauna, soils, runoff, 
etc. .v'e therefore recommend that Figure 7 be upgraded and enlarged. 
One excellent map showing the principal vegetative types has been 
published in: Transeau, S. M., H. C. Simpson, and L. H. Tiffany. 
1940. Textbook of Botany. Few York: Harper Bros., 812 p., and 
reprinted in : Costing, H. 0., 1949. The Study of Plant Communities. 
An introduction to plant ecology, San Francisco: W. fl. Freeman and 
Co., 339 P. 

Pave 42: Tne statement is made that ORV users tend to litter tne 
landscape. Using a blanket statement like this is unfair to the many 
ORV users who, in Bird's experience, arc very conscientious in picking 
up their litter and leaving a clean site. 

Pace 4R: Tne discussion of noise could be improved by illustrating in 
some manner tne decibel ratines from related studies. A corresponding 
reference to human and wildlife sensitivities measured in decibels 
would make this section (one of vreat interest and concern) more 
meaningful. 

Page 49: The section on mitigating measures should be expanded to 
include a discussion of measures to mitigate potential impacts on 
cultural resources. 

Page 50: Tne first paragraph outlines conditions under which closings 
may take place. This wording implies that these are the only tvpes of 
closings that would be considered legitimate, tfe feel these conditions 
should be riven as examples, since there mav be other conditions where 
closing would be desirable. 
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Pa?e o0: The text states "... it is safe to assume that — whatever 
the outcome — both 3'R'J users and non-ORV users will feel that the 
opportunities they once enjoyed or to which tney feel thev are entitled 
are diminished." He disagree with this assumotion on the arounds that 
proper management of OPV's will insure the continuance of the 
recreation experience for all users at a level that otherwise could not 
be sustained, .''ore uses of all types may be accommodated with 
substantially less conflict and damave to other resources. Users will 
be directed to areas of which they were unaware and awav from fragile 
or otherwise sensitive areas requiring special orotectlon measures. 
This should cause the quality and quantity of recreation experiences to 
increase. 

Pa^es 76-77: Tnis section on consultation and coordination with others 
fails to disclose consultation with the apcroDriate State Historic 
preservation Officers, ite also believe the Federal Oneryy 
Administration snould be orovided the oDoortunity to comment. 

We hope these comments will prove heloful in the preparation of the 
final environmental statement. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Bureau of Land Management 

General Comments 
All of the suggested improvements in Section I (Purpose and Description 
of the Proposed Action) have been made. 

Specific Comments: 
Map of Alaska 

The map of Bureau of Land Management lands in Alaska has been changed to 
reflect the transfer of Naval Petroleum Reserve Number 4 to BLM control. 

Effectiveness of proposed action related to funding and manpower 
Language has been added on p. 11 to reflect the cited relationship of 
effectiveness to available administrative resources. 

Use of fuels by off-road vehicles 
With the Nation facing a chronic petroleum supply problem, the exist
ence of several million gasoline-burning off-road vehicles—used largely 
for nonessential purposes—is bound to engender speculation about their 
fuel consumption. Unfortunately, we were unable to locate data from 
which we could draw firm inferences as to the amount of gasoline consumed 
by ORVs. What little evidence we have indicates that ORV-use accounts 
for a modest fraction of one percent of the total annual consumption 
of gasoline in the United States. It is unclear, moreover, what the 
impact of the proposed action on this modest amount of fuel use would 
be. As we stated elsewhere, we expect that the proposed action might 
bring about a small diminution of the growth-potential—not the absolute 
level—of ORV-use in the United States. Hence the action would not be 
expected to reduce gasoline use but rather to bring a very small saving 
in anticipated future consumption. The amount of gasoline consumed 
by highway vehicles in hauling ORVs to their point of use probably exceeds 
that used by the ORVs themselves. Here the impact of the proposed action 
is even less clear. We have no idea for instance, whether the time, 
money, etc. which the proposed action might divert from ORV-use would 
be used in other activities requiring greater or lesser amounts of petroleum. 

Time required for restabilization of arid-land soils 
Examples of much shorter and longer restabilization times than the cited 
30 to 100 years have been brought to our attention. Section III, subsection 
C has been modified to reflect this diversity. 

Endangered Species 
The suggested change in the language of Section III, subsection D, 2 
of the Environmental Impact Statement has been made. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
BLM Specific Comments (cont'd.) 

Vegetation Map 
The recommended map from Transeau, Simpson and Tiffany (1940) has been 
used in Section III, subsection E of the Final Environmental Statement. 

Littering by off-road vehicle users 
We agree that a blanket accusation of "tendency to litter" by off-road 
vehicle users is unwarranted. An appropriate change has been made in 
Section III, subsection F. 

Noise data 
The Bureau of Land Management suggests that quantitative data on noise 
emissions and sensitivities be presented. We find the available data 
too spotty to warrant this type of treatment at the National policy 
level. The sensitivity of wildlife to noise is poorly documented. The 
sensitivity of humans to noise is dependent on many "contextual" factors 
which are only tenuously related to sound pressure as expressed in decibels. 
Certain of these factors are discussed in Section III, subsection I 
of the Environmental Impact Statement and in Items 6 and 9 of the Recurring 
Comments Section. 

Mitigating adverse impacts to cultural resources 
A paragraph on mitigating the adverse impacts of the proposed action 
on cultural resources has been included in the Final Environmental Statement 
as suggested. 

Temporary closings 
The cited language has been clarified as suggested. 

Diminished recreational opportunities 
Clarifying language has been added to the text, but we suspect that 
this will not obviate the cited disagreement. The issue of incompatibility 
between motorized off-road vehicles and certain tranquility-seeking 
recreational uses of backcountry is admittedly complex but increasingly 
well documented (See Item 9 of the Recurring Comments Section). 
It appears to be well established that substantial numbers of nonmotorized 
backcountry recreation- seekers cannot enjoy satisfying experiences at 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: g ^ S p e c i f i c comments (cont'd.) 

times and places where any motorized vehicles whatever are present. 
(These people and the ORV users, taken together do not exhaust the universe 
of backcountry users. Still other categories of recreation-seekers 
are much less sensitive to ORVs.) We do not doubt that (as BLM suggests) 
astute management of the public backcountry will result in increased 
total production of recreation benefits. Given sufficient intensity 
of trail development, etc. such management might even result in the 
generation of more visitor-hours of both ORV-use and ORV-incompatible 
backcountry use than would occur in the absence of both competition and 
management. Two outcomes are inevitable, however: The proposed action, 
by closing certain areas, will "make the world smaller" for ORV users. 
Similarly, the "size of the world" for tranquility-seeking nonmotorized 
backcountry recreation-seekers is reduced by the very existence of ORVs 
in the United States. The Department of the Interior cannot increase 
the size (as distinct from the quality) of either of these two perceptual 
worlds without simultaneously shrinking the other. The cited Section 
(V, subsection A) of the Environmental Impact Statement refers to the 
inevitability of these undesirable outcomes. 

We do not wish to imply that the proposed action is totally a "zero-sum 
game." We strongly suggest that this limited aspect of the action is_ 
a "zero-sum game," and that this fact will make the designation process 
much more difficult. 

Consultation and coordination 
The Draft Environmental Statement was 'sent to many organizations not 
specifically mentioned in Section IX. ThejState Historic Preservation 
Officers were informed through the State "A-95" Clearinghouses, and 
several of them submitted comments. The Energy Research and Development 
Administration was consulted with regard to the "fuel-use" impact discussed 
earlier. From the information received from this and other sources, 
it does not appear that there is enough of an energy impact involved 
in the proposed action to warrant coordination with the Federal Energy 
Administration. 
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7 1 5 . 

United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

NUV Id 1976 

Memorandum 

To: Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
vtias 

From: Commissioner of Reclamation 

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement—Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of 
Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands (INT-DES 76-27) 

As requested in your undated letter in the statement, we have reviewed 

the subject environmental impact statement. We are enclosing our 

comments which are divided into two sections, general and specific, for 

easy reference. 

Enclosure 
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Bureau of Reclamation Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement— 
Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use 
of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands (INT-DES 76-27) 

General Comments: 

The entire statement is written in a very general manner. The impacts 
discussed in chapter III are not quantified, making it very difficult 
to assess the severity of the impacts. The environmental impact state
ment (EIS) discusses off-road vehicles (ORV) as a group, for example, 
without differentiating between snow mobiles and trail bikes. Different 
types of vehicles certainly have different impacts on the various 
environments in which they are operated. Those impacts are not fully 
evaluated in the subject document. 

In several sections, mitigation has been included in the impacts 
chapter (e.g. last paragraphs of III.A.2., III.B.2., and III.F.). 
Mitigating measures should be discussed in chapter IV to avoid confus
ing the impact discussion. 

We note that section III.C, Soils, contains several technical terms 
for various types of soils. Although this information (including 
figure 6) might be useful to a soil scientist, it would more logically 
be located in the description of the environment. Also, all aspects of 
the environment should be discussed at the same technical level. 
Technical details concerning other environmental components are missing 
from the current statement. 

The alternate chosen as the proposed action should be more thoroughly 
discussed. The plan of action is a combination of two alternatives 
which are named, but not described in the alternative section. It is 
noted on page 76 that the environmental impacts are examined in the 
impacts section. The impacts section does not fully discuss this 
alternative as a combination plan. Consequently, the full impact of 
the plan on natural resources is not described. 

There is also the possibility that millions of acres of Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) land which has been put in an undesignated status, 
pending permanent designation, could receive intensive ORV use in this 
interim period. The environmental impacts associated with this action 
should be thoroughly discussed in the impacts, adverse impacts, and 
irreversible-irretrievable sections. 

A discussion of how the Department of the Interior will enforce its 
ORV regulations should be included. Without proper authority or 
manpower to assure subscription to the regulations, plans for 
ORV management are of little value or effect. Most non-Feder; 1 
management agencies do not have enforcement authority and, from our 
past experience, local enforcement is not a practicable or workable 
arrangement. 
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Some regions have areas that have been acquired in easement in connection 
with reservoirs, canals, and transmission lines. For example, much of 
the Bureau-administered lands in Montana are canal-easement acquired 
under the act of 1890. We recommend that the environmental statement 
specifically address ORV uses on easement lands. 

Specific Comments: 

Summary page—The list of agencies and groups for which comments have 
been requested needs to be expanded. 

Agencies and groups from the private and public sector have been left 
off the list. 

Summary page—Departmental guidelines call for a point 6 which notes 
the date the draft or final statement was made available to the 
Council on Environmental Quality and the public. 

Summary page—Comments are not usually requested from the Bureau that 
wrote the document. 

Page 9—It is mentioned that "No ORV shall be operated on Interior 
lands at any time without proper brakes or, from dusk to dawn, without 
working headlight(s) and taillight(s)." If we were to ever properly 
enforce such a statement, we must first establish standards to know 
just what is "proper." 

Environmental Impacts—Somewhere in this chapter it should be pointed 
out that even when the Bureaus of Reclamation and Land Management 
complete their surveys and have designated ORV areas, certain adverse 
environmental impacts will continue unless both Bureaus are given 
enforcement authority. Presently, neither Bureau has enforcement 
authority. 

Page 28—This section should be expanded to include information on the 
number of reservoirs involved and the acreages that are available for 
recreation. It should be explained how the Bureau turns the administra
tion of most of its reservoirs over to other agencies (State, local, and 
other Federal agencies) for management of recreation and fish and 
wildlife development. These administering agencies are then responsi
ble for establishing and enforcing their own public-use regulations. 

Page 38, C. Soils, last paragraph—This paragraph appears to be an 
emotional project justification and should not be included. 
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Page 44, H. Safety—What is the "substantial hazard?" The discussion 
should be more specific and analytical. 

Page 52, Section VI, line 5—What is "the classic long-term/short-
term "case? 

Page 55—Losses due to delays in surveying and designating ORV areas 
may present various unavoidable adverse impacts, but we would not 
consider those to be irreversible commitments of resources. 

Chapter VIII—This section is supposed to discuss only the alternatives 
to the proposed action and their impacts on the environment. Why are 
parts of the proposed action discussed in this section? 

Page 60--The "Recission Alternative" section is not clear and should be 
rewritten. (Recission is mispelled; it should be recision.) The 
alternative would be better understood if another word instead of 
recision were used. 

Page 61—We do not fully agree with the statement that LBR is legally 
dedicated to specialized or restricted uses. Further explanation is 
needed. 

Page 61—More of an explanation is needed than to say that lands 
administered by LBR are required by law to be managed for the production 
of water and energy. 

Page 63—Again, we question the statement that the legislative mandates 
of LBR, F&WS, and NPS" are so restrictive in airy case as to leave little 
room for the accommodation of off-road vehicles." 

Page 66, Alternative B2—What are the "emergency closures as provided 
for in 43CFR 6010.3, 6010.4, and 6250.0-6?" 

Pages 64-76—The degree of severity of the impacts associated with each 
alternative is not discussed. How much of an increase in manpower and 
funding would be required for alternatives B4 and CI for instance? 

3 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior 

Unquantified Impacts 
Refer to Item 2, Recurring Comments. 

Differentiation of Types of ORVs 
Refer to Item 4, Recurring Comments. 

Soils 
The technical information with regard to soils has been included in 
Chapter II. In most cases, the information available on other environmental 
components did not reach the technical level of the data available for 
soils. 

Alternatives 
We feel that the Environmental Impact Statement makes the proposed action 
very clear and that no further information is warranted. Alternative 
B6 is self-explanatory as presented, and alternative C5 is discussed 
in detail. 

The impacts described in Chapter III will occur to some degree wherever 
off-road vehicle activity takes place, regardless of whatever designation 
plan might be implemented. Because of the lack of data and the varied 
environments involved in Bureau of Land Management lands, a definite 
prediction as to the total impact of the proposed action is not possible. 

ORV Use of Undesignated Areas 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Enforcement 
Enforcement will depend on levels of funding and manpower, and will 
be commensurate with the regulatory authority of each land-managing agency. 

Easements 
Agreements regarding use of easement areas will be the responsibility 
of the land-managing agency involved with the easement. 

Summary Page 
The list of groups and agencies from which comments were requested has 
been expanded in accordance with the recommendations of the Bureau of 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
{DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior (cont'd.) 

Reclamation. 

The date of issuance of the final Environmental Impact Statement has 
been included. 

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation requested comments from its seven regional 
offices and they were, therefore, included in the list of agencies from 
which comments were requested. 

Page 9 
"Proper" brakes are as determined by the appropriate agency for the specific 
vehicle. Because of the wide variety of types of ORVs, the application 
of this regulation will differ from vehicle to vehicle. 

Page 38 
The last paragraph of the "Soils" section has been revised. 

Page 44 
There is a hazard to the off-road vehicle operator with regard to collision 
or any other type of accident, as well as a hazard to the non-ORV recrea-
tionist who may become a. victim. 

Page 52 
In the case of off-road vehicles and the proposed action, the question is, 
will ORV use in a particular area, considered short-term, affect the long-
term productivity of the land. 

Page 55 
As explained in the Environmental Impact Statement, the losses involved 
due to delay in surveying and designating off-road vehicle areas would 
be manpower losses of time and effort. We consider these to be human 
resources which would be irretrievably committed. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior (cont'd.) 

Chapter VIII 
Elements of the proposed action were included in the "Alternatives" 
section for the purposes of comparison with the other alternatives. 

Page 60 
We feel the description of the "Recision" alternative is adequate as 
presented in the Environmental Impact Statement. The spelling of 
"recision" has been corrected. 

Pages 61 and 63 
The Environmental Impact Statement has been revised in accordance with 
information supplied by the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Page 66 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, requires that an agency head will 
close to specific ORV use those areas and trails where such use 
is causing, or will cause considerable adverse environmental effects. 

Pages 64-76 
Refer to Item 2, Recurring Comments. 
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IN KI;I';.Y u n a TO: 

L7619-MQ 

United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

AUG 311976 

Memorandum 

To: Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

Through: Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

From: Associate Director, Park System Management 

Subject: Draft Environmental Statement, ORV Use on Public Lands 
(DES 76-27) 

We have reviewed the subject statement and have the following comments. 

Comments on the Proposed Action 

The statement notes, on pages 12-14, that NPS and FWS lands have been 

designated in regard to ORV use, that designation of Bureau of Reclamation 
lands will be complete within 27 months and that designation of Bureau 
of Land Management lands will be complete in slightly more than 11 
years. In our opinion, unacceptable adverse impact will occur to significant 
cultural resources on BLM lands if this time schedule is not drastically 
shortened or if adequate interim protective measures are not taken. 

Damage to cultural resources is final and irreversible and the problem 
must be dealt with immediately. We strongly urge that much higher 
priority be given cultural resources in the process of determining what 
areas will be closed to off-road vehicle use and that broad use of 
interim protection now be given these resources until final designations 
are made. We are deeply concerned by the serious inadequacy of these 
proposals and are available to discuss them at any time with appropriate 
representatives of the Bureau of Land Management. 

The draft environmental statement (EIS) on Departmental implementation 
of Executive Order 11644 proposes that Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
multiple-use lands be held in undesignated status pending permanent 
designation. Page 12 of the draft EIS states that "identified resource 
sensitive lands would be, where necessary, closed under authorized 
emergency procedures." As the authorized emergency procedures are not 
enumerated and as cultural resources are not specifically mentioned as 
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"sensitive resources," we do not feel that the proposed action allows 
for adequate protection of cultural resources in areas managed by the 
BLM. Areas of known cultural resources and areas with high probability 
of containing these resources should be given top priority in receiving 
permanent designation and that these areas also be given interim protection. 

The proposed schedule allows for all designations to be complete by 
1987. Archeological resources are not capable of regeneration and the 
extent of losses in 11 years would be severe and unacceptable. Under 
the proposed plan, certain of these resources, those which are found in 
areas presently in heavy use by off-road vehicles (ORV) or in areas 
where the biota is considered fragile, would receive consideration for 
protection by 1981 or 1985. Even during this shorter period, however, 
significant and irreversible damage to these resources can be expected. 
Moreover, it can be assumed that ORV use will increase in areas not now 
receiving heavy impact, which areas may contain important and fragile 
cultural resources. Since the locations of archeological resources on 
many BLM lands are to a certain extent already known and since the 
location and susceptibility of archeological resources to ORV damage can 
be predicted to some extent, it is possible and desirable to anticipate 
this increased ORV impact in new areas and to protect fragile resources 
now rather than in 11 years. 

We strongly urge granting interim closed status to those areas which are 
known to contain archeological resources that might be damaged by ORV 
use. For an example of this type of planning, we refer to the "Environmental 
Analysis Record for the Interim Critical Management Program for Recreation 
Vehicle Use on the California Desert" published November 1, 1973, by the 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, California 
Desert Staff. Under this plan, existing information on recreation and 
resources were gathered together and assessed, and lands in the desert 
were assigned to categories of "open," "restricted to existing trails 
and roads," "restricted to designated roads and trails," and "closed"; 
categories similar to those proposed in the draft EIS under alternative 
B5. This plan was conceived and implemented under the authority of 
Executive Order 11644. It is similar to alternative B4 of the draft 
EIS. 

Comments on the Environmental Statement 

Page 2, line 18. The proposed revision of the implementation memorandum 
is a crucial part of the statement and as such should be clearly distinguishable 
from other portions of the text. We suggest the use of indentation, a 
contrasting typeface, or other measures which will make this memorandum 
identifiable. 

Page 3, line 10. In defining off-road vehicles, the memorandum excludes 
only those means of transportation which derive motive power from "any 
source other than muscle or wind." We assume that the term "muscle" 
means animal, as well as human, muscle, but perhaps this needs to be 
made more clear. An important omission in this exclusion is the use of 
gravity as a source of motive power. Sleds and toboggans are perhaps 
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the most prevalent means of transportation using gravity solely, but in 
many cases kayaks, rafts, and other watercraft used on Whitewater rivers 
are propelled almost solely by the gravitational movement of water, with 
muscle power on paddles or oars simply providing steering. One way to 
remedy this problem would be to add "gravity" to the excepted categories 
of motive power. Perhaps a better alternative would be to revise the 
entire phrase on lines 8 through 10 to read: " . . . and any other means 
of motorized transportation." This repeats the term "motorized" from 
line 1 and should be sufficient to accomplish the intent of this definition. 

Page 3, line 11. Under the terms of exclusion (A), such craft as airboats 
and hovercraft might, in many states, be excluded from consideration as 
an ORV, since motorboat registration is common for these craft. However, 
the potential for environmental impact from these, when not used on open 
water, may be similar to that of other ORVs. We wonder if this situation 
was considered in the development of the memorandum and whether or not 
some effort should be made to include these craft as ORVs. 

Page 3, line 14. We realize that the intent of the Executive Order and 
the memorandum, in providing for the exclusion of vehicles in (C), is to 
deal with situations such as grazing permits, mineral leases, etc. 
However, we are concerned that, by excluding vehicles whose use is 
expressly authorized by a permit, this language could pose some problems 
in instances where the NPS, or another agency, issues permits to ORVs 
for recreational purposes. To clarify the intent of this exclusion, we 
recommend the insertion of "non-recreational" preceding the word "use" 
on line 13. 

Page 9, line 5. There may be a typographic error in the use of the word 
"designed" in this sentence. It would be more logical to use "designated," 
since ORV areas would be designated more often than designed. 

Page 14, lines 12-13. The CFR references for both NPS and FWS regulations 
are incorrect. The proper title for the NPS regulations is 36, and 
Sections 2.34 and 4.19 should both be listed. We believe that the 
proper CFR Title for the FWS regulations is 50, since this Title includes 
all other national wildlife refuge use regulations. 

Page 18, line 13. This heading should read "Recreational Areas" to be 
consistent with NPS usage and the statement at the top of page 16. 
Throughout this section, this change should be made so that it does not 
appear to refer only to National Recreation Areas, but to the broad 
category which includes National Seashores, National Lakeshores, and 
other areas. We realize that the terminology in this section was taken 
almost directly from the NPS Management Policies, which also use the 
more specific term instead of the categorical term. However, a change 
in the statement would improve its clarity and accuracy. 

Page 28, lines 1-8. When compared with the descriptions of the lands 
and the ORV regulations and programs of the other Bureaus, the statement 
for the Bureau of Reclamation seems rather incomplete. At least some 
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effort should be made to convey the idea that the recreational uses of 
many Reclamation lands are administered by other agencies and are, 
therefore, subject to ORV controls imposed by those agencies. In the 
context of this statement, this is of particular importance with regard 
to Reclamation lands administered by BLM. Essentially, these lands must 
be included in BLM's designation process, as described in this statement, 
and the Bureau of Reclamation's ORV regulations do not now apply on 
these lands. 

Page 28, lines 9-13. It appears that this paragraph is intended as. a 
summation of Section II. However, it is not set apart from the Bureau 
of Reclamation material and this creates some confusion. 

Page 42, lines 12-13. We recommend deletion of the statement which, in 
such general terms, characterizes all ORV users as persons who litter. 
Such a statement cannot be proven, is probably incorrect, and thereby 
weakens the assessment of this issue. It will certainly be attacked by 
organized groups of ORV users, who will point out their numerous clean
up campaigns in the areas they use. The sentence following this one, 
the intent of which was apparently to qualify the flat characterization 
of ORV users as litterers, does not adequately repair the damage done by 
this statement. 

Designating land for non-ORV use will result in the imposition of a 
degree of protection to cultural resources. However, designating land 
for ORV use and an up to 11 year delay in restricting ORV use on BLM 
land will result in substantial adverse impact to these resources. The 
following discussion is offered to assist in the improvement of the 
discussion of adverse impacts. 

The effects of ORV use on cultural resources are of two sorts. First, 
there is destruction sustained as a result of the impact of the vehicles 
on sites causing scattering and damage of artifacts and features, and 
damage to the vegetation around sites rendering them susceptible to 
erosional forces. A study documenting this sort of adverse effect was 
undertaken in 1974 by the California State Office, Sacramento, Bureau of 
Land Management, in connection with the Barstow to Las Vegas Hare and 
Hound Motorcycle Race. Sites in the area of the race were located and 
evaluated prior to the race. A follow-up was done after the race to 
ascertain the effects of the race on the resources. The follow-up 
report indicates "that of 19 sites investigated [out of 50 located in 
the survey] ..., three sustained 15% or greater disturbance. Four 
sustained 6 to 15% disturbance, and the remainder sustained 5% or less 
disturbance. Significantly, however, only four of the 19 sites have 
sustained less than 10% damage, from this and apparent previous races..." 
Two of the sites experiencing heavy disturbance were eligible for 
inclusion on the National Register. All impacts on archeological 
resources are, of course, cumulative and at this rate of damage, only a 
few races need be run in an area before all archeological resources are 
effectively destroyed. Casual ORV use can be expected to have similar 
impact. 
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The second type of destruction to cultural resources from ORV use results 
from the increased accessibility of resources. These effects include 
both random and organized pothunting, and damage from increased human 
utilization of areas hitherto inaccessible. There is considerable 
mention in various ORV magazines of the possibilities for "treasure 
hunting" in both Indian sites and historic ghost towns. The September 
1976 issue of "Dune Buggies and Hot VW's" has an editorial on "going 
off-road" to a Bodie, Nevada ghost town to treasure hunt. The September 
1976 issue of "Four Wheeler" which bills itself as "America's leading 
ORV magazine" has a number of advertisements for metal detectors and for 
books and maps for treasure hunters locating historic and prehistoric 
sites. "Treasure Search" October 1976, in an article on "Wyoming's Fort 
La Ramee Treasures" specifically points out that less than one-half 
square mile of the original 64 square mile military reservation at Fort 
Laramie is part of the National Park Service National Historic Site and 
that the rest is unprotected and available to pot hunters. Numerous 
historic ghost towns exist on lands administered by the BLM and these 
will undoubtedly sustain considerable damage if the lands are allowed to 
remain in undesignated status for any length of time. 

Appendix 3, NFS Regulations. These pages are somewhat confusing, inasmuch 
as they include extraneous material which happens to appear on the same 
CFR pages as ORV regulations. Additionally, there is a need to include 
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 of 36 CFR in order to clarify certain points, 
particularly the recreational area definition. Our recommendation is 
that this appendix set forth the following regulations from 36 CFR: 
§§ 1.1, 1.2, 2.34, and all of Part 4. Material not pertaining to ORV 
use should not be reproduced. 

Essentially, the designation of Wilderness and Primitive Areas as closed 
should take place immediately after the regulations become effective; 
the other three priority classes should then follow in the order indicated. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 1164 4 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
National Park Service 

Comments on the proposed action 
We agree that during the eleven year time frame, unacceptable damage 
could result to cultural and other resources on the undesignated 
Bureau of Land Management lands unless adequate preventive measures 
are incorporated in the proposed action. This is the case. 

Concerning the matter of interim protection, since 1969, the BLM 
has had regulations allowing temporary restriction of public use 
and travel where it is necessary to protect the public and assure 
proper resource utilization, conservation, and protection. To date, 
the BLM has used its regulation to provide interim, temporary protection 
to well over 10 million acres of critical wildlife, historic and 
archeological areas. The BLM will continue to exercise this authority 
to protect those areas requiring such protection. 

Since the receipt of your comment, the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-579) has been approved by the President. This 
Act, signed by the President on October 21, will have an immeasurable 
impact on all BLM activities and programs, including ORV use and 
management. To note just a few of the provisions of the Act that 
are especially relevant to that use, we refer you to section 202(c) (3) 
calling for giving priority to the designation and protection of 
areas of critical environmental concern, section 202(e) (1) concerning 
exclusion of major or principal uses, section 302(b) authorizing 
regulation of uses through permits or other authorizations, section 
303 which provides comprehensive regulatory and law enforcement authority, 
and section 601(a) (4) calling for multiple use management of the 
California Desert providing for off-road recreational vehicle use 
where appropriate. Further, Section 9(a) of Executive Order 11644 
as amended, requires an agency head to immediately close to specific 
ORV use those particular areas and trails on the public lands where 
such use is causing or will cause considerable adverse environmental 
effects. Section 9(b) authorizes the closing of portions of the public 
lands to ORV use except those areas and trails specifically designated 
as open to such use pursuant to Section 3. 

For further information, refer to Recurring Comments, Item 14. 

Comments on the environmental statement 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: National Park Service (cont'd.) 

Page 3, line 10 
The definition of off-road vehicles in the now proposed Manual Chapter 
is as stated in Executive Order 11644 as amended. 

Page 3, line 11 
Registered motorboats are excluded from the definition of ORVs in 
Executive Order 11644. The regulation of motorboats, including 
hovercraft and airboats registered as motorboats, would have to be 
accomplished by regulations other than those for ORVs. 

Page 3, line 14 
The language of the Manual Chapter pertaining to permits is that of the 
Executive Order. Rather than proposing to change the Executive Order, 
we suggest that if the National Park Service wishes to issue permits 
for recreational use of ORVs it might, in order to avoid confusion, 
call such permits "authorizations" and have the authorizations explicitly 
state that holders are subject to NPS regulations pertaining to recreational 
use of ORVs. 

Page 9, line 5 
"Designed" has been changed to "designated." 

Page 14, line 12-13 
CFR references have been corrected. 

Page 18, line 13 
The language in this section is as furnished by NPS. If NPS wishes 
to change its earlier submission this can be done. "Recreation" 
has been changed to "recreational." 

Page 28, lines 1-8 
The statement of the Bureau of Reclamation has been broadened. 

Page 28, lines 9-13 
This paragraph has been set apart from the Bureau of Reclamation material. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: National Park Service (cont'd.) 

Page 42, lines 12-13 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3 

Comments furnished concerning the impacts of ORV use on cultural resources 
are much appreciated and have been considered in the preparation 
of the final statement. 

Appendix 3, NPS Regulations 
The regulations in this appendix are as submitted by the National 
Park Service. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D C . 20460 

NOV 4 1376 
OFFICE OF THE 

ADMINISTRATOR 

Mr. Curtis Berklund 
Director (210) 
Bureau of Land Management 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 202 4 0 

Dear Mr. Berklund: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (SPA) has review-" 
the draft environmental impact statement (EIr on 
"Departmental Implementation of Executive Or den i»17*/ 
Pertaining to the Use of Otf-Roacl Vehicles en ft)* Public 
Lands." EPA's comments arte made pursuant to the 
Administrator's responsibilities under Section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act and the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969. Our minor comments are contained in Enclosure 1. 

BLM's regulations proposed in the 28 July 1976 Federal 
Register are intended to satisfy one requirements of 
E.0. 11644 . Earlier regulations proposed by BLM were 
declared invalid when challenged in National Wildlife 
Federation y. Morton, 393 P. Supp. 1286 (D.C. D.C. 1975). 
The court also ruled that the EIS was insufficient in 
its consideration of alternatives for implementing E.O. 
11644. 

E.O. 11644 established policy and provided for the 
promulgation of Federal agency procedures that would 
ensure that ORV's on public lands were used "so as to 
protect the resources of those lands, to promote the 
safety for all users of those lands, and to minimize 
conflicts among uses of those [Lands." The procedures 
would provide for administrative designation of public 
lands for ORV use according to criteria established 
under E.O. 11644. Each public land agency was required 
to set a date by which its lands would be designated. 

BLM's initial attempt at compliance with the Executive 
Order involved designating all lands as "open" to ORV 
use unless otherwise restricted or closed. The court 
found, however, that such a blanket open designation 
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was done without regard to the criteria established 
in E.O. 11644 for evaluating public lands. The court 
also found that the announcement by press release that 
the "expected" 1980 completion date for BLM's "initial 
land use plans" was not synonymous with the date-setting 
requirement of E.O. 11644. 

The regulations and the plan for designation of lands 
for ORV use which are now proposed by BLM would leave 
all lands not designated already as "undesignated" 
pending final designation, and schedule the designation 
of BLM lands in priority order on the basis of their 
susceptibility to damage from ORV's and their degree 
of exposure to heavy ORV use. Designation for these 
priority areas would be completed by 1982; for all 
BLM lands, by 1988. 

EPA's major concerns regarding the proposed designation 
plan involves the schedule for implementation, and the 
similarity of the "undesignated" status to the blanket 
open designation. EPA understands that the vast area 
(473 million acres) to be designated, BLM's multiple-use 
mandate, and the low employee/acreage ratio will not 
allow BLM to complete designation of its lands as 
rapidly as other Federal agencies will complete that 
task. Nevertheless, the gap of almost 16 years between 
the date of E.O. 11644 (9 February 1972) and BLM's 
proposed completion of designation (by 1988) seems an 
inordinately long passage of time, particularly since 
the ORV issue had in 1972 reached a level of urgency 
sufficient to merit the promulgation of an executive 
order. EPA recommends that an earlier completion date 
be chosen, perhaps imposing the 1982 date for completion 
of designation of all BLM lands. 

Whether or not the time frame for designation is 
shortened, EPA believes that the "undesignated" status 
proposed for BLM lands pending permanent designation 
does not afford sufficient protection of sensitive 
resources. The court specifically ruled that blanket 
open designation without regard to the evaluative 
criteria of E.O. 11644 violated the Executive Order. 
However, the "undesignated" status provides no more 
protection for BLM lands than the open designation, 
since ORV's would have access to undesignated areas 
in the interim (EIS, p.51). Accordingly, the undesignated 
status is no more consistent with the spirit of the 
Executive Order than the blanket open designation. 
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EPA recommends that BLM adopt an alternative that 
would provide interim designations, rather than leave 
these lands undesignated. BLM's consideration of 
interim designation alternatives seemed to focus on 
the need for public involvement — and the near-certainty 
of "severe conflicts" involving pro- and anti-ORV 
factions. The EIS acknowledges that such conflicts 
will have to be faced eventually, but dismisses the 
interim designation alternative because "added 
workload (to accommodate public involvement) would 
require statutory approval by Congress of greatly 
increased funding and manpower for BLM." On the other hand, 
the EIS argues that to conduct interim designations without 
public involvement would reduce resource needs, but would 
also "damage the Bureau's public image...." 

EPA suggests that public involvement (at least at the 
interim designation stage) does not require public 
hearings or meetings. It seems to us that interim 
designations, based largely on a "first-cut" application 
of the evaluative criteria of E.O. 11644, could be 
published locally for review and comment. BLM could, 
based on such written comments, revise such designations 
as it saw fit. The volume, intensity, and type of 
interest in the designation expressed by commentors 
would also serve as an indicator for each designated area of 
the degree of exposure to ORV use and the susceptibility 
of damage from ORV's, thus aiding BLM in establishing a 
priority schedule for final designations of these lands. 
We believe such a procedure is both eminently feasible 
and environmentally sound. 

EPA considers the most environmentally favorable 
alternative to be blanket closure pending permanent 
designation (alternative B 1). That alternative would 
appear to be precluded by the court's statement in 
National Wildlife Federation v. Morton that blanket 
closure would disregard the evaluative criteria of the 
Executive Order and, like blanket opening, was therefore 
flawed. In terms of the alternatives presented, EPA 
prefers an interim designation with public involvement 
(B 4) and an accelerated schedule with priority given to 
resource-sensitive and ORV-impacted areas (modified C 1). 
If an accelerated schedule is not possible, then we 
prefer alternative D-l (combining B-4 and the proposed 
schedule with priority areas). 
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Finally, we suggest that the ORV noise problems be dealt 
with in greater detail in the final regulations. We 
would appreciate the opportunity to meet with appropriate 
Department or Bureau officials to discuss EPA's efforts 
in ORV noise control and how a coordinated EPA-DOI 
approach might be implemented within these regulations. 
Please contact Mr. Stan Durkee of EPA's Noise Control 
Program (577-8292) to arrange such a meeting between 
representatives of our agencies. For other matters 
relating to EPA's comments on this proposed regulation 
and EIS, please contact Armand Lepage of my staff 
(755-0770). 

EPA's comments on the draft EIS have been classified 
as Category ER-1, i.e. "environmental reservations" 
regarding the proposal, "adequate" EIS. (See enclosed 
definitions of the categories). The classification 
and date of EPA's comments will be published in the 
Federal Register in accordance with our responsibility 
to inform the public of our views on proposed federal 
actions under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. 

Sincerely yours, 
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Rebecca W. Hanmer^ 
Director 
Office of Federal Activities (A-104) 

Enclosure: (1) EPA's Detailed Comments on DOI's Draft 
EIS and Regulations for Use of Off-Road 
Vehicles on Public Lands 

(2) Categorization of EPA's EIS Ratings 



EPA's Detailed Comments on DOI's 
Draft EIS and Regulations for Use 
of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

General 

ORV use on public lands generates significant adverse 
impacts, e.g. harassment of wildlife, compaction of soil 
or snow resulting in destruction of insulating properties 
and decreased sunlight penetration, increased soil erosion, 
sedimentation in water bodies, and destruction of 
vegetation. Certain types of ORV's such as motorcycles 
(and to a lesser extent, snowmobiles) present significant 
potential for adverse environmental impacts. Because of 
excessive noise, exhaust emissions, particulates from 
fugitive dust, accessibility to remote areas, disturbance 
to vegetation and subsequent erosion, the use of these 
ORV's is generally in conflict with environmental values. 

BLM Resources 

Manpower and resources will be required to regulate ORV's. 
Unfortunately, these resources will probably be diverted 
from other programs that perform a much broader service 
to a much larger segment of the population. The 
alternatives are either to provide inadequate enfr>rc*»meT' 
which will result in the further degradatior of 
lands; or maintain closed areas, which woul 
decrease the need for enforcement manpower z. 
protection of public lands from environment.. > ...ation 
caused by ORV's. EPA urges BLM to designate as 'regulated" 
or "open" only what it can effectively patrol and enforce 
with its available resources. Such a policy is, we 
believe, not inconsistent with the intent of E.O. 11644. 

Air 

The heavy use of off-road vehicles produces gaseous emissions 
and fugitive dust. The most severe adverse impact on ambient 
air quality would be fugitive dust. However, we concur 
with DOI that the proposed action would improve the 
existing air quality on the public lands by restricting 
ORV use to times and places where expected adverse 
effects would be minimal. 
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Noise 

The Environmental Protection Agency shares DOI*s 
concern for the noise problem associated with off-road 
vehicles on public lands as reflected in the draft 
environmental impact statement. Currently, as part 
of our emerging strategy for dealing with this general 
problem, we are developing regulations for some of these 
vehicles (e.g., motorcycles) which would be imposed upon 
the vehicular manufacturers. We think that an opportunity 
presents itself here for a joint attack on the problem 
by our two Agencies. Accordingly, we are willing to 
cooperate and lend support to DOI in order to effectuate 
a regulation which is more substantive and more consistent 
with the national Federal effort to control noise. 
Therefore, in accordance with our responsibility under 
Section 4 of the Noise Control Act of 1972, EPA would 
like to meet with appropriate officials from DOI to 
discuss this matter prior to promulgation of the 
regulation. 

Miscellaneous 

1. Reference is made to the Secretary's Memorandum of 
May 5, 1972, which will become effective 30 days after 
issuance of the final EIS. The final EIS should include 
this memorandum in the Appendix since it establishes 
policies, procedures, and guidelines. 

2. We encourage DOI to locate ORV trails and ancillary 
facilities in such a way as to minimize adverse impacts 
and to minimize the pressure for ORV access to high 
hazard areas. 

3. The proposed regulations specify no person should 
operate an ORV on public lands without a valid license. 
The proposed regulations permit a valid operator to 
supervise "no more learners at one time than conditions 
warrant." EPA suggests that the phrase "...but in no 
case shall the number of vehicles operated by learners 
exceed (number)" be added after "...warrant." We suggest 
that the "number" be six or less. 

Additionally, consideration could be given to development 
of a separate licensing program for ORV use that 
stresses environmental responsibilities, with suspension 
and revocation of ORV permits for violations or abuses. 

4. The designated areas for ORV use should be subject 
to close n itoring and BLM officer;; should be encouraged 
to initiate immediate closu; i or temporary change of 
designation, should such action be warranted due to over
exposure . 
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CHAPTER 3 
REVIEW OE FEDERAL PREPARATION, APPROVAL AND 
ACTIONS IMPACTING DISTRIBUTION OF COMMENTS 
THE ENVIRONMENT ON FEDERAL ACTIONS 

Environmental Impact of the Action 

LO—Lack of Objections 

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described 
in the draft impact statement or suggests only minor 
changes in the proposed action. 

ER--Environmental Reservations 

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects 
of certain aspects of the proposed action. EPA believes 
that further study of suggested alternatives or modifica
tions is required and has asked the originating Federal 
agency to reassess these aspects. 

EU—Environmentally Unsatisfactory 

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory 
because of its potentially harmful effect on the environ
ment. Furthermore, the Agency believes that the potential 
safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately pro
tect the environment from hazards arising from this 
action. The Agency recommends that alternatives to the 
action be analyzed further (including the possibility 
of no action at all). 

Adequacy of the Impact Statement 

Category 1—Adequate 

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the 
environmental impact of the proposed project or action a? 
well as alternatives reasonably available to the project 
or action. 

Category 2 — Insufficient information 

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not 
contain sufficient information to assess fully the 
environmental impact of the proposed project or action. 
However, from the information submitted, the Agency is 
able to make a preliminary determination of the impact 
on the environment. EPA has requested that the originator 
provide the information that was not included in the 
draft statement. 

Category 3—Inadequate 

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not 
adequately assess the environmental impact of the pro
posed project or action, or that the statement inadequately 
analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Agency has 
requested more information and analysis concerning the 
potential environmental hazards and has asked that sub
stantial revision be made to the draft statement. 

If a draft impact statement is assigned a Category 3, 
ordinarily no rating will be made of the project or action, 
since a basis does not generally exist on which to make 
such a determination. 

CHAP 3 Figure 3-1. Notification of EPA's Classification TN 2 
of Comments 3-1-75 
Page 2 of 2 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Environmental Protection Agency 

EPA's comments are in two parts: one refers to the proposed regulations 
of the Bureau of Land Management, the other to the draft Environmental 
Impact Statement. We will discuss here only the comments addressed 
to the EIS. 

General 
We agree that off-road vehicles are capable of generating adverse 
environmental impacts and have addressed this in the statement. 

BLM Resources 
This comment pertains to the proposed Bureau of Land Management policy 
and regulations rather than the Environmental Impact Statement. 

AIR 
We agree that some ORVs can produce gaseous emissions and fugitive 
dust and have so indicated in the Environmental Impact Statement. 

Noise 
As requested in this section, a joint meeting with representatives of 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Bureau of Land Management, and the 
Environmental Protection Agency to discuss possible joint efforts 
concerning the efforts to regulate and minimize noise effects has 
taken place. It is our understanding that the BLM will take the lead 
in following up on this meeting. 

Miscellaneous 

1. The proposed revision of the Secretary s memorandum of May 5, 1972, 
as a Departmental Manual Chapter is in the body of the statement. 

2. It is the intent of the Department to locate ORV trails and auxiliary 
facilities in such a way as to minimize adverse impacts. We believe 
that this is directed by Executive Order 11644, as amended, and the 
revised Secretarial memorandum. 

3 and 4 in this section refer to the Bureau of Land Management regulations. 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

$rm nucr ofmontm mm nmm / mait-jmut mn 
HUM 40SJSI2 

October 13, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Subject: State of Alaska's comments 
on the draft environmental 
impact statement on the 
Department of Interior's 
implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 pertaining to 
use of off-road vehicles 
on the public lands 

Gentlemen: 

At the outset it should be noted that some confusion has 
been created by the concurrent release of the subject 
document and BLM's issuance of final regulations on off-road 
vehicles. Whether or not this was intentional, the result 
has been to inhibit responses, as it appeared as if comments 
on the draft environmental impact statement, however valid, 
were not going to be given consideration in the Bureau's 
final regulations. We hope this is not the case, as the 
State of Alaska has serious concerns which must be addressed 
before BLM's regulations become final. 

The comments offered below are based on a review of the 
draft environmental impact statement by State agencies whose 
management responsibilities make them uniquely able to 
assess the impact of off-road vehicles on Alaska's resources. 
The State of Alaska hopes these comments will be incorporated 
into the final environmental impact statement, as the proposed 
actions would affect Alaska more than "other states. This 
greater impact is due to the large amount of land managed by 
the Department of the Interior and the unique relationship 
between the use of off-road vehicles and the livelihoods of 
many of the State's rural citzens and the development of our 
natural resources. 
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Sincerely, 

Q"ohn Halterman 
State-Federal Coordinator 
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State of Alaska's comments on the draft environmental impact 
statement on the Department of the Interior's implementation 
of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to use of off-road 
vehicles on the public lands. 

Summary Statement; 

In general, the draft environmental impact statement does 
consider all aspects that should be addressed, but several 
areas are only considered superficially. The weakest aspect 
of the draft environmental impact statement is the analysis 
of its "interim status" and "scheduling" alternatives. We 
recommend that these alternatives be reconsidered in the 
light of our comments below. The alternative chosen by the 
Bureau of Land Management is D2, a combination of "interim 
status" alternative B6 (lands undesignated pending permanent 
designation), and scheduling alternative C5 (intermediate 
schedule with priority based on both resource fragility and 
intensity of off-road vehicles use -specified areas to be 
designated by 1981, 1985, and 1987 respectively). We re
commend instead the combination of alternatives B4 (interim 
designation using all three categories - open, closed, 
regulated - with public involvement) and C5 (described 
above; includes public involvement). 

Discussion of Alternatives: 

We believe that the proposed action (Alternative D-2) would 
allow too long a time period to pass, up to eleven years, 
before areas might receive enough study to make a final 
determination on off-road vehicle use. The potential damage 
caused by off-road vehicle use in this interim undesignated 
period may be significant. Moreover, a decree by the De
partment of the Interior that all lands are in an undesig
nated period pending permanent designation may lead off-road 
vehicle users to believe that off-road vehicle use in these 
areas has been "approved". Thus, when final determinations 
are made a precedence of use will have been established and 
final designations will be more difficult to implement and 
enforce. Finally, we feel that at least where Alaska is 
concerned (and probably elsewhere) it may in fact be poss
ible to determine general interim designations sooner than 
eleven years if use were made of recent draft soil informa
tion. 

As stated above, we recommend that a combination of Alter
natives B4 and C5 be substituted for the proposed action. 
We support the concept of public involvement in resource 
managers' decisions, we believe that it is necessary for 
interim designation and that in this case it would not un-
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acceptably delay protecting resources which are now being 
damaged, as long as that interim designation process begins 
soon. 

More is made of "the scale of struggles" which would be 
encountered than is perhaps warranted. The Executive Order 
recognizes a problem and directs the agencies to deal with 
it. There appears to be a hesitancy on the part of BLM in 
dealing with the problem as directed. When BOR's comments 
on the "costly and unhappy prospect" of coping with the 
problem on an interim basis for one year is placed in context 
with: 1) BLM's schedule which does not contemplate complet
ing designation prior to 1987, 2) their original inadequate 
regulations which were thrown out by the courts, and 3) the 
fact that leaving the lands undesignated until 1987 in 
effect leaves them open - then the conclusion that BLM is 
hesitant to deal directly with the problem is re-enforced. 

Following are some additional comments on the analysis of 
the alternatives (pages 55-76). 

Alternative Bl - Blanket Closure: We question BLM-BOR's 
interpretation of the Executive Order to mean that an 
interim blanket closure would require modification of the 
Executive Order. 

The statement that "The social.... impacts of such a closure 
would be mostly negative" is also open to question. 

Regarding scheduling alternatives - (C1-C5) - It appears 
that dates were chosen at random. No explanation of why the 
chosen alternative (C5) will take 11 years is given. No 
consideration is given to an alternative of an accelerated 
schedule with the same priorities as the contemplated 
schedule. 

Alternative Dl - Alternative Dl appears also to be a better 
alternative than D2. There is not sufficient justification 
for excluding it. 

Other Areas of Discussion 

Permits 

The exception from regulation of "any vehicle whose use is 
expressly authorized by the Secretary of the Interior or his 
delegate under a permit, lease, license, or contract" 
avoids a basic fact in Alaska: much damage which has occurred 
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due to off-road vehicle use is the direct result of mineral 
and petroleum exploration. It makes little sense to restrict 
recreational use while allowing industrial activity to take 
place, unless that activity is more greatly supervised than 
in the past. 

By the same token, mineral and petroleum exploration in 
Alaska must include the use of off-road vehicles. If sound 
requirements for environmental protection and adequate 
supervision of the use of off-road vehicles is established, 
the permit structure should be a simple one to minimize the 
inconvenience in obtaining approve! to cross public lands. 
A simplified procedure is a necessity as nearly every ex
ploration activity will include crossing public lands. Alaska 
is exceptional as a State in which surface access is difficult 
or impossible from public transportation corridors in most 
areas of the State; interior lands must be used for access 
whether or not they are being explored, developed, or 
produced. 

Rural Alaskan Lifestyles 

Off-road vehicle use in Alaska is not confined to mineral 
and petroleum exploration. With 299 million acres of Federal 
lands and relatively few miles of State-maintained highways, 
air and off-road vehicle travel are not only used for recrea
tion but for basic transportation. Since most people in 
rural Alaska do not have automobiles, most do not possess 
operator's permits. The requirement that such permits be 
possessed by rural Alaskans is onerous and would preclude 
them from utilizing a basic and necessary means of travel. 
Such a requirement is aimed at parsons in other states who 
are novices in the use of off-road vehicles. It does not 
apply in any way to rural Alaska. 

Off-road vehicles are common and provide a basic means of 
transportation between villages, as well as transportation 
for subsistence hunting and fishing. Upon completion of 
land transfers to village and regional corporations under 
ANCSA, a large part of the travel will be on private lands, 
but it is inevitable that some travel will be necessary on 
Federal lands. Provisions should be mads in. the draft 
environmental impact statement and the off-road vehicle 
regulations to recognize the remote nature of many Alaskan 
communities. A discussion of the impact of the proposed 
action on rural Alaskan lifestyles should be expanded. 
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Big Game Hunting 

Much of Alaska could qualify as "remote area of the public 
lands". Because of this and the nature of big game hunting, 
a "closed" or possibly "regulated" designation of an area 
could significantly reduce or eliminate big game hunting in 
that area. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has 
recognized the conflict between off-road vehicle users and 
other users and through its regulatory authority has desig
nated controlled use areas within which transporation methods 
and means for the purpose of hunting is controlled. Conversely, 
an adequate game harvest is often dependent upon adequate 
access, therefore, the Bureau of Land Management must coordin
ate implementation of these regulations with the Department 
of Fish and Game to avoid conflict with Fish and Game management 
objections. 

Energy Use: 

Perhaps one of the major omissions of the draft environmental 
impact statement is the failure to adequately address the 
whole question of energy use involved in ORV use. The only 
reference is on page 5 7 which refers to "a moderate but 
cumulative irretrievable committment of petroleum will 
result". The whole, question of energy use and the way in 
which the various alternatives would increase or lessen 
energy use should have been addressed in more depth. It 
should have been a factor in determining which alternative 
to select. 

Soil Survey Information: 

The Soil Conservation Service's Alaska-wide "Exploratory 
Soil Survey" draft contains mapped information which identi
fies slight, moderate, and severe limitation ratings for 
off-road trafficability. Off-road trafficability as defined 
by SCS refers to off-road vehicular traffic. Soil limita
tions are based on features of undisturbed soil. Type and 
density of vegetation, occurrence of lakes or streams and 
thickness of snow cover are not considered in these ratings. 
The ommission of this information from the draft environ
mental impact statement is extremely serious because it 
objectively identifies both suitable and unsuitable places 
for off-road vehicle use and it consistently maps the in
formation on a state-wide basis. Similar information is 
doubtless available for other states. The information is 
directly relative to the draft environmental impact state
ment because it in combination with other existing inform
ation, would make possible an earlier identification of 
lands which might be closed or left open to off-road vehicle 
use. 
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Specific Comments: 

1. Page 1: Paragraph 2, Line 9 - "uses of such vehicles, 
generally for legitimate purposes but..." This wording 
paraphrases Executive Order 11644 which says "often for 
legitimate purposes but..."; we find the substitution of the 
word "generally" for the word "often" to have the effect of 
subtly changing the meaning; the effect now is one of endors
ing most purposes for which off-road vehicles are used, 
whereas in the Executive Order the effect was to recognize 
that there are legitimate uses for off-road vehicles. 

2. The environmental impact statement assumes (page 39) 
that most lands under BLM will eventually be designated 
open, and also assumes (page 30) that "possible intensifica
tion of impacts on those areas designated as open" will 
occur. If these assumptions are correct then they are not 
consistent with the Executive Order. These assumptions 
should be explained. 

3. The discussion of erosion seems sketchy (pages 33 and 
35); BOR is to be complimented for acknowledging the effect 
on aesthetics (page 42) though this section, too, is sketchy 
insofar as it deals with the long lasting landscape scars 
that are left in Alaska. We question the implication (page 
38) that the California desert is more vulnerable to off-
road vehicle damage than the Alaskan perma-frost soils and 
tundra vegetation. We suspect the California problem is 
greater to date because of heavier off-road vehicle use. 

4. The noise section, page 43, is also sketchy. Distance 
the sound travels under varying conditions might have been 
discussed, as a factor to be considered in designating lands 
open and closed. 

5. BOR recognizes the basic incompatibility of certain uses 
(page 44 - Social Impacts) and is to be complimented for 
doing so. 

6. Under IV Mitigating Measures - page 49 - BOR fails to 
consider the possibility of limiting off-road vehicle use by 
a permit method in open or regulated areas as a means of 
mitigating adverse impacts. 

7. In general, the environmental impact statement does not 
address adequately the issue of enforcement. In Alaska BLM 
has a poor record of enforcement, in part due to lack of 
regulatory authority. Whether the Executive Order gives 
them adequate additional authority to correct past problems 
is not clear. 
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RESPONSE TO (COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state of Alaska, Office of the Governor 

Issuance of Regulations 
The Bureau of Land Management regulations included with the Environmental 
Impact Statement are draft regulations, as shown. Final regulations 
will be issued 30 days after the final EIS is issued. 

Time Period for Designation 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments, regarding the time frame for the 
designation process. 

Interim designations present the same problem of establishing a precedent 
of use if an area initially opened is latter recommended for closure. 

"Scale of Struggles" 
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has received 140 separate comments 
on the draft Environmental Impact Statement, representing the spectrum 
of viewpoints on the issue of off-road vehicle activity. This is enough 
evidence to indicate that any designation process, regardless of the 
time involved, is going to generate controversy. For a futher statement 
regarding user conflicts, refer to part 9, Recurring Comrrients. 

The Bureau of Land Management's timetable is based on national priorities 
and a realistic assessment of funding and manpower over the next several 
years. The only hesitancy is to enter into any process which would 
result in another round of time-consuming litigation and further delay 
in designating BLM lands. 

Alternative B-l 
The Department of the Interior's interpretation of Executive Order 11644 
as reflected in the alternatives is supplemented by the court decision 
in National Wildlife Federation vs. Morton, et al., in which Judge William 
Jones ruled that blanket openings and closures did not sufficiently provide 
for public participation and therefore violated Executive Order 11644. The 
amended Executive Order while strengthening the authority of land managers, 
does not provide for a blanket closure. 

The negative social impacts of a blanket closure were discussed on page 
66 of the draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

Scheduling Alternatives 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state of Alaska, Cffice of the Governor (cont'd) 

Alternative D-l 
We believe the justification for eliminating Alternative D-l, as given 
in the Environmental Impact Statement, is sufficient. 

Energy Use 
Arriving at an estimate of total energy consumption is difficult since 
there is no data on the total amount of off-road vehicle activity which 
takes place. Energy use has been considered in the alternatives of 
the final Environmental Impact Statement. 

Soil Survey Information 
The "Exploratory Soil Survey" for Alaska, prepared by the Soil Conservation 
Service, will be considered by the appropriate Interior agencies prior to 
making land designations. 

Wording Regarding the Executive Order 
The'wording on page 1, paragraph 2, line 5, has been changed to conform 
with the Executive Order, as amended. 

Open. Lands and Impacts 
The Environmental Impact Statement does not assume, on page 39, that 
most lands under the Bureau of Land Management will be designated open. 
It says that many lands under the Interior Department likely will be 
designated open. We find the substitution of the word "most" for the 
word "many" to have the effect of subtly changing the meaning so as 
to render this criticism invalid. 

"Possible intensification if impacts on these areas designated as open" 
seems a logical conclusion not at all in conflict with the Executive 
Order, as amended. Page 23 goes on to say, "The recognized environ
mental impacts...will be confined to those areas deemed appropriate 
and designated for ORV use." We feel this is entirely consistent with 
Section 3 of the Executive Order, "Zones of Use." If impacts upon a 
designated open area are considerable, this area would be closed under 
the provisions of Section 9(a) of the amended Order. 

Erosion and Esthetics 
Various types of erosion and soil damage are discussed in the sections 
on dust, sediment, soils, vegetation, and esthetics. We feel these 
comprise an adequate presentation of the problems associated with soil. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state of Alaska, Office of the Governor (cont'd.) 

The statement on page 29 regarding the California desert refers to damage 
which has occurred rather than vulnerability, and supports the State's 
position that damage has been greater due to heavier use. 

Noise 
We feel that the section on noise is adequate in light of a lack of available 
data on noise. 

The Environmental Impact Statement states that adjacent lands and communities 
will be considered in the designation process, which will take into 
account the factor of distance. 

Permits 
Permit methods will be left up to the individual land-managing agency. 
The State's suggestion regarding permits for open and regulated areas 
will be considered. 

Enforcement 
Enforcement is also the responsibility of each land-managing agency. 
In the Bureau of Land Management's case, a lack of manpower and funding 
has hampered enforcement procedures in the past and will likely remain 
a problem for some time. Section 6 of the Executive Order requires 
enforcement of off-road vehicle regulations. BLM's enforcement authority 
has been strengthened by recent legislation as reflected in Section I of 
the Final Environmental Statement. 
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August 20, 1976 

Mr, John Crutcher , Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Re: Draft Environrnental Statement 
hriplernentation of Executive 
Order 11644 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

We have reviewed the Draft Environrnental Statement re la t ive 
to the implementation of Executive Order 11644. The Arizona Game 
and Fish Department would like to see delicate a reas and cr i t ical 
habitat receive high prior i ty . Because of the long t e rm affect of 
ORV use, we feel that these cr i t ica l and/or delicate a reas should 
be designated as closed a r e a s , independently of present or impending 
use , until such t ime as a detailed analysis can be made of each 
a rea on an individual bas is . 

The economic impact to ORV use r s and other types of 
recrea t ional uses will not, in our opinion, have any significant 
affect on the number of people using public lands . Conversely, 
c losure of specific a reas to ORV will i nc rease the quality of r e c r e a 
tion for other u s e r s . The value of enchanced quality is admittedly 
difficult to m e a s u r e in dol lars . Therefore , we feel that impact on 
the r e sou rce and not economic impact on use r s be the cr i te r ia for 
determining designations. 

The initial sentence of the second paragraph on page 9, 
appears to be contradictory, i . e . , "All applications for permits 
for such ORV events shall be submitted no less than four months, 
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Mr. John Crutcher August 20, 1976 

By: Philip M. Smith 
Land Projec ts Officer 

PMS:dd 
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cc: Jo Youngblood 
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or a l e s se r t ime as each Bureau may d e t e r m i n e , . . . ", the re appears 
no need to set a minimum lead t ime if each Bureau may r equ i r e l e s s . 

We apprec ia te the opportunity to comment on this s tatement . 

Sincerely, 

Robert A. Jantzen, Director 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS .ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Arizona Game and Fish Department 

Priority for delicate and critical areas 
We agree that delicate areas and critical habitat should receive high 
priority in designation and interim protection where necessary. This 
concern is reflected on page 12 of the statement. Section 9 of the 
amended Executive Order provides increased authority to provide this 
protection. 

Economic effects 
The closure of specific areas to OF.V use will eliminate from those 
areas the people who wish to use ORVs. Whether or not these people 
will continue to use the areas without their ORVs, or will be replaced 
by other users is conjectural. That the absence of ORV use in a 
specific area will increase the recreational quality for other users 
is addressed in the impact section of the statement. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
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1416 NINTH STREET 

95814 

(916) 445-5656 

Department of Conservation 
Department of Fish and Gome 
Department of Navigation and 

Ocean Development 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
Department of Water Rosou.rc.os 

EDMUND G. BROWIM JR. 

GOVERNOR OF 

CALIFORNIA 

Air Resources Board 
Colorado River Board 
San Francisco Bay Conservation and 

Development Commission 
Solid Waste Management Board 
State Lands Commission 
State Reclamation Board 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards 
Energy Resources Conservation and 

Development Commission 

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 

OCT 2 5 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Ihterlor 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The State of California has reviewed the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on The Public 
Lands, prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, which was 
submitted to the Office of Planning and Research (State Clearing
house) in the Governor's Office. This is in accordance with 
Part II of the U. S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95 
and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969• 

The review was coordinated with the Departments of Conservation, 
Pish and Game, Parks and Recreation, Water Resources, Food and 
Agriculture, Health, and Transportation; Air Resources Board; 
Solid Waste Management Board; State Water Resources Control 
Board; Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission; 
and State Lands Division of the State Lands Commission. 

The State finds that the report does not adequately consider the 
protection of evidence of geologic faults. 

Because of the desert climate the evidence for geologic faults 
remain as subtle features such as cracks in the soil and small 
topographic benches. This information will be lost if off-road 
vehicle trails traverse alongside the faults rather than across 
perpendicular to the faults. 
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Mr. John Crutcher -2-

The preservation of this evidence for geologic faults is necessary 
in order to provide earthquake information which is needed for 
public safety considerations in seismic design. 

We therefore recommend that before promulgation of final regulations 
on use of public lands in California, the Department of the Interior 
coordinate specific plans with the California Division of Mines 
and Geology. Please contact Acting State Geologist Thomas E. Gay, 
Jr., I4l6 Ninth Street, Sacramento, CA 95812; his telephone is 
(91b) 445-1923-

We concur with the general assessments of impact on fish and 
wildlife resources. However, we are concerned that the proposed 
11-year implementation period may be too long and that excessive 
environmental damage could occur during this interim period. It 
is recommended, tnerefore, that a combination of Alternatives CI 
and C3 be considered. (An accelerated designation with priority 
based on susceptibility of resources to ORV-caused damage.) 

While the State has no serious problems with the draft environ
mental impact statement from the air resources standpoint, we 
urge the Department of the Interior to coordinate with the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) before promulgating final 
regulations on ORV use of public lands in California. 

The CARB is in the initial stages of developing an Air Conservation 
Program in response to a federal mandate for no significant 
deterioration regulations. Since some public lands will likely be 
placed under the more stringent categories for maintenance of 
excellent air quality, it is imperative that areas designated for 
extensive ORV use be consistent with the CARB's Air Conservation 
Program. Please contact Mr. Dan Lieberman, Chief, Air Quality 
Maintenance Planning Branch, Planning Division, Air Resources 
Board, P. 0. Box 2815, Sacramento, CA 95812. His telephone number 
is (916) 322-6076. Mr. Lieberman will assist you in coordination 
with the Air Conservation Program. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft 
environmental impact statement. 

Sincerely, 

CLAIRE T. DEDRICK 
Secretary for Resources-
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Sacramento, CA 95814 
(SCH No. 76080309) 

L. FRANK G06DS0N 
Assistant to the Secretary 
Projects Coordinator 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: R e s o u r c e s Agency of California 

Evidence of Geologic Faults 
It will be within the power of each agency and its land managers to protect 
evidence of faults in specific areas through the "regulated" designation. 

Coordination with State Agencies 
These comments and suggestions have been referred to the appropriate 
land-managing agencies in the Department of the Interior for their consideration. 

Excessively Long Designation Schedule 

Please refer to Item 14 in the Recurring Comments section. 
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THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF COLORADO 
Colorado State Museum, 200 Fourteenth Avenue, Denver 80203 

October 22, 1976 

Mr. Philip H. Schmuck 
State Clearinghouse 
Department of Local Affairs 
Colorado Division of Planning 
520 State Centennial Building 
1313 Sherman Street 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

RE: Use of Off-Road Vehicles, Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement 

Dear Mr. Schmuck: 

This office will comment concerning only architectural 
and historic properties in the area of the proposed 
undertaking. The Office of the State Archaeologist will 
respond separately concerning archaeological properties. 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement generally ana
lyzes the impacts of off-road vehicle trails on historic 
and architectural properties. We support the proposal 
(page 48) to close selectively to off-road vehicles those 
areas that contain "historic and archaeological resources 
of high value." But the generality in which these recom
mendations are discussed does not provide sufficient guid
ance to administrators to permit them to make specific de
cisions regarding the value of historic resources and the 
risk to which they may be exposed. 

First, the existing definition of historic areas (page 16) 
could be construed to include only those properties or dis
tricts which possess outstanding national significance. 
This may result in an absence of protection for those prop
erties of lesser significance but which are still important 
on a state or local level. The value of these lesser 
properties has been recognized by Congress (National His
toric Preservation Act of 1966 which established the Na
tional Register of Historic Places) and by the President 
(Executive Order 11593 which supports the Act). Therefore, 
it would be appropriate if the definition of cultural prop
erties formulated by the National Register were to be 
adopted by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for use in 
their off-road vehicle management plan. A copy of this def
inition, National Register Criteria, is enclosed; please 
note that it specifically includes properties of state and 
local importance. 
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Mr. Philip H. Schmuck 
Page 2 

Further, we advise that the present phrasing, "areas 
and sites where historic and archaeological resources 
of high value are at risk (page 48)." is inadequate. 
Because no definition of "high value" is offered, no 
clear method has been or can be established to guide 
the managers of Bureau of Outdoor Recreation land. We 
suggest that this sentence be changed to read: "areas 
and sites where properties on or eligible for inclusion 
on the National Register of Historic Properties are at 
risk." This would provide an established standard for 
recognizing valuable properties which may be endangered, 
and would also actively coordinate with existing federal 
agencies and regulations. 

The phrase in this sentence, "at risk" is also vague. 
Thought should be given to the degree of risk, or 
amount of damage that would warrant closing an area 
to off-road vehicles and to what distance an off-
road vehicle trail should be removed to sufficiently 
safeguard the existence of the historic properties. 
It may be that instead of closing an entire area, merely 
re-routing a trail several hundred yards would be suffi
cient to protect a property. While we have no data to 
firmly measure the parameter of "risk," we suggest that 
provisions be made in the management plan to experiment 
and attempt to ascertain this. Some of the Colorado 
history societies, such as the Ghost Town Club, may be 
able to offer better documented guidelines to measure 
the amount of risk which a property can sustain. The 
Bureau of Recreation may wish to contact such special 
interest conservation groups. 

In taking these steps, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
would be implementing the intent of the 1966 National 
Historic Preservation Act, and would be helping to pre
serve the fragile man-made resources which are part of 
America's heritage. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please con
tact Michael Quinn of my staff at 321-7265 if we can 
offer any further assistance. 

FOR THE STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 

Sincerely, 

James Edward Hartmann 
Curator, Historic Preservation 

i 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Colorado State Historic Preservation Officer 

Guidance to field administrators 
Field administrators of the Department of the Interior will not depend 
on the (admittedly general) language of this Environmental Impact 
Statement for specific guidance on making off-road vehicle designations. 
The respective land-managing agencies have issued—or will issue— 
specific directives for the guidance of their cr.-the-ground managers. 
An example is the proposed Bureau of Land Management cultural resources 
procedure discussed in Section I (description of proposed action) 
of the Final Environmental Statement. 

Definition of "Historic Area" 
The cited definition on page 16 of the Draft Environmental Statement 
is a category of National Park System adm,inistrative unit. As such 
it includes only a small part of the cultural resources to be considered 
in implementing the proposed action. As noted in Section I, the 
cited National Register Criteria will be used in evaluating cultural 
resources prior to designation. 

Criteria of value and risk 
As noted further in Section I, the provisions of Secuicn 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act, Section 2 (b) of Executive Order 
11593 and 36 CFR 80C will be complied with in making off-roac vehicle 
designations on Interior lands. The conscientious application of 
the cited National Register Criteria, in addition to the "Criteria 
of adverse effect" (36 CFR 800.9), should provide an adequate basis 
for judgments of value and risk. We find that a greater degree of 
specificity at the level of Departmentwide"and Nationwide policy 
would be inappropriate and probably detrimental. The suggestion 
for a distance-standard between a cultural resource and an CRV trail 
is an example. Local factors cf terrain, vegetative cover type, 
etc., will be crucial in determining the distance required to minimize 
the risk of harm. These factors are best considered at the field 
level where designation decisions will be made. 
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T H E STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF COLORADO 
State Archaeologist (Interim address) Pioneer Hall, 
University of Denver, Denver 80210 

October 6,, 1976 

Mr. Philip H. Schmuck 
State Clearinghouse 
Department of Local Affairs 
Colorado Division of Planning 
520 Centennial Building 
1313 Sherman Street 
Denver, CO 80203 

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to 
Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands: Archaeological 
Resources 

Dear Mr. Schmuck: 

The Office of the State Archaeologist of Colorado has 
received and reviewed the "ORV" Statement prepared by the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation. The Office of Historic Preservation will 
comment independently for the State Historic Preservation Officer 
regarding historic and architectural resources. 

Specific suggestions include: inserting "archaeological" 
after "historic" in #5 on page 7—or replacing both with "cultural" 
the inclusive term covering both areas; inserting "cultural" in 
1(d) on page 8; and mentioning the existing legal basis (1906 
Antiquities Act, Historic Sites Act of 1935, National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, NEPA, Executive Order 11593, Archaeological 
and Historical Conservation Act of 19 74, etc.) which provides for 
the management of cultural resources on Public lands. 

The real problem with this Statement, however, is with imple
mentation. The percentage of Public Land that has bean surveyed for 
archaeological resources is remarkably low. Until the extant 
archaeological resources—or a representative sample thereof—are 
identified via professional survey, meaningful predictions and 
designations of areas to be closed due to archaeological values 
cannot be formulated. 
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Mr. Philip H. Schmuck 
October 6, 1976 
Page 2 

This Office would be willing to assist, in all possible 
ways, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in meeting this challenge 

For the State Historic 
Preservation Officer 

Bruce E.'HJPjieteau, Ph.D. 
State Archaeologist Colorado 
Phone: 744-1713 

BER:ng 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Dr. Bruce E. F.ippeteau 
Colorado State Archeolcgist 

Language changes 
The specific lancnage changes which Dr. Pippeteau suggested for the 
description of the proposed action (Section I) have been made. Compliance 
with the cited laws and directives is illustrated in Section I of 
the Final Environmental Statement by a discussion of the Bureau of 
Land Management's procedures. 

Dearth of archeological surveys 
The proposed Bureau of Land Management procedures (referred to above) 
would require a sample-based archeological survey prior to any off-
road vehicle designation in an area where the existing cultural resources 
data base is insufficient to support a designation decision. It 
is expected that all cultural resources inventory data available 
from, the appropriate State Historic Preservation Officer(s) would 
be obtained and considered in the designation process. 
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®iixtt ai planning ann ^ubgct 
^xetulilie department 

Jimej T. Mclntyre. Jr. 
Director 

G E O R G I A S T A T E C L E A R I N G H O U S E M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

FROM: Charles H. Badger, Administrator 
Georgia State Clearinghouse 
Office of Planning and Budget 

DATE: October 8, 1976 

SUBJECT: RESULTS OF STATE-LEVEL REVIEW 

Applicant: BOR-DOI 

Project: Draft EIS - Off Road Vehicles on Public Lands - Executive 
Order 11644 

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 76-07-29-18 

The State-level review of the above-referenced document has been completed. As a result of 
the environmental review process, the activity this document was prepared for is recommended 
for further development with the following recommendations for strengthening the project: 

The personnel of the Game and Fish Division have reviewed the Draft Environmental 
Statement on departmental implementation of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the 
use of off-road vehicles on public lands—prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation, Department of the Interior—and would like to make the following 
comments: 

Page 7 - Item 4. Any off-road operation of off-road vehicles can only result in 
adverse impacts upon natural, aesthetic, and scenic values. It is believed that the 
operation of off-road vehicles should be confined to existing vehicular corridors. 

Item 5. We believe it would be impossible to locate trails in these areas 
without resulting in adverse impacts. 

270 ̂ aatrington &L, &. $1. • .Atlanta, ««orgia 30334 
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Office of Environmental Affairs 
October 8 
Page Two 

Page 9 - It is felt that off-road vehicle races and rallies should be prohibited on 
public lands where soil, water and floral or faunal impairment is likely to result. 

Page 15 - In the second paragraph, under that Section titled II, DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT, it is noted that lands of low rainfall, low temperature and steep 
terrain are the most fragile to off-road vehicle use. Steep terrain in conjunction 
with high rainfall also compounds the problems associated with erosion from off-road 
vehicle use. Such areas are found in the mountains of northern Georgia. 

Page 30 - Section III, THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION. It is 
noted that trails and other areas will be located to minimize adverse impacts on 
soil, water, vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat. It is questionable whether 
these impacts can be "minimized." 'The construction of trails would result in 
environmental degradation of resources. 

Page 40 - It is noted that plant communities occurring on sites ;?ith harsh growing 
conditions, such as desert or tundra can suffer long-term damage, and that there is 
a danger that communities of rare plant spdcies may be damaged. Off-road vehicles 
should be prohibited from these areas. 

General Comments 

It should be known the operation of off-road vehicles will have detrimental effects— 
erosion and noise pollution being the main offenders. 

Where off-road vehicle use is permitted, extreme care should be taken to avoid areas 
where the activity would affect wilderness, wild rivers, trout streams, wildlife 
management areas and other valuable resources. 

In the selection of off-road vehicle trails, priority should be given to existing 
roads (in the fringe areas) which are well drained, have rock or gravel bases and 
which avoid steep grades. 

The most important thing to be considered is that the wildness and remote character 
of public lands should not be disturbed. Extreme caution should be taken to 
preserve public lands for their beauty, solitude, remote values and wildlife 
habitat. These are the qualities which are presently making these lands valuable. 
The preservation of these qualities is the primary responsibility of the Department 
of the Interior. 

The following State agencies have been offered the opportunity to review and comment 
on this project: 

Forest Research Council 
Forestry Commission 
Department of Natural Resources 
Soil and Water Conservation 
Department of Transportation 
Office of Planning and Budget, Executive Division 

cc: Ray Siewert, DNR 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Georgia State Clearinghouse 

Adverse Impacts 
As stated throughout the Environmental Impact Statement, the policy 
of the Department of the Interior will be to m.inimize, and wherever 
possible, eliminate the adverse impacts resulting from, off-road vehicle 
activity. 

Lands Sensitive to CRV Activity 
The Departiaent of the Interior is aware that several combinations of 
grade, rainfall, and temperature may present various degrees of sensitivity 
to off-road vehicle activity. Individually, the characteristics mentioned 
on page 12 seem to present the highest degree of sensitivity. 
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CIL O. ANDRUS 
GOVERNOR 

S T A T E OF I D A H O 
DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY PLANNING AND COORDINATION 

BOISE, IDAHO 83720 H. W. TURNER 
ADMINISTRATOR 

TO: 
I d a h o H i s t o r i c a l S o c i e t y 

S t a t e h o u s e M a i l 

DATE: J u l y 2 9 , 1976 

FROM: S t a t e C l e a r i n g h o u s e 
Bureau of S t a t e P l a n n i n g and Community A f f a i r s 
Statehouse 
Boise, Idaho 83720 

RE: Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Land 

SAI // 00767061 

The enclosed draft environmental statement is referred to you 
for review and comment in accordance with the U. S. Office of Management and Budget Cir
cular A-95. If your agency has an interest in this document and wishes to comment on 
it, please check the appropriate box (es) and return this memo, with your comments, to 
the State Clearinghouse no later than October 1, 1976 . 

No Comment 

Contacted Applicant 

I Was Already Aware of This Project 

Alternative A would have adverse historic impact; so 
would B2 and possibly Bl (which would lack enforcement) and 

B3; B4 and B5 would have an undetermined impact. Most of the 
scheduling alternatives would have an undetermined impact. Comments Attached 

Reviewers Signature 

Title 

Date 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer 

Impacts of various Alternatives on cultural resources 
We agree with the comment that the impacts of the various Alternatives 
on historic and other cultural resources would be larcely "undetermined" 
since numerous outcomes would be possible under each of the alternative 
designation processes. We do net agree, however, that the impacts 
of Alternatives A, Bl and B2 en cultural resources would necessarily be 
adverse (although some adverse impacts would be caused by off-road vehicles 
under any of the Alternatives). Alternative A (recisicn) is the "null 
alternative" and hence the point of departure for the analysis of the 
environmental impacts of the proposed action and all alternatives. 
As such it has no impact, adverse or otherwise. All the other Alternatives 
are designed to reduce adverse ORV-caused impacts in varying degrees. 
The impacts of all the "B", "C", ana "D" Alternatives on cultural resources 
would be expected to be positive. The magnitudes of such impacts would 
differ among the various alternatives and be largely "undetermined". 
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Sta t* Clearinghouse J J J ^ . M . - ^ 

State t/S Kansas 5 t h F l o o r _ m ^ Building 
TCPESIA, K5. 66612 

R3CU5ST FOR ACTION ON PROPOSAL (UNDER OFFICE OF UANAGSlgNT AND BUDGET CIRCULAR A-95) 
Ageno7 Name 

Park and Resources A u t h o r i t y - Lynn B u r r i s , J r . 

C l e a r i n g h o u s e Nuaber 

3404-Dept . of I n t e r i o r ( E S ) 

Expec ted F i l i n g Date 

RETTIRN NO LATER THAN 

August 2 0 , 1976 

A p p l i c a n t ' s Name 

Department of t h e I n t e r i o r 

P r o j e c t T i t l e 
P e r t a i n i n g t o Use of Off-Road 

V e h i c l e s on t h e P u b l i c Lands 

Return 1 t o Div ia l em of t h e B u d g e t , Depar tment of Adainio 
t r a t l o i i , 1 s t F l o o r , O ta t a l i uuse , Tuuoka , Kansas fl8018 

The e n c l o s e d p r o p o s a l h a s b e e n s u b m i t t e d t o t h e D i v i s i o n of t h e Budge t u n d e r i t s 
c l e a r i n g h o u s e r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s d e s c r i b e d i n O f f i c e of Management and Budget C i r c u l a r 
A-95 . T o u r r e v i e w of t h i s p r o p o s a l a s i t a f f e c t s t h e i n t e r e s t of t h e s t a t e w i l l be 
a p p r e c i a t e d . Your a p p r o p r i a t e oomments c o n c e r n i n g t h e p r o p o s a l s h o u l d be s u b m i t t e d 
t o t h e D i v i s i o n of t h e Budge t n o l a t e r t h a n t h e d a t e s p e c i f i e d a b o v e . 

Comments f i l e d on a p r o p o s a l may i n o l u d e : ( l ) t h e e x t e n t t o w h i c h t h e p r o j e c t 
i s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h o r c o n t r i b u t e s t o t h e f u l f i l l m e n t of comprehens ive p l a n n i n g w i t h 
i n t h e s t a t e ; (2) how t h e p r o p o s a l r e l a t e s t o s t a t e o b j e c t i v e s ; and (3) t h e e f f e o t 
of t h e p r o p o s a l on y o u r a g e n c y ' s a c t i v i t i e s . 

No O b j e o t i o n s Reques t f o r A d d i t i o n a l I n f o r m a t i o n 
( d i s c u s s be low) 

_X O b j e c t i o n s 
( d i s c u s s be low) Reques t f o r a C o n f e r e n c e 

COMMENTS. 

Kansas resources provide outdoor recreation activities for a large number of citizens. 
In Lens Ive use has caused evidence 6f'wear and occasionally abuse to the grass, terrain, 
and tree cover. Trails'developed as a result of off-road vehicles quickly become abusive 

to fragile grass cover and other vegetation in natural areas. Particularly is this found 
where such use occurs in areas under state park jurisdiction. Tn protect tha resource,— 
the Park Authority's rules and regulations do not provide for use of vehicles other than -
on designated roads, trails and highways. The regulation and its approach is a rnngpruat-jyo 
approach to preserve the resources and to provide a systematic management of public use 
areas. Conversely, the very liberal approach outlined in the environmental impact, st.at.e-

ment in permitting off-road vehicles to use federal lands in Kansas would immediately 
create a very r.ontrnvprsial issue and serious conflict in one set of. regulations under 
the jurisdiction of the Park Authority and regulations by the federal agencies on other 
federal lands. We respectfully rpqnpst thp federal land administering agencies in Kansas-
work to minimize the conflicts not only among the various users of those lands but also 
those lessees whose lands have very conservation controls nn nff-rnaH vphirlp uma under— 
their respective jurisdiction. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: p a r k a n d R e s o u r c e s A u t h o r i t v 

State of Kansas 

State Statutes and Proposed Federal Regulations 
The Park Authority's comments regarding possible conflicts between State 
ano Federal regulations have been referred to the appropriate land-managing 
agencies for their consideration. 
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JOHN C. ROBERTS 
SECRETARY 

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

F R A N K F O R T . KENTUCKY *060i 
JULIAN M. CARROLL 

GOVERNOR 

August 30, 1976 

M r . Andrew Camrnack 
Env i ronmenta l Review 
Office of Planning and R e s e a r c h 
Depar t rnent for Na tu ra l R e s o u r c e s and 

Envi ronmenta l P ro tec t ion 
6th F loor Capitol P l aza Tower 
F rankfo r t , Kentucky 40601 

RECEIVE 

SUBJECT : EIS Review 76-30 
DEIS-Depa r tmen ta l Ixiiplernentation of Execut ive 
O r d e r 11644 Pe r t a in ing to Use of Off-Road Vehic les 
on the Publ ic L a n d s . 
Statewide 

Dear Mr . Camrnack : 

In r e s p o n s e to your r eques t dated July 30, 1976, we have reviewed the 
m a t e r i a l d i r ec ted to us by your office and offer for your cons idera t ion the 
following corrrrnent re la t ive to the subject m a t t e r . It is our opinion that 
the cont ro l of off-road vehic les on p rope r ty owned by the United Sta tes 
Government m a y re su l t in i n c r e a s e d u s e of Bureau of Highways ' r igh t of way 
by off-road veh ic l e s . We a r e a l r eady exper ienc ing some p rob l em, espec ia l ly 
with t r a i l b ikes , on many sec t ions of our highway. This is espec ia l ly so on 
some of the l imited a c c e s s faci l i t ies whe re extens ive use of the roads ide up 
over high cuts by t r a i l bikes is denuding these a r e a s of vegetat ion. This will 
ce r t a in ly r e su l t in e ros ion 'of these a r e a s . It is our opinion that the implemen
tat ion of the proposed contro l on Government land m a y n e c e s s i t a t e a g r e a t e r 
effort at cont ro l of use of our r ight of way by these veh i c l e s . 

S ince re ly y o u r s , 

Edward Sue P e r k i n s 
A-95 Coord ina tor 
Division of Urban & Regional Planning 

E S P : dk r lb 2 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Department of Transportation 
Commonwealth of Kentucky 

Control of ORV activity on state property 
While the Department of the Interior will consider the effect of 
specific designations on adjoining non-Federal property, the problem 
described in the Department cf Transportation's letter will be left 
to control by the inaividual states. 
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Louisiana Forestry Commission 

ENVIRONMENT - EIS - Federal-Dept. of Interior, Executive Order 

September 2k, 1976 
116LJ4, Off-Read Vehicles 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 202L0 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Department of the Interior 
Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order ll6kk 

Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands 

Dear Sir: 

We are in receipt of a copy of the above captioned environmental impact 
statement, with a letter of transmittal requesting our comments on same. 

An examination of the subject statement and all of the alternatives dis
cussed in connection with implementation of Executive Order 116LL, and 
therefore protection of public lands under your jurisdiction from last
ing adverse impacts from off-road vehicle use, indicates that at best 
you have a poor choice out of many poor, and some extremely bad, choices 
to make. 

It appears you have had your options closed, by virtue of insufficient 
budget and manpower, and perhaps other unhealthy factors, to the pos
sibility of making any kind of enlightened decision regarding protection 
of the Bureau of Land Management's k7k million acres of multiple use 
lands from damage by even "normal" use of off-road vehicles during the 
interim period while designations and regulations are being formulated. 

The choice of Alternative D2, or the proposed action, which is a combi
nation of Alternatives B6 and C5, puts final decisions, for even the 
highest priority lands scheduled for completion of the ORV designation 
process, off until 1981, and many of the others until 1985 and 1987. 
In the meantime, according to the B6 option, all of these lands would 
remain in undesignated status, and therefore open to essentially un
restricted ORV use, for at least five years. 

This is an unsatisfactory solution, since within five years time it is 
possible that the life support systems of many acres of BLM forest lands 
could be so altered and damaged that there would be no potential for 
recovery within reasonable periods of time. 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
September 2k, 1976 
Page 2. 

I am not qualified to address any problems except those concerning forest 
and related lands, and have no experience with western ecosystems, however, 
I suspect that many of these are significantly more fragile than those found 
in the deep south, due to the influence of critical climatological, edaphic, 
and topographic factors. 

Personal, on the ground, experience with southern commercially valuable 
forest land subjected to intense but so-called "normal" ORV use, leads me 
to believe that such lands can thereby be reduced to marginal status at 
best for growing continued crops of timber. 

For these reasons I recommend that the B3, blanket regulated designation, 
at the very least be chosen, rather than B6 as is now proposed. This would 
reduce the risk of environmental damage to reasonable levels. Amendment of 
the executive order is certainly possible to attain. I further submit that 
the American people are accustomed to regulation, since this country is 
still, at least in theory, governed by laws and not men. 

It is unnecessary, as you seem to infer in the discussion of Alternative 
B3, to apologize or be embarrassed because of a lack of complete, detailed 
knowledge and information before proceeding to interim decisions. One 
usually makes an interim decision and then acquires the information neces
sary for final decisions and designations. 

This is similar to the situation in which one shuts the barn door after 
the mule has left. It is usually not necessary to know what the mule is 
thinking or to ask his opinion before one shuts him up while mending 
pasture fences desperately in need of repair. 

In the event it is impossible to choose this or another more environmentally 
desirable alternative, I recommend this draft statement and all proposals 
be discarded, and new planning be undertaken at once to accomplish long 
range environmental protection, including possible emergency increases in 
budget and manpower and amendment of Executive Order 1161+k. 

Thank you for the opportunity of reviewing this draft environmental impact 
statement. -
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: ._ „ . 
Louisiana Forestry Commission 

Status of Undesignated Lands during Designation. Process 
Please refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Comments regarding ELM policy have been referred to ELM for their 
consideration. 
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EVELYN F. MURPHY 

SECRETARY 
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Sfiorfon, ..JiaUachiJcfo C22C2 

September 13, 1976 

Office of Environmental M f a i r s 
Bureau of Outdoor Becreation 
U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r 
Vbshington, D.C. 20240 

RE; ORV Draft EIS, revised 

Gentlemen: 

I trust the attached comrents from my agency staff will be helpful 
in fornulating the final EIS. 

Cordially yours, 

Dr. Evelyn F. Murphy 
Secretary 

EFM/JAL:rd 

Encls. 
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DR. BETTE WOODY 
C O M M I S S I O N E R 

M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: Joel Lerner, Director, Division of Conservation Services 

FROM: Dr. Bette Woody, Coimrissioner, Dept. of Environmental 
Management 

SUBJECT: Comments on Department of the Interior Draft E.I.S. 
"Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles of the Public Lands" 

DATE: August 3f 1976 

This document was prepared by the Department of Interior and 
pertains to its intent to implement Executive Order 11644. Subject draft 
E.I.S. is a second effort; the first being successfully challenged in the 
Courts. Many of the objections mentioned in the challenge now have been 
resolved. 

The stated purpose of Executive Order 11644 was to establish policy 
and provide for procedures to insure the use of Off Road Vehicles on public 
(Federal) lands will be controlled and directed so as to protect the 
resources of those lands, to promote the safety of all users of those lands, 
and to minimize conflicts among the various uses of those lands. 

1. One of the more apparent items noted is time tag lag indicated 
between the suggested implementation dates as applies to the various Bureaus 
of the Department. On page 64 the draft states the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the National Park Service will soon be in compliance and that the 
Bureau of Reclamation similarly will be in compliance by December ]51, 1978. 
However, it appears the Bureau of Land Management, with 473 million acres 
of multiple-use management lands and low employee/acreage ratio, "the 
proposed action is to complete the open and closed designations by 
Iteeember 31, 1987-" 

2. There is little question that the Bureau of Land Management has 
a problem in administering lands from Alaska to Florida; probably 60% of all 
federally owned land and 2Cp3 of America's total land base. The concept to 
confine ORV use to areas and trails that have been designated as open to 
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their use is commendable and is their plan to select such areas and trails 
on land having terrain suitable to vehicle capability and having low erosion 
and siltation potentials as well as a host of other criteria. However 
commendable such protection measures may be, ELM also recognizes an obliga
tion to that segment of population which use ORVs in pursuit of recreation. 
The policy followed in the Massachusetts State Park and Forest system of 
clearly marking trails for ORV use and excluding all other areas has worked 
reasonably well here, and although some abuses have occurred, the self-
discipline of the users has been quite effective. Such a measure is con
sidered as an alternative in administering BLM lands, but due to a variety of 
reasons it does not appear practical at any early date. 

3. It is noted in Department of Interior criteria for Bureau 
regulations on page 8 that certain minors under licensing age "shall be 
accompanied by a person 21 years of age or older with a valid operator's 
license ..." It is further noted that on page 4 of the draft Bureau of 
Land Management proposed regulations the age of 18 is used in similar circum
stances. Although control may be better exercised by the first figure, the 
question, arises as to reality in context with other responsibilities imposed 
on youth of lesser age. In any event the determined age should be con
sistent with all bureaus. 

k. Hie guidelines authorize Interior Bureaus to issue permits for 
the operation of ORVs on areas designated for their use for organized races, 
rallies, meets, endurance contests and other ORV events. Although mention 
follows concerning special precautions, it appears this is a matter that 
should be=dealt with in somewhat greater depth. 

5. Enforcement of measures to keep ORVs In their proper areas and 
away from areas not in the best interest of the public can result in serious 
problems, and possibly should be addressed in greater depth in the E.I.S. 

6. On page 56 it is noted "the use of ORVs in hunting has helped 
in obtaining an adequate harvest of game from certain remote areas of public 
lands." While not disputing the statement, possibly "equal time" might 
be given to possible harmful effects in too easily harvesting game when such 
action is not in the best management context. 

7. On page 15 there is mention of certain conditions that are 
"most fragile to ORV use." To that list "sand dunes" might well be added. 

8. Although aware of the increasing pressure, a real hard look 
should be taken at any alternative to "Hold BLM lands in undesignated status 
pending final designation action." The somewhat restricted mandates 
which apply to areas managed by the National Park Service, Bureau of 
Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service would, apparently, make the 
task of designation and the Executive Order 11644 implementation somewhat 
easier than that of the broad multiple use mandate of the Bureau of Land 
Management. Nevertheless, it may be prudent to expedite the classification 
on these BLM lands and declare "closed" these areas where ORVs may incur 
irreparable damage. 
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• <?• The numerous references throughout the report to types of 
areas unsuitable for ORVs appears to cover most situations as are now known 
(except sand dunes previously mentioned.) With this thought in mind 
consideration might be given to a policy of being prudently conservative 
in declaring "open" areas and trails. Later date observations could add 
additional "open' areas a measure often considered more palatable to 
the public than declaring "closed" certain areas previously not so classified. 

10. The various alternatives suggested throughout the report show 
a rather considerable amount of research, and an apparent endeavor, to meet 
the increasing pressures of ORV enthusiasts yet remaining consistent with 
the basic principles and more modern concepts of proper land use. 

11. The approach suggested in the report to adopt certain 
alternatives "as an element of proposed action" seems both workable and 
logical. Similarly, the "Current and Proposed Off-Road Vehicle Regulations 
of the Land Managing Bureaus of the Department of ..the Interior" appears to 
cover the situation quite well. If fully adopted it may necessitate 
subordinate Bureaus to review previous draft guidelines and make necessary 
minor changes. 

DP. Bette Woody, 
Commissioner 

BW:ECH:sj 
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It is difficult to respond to a statement which must 
cover the magnitude of land area in the particular agency. 

It appears they have covered most of the crucial points. 
However, the element of noise is not addressed too specific
ally with the exception that mufflers and spark arrestors must 
be affixed. Possibly they should have addressed noise levels. 
If they are accepting state or local registration requirements, 
are these adequate to minimize noise. They have designated 
what is an off road vehicle, but they didn't address the fact 
that off road vehicles may be registered under different crit
eria or may include road registered vehicles which can be used 
as ORV's. No consideration of weight of various vehicles or 
speeds and the impact. The above questions could have a major 
impact. 

A point which is difficult to address, but should be is 
uncontrolled access to an area versus controlled access. I 
recognize this may be impossible in large areas, but it is 
one way of regulating numbers. 

ruce S. Gullion 
Commissioner 

BRUCE 8. OUUJON SScUon, JLiacfaeta, 0X108 RECEIVE 

H 1 ! 1 P . R A N D U M 

To: Joel A. Lerner, Director 

P'om: Bruce S. Gullion, Commissioner 

Subject: Department of Interior - Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement 

Date: August 30, 1976 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs 
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Recreational Vehicles 
Department of Environmental Management 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Enforcement 
The final Environmental Impact Statement has been strengthened with 
regard to enforcement. However, this depends to a large degree on statutory 
authority and levels of funding and manpower, all of which vary among 
the land-managing agencies. 

Wildlife 
The final Environmental Impact Statement has been revised to indicate 
a more equitable treatment of nonconsumptive as well as consumptive uses 
of wildlife. 

Fragile Areas 
The listing on page 12 is only intended as a general categorization. 
Sane dunes are recognized as one of many sensitive areas needing special 
attention curing the designation process. 

Noise 
Each land-managing agency will have the power to regulate noise levels 
on its lanes. 

Weight and Speea 
The general description cf impacts adequately treats the environmental 
effects cf eff-roac vehicle activity. However, we recognize that certain 
impacts may be intensified relative to the weight and speed of certain 
GRVs. 

Controlled Access 
The lane-managing agencies will have the regulatory authority to implement 
a quota system where controlled access is deemed desirable by the land 
manager. 

Comments regarding policies and regulations of the land-managing agencies 
will be considered by those agencies. 
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TO: Office of State Planning 

FROM: Dick Chaisson, Coastal Review Center 

DATE: September 8, 1976 

SUBJECT: Department of the Interior Draft E.I.S. on Use of O.R.V.'s 

I have reviewed the Department of the Interior Draft E.I.S. on use of 
off-road vehicles and have the following comments. 

Page 9 - Although the proposal provides for the posting of surety to 
cover the costs of rehabilitation and restoration of areas used 
for rallies, there is no provision for soliciting public input 
in determining whether or not an area should be used for rallies, 
races, meets, endurance contests, or other events in the first 
place. Furthermore, there are poor criteria to judge what 
constitutes a rally, race, meet, etc. The proposed B.L.M. regulation 
for rallies, etc. (Page 10, Appendix) applies only to groups of 25 
or more O.R.V.'s. Considerable environmental damage, significantly 
more than accrues with light use, can be caused by groups of 5, 10, 
or 24 O.R.V.'s, especially when they are repeatedly driving over a 
particular trail or course, travelling at excessive speeds, or 
maneuvering It) what would ordinarily be considered a reckless and 
endangering manner. 

Page 12 - The draft E.I.S. states: "... lands reflecting high O.R.V. use 
will receive the initial designation impetus, and at the same time 
identified resource-sensitive lands would be, where necessary7, closed 
under emergency procedures". Establishing an initial bias in favor 
of O.R.V. use based on present practices places the burden of proof 
on the environment rather than on the O.R.V. Regardless of any 
attempt to recognize, and close "where necessary", resource-sensitive 
lands, the proposed action would give momentum to O.R.V. use that 
might be difficult to overcome should B.L.M. later find that 
environmental damage is occurring in areas of O.R.V. use. 
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Pages 38-40 - The draft E.I.S. states that "the proposed action will have 
beneficial effects on wildlife by implementing Section 3(2) of Executive 
Order 11644 which protects wildlife from harassment and wildlife 
habitat from disruption". Although section D(l) and D(2) of Part III 
of the draft adequately describe the problems created by O.R.V. use, 
the strategies presented for effecting the objectives of Executive 
Order 11644 are alarmingly superficial. This is particularly true foi 
the problem of snowmobiles which both harass wildlife and cause 
significant habitat disruption; no concrete strategy for dealing with 
snowmobile damage is presented. Moreover, the opening statement of 
Section D notwithstanding, the draft states that "... substantial 
adverse impact on wildlife will continue". The draft continues, 
"a major benefit to wildlife will be obtained by concentrating O.R.V. 
closures, ... " etc. This speciously argues that to minimize damage 
is to confer a major benefit upon wildlife. Finally, the draft states 
that all "reasonable" efforts will be taken to protect rare and 
endangered species. Given the magnitude of the threat endangered 
species face, it would behoove D.O.I, to take all measures to protect 
rare and endangered species. 

Pages 45-47 - The discussion of the economic impacts of the proposed action 
is limited to D.O.I, and O.R.V. users. No consideration is given to 
non-0.R.V. users who wish to use public lands designated for O.R.V. 
use (e.g. increased travel costs to other areas). 

Appendices - Regulations for the National Park Service and the Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the proposed B.L.M. regulations state that a 
Superintendent, a refuge manager, or an authorized officer may 
require that spark arrestors be used by O.R.V.'s in certain areas. 
The Secretary's revised memorandum (page 8) states "All off-road 
vehicles operated on Interior lands shall be equipped with a ... 
spark arrestor in good working order and in constant operation...". 

In general we find that the statement is adequate. However, in addition to 
the areas above-mentioned, we have the following concerns: 

a) Enforcement - How does B.L.M. propose to enforce its "regulated" and 
"closed" designations? For instance, in areas where only trails 
are open to O.R.V. use, how will E.L.M. ensure that vehicles do not 
leave designated trails? Is B.L.M. considering controlling access 
and limiting the number of O.R.V.'s allowed in given areas? 

b) Growth of Use - The designation of an area as "open" will encourage 
increased O.R.V. use in that area. Therefore, "open" designations 
should be made with heavy use in mind. B.L.M. might want to consider 
rotating open areas to provide time for rehabilitation and 
restoration of damaged areas. Accordingly, B.L.M. should initiate 
studies to determine at what point damage becomes absolutely 
irreversible. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAL- VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs - Coastal Review 

Public Input Regarding Rallies 
Individual land managers will have discretionary authority with regard to 
public participation. In some cases, such as the Barstow-Las Vegas race 
in 1974, an environmental impact statement may be necessary and would further 
involve the public. 

Designation Impetus 
The statement quoted from page 12 of the Environmental Impact Statement 
does not establish any bias for or against off-road vehicle use. However, 
it is certainly more important to first designate areas where activity 
is already taking place and where sensitive resources may be threatened. 
Resource protection will be better served through this process than 
by haphazard designation without regard for use patterns. 

Wildlife 
The proposed action will concentrate snowmobile activity in those 
areas most compatible for it, as directed by Executive Order 11644. 
We do not anticipate "substantial" impacts once the designation process 
is completed, and the wording of the Environmental Impact Statement 
has been changed to reflect this. However, some impact will occur 
as long as snowmobile activity continues. 

Economic Impact 
The Department of the Interior feels that the economic impact of the 
proposed action on non-off-road vehicle recreationists will generally 
be minor. 

Comments regarding policies and regulations of the land-managing agencies 
will be considered by each agency. 
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FRANK T. KEEFE 
DIRECTOR September 14, 19 76 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Enviromental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington D. C. 20240 

Re: A-95 Review/Draft EIS of Implementing Regulations 
for Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
State Clearinghouse Identifier: 76080940 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The Office of State Planning has reviewed the Draft Enviromental 
Impact Statement on the Implementation of Executive Order 11644 per
taining to the use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

During this review the Draft EIS was reviewed by the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Works, Historical Commission, Executive Office of 
Enviromental Affairs, and Office of Coastal Zone Management. They 
submitted the following comments: 

The DPW has no comment. 

MHC suggests: 
"...in order to alleviate the anticipated continued damage 
to archeological resources (p. 48), archeological investi 
gations be undertaken in areas subjected to ORV traffic. 
Significant sites, discovered during this investigation, 
should have some protection afforded them. For example, 
collectionc could be made of some sites, others might be 
safely buried to protect them from the vehicles." 

EOEA submitted the following comments: 
"The monitoring of effects of the use of off-road vehicles 
has historically been quite lax. The Draft EIS quotes the 
May 5, 1972, Departmental memorandum requiring monitoring 
(page 6), but htis general policy commitment deserves 
elaboration. More derailed descriptions of the objectives 
of the monitoring program, its technical and administrative 
implementation techniques and its on-going policy ramifi
cations is needed. A well designed and enforced monitoring 
program is crucial for an on-going avaluation of ORV impacts 
on the natural enviroment. The Final EIS should expand on 
these points of concern. In most other respects the Draft 
EIS is deemed adequate. 
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2 - Crutcher 

CZM submitted comments which are attached. 

The Office of State Planning has no comment and finds the DEIS 
wiht the above recommendations to be adequate. 

FRANK T. KEEFE 
Director of State Planning 

Enclosure 
cc: Elizabeth Amadon, MHC 

Ray Ghelardi, EOEA 
Dick Chaisson, CZM 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: office of State Planning 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Archeolcgic Sites 
Resource inventories are currently underway on Eureau of Land Management 
lanus which will identify archeologic resources needing protection. 
In the interim;, emergency closures will be invoked where it is deemied 
necessary by the lane manager. 

ORV Monitoring Frocess 

The inu.ivio.ual land-managing agencies are responsible for their own 
monitoring proceuures and will consider the comments from, the Office 
of State Planning. 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

WILLIAM G. MILUKEN. Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
STEVENS T. MASON BUILDING. BOX 3O028. LANSING. MICHIGAN A8909 

HOWARD A. TANNER. Director 

September 7, 1976 

Hr. Fred L. Jones 
Acting Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

We have reviewed the draft E.I.S. concerning the implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the use of off-road vehicles on 
public lands. Similar legislation has previously been established 
by the State of Michigan and the implementation of a Federal program 
is welcomed. We support the proposed implementation program for 
interior lands as proposed in this draft. 

Please refer to the attached staff report for our specific comments. 

Sincerely, 

Howard A. Tanner 
Di rector 

R1026 3/76 
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Comments on Draft EIS, Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

by 

Office of Program Review and Project Clearance 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Anti-erosion measures are one of the keypoints of this program and 
should receive proper attention. 

Page 8. Since noise is one of the most offensive of the impacts of 
ORV's, a 73 decibel limit on noise be added: "All off-road vehicles 
manufactured after July 1, 1982 and sold or offered for sale in this 
state shall not exceed 73 decibels of sound pressure at 50 feet on a 
scale measured in accordance with the Society of Automotive Engineers 
recommended practice J-192-A." 

Page 33. Machine and Human Waste: should recognize the problem of 
bottles, cans, bags, wrappers, and pasteboard containers contributing 
to pollution of water and creating mosquito breeding. 

Page 43. G. Noise: add the words "and dwellings" to last sentence and 
again note my first paragraph to aim for a 73 decibel limit by 1982. 

Page 39. -2. Habitat disruption: dams, dikes, herbaceous, tree and 
shrub plantings are especially vulnerable to damage. 

Page 44. -1. Social impacts: off-road vehicle noise is especially 
disturbing to hunting. Several states have already limited the use 
of off-road vehicles during hunting seasons. 

The statutory provisions in the Michigan Off-road Vehicle law (Act 319, 
P.A. 1975) are different for licensing. 

Page 8, Section 1 

This section requires any person operating an ORV on interior 
lands to have a valid license or learner's permit issued by the 
state of his residence. If the person has not attained the legal 
age required for licensing, he must be accompanied by a person 
21 years of age or older. 

This requirement is in conflict with Section 17, Act 319, which provides 
for ORV safety training. A youngster 12-16 years of age may operate an 
ORV without adult supervision if he is in possession of an ORV Safety 
Certificate (effective January 1, 1977). 

This requirement is most likely a continuation of classifying a standard 
automobile as an ORV. 
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Comments of draft EIS 
Mr. Fred L. Jones -2- September 7, 1976 

To mitigate this conflict, it is recommended that standard automobiles 
not be classified as an ORV, and the licensing provision for persons 
not legally able to procure an operator's license, be waived in lieu 
of the operator possessing an ORV safety certificate issued by a state 
having an ORV program. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Department of Natural Resources, State of Michigan 

Noise and Licensing Requirements 
Conflicts between federal and state regulations will be solved in individual 
States. The recommended word change has been made on page 33. 

Machine and Human Waste 
Section F, Esthetics, addressed the problem of litter. 

Social Impacts 
Hunting is an example of the nonmotorized forms of outdoor recreation 
mentioned on pages 33 & 34. 
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S T A T E OF 

NHNHMOTTA 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

C E N T E N N I A L O F F I C E B U I L D I N G • ST. P A U L , M I N N E S O T A • 5 5 1 5 5 

DNR INFORMATION 
(612) 296-6157 

October 4, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
United States Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

The Department of Natural, Resources (DNR) has reviewed the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) pertaining to off-road vehicles (ORV) 
on public lands and offers the following comments: 

GENERAL 

The guidelines and regulations discussed in the Draft Statement are too 
vague. For instance, the regulations pertaining to noise do not pertain to 
the emission levels from a point source but attempt to regulate unnatural 
noises by selectively relegating activities in this category to certain areas 
and prohibiting them from others. 

It would appear that immediate action may be necessary to protect en
vironmentally sensitive and/or heavily used ORV areas. This could take the 
form of closures on areas, restrictions on vehicle numbers, routes 
traveled, and times of use. This would appear to be especially important 
regarding Bureau of Land Management lands. In addition, it should be noted 
that solving the problems of ORV use can only be accomplished if adequate 
funding is appropriated and approved to implement and enforce Executive §11644, 
as it pertains to public lands. 

SPECIFIC 

The section entitled, "Habitat Disruption", on page 39, notes that snow
mobile use over the ice can decrease sunlight penetration. Observations in 
Minnesota have shown the opposite to be the case, in so far as virgin snow is 
concerned. 
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Mr, John Crutcher, Director 
October 4, 1976 
Page Two 

The Department of Natural Resources appreciated the opportunity to re
view this DEIS, 

Sincerely, 

Jerome H. Kuehn 
Planning Administrator 

JHK:cj 

cc: Robert Herbst 
C. Buckman 
Richard Myshak 
PERT 
Bill Clapp 
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RESPONSE TO TOMMENTS .ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Department of Natural Resources - Minnesota 

Vagueness 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 2. 

Immediate action for protection of sensitive areas 
The Bureau of Land Management has regulations allowing temporary 
restriction of public use and travel where it is necessary to protect 
the public and assure proper resource utilization, conservation and 
protection. To date, the Bureau has used these regulations to provide 
interim, temporary protection to well over 1C million acres of critical 
wildlife, historic, and archeological areas. Section 9(a) of the 
amended Executive Order directs that agency heads will close particular 
areas and trails to specific types of ORV use when such use is causing 
considerable adverse effects. 

Funding for enforcement 
It is agreed that an inadequate level of funding would probably 
inhibit effective enforcement of the regulations. 

Habitat Destruction 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 13. 
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CHI ISTOPHER S. BONO 
GOVERNOR 

JAMES I. WILSON 

missouri department of natural resources 
P.O. Box 176 Jefferson City. Missouri 6SI0I 314-751-3332 

September 1, 1976 

Mr. George Lineberry 
Office of Administration 
Room B-9, Capitol Building 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 

RE: A-95 Review #76070239 - Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation - Draft EIS - Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public 
Lands 

Dear Mr. Lineberry: 

The Department of Natural Resources has reviewed the above noted project 
and has the following comments. 

pp. 18-19 - These sections would apply to Missouri's Ozark National Scenic 
Riverways, which includes over 60,000 acres of scenic and biologically 
significant land, much of which is quite fragile. 0RV abuse of this 
area has been increasing, especially the problem of vehicles using the 
open gravel bars as driving grounds, parking iots, etc. Another major 
problem is vehicular use of steep lands in the vicinity resulting in 
erosion and loss of vegetation. The Department requests that the pro
posed regulations be demonstrated as effective in solving these problems. 

pp. 23 - This section applies to National Wildlife Refuges including, in 
Missouri, the Squaw Creei-.. Swan Lake and Mingo Refuges. In general, the 
control of 0RV in tnese areas nas been much better than in the 0NSR 
managed by the Park Service. Apparently, existing regulations and con
trols are adequate, and the proposed treatment is sound. 

Sincerely yours, 

D^WvTTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

JJames L. Wilseti 
Director 

JLW:crp 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Department of Natural Resources, Missouri 

Ozark National Scenic Riverways, ORV impacts 
It is the intent of the proposed regulations, in conformance with Executive 
Order 11644, to protect the resources of the public lands while providing 
for the broadest possible legitimate public use of those lands by all 
users. 
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Helena, Montana 59 601 
October 4, 1976 

'James A. Posewitz, Administrator 
Environment & Information Division 

JAP/sd 
Enc 

cc: Clearinghouse File No. E-6-8-01 
Environmental Quality Council 
Robert Rothweiler 
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Mr. Fred L. Jones 
U. S. Department of Interior 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

As requested, our department has reviewed the draft environ
mental impact statement entitled "Departmental Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to use of Off-Road Vehicles on 
the Public Lands." 

The review was conducted by the Department of Fish and Game's 
regional office in Missoula and the attached comments were prepared. 

We hope these comments will be of use to you. 

Sincerely, 



Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 

Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
On the Public Lands 

On February 8, 1972, the President of the United States issued Executive Order 

Number 11644 to establish policies and provide procedures for the controlled use 

of off-road vehicles on public lands. The reason for this order was, "The need 

brought about by the widespread and growing use of such vehicles, generally for 

legitimate purposes but also frequently in conflict with wise land and resource 

management practices, environmental values, and recreational activities." 

The environmental impact statement indicates the purpose of the Executive Order 

was, "to establish policy and provide for procedures to insure that the use of ORV's 

on public lands will be controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of 

those lands, to promote the safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize 

conflicts among the various uses of those lands." 

To include these two quotes is repetitious. Probably the authors of this 

environmental impact statement have the Executive Order well memorized. 

Most of these comments relate to the need for this Executive Order. Of greatest 

concern is the period of time these agencies of the Department of Interior require to 

fully implement the purposes of the Executive Order, particularly the Multiple Use 

Lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management. The date by which public lands 

administered by the Bureau of Land Management will have designated use is December 

31, 1987. 

In the period until December 31, 1987, conditions will change in many aspects of 

our society that will affect the administration of these public lands. Since the 

Executive Order was issued, conditions have changed. Since 1972, the demand for 

recreational opportunities have increased. This includes an increase in the number 
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and the use of recreational off-road vehicles. In 1974, an oil embargo by the Oil 

Producing and Exporting Countries (OPEC) confirmed the reality of an international 

energy crisis that culminated in the shortage of petroleum products. When the embargo 

was lifted, the price of these products, and the price of off-road vehicles had 

increased. In spite of the increased cost of off-road vehicles and higher operating 

and maintenance costs, the use of off-road vehicles have increased on public and private 

lands. Probably this increase has been greater on Federal lands, especially those in 

the western states because the availability and access to public lands promotes much 

of this demand. Increases in use of off-road vehicles is expected to continue. 

The environmental impact statement does establish policies and indicates procedures. 

It does set a date by which such designation of all public lands administered by 

the Bureau of Land Management will be completed. However, it must direct itself 

more toward the need for the order. 

In the next eleven years, the Bureau of Land Management will determine the lands 

open to off-road vehicle use while use increases. Although not officially sanctioned, 

generally off-road vehicles will have access to Multiple Use areas until the Bureau 

of Land Management decides which areas will be open or closed to their use. This use 

will result in some irretreivable loss of unique geological, archaeological, historic, 

cultural and biotic resources on those lands held in undesignated status for extended 

periods. This seems contrary to the purpose of the Executive Order (to protect the 

resources of those lands). Areas susceptible to extreme environmental damage should 

remain closed to use by off-road vehicles until this "irretreivable loss of unique 

resources" is determined. 

The environmental impact statement does not include estimates of increases in 

use of off-road vehicles on public lands in the next eleven years. This information 

is necessary to determine what control shall be put on the use of these lands. 
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The Environmental Impact Statement indicates that off-road vehicle use will 

be confined to areas deemed appropriate and these will not include wilderness or 

primitive areas nor will they be located in historic or archaeological areas, or 

areas of unique natural wildlife, aesthetic and recreational values, unless no 

adverse affects would occur to these values. The environmental impact statement 

indicates most all interior lands and waters have some resident and/or migratory 

wildlife populations. It is probable in our present developmental culture that any 

area that can produce and maintain wildlife could be classified as unique and should 

be given protection. Changes on the land as a result of agricultural and industrial 

activities have depreciated wildlife populations. Many public lands in the State of 

Montana, while not considered unique lands, still support large populations of 

wildlife and as such are unique. These animal populations need not be endangered or 

rare species but rather just wildlife populations. 

The BLM estimates 800 man years will be required to complete the surveys of the 

474 million acres under its control. The reviewer is left with the impression that 

these surveys begin with little or no prior data concerning the character of these 

lands or their ability to sustain use by off-road vehicles. Yet, extensive data 

exists that would enable them to make decisions to open or close multiple use lands. 

The selected alternative is slightly more acceptable through the mitigating 

measures in the proposed action. 

"Lands designated for ORV use would be those areas least 
susceptible to damage as a result of concentrated off-road 
vehicle travel. Nevertheless the proposed action would cause 
some local adverse impacts to areas designated open to ORVs 
due to such concentrated use." 

It would be interesting to know what the authors of this statement mean by 

"local adverse impacts." Does it mean that certain areas would be opened to concentrated 

use of off-road vehicles to allow more restricted use on larger areas? The draft 
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regulations for off-road vehicles indicates that restrictive regulations will be 

placed on "organized events" which would in all probability cause greatest impact on 

public lands. • Are these events considered legitimate use of the land? 

"Posted signs will utilize proper design and location to 
minimize conflicts with the landscape; signs will be noticeable, 
but unobtrusive whenever possible." 

Signs impart the negative connotation of restricted use and law enforcement. 

In this regard, they should be obtrusive, especially following initiation of controls 

of off-road vehicles on Department of Interior lands. The most common excuse for 

trespass violations is, "I didn't know the area was closed", or, "I didn't see the 

signs." 

Advertisements for the sale of most off-road vehicles imparts a challenge that 

the vehicle can go anywhere. The purchaser will attempt to take this vehicle to those 

places he feels he has a right to go. Signs would indicate the controls on a particular 

area and in spite of their conflicts with the landscape, would be effective in 

controlling use of the area. 

"Closing certain areas to ORVs would have the adverse 
impact of decreasing the available opportunities to engage 
in ORV-use, at least locally. As partial mitigation for this impact, 
the proposed action provides for the publication and distribution 
of maps and descriptive information about areas and trails open 
to ORVs. This information would enable prospective ORV users 
to make more effective use of such areas." 

The purpose for the controls on the use of off-road vehicles on public land 

is to protect the resources of those public lands and to minimize conflicts among 

the various uses of these lands. Indicating the closure of certain areas to the 

use of ORVs is an adverse impact is a matter of interpretation. If this closure 

promotes increased use by other interests, it would have a beneficial impact. 

Also, if this closure protects resources on public lands, it would be a beneficial 

impact. 
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Most users of the public lands want to know what areas are open to them and 

what restrictions are placed on their use. Maps and descriptive information of 

areas to be open or closed aid in administering regulations for closures. 

What do the authors of this environmental impact statement mean by "more 

effective use of such areas." 

"The residual adverse impacts of concentrated ORV use 
on lands designated as open would be further mitigated by 
local increases in enforcement and public information 
activities aimed at decreasing unlawful and depreciatory 
behavior." 

Does this local increase in law enforcement pertain to local offices of the 

public land management agencies, or do they indicate an increase in law enforcement 

by state wildlife and land management agencies or county sheriff's offices. Numerous 

regulations have been set down by these agencies with either little authority or no 

means to enforce them. This condition is worse than no regulations at all. Many 

times these regulations contradict the philosphy and objectives of agencies that are 

requested to assist in their enforcement. Yet, the land management agency setting 

the regulations provides minimum means for their enforcement. 

This situation is also true in regards to information efforts to publicize 

the rules and regulations of use on public lands. In this regard, the regulations 

for use of public lands should be well publicized because the public rarely accepts 

rules and regulations that they neither understand nor believe in. 

Irrespective of these criticisms of the environmental impact statement, the 

enforcement of the proposed regulations for use of public lands require cooperative 

efforts by both federal and state agencies. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: State of Montana Department of Fish and Game 

The EIS inadequately considers the need for E.O. 11644, as amended. 
The purpose of the Environmental Impact Statement is to assess the 
environmental impacts resulting from implementation of Executive Order 
11644, as amended. The need for E.O. 11644, as amended, was determined 
by the President. 

ORVs will generally have access to multiple-use areas for the 11-year 
implementation period 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Estimates of increases in ORV use 
No data was available for inclusion in the Environmental Impact Statement. 

Little data concerning character of BLM lands 
Resource inventories are currently underway for BLM lands, but overall 
there is little information on most of BLM's 474 million acres. 

Local Adverse Impacts 
Local adverse impacts are environmental effects with regard to a particular 
area which may result from off-road vehicle activity. The degree of 
ORV activity on particular land areas will depend on several factors, 
including the size of the area, particular restrictions in effect, and 
the number of ORVs using the area. Each land manager will make decisions 
regarding ORV use in his locale. 

Organized events are considered to be legitimate use of the land provided 
they do not cause excessive environmental damage. 

Signs 
As stated in the Environmental Impact Statement, signs will he visible 
enough to facilitate enforcement of designations, but will conflict as 
little as possible with the natural landscape. 

Closure to ORVs is an adverse impact 
The wording of the final statement has been revised to indicate that 
closure to ORVs is merely an impact rather than a beneficial or adverse 
impact. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state of Montana Department of Fish and Game (cont'd.) 

Law Enforcement 
The local increase in law enforcement referred to in the Environmental 
Impact Statement concerns federal agencies. The amount of the increase 
in manpower will depend on the amount of funding provided to the land-
managing agencies by Congress. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: south East Nebraska Council of Governments 

These comments pertain to the regulations of the Bureau of Land Management. 
Accordingly, a ccpy has been forvardea to that Bureau for their consideration. 
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Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
2200 North 33rd Street / P.O. Box 30370 / Lincoln, Nebraska 68503 

September 7, 1976 

Project Review Coordinator (SOPP) 
Dept. of Administrative Services 
P.O. Box 94601, State Capitol 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 

RE: SAI No. 76 08 02 94 

Dear Neoma: 

We have reviewed the July 19, 1976 Draft Environmental Statement 
for implementation of Executive Order 11644, issued by US Dept. of 
Interior, concerning use of Off-Road Vehicle on public lands. 

The only lands covered by the statement that appear to be of direct 
concern to Nebraska are Bureau of Reclamation-owned lands. However, 
since this reissued statement resulted from court action that 
challenged only the Bureau of Land Management procedures the 
previously adopted Bureau of Reclamation procedures were not altered. 
We have been consulted by Nebraska-based Bureau of Reclamation 
officials concerning their efforts and feel that they are consistent 
and complementary to our program. 

This is not to say that we have no concerns with the EIS and proposed 
BLM procedures. It would appear that the significant deficiencies 
relating to management of ORV's is further evidence of the grossly 
inadequate funding and management authorities provided the agency. 
This is not to say that consideration of funding constraints are not 
valid. Full consideration of these costs, properly developed and 
combined with the potential environmental degradation and intrusion 
costs of ORV use on the public domain could lead to solution of the issue 
much sooner than the 10-year period proposed. The principal component of 
an alternative not considered in the EIS might be the transfer of 
responsibilities for planning, development and operation including 
law enforcement by states or their political subdivisions under a 
permit system. Under this approach BLM would need to accomplish only: 
(1) the necessary surveys to identify areas on which ORV use would be 
compatible with the nation's long term objectives as established in the 
Executive Order, (2) development of guidelines for planning, development 
and operation and, (3) administration of the permit program when 
implemented. 
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Project Review Coordinator (SOPP) 
Page - 2 
September 7, 1976 

While it may be argued that this alternative is merely a transfer of 
the cost burden to the states we would envision that these "closer 
to home" costs would soon lead to special taxes and/or user fees whereby 
the identifiable beneficiaries (ORV users) would contribute a far greater 
portion of the costs than at present. After all, why should the 
contribution of a resident of Lincoln, Nebraska for all intent and 
purposes equal that of the Los Vegas, Nevada ORV owner who might almost 
daily take advantage of free opportunities to use the public domain? 

We also recommend that the guidelines of the D.O.I, agencies be flexible 
to the degree that situations peculiar to the various individual 
states can be given appropriate consideration. Otherwise the 
regulations for federal lands could be grossly inconsistent with 
state regulations for similar lands. This will require close coordination 
and liaison with state park and wildlife land management agencies. 

Sincerely, 

Delvin M. Whiteley, Chief 
Planning and Programming Division 

DMWGRC/rw 

Enclosure 

cc: Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 

Comments regarding policies and regulations of the Bureau of Land 
Management have been forwarded to that Bureau for its consideration. 
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT 

BOX 2003 

34 BRIDGE STREET 

CONCORD, N. H. 03301 

BERNARD W. CORSON 
DIRECTOR 25 August 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department is pleased to comment 
on the draft environmental impact statement, "Departmental Imple
mentation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road 
Vehicles on the Public Lands." We have reviewed the statement in 
detail and there appears little question that the continuing in
crease and the use of off-road vehicles occasions the need for 
federal policy prescribing their use on public lands. 

In a general projection of the eastern forest we believe these lands 
comprise one of the most important wildlife habitats in the state. 

The wildlife related items were ultimately dealt with in a satisfac
tory manner, although there may be need for more information and signs 
detailing where ORV's use is permitted and where prohibited along with 
minimum standards of enforcement. There also may be the need for muf
flers and spark arresters on mini bikes (a requirement which was vividly 
brought to our attention while investigating wild fires that occur on 
power line rights-of-ways.) 

It may be an oversight on our part, however, we failed to identify the 
soil types found in Figure 6, page 36, for New England starting with S 
on page 37 under the given legend. 

In conclusion we compliment this draft environmental statement and 
appreciate having the opportunity to submit our comments which we hope 
will be useful and informative. 

BWC/sm 

Sincerely, 
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KEEP NEW HAMPSHIRE GREEN AND HER ROADSIDES AND WATERS CLEAN 

Bernard W. Corson 
Director 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: F i g h fi Q a a e Department 

State of New Hampshire 

Wilalife, Mufflers, Spark Arresters 
All these regulatory concerns will be the responsibility of each land-
managing agency. 

Soil Chart 
The soil chart legend had been revised to indicate the soil 
type symbolized by S. 
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Btsit of Nrm I*rEry 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
TRENTON O S 6 2 3 

OITICK OF THI COMMIMIONDt 

24 September 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, DC 20240 

RE: Draft EIS - Departmental Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of 
Off-Road Vehicle on the Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement which your agency 
prepared on the use of off-road vehicles (ORV) has been reviewed 
by our Department. We feel that this is certainly a step in the 
right direction, but the Draft EIS is too programmatic in its 
approach to the use of ORV on public lands. The Draft EIS does 
not develop specific criteria for ascertaining what lands should 
be designated for ORV use and leaves the final decision to the 
operating agencies. It is felt that parameters of acceptability 
of the various impacts should be set forth. 

The EIS does identify the major problems associated with 
ORV use and can be a valuable tool for the operating agencies in 
analyzing the respective land use capabilities and environmental 
impacts. However, it is imperative that the operating agencies 
develop more specific policies defining the acceptable range 
of impacts, and the criteria to be used in the selection area 
for ORV use. It may be that the only way the true impacts of 
ORV use can be identified and evaluated, because of the diver
sity of individual site characteristics, is to provide an EIS 
supplement or assessment for each management area. 

fjawrence Schmidt, Chief 
Office of Environmental Review 

LS :mm 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from- Department of Environmental Protection 
State of New Jersey 

LIS Format 
The purpose of the draft Environmental Impact Statement is to describe 
the proposed action and attempt to analyze the impacts resulting from 
it. Each individual land-managing agency must determine its own off-
roac vehicle policy because of differing management policies and other 
factors, as stated in the draft EIS. 

The acceptable range of impacts will differ among Department of the 
Interior agencies as well. In terms of land use, an acceptable impact 
for one area may be unacceptable for another. Therefore, each land-
managing agency must be allowed to develop its own policy in order 
to fulfull its individual mandate. 
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ST-ATE OE flEW ITIEXICO 

September 28, 1976 

PLANNING & REGULATIONS DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
P. O. BOX 2 3 4 8 , SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO 87S01 

John Crutcher, Director 
bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the implementation 
of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the use of off-road vehicles. 

On page 3, 1st paragraph, part (B): We suggest the addition of; public health 
or environmental health purposes in order to facilitate bubonic plague control 
or control of other vector borne diseases. 

On page 32, part A 2: There is no statement as to what constitutes "times 
where soils are less conducive to the production of dust, and/or where the 
prevailing atmospheric conditions are less conducive to the maintenance of 
objectionable concentrations of dust and toxic gases." 

Our feeling is that there should be some explicit guidance for the regional 
offices which may be developing regulations or issuing permits. There is 
likewise no enforcement mechanism stated which would ensure that the regulations 
are met. 

On page 42, Section III, Part F: Instructional signs should be added along 
ORV trails directing users to deposit solid wastes in containers provided by 
the responsible agency (BOR) and located at reasonable intervals; such containers 
to be periodically emptied and the contents disposed of properly. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

i t s 
Dick burgard, Environmental 
Program Manager 

06:cma 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Health and Social Services Department 
State of New Mexico 

Vehicle Exclusions 
We feel that use of off-road vehicles for disease control purposes, 
especially for bubonic plague, would constitute an "official use" under 
the Department of the Interior Manual. 

Dust 
Regional offices will not develop regulations, but instead will have 
a certain degree of discretionary power with regard to regulations 
developed for their respective agencies. As resource inventories are 
completed for particular land areas, land managers will have the information 
necessary to make appropriate designations. 

Solid Waste 
Each land-managing agency will be responsible for litter and other 
waste control on its lands. 
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NDSIC FORM B (9/71) 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

NAME OF 
PROJECT: 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

XO: Dr. Ed Noble j 

State Geologist 

Grand Forks, ND 58201 

ISSUED 
3Y: Department of the In te r io r 

DATE: A u 8 u s t 2« 1 9 7 6 

Draft EIS - Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

The a t tached Environmental Impact Statement i s referred to your agency for review and 
poss ib le comments. If you consider it sat isfactory, p lease check the box labeled, 
"no comment. " Otherwise , p lease check one of the other appropriate boxes . Your ' 
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning it to the State Intergovern
mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of rece ip t . If no response is received 
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment. 

No comment 

Comments submitted herewith 

I 1 Meeting desired with applicant 

1. Specific comments which are to be at tached to the review statement which will be 
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or 
separate shee ts if necessary) 

2 . Reasons why meeting i s desired with applicant: 

&% 

Reviewer's / ? //ft A 
Signature: /^C- ^-ywUtAf 

Title: Assistant State Geologist 

Date: 08/11/76 

Tele: 777-2231 
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We agree with the conclusions of the EIS draft and urge early implementation 
of use regulation and strong enforcement of the regulations. Care must be exer
cised to separate recreational users from legitimate agricultural (ranching) use 
of off-road vehicles, and a special regulation exception may be necessary for 
such legitimate users. 

The time scale for these regulations should be as short as practical, but 
allow for appeal to solve impractical or unfair closures generated by rapid 
designations. 

Stream beds of streams holding game fish should be automatically closed 
except for designated crossings. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state Geologist, Grand Forks, North Dakota 

These comments pertain to the land-managing bureaus' regulations rather 
than the environmental impact statement. Accordingly, copies of the 
comments have been forwarded to those bureaus for their consideration. 
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NDSIC FORM B (9/71) 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

TO* Mr. Robert Bradley 
* • -

Highway Department 

Bismarck, ND 58505 

ISSUED 
3Y: 

Department of the Interior 

DATE: August 2, 1976 
NAME OF 
PROJECT: 

Draft EIS - Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

The at tached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and 
poss ible comments. If you consider it sat isfactory, p lease check the box labeled, 
"no comment ." Otherwise , p lease check one of the other appropriate boxes . Your 
cooperation is asxec in completing this memo and returning it to the State Intergovern
mental Clearingnouse within 10 days from date cf receipt . If nc response is received 
within 15 cays of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment. 

Meeting desired with applicant 

1. Specific comments which are to be at tached to the review statement which will be 
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or 
separate sheets if necessary) 

An off-road vehicle is defined as any motorized vehicle (including the standard 
automobile) . On occasion local, State or Federal Agencies may have need to make 
entry on Federal lands. A short and simplified procedure should be provided for 
these agencies to enter or. Federal lands. One possible method would be to exclude 
local, State and Federal vehicles from the definition of motorized vehicles. 

2, Reasons why meeting is desired with applicant: 

Reviewer's 
Signature: 

Title: 
R.E. Bradley 
Chief Engineer 

Date: August 6, 1976 

Tele: 224-2584 

No comment 

Comments submitted herewith 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Highway Department, Bismarck, North Dakota 

Section 2 (3) (B) (C) of Executive Order 11644 excludes from the definition 
of off-road vehicle most official vehicle use, and provides for further 
exclusions by express authorizations by agency heads under a permit, 
lease, license, or contract. 

Ke believe that the Executive Order and the conforming agencies regulations 
will not present any obstacles to legitimate motorized entry on Federal 
lands. 
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NDSIC FORM B (9/71) 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

Mr. Ike E l l i son TO: 
Governor's Office 

Bismarck, ND 58505 

ISSUED 
BY: Department of the I n t e r i o r 

DATE: August 2, 1976 _ 
NAME OF 
PROJECT: Draft EIS - Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

The a t t a c h e d Environmental Impact Sta tement i s referred to your agency for review and 
p o s s i b l e c o m m e n t s . If you c o n s i d e r it s a t i s f a c t o r y , p l e a s e check the box l a b e l e d , 
"no c o m m e n t . " O t h e r w i s e , p l e a s e check one of the o ther appropr ia te b o x e s . Your 
coopera t ion i s a s k e d in comple t ing t h i s memo and re turning it to the Sta te In t e rgove rn 
mental C l e a r i n g h o u s e wi th in 10 d a y s from da te of r e c e i p t . If no r e s p o n s e i s r e c e i v e d 
within 15 days of da te of no t i f ica t ion it wi l l be a s s u m e d you have no comment . 

Meet ing d e s i r e d with app l i can t 

1. Specif ic comments which are to be a t t a c h e d to the review s t a t emen t which wi l l be 
submi t ted by the Sta te In te rgovernmenta l C l e a r i n g h o u s e : (Use r e v e r s e s ide or 
s e p a r a t e s h e e t s if n e c e s s a r y ) 

No comment 

Comments submi t t ed herewi th 

2 . Reasons why meet ing i s d e s i r e d wi th app l i can t : , / 

a^^^L 4**~X ^f~-C ^ ^ ~ < ^ 72nJL'%~+JL ^/-+~^ 

Reviewer ' s ^ ,#•>. « t -* . * 
Signature : /.rJDUj-jt-f /^frrt^**+~\ Date : ^ g ^ _ V/.J&t 

Title: ^^^^^P^^y. J<^AU<^CCf -~Jr&&e*.w - Tele : 2*tJ-?-l£>cD 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Governor's Office, Bismarck, North Dakota 

This comment refers to coordination with the land-managing bureaus. 
Copies of the comment have been forwarded to these bureaus for their 
consideration and action as appropriate. 
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NDSIC FORM B (9 /71) 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

Mr. Gary Leppart 
TO: 

ISSUED 
BY: 

SORA - State Parks 

Mandan, MD 58554 

Department of the Interior 

NAME OF 
PROJECT: 

DATE: August 2 , 1976 

Draf t EIS - Use of Off-Road Veh ic l e s on Pub l i c Lands 

The at tached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and 
poss ible comments. If you consider it sat isfactory, p lease check the box labeled, 
"no comment ." Otherwise , p lease check one of the other appropriate boxes . Your 
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning it to the State Intergovern
mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt . If no response is received 
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment. 

Meeting desired with applicant 

1. Specific comments which are to be at tached to the review statement which will be 
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or 
separate sheets if necessary) 

(SEE REVERSE SIDE) 

2. Reasons why meeting is desired with applicant: 

No comment 

Comments submitted herewith 

Reviewer's / ' / ^ / / G A / /) <• . 
Signature: W i ^ ^ ^ f - ^ 7 O ^ j / ^ ^ 4 Date: ^*fT"/ / 9>X 

Title: &g±S^£ZSJjiZ2L,i^dl^L^^U^y—- dxHBS^J^&J&iJ- Tele: A^ 3 - c/£~?f 
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We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement 
pertaining to use of off-road vehicles on the public lands 
and offer the following brief comments: 

In our estimation, the time frame for the completion of the 
designation of BLM's multiple use lands is unrealistic. The 
scheduling element whereby the more fragile and most heavily 
used lands are designated first will probably merely shift 
the usage to other locations and problem of usage in undesireable 
areas will continue until the close of the designation period, 
December 31, 1987. 

Although we recognize the immense difficulties involved in 
monitoring the use of ORV, we feel that this problem has 
received inadequate attention in the draft environmental 
statement. Furthermore, it is unclear whether or not ORV 
will be confined to trails in areas designated as open. We 
feel that the agencies involved should require this. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Park Service, State of North Dakota 

Time Frame 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Monitoring ORV Activity 
The individual land-managing agencies are responsible for their own 
monitoring procedures. We feel the provision in the Departmental 
Manual included in the Environmental Impact Statement, is adequate. 

Confinement to Trails 
The explanation of the "open", "regulated", and "closed" designations 
in the Environmental Impact Statement provides an adequate description 
of each. The category of "open areas" will generally not mean 
confinement to existing roads and trails. 
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NDSIC FORM B (9/71) 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

T O : 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

Mr. Duncan Warren 

Lewis and Clark 1805 RC&D 

Mandan, ND 58554 

ISSUED 
BY: 

Department of the Interior 

DATE: August 2, 1976 

NAME OF 
PRCTECT: Pra t t EI6 lioe of Oft Read Vehicles en Public Lands 

The a t tached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and 
possible comments. If you consider it sa t isfactory, p lease check the box laoelea , 
"no comment ." Otherwise, p lease check one of the other appropriate coxes . Your 
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning it to the State Intergovern
mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt . If no response is received 
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment. 

Meeting desired with applicant 
No comment 

Comments submitted herewith 

1. Specific comments which are to be at tached to the review statement which will ce 
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse sice or 
separate sheets if necessary) 

,/U/UJU. aZfa-s*-*^*^* ^ * J-^cM. £$' usi-z^LA- ^o^Lc^u uT -ya^J-

JtybUYi.vu*"-/- Lu^-O^. <x<tA //a\4n/Ca~,t uT, ULX/LSLJ^Z'UJ-ZAA-/^ frStiAJ' A) jLcAx. L/-AA-4->I~ 
2./•Reasons why meeting is desired with applicant: v JJL- / 

' ' i / y ' • - r J , — y , A 7 7 Y w * k 

Reviewer's yK . / x 7 / / / . v 
Signature: /^d=£J£2i * ^-<^o-^ Date: £ /3/ • <a 

Title: /A^-J /J^^ ^JALJUKUO^L
 Tele= ^ALAJLQL 2 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: State Planning Division 
State of North Dakota 

Temporary Protection of Undesignated Lanes 
Please refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 
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ODNR 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources 

October 8, 1976 

John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: Draft EIS: Implementation of Executive Order 11644 (Int. DES. 76-27) 

Dear Director Crutcher: 

The attached comments represent this Department's official response 
to the above cited draft environmental statement. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the adequacy 
of this statement. 

Sincerely, 

Director 

RWT:sjd 

Attachments 

cc: John D. Cherry 
OEPA 

JAMES A RHODES. Governor • ROBERT W TEATER. Director 

ROBERTW. TEATER 
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ODNR 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources 

F o ^ ! 3 ' r Sa^.are • CoiaTO^s Ohio 43224 • (614) 466-3770 

October 8, 1976 

COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 

PERTAINING TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES 
ON THE PUBLIC LANDS 

(Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Department of the Interior, Int DES 76-27) 

The action proposed in this Draft EIS has little direct impact on the 
State of Ohio. The only affected facility should be the Cuyahoga Valley National 
Recreation Area. This Department is working in close liaison with National Park 
Service officials in the continuing formulation of development and management 
strategies for Cuyahoga Valley. Comments have been submitted in response to 
both the draft environmental assessment and draft general management plans for 
the Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area. 

In regard to the action proposed in the subject EIS, it is felt that the 
degree of discretion granted in the Interior Department's proposed regulations 
may weaken uniformity of policy toward the use of ORV's on public lands. An 
example of this discretion is found in the criteria and policies presented in 
Section I, page 9: "All applications for permits for such ORV events shall be 
submitted no less than four months, or a lesser time as each Bureau may deter
mine..." It would seem that an absolute minimum time period should be required 
for applications for permits. If the Interior Department seeks to fulfill the 
mandate of the Executive Order 11644, to formulate a unified Federal policy, 
then granting discretion to the Bureaus would more logically result in a 
statement like "...no less than four months, or a greater time as each Bureau 
may determine." 

It is recognized that the various Bureaus function differently, but the 
widespread use of ORV's has, as stated in this EIS, necessitated that special 
precautions be taken to protect the public, minimize damage to land and 
resources, and provide for rehabilitation of the land. Such precautions, 
as mandated by the Executive Order 11644, should be so consistent as to insure 
uniformity within the Interior Department and provide a model for other agencies 
which must deal with the same situations. 

Off-Road-Vehicles impair the enjoyment of natural areas by non-motorized 
recreationists, though the reverse is not true. Planning efforts should con
sider this conflict of user groups as second in importance only to protection 
of resources. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Qfclo Department of Natural Resources 

Comments with regard to policies and regulations of the land-managing agencies 
within the Department cf the Interior have been referred to those Bureaus for 
their consideration. Uniformity of policy toward all lands managed 
by the Department would be difficult to achieve in light of differing 
management policies, the varying character of the lands themselves, 
and the individual mandates of the Bureaus involved. The discretionary 
nature of certain regulatory policies will encourage each Bureau to strive 
for minimisation of impact while allowing for differences in policy. 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

State Grant-ln-Aid Clearinghouse 

5500 N. WESTERN • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73118 • PHONE (405) 840-2811 

August 24, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

RE: 02H614 - Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644, Pertaining to Use of Off-Road 
Vehicles on the Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The environmental information for the above referenced 
project has been reviewed in accordance with 0MB Circular A-
95 and Section 102 (2) (C) of the National Environmental 
Policy Act by the state agencies charged with enforcing 
environmental standards in the State of Oklahoma. 

The state agencies, comprising the Pollution Control 
Coordinating Board, have reviewed the proposed project and 
the following specific comments have been received from 
our reviewing agencies: 

Oklahoma Archaeological Survey - Comments are attached 
and made a part of this letter. 

The state clearinghouse requires no further review. 

Sincerely 

Don N. Strain 
Director 

DNS:se 
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The 
'"University^of Oklahoma 1335 South Asp Avenue Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Oklahoma Archaeological Survey Augus t 1 1 , 1976 

wsmis 
Mr. Don S t r a i n 
Director: State Clearinghouse 
5500 N. Western 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 

RE: 02H614 BOR Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Implementation 
of E.O. 11644. 

Dear Mr. Strain: 

I have reviewed the referenced E.I.S. presented by the Bureau of Out
door Recreation. In this document they exhibit commendable concern for the 
cultural/historical resources that will almost certainly be lost if all the 
BOR lands were open to off-the-road travel. This is particularly true of 
the areas of the Western United States where the trail of a mini-bike can 
become a small canyon with one seasonal rainstorm, and where remoteness leads 
easily to vandalism. I am in basic agreement with the necessity to classify 
presently unclassified Public lands as to its potential for off-the-road 
vehicle use as rapidly as possible, consistant with sufficient time to 
evaluate the potential of the areas. 

I would suggest that the rapid classification of these lands might be 
helped by implementing Executive Order 11593, Protection and Enhancement 
of the Cultural Environment. Before potential impacts to cultural/historical 
resources can be determined, it is necessary to know what is present or 
what is likely to be present on the lands. This could be accomplished through 
contractural agreements with local universities and museums, who have properly 
qualified personnel, and the various State Historic Preservation Offices. A 
study done for the White Sands Missle Range for the U.S. Army might be used 
as a model for the type of study needed for the far flung lands administered 
by BOR. Demonstration to the Funding sections of the Department of Interior 
of the intent to comply with both Executive Orders might possibly enable BOR 
to receive the necessary increase in funding to meet their needs. 

I hope that BOR is able to pursue their recommended course to implement 
E.O. 11644. 

S incerely, 

Larry Neal 
Assistant State Archeologist 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: £ t a t e c l e a r i n g h o u s e / s t £ t e o f Oklahoma 

Rapid Classification of Cultural Resources 
The Bureau of Land Management is currently implementing cultural inventories 
for the lands which it administers. The lengthy time needed for inventories 
of 474 million acres is an important factor in the designation process. 

As a point of information, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation does not 
act as a land-managing agency and has no lands under its control. Most 
of the remaining undesignated public lands are administered by BLM. 
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P H R S S T A T E R F V I F V,' 

Pro jec t t: 7 6 0 7 4 1 1 0 0 Return Date: 

SALEM 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW PROCEDURES 

1. A response is required to all notices requesting environmental review. 
2. OMB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of time, if 

necessary. If you cannot respond by the above return date, please 
call the State Clearinghouse to arrange for an extension. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW 
DRAFT STATEMENT 

( ) This project does not have significant environmental impact. 

( ) The environmental impact is adequately described. 

( '>J We suggest that the following points be considered in the prepara-
/ ' tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro-
' ject. 

( ) No comment. 

REMARKS 

115 

Agency 

OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 

Intergovernmental Relations Division 
240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon 97310 

Ph: 378-3732 

3± 

By 



PROJECT # 7607-4-1100 

The environmental impact of this proposal appears to be adequately 
described and the Department of Land Conservation and Development 
supports the proposed action. We are also pleased to observe that 
extensive consultation has been a part of this proposal. 

We do, however, have some recommendations for continuing the consul
tation and coordination aspects of the proposal through implimenta-
tion of Department of the Interior Bureaus. 

In Oregon, the Land Conservation and Development Commission has 
promulgated statewide planning goals and guidelines which are to 
be used in developing the comprehensive plans of local governments 
and state agencies. The pertinent statewide goal on Recreation 
Needs is attached for your information. This should be addressed 
in the final EIS and the means of coordinating the implementation 
of the proposal with both affected local governements and state 
agencies should be described. 

We suggest that this would entail developing consistency between DOX 
bureau plans and the plans of state agencies, counties and cities 
in so far as these plasn involve and address the provision of areas 
arid facilities designated for use by ORV's. 

NLC:jh 
9/8/76 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Oregon State Clearinghouse 

Coordination with Statewide Recreation Plan 
The attachment mentioned in the State Clearinghouse letter was not 
received. However, the Department of the Interior does not anticipate 
formulating any policy which will conflict with a Statewide Recreation 
Plan. 
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Department of Transportation 

PARKS AND RECREATION BRANCH 
525 TRADE STREET S.E., SALEM, OREGON 97310 

October 11, 1976 

John Crutcher, Director 
c/o Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, DC 20240 

RE: Review of Draft EIS: Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
Pertaining to the Use of Off-road Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Oregon has a dual concern for environmental quality and public 
recreation opportunities. These concerns coupled with the large 
amounts of federally-owned land in Oregon means the dispensation 
of this executive order will directly affect the quality of life 
in our state. 

Based upon the draft statement and current agency capabilities, it 
appears that D2 is the best alternative. However, the vast 
acreages of fragile high desert communities which have a very 
slow re-establishment time; the numerous historical, cultural and 
geological resources; and the ever-increasing demand for ORV use 
areas seem to justify consideration of a shorter schedule for 
designation. 

We will support any efforts to obtain increased funding for 
evaluation, enforcement and/or management of these federal lands. 

The opportunity to participate in this review is sincerely 
appreciated, and we would be happy to review any further state
ments. If I can be of any further assistance, please contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Bill Beckner 
J3tate Recreation Planner 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state of Oregon Department cf Transportation 
Parks and Recreations Eranch 

Shorter Designaticn Schedule 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS DIVISION 

240 COTTAGE STREET S.E. SALEM, OREGON 97310 

ROBERT W. STRAUB 
GOVERNOR 

STAFFORD HANSELL 
Director Sept. 9, 1976 

John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Re: Departmental Implement, 
of Exec. Order 11644 
PNRS 7607 4 1100 

Thank you for submitting your draft Environ
mental Impact Statement for State of Oregon review and 
comment. 

Your draft was referred to the appropriate 
state agencies. The Department of Agriculture offered 
the enclosed comments which should be addressed in 
the preparation of your final Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

We will expect to receive copies of the 
final statement as required by Council of Environmental 
Quality Guidelines. 

Sincerely, 

William H. -Young-
Administrator 

WHY:lg 

Enclosure 
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OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REViEW SYSTEM 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE ". " '' 

Project #: Return Date: 4-5 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW PROCEDURES 

1. A response is required to all notices requesting environmental review. 
2. OMB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of time, if 

necessary. If you cannot respond by the above return date, please 
call the State Clearinghouse to arrange for an extension. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW 
DRAFT STATEMENT 

( ) This project does not have significant environmental impact. 

( ) The environmental impact is adequately described. 

( ) We suggest that the following points be considered in the prepara
tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro
ject. 

( ) No comment. 

August 20, 1576 
REMARKS 

Ws subscribe to establishing regulations for the use of off-road vehicles as described 
In Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (Project 
7607-4-1100) for public lands. 

The increase in the number and use of off-road vehicles has and will be a cause of 
concern for livestock operators grazing public lands. 

While I do not believe we should over restrict off-road vehicle use on public lands, 
we should enccurane the '•esponsible use of such vehicles. 

Special care should be taken to protect watering holes and areas conducive to livestock 
grazing or gathering area (shade, salt, etc.) 

Wherever practical private land adjacent to and comingled with should come under some 
protective code as public lands. In all cases, we must protect use area from undue 
soil damage caused by the loss of protective cover. 
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Agency 

7607 4 1100 

Intergovernmental Relations Division 
240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon 97310 

Ph: 378-3732 

P N R S S T A T E R F V I E W 

I 
By-



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: s t a t e clearinghouse, State of Oregon 

Protection of Livestock Areas 
Individual land managers will have authority to close livestock grazing 
and watering areas to off-road vehicle activity. 
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AUG 2 6 i97 6 12,0 

i ti\su\b.i. ••}.r. i v n . n i j :. G E ^ C ' I G ' .
 f ^ A G E N C Y 

August 2k, 1976 

Mr. Stephen H. Norris 
Grant Review Coordinator 
State Planning Office 
660 Capitol Hill Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Departmental Implementation 
of Executive Order 116^ Pertaining to the Use of Off - Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Norris: 

The subject environmental impact statement concerns the establishment of 
policies and guidelines relating to the use of off - road vehicles on 
lands administered by the Department of the Interior. The impact statemnet 
is very broad in scope and does not cover individual areas where the use 
of ORV's use may be permitted. Unless these areas are individually studied, 
and we consider this prospect unrealistic, the best way to insure that 
wildlife is protected would be to allow for input from the various Game 
and Fish Departments of the State in which the ORV use area will be located. 

Although we have no comments to make on the content of this statement, we 
feel that this agency as well as other concerned state agencies should be 
given an opportunity to comment on proposed locations of ORV trails when 
such trail sites are being designated. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Harvey Bray, Executive Director 
y-7 

AM/ss 

cc: Mr. Wilbur Vaughan 
Mr. Larry McGinn 
Mr. Reid Tatum 
Mr. Harold Hurst 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency 

No comment is offered on the environmental statement, hov.'ever, a comment 
is made concerning consultation prior to locating ORV trails which in 
effect pertains to the administration of the agencies' regulations. 
Copies of this ccmment have been forwarded to the appropriate agencies. 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
DOLPH BRISCOE 

GOVERNOR 

September 3, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The draft environmental statement treating the proposed "Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to the Use of Off-
Road Vehicles on the Public Lands" has been reviewed by the Budget and 
Planning Office and interested State agencies in accordance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. 

The enclosed detailed comments of the review participants should be 
considered in their entirety. The following is a brief summary of these 
comments: 

1. The Texas Department of Agriculture notes the strong desire to 
protect many primitive, scenic and natural areas. The Texas 
Department of Agriculture states that the long review time, 
four months, to consider exceptions could hamper such vital 
functions as rescue operations required by natural disasters 
such as tornados or floods. The Texas Department of Agriculture 
believes more latitude should be given to local administrators 
to respond. Periodic review to assure access to vital natural 
resources and a means of providing for the overall public 
interest are recommended improvements. 

2. The Texas Water Quality Board concludes that the Department of 
Interior implementation of Executive Order 11644 should not 
cause significant environmental problems. The Texas Water 
Quality Board notes with favor that improvement in water 
quality is possible with wise regulation of indiscriminate use 
of off-road vehicles in and adjacent to water courses. 

3. The Texas General Land Office commented that the proposed 
implementation would have no significant effect on state owned 
lands. 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
Page 2 
September 3, 1976 

The Texas Department of Community Affairs stated that the activities 
proposed would be consistent with the plans and programs of the Department. 
No objections were expressed by the Texas Forest Service. The University 
of Texas Council on Advanced Transportation Studies and the Texas Depart
ment of Highways and Public Transportation elected not to comment on the 
proposed activities. 

The above comments are submitted to assist your planning and implementation 
efforts. If we can be of further assistance, please let us know. 

Enclosures 
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\Charles D. Travis, Director 
Budget and Planning Office 

Sincerely, 

file:///Charles


DOLPH BRISCOE 
GOVERNOR 

=aCOMMENTSc= 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Departmental Imple
mentation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to the Use of 
Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

The regulations as proposed seem very restrictive and in
flexible. This reflects an admirable desire to protect many 
primitive, scenic and natural areas. However, the long 
review time, 4 months, to consider exceptions could inhibit 
such vital functions as rescue operations necessitated by 
natural phenomena such as floods. We believe greater lati
tude should be given local administrators. 

In addition, the program should be reviewed periodically to 
assure that access to vital natural resources are not being 
unduly delayed or thwarted. A means of looking at the 
overall public interest should be provided. 

Person Conducting Review (Signature)-^ 
A g e n c y T e x a s D e p a r t m e n t o f A g r i c u l t u r e Date A u g u s t 9 , 1976 

ex5 
"9Ai No. 6-QX-QO/ 

H«T«t'.IWW^iW-IM •.•"«! .',!.'• ,'"RW WRl 
i T - I " < * j - t - i i i • n , j > i i t i , " - " - r - i • " " ' • • ' ' - i ' & • £ ; i f f l i ' r • - - - ~ ^ * - - • • — ' - m r r - t i t i " ' ! • • 
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, Applicant 
DPC 74-010 

DIRECTOR 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
Ph. 512/475-6.156 



DOLPH BRISCOE 
GOVERNOR 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
Ph. 512/475*156 

( ( J f\^ fift £ [ \ J J ^ C S S > I I » * I I » I rrtno m > i " \ 

We have reviewed the BOR Draf t Environmental Impact Statement and 
f i nd the a c t i v i t i e s proposed to be consistent w i th the plans and programs 
of the Department. 

Agency. 
TDCA / Date. August 12, 1976 

2* 4t*v«- «MV<y**J •« \*#& 
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DOLPH BRISCOE 
GOVERNOR 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
DIVISION OF PLANNING COORDINATION-

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
Ph. 512/V.75-61 SS 

JAMES M. ROSE 
DIRECTOR 

Person Conducting Review (Signature). 

Agency. Texas Water Qua l i ty Board 
. G E J t s l p 

. Date August 12, 1976 

«_'in » i-i- ii I I i fflas*b*k 3 3 
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Applicant. 

The staff of the Texas 'Water Quality Board has reviewed the 
draft environmental impact statement covering the Department 
of Interior implementation of Executive Order 11644 pertaining 
to use of off-road vehicles on the public lands and have 
concluded that the proposals should not cause significant 
environmental problems. We have noted that the conclusions 
reached has been that the water quality could be improved 
where the indescriminate use of off-road vehicles in and 
adjacent to water courses are controlled. 

COMMENTS 



DOLPH BRISCOE 
GOVERNOR 

'^COMMENTS 

August 2 4 , 1976 

Mr. Joe B. Harris, Coordinator 
Economic Development and Transportation 
Budget and Planning Office 
Austin, Texas 78701 

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Departmental 
Implication of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to 
the Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

The General Land Office has reviewed the Draft Impact State
ment and has determined that the proposed Program has no 
significant effect on State-owned lands. 

Person Conducting Review (Signature) 

Agency General Land O f f i c e 

C o o r d i n a t o r 

. Date Auoust 2 4 , 1976 
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TEXAS 

PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT 

PEARCE JOHNSON' 
Chairman. Austin 

JOE K. FULTON 
Vice—Chairman. Lubbock 

JACK R. STONE 
Wells 

CLAYTON T. GARRISON 
EXECUTIVE D'PECTOR 

JOHN H. REAGAN BUILDING 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 

BOB BURLESON 
Temple 

JOHN M. GREEN 
Beaumont 

LOUIS H. STUMBERG 
'•• Sen'Antonio 

September 1, 1976 

SEP & ,,s76 

Budget/Planning 

Mr. Joe B. Harris, Coordinator 
Economic Development and Transportation 
Governor's Budget and Planning Office 
Executive Office Building 
411 West 13th Street 
Austin, Texas 78701 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department has reviewed the Department 
of the Interior's Draft EIS: Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands. 
This Department supports adoption of regulations which will reduce 
adverse environmental impacts of off-road vehicle uses and conflicts 
between users of public lands. WTe feel that designation of lands under 
the proposed regulations should proceed as rapidly as possible in order 
to prevent degradation of public lands. 

Thank you for allowing this Department to review the draft EIS concerning 
the proposed off-road/fVehicle regulations. 

Siiicdrely 

'ISOK 
Executjbv£ Director 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: State of Texas, Office of the Governor 

Review Time for Exceptions 
The comment of the Texas Department of Agriculture regarding the four 
month review time for exceptions will be considered by the Bureau of 
Land Management before the issuance of final regulations. 
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AGENCY OF DEVELOPMENT 

AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS M E M O R A N D U M 
MONTPELIER 

To: Lucinda M. Jones, State Planner Date: September 3, 1976 

From:$Q Jiric Gilbertson, Assistant Director 

Subject: l^JSA u t ^ ^ u ^ > L fe{ \/^L-«-C^. 

The section on Historic and Archaeological resources (page 48) ignores the possibility 

of undiscovered resources in areas open to O.R.V. use. This factor would make it 

impossible to determine sensitive areas without a survey as required under the Regula

tions, 36 CFR-800, established by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to 

implement the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act. 

EG/p 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: State of Vermont 

The cited Section on Historic and Archeological (Cultural) Resources 
(Section III, subsection J) addresses the problem of undiscovered 
resources (last paragraph). The procedures to be used in identifying 
such resources—and in complying with 36 CRF 800—are discussed in 
new language added to the description of the proposed action (Section I). 
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600 North Capitol Way / Olympui, Washington 98504 

Game Commission 

Claude Be inns. Seattle. Chairman 

Glenn Galhraith. Wellpini: 
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Arthur S. Cuff in. Yakima 

Elizabeth li". Mtadoucrnfl. Taeoma 
Archie 11. Mills. \ir/enatchee 

Director Ralph IP. Larson 

Assistant Directors Jack V Way/and 

John Dou.ylas 

October 5, 1976 

John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Mr. Crutcher, 

Your draft environmental impact statement -- Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands -- has been re
viewed by our staff as requested. Comments follow. 

On the whole, the impact statement appears to adequately consider the environmental 
impacts of the proposed policies, procedures and regulations. Appending the executive 
order itself and the relevant court decision and order, in addition to the proposed 
regulations, was very helpful in understanding the context of the impact statement. 
However, we request that further information concerning certain items be included within 
the final environmental impact statement. 

No information is provided about the existing demand for off-road vehicle recreation 
upon lands managed by the department and the Bureau of Land Management in particular. 
This would be very useful in that the need for such areas is constantly mentioned. 
Also, the schedule which the bureau has proposed for designation of lands depends upon 
existing demand in specific areas of the country. The lands managed by the bureau in 
Washington state will be among the last designated (page 13). We would like to know 
what kind of pressure for this type of recreation exists in our state. 

The impact statement appropriately discusses the general impacts of off-road vehicle 
use. Environmental analysis of specific sites will be prepared by the bureau in order 
to arrive at the proper designation for each site (page 27). Will the environmental 
impact statement process accompany such specific designations? We would be ^ery in
terested in reviewing these designations when they are made in the future for the lands 
within the State of Washington. Will our agency be asked to participate in the desig
nation process? 

We also have comments about specific items of the environmental analysis. Compaction 
of soil may impair hydrologic functioning and biotic productivity (page 35). The 
nature and scope of the possible problems associated with these impacts on hydrology 
and biotic productivity due to off-road vehicle use are not discussed in detail. The 
impacts of soil compaction relating to wildlife habitat are of concern to our depart-
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Page 2 
October 5, 1976 

ment and should be discussed in more detail. We also see no reason why the location 
of off-road vehicle areas to minimize solid damage should be difficult to accomplish 
(pages 34 and 38). The language of the order appears to be clear, that soils vulner
able to damage, from such uses, should not be open to them. The information requested 
about demand for such areas may provide a clearer understanding of any such difficulty. 

Your discussion of the impacts of off-road vehicle use on wildlife, due to both harass
ment and habitat disruption, provide a good background (pages 38-40). However, we dis
agree that habitat disruption is "generally a minor secondary impact" (page 39). While 
some areas may contain more vulnerable and rare species of wildlife than others, we are 
concerned for the preservation of a broad wildlife habitat base. Species that are not 
currently rare or endangered become so through the gradual erosion of their habitat. 
Throughout the document, your department's concern with wildlife is expressed more as 
for the preservation of unique species than the conservation of broad and diverse wild
life populations, providing recreational opportunities for hunting and observation. Pre
servation of such a wildlife base will provide support for recreation, both within and 
without lands managed by your department. The statement is made that (page 42): 

It should be noted that any effects of over the road vehicles use on 
vegetation results in impacts on all wildlife species which use that 
vegetation as food or cover. 

This point deserves a more complete discussion, particularly in connection with the 
further information requested above concerning soils. 

The meager information base, with which the Bureau of Land Management has to work, is 
mentioned (page 64). The human effort by Interior Department employees to remedy this 
deficiency, is mentioned as an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources. 
However, it appears to use that development of a more substantial information base, in 
order to implement this executive order, would certainly benefit the development of 
other programs and policies by the department and the bureau. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft. We hope that our comments will 
aid you in the preparation of a final document. 

Sincerely, 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME 

JG:cw 

cc: Agencies 
Jim Brigham 

/Jay Gctitl i eb ,App l ied Ecologist 
Envijro/mental Management Division 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: D e p a r t I u e n t o f Gamef s t a t e o f Washington 

Existing Demand for ORV Recreation 
Very little hard data exists which indicates the actual degree of demand 
for off-road vehicle recreation on Department of the Interior lands. 
While demand is readily apparent in certain specific areas such as the 
California desert, no information is available for most areas. 

Site-Specific EIS 
The provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act will determine 
whether an. Environmental Impact Statement will he prepared for any specific 
site. Each EIS will be available for public comment. 

Scil Ccrpaetior. 
The reasons for difficulties in minimizing scil damage are giver. 

in the Impact Section. 

The relationship) between soil compaction and habitat disruption is an area 
for which site diversity precludes detailed treatm.ert at the national policy 
level. The designation process will protect scil ar.d wildlife resources 
in accordance with Executive Order 11644, and will take such factors into 
account as is appropriate for each land area. 

Impacts on Vegetation 
The statement en page 32 of the Environmental Impact Staterr.ent, quoted 
in the Department of Game's comments, h^s heen revised to mere fully identify 
what the Department of the Interior perceives to be the relationship 
between impacts on vegetation ar.d impacts or. wildlife utilizing that 
vegetation. 
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Daniel J. Evans 
Governor 

State of Washington 

September 29, 1976 Arthur M. Skolnik 
State Historic 

Preservation Officer 

In reply refer to: 

40-0300-0720 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

We have reviewed your draft environmental impact statement pertaining to 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644, the Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the 
Public Lands. 

We are concerned about your statement on Page 48 under K. Historic and 
Archaeological (Cultural) Resources: 

The proposed aation would substantially reduce the harm which 
would be done to historic and archaeological resources in the 
absence of effective off-road vehicle regulation.; 

and your statement in reference to damage by machines and damage by people: 

The proposed action will reduce both of these forms of damage by 
designating as closed to off-road vehicles those areas and sites 
where historic and archaeological resources of high value are at 
risk. Some damage will continue, however, at locations where 
cultural resources have not been identified or where the means of 
enforcing protective regulations are inadequate. 

The conclusion that a substantial reduction in depredation to cultural re
sources can be made by the proposed regulation of 0RV traffic, has validity only 
if the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has complied with Executive Order 11593 in 
those areas designated for 0RV use. In that case the cultural overview, re
connaissance survey and, if necessary, the intensive field survey and evaluation 
of cultural properties would have been completed and a sound cultural resource 
management program introduced to insure the protection of the non-renewable 
resources in the area. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

(Srncere'ly, 

kb 
Post Office Box 1128 

"thur M. Skolnik 
State Historic Preservation Officer 

Olympia, Washington 98504 (206) 753 - 4011 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: state Historic Preservation Officer 
State of Washington 

Executive Order 11593 
Each land-managing agency within the Department of the Interior has 
responsibility for implementing Executive Order 11593 on its lands. 
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has no jurisdiction in this area 
since it is not a land-managing agency. 

Field surveys and other cultural resource inventories will be utilized 
in the designation process. 
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S t a t e o f W i s c o n s i n \ D E P A R T M E N T OF N A T U R A L R E S O U R C E S 

Anthony S. Earl 
Secretary 

_ . . O - . ^ T / - B O X ? 9 2 1 

October o , 197o MADISON, WISCONSIN 53707 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 1600 

Office of Environ mental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. I)epartBent of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
Depajrtnental Implementation of Executive Order 
11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on 
the Public Lands ( Int . DBS 76-27) 

We have completed our review of the subject document and offer these 
comments. 

Specif ic Comments 

Page 8, item 1 - The age of consent i s 18 in some s t a t e s . 

Page 8, item 3 - What i s "unusual or excess ive noise"? 

Page 33, item 2 .b . and page 35, paragraph 1 - A slope of 12 percent i s 
probably more reasonable i f a s p e c i f i c figure must be used. 

Page 40, paragraph 1 - I t i s s tated that a n reasonable measures w i l l be 
taken t o protect rare and endangered w i l d l i f e species against harassment 
or habitat disruption by off-road veh ic l e s . However, in the preceeding 
paragraph a seemingly contrary statement i s made t o the e f f e c t that sub
s t a n t i a l adverse impacts on w i l d l i f e w i l l continue. This apparent d i s 
crepancy should be resolved and the "reasonable measures" should be 
i d e n t i f i e d . 

Page 47, l a s t paragraph - Expected increases in management and development 
costs for the various bureaus in the Inter ior Tepartment are discussed. 
We be l i eve that these costs could and should be passed along t o those who 
use ORV's on the public lands and thereby neces s i ta te these increased 
commitments.of manpower and money. This s h i f t in the f inancial burden could 
be accomplished through e i ther user fees or a spec ia l tax on ORV's. 
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Office of Environmental Affairs - October 8, 1976 2. 

Page 56, l ine 3 - Apparently, land held in the undesignated status does not 
carry with i t a "keep out" ORV status. Therefore, i t does not appear 
appropriate to speak of "unauthorized" off-road vehicle use on undesignated 
lands. 

General Comments 

In i t s May 2, 1975 Decision and Order, the District Court, in a discussion of 
alternatives which would he both reasonable and compatible with Executive 
Order 116M, s ta tes , "At the very l eas t , BLM lands could be lef t undesignated 
pending evaluation and designation," (Page 1297, column 2, paragraph U). 
Unfortunately, i t i s this "very least" course of action which BLM has chosen 
to pursue. We are also disappointed with the 10-year time schedule which BLM 
believes necessary to implement i t s designation process. 

It i s obvious from the proposed regulations and from implications in the impact 
statement (pages 56 and 67) that BLM does not have sufficient knowledge of the 
resource i t i s supposed to manage to enable i t to carry out the mandate of 
Executive Order ll6kk in a timely and aggressive manner. Rather than seeking 
the monetary and manpower resources necessary to achieve effective compliance, 
the Bureau has decided to limp along for the next ten years doing the very 
least the Court decided i t could accept. BLM's apparent lack of resolve i s 
further evidenced by the previously referenced statement on page 39 regarding 
the continuing substantial adverse impact on wildl i fe under the proposed action. 
Section 3(2) of Executive Order ll6kk s ta tes , "Areas and t r a i l s shall be located 
to minimize harassment of wi ldl i fe or significant disruption of wildl i fe 
habitats." We f a i l to see how these two statements can be reconciled. 

A glaring weakness of the impact analysis section of the statement i s the lack 
of specific documentation. Missing were references t o , or summaries from 
previous studies of the impacts of ORV use on the resource. 

We do not believe that the "Designation Procedures" identified on page 7 
of the draft BLM regulations provide for adequate participation by the 
American public. It appears that the "authorized officer" who may be a local 
BLM agent, subject to local pressures, w i l l decide who to consult prior to 
making designations. The regulations should clearly require consultation 
with a l l concerned organizations including national groups such as the 
Wildlife Society, National Wildlife Federation and the Audubon Society. 

We thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft environmental 
impact statement and would appreciate receiving s ix copies of the final document 
when i t i s completed. 

Sincerely, 
Bureau of Environmental Impact 

/^uaaes R. Huntoon 
Director 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: s t a t e o f Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

Unusual or Excessive Noise 
Each land manager will have enforcement authority and discretion
ary power with regard to noise. 

Wildlife 
The statement on page 29, which has been revised, should not 
be taken to include rare and endangered species. Page 30 
of the Environmental Impact Statement has been revised to affirm 
full protection for rare and endangered species. 

Undesignated Lands 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Unauthorized Vehicle Use 
The language referred to on page 56, line 3 of the draft EIS 
has been revised. 

Comments on specific BLM regulations have been referred to 
BLM for their consideration. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATIO' 
GOVERNMENT OF GUAM 

AGANA. GUAM 96910 

August 3, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sir: 

This is to comment upon the draft environmental impact state
ment dealing with Department of the Interior implementation 
of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the use of off-road 
vehicles on public lands. We are extremely pleased to see the 
Department of the Interior pursuing their responsibilities in 
stewardship of land and resources entrusted to it. The 
Territory of Guam includes large acreages which are held by 
the Department and sorely needs this increased stewardship. 

The statement is deficient in not including the approximately 
670 acres of land held by the Department within the Territory 
of Guam, and destined for the proposed War in the Pacific 
National Historic Park. These lands are receiving off-road 
vehicle usage and do contain valuable historical resource 
remains, many of which are listed on the National Register 
of Historical Places. 

The Department lands on Guam have been plagued with problems 
of the absentee land stewardship which has led to major des
truction to two National Register resources within the last 
two years. The mitigating measures included in the proposed 
action of the impact statement discusses the designation of 
land managers to close areas during heavy rain and extreme 
fire hazard periods. We look forward to having a land manager 
located on Guam to exercise such responsibilities. 

Sincerely, 

RALPH J M. REYE57 
Acting Birector 
DeparftneH£_a/Parks and 

Recreation 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Department of Parks and Recreation, 
Government of Guam 

Land Management 
The comments from the Department of Parks and Recreation, Guam, address 
themselves primarily to the fact that considerable acreage has been 
transferred to the Department of the Interior over a period of years, 
and it is felt that the Department does not exercise a proper degree 
of control and management of these properties. 

In our opinion the question of management of these properties is 
properly a concern of the involved Interior agency and is not directly 
related to the Environmental Impact Statement. Accordingly, copies 
of the comments from the Government of Guam are being forwarded to 
the National Park Service. 

Exclusion of Lands 
The Environmental Impact Statement does not mention or list all 
Interior lands, however all such lands fall within the purview of 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, and the. implementing regulations, 
including the 670 acres held within the Territory of Guam. 
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Alaska C:r.*^r for the Environment 
•/•J, WEE! SIXTH AVENUE 

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 9*501 

October 6, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re Draft Environmental Impact Statement pertaining 
use of off-road vehicles(implementation of 
Executive Order 11644) 

Dear Mr. Crutcher 

We appreciate this opportunity to respond to the DEIS on an issue that is so 
important to Alaska and Alaskans. Please find our comments forthwith. 

Generally we find the DEIS to be an adequate and responsive document concerning 
those aspects that need to be addressed in regard to ORVs and their use; some 
aspects, however, are treated superficially. 

Specific comments: 
Page 1, paragraph 2; In recognizing the widespread use and oftentimes problems 
brought on by ORV use, this paragraph does acknowledge their uses being "generally 
for legitimate purposes." But it does not acknowledge an overall use of gasoline 
for ORVs, and their energy consumption which could, in the future, be deemed 
illegitimate. This point is perhaps the major fault of the DEIS—the failure to 
reckon with the energy use of a non-renewable resource. A single cursory reference 
to this point does appear on page 57 which states, "a moderate but cumulative 
irretrievable commitment of petroleum will result." It seems irresponsible to 
not discuss energy use in the various alternatives, and how each option would 
affect petroleum usage. Though an ORV uses a relatively small amount of gasoline, 
those vehicles used to transport ORVs are large energy consumers. 

On page 39 it is inferentially assumed that many of the lands under BLM juris
diction will eventually be designated as open and recognized on page 30 that 
"possible intensification of impacts on these areas designated as open" will occur. 
If these assumptions are correct it makes mockery of the Executive Order. 
These assumptions need to be explained. 

On page 42, the DEIS makes a commendable statement on esthetics. It could have, 
in this section, however,dealt more with the varying types of degradation in 
relation to the terrain, as was covered in the "Soils" section. For example, 
the permanent effect of ORV scars on tundra in Alaska seems barely addressed. 

On page 43 noise is treated superficially with tongue in cheek. In debating 

that all noise is relative to quiet, the DEIS seems to be making a statement 
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Mr. Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page 2 

that says 'the'ORV noise isn't really that loud, it's only the hearer's per
ception, ' when it should be recognized that noise pollution is noise pollution. 
Also, instead of merely stating that the designation of lands as either opened 
or closed would tend to localize audio impact, it should have been included 
that noise could be localized by opening or closing lands to ORVs, thus adding 
this to the criteria of determining lands opened or closed from the beginning, 
not simply a by-product. In essence this would reverse the cause/effect roles. 

On page 56 under the section entitled "Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments 
of Resources..."(Recreational Values), it is stated that, "Off-road vehicle 
recreational experiences would be sacrificed on all closed areas and trails for 
all the years they are to be closed." Conversely, though, the quality of the 
non-ORV user's recreational experience would be sacrificed on all areas open 
to ORVs. Why was this integral point not made? It is also stated in the same 
sub-section that "the use of ORVs in hunting has helped in obtaining an adequate 
harvest of game from certain remote areas of the public lands." Who deems 
what an "adequate harvest" is, and who maintains that that is desirable? This 
statement, indeed, seems .mbjective. Further, the DEIS says, "a portion of 
the yield of game would be sacrificed on some of the more remote areas closed 
to ORVs under the proposed action." A "yield" may be sacrificed to those areas 
closed, but certainly with an area open wildlife will be sacrificed to hunters, 
which would be a loss to the non-hunter(ORV user or not.) This point is 
grossly overlooked. It is also of questionable subjectivity in inferring that 
the highest and best use of wildlife is for hunting. 

Discussion of alternatives: 
In the text of alternatives B4 and B5, the "severe conflicts" appear so over
whelming as to be ludicrous to consider, when in fact, these may be the best 
options. We will discuss these two together. There appears to be a great 
deal of foot-dragging by BLM in dealing with the Executive Order. On the one 
hand they feel that interim regulations with public participation would be 
difficult to achieve in a short period of time—a reasonable period of time 
being given as 11 years for final completion. However, in this interim of 11 
years BLM lands would essentially be open to ORV use; not at all a desirable 
situation. On the other hand, it is seen as unthinkable to have interim 
designation sans public participation for the damage that would be done to 
BLM's public image. The concern over public involvement is noted and appreciated, 
but lest we begin using it as a smokescreen perhaps it should be put in proper 
perspective. It should not be used as an excuse for such a lengthy extension. 
Little recognition is given to a possible accelerated schedule. It is our 
feeling that interim level designation is not only desirable, but imperative. 
Of uppermost importance is resource protection, and though public participation 
is also important it should not be falsely waved around as a delaying tactic. 
It seems BLM should have some record of ORV/non-ORV use on its lands. The 
situation could arise that lands would be in such a critical state of degradation 
that instant interim designation was mandatory. It is hoped that BLM would 
not hang public participation in front of such a critical designation decision. 
It also seems feasible that given some idea of present use, this usage pattern 
could be presented to the public for comment by BLM in a period of less than 
a decade. 

Scheduling alternatives: 
As mentioned before, why is accelerated scheduling not given even a sentence? 
Why is it seen as taking 11 years to develop a workable plan? There appears 
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Mr. Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page 3 

no explanation. It seems that period of time were chosen at whim and molded 
to fit the alternatives with poor reasoning. The "scheduling" sub-section 
is sketchy at best, with BLM-preferred alternatives given the least red tape. 

We thank you, again for this opportunity to respond to the DEIS. We would hope 
that some of these minor, but significant problems we have addressed in the 
DEIS will be remedied in the Final EIS. 

Sincerely 

J. Dee Frankfourth 
Projects Director 
Alaska Center for the Environment 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Alaska Center for the Environment 

Inadequate Treatment of Energy Use 
The general description of the proposed action is not an appropriate 
place to mention a specific issue such as energy use. Without hard 
data regarding petroleum consumption by ORV's, the actual effect of 
ORV-related gasoline use cannot be quantified. However, it is regarded 
by the Department of the Interior as a small percentage of total petroleum 
consumption. 

Mockery of Executive Order 11644]. as Amended 
It is difficult to see how a mockery is made of the Executive Order 
by assuming that some lands will be open to ORV use and that intensification 
of impacts may occur on those lands. Nothing in the Executive Order 
prohibits ORV activity on Federal lands, which means that certain areas 
and trails will be opened to ORV use. Intensification of impacts is 
a logical possibility to be considered in areas where widespread ORV 
activity may be compacted into a smaller land area, or where official 
designation will result in increased use. The Executive Order calls 
for minimization of impacts, which the proposed action will achieve 
by directing ORV activity to specified areas. 

Terrain 
The Department of the Interior is aware of the esthetic damage which 
can result from soil damage to areas such as the Alaskan tundra. We 
feel that the "Soils" section of the Environmental Impact Statement 
adequately addresses the problems of soil damage and that the esthetic 
impacts which are by-products of this damage need no further amplification. 

Noise 
The Environmental Impact Statement states in the first sentence of 
Section G, that most ORV noise is loud enough to be disturbing. 
It is not saying that noise is relative to quiet, nor is it trying 
to minimize the severity of the impact. The last sentence of Section 
G indicates that the localization of noise relative to adjacent lands 
and neighboring communities will be a determining factor in the classification 
process. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Alasica center for the Environment (cont'd.) 

Recreational Values 
Section C, has been revised to more objectively indicate 
the commitment of recreational resources under the proposed action. 

The Center's comments on the interim status and scheduling alternatives 
have been referred to the Bureau of Land Management, since they are 
primarily concerned with ELM policy. For additional information concerning 
the scheduling process, please refer to Item 14 under Recurring Comments. 
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F.O. Box 141, Westerville, Ohio 43081 Telephone (614) 891-2425 

October 5 , 1976 Te lex : 2 4 5 3 9 2 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

The American Motorcyclist Association is pleased to offer the enclosed 
comments and suggestions to the "Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 
July 1976; Implementation of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the 
use of off-road vehicles on the public lands " (herein, "the Statement"), 
on behalf of the more than 6,000,000 million motorcycle enthusiasts 
in the United States. 

This revision of the Final Environmental Impact Statement of January 
1974 is the product of a court decision which required certain regula
tion changes in implementing E.O. 11644. However, it should be pointed 
out that the decision in no way mandated the elimination of ORV use or 
a negative management philosophy in providing for their use. Such a 
philosophy is continually reflected throughout the Statement, and is 
characterized by sweeping generalities designed to encompass all but 
the most controlled of ORV experiences. 

Several hundred thousand Americans are dependent on Bureau of Land 
Management lands to provide opportunities to participate in their 
off-road vehicle activities. ORV use, as a legitimate form of outdoor 
recreation, should be managed by "positive management action" rather 
than by proposals which can only be interpreted as an attempt to greatly 
reduce areas, and apportunities for an ORV experience. 

As increased population pressures are applied to demands for access to 
our nation's public lands, the ORV enthusiast must expect to relinquish 
and sacrifice some of his early freedom of experience. Likewise, other 
recreation users must also be expected to make sacrifices to accommodate 
all groups who utilize public lands for recreation. Our initial reaction 
to this statement is that only the ORV enthusiast is being required to 
sacrifice, pay fees for use, and post bonds to assure restoration of sites 
utilized. If these trends are indicative of future controls, perhaps all 
users should be expected to conform to these regulations. 
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Page 2; 10/6/76 

The attached comments are submitted in sequential order as presented in 
the Draft Environmental Statement. Should there be any questions re
garding our statements, we are hopeful you will not hesitate to contact 
us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert Rasor 
Associate Director 
Legislative Department 

RR/kp 
enclosure 
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AMERICAN MOTORC'' CLIST ASSOCIATION 

CommLnts On 
Department of Interior 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 

October 5, 1976 

I. PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The revised secretarial memorandum to become effective 30 days 
after issuance of the final EIS seems to be sequentially premature 
in a logical approach to rule making procedures. It seems difficult, 
if not impossible, to expect comments on administrative regulations 
which will govern a proposed plan which has yet to be adopted. However, 
the EIS not only contains the draft regulations governing ORV operation 
on BLM lands, but also contains the Secretary's revised memorandum to 
establish "policies" procedures, and guidelines for implementation of 
E.O. 11644. The obvious assumption is the EIS was written to complement 
the draft regulations, or vice versa. Logically, we would think, 
regulations could not be established prior to the finalizing of the 
plan that is to be regulated. 

In addition to requirements outlined in the Executive Order, pages 
six and seven of the Statement provide five additional criteria and 
policies dictated by the Secretary's memorandum. 

1. The requirement that areas and trails shall be located to 
minimize damage "to soil, watershed, vegetation, or other 
resources" is so encompassing as to effectively eliminate 
ORV use. Virtually every activity of mankind has some 
effect on our environment. The difficulty of interpreting 
this policy will be differentiating between those "effects" 
and "damage". Such differentiation is impossible without 
some definition of "damage" which the memorandum fails to 
provide. 

2. Utilization of the phrases "to minimize harassment" and 
"significant disruption" are so vague and subject to 
personal judgement as to be effectively, if not legally, 
meaningless. Not only should the terms be more explicit, 
but criteria for evaluation, if one is to be made, should 
be detailed, and the personnel making the evaluation be 
denoted. 

3. The unwritten intent of this policy is to eliminate ORV use 
whenever conflict occurs. Conflict necessitates two parties. 
The recreation form of ORV use has the same right to exist 
as other forms of outdoor recreation. While it should not 
dominate other forms to the point of exclusion, on the other 
hand it should not be excluded itself because of "conflict" 
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with other forms and vie 2 versa. This section not only 
does away with ORV use when there is a conflict with an 
established use, it goes so far as to do away with ORV 
use if there "might" someday be a conflict because ad
jacent land may be later developed. Visitor use day 
experience does not place ORV use in such a minority 
position to deserve that treatment. 

5. The dimensions and possible interpretations of this pro
posal are preposterous. As a national association we have 
long recognized, and advocated, that trailbike use under 
proper management should not be allowed anywhere and every
where. However, it has long been recognized that trailbike 
use is a legitimate form of outdoor recreation. As such, 
is deserving of proper management, which does not encompass 
its total prohibition. 

To state that areas and trails "shall not be located" 
in areas possessing recreational value is paramount to 
announcing that ORV use has no place in the recreational 
scheme of the Department of Interior. We find such a 
philosophy objectionable, ill-advised, and legally un
acceptable. 

Beginning of page eight of the Statement criteria and policies which 
are to be reflected in regulations promulgated by bureaus affected by 
E.O. 11644 are specified: 

1. Operation of a vehicle off the highway does not normally 
require an individual to be licensed. Most state laws 
only require that individuals under licenseable age be 
supervised by an adult. We would recommend that state 
laws and regulations relating to use, vehicle standards, 
registration, operation inspection and licensing be 
applicable to ORV use on Interior lands. At the very 
least supervisory age limitations should be limited to 
age 18, legal age of majority. 

Section 1(d), again incorporates language which is vague 
and subject to personal judgement. Our previous comments 
on this regard would apply here also. 

2. See comments to section 1 above. 

3. The last sentence on page eight refers to a "vehicle 
that produces unusual or excessive noise..." The AMA is 
in complete agreement with a policy which will effectively 
limit noise emissions during ORV use. However, these 
terms are vague in nature and require further definition 
before being incorporated into administrative policy. 
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That portion of the Secretarial I'.amorandum which deals with permits 
for ORV "organized races, rallys, meets, endurance contests," does 
not make it clear what type of events involving ORVs will require 
permits. Will permits be required for events directly utilizing 
ORV's as a competition medium or will permits be required for any 
event or rally involving large numbers of individuals indirectly 
utilizing vehicles off of the road? 

In requiring applications for permits to be submitted four months 
prior to the event we feel that it is important that the protection 
of the user group to be considered in the application process. 
If a minimum of four months is required for consideration of the 
application common courtesy should dictate a required response to 
the application no less than forty five days prior to the scheduled 
event date. Such lead time would allow the permitee ample time to 
plan and prepare for the scheduled event after approval of the appli
cation. In the event that the application is denied, forty five days 
would permit amply lead time for proper notification. 

In most cases the requirement of the surety bonds to guarantee per
formance following an ORV event would not be objectionable. However, 
we would suggest that a surety bond would also guarantee restoration 
and rehabilitation of trails and areas utilized by other groups and 
organizations depending upon Interior lands for their activities. 
It seems unfair to require only ORV enthusiasts to guarantee restora
tion and rehabilitation of areas they utilize when such actions might 
be required following rock hounding, for example. 

Page 12, paragraph 2, outlines the two priorities to be utilized in 
the designation procedures. Impetus is to be given to areas receiving 
high ORV use and to areas identified as "resource-sensitive" It is 
unfortunate that the management philosophy reflected within the State
ment does not place any emphasis on identifying proper environmental 
areas for ORV use as well as satisfing the user demand for his chosen 
form of outdoor recreation. Identification of such ecological and 
recreationally compatiable areas might serve to alleviate immediate 
pressures as well as demonstrate a positive management posture in 
providing for the ORV enthusiast. Surely other forms of dispersed 
outdoor recreation are to be subject to the same designation process. 

It is difficult to determine from the description on page 12 what a 
concentration of "initial efforts" would be expected to yield. Of 
those areas identified in southern California, Alaska, Nevada, western 
Arizona, and central Utah, we can only assume that the upcoming five 
year designation period will ultimately end in some of these highly 
used areas being designated closed. Other management tactics should 
be considered. 
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The entire description of the dec Agnation process outlined on pages 
12 and 13 omits a critical point important to the ORV enthusiast. 
Virtually no where in the process outlined are there any requirements 
or deadlines which address the need for ORV recreation areas. The 
need for recreation sites should be a ranking priority of the desig
nation process. The identification of areas demonstrating a rapid 
growth in ORV recreation should be included in the detailed plans 
which are expected to be developed within the next two years, as 
described in paragraph two, page 12. 

The proposed categories of designation of areas and trails outlined 
on pages 13 and 14 of the Statement represent a complex and confusing 
system of regulation which will be difficult to enforce. While the 
system may provide for the mitigation of adverse environmental impacts 
and the use of areas and trails which might otherwise be designated 
open, the management principle does not provide any criteria or guide
lines for such designations. Such judgements cannot be left solely to 
the discretion of the authorized officer. That criteria should be 
established for both "closed" and "regulated" designations. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The author of the Statement has carried the grossly generalized 
description of the lands administered by the Department over into 
the environmental impacts attributed to ORV use. One of the major 
management problems facing land managers today is the absence of 
qualitative research documenting the effects on the environment of 
outdoor recreation generally and the varied types of off-road vehicles. 
The majority of existing research in these areas has been directed at 
the snowmobiles and the four wheel drive vehicle, each of which has a 
differing magnitude of impact. 

We recognize the different management philosophies and legal 
constraints which govern the several bureaus within the Department 
of Interior. Similarly, we would request that the Department re
cognize the differences in environmental impacts in types of out
door recreation and of the varied off-road vehicles. No where in 
the statement is such reflected. 

A) National Park System - The AMA has not actively sought 
ORV areas and trails in our already overcrowded and over 
used National Parks. However, in recent months the National 
Park Service has taken steps to implement several snow
mobile recreation trails within the park system. In view 
of this we feel that some consideration should be given to 
other off-road recreation vehicles as well in appropriate 
areas. 
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3). Recreation Areas - National Recreation Areas under the 
administration of the National Park Service, by definition 
are areas dedicated to provide dispersed recreational 
opportunities. For the most part these areas differ 
greatly from a national park established for the preserva
tion of a particular geographic, historical, or natural 
purpose. Often times, as with the Lake Powell Recreation 
Area, they are perfectly capable of supporting, compatiably, 
off-road vehicles as well as other types of outdoor recreation. 

The clever use of the word "compatiable" in this section 
of the Statement represents a utilization of semantics to 
effectively eliminate or prohibit ORV use from national 
recreation areas. 

The management purposes outlined on page 19 fail to recognize the many 
thousands of American citizens who utilize the off-road vehicle in pur
suit of their chosen form of recreation. As a recreation resource the 
off-road vehicle deserves consideration and inclusion within the planning 
scheme of national recreation areas. 

The mandates of the Executive Order outlined on page 19 do not prohibit 
the implementation of ORV facilities on the National Recreation Area, 
but rather, leaves such designations to the discretion of the respective 
agency head. We would suggest that National Recreation Areas are 
capable of supporting ORV use and should be incorporated more extensively 
in their management plans. 

B) Fish and Wildlife Service - The ORV regulations currently 
enforced by the Fish and Wildlife Service have been reviewed 
and previously commented on by the AMA. 

C) Bureau of Land Management - The magnitude and quality of 
lands administered by the BLM serve to emphasize the de
pendency of the ORV enthusiast on the management philosophy 
adopted by this agency. As a result of the BLM administering 
60% of all federal lands, we would expect some flexibility 
in their management philosophy to meet the public needs. With 
proper management ORV use can occur as needed with minimum 
environmental effect. 

III. THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The introductory paragraph of this section again broadly 
generalizes in describing the effects of the proposed action. No where 
in the Statement is there any description of the "adverse impacts" 
attributed to ORV's on the Department of Interior lands. We know of 
no definitive studies which deal specifically with trailbikes impacts 
on public lands. Further, to speculate on what might possibly occur 
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in the future with out the impler mtation of the proposed plan and the 
possible intensification of impacts on designated areas is tantamount 
to engaging in fortune telling, rather than positive land managing actions. 
We would reiterate our recognition that ORV use should be restricted where 
proper management would dictate. However, it should be recalled that 
ORV use is a legitimate form of recreation and users of off-road vehicles 
are as appreciative of the aesthetics involved in the outdoor experience 
as any other recreational special interest group. To include a blanket 
prohibition against utilization of areas of aesthetic or recreational 
"value" by ORV users is to deny them of the very qualities they seek in 
a recreational experience. 

A) Air - The Statement attributes only two principle types of 
adverse air quality impacts to the ORV. By its own admission 
the gaseous exhaust impacts on air quality would not be ex
pected to cause signigicant deterioration of air quality. 
The Statement also states that background levels of air 
polluants on Interior lands is not known.. It could only 
follow that the author of the Statement cannot judge the 
effects of ORV use on the air quality of any Interior lands 
or on other users of public land. For these reasons we 
object to the inclusion of gaseous exhaust emissions as 
an adverse impact on air quality within the statement. 

Also, little investigation has been conducted on the varied 
effects of ORV use on the quantity of fugutive dust generated 
by a specified number of vehicles. Even so, an initial 
reading of the Statement could lead one to conclude that the 
off-road vehicle is the sole contributor to wind erosion and 
fugutive dust. However, conditions common to southern 
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Nevada naturally contribute 
a great deal to wind erosion and fugutive dust. The Statement 
in no way provides any documentation as to the frequency 
with which off-road vehicles agrivate the problem nor does 
it present any information on the percentage of the population 
that is effected. 

The author suggests that enforcement of operating regulations 
would reduce the production of dust and gaseous emissions 
which the statement admits are not significant. This represents 
an extremely poor rationale for restriction of ORV use. It 
seems unreasonable that regulations would prohibit use because 
of their contribution to poor air quality when the Department 
has not yet determined the extent of any of their actual con
tribution. 

V. WATER 
On page 33 the Statement implies that the impact of ORV use on the 

quantity and quality of surface and subsurface waters will be negligiable. 
Following this statement, speculation is advanced on the chemical and 
biological contamination which could be attributed to ORV use: 
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1. Machine and Human Waste - Mere inclusion of this paragraph 
destroys any credibility the author may have established. 
If we are to follow the logic presented in this paragraph 
horses would be eliminated from the recreational scheme and 
mankind would be prohibited access to all public lands. 
There is no factual evidence that the human waste excreted 
by the ORV user exceeds the volume excreted by the non ORV 
enthusiast. Given this absence of documentation we would 
recommend that the entire paragraph be excluded from the 
final environmental impact statement. 

2. Sediment - If we are to assume that the description of the 
sediment problem attributed to ORV use is accurate, and 
that it represents a minor impact, it need not be included 
in the Statement. When comparing sources of sedimentation 
the identification of ORV activity is equivalent to diag
nosing a skin blister when the real problem is cancer. Far 
greater amounts of siltation are contributed to surface waters 
by plowed fields, wind or other easily identifiable sources. 
To even discuss the contribution of the ORV is meaningless. 

A prime management objective should be to minimize the adverse 
siltation effects on water quality. However, if the impact 
is "generally minor" identification and designation of problem 
areas which coincide with the circumstances outlined on page 
13, should be left to the discretion of the officer know
ledgeable about such existing conditions. 

C) Soils - Generally speaking, as the impact statement so effect
ively does, soils of all types exist on all Interior lands 
governed by the Statement. The criteria defined on pages 
34 arid 35 effectively eliminate all possible areas for ORV 
operation. While the author of the Statement is able to 
attribute many impacts to the varied soil types included on 
Interior lands there is no discussion of any scientific data 
directly attributing these impacts to the off-road vehicle. 

It is suggested in the closing paragraph of this section, 
on page 38, that if Executive Order 11644 is to be effectively 
implemented, the only methods available are restrictions and 
closure of existing ORV use areas. This is not the case. 
While the Executive Order specifically states that the areas 
and trails shall be located to minimize damage to soil it 
does not specifically state that ORV use must be sacrificed 
or that impacts must be totally elimimated. We can only 
interpret that to mean that some impacts will be exceptable 
and that total closure is not necessary. It is our inter
pretation of the Executive Order that off-road veh icle use 
must be properly manages and that management techniques must 

be developed to accommodate the needs of the ORV users. Just 
as other forms of dispersed outdoor recreation. 
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E. Wildlife and Livestock - The author again applies the same 
sweeping generalizations utilized in previous sections in 
those phrases applied to "harassment" and habitat disruption. 
Obviously, all off-road vehicle types do not have the same 
effect on wildlife and habitat. It only follows that those 
criticisms applicable to one form of off-road vehicle do not 
apply to the remainder. To suggest that off-road vehicles 
and ORV users are all quilty of frightening animals and 
disrupting habitat is a discredit to the Statement as a 
scientific approach to the problem solving. 

As pointed out by the author, non-off-road vehicle 
recreation visitors also harass wildlife. However, it does 
not follow that ORVs should be of special concern because 
of the distances they are capable of covering or the amount 
of noise they emit. Such phrases as "a great deal of noise" 
are vague, and subjective. Little, if any, study has been 
accomplished which demonstrates the effects of sound emissions 
on wildlife in an outdoor environment. Until such time as 
such evidence i'j made available, it is mere speculation to 
apply such accusations to all ORV s. Without such proper data 
the Statement is woefully inadequate. 

F. Esthetics - If it is the intention of the Statement to regulate 
those things which have a detrimental effect on the esthetic 
value of Interior lands, then the regulations should not stop 
with ORV, or recreational use. While ORV may have a visual 
impact on public lands, it could not be considered the greatest 
form, or largest contributor, to visual detractors on the 
landscape. While we don't wish to engage in finger pointing, 
some consideration should be given to regulating the esthetic 
appeal of strip mining and all other forms of outdoor recreation 
as well. 

Discussion of the problem of litter on Interior lands, is 
covered without supporting documentation. As the Statement 
indicates, users other than ORV enthusiasts can contribute 
to the litter problem and the proportional contribution of 
each is yet to be determined. If the author's estimates are 
taken as factual and correct, and the ORV user is capable of 
covering 20 times more land or water per day than non ORV 
users,it would then follow that any litter distributed by 
such ORV users would not be concentrated and would then be 
less easily detected. Experience at ORV areas such as the 
Tennessee Valley Authorities Land-Between-The-Lakes do not 
substantiate this accusation of littering guilt on behalf 
of the ORV enthusiast. The ORVs greater mobility does not 
contribute to the litter problem. 
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To suggest that all ORV's have a great "freight capacity" 
and subsequently distribute more litter, demonstrates the 
author's lack of knowledge concerning the ORV as a vehicle 
class. The operator of a trailbike, has less freight capacity 
than a hiker, which can carry a backpack stuffed with potential 
litter. On a two-wheeled off-road vehicle, it becomes difficult 
to carry large or heavy loads which drastically effect the riders 
ability to operate his trailbike effectively. 

The suggestion that the ORV's themselves are regarded as un
attractive by many non ORV users is a subjective, unrelated, 
and a totally unfounded statement not properly found in an 
adequate statement. We doubt seriously whether the author 
can produce any study accessing the esthetic value of ORV's 
as a class or as individual types of vehicle. 

G) Noise - Discussion of noise on page 43 of the Statement 
relies exclusively on subjective opinion. Absent is a 
meaningful standard. What is "disturb" or "annoy"? 

H) Safety - While there are certain hazards to ORV operation 
as there is with most active outdoor recreation, it is 
difficult to understand how the restriction of such use 
to specific locations would make it safer. The section 
also fails to recognize the increased risk of confined 
ORV use to concentrated areas. Such concentrations could 
only increase the opportunity and frequency of ORV related 
accidents. 

I) Social Impacts - This section recognizes that one of the 
fundamental objectives of Executive Order 11644 is the 
elimination of conflicts among certain user groups. It 
fails to recognize that under most circumstances two parties 
are required to create a conflict. Invariably the off-road 
vehicle user is sacrificed to eliminate a conflict. We are 
becoming extremely sensitive to the increased restrictions 
placed upon our membership to eliminate conflicts among 
recreational users. While we recognize certain responsibi
lities in the eliminating of such situations, we also feel 
that other recreational organizations and users have a 
similar responsibilities. Therefore, we object to the 
continual enhancement of non_ORV recreation at the expense 
of the off-road vehicle enthusiast. Elimination of conflict 
implies by definition, compromise. We do not feel that all 
compromises should be made at the expense of off-road motor
cyclists . 
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When discussing the soc:al impacts of the Statement 
and the proposed regulations to apply to interior lands, 
we think that it is important to consider the social 
value received by those participating in off-road vehicle 
activities. In many cases this activity is demanding, and 
mentally' and physically stimulating. There can be no 
question that the psychological and physical releases 
provided by ORV activities provide a beneficial social 
impact to its participants. The Statement seems to ignore 
this valuable benefit to the participants, while it acts 
on nebulous social impacts attributed to proposed restrictions. 

J) Economic Impacts - The economic impacts projected on page 
46 regarding economic losses to be suffered by the ORV user 
are the result of pure speculation and a gross generalization. 
The author attempts to minimize the economic loss on the 
resale value of enthusiasts vehicle. The vehicle, to the 
enthusiast, represents a major investment in his recreational 
activities and a projected drop in resale value is an indi
cator of a major economic loss. Such an effect would not be 
limited to the enthusiast but would involve the dealer, parts 
and accessories industry, and others peripherally associated 
with the ORV industry. 

The author further speculates about such possible effects on 
the growth in popularity of ORV use. To properly answer the 
effect of the proposed regulations and environmental impact 
statement on the ORV industry a complete economic impact 
analysis is required. It is in no way analogous to vehicle 
camping, which in most cases depends upon the developed camp
sites to enhance the activity. The ORV is not so dependent 
upon*no such facilities. 

The proposition that requiring ORV enthusiasts to venture 
farther from their home to participate in the chosen activity 
represents a major constraint on the participants. To suggest 
that the impacts be offset by improved management, better 
designed trails, and a reduction of accidents represents a 
classic lack of insight to the desires of the off-road vehicle 
enthusiast. Enthusiasts do not seek conventional trails,but 
rather, find the naturally occuring obstacles more challenging. 
In addition, the repairing and maintaining of the vehicle is 
not only considered a major portion of the off-road vehicle 
spectrum but is often looked forward to as one of the primary 
attractions to the sport. A great deal of personal pride is 
often placed in the owners ability to maintain and repair his 
individual vehicle for upcoming activities. 
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To suggest that the proposed action will have no major 
impact on the ORV industry, or the ORV enthusiast,is 
totally erroneous and inadequate. 

The Department of Interior and the agencies responsible 
for administering the proposed actions are charged by 
Congress with managing the public lands. These responsi
bilities include proper management and implementation of 
various recreational activities. To assume that the ORV 
itself is soley responsible for- the large financial expen
ditures eluded to on page 47 of the Statement is totally 
misleading. Regardless of whether or not the ORV continues 
to exist in todays society, these agencies will continue 
to manage, inventory, and implement various recreational 
and land managing proposals. Management and development 
costs will continue to occur regardless of the ORV. 

K) Historical and Archeological Resources - There is room 
for little debate when discussing the vandalism and dis-
truction by demented persons of diverse "recreational" 
interests that is occuring in those areas containing 
cultural resources. However, the ORV is not solely 
responsible for all such acts. At present we do not 
feel that the off-road vehicle enthusiast should shoulder 
the complete burden of protection for our historical and 
prehistoric resources. 

Virtually every recreational user group has aaccess to 
most existing prehistoric and historic sites. In many 
cases access is not possible by ORV and is dependent on 
some other type of motivation to permit the participant 
to reach these sites. If it is the intention of the 
Statement to protect all historic and prehistoric resources 
the Statement is inadequate by not including restrictions 
which will encompass all contributors to the problem. 

IV. MITIGATING MEASURES INCLUDED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Greater definition and expansion on the criteria for closings 
proposed as mitigating measures are. needed to assess impacts 
on ORV -recreation. The Statement is inadequate in that x». uoes not 
include qualifications or criteria to be used to identify specific 
instances where such closings would take place. Intelligent comment 
is not possible on the effects of such closings. 

V. ADVERSE IMPACT WHICH CANNOT BE AFFORDED IF THE PROPOSED ACTION IS 
IMPLEMENTED 
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C) Incidence - The author cakes great liberty in accessing 
economic impacts of the proposed ORV restrictions. We 
would suggest that the adverse economic impact would be 
much greater than that implied and suggested by the 
Statement. Growth prospects would be reduced substantially 
and adverse impacts could be rated as moderate to large, 
as opposed to small to moderate. 

VI. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT TERM USE OF MANS 
ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTAINENCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG 
TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

In this section, for the purposes of analysis, the author is 
willing to treat off-road vehicle use as a local short term impact 
on man's environment. The off-road vehicle industry has enjoyed 
extensive growth over the last ten years and all projections seem 
to indicate that the growth will continue. To represent such growth 
as a "short term use" is a major misinterpretation of the facts. 
In the event that the off-road vehicle becomes a "short term" phenomenon 
management direction could easily accommodate this change. However, 
all present indicators should require that it be managed as a long term 
recreational pursuit. All existing economic indicators seem to demon
strate that the off-road vehicle is here to stay. Intelligent management 
would require that it be treated as such. 

On page 53, the author again fails to differentiate the degree of 
environmental impacts attributable to types of outdoor recreation. It 
is inaccurate, and unfair, to generally accude the ORV community as a 
whole of causing soil erosion and damaging young trees. Similarly, to 
restrict all ORV use as a result of such general congesture represents 
ilinformed and improper management. While we would agree that proper 
management of all forms of outdoor recreation is needed, and that in 
many cases unrestricted outdoor activity of any knid can be potentially 
damaging to the environment. The author's unfounded conclusions as to 
the "results" of unrestricted ORV use are mere personal assumptions not 
worthy of inclusion in an adequate EIS. 

VII. IRRVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMENTMENTS OF RESOURCES WHICH 
WOULD BE INVOLVED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION SHOULD IT BE IMPLEMENTED 

A) Human Effort - The man power dedicated to the implementation 
of Executive Order 11644 may represent an irretrievable corament-
ment, it is never the less, what the department employees are 
retained to do. There is no indication within the Statement 
that the Department will retain additional employees for the 
exclusive responsibility of carrying out the activities outlined 
in this section. Therefore, it can only be concluded that the 
manpower required would be utilized elsewhere if not occupied 
with implementation of the Order. As a legitimate form of 
outdoor recreation, any ORV areas and trails are deserving of 
the same management attention provided other forms of outdoor 
recreation. 
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B) Losses Due To Delay - ' ntil such time as all lands can 
be designated, (up to eleven years) it is our understanding 
that the lands will be available for use. However, page 
56 the first paragraph implies that all undesignated lands 
will be closed to ORV use. Some clarificafication is 
obviously needed to further define the intent of "unauthorized 
off-road vehicle use" as utilized in this paragraph. In 
the event that use is to be prohibited from undesignated areas, 
we find such a proposition highly objectionable and unacceptable. 
It should be kept in mind that during this period all other uses 
will be occuring, camping, hiking, rock collecting, etc. The 
Statement is inadequate in that it does not consider the effects 
of these unrestricted activities. 

D) Other Resources - If the existing draft environmental impact 
statement is indicative of the "informed judgement" that can 
the expected from "responsible officials," we would urge that 
additional input and training be provided to educate such 
officials on the needs, desires, and actual environmental impacts 
created by specific classifications of off-road vehicles. 

To accuse the vehicle of encouraging people to enter remote 
areas is a poor assessment of human nature and the nature 
of today's recreation. The desire to "explore" or go beyond 
the usually frequented recreation spots, is as common among 
backpackers, hikers, horsemen, and spelunkers as among those 
selecting the ORV as a recreational pursuit. Each desire to 
go where they imagine man has not previously been. To single 
out the ORV enthusiast as the sole contributor to such an 
impact represents a gross misinterpretation of human nature. 

E) Secondary Commitments - It has been demonstrated by past 
experiences that when considering commitments of petroleum 
resources, the American public is not willing to sacrifice 
its recreational endeavors to conserve fuel. Sacrifices are 
more willing made in other areas to assure necessary amounts 
of petroleum products are available to support a particular 
individuals recreation. 

It is unlikely that future shortages of fuel will effect ORV 
activities. When compared to other recreational forms, ORV 
use ranks quite low on the scale of actual fuel consumed. 

VIII. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 

A) Recession Alternative - To totally recind the Executive Order 
represents only one of two opposing extremes possible considered 
by the Statement. However, there is merit to the consideration 
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of revising the Executi' e Order. As indicated, some revisions 
are included as possible alternatives under the Statement. 
Specific comments to revisions will be addressed under these 
proposed alternatives. However, generally it must be said that 
ORV use is the only form of outdoor recreation covered by the 
Executive Order. If the employees of the Department, such as 
the Statement's author, are sincere in their concern for the 
environment and the values of the public lands, they will 
immediately urge the President to revise the Executive Order 
to include all forms of outdoor- recreation. The Statements 
failure to recognize that need renders it inadequate. 

As indicated on pages 61 and 62, certain agencies within the 
Department are legally dedicated to specialized or restricted 
uses. As a result, differences in off-road regulations and 
alternative modes occur among these agencies. Similarly, 
different ORV types have differing effects on the environment 
and should be evaluated individually when considered within 
the various alternative modes. This is not accomplished within 
the Statement. 

B) Interim Status Alternatives -

Bl - Blanket Closure - This alternative represents the 
opposite extreme from recinding the Executive Order. Total 
closure, and subsequent denial of access, of public lands 
for any length of time is totally unacceptable. 

The social impacts of such a measure are completely under
estimated by the Statement, Not only would the ORV enthu
siast be denied access to BLM lands, but under the definitions 
of the amended proposed regulations, all vehicles, both 
recreational and non-recreational would be denied access to 
any areas other than roads. 

B2_ Blanket Opening - Lands held in the "open" category 
pending final designation would not necessarily expand those 
areas currently utilized by ORV users. Historically, ORV 
use has been occuring on much of the public land now subject 
to regulations. However, in all these years, specific areas 
have remained popular and use has been generally confined 
to them. 

As indicated in preceeding paragraph's, much of the BLM land 
in southern California (an area representing the most intense 
use) have already received intermediate designations. Thus, 
it does not seem unreasonable to permit access to public lands 
prior to final designations. Any identifiably, suitable, 
archeological, historic or prehistoric sites could be designated 
closed. 
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B3 - Blanket Regulated -• As indicated in the Statement, 
such an alternative would place tremendous administrative 
burdens on BLM staff and require indepth knowledge of 
all resources. In addition it would subject ORV areas to 
regulations and restirct their activities' without having 
adequately assessed impact potential of specific areas. 

Alternative B4 - Interim Designation Usina All Three Categories 
Alternative B5 -
Both alternatives are unrealistic 1.1 rneir approacu to the 
problems. Alternative B4 would place immense demands on 
BLM staff and generate tremendous exchanges between opposing 
factions of the recreation spectrum. To suggest that all 
designations, even utilizing "emergency" procedures, could 
be accomplished in one year, is folly. 

B5 would be considered intolerable by both ORV users and 
non-users alike. The likelihood of legal action from both 
sides to guarantee public involvement would be high. Any 
savings in administrative time would be lost through liti
gation. 

Alternative B6 - Undesignated Pending Permanent Designation -
It remains unclear what the effects of an "undesignated" 
designation will have on the publics ability to operate their 
recreational vehicles. If the ultimate objective is to place 
all lands in one of the three categories, open, closed, or 
restrictive, can we then interpret the undesignated status 
as a maintaining of existing levels of activity? 

C) Scheduling Alternatives -

Alternative CI - Accelerated Designation Without Priority-
Alternative C2 - Extended Schedule Without Priority -

Both of these alternatives ignore possible subsitutes or the 
opposite approach presented by each. What about "Accelerated 
Designation With Priority," or "Extended Scheduling With 
Priority." These both represent alternatives which have not 
been considered. 

Those alternatives actually discussed remain impossible given 
BLM manpower and fiscal restrictions. As such, they are not 
alternatives at all. 

Alternative C3 - Priority Based On Susceptability of Resource -
The purpose of an environmental impact statement is to assess 
potential impacts and suggest measures to mitigate possible 
effects. Alternative C would allow protection of the resource 
through priority designation of those lands most susceptable 
to damage. 
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While this alternative _alies heavily on the ability of 
management to allocate manpower and effort, virtually any 
alternatives selected would also. Within this alternative 
the author seems confused about what should be priorities... 
protect the resources or restrict ORV use. We believe that 
proper management would protect resources and allow ORV use. 

Alternative C4 - Intermediate Schedule Based On Heavy Or 
Prospective Off-Road Vehicle Use - The author's philosophy 
applied to this alternative seems to reflect rapid restriction 
as the primary criteria. We would point out that more elemental 
than "ORV damage can not occur in the absence of ORV's is the 
proposition that "mankind imposed damage cannot occur in the 
absence of mankind." Given the author's penchant for the 
"brushfire" approach, we are surprised he did not carry his 
assumptions one more logical step and suggest banning the 
public from the public lands. 

In the event that the "brushfire" approach to problem solving 
results in extensive closures the ORV enthusiast will, in all 
likelihood, migrate to other areas. We find neither the 
alternative nor the impending results very satisfactory. 

Alternative 05 - Intermediate Schedule Based On Priority 
Of Both Resource Fragility and Intensity of ORV Use 
There is less discussion and less explicit information pertaining 
to this proposed alternative than any other. It remains unclear, 
as to exactly what will be required by the ORV enthusiast and 
what restrictions he will face. This alone makes this al
ternative unacceptable. 

The extent of jargonistic liberty taken with the proposed 
alternative serves only to further cloud the issues. 

Dl - Combination of Interim Status Alternatives With Scheduling 
Alternatives - Alternative Dl - Two phrase alternative -
To suggest that this alternative is even feasible is to stretch 
the wildest of imaginations. It is in no way possible to utilize 
the three designation categories, compounded by public involve
ment and combine this with a schedule that would determine 
resources fragility as well as measure intensity of use. To 
further compound the complexity of the issue by requiring 
completion within one year is beyond reason. 

Alternative D2 - Intermediate Schedule With Combined Priority 
Based and Undesignated Interim Status- The Statement is 
inadequate in not discussing the effects and problems of 
implementation or administration of this "proposed alternative" 
It is impossible to assess the effects of this proposal on the 
ORV user or the environment based on the information contained 
in the Statement. 
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We feel that the Statement fails to reflect an adequate informed assess
ment of the problems and solutions facing ORV management. We do not 
feel that all combinations of the alternatives discussed were considered 
and are certainly not all the alternatives available to the Department. 

We feel that the interest's of the Department, the ORV user and the 
environment could be better served by including some consideration of 
public need and existing areas utilized in proposed alternatives. 

If some priority were given to establishing areas of use desirable to 
ORV users, both present and projected, much of the problems concerning 
conflict, safety and environment could be alleviated. By assigning 
priorities to areas of use, rather than areas of restrictions, ORV use 
could first be controlled, as well as provided for. By assigning 
priorities to areas of restriction, ORV use remains uncontrolled and 
a continuing problem. 

For the reasons above generally stated and for reasons only properly 
expressable in legal proceedings, the Statement is inadequate as a required 
by the National Environmental Policy Act. We demand a further revision 
to correct these inadequaces. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: American Motorcyclist Association 

Manual Chapter 
Both the Manual Chapter and the Bureaus' regulations represent this 
Department's proposed implementation of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 
The EIS is written to cover the proposed implementation which includes 
both actions. 

Minimize damage 
The requirement that off-road vehicle areas and trails be located so 
as to minimize damage to the resources of the land is stated in the 
amended Executive Order, Section 3 (a) (1) and is not an additional 
criterion. Minimize does not mean eliminate and should not be so construed. 
Considering the varied terrain included in the millions of acres of public 
lands and other diverse factors such as climate, time of year, and 
intensity and type of use we feel that a consideration of what is or is 
not damaging will have to be made on site rather than attempt a broad 
National definition. 

Minimize harassment 
Our comment regarding damages in the preceding paragraph applies here 
also. 

Conflict 
The statement that "the unwritten intent of this policy is to eliminate 
off-road vehicle use wherever conflict occurs" is subjective conjecture. 
It is acknowledged that off-road vehicle use is a legitimate form of 
outdoor recreation and has the same right to exist as other outdoor 
recreation activities. All that is intended here is to direct that ORV 
areas and trails be located so as to lessen conflicts between ORV users 
and other users of the land. Administration of this directive should 
result in a higher degree of satisfaction to all users. 

Unique values 
We agree that trailbike use should not be allowed anywhere and everywhere, 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: American Motorcyclist Association (cont'd.) 

and areas possessing unique values which would be adversely affected 
by such use would appear to be reasonable places to ban or restrict trailbikes 
and/or other ORVs. This is the standard proposed. It should be noted that 
ORV areas and trails are not prohibited in recreational areas; they are 
prohibited in areas possessing unique recreational values unless the Bureau 
head determines tnat those values will not be adversely affected by ORV use. 

Licensing 
Licensing, requirements are established by the individual bureaus. 

Noise 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 6. 

Organized Events 
Permits may be required for off-road vehicle organized races, rallies, 
meets, endurance contests, and other ORV events. It is difficult to 
discern a lack of clarity in this statement. 

We would agree that a response to an application for an off-road vehicle 
event should be made within a reasonable period of time. 

Surety bonds 
We would agree as a matter of principle that any group utilizing public 
land should be prepared and required to make restitution for damages 
caused by the group. In this instance howeyer, we are concerned with 
the use of ORVs and not other users. 

Designation procedures 
Section 3 (a) of the Executive Order directs Federal agencies to designate 
specific areas open to off-road vehicle's and areas not open to ORVs. 
The Bureau of Land Management will ultimately have to designate some 
473,000,000 acres of public land and in order to comply with the spirit 
of the purpose of the Executive Order as stated in Section 1 it would 
appear to be eminently logical to give first priority in designation 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: American Motorcyclist Association (cont'd.) 

to these areas of high ORV use and to protect resource-sensitive lands. 

The designation process gives equal priority to designating lands as 
open or closed and the deadlines are the same. 

Criteria for designations 
The criteria for designation are stated in Section 3 (a) (1) (2) (3) 
(4) of the Executive Order. 

Description of the environment 
It is agreed that the description of the lands administered by the Department 
of the Interior is indeed generalized. A detailed description of the 
millions of acres involved would run to many volumes of text and would 
serve no useful purpose in the environmental statement. 

Differences in environmental impacts 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 4. 

Comments A) B) C) on pages 4 and 5 of your letter pertain to the regulatory 
policies of the National Park Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the Bureau of Land Management. Accordingly copies of the comments 
have been forwarded to those agencies for their consideration. 

Environmental impacts 
The introductory paragraph does indeed generalize. This is so because 
it is_ an introductory paragraph, more specific information appears later 
in the text of this section. 

Air 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 12. 

Dust 
There is no intention to imply that off-road vehicles are the sole cause 
of wind erosion or fugitive dust which can be caused by many of man's 
activities and from natural causes as well. We do believe it fair to 
state that among man's activities which may contribute to wind erosion 
and fugitive dust is ORV use. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: American M o t o r c y c l i s t A s s o c i a t i o n ( c o n t ' d . ) 

Gaseous emissions 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 12. 

Water 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 11. 

Sedimentation 
We agree that sedimentation caused by off-road vehicles is generally 
minor and so state in the statement. Sedimentation is mentioned (along 
with other minor impacts) to assure the reader that these impacts have 
been considered—not overlooked. 

Soils 
For a qualified professional discussion of off-road vehicle impacts upon 
soils, we refer you to the comments of the Geological Survey which appear 
in this Section. 

Strategy for reducing impacts 
The paragraph on strategy describes a method for reducing off-road vehicle 
impacts upon the soil which involves the restriction of ORV use to times 
and places of low hazard to the soil resource. We believe this is in 
accora with the minimization requirement of the Executive Order. We 
agree that minimization of damage does not mean total elimination of 
damage. It should be noted however, that the Executive Order does permit, 
ana in some instances requires, the total closure of designated areas 
to ORV use. 

Wildlife and Livestock 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 5. 

Esthetics 
It is agreed that many activities of man may have an impact upon the 
esthetic values of land. Off-road vehicle use is one of these activities, 
and it is the use of ORVs on the public lands which is the subject of 
the Executive Order and this statement and hence no analysis of the impacts 
of strip mining or other activities is included. 

Litter 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: A m e rican Motorcyclist Association (cont'd.) 

Noise 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 6. 

Safety 
The statement speaks of properly located and managed trails and areas 
which by definition would not provide opportunities for dangerous concentrations 
of ORVs. 

Social Impacts 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 9 and Item 1. 

Economic Impacts 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 10. 

historic and Archeological Resources 
It is the policy of this Department to prevent wherever possible destruction 
of cultural resources from any source. It is well understood that such 
destruction is not caused solely by ORVs, but because this proposed action 
relates to ORVs, the environmental statement discusses only the possible 
impacts of ORVs upon these resources. 

Mitigation—closings 
We feel that the five examples given of the type of conditions which 
may cause temporary closings are reasonably clear. 

Short-term use vs. long-term productivity 
What is being discussed here is the impact of short-term use of an area 
upon its long-term productivity. An analogy might be surface mining 
which might be considered a short-term use of the land, but which may 
well have a profound impact upon the long-term productivity of the land. 
No implication is intended as to whether off-road vehicles per se are 
short-term or long-term phenomena. 

Irreversible and irretrievable commitments 
Human efforts 
Many years devoted to the implementation of Executive Order 11644 are 
irretrievable commitments because they cannot be recalled or reused. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS .ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAININp 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: . „ . ,. . . • ._ • , ^ u \ 
American Motorcyclist Association (cont d.) 

Whether the manpower used comes from present or additional employees 
appears to be irrelevant - the commitment would be irretrievable in 
either case. We agree that the management of off-read vehicle use 
is deserving of the same management attention as any other outdoor 
recreation activity. 

Losses due to delay 
All undesignated lands will not be .closed to ORV use prior to designa
tion. Essentially the lands will remain in a status quo situation 
subject to other regulatory authorities and the provisions of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended. 

Other Resources 
We agree that many people other than off-road vehicle users wish to 
enter remote areas. Other users however, do not have the capability 
to go as far in as short a time as do ORV users. 

Secondary Commitments 
The statement recognizes the off-road vehicle use of petroleum as only 
a moderate increase in nationwide use. It is also true that, as 
stated, this use is both cumulative and irretrievable. 

Recision Alternative 
Various uses of the public lands are addressed by statutes, executive 
orders and regulations. It is assumed that when these uses are so. 
addressed it is because of perceived need for guidance and regulation 
of that particular use. To broaden such_directives to include all 
other possible uses, many of which are covered by other authorities, 
would appear to be unnecessary and possibly unworkable. 

Blanket closure 
We agree that the impacts would be severe. This is not the recommended 
alternative. 

Blanket opening 
Whether or not this alternative would increase off-road vehicle use can 
only be conjecture though it would increase the amount of land available 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: American Motorcyclist Association (cont'd.) 

for such use. This alternative would also probably not be legally permissible. 

Blanket recrulated 
The comment agrees with the discussion in the statement. 

Alternative B4 and B5 
The comments appear to agree with the discussion in the statement. 

Alternative B6 
Refer to discussion under "Losses due to delay". 

Scheauling Alternatives 
We would agree that the successful implementation of any of the alternatives 
would be closely related to the amount of manpower available for this 
purpose. 

Alternative C5 
Alternative C5, which is the alternative selected in the proposed action, 
is described in greater detail in Section I under the actions proposed 
by the Bureau of Land Management. We believe that this alternative satisfies 
the requirements of Executive Order 11644 and adequately responds to 
the needs of users while protecting the resources of the lands. 

Alternative Dl 
As stated in the text we feel that this alternative would not be practical 
in view of anticipated funds and manpower. 

Alternative D2 
As stated, the impacts of this alternative are discussed in the "impacts" 
section of the statement. 

Interests of the Department 
The proposed action is designed to be in accord with the purposes of 
Executive Order 11644 as indicated in Section 1 of the Order. Section 
3 (a) of the Executive Order directs that specific areas and trails 
on the public lands that are open to off-road vehicle use and those which 
are not open to ORV use be designated. The priorities assigned in designation 
reflect the purposes of the Order. 
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September 29 • 1976 

1903 Eastlavm Apt. 11B 
Midland, Michigan 48640 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U, S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Sirsi 

I ask that this letter be included in the hearing record on 
the Draft EIS of Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 
11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Land. 

If indeed the Department of the Interior does in fact plan to 
meet the legal requirements of E. 0. 11644 as stated on page 1, 
paragraph 3» first sentence ... The purpose of the Order... then 
only Alternative Bl, Blanket Closure will be adopted. The other 
alternatives only capitulate to the idea " we can't control ORV's 
no matter what, so why try." As stated on page 5^ since the desig
nation of any land open to ORV use would be made before the relevant 
factors on land impact have been determined, the a priori designa
tion of any category except Bl clearly violates Executive Order 
11644. 

Also, there is ID evidence that the "...goal of maintenance of 
long-term productivity. ..." necessitates having ORV's at all. 
BLM's own 1975 poll on Californians• attitude toward the desert 
revealed the following ORV uses as 13th(motorcycle riding), 14th 
(jeeping), 15th(dune buggy riding) and l8th(motor cycle racing). 
The over whelming need to protest the desert environment was 
voiced by 54% of those surveyed. If theplan in the ElS-the 
proposed action-is adopted I look forward to seeing the 
Interior Department back in court. 

Sincerely, 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: scott Bailey 

Designations 
Designations will not be made wihtout relevant knowledge of the 
environmental impacts associated with a particular parcel of 
land. The purpose of the "undesignated" category is to determine 
the relevant factors of each area and to allow resource inventories 
to be completed. The wording of the Environmental Impact Statement 
indicates the possibility that some relevant factors "may not^ 
be known at the time of designation. 

While the California desert survey presents an important poll 
of the opinions of desert users, Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
does not suggest, nor does the Department of the Interior endorse, 
prohibition of all off-road vehicle activity. The goal of the 
designation process is to protect resources such as the California 
desert areas while providing a wide range of recreational opportuni
ties. 
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17?."• Hluevfood Court •*T °5 tCO 

Concord, Cn. <rV>21 

Sept. 25, 1976* 

'res. Rcrld Fori 

President of the Unite.! itnlto 

/nshin ptoh, D. C. 

Dcr-r Pre:-. Ford, 

I propose a reviev: <nd r cirri to of Ijruc tivt: frdcr 116')'*; one of Off 

ftoad Vehicle; on puMic lands, '..'a feel th^t the .."ecutivo Order does 

not ocrve the people it wan •lonl n̂ -J for .••no* har. placed undue hardships 

on the administration and tn:: Ocll.-.r. You, lir. Frecident, Pre the per

son we tv.rn to. In an election year, 1 hope each of the undersigned 

can gratefully cast their vote for .-on. 

Let mo offer a short history on the ~::.cutive Order llG't'f nnd subsequent 

events. Former President h'ixon initintcd Pxocutivo Order 116'ik. The 

Department of the Interior writes the Environment Imr.act Statement of 

197'* for Off Eoad Vehicles on federal lands; referred to as E.I.S. Tho 

Hntional ..ildlifc Federation SJCU the Department of Interior for not ful

filling the terns .of P.O. llGVi. n,#. court vi>on etudyJri/j J..0. ll6V» 

agroes thut the Department of the Interior h o not carried out the 

executive order and sends t,i«a i.sci; to rci/ritc the regulations for E.I.S. 

V/o want JyO. Il6*»'f rewritten, not -Just c new version of the E.I.S. which 

can nlnost clininat«; motorcycle ridjii- en federal lands. Forncr iTesident 

Uixon with nil his wind on must have known nore nbout land management 

than £hc Department of the Interior Personnel. E.C. llCkk changes the 

major objective of the Federal Land Ucc Policy,that of sustained yield. 

Sustained yield has been the historical ua date to manage for oultiplo 

use. The r.ew policy is to minimize environmental inpaqt.l,5iotained 

yield 5c looking at the Ion- torn use nnd doing nothing that \/ould 

impair the lands ability to produce goods and ;.erviceo. y0 do not want 
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to'destroy our lands for fish»n-, hunt inr, oi ;htneeinc, hihinj or motor

cycling-, we w.-nt our children and their children to be nble to enjoy the 

beauty and the experience of outdoor recreation just ac I have over tho 

yenre. To destroy the land ic to destroy the benuty and the rocreation 

ex'icrience. Why not cnns.nJt all the people wlio own and use federal 

lands when a ehift of policy is made, not just the lobyictn for the 

"terra Club'.' Why should the :.0. llo1!** have o blanket criteria ovor 

all of the Department of tho 3nterior? The function of the 13.L.I'., the 

Fish and Wildlife Service, the Rational Torh f.ystesvs, and the Bureau of 

Reclamation are all different and their duties desir-natcd for then by 

h w c . The E.O. 116'*** oecno like it creates P lot of expensive and 

unnecessary administration due to the overlap of tho lows. Thin all 

cq;.alc toasted tax dollars. 

Tho net; F..I.S. has rroblea ^-renr.. It has cli'inated n certain subject 

ond nude core radical st at cents. The 197''* E.I.5. dwelt on the social 

benefito of the utt Toad rocreation. The net; E.I.3. omits the entire 

section of social benefits. IJotorcycle trail ridin-; and competition 

helps no to unwind from the pressures of work ond I keep in pjood physical 

condition, liy fniaily often r..:ac.:. b1«*.n>: with ir>f i»t oventB M.d w>; *r,jo/ 

canpinj out. It helps in hco;.in'; the family together. It Jiao shown my 

children the beauty of tho outdoors. lo:H this of social benefit? You 

c m bo the judne! Half of Die facts,with tho new E.I.3.,dun't tell tho 

entire story! 

There nre a number of dobatable ntatcmento which reflect an attitudo of 

tho writer as being projuicei and diccrir.cnatory. 

hxunple: "The Off Bond User should not cuffcr economic lose except 

possibly on the resale of hie vehicle." What this means is that if thoro 

isn't nny place to ride, then Hie motorcycle isn't of any value. la 

thio tlic objectivo of E.O. 116M'*? 
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rtv:cj>lc: "At tliir. ]oint there .-.j.cnr.- to be little likelihood that the 

proposed nclion will b >ve any inject on O.fJ.V, industry an n vnr.le." 

3'jitt truth of the ..atter is the > ajoriV.v of the O.3.V. will be eliminated; 

no calec plus no profit DP,ir«ln unu-"nloyent. h'c don't need any More 

unemployment rt this tint • iJuch of the real reono.'iie recovery will be 

frcx real bvr-ine.:;: ifltp. nrion. 

."aanplc: " Off ron'< users tend sure oy.-r to litter the landscape." In 

this to cinp/lc out the off road user thnt they litter core than the 

other people? Or the contrary, os a motorcyclist I leave the area as 

cle n ns before or b tter. I ronpect o.:r natural resources and vsnt 

to prove thnt motorcyclist can use t . responsibly, limy of the 

southern California motorcycle clubs have for .-J litter canpaipna and 

have spent a w -ekend clean In-; up the desert of littor left fcy tim funeral 

public. '..Tiat r.ore can we :;y, we ere and are •.-.•illinr; tojlo co:.icthin.3 

about it. IG thin a social benefit? be are civic cinded and we do not 

look at C.3.V. as short torn. 

rxn.-plc: Much if not :.:ont P-OJn»at ion '»ff road vehicle use will be 

treat id r.e lee 1, nh«-rt t r . m.<; nf . an'n environment." J." f«l'ir(i >.f 

off rond recreation is at stake. In the past ,r.ot or cycles were able to 

live within thi boundcryc of the h.L."!. policies and laws. V.*e w Jit a 

future for our .-.port and we ar«i willies, to work for it. Wo Gunrect a 

new executive order that reco-nises the need to manage O.n.V. activity 

to G0..1C extent as in h.O. llG'.'f but avoid the pitfallfl of saddling the 

administration with blanket criteria f.»r each of the Depart-ion t of 

Interiors; agencies which nlrcdy have their duties spelled out by law. 

Why not have each creu y identify within it's holdings significant 

environncntal r.nd cultural areas and rerulato off rend vohiclc use only 

on those identified lands, 'flilo would eliminate the uorst complication 
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of the court order to }>rcvonl the rorcrsseat from having to bnr.ole over 

oaeh aero of the 500 Billion ncroc or federal land* 

The deadline for conuento on the n.J..!'.. Jr. Oct. 7, 197C. 1 tmct y»u 

will rive this your iauedinte attention. 

1'ieaso find ntt-ichcd the narjon of other people who share- the oaro views. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce-C. Bowman 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS .ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Bruce C, Bowman 

Social Benefits of ORV Recreation 
Refer to Item 1, Recurring Comments. 

Economic Loss 
The statement referred to has been taken out of its context. The Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement, on-pages 34 and 35, analyzes a 
situation in which regulation- of off-road vehicle activity results in 
a drop in consumer demand. The next sentence of the EIS says, 
"However, at present there is no indication that popularity would 
drop; quite the opposite may be true." This can hardly been taken 
to mean that there will be no place to ride after regulations 
are promulgated. 

The Department of the Interior does not anticipate that "the majority 
of the O.R.V. will be eliminated',' as stated on page 3 of Mr. Bowman's 
letter. A careful exmination of Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
(Appendix 1 of the EIS) will show that ORV activity on the public 
lands is to be accommodated. 

Littering 
Refer to Item 3, Recurring Comments, for a clarification of the discussion 
of littering by off-road vehicle users. The Environmental Impact 
Statement has been revised to more clearly describe the problem in 
relation to ORV and other recreational use. 

Individual Agency Regulation 
Under the proposed action, each land-managing agency will compile 
separate regulations and be responsible for designation of lands 
under its jurisdiction. 
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P. 0. Box 11 
Grand Mhrais, Minn., 5p6o4 
Sept ember 19*, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C , 2024-0 

Dear Sir: 

Re: INT-DES-76-27 

I'm very concerned about the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's 
recent draft Environmental Impact Statement on off-road vehicles 
on Department of the Interior lands. 

It seems to me that Instead of severely criticizing snow
mobillng activities the BOR should be more concerned with the 
wholesome, healthy and fun-oriented aspects of snowmobillng. 

Snowmoblling is a sport of its own and therefore should be 
treated separately from other off-road vehicles. Certainly the 
aspects of snowmobillng are much different than those of motor
cycles or ATV* s, 

I also question, some of the Information regarding snow
mobillng that appears in your EIS. I think you should do some 
more homework and get your facts straight before blaming snow-
mobilers for soil erosion, Increased dust conditions and decreased 
air quality. Here in Minnesota we perhaps have more snowmobiles 
than in any other state and we don't consider them a "special 
threat to wildlife" either. 

I think that you can improve on your EIS and I urge you 
to do so, taking into consideration some of my above-mentioned 
concerns. Just remember that the BOR should be concerned about 
expanding our recreational opportunities rather than criticizing 
and discouraging one of the more popular recreations that pres
ently exists. 

Sincerely, 

GJB-.bc 
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Gary J. Brumberg "• 
Concerned Snowmobller 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: GarY J- Brumberg 

Mr. Brumberg's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Personal benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES FEDERATION 
Affiliated with the National Wildlife Federation 

President 
V i l N O N | SMITH 

V»ce President 

MR. i U Z Z FtlTSMANS 
Sec retire-Treasurer 

RUDOIPH |. H. SCHAFf.lt 

September 3 0 , 1976 

2775 CotURe W»y 
Suite No. 39 

Sacramento, CA 93825 
Ph: (916)403-1125 

Di r e c t o r (210 ) 
Bureau of Land Management 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 202^0 

Dea r D i rec tor: 

California Natural Resources Federation (CNRF) is shocked and dis
mayed that the Bureau of Land Management apparently desires to de
lay designating lands for 0RV use until December 31, 1987- We fully 
recognize the task of collecting data, developing regulations, and 
implementation on k~lk mi.llion acres is no small task. However, some 
areas contain extremely valuable combinations of resources that 
should be protected against unrestricted 0RV use. Waiting until 
1987 undoubtedly will see the destruction of much of these resources. 
By then, it would make no difference what the regulations might con
tain. 

We firmly believe that BLM already has sufficient data, collected by 
a sensitive and alert staff to immediately designate important areas 
that need protection from unrestricted and unregulated 0RV use. Such 
areas would include historical sites, archeologica1 areas, wildlife 
areas such as big game winter ranges, sage grouse strutting grounds, 
breeding and nursery areas, range rehabilitation areas, study areas, 
and many others. The Endangered Species Act already gives broad 
powers over important habitat where endangered plants and animals 
live. 

CNRF bases these beliefs upon what has already transpired regarding 
ORV regulations on the southern California Desert. BLM announced 
its interim critical management program for recreational vehicle use 
of national resource lands of the California Desert on October 31. 
1973. Judge Enright of the U.S. District Court in San Diego ruled 
on November 26, 1973 on a motion by the United States to dismiss the 
action of a preliminary injunction sought by the California Associ
ation of Four-Wheel Drive Clubs, Inc. A revised California Desert 
Vehicle Management program was announced October 26, 197^. In a 
finding filed February 18, 1976, the United States District Court 
Central District of California ruled that under the circumstances of 
the case, the actions of the BLM were substantially in accordance 
with the letter and the spirit of the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 and the applicable regulations, executive orders and 
gu i de1i nes . 
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Director (210) 
Wash i ngton , D.C. 
September 2 8 , 1976 
Page Two 

Vernon J. Sm i th 
P res i dent 
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T h e r e f o r e , CNRF believes there is ample p r e c e d e n c e and court de-
cisiors to allow BLM to declare an interim critical m a n a g e m e n t 
program to protect certain fragile natural resource values on 
lands under j u r i s d i c t i o n of the BLM. This suggested interim 
critical m a n a g e m e n t plan would be so devised to prevent unregu
lated ORV use in w e l l - d e f i n e d a r e a s . 

We recognize from a practical standpoint BLM's lack of manpower 
and e n f o r c e m e n t devices to properly implement regulations closing 
widely scattered portions of natural resource lands to ORV use. We 
also recognize the problems that arise when required to follow the 
regulations of the Environmental Policy Act. These f a c t o r s , how
e v e r , should not detract from BLM's responsibility to at least make 
every attempt to protect certain unique features inherent on nat
ural resource lands. 

As opposed to waiting until 1987 to complete the r e g u l a t i o n s , CNRF 
feels that many of the features and amenities to be protected would 
clearly require early regulations under emergency c l a u s e s . The 
United States District Court, Central District of C a l i f o r n i a , 
No.CV 79-108 FW, recognized the urgent nature of the Interim Critical 
M a n a g e m e n t Program and this urgent need exists at other sites in 
California besides the California Desert and also in other s t a t e s . 

BLM, in our view, could not be faulted for trying to save valuable 
national resource features existing on natural resource lands, w h e 
ther or not the m i s s i o n was entirely s u c c e s s f u l . But BLM could cer
tainly loose a great deal of c r e d i b i l i t y by failure to make an ef
fort to act in time to preserve those w e l l - k n o w n features that will 
be completely destroyed in a short span of time by unrestricted ORV 
use. 

S i n c e r e 1 y , 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: California Natural Resources Federation 

Comments regarding Bureau of Land Management policies and regulations 
have been referred to BLM for their consideration. 
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October 4, 19 76 

To: Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: INT-DES-76-2 7 

We are outdoor recreationalists - we backpack, hike, camp, hunt, 
fish and snowmobile. We were both born in Bozeman, Montana, and 
have spent our entire lives here (fifty years). We enjoy living 
in Montana and feel privileged to have the use of public lands for 
our enjoyment and livelyhood. We respect Montana and wish it used 
resourcefully. We don't want people excluded from using the public 
lands in Montana for recreational purposes just because they happen 
to choose a mechanized mode of transportation to and on that land. 
We don't want people excluded from enjoying the public land in 
Montana because of their age or physical handicaps. 

We are against out-of-state, anti-mechanized groups trying to 
dictate to the whole U.S. the ways and means of so-called preserv
ation of public lands. This cannot be done. We are a progressive 
and intelligent people. If the land is managed properly, with our 
tax dollars, there will be continuing resources for all mankind for 
generations to come. We feel the management must be on a local 
or regional level. There cannot be "blanket" management for the 
whole United States. Local public input must be evaluated fairly 
when decisisons and regulations governing the use of public lands 
are made by tax supported Federal agencies. 

We have snowmobiled in the western mountains of Montana for 
approximately nine years. We have three sons that have enjoyed 
the "sport" with us. We have ridden thousands of miles in those 
years and have not seen any wildlife threatened or harassed. 
Wildlife is not in the high country in winter where the snow is 
usually more than three feet deep. We have seen very little 
littering - not nearly as much as the litter left in these 
beautiful mountains by out-of-state backpackers, campers, hunters 
and tourists. It has been proven in this locality that snowmobiles 
do very little harm to vegetation, probably because the travel is 
now dispersed in Montana. Concentrated use would be heavier if 
all public land would be regulated by an overall "blanket" ORV 
plan. 
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Wildlife use the packed trails made by snowmachines for less 
difficult movement to other feeding areas, where they are unmolested. 
Cross-country skiers use snowmachine packed trails for less 
difficult traversing than in deep snow. Snow, hills and valleys 
muffle the sound of snowmachines. Their sound is not nearly as 
offensive as some persons would like everyone to think. Snowmobilers 
really enjoy a winter picnic with good friends in the stillness of 
the vast white world, with maybe the sounds of winter birds or 
an unfrozen creek and the wind in the evergreens. 

Over-the-snow machines should be in a seperate category from 
other ORV's. Spark arresters are not needed. There is little 
spark and no dry vegetation to ignite. A respectful outdoor 
recreationalist, in groups or clubs will police their own people 
and areas. We realize, of course, there are people among us, as 
with humanity everywhere, that make a "black mark" on our 
reputations, but that must be taken into consideration when making 
decisions and regulations that affect all mankind. Man and his 
machines are here to stay and with proper local management, all 
should be compatible. 

Sincerely, 

Dorinne Christophersen 
R.D. Christophersen 
Route 4, Box 162 
Bozeman, Montana 59715 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Dorinne and R. D. Christophersen 

The Christophersens' comments are addressed in the following Items 
of the Recurring Comments Section: 
Allocation of recreation opportunities on the public lands: Item 9. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Beneficial effects of snowmobile organizations: Item 8. 
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COALITION of CALIFORNIA SNOWMOBILE ORGANIZATIONS 

President 
Paul Can 

Secretary 
John G. Culliton 

Post Office Box Y • Westwood, California 96137 
Phone: (916) Day—256-3804 or Night—256-3771 

17 September 1976 

John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
Wash. D.C. 20240 

Rei INT - Des. 76 - 27 

Dear Sir, 

The Coalition of California Snowmobile Organizations regret 
that the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation is so naieve to the rec
reational aspect of the job the department was designed to do. 

First, the draft E.I.5. is very unfair to snowmobiliers. 
Secondly, why are snowmobiliers being placed in the same 

catigory as O.R.V.'s? Snowmobiles are "over the snow vehicles", 
flany National Forests are separating the snowmobiles from O.R.V. 
because they are convinced that snowmobiles :'o not do the damage 
that the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation indicates. 

We, of CCSO feel that BOR should get the facts together 
before taking such a big step on being so unfair with the powers 
vested unto the department. 

We would like to see a plan that benifits all the people. 
Not just the preservationests. Remember, it's our land too! 

Sincerely, 

Paul Carr 
CCSO President 

CPC/jc 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Coalition of California Snowmobile Organizations 

The Coalition's comment is addressed in Item 4 of the Recurring 
Comments Section. 
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451 E 5816 Ave • Surte 2020 • Oenvef. Cokxado 80216 
Phone 322-7785 , . « ) >. •, " •'•• 

' '• < • . - '' 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington. D. C. 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

I would like to comment on the Department of the Interiors' Environ
mental Impact Statement on the implementation of Executive Order 
11644 in behalf of the Colorado Motorcycle Dealers Association. 

We well realize that increasing regulation is a way of life here in 
America under present philosophy. We also understand that that 
philosophy is supposed to benefit man's enjoyment of his environ
ment through protection of the environment. 

Probably our major objection in reading the statement is not in the 
underlying logic, but rather in the impressions it might leave with 
the land managers that use it. 

Specifically it is educational as it concerns the environment but is 
not educational as it concerns man. Since the whole idea behind 
E. 0. 11644 is that vehicles are an invention of man to serve him in 
his pursuits and as such are a legitimate means of access to lands 
even though such vehicular use was not preceded by blasting powder 
and bulldozers. But any use by man should be scrutinized and probably 
have some controls placed on it. To fairly and properly regulate mans 
use of an area it should be obvious that man and his interests must be 
understood just as much as the environment should be understood. The 
expert land manager should then make decisions by weighing the infor
mation. 

The Statement makes no references to the varied type of uses of ORVs. 
Nor do we find that distinction should be made between the various 
types of ORVs in planning. Should not the motorcycle, which is fre
quently no heavier than its rider and was designed solely for personal 
transportation, be differentiated from the heavy four wheeler designed 
for group transportation? Nor does it make reference to the changing 
level of use as distance increases from densely populated areas. In 
fact, in real life there is only a realistic need for segregation 
of recreationist on lands not already carrying traditionally vehicleless 
management, where those lands are near dense population. In remote 
areas there should be far less emphasis on user conflict since most 
often that would simply involve giving in to prejudices and intolerance. 
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Page 2/Office of Environmental Affairs 

The Statement further does not seem to allow for the provision to 
accept extensive adverse impact from a botanical or wild life stand
point in areas where a high level of vehicular use may have important 
human recreational value. Certainly there is adequate precedent for 
such consideration. Permanent scarring of mountain sides to provide 
ski slopes should be adequate. 

In item 5 on page 7 the tone of the Statement sets a standard that 
could virtually eliminate vehicular access to areas which could be 
considered unusuall' scenic. This is opposite what we find in 
National Parks and Monuments where auto roads take us to most of the 
uncommonly majestic attractions found in this country. If anything, 
these are the areas where it should be expected that people would 
share the experience. This should be where ways should be searched 
for to provide for all people. Obviously practical ways would not 
always be found but the approach should be positive from the stand
point of ORVs rather than negative as it is now written. 

On page 23 reference is made to effecting esthetic values. Here again 
a negative is implied. Vehicle tracks do not necessarily constitute 
an adverse esthetic effect unless they are dispersed. A visit to an 
art gallery will show numerous examples of the blending of man and 
nature to create pleasing subjects. As far as noise is concerned, 
everyone seems to be against unnecesarily loud noise except the young 
or irresponsible, but no one seems to want to develop a practical 
approach to noise enforcement. Certainly the Statement does not 
address the problem with an interest for a solution. 

Litter, referred to in paragraph F on page 42 is a favorite subject, 
and it would be very simple to document that those areas frequented 
by ORVs are very much cleaner than walk-in areas. Simply, there are 
enough people that care, to do an effective job of clean up since 
their vehicle makes it no great burden. A local play area could be 
an exception to this generality. 

In conclusion we would like to point out that as well as the legiti
mate need for play areas near populated areas and occasional competi
tive events, most people tour with their ORVs and enjoy our wonderful 
land. Not all people possess the extended free time or the physical 
ability to walk great distances. The ORV has enabled these people to 
experience some of what our young back packers hold so dear. The ORV's 
have helped knit many a family in these times when families so fre
quently disperse. Although we certainly recognize many problems, we 

451 E 58th Ave • Suite 2020 • Denver. Colorado 80216 
Phone 322-7785 



Bill Brokaw 
President 

BB/ ea 
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Suite 2020 • Denver. Colorado 80216 

Page 3/Office of Environmental Affairs 

do not recognize why the Statement should be written in the often 
negative language we find, and in that we feel that it does not 
properly fulfill the spirit of E. 0. 11644. 

Sincerely, 

COLORADO MOTORCYCLES DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC. 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Colorado Motorcycle Dealers Association, Inc. 

Man and his interests 
In our opinion, the Executive Order, as amended, the environmental 
statement and the various agencies' regulations all recognize that 
vehicle use on the public lands can be a legitimate use under 
appropriate circumstances. The thrust of the Executive Order 
and this Department's implementation of it is to protect the resources 
of the public lands for all citizens and to promote safety and 
minimize conflicts among all the users of the public lands. 

Distinctions between ORVs 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 4. 

Allow for Extensive adverse impact 
Neither the statement nor the regulations permit the acceptance 
of extensive avoidable adverse environmental impacts. To do so 
would not be in conformity with the expressed purpose of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended. 

Access to scenic areas 
There is not intent to deny access by ORVs to all scenic areas. Such 
access will be denied in unique natural, wildlife, historic or 
recreation areas when it is determined that access will adversely 
affect the unique values of the areas. We believe that this is in 
accord with the intent of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

The reference on page 23 to esthetic, natural and scenic values is 
in conformity .with paragraph 3 (a) (4) of the Executive Order. 

Litter 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3. 

Value of ORV recreation 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 1. 

Negative Language 
The statement is written to assess the environmental implications of 
this Department's implementation of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 
The implementation consists of a proposed Departmental Manual Chapter 
and agencies' regulations. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

u .. . i.~ . Colorado Motorcycle Dealers Association, Inc. (cont'd.) 

Regulations by their nature, generally contain prohibitions of certain 
specified actions which may be regarded as negatives, and an environmental 
statement analysing the regulations would reflect these negatives. 
This should not be construed to mean that this Department holds a negative 
attitude towards any legitimate activity on the public lands. 
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5502 Markland Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90022 
September 20, 1976 

COMMENTS RE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, JULY 1976 
on Implementation of Executive Order 11644 - pertaining to 
the use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Sirs: 

Having served on the Ca l i fo rn ia Bureau of Land Management's 
Off-Road Vehicle Council for i t s e n t i r e dura t ion ( represen t ing 
The Desert P r o t e c t i v e Council) and through cont inuing publ ic 
d e l i b e r a t i o n s regarding ORV use on the Public Lands, as wel l as 
from longstanding use and understanding of the d e s e r t , we appre
c i a t e the f indings of the court t ha t the 1974 r egu la t i ons govern
ing the use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands a r e , indeed, 
inadequate and in v i o l a t i o n of Executive Order 11644. 

Although the Ju ly 1976 d ra f t Environmental Impact Statement 
follows the p resc r ibed p a t t e r n of a s sess ing the environmental 
impact of ORV use on the Publ ic Lands, and of p resen t ing a l t e r 
n a t i v e procedures , i t does NOT adequately assess the environ
mental impact of Off-Road Vehicle use on the Public Lands and 
i t s r e sources , does NOT adequately address the mat ter of safe ty 
to a l l use r s of the Public Lands, and f a i l s to consider adequately 
the mat ter of ORV c o n f l i c t with other use r s - or the ex tent of 
o ther u s e r s . 

To i l l u s t r a t e the p o i n t , on page 56, under Recreat ional Values: 

Off-road vehicle recreational experience would be sacrificed 
on a l l closed areas and t ra i l s for a l l the years they are 
closed. This loss may be accxnpanied by an increase in the 
number of other recreation experiences on these lands. The 
use of OKVs in hunting has helped in obtaining an adequate 
harvest of game from certain remote areas of the public Lands. 
A portion of the yield of game would be sacrificed on seme of 
the more remote areas closed to OHVs under the proposed action. 

We find a s t range lack of such s o l i c i t u d e for the " s a c r i f i c e s " 
of non-ORV u s e r s . B io log ica l ly speaking, and in the opinion 
of a t l e a s t 96TL of the people , i t i s not a " s a c r i f i c e " i f 
some w i l d l i f e su rv ives . 

Rather than to r e c i t e page and paragraph of the EIS 's uneven 
and inadequate environmental assessments , and p a r t i c u l a r l y , i t s 
f a i l u r e to give adequate a t t e n t i o n to non-ORV u s e r s , we w i l l 

-more-
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document the inadequacy of the EIS with regard to public uses and 
wishes (hence inadequate consideration of the safety of all users 
and minimizing user conflicts) through reference to the FIELDSCOPE 
SURVEY, released in December of 1975 by Neil Pfulb, Desert Plan 
Director of the Bureau of Land Management. 

According to Pfulb, "Results of the Survey show: 

1) A substantial use of the desert by the public. ( Basically Public Lands.) 
2) An expressed demand for a variety of recreational activities. 
3) A general public concern in protecting and maintaining the desert 

ecology, wildlife, naturalness, and historic features." 

The FIELDSCOPE SURVEY shows that the 3 most important issues to 
Survey Respondents were: 

1) More Protection of Desert Wildlife and Ecology. 
2) More Protection of Areas of Historical Importance. 
3) Less Development of All Kinds. 

The responses to the FIELDSCOPE SURVEY confirm the contention that 
the EIS fall short of adequate assessment of user use of the Public 
Lands, hence its selected alternative for action is not based on 
full information and consideration of all factors. 

The decision to combine alternatives B-6 and C-5 reflects this 
deficiency. 

B-6 would hold Multiple Use Lands in Undesignated Status pending 
Permanent Designation. C-5 calls for intermediate scheduling 
(fortunately giving priority to fragile areas and those of heavy 
ORV use) but allowing until 1981, 1985, and 1987 respectively, to 
complete Off-Road Vehicle use designations. 

Considering the situation as it really exists: the immensity of 
the impact of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands, the necessity 
of protecting the safety of all users, and the magnitude of user 
conflicts, alternative D-l granted in the EIS as "environmentally 
superior" should be pursued. 

D-l adds a complete interim designation process, with public par
ticipation, to be completed in one year, to the selected option 
combining B-6 and C-5. 

In summary, the EIS still falls short of adequate assessment of 
the environmental impact of Off-Road Vehicle, use on the Public Lands. 
It does not deal adequately with the safety of all users, and does 
not assess, or adequately deal with minimizing user conflicts -
including the decade or more to wait for designation of status for 
the vast areas of Multiple Use Lands. 

Reassessment of these factors would indicate the superiority of 
Alternative D-l to add an interim designation process, including 
public involvement, to be completed within one year. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Beula Edmiston 299 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: B e u l a E d m i s t o n 

Recreational Values and Sacrifices 
The section on "Recreational Values" (page 56 of the draft Environmental 
Impact Statement) has been revised to include a more balanced view of 
recreational impacts. 

Desert Survey 
The Bureau of Land Management survey of users in the California desert 
was cited by several respondents and was considered in the preparation of 
the final Environmental Impact Statement. It is available for consideration 
by the land-managing agencies during the designation process. The objectives 
of the designation process will be to provide the recreational diversity 
desired by the public while maintaining the integrity of unique ecological, 
cultural, and historical resources. 

Safety and User Statistics 
Adequate data with regard to use of Federal lands by off-road vehicle 
recreationists is scarce. We believe that safety considerations with 
regard to the designation process were adequately addressed in the Environ
mental Impact Statement. Enhancing the safety of all users of the public 
lands will be a by-product of the designation process. 

Refer to Item 2, Recurring Comments. 
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Mr. John Crutcher, Director 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

Washington,D.C. 20240 

Re: INT ,— DES - 76-27 

Dear Sir, 

I am writing as a member of C.A.S.E., Concerned About Snowraobiling 

Everywhere. We are concerned now, about the policies being made that will 

govern snowmobiles on public lands managed by the U.S.Dept.of Interior. 

The Enviwnnmental Impact Statement made by BOB is unfair to snowmobilers. 

Tou consistently lump all non-hiway vehicles together and then single out 

the most adverse environmental impact of any of these in your report. Tou 

really must agree that since snowmobiles must be ridden on snow, that most 

argueraents such as wind erosion of soil,dust,and decreased air quality 

just don't hold up for snowmobiles. Because of the amounts of snow,you 

usually wont find wildlife in these areas,and when you do they are very 

curious about the machines. I have personally never seen anyone harassing 

any wildlife in 8 years of snowmobiling. 

I do feel thet some mention of the healthy - family 

orientated fun of the sport of snowmobiling should be made in your report. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Ellis C.A.S.E. member 

1459 \"W Cumberland 

Bend,Ore. 97701 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Mary Ann Ellis 
Concerned About Snowmobiling Everywhere 

Ms. Ellis' comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
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FAIRBANKS ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 
1805 Pioneer Way 

Fairhanki, Alaska 99701 
(907) 179-3081 

Friends of the Earth 

October 25, 1976 

U.S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Comments on DEIS Implementation of Order #11644, Off-Road 
Vehicle Use on Public Lands 

To Whom It Hay Concern: 

We realize that the deadline for such comments is past due, and we 
apologize for the lateness of these remarks. 

However, on behalf of Friends of the Earth, and the Fairbanks Envi
ronmental Center, I wish to offer these comments on this DEIS, and 
respectfully request that they be given full consideration. 

Page 7, So. 4 - we commend your attention to the need to keep such 
trails out of national wilderness areas, and to consult with managing 
agencies. 

Page 8, No. 1 - we commend your recommendation for the license require
ment for such operations. However, we note that the state BLM director 
has asked for a waiver of this requirement for Alaska. We do not agree 
with this requested waiver. Also, item (d') at this time should have 
stronger requirements. "Excessive damage" has been difficult to 
measure. Stronger and more specific language would be helpful in 
preventing arguments which arise over the question of what is "excessive." 

Page 9, (2) - Similarly, this requirement is far too)weak to avoid 
damage by offroad vehicle use to Alaskan tundra. 

Page 12, pargraph 2 - BLM should be given a time frame in which to make 
0RV designations. Also, the 5-year use designation at the close of this 
paragraph is too long. 

Page 13 - Similarly, 1986 and 1987 are too distant into the future to 
prevent 0RV misuse in Alaska. Because of special Alaskan conditions 
including presence of tundra over vast areas to receive 0RV use 
which is very easily damaged - these time frames should be tightened 
up. Damage to lands in these latitudes is notus easily repaired 
as would be similar damage in some temperate climates. 

Page 15, paragraph 2 - Lands of extreme high temperature similarly 
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have biologically low productivity and low biomass. Your discussion 
of the difficulty of making management decisions is understated. 
This ..paragraph covers a topic which is r.tich broader and more complex 
than you have indicated. 

fage 32 - The first paragraph should indicate that dust is also very 
hard on vegetation. 

Page 51, ho. 4 - The failure to designate areas also will create -vested 
and historical rights to the use of an area which will be extremely 
difficult to regulate or discontinue later. 

Page 53 - Again, the 1987 date will increase the opportunity for consid
erable damage from continued, uncontrolled use. Also, you should 
indicate that all vegetation caa be damaged by unchecked ORV use, not 
just young forest trees. 

Page 60 - A - indicate which "multiple use mandate" you refer to. 

Page 64 - again, which use mandate is intended? 

In conclusion, we feel that the BOR has not taken fully into account 
that Alaskan conditions in particular are such that damage to tundra from 
ORV use can be greater than elsewhere. Damage to land cover.d with 
tundra and underlain with permafrost caa easily be severe and- long-
lasting, multiplying consequences, 

The extended dates used in this document to bring about use desig
nations are not realistic dates in Alaska. Hew major populations 
booiis will accompany future resource development in Alaska, and 
the resultant pressures by ORV users are likely to intensify. 

We strenuously object to these extended time frames and respectfully 
offer that they are not realistic in Alaska in order to prevent 
unnecessary damage to public lands. We urge that such time frames 
be reconsidered and shortened. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Rincerelv 

Jim Rowalsky 
Alaska Representative 
Friends of the Earth 

George Ratz 
Fairbanks Environmental Center 
Executive Director 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Fairbanks Environmental Center 
Friends of the Earth 

License and Permit Requirements 

These will be as the bureaus'regulations indicate. 

Difficulty of Making Management Decisions 
We feel that delegating regulatory responsibility to each land-managing 
agency will help to identify mora accurately those areas of special 
resource sensitivity. However, as stated in the draft environmental 
impact statement, reasoned judgments must suffice due to present-day 
lack of information on the functioning of various ecosystems on 
Interior lands. 

Dust 
The requested change has been made in Section III, subsection E of 
the final environmental impact statement. 

Delay in Designation 
By leaving specific land parcels undesignated until such time as 
designations can be made, the Department of the Interior will not 
be officially sanctioning any activity on the undesignated lands. 
Early designation, with or without public participation, could 
establish a precedent which would be very difficult to change. 
Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, as amended, requires that 
emergency or interim closures will be invoked where ORV's have caused, 
or will cause, considerable adverse environmental impact. Refer 
to Item 14 under Recurring Comments for further information regarding 
the 1987 deadline. 

Multiple-Use Mandate 
At the time the draft environmental impact statement was written, 
the activities of the Bureau of Land Management were legislated 
by more than 3,000 different acts of Congress, including the 
Taylor Grazing Act, Sikes Act, and the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund Act. The BLM Organic Act, signed by President Ford on 
October 21, 1976, gives more comprehensive multiple-use authority 
to BLM. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Fruitport Snowdrifters 
(Russell G. Rutz, Pres.) 

The Snowdrifters' comments are addressed in the following Items of 
the Recurring Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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September 13, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of: Outdoor Recreation 
U. 3D. Department—of the Interior 
Washington, DyCd 20240 

RE:INT/ DEo-76-27 

Mrs. VErnon Garton 
1127 La Sombra Ct. 
Turlock, Calif. 9 5380 

309 

Dear Mr. Crutcher, X 

As you are the director of Outdoor Recreation for our 
nation, I would like to impress upon you the great advantages 
of family snowmobiling and how it has affected our lives. 

It is a wholesome sport exposing the great out of doors 
to young people and bringing both family and friends together. 
Our family started snowr.iobiling In the Sonora Pass area ten 
ten years ago with our two small sons ages ten and seven and our 
daughter age twelve. I know this sport influenced their lives 
because as a family we would get up before dawn, have all the 
gear packed and ready to go and drive the two hours to the 
mountains for a great day of snowmoiiling on back-country roads. 
These roads were logging roads where no cabins or civilization 
was near. It was like a winter wonderland and in respect for this 
beauty we taught them to avoid any trees and small shrubs and 
carry out any trash that they had or would find. 

To see these boys (ind the daughter too work) and ride with 
their father over this common interest of snowmobiling built 
a good foundation for future relationships. There was no "gen
eration gap". Today these young people are in high school and 
college excelling in their studies and still have a genuine respect for 
the out of doors and caring for our enviroment as well .is respect 
for their dad who spent so much time with them. 

Soon other families joined us in these adventures in the snow; 
some renting or buying cabins at Strawberry, California. New 
and lasting friendships were made. 

Wo hope you will not put all off-thc-road vcchicles into 
one group as snowr.iob Lies do not tear up the earth or grasses. 
V.'hen soring comes all the snow is melted away. Yet our memories 
of enjoying the breath-taking views, the fresh out of doors, 
and those special times only a snow lover would cherish will linger on. 

YOurs truly, 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: ^.^ V e r n o n G a r t o n 

Mrs. Garton's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Family and personal benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
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September 21, 1976 
Grand Rapids, MN* 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

REt INT-DES-76-2? 

Once again the public has been asked to comment on yet another Environmental Impact 
Statement dealing with ORV use on public lands and on new proposed regulations for 
the control of ATV's on said lands. 

The f i r s t and most obvious thing I w i l l comment on i s , that although the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation was created for and charged with the respons ib i l i ty of expanding 
ALL recreat ional opportunities on public and private lands, the Environmental Impact 
Statement recent ly prepared by BOR demonstrates an alarming s e l e c t i v i t y ! 

In the Environmental Impact Statement, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation i s carrying 
on the time-worn t rad i t ion of lumping the snowmobile in with a l l other ORV's/ATV's 
regardless of individual c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , operation or season of use! The document 
therefore i s inaccurate, misleading and f i l l e d with blanket assumptions that are un
worthy of an agency supposedly dedicated to meeting ever-expanding recreational needs. 

The Environmental Impact Statement has accused ORY's (snowmobiles currently included 
in t h i s category) of creat ing ( l ) dust , wind erosion of s o i l - resul t ing in decreased 
a ir qua l i ty . The document a l s o a l l e g e s damage t o water quality by disturbed s o i l , ( 2 ) , 
(2a) s p i l l e d gas A o i l , (2b) human waste . . Trying to equate these charges with the 
snowmobile i s s imilar to attempting t o place a square peg in a round hole! The snow
mobile i s unique in i t s physical character i s t i c s and operation. I t moves over land and 
water during the winter season only, using a protective blanket of snow as i t s medium 
of t r a v e l . Because the propell ing force of the snowmobile, i . e . , the revolving track, 
never comes i n contact with the ground, the snowmobile i s the most environmentally 
sound recreat ional unit ever devised by man! The snowmobile does not leave ruts i n 
the ground, dust in the a i r , uproot vegetat ion or erode s o i l into lakes and streams. 
To add another jewel t o i t s crown, a l l traces of snowmobile use disappear with the 
melting snow. Wouldn't i t be nice i f the traces of summer foot trave lers could d i s 
appear as handily? 

In addressing the problem of a l leged water quality damage by snowmobiles/snowaobilers 
from petroleum product sp i l l age (2a),(my comments are directed to the defense of the 
recreat ional snowmobiler and the use of the snowmobile in that capacity only and do 
not apply t o snowmobile racing or s imilar competitive events . ) may I point out that 
such sp i l l age comes only during the act of refuel ing which i s only necessary on ex
tended cross-country t r i p s . A very small percentage of r iders and machines are eq
uipped t o handle a "wilderness" refuel ing operation. Carrying extra containers of fue l 
i s a nuisance! Tie downs must be checked frequently, the handling character i s t i c s of 
the machine change (rarely for the bet ter ) and such a t r i p frequently turns out to be 
more work than recreat ion! Most modern snowmobiles have an exce l lent cruis ing range 
and i f f u l l y fueled at the Beginning of a normal days ride w i l l r e l i eve i t s driver of 
any further r e s p o n s i b i l i t y . If water qual i ty on any given lake has been damaged and/or 
contaminated by gas A o i l perhaps a c loser look at summer use would be in order, i . e . , 
outboard motor use whose petroleum wastes are exhausted d irec t ly into the wateri before 
an accusing f inger i s pointed a t the infrequent refuel ing of the recreat ional snow
mobile. 

On any given lake on any given weekend during the winter season you w i l l see groups 
of people,comprised of adults and children of both sexes , in assorted s i z e s and shapes 
and of varying Inc l inat ions . Some are on snowshoes, some on cross-country s k i s , Some 
are hunched over a small hole in the i ce while others enjoy the warmth and comfort of 
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the numerous "dark houses" scattered about the area. Snownobilers are there also, 
either crossing the lake and disappearing into the woods or Just criss-crossing the 
lake in play. Having witnessed this typical scene many times it is difficult for me 
to grasp Just how the BOR Environmental Impact Statement team can substantiate its 
allegation that water quality is damaged by ORV users (i.e., snownobilers) due to 
human waste deposits. Are we to believe that only the operators of notorized recrea
tional vehicles are equipped with normal body functions? IncredibleI(I 

last but not least is the subject of wildlife haxrassment unfortunately, no one 
sport has the corner on the idiot market, there always seems to be enough to go around! 
There are a few irresponsible persons riding snowmobiles that pose a threat to wildlife 
Just as there are a few canoeists who are careless with campfires, posing even a greater 
threat. The only difference is the canoeist gets a slap on the wrist and the snowmobiler 
is singled out for abuse, labeled "Public Enemy #1" and targeted for restrictive legis
lation whenever possible! (The situation can be equated to that of a large family who 
is unfortunate enough to have one of its members commit a crime. Should the whole groups 
be sentenced to hang? I think not!) 

In conclusion let me state that 95% of us are law abiding citizensj we do not harrass 
wildlife, rather when the snow gets deep we feed the deer in our area! We avoid known 
yarding areas, stay on designated trails and by-pass private property whenever possible! 
If lunch is eaten on the trail the litter is carried back home, not left in the woods 
or on the lake. Our machines are kept in good running order and well muffled. We are 
not the exception to the rule there are thousands Just like us! I feel that we 
have every right to take our place on public lands along side of other winter users! 

And please,....take the snowmobile out of the general ORV/ATV classification and let 
it stand on its own merit! 

Sincerely*-, 

Edith B. Grimmonpre' 
Route k. Box 68 
Grand Rapids, MN. 5 5 7 ^ 

hember oft Internat ional Snowmobile Association 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: £ d i t h £> Grinnnonpre, 

Ms. Grimmonpre's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Machine and human wastes: Item 11. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Allocation of winter recreation opportunities between snowmobilers and 
other recreation-seekers: Item 9. 
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Route 3, Box 3317 
La Grande, Oregon 97850 
Sept. 24, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Re: TNT - DBS - 76 - 27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher, 

I have just reviewed the new draft Environmental Impact State
ment on off-road vehicle use on B.L.M. lands which you pre
pared. In general I agree with the draft statement. However, 
I feel compelled to make the following comments: 

1. As an Outdoor Recreation Agency you should be an advocate 
of outdoor recreation. This i s especially essential as i t 
pertains to snowmobiling which i s a clean winter sport. The 
environmental impact of snowmobiles i s almost non-existent. 
Most snowmobiles are used on constructed roads with at least 
one foot of snow cover. This i s necessary because rocks 
and brush can cause great damage to snowmobile machines. 

2. Snowmobiles should not be lumped with other off-road 
vehicles which travel through dust, mud, and snow. 

3. Snowmobilers do not harass wi ldl i fe . The Oregon Snowmobilers 
Association, as do most associations, offer rewards for 
those snowmobilers caught harassing wi ldl i fe . When wildl ife 
i s encountered i t i s found that the animals pay l i t t l e attention 
to the machines. 

4 . Damage to wildlife habitat would be rare Indeed. Snow
mobiles are not constructed to operate in brush or vegetative 
matter. They are expensive machines and expansive to repair. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely yours, 
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firnest D. Hardman 
Representative - Oregon Snowmobile Association 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: E r n e st D. Hardman 

Oregon Snowmobile Association 

Mr. Hardman's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Beneficial effect of ORV-organizations: Item 8. 
Snowmobile impact on vegetation: Item 7. 
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High Desert Environmental Defense Fund 
P. 0. Box 193 
Lucerne Valley, Calif. 92356 

10/5/76 

Director (210) 
U . S . Bureau of Land Management 
Inter ior Building 
Washington, D. C. 202luD 

cct BOS, Wash. DC 
as cceeaents on ET5 (C&T Regs.) 

Comments onr Proposed Revised Regulations for Management of ORVs on BLM's Rational 
Resource Lands - (Federal Register, July 28, 1976) and Revised EIS (BOB). 

6290 - states that all lands administered by BLM will be designated by end of 1°87» 
Page 12 of revised BIB states that problem areas in southern California, 
etc. will be designated over a 5 year period ending Dec. 31* 1961. This 
date should be mentioned in the Regs. 

Any area left "undesignated pending evaluation and designation"' will in 
effect be a de facto "open area". BLM has not adequately implemented the 
Court Order arising out of the National Wildlife Federation Suit. This 
unresolved questionable status of undesignated lands is one of the most 
serious weaknesses in the regulations. 

The Regs, do not contain sufficient clauses related to enforcement under 
the Antiquities and other Acts. Page 7 (para. 5) of Revised EIS does not 
refer to archaeological values, however Pages 30 and U8 do mention the 
requirement for their protection. The Regs, are deficient in this respect 
as evidenced by the discrepancies among the Regs., FIS and Executive Order 
116UU. 

6290.0-5-(a) 3 - What does "expressly authorised by the authorised officer" really 
mean? Does authorisation have to be in writing? Is it a discretionary 
decision requiring NEPA review? The exact form of the expressed 
"authorisation" should be detailed in the Regs. 

6290.0-5-(e) - The "organised event" definition should include a clause related to 
"common purpose" in order to better define its intent. 

6290.0-5-(i) - The definition of "regulated areas and trails" does not adequately 
refer to any such intent of Executive Order U6uU. Page Hi of EIS 
infers that the "regulated" designation permits a quasi "open" use 
on areas and trails. P. 27 of EIS states that "regulated" means 
"open with regulations". The intent of the Executive Ofder is 
definitely not adequately transferred to the Regs, and is not well 
assessed in the ELS. This discrepency requires revision. 

6291.1-(e) - County laws should be mentioned since they are established to protect 
resources, health and welfare, etc. local jurisdictions have certain 
authority on federal lands that should be addressed in the Regs, and 
in the ELS. 
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Page 2 (HDEDF Comments on BLM Regs, and BOR ETS) 

62°lJi-(h)-(U) - The clause " . . .exaessive damage to or disturbance of the s o i l , w i l d l i f e . . , " 
i s c lear ly inconsistent with the Executive and Court Orders. "Less than 
excessive" damage i s not allowed under exist ing resource protection 
laws. The work "excessive" should be dropped en t i re ly . 

6291.2 - The essence of t h i s clause i s ref lected on P. 65 of the EL3 ( f i r s t p a r a . ) . 
However the ELS statement i s incorrect . BLM lands in southern California 
did not receive interim designations under Exec. Order ll6bit pr ior to the 
issuance of In t e r io r ' s memo of May 5j 1972. The Draft Interim Cri t ica l 
Management Plan (BLM Riverside Dis t r ic t Office) was not issued unt i l Sept. 
8, 1973. I t was f inal ised by November 1, 1973. Therefore the California 
desert lands should be included in the Court Order's mandate. Revisions 
to that effect should be included in the Regs, and ETS. 

6292.1-(») and (b) - "Minimize" does not suff ic ient ly describe protection already 
required by other laws. 

6292.1 (c) - The clause should read: "Areas and t r a i l s shal l be located to 
eliminate conflicts between ORV use and other exis t ing, proposed 
or possible recreat ional u s e s . . . . . " 

6292.1 (d) - What type of "natural area" c lassif icat ion i s BLM referring to? There is 
no reason to allow areas and t r a i l s for ORV use in any classif icat ion of 
natural area. Some roads might be feasibly used for access, but areas 
defini te ly should not be "open". A decision to allow such use in a 
"natural area" i s a defini te discretionary decision by the "authorized 
officer" and wi l l require separate review under NEPA. This clause may 
allow the officer too much discretion in land-use decisions affecting 
prime resource areas . 

- Exec. Order ll6bii (Sec. 3(a)-li) refers to "agency head" as the decision 
maker. 

• P. 7(para, q) of ELS refers to "bureau head" in the same clause. 

- This section of the Regs, refers to "authorized officer" as the 
decision maker. 

A definite regression in the related decision-making process from 
Washington down to a possible area manager i s evident in the above 
conflicting clauses in the various documents. The in tent of the 
Executive Order has been dras t ica l ly diluted and should not be 
perpetuated. The Regs, should be revised accordingly. 

6292.2 (b) - What are "other appropriate measures" for posting? They should be detailed 
in the t ex t . 

629U.1 - Neither part 2920 or subpart 6263 referred to in t h i s clause are included 
in the t ex t . 
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Page 3 (HDEDP Comments on BIX Regs, and BCR E1S) 

General Comments on Regs, and E35: 

1 . The Regs, should include provisions for prohibit ing ORV-induced fug i t ive dust 
sources. The background average ambient l e v e l s of part iculate matter in the 
California Desert's a ir shed already exceed federal part iculate standards by 
a t l e a s t UO micro grans per cubic meter. The allowance of addit ional f u g i t i v e 
dust potent ia l i s only perpetuating v i o l a t i o n of e x i s t i n g standards. The Regs, 
must conform t o the l e t t e r and intent of the Clean Air Act anal any s t r i c t e r 
s ta te regu la t ions . 

2 . P. 51 (para. L.) of EXSt The statement - "On those lands which are held in 
undesignated s tatus for extended periods , there w i l l be some irretre ivabla l o s se s 
of unique geo log ica l , archaeological , h i s t o r i c a l , cul tural and b i o t i c resources" -
indicates that the act ion as proposed in the Regs, w i l l have an adverse and s i g n i f 
icant impact on the environment. This statement i s an admission that the l e t t e r and 
intaavt of the or ig ina l Executive Order and the Court Order ar is ing out of the 
National Wildl i fe Federation s u i t were not implemented in the Regs. There i s no 
excuse for such lax and i n e f f i c i e n t resource management of National Resource lands . 

3 . The EIS i s not e n t i r e l y adequate per In ter ior ' s implementation of NEPAr however i t s 
content indicates that the Regs, d e f i n i t e l y do not adequately implement the 
Executive Order, Court Order and other e x i s t i n g laws. 

km Why are DSFS lands (under the Department of Agriculture) not included in the Regs? 
Is that not required by Exec. Order ll6Ulj? 

Charles R. B e l l , Pres. (HDEDF) 

c c : Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Wash. D. C. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: _. . _, ^ _ . _ i « .* T. -
High Desert Environmental Defense Funa 

Intent of Executive Order 11644 and Court Order not implemented 
A blanket closure of all lands pending final designation, which would 
protect all known and unknown resources, was specifically ruled out 
in the court decision. The statement on page 38, rather than being 
the "admission" suggested by the High Desert Environmental Defense 
Fund, is simply an attempt to be realistic concerning what may 
occur on undesignated lands. 

Since the Draft Environmental Statement was written, Executive 
Order 11644 was amended by Executive Order 11989, which strengthens 
requirements for emergency closures where considerable adverse 
environmental impact has occurred, or will occur, due to ORV 
use. The language referred to in the High Desert Environmental 
Defense Fund's comments has been changed to reflect this added 
protection. 

For further statements, please refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments, 
and Item 2 under Environmental Impacts in our reply to the Wilderness 
Society. 

EIS not adequate per Interior's implementation of NEPA 
We feel that the Environmental Impact Statement analyzed environmental 
impacts and presented the proposed action as accurately as possible, 
and that the Department has implemented NEPA fully. 

USFS lands 
The U.S. Forest Service has written its own regulations for off-road 
vehicle activity on its lands, since it is under the jurisdiction 
of the Department of Agriculture. 
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Prairie City, Ore. 

Sept. 15, 1976 

14R. John Crutcher 

Director • R f • j : NT- P<?$ ~ y & . } 7 

Dear Sir: 

BOR, Should be an advocate for snowmobiling, and all outdoor 

recreation. 

hot a critic. 

You should not lump all off road vehicles into a single category, 

They have differing environmental impacts. 

Your information on the envirnmental irapct of snowmoling is incorrect. 

Also the snowmobilers I know and ride with do not harass wildlife, 

because big game animals migrate to lower elevation in winter months. 

The inadvertent disruption of wildlife habitat is very rare. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: . . „ . . 
Al Hinton 

Mr. Hir.ton's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
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INTERNATIONAL SNOWMOBILE COUNCIL 
156 Croee Parkway, Burlington, Vermont 0S401 

September 17, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: INT-DES-76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

I have had the opportunity to review the d r a f t Environmental 
Impact Statement which the BOR has j u s t re l eased for publ ic comment. 

I cannot b e l i e v e that any d i v i s i o n of government could put 
together such a one-s ided p o l i c y . The Bureau of Outdoor R e c r e a t i o n 
i s dedicated to the formation of p o l i c i e s that t r e a t a l l a s p e c t s 
of outdoor recrea t ion equally—we a l l have a bas i c r i g h t t o the use 
of our outdoors . The proposed draf t has a l l but over looked the 
nine (9) m i l l i o n snowmobilers in the United S t a t e s . Where mention 
of snowmobiling i s made, we are crowded t o the back of beyond l i k e 
an unwanted c h i l d . In a l l due r e s p e c t , as Chairman of the 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Snowmobile Counci l , I emphatical ly p r o t e s t the EIS 
on o f f -road v e h i c l e s . 

I would ask you to cons ider two b a s i c f a c t o r s conce rn ing my
s e l f . I have a b s o l u t e l y no f i n a n c i a l i n t e r e s t in any phase of the 
snowmobile industry . As Chairman of the ISC, I r e c e i v e a b s o l u t e l y 
no s a l a r y , I am a volunteer e l e c t e d by t h e snowmobilers of Canada 
and the United S t a t e s . The items that I w i l l r e l a t e to you are 
documented f a c t s , not the h y s t e r i c a l unsupported claims of the 
p u r i s t . Subs tant ia t ing reports are a v a i l a b l e to you by merely con
t a c t i n g our o f f i c e in Washington, D.C. 

1. Exhaustive and p r o f e s s i o n a l s t u d i e s of t he impact 
of the snowmobile on our w i l d l i f e i n d i c a t e t h a t 
the adverse e f f e c t of the snowmobile i s n e g l i g i b l e . 

2. A study of the e f f e c t of the snowmobile upon our 
more common legumes and gras se s i s aga in n e g l i g i b l e . 

3. Over 80% of the snowmobiles o f f e r ed for s a l e in the 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
September 17, 1976 
Page Two 

United States after January 1, 1975, emit no more 
than 78 dBA when measured under the Society of 
Automotive Engineers test J-192A. I might add 
that this test is made while the snowmobile is 
operated at full throttle. Engineering tests by 
the Snowmobile Safety and Certification Committee 
have established the noise level at 73 dBA under 
normal operating conditions. My snowmobile is 
more quiet that most automobiles when at normal 
operating speeds. 

There is not any user of our great outdoors that exerts less 
ground bearing pressure than the snowmobile—please consider a 
man and his snowmobile at .05 psi versus the same man on foot at 
5. psi. In addition, the snowmobile travels on a protective blanket 
of snow. It is my belief and that of our industry that an improper 
classification was made when the snowmobile was categorized along 
with the other off-road vehicles. We feel perfectly justified in 
requesting that separate regulations and use policies be established 
for the snowmobile. I am enclosing a copy of a paper that I wrote 
last year for our members. I am happy to relate that many of our 
snowbelt states have accepted by premise and have developed new land 
use policies designed to treat the snowmobile as it should be. 

I believe that I have a simple and justified request when I 
ask the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to review and realign the 
proposed guidelines for snowmobile use on Interior Department lands. 
Give us only what we are eligible for. We do not want a priority 
position at the expense of other outdoor users. We have already 
paid our bill in full through the payment of Federal gasoline taxes. 
As an aid to a just and fair snowmobile use regulation, I offer you 
the cooperation of the largest single and most highly organized 
group of recreationists in the United States. A factual history 
documents the fact that we have worked very closely with similar 
branches of government on our own state and local levels. 

Yours /truly, 

Norman Hayes 
Chairman 

NH/cf 
Enclosure 
cc: Senator Patrick Leahy 

Senator Robert Stafford 
Congressman James Jeffords 
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SHOULD A SNOWMOBILE BE CLASSIFIED AS AN O.R.V.? 

by Norm Hayes 
Co-Chairman 
International Snowmobile Council 

I hope, that this letter will be Head by snowmobllers, 
manuiacturers, state and provincial administrators, and members 
oi OOJI iederal governments. In audition, I would like to 
request that concerned Individual* take time to answer this 
Important question ior themselves. 

As a snowmobll.er, I am very concerned that the Snowmobile 
was dealt an Improper blow when It was lumped Into the 
all-too-general category oi OH-Poad vehicles [O.R.V.). former 
President Nixon's Executive Order oi 79/2 set iorih a series oi 
regulations governing the use oi O.R.V.'s on Federal lands. As 
a result o/j this, many Federal park and forest oiilclals are 
obliged to enforce snowmobile regulations In which they do not 
believe. 

Hysterical envlronmentailsm must not replace valid, 
documented iacts. And the iacts show, my friends, that 
snowmobiles have a very dlHerent eiiect on the environment 
than O.R.V.'*. Try riding a snowmobile down a togging road on 
the iourth oi duly, or better yet try riding a trail bike In 
three ieet oi snow. 

The snowmobile floats on a protective blanket o.i snow. Very 
little contact Is made with the bare ground. Speaking oi 
ground pressure, did you realize that a hiker's boot puts a 
pressure oi 5 pounds per square Inch on the earth? Check the 
ground bearing pressure oi a snowmobile and by all means 
Include your weight with that oi the snowmobile. Vou should 
ilnd tiie pressure Is only about 0.5 pounds per square Inch. 
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Remember, you're aiding on a blankzt o£ snow. In contrast thz 
all-terrain vehicle (A.T.I/.) exerts about 7.5 psl In ground 
pressure, while motorcycles exert up to 7 2 psl. Other than thz 
gasoline znglnz lor propulsion, snowmobiles have nothing In 
common with thz various kinds ol oil-road vehicles. 

Let'A takz a look at what thz International Snowmobile 
Industry Association, thz International Snowmobile Council, and 
thz Snowmobile Safety and Certification Committee havz done In 
thz past hew years. Thz Industry has greatly Improved thz 
quality and safety ol thz snowmobile. Holsz levels have been 
reduced an Incredible 94% to 78 dBA at lull throttle on new 
machines approved by the SSCC — which Include over SCt ol 
7 9 76 model recreational snowmobiles. The Industry has financed 
extensive studies dealing with the ejects ol the snowmobile on 
wildlife and plant ll*e. We now have documented tacts showing 
what a small ellect snowmoblllng has on the great outdoors, 
Over titty snowmobile associations In the snowbelt states and 
provinces have been formed to develop trail systems and to 
Institute use policies that In many cases have been more 
elective than state laws. \Ky friends, together we have done 
our homework. We have changed the world ol snowmoblllng so 
last tixat any lacts two years old are obsolete. 

I am not antl-O.R.V. However, to get my point across, I 
must draw a comparison. To the snowmobile law administrators 7 
say, the snowmobile Is distinctly dlHerent—we should not be 
governed by a general O.R.V. law. The ISC, ol which I am 
Co-Chairman, will be happy to provide any necessary data and to 
cooperate lully In formulating new or revised use regulations. 

Jt Is my belief that Congress should remove the snowmobile 
Irom the too general category ol O.R.V.'A, and establish 
separate regulations appropriate to snowmobiles. To accomplish 
this we must not only speak, as Individuals and as a group, 
through our representatives In Congress, but must win the 
support ol residents ol Southern states and their Congressmen. 

As Co-Chairman o& the JSC, 7 am confident that with hard 
work we will succeed. The JSC Is conducting a program that 
Involves cooperation and Input Irom all walks ol tide. We 
would like to hear Irom you all--snowmobllers, local, state 
and Federal olllclals--particularly about your feelings on the 
O.R.V. Issue. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

International Snowmobile Council 
(Norman Hayes, Chairman) 

The Council's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Snowmobile impact on wildlife: Item 5. 
Impact on vegetation: Item 7. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
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International Snowmobile Industry Association 

Suite 850 South 
1800 M Street. N.VV. 

Washington. DC. 20036 

O c t o b e r 6 , 1 9 7 6 (202) 331-8484 
Telex: ISIA WSH 89-534 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: INT DES 76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The International Snowmobile Industry Association has 
carefully reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for Departmental Implementation ,of Executive Order 11644, and 
wishes to submit its comments and suggestions in the hopes of 
stimulating rational, equitable public policy in this important 
area. 

In general, we find the draft ElSto be inadequate. As 
we will detail in our comments, the statement contains inajcgur-
acieis, unsubstantiated allegations and exhibits a marked bias 
against recreational uses of off-highway vehicles, including 
snowmobiles. The statement further fails to reflect the steadily 
increasing appreciation by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation of 
winter recreation in general and snowmobiling in particular as 
important recreational opportunities for major segments of the 
U.S. populace dwelling in snowbelt regions. 

We feel that the draft statement requires major structural, 
philosophical and factual alterations. We are certain you will 
agree with our analysis upon consideration of the following 
comments. 

General Comment and Statement of Need 

Recreational snowmobiling continues to grow and attract 
new adherents at a rapid rate. Commercial production of the 
modern, lightweight snowmobile has a short history, extending 
back just slightly more than one decade. Within this period, 
the sport of snowmobiling has grown to its current stature 
involving upwards of nine million individuals of all ages as 
active participants in this healthful, family-oriented activity 
throughout the northern U.S. and all of Canada. 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page Two 

Such growth and acceptance is indicative of the previously 
unsatiated need for outdoor recreational activities during the 
winter period. Despite the grandeur and uniqueness of this 
season, the winter environment has historically been categorized 
by lessened human mobility, limited social interaction, and a 
marked decrease in out-of-doors activities. 

To fully comprehend the significance of such facts, we 
must consider the role of recreation in our lives. An accom
panying document explores this area in greater detail; however, 
it is no exaggeration to say that our mental and physical well-
being is a function of our ability to obtain release from the 
pressures accumulated during our normal routines. Faster paced 
and more urbanized lifestyles have in many instances hindered 
traditional mechanisms for overcoming such forces. 

Sociologists, physicians, and philosophers alike have 
suggested linkages between lifestyles lacking in healthful rec
reational activities and such manifestations as greater risk 
of heart attack, lessened self-confidence, and lowered produc
tivity on the job. Recreational undertakings are highly 
personal, subjective experiences, thereby further compounding 
the difficulties faced by public officials in planning and/or 
providing for such opportunities; thus, no ideal and universal 
recreational mode can be developed to fulfill the genuine needs 
of each individual. Finally, climatic conditions which restrict 
recreational options pose serious societal problems. 

The sport of snowmobiling has acted, over the past decade, 
to greatly mollify the sedentary nature of winter activities. 
Indeed, wintertime activities have been removed from the pro
vince of the few to the realm of many, an important development 
in maximizing the benefits derived from recreation. 

It is in some ways discouraging to be forced to relate 
information about the important benefits of a recreational 
activity to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation which, in its own -
words, 

"is the Federal focal point in coordinating 
outdoor recreation policies and planning... 
[and] helps increase recreation opportunities 
for all Americans...." 
(Off-Road Vehicle Use on Federal Lands, 
July, 1975, page 3) 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page Three 

Yet, the draft environmental statement fails to indicate 
a perception by the Bureau of the multitude of beneficial 
attributes, both personal and societal, associated with snow
mobiling which is, according to BOR figures, one of, if not 
the, leading American winter outdoor recreation forms. 

The entire tone of the environmental impact statement 
must be changed to stress the important benefits of snowmobiling, 
discarding the pervasively negative approach employed in the 
July draft. 

ORV Categorization 

We strongly oppose the collective assessments of the 
environmental, social, aesthetic and personal impacts of such 
diverse activities as snowmobiling, motorcycling, 4-wheel drive 
vehicle use and ATV operation. Many of these recreational pas
times are undertaken in mutually exclusive environments, during 
differing seasons, by different types of individuals and/or 
groups and for dissimilar purposes. 

Snowmobiling, for example, is very much a family-oriented, 
non-competitive activity. Perhaps its single greatest reason 
for widespread acceptance is its broad appeal among all age 
groups. Its ease of operation and stability facilitate safe 
use by teenagers and octogenarians alike. Testimonials to its 
impact on family life include a seven page feature article in 
the February 13, 1972, New York Times Magazine. The Department 
of the Interior's Task Force on Off-Road Recreational Vehicles 
stated in 1972, "the snowmobile is...a vehicle emphasizing the 
use of family recreation...these strong family relationships 
are present in the actual activity as well as in the associated 
activities," the latter activities running the gamut from cook-
outs to jamborees, from winter camping to other winter sports. 

The draft statement fails to recognize these important 
attributes, which are important considerations in the formula
tion of public policy regulating and controlling the sport. 

Perhaps the most important failure of the collective 
assessment of "ORV impact" is seen in the environmental 
assessment portion of the report. 

Environmental Impact 

A fundamental consideration in public policy and public land 
planning must be the environmental impact of recreational 
activities. 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page Four 

As a general comment, it is useful to note that virtually 
all of man's recreational activities, from hiking to auto 
racing, have some measure of environmental impact. A more 
sophisticated concept than simply noting some nebulous impact 
is required, reflectina the magnitude and significance of such 
impacts. Here snowmobiles, unlike other ORV's, may be justi
fiably considered to have minor consequences except in those 
areas of an especially critical environmental nature, where 
man's very presence can prove disruptive. Yet this is not 
indicated in the draft statement. 

A snowmobile is operated in a manner unlike any other ORV. 
Its sole season of use is winter; its medium is a layer of 
snow blanketing the soil-air interface. Despite early accusa
tions that the snowmobile was a prolific despoiler of vegetation 
and wildlife, scientific studies have largely eradicated such 
fears. Nowhere in the draft statement is this fundamental 
distinction drawn. Treatment of motorcycles, snowmobiles and 
4-wheel drive vehicles as a single entity is an invalid and 
counter-productive exercise. Let us review in brief, allega
tions contained in the draft statement and some key facts 
regarding snowmobile operation. 

On pages 30-32, charges are made regarding adverse effects 
on air quality by "ORV's." Exhaust emissions and fugitive dust 
are identified as problems. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency examined exhaust 
emissions produced by snowmobile operation through a contract 
awarded to Southwest Research Institute in 1973. The conclusion 
by the contractor was that snowmobiling was not a significant 
source of emissions warranting EPA action and that, because of 
the dispersed nature of the sport, snowmobile exhausts would 
be unlikely to even affect air pollution problems in a contribu
tory fashion. 

With regard to fugitive dust, we believe any rational 
individual will recognize the spurious nature of such an alle
gation regarding snowmobiles, which do not come in contact 
with soil because of the protective snow blanket.' 

Pages 32 through 34 speak in generalities about adverse 
consequences for water quality. Again two areas are identified: 
machine and human waste; and sediment. 

It is alleged that body wastes deposited by ORV users 
enter surface waters. It requires little physiological exper
tise to recognize that bodily excrements are not limited to 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 6, 1976 
Page Five 

"ORV users." This stands out as a blatant example of unreasonable 
bias against snowmobilers, and should be stricken from the 
environmental statement to avoid stigmatizing BOR in the way 
OSHA has become stigmatized by irrational regulatory excesses. 

Regarding sediment, again, we stress the distinction which 
must be made for snowmobiling, an activity which does not involve 
soil disturbance. In fact, some value has been placed on snow
mobile-caused snow compaction. Hogan reported on a Soil 
Conservation study in an article entitled "Snowmelt Delay by 
Oversnow Travel," Water Resource Research (February, 1972). For 
steep and unvegetated slopes, Hogan indicated possible benefits 
achieved by retaining snow cover until after the peak run-off. 
In testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs (1971), additional beneficial effects of snow 
compaction were explored by Nelson. It was suggested that planned 
snowmobile use could lengthen and control spring run-off for 
flood control and irrigation purposes, while minimizing erosion. 

The charges regarding soil disturbance are irrelevant to 
snowmobiling in virtually all instances, and should be modified 
to reflect this fact. 

Wildlife and Vegetative Impact 

Especially offensive general remarks regarding snowmobiling 
and wildlife are made in the draft EIS. Witness: 

• "Snowmobiles... are a special threat to 
wildlife. " 

• "Again, snowmobiles are a special problem. 
Compaction by snowmobiles diminishes the 
insulating properties of the snow which 
many small, ground-dwelling animals require 
for warmth and protection." 

• "Snowmobile use over frozen bodies of water 
can decrease sunlight penetration and 
reduce over-winter survival of aquatic organisms." 

We challenge these conclusions. No scientific basis for 
these allegations is provided. Let us turn to what recent research 
in these areas has uncovered. 

In a report entitled, "Snowmobile Noise Effects on Wildlife" 
(November, 1973), Drs. Bollinger and Rongstad of the University 
of Wisconsin reported that there seemed to be little basis for 
concluding that marked changes in deer travel patterns and 
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behavior were caused by snowmobile noise. 

A concurrent study at the University of Minnesota by 
Dorrance, Savage, and Huff, "Effects of Snowmobiles on White-
Tailed Deer," concluded that snowmobile traffic resulted in a 
displacement from areas immediately adjacent to trails, although 
the deer returned to such areas shortly after snowmobile traffic 
passed. 

Park management officials in Yellowstone National Park, 
habitat for large numbers of wildlife, concluded in a recent 
environmental impact statement that no major adverse reactions 
to snowmobiling had been detected despite high usage levels. 
Moreover, a snowmobiler in Yellowstone is treated to close-in 
views of many wildlife varieties—elk, bison, swans, geese, ducks, 
and even coyotes. Tales of would-be photographers who were 
unable to arouse the attention of a large bison 100 yards dis
tant are common; apparently, his grazing commands precedence 
over opportunities for photographic immortality. 

The recently retired Park Superintendent at Yellowstone, 
Jack Anderson, stated: 

"We found that elk, bison, moose and even the 
fawns wouldn't move away unless a machine was 
stopped and a person started walking. As long 
as you stayed on the machine and the machine 
was running, they never paid any attention. 
If you stopped the machine, got off and started 
moving, that was a different story. The thing 
that seemed to be disturbing to them was a man 
walking on foot." 

"Now in reference to snowmobile operation in 
the Park infringing upon the intrinsic majesty 
of the area or threatening the wildlife charac
teristics of the Park, I'd have to say this 
simply is not the case. I think one of the 
things the snowmobile did was to finally let 
people see what a great experience it is to get 
out in the wintertime and really see the Park." 

Undoubtedly, some instances of wildlife harassment occur. 
Harassment or illegal taking of wildlife—whether by means of 
horse, truck, 4-wheel drive vehicle, trail bike, skis or one's 
own feet—cannot be condoned or rationalized. Such actions 
constitute deviant and, in most cases, criminal behavior. Like
wise, these activities should not be confused with the sports 
of horseback riding, hiking, skiing, trail biking and snowmobiling. 
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Those familiar with the sport of snowmobiling and the 
manner in which it is conducted, such as Dr. Richard Stace-Smith, 
a research scientist with Agriculture Canada, agree that "most 
snowmobiling... scarcely impinges on wildlife. The machines 
are used legitimately for family recreation, farm work, and to 
an increasing extent, they are used on trails constructed 
especially for snowmobiling." 

Even the concerns voiced relative to alteration of the 
subniveal microclimate must be more broadly understood. Snow 
compaction by snowmobiles is a minor cause of such temperature 
drops, because snowmobile operation compacts a very small por
tion of the total surface area of any land resource. Far more 
significant microclimate impacts result from fluctuations in 
snowfall and snowcover, and from ambient temperature variances 
from winter to winter. This was documented in the most recent 
study by Dr. Wanek, at Bemidji State College in Minnesota. 

Unsubstantiated charges are also made regarding vegetative 
impact in the draft statement, covering both mechanical and 
environmental effects. Again, research provides a perspective 
to judge the consequences of snowmobiling in this area. 

Those not familiar with snowmobiling may be surprised to 
learn that a snowmobile, which is designed to float near the 
surface of the snow, actually exerts dramatically less surface 
pressure than other types of recreational activity. Specifically, 
a snowmobile and rider produce no more than one-half pound per 
square inch in downward pressure. An all-terrain vehicle and 
rider exert three times as much pressure (1.5 psi), a hiker 
ten times as much (5. psi), a horse and rider sixteen times as 
much (8. psi), and a 4-wheel drive vehicle and driver sixty 
times as much (30 psi) (see Table I). With the exception of 
snowmobiling, all of the above recreations generally take place 
under non-snow conditions, thus exerting pressure directly 
against the ground surface. But the snowmobile's one-half 
pound of pressure is further attenuated by an intervening blanket 
of snow. 

TABLE I 

Average pounds of pressure per square inch exerted on 
earth's surface: 

Object Lbs, of Pressure 
Four-Wheel Drive Vehicle 30 
Horse 8 
Man 5 
All-Terrain Vehicle 1.5 
Snow Machine .5 

(All vehicle weights considered include 210 lbs. estimated weight 
of one person and gear.) 
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In 1973, the University of Wisconsin completed a study 
on the effects of snowmobile use on agricultural fields. 
Utilizing study plots in five test areas, the findings of the 
research team indicated that snowmobile traffic did not 
affect the yields of winter wheat, alfalfa, red clover and 
grass legume stands. 

The team, headed by J. W. Pendleton, validated the obser
vations of thousands of snowmobiling farmers. The team 
harvested, weighed and examined alfalfa, Kentucky bluegrass, 
turfgrass, winter wheat, red clover and birdsfoot trefoil-
orchardgrass from both test and control plots. Their comments: 

• "Snowmobile traffic on winter wheat 
showed no effect of grain yield." 

• "No differences were found between 
alfalfa yields from snowmobile 
traffic and non-traffic areas." 

• "Turfgrass species subjected to 
snowmobile traffic were Pennlawn 
red fescue, Illahee creeping red 
fescue, and Merion and Park Kentucky 
bluegrass. Snowmobile traffic gen
erally reduced yields at the first 
harvest date in late April but did 
not adversely affect later harvest 
yields." 

• "Yields from red clover plots showed 
no differences due to snowmobile 
traffic." 

• "Snowmobiling caused no difference in 
total yield or variation in percent 
grass and legume stands." 

In summarizing, the researchers stated: 

"Our treatments may not be exactly similar to 
what happens on an individual field. In one 
sense, these trails had traffic far in excess 
of random snowmobiling on open fields, but 
perhaps not as high as the traffic on estab
lished official trails maintained for public 
use of snowmobile clubs. We have assumed that 
vegetation vigor and yield is of less concern 
on permanent trails than on agricultural lands. 
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However, some of our track areas at Ashland 
have now received over 350 passes each of 
the past two winters without decreasing the 
stand or yields of alfalfa." 

The snow depths during the snowmobile runs in the test 
plots ranged from less than two inches to more than 16 inches, 
and temperature on testing days ranged from a high of 50°F to 
a low of -10°F. 

Similar research undertaken by Dr. James C. Whittaker and 
Dennis S. Wentworth, of the School of Forest Resources at the 
University of Maine, reached the conclusion that "compaction by 
snowmobiling does not alter the green weight yields of alfalfa 
in Maine." 

In Utah, a study conducted by Professor Joel E. Fletcher, 
a hydrologist at the Utah Water Resource Laboratory, indicates 
that snowmobile-induced compaction does not even damage wheat 
crops: 

"Contrary to popular thinking, instead of 
damaging the wheat crop, the snow compaction 
caused by the snowmobile treads and by the 
roller actually increased the yield of wheat. 
Looking closely at the process, Professor 
Fletcher found that as a result of compaction, 
snow mold was eliminated, the ground surface 
was not frozen hard, and the snow melted and 
entered the soil at a slow rate so that ero
sion was reduced..." 

Snowmobiling and Aesthetics 

The section detailing aesthetic consequences of the off-
road motorized sports is incomplete and inacurate. First, 
recognition should be given to the fact that without a snow
mobile many of nature's premier aesthetic winter sights would 
be unavailable. For example, viewing Old Faithful Geyser in 
Yellowstone National Park in winter was once an experience 
open to a small handful of persons, all of whom were exceedingly 
physically fit and who had the luxury of substantial free time. 
Similar examples can be cited for nearly every portion of the 
country. 

The same arguments which justify roads and automobiles in 
parks, wildlife refuges and other public tracts apply to con
trolled use of snowmobiles in winter. 
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Litter is raised as a problem exacerbated by off-road 
motorized vehicle operators. We contend that in most cases, 
snowmobilers actively seek to pack out more than they carried 
in, a possibility because of the "greater freight capacity" 
referenced in the EIS. 

Returning to Jack Anderson, Yellowstone's former 
Superintendent: 

"Trash?--We experience almost no trash from 
the winter user. He is probably one of the 
best users of the Park and I think that 
every one of my rangers and maintenance 
people would verify that statement." 

Finally, on the subject of aesthetics, we will not quarrel 
with the contention that some individuals are offended by even 
parked motorized vehicles. However, we can not afford to 
manage our public lands to fulfill the desires of the selfish 
and the irrational who are unwilling to recognize the rights of 
others. 

Noise 

Snowmobile noise has been reduced more than 93% since 1968; 
commencing February 1, 1975, all new snowmobiles, except those 
specifically designed for and restricted to racing uses, have 
been required to emit no more than 78 dBA maximum at 50 feet 
under a low-speed full-throttle acceleration test. A new, 
industry-wide independent certification program provides assur
ance of compliance. At normal trail speeds, noise is substantially 
less: normally in the 68-73 dBA range. In fact, most new snow
mobiles are now also subject to an additional sound level limitation 
of 73 dBA under a constant speed pass-by test. An attached 
position paper elaborates on developments in this area. 

A recent study conducted by the Snowmobile Safety and 
Certification Committee and the U.S. Testing Company for the 
benefit of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources demon
strated snowmobile sound at various distances. A-relevant portion 
of the study report follows: 

"The masking effect of trees was illustrated 
when two of the 1976 model snowmobiles were 
moved into the woods edge, on a course which 
led 1/4 mile beyond the crest. The trail 
proceeded through a dense stand of hardwoods 
that were bearing leaves. Snowmobile noises 
could not be discerned and could not be mea
sured over the crest of the ridge." 
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Snowmobiles are now among the quietest powered vehicles. 
This reduction should be recognized in the statement because 
it facilitates simultaneous use of areas by several varieties 
of winter recreationists. 

Social Impact 

Our comments on this section have been addressed earlier 
under the heading "General Comments." 

Impacts Not Addressed 

The draft statement failed to assess the potential for 
significant environmental protection which could result from 
a conscious effort to distribute peak-season recreational use 
throughout the remainder of the calendar year. We are highly 
involved in the land use planning processes of the U.S. Forest 
Service and the National Park Service. Invariably, the chief 
recreation-oriented environmental concerns are associated with 
excessive summertime usage. Moreover, single orientation 
compounds management costs and difficulties. 

It occurs to us that BOR should investigate the means 
for ameliorating this pervasive problem. Encouragement of 
winter vacations, involving the exciting sports of snowmobiling 
and skiing, could be a tool to accomplish this goal. 

Conclusions 

We believe INT PES 76-27 is seriously deficient as a basis 
for evaluating national policy alternatives concerning off-
road motorized vehicles. Major revisions are necessary to 
reflect currently available information and to rid the document 
of dangerous bias. Erroneous information, as noted in our 
comments, must be revised. 

General changes recommended for the document include: 

• individual treatment of the many activities 
now classified as "ORV" recreation; and 

• increased attention to the benefits associated 
with snowmobiling. 

Regarding policy alternatives, we feel the current recom
mendations are superficial. We feel the proposed policy must 
include re-examination of current regulations governing off-
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road motorized vehicle management on all Interior lands. The 
following interrelated topics also need to be incorporated 
into the proposed alternatives: 

• Dispersion of peak-season recreation; 

• The relationship of this policy with 
BOR efforts to expand the National 
Recreational Trails System; 

• The role of the BOR in providing 
technical assistance in trail and use 
area design and development under 
E.O. 11644; and 

• The role of BOR in assisting with the 
mapping program called for in the 
Secretary's memorandum implementing 
E.O. 11644. 

We hope these comments are helpful to the Bureau's effort 
to provide maximum recreational opportunities while ensuring 
environmental safeguards. We hope to have the opportunity to 
expand upon these thoughts in a meeting with you and your staff 
in the very near future. 

^Sincerely, 

DAC/cf 

Enclosures 

cc: Office of Environmental Affairs ̂ ^ 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 
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International Snowmobile Industry Association 

October 7, 1976 

Suite 850 South 
1800 M Street. N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 331-6484 

Telex: IS1A WSH 89-534 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: INT DES 76-27 

DAC/cf 

Attachment 

cc: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 
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Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Our comments to you qn the above referenced matter mailed 
yesterday inadvertantly omitted our answer to the allegation 
that snowmobiling adversely affects the winter survival rate of 
fish and other marine life by a reduction of light transmission. 

The attached speech by the Chairman of -the Biology 
Department of Lake Superior State College reports on a study 
conducted at that college. The results were precisely the re
verse of those alleged in the draft environmental impact 
statement. Compaction of the snow cover on lakes was demonstrated 
to increase light transmission and thus "help alleviate 'winter 
kill' so common to the small eutrophic lake systems...[and] 
certainly is one of the more definite benefits derived from snow
mobiling. " 

We hope BOR will incorporate this information into the 
final EIS. 

^Sincerely 

b&rlck g. crandall ~ 
Director, Government Affairs 
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SNOWMOBILE IMPACT STATEMENT 

By Gale Gleason P.H.D. 

Lake Superior State College 

It has been of major interest to me that the ecological in-

pact of recreational snowmobiling has been heard from in so many 

corners with very little scientific observations or research. 

Clearly the statements that I have been made aware of do not sup

port the allegations made toward this form of recreation. In 

fact there is more evidence to support the claims of the would-

be environmentalist that other means of recreational transpor

tation, even those with longstanding rules and regulations, 

cause a far greater amount of environmental damage than the snow

mobile. Let me illustrate the basis for this comment. 

I am familiar with the use of snowmobiles both in the State 

of Michigan and the Province of Ontario. I have studied reports 

made by scientists in the field of ecology from the Province of 

Quebec and from the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin. I would 

like to draw the following conclusions based upon my understanding 

of these reports and my observations and research conducted in 

this field. 

First, I would like to deal with the relationship of snowmo

biles to soils and vegetation. In Michigan we are blessed with a 

heterogenous selection of soil types, often as many as seven dis-
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tinct types within a square mile. In the nonagricultural re

gions located north of .the 45th parallel, I believe the following 

statements can be concluded as being substantive observations. 

One: That on sandy soils and sandy loams not under till, that 

freezing to a depth of two to five inches normally precedes 

snow cover. When this is the case, soil texture is not destroyed, 

and the residual annual accumulations of plant materials are com

pressed with the activity of snowmobiles. This compression re

sults in two conditions which develop before the following 

spring. The first is that with compression, vegetation undergoes 

compaction and increases the rate ,of the subsequent decomposition 

during-the winter months. This provides a more ready source of 

nutrients for the annuals which predominate in the snowbelt 

region. 

The second feature resulting in this compaction and related 

to the nutrient release is an early spring emergence of these 

annuals, primarily the grasses. My observations of sandy soils 

in the Hiawatha National Forest indicate that these form early 

"greenbelts" providing the first spring nutrition for the rough 

grouse, the white tailed deer, and many of the smaller rodents. 

On clay soils and heavy clay loams, it has been observed that the 

legumes respond very well to compaction, and that these legumes 

form a soil stabilizing force plus a much needed nutrient supply 

for many herbivores, including both the rodents and the ungulates. 
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The above observations are directly related to snowmobile 

trails. These benefits are not derived from the random movement 

of snowmobiles over areas which do not result in snow compaction. 

My second point is related to the relationship between snow

mobiles and our water resources. In a research project recently 

conducted at Lake Superior State College under the direct super

vision of Dr. Leonard Flansberg of the Physics Department, it has 

been clearly proven that the compaction of snow over an ice sur

face results in an increased percentage of light transmission. 

This increase in light transmission could help alleviate "winter 

kill" so common to the smaller eutrophic lake systems that abound 

in Ontario, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. It was found that 

any compaction down to eight centimeters provided sufficient 

transmission to induce photosynthesis during the normal day

light periods. This fact alone in the area in which we -are talk

ing about tonight, certainly is one of the more definite bene

fits derived from smowmobiling. 

The third point that I would like to make is the observation 

by several of our Field Biologists in the State of Michigan that 

the effects of snowmobile compaction have benefited the mainte

nance of preditor-prey relationships between the white tailed 

deer, the moose, and the coyote and wolf. 
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During the months of February and March, the Sault St. 

Marie area had received 164 inches of snowfall without an ex

tended thaw. This resulted in a rather serious confinement of 

deer to their yards, and inlsome areas of Ontario had forced an 

over accumulation of moose populations in an already serious 

yard condition. Where snowmobiles had entered these areas the 

deer particularly were capable of escaping the continued harass

ment by coyotes and "wild dogs" to the point that deer were forced 

to use, after the initial chase, yards that they had not been 

normally seen to occupy before. In Ontario and Quebec regulations-

concerning thdhunting of predators are more oriented toward pred

ator control than they are in the State of Michigan. In these 

areas, namely Quebec, the snowmobile has been used as a success

ful mechanism of predator control. 

Gentlemen, my statement is based on observations, readings, 

and research. The "industry" has only recently come of age, and 

as a scientist I do not have sufficient evidence to conclude 

that where the snowmobile is used as prescribed by law that 

there are any effects which can be proven to damage the environ

ment to the point that we should ban this form of recreation 

from those natural areas which have not been set aside specific

ally for a SINGULAR use. 
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As a scientist and an environmental consultant, I certainly 

would not be willing to conclude at this time that snowmobiles 

should be banned from natural areas purely from the direct 

effects that they exert on the ecology of these areas. In 

fact, there is some evidence that the activities of the snowmo

bile should be encouraged. 

-30-
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: International Snowmobile Industry Association 

Beneficial effect of snowmobiling on the "seasonal peaking problem" 
in the recreational use of wildlands. 
The Association suggests that increasing participation in snowmobiling 
(and presumably other winter sports) would have the beneficial effect 
of reducing the "excessive summertime usage" of wildlands for recreation 
purposes. The Association (which submitted considerable valuable 
backup material) provided no evidence that this is so, nor do we 
have any other evidence that this would be a significant effect. 
There is a beneficial impact which snowmobiling shares with all other 
winter sports: When compatible with other land management goals 
winter recreation use increases the sustainable annual yield of recreation 
experiences (say visitor-hours) which can be obtained from a given 
area of land. This, in turn, may result in a more efficient use 
of labor and capital in both the public and private sectors. 

The Department of the Interior is, of course, concerned about the 
cited summer peaking pattern. This phenomenon appears, however, 
to be caused primarily by factors beyond our control or influence. 
A prime example is the allocation of leisure time to Americans by 
the economy, school system, etc. Geographic concentration of use 
is much more amenable to control by land-managing agencies and thus 
receives more attention from the Tx^partment. 

Subnivean microclimate 
Clarifying language has been adoed to Section III, subsection D,2 
of the environmental impact statement to reflect the localized 
nature of the impact of snowmobiling on the subnivean microclimate. 

National Recreation Trails System 
The Association suggests that the "Alternatives" section should discuss 
the relationship of the National Recreation Trail System to off-road 
vehicle opportunities. Off-road vehicle trails are among the several 
categories of trails which may qualify for recognition as National 
Recreational Trails, and several-such trails have already been accorded 
NRT status by the Secretary of the Interior. This is, however, a 
general program for the recognition of meritorious recreation trails 
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DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON- THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: International Snowmobile Industry Association (cont'd.) 

of all kinds, and no special initiatives with respect to ORV trails are 
contemplated under the proposed action or any of the alternatives. 

BOR technical assistance 
The Association suggests that the "Alternatives" section should address 
the provision by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation of ". . . technical 
assistance in trail and use area design and development under E. 0. 11644." 
BOR technical assistance is available to any provider of outdoor recreation 
opportunities. BOR technical assistance is not germane to the analysis of 
the various courses of action discussed in this environmental impact 
statement. 

BOR assistance with mapping program 
The responsibility for implementing the mapping and public information 
mandate of Executive Order 11644, as amended, has been assigned by the 
Secretary of the Interior to the various land-managing bureaus. The 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has no special role in regard to this 
activity. Again, the information program is not relevant to the differences 
between the alternatives. Since furnishing the public with information on 
the geographical location of recreation opportunities is standard land 
management practice in any case, the information mandate is minimally 
relevant even to the "Recission Alternative." 

The International Snowmobile Industry Association provide numerous other 
comments. These are answered in the Recurring Comments Section, Items 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 13. 
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Iowa State Snowmobile Asw. 
September 22, 19?6 
7 5̂+3 Ford Rd. 
Cedar Palls, Iowa 50613 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor hecreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington D.C. 202R0 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

This letter is in response to BOR's present policies concerning 

snowmobiles. I feel as do thousands of Iowans that the BOR 

should be an advocate of snowmobllinv rather than a critic. 

Snowmobiling is a healthful, outdoor, family-oriented recreation 

fun for all acre groups. 

Snowmobiles ride on a cushion of snow in Winter; exerts less 

orround pressure than a mans foot on the snow because of the large 

rubber track area and therefore should not be classified with other 

Off-Road Vehichles, as the environmental impact is totally different. 

We are a youn« association, but since the beginning of the Iowa 

State Snowmobile Association, no one has reported to us or the 

Iowa Conservation Commission any documented Wildlife harassment. In 

my own 8 years of snowmobillng in Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin 

I have not seen or heard of any factual information about wildlife 

harassment by snowmobllers. Near my own home in the timber along 

the river we have a yard of 12-15 deer each winter, who are not afraid 

of 20 to JO snowmobiles that share the timber with them. The deer 

often use our trails as it is easier for them to walk on the snowmobile 

trails than in the deep snow. 

The Iowa State Snowmobile Association hopes that the Bureau of 

Outdoor Recreation will take a revised stand on the sport of 

Snowmobillng; support and promote it for its good points while 

getting accurate facts concerning snovrmobiles and the effects on 

the environment. 347 "';^/w-J { W\^>oJ.— 
Respectfully, 
Richard Grosse-President 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Iowa State Snowmobile Association 
Richard Grosse, President 

The Association's comments are addressed in the following Items of 
the Recurring Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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Year-Round Recreational Plaqground 

Lassen County 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

SUSANV1LLE. CALIFORNIA 

September 14, 1976 

V.T, John Crutcher, director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.R. Beuartment of the Interior 
'ashlngton, R'.C. 70240 

RE INT-D;-.:.-J-76-27 
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Rear Sir: 

J lth regards to the Environmental Impact Statement draft as 
Issued by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, which may be in
strumental in the formulation of regulations for the control 
of snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles on. Bureau of Land 
Management lands: 

It is our opinion that the BOR must, by it's very designation, 
be an advocate for all types of outdoor recreation, Including 
the sport of snowmobilir.g, not an agency that would criticize 
or condemn. Unfortunately, your agency has chosen to single 
out the most adverse environmental effect of any of the off-
road , non-highway vehicles for inclusion in your report and 
failed completely to list any of their good qualities. 

The information suuulled by the BOR in it's draft aupears to 
be biased and unfair to snowmoblling and is, to a considerable 
degree, incorrect. Especially with regards to the statements 
on environmental impact by snowmobiles. Also, the arbitrary 
statement that, "... snowmobiles are a special threat to wild
life;" has yet, to our knowledge, to be supported by factual 
documentation. (This office has been attempting to obtain doc-
umentated evidence that snowmobiles produce adverse effects on 
plant and animal life for over a year with negative results. If 
your agency has such documentation, I would appreciate your send
ing me copies for my own files.) Until such time that documenta
tion is available, the statement will have to remain as arbitrary. 

Respite the repeated requests by snowmobile organizations all 
over the United States that snowmobiles be placed apart from 
other ORV's, the EOR draft persists in lumping snowmobiles with 
these other vehicles, although they have nothing in common in 
their usage. How can snowmobiles be Included in complaints of 
dust, erosion of soil, pollution of lakes by spilled gas alnd oil 
and damage to wildlife habitat? 
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Where did your office obtain the Information that snowmobllers 
harass wildlife? Is your draft suggesting that there is some
thing inhumane, or senseless, or irresponsible in the make-up 
of a person that rides a snowmobile? (I respectfully request 
copies of your documentation and sources of information on this 
specific statement.) 

It appears obvious, that the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation is being 
motivated by the loud noises created by environmental extremists 
that would, for reasons of their own, close all public, Interior, 
forest and national park lands to use by the people who's tax 
monies provide for the perpetuation and maintenance of those lands. 
Not to mention the salaries of those who manage them. 

Your agency has a responsibility towards outdoor recreation, as 
it's very title implies. Recreation, especially in these times 
of national and international stress and crisis, is vital to the 
well-being of our people. The freedom to enjoy one's llesure 
time, in one's own way, is a necessary element of that thing we 
call life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Don't you agree? 
Wouldn't it have been more logical for the Bureau of Outdoor Recre
ation to have included in it's draft a few of the redeeming quali
ties of the sport of snowmobiling? Such as, the fact that it is 
a safe, clean, healthy, outdoor, family-oriented form of recreation" 
If your agency had bothered to do a bit of research on the subject 
prior to issuing the draft, it would have discovered that, by com
parison with all other outdoor vehicles, the snowmobile is by far 
the quietest in operation; that the average age level of snowmo
bllers is *J4, indicating a mature, responsible segment of our 
society; that there is no documented evidence available that snow
mobiles create adverse effects on plant or animal life. Kere spec
ulation that they "might" does not get the job clone. 

The U.S. Forest Service RAS taken the time to research the effects 
of snowmobile operation on forest lands (where most snowmobiling 
is done in Northern California) and they have arrived at positive 
conclusions as to their use. For example: 

WILLIAN3BURG, V*.., June 6, 19?6. "Just so you know how the Forest 
Service stands, let me say that we definately favor the use of 
national forest lands by snowmobiles." This statement was made by 
Dr. Thomas C. Nelson, Deputy Chief of the U.S. Forest Service, at 
the eigth annual International Snowmobile Congress in Tilliamsburg. 
Dr. Nelson also stated: "...an extensive assesment of the nation's 
forests and ranges, conducted by the Forest Service last year (1975) 
shows that all users can have considerably more than they now have, 
without diminishing forest quality." 

Snowmobllers are not asking for special treatment, Mr. Crutcher, 
however, they would appreciate a certain degree of fairness. * 
fair assessment of snowmobiling will conslstantly bring resuonses 
like those made by Dr. Nelson. 

The Lassen County Chamber of Commerce has conducted an investiga
tion into the sport of snowmobiling in Northern California and 
throughout the United States, for more than a year. On the follow
ing page, I will list some of the conclusions we have drawn from 
the results of that investigation... 
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1. Snowmobiles create no measurable environmental impact, 
even in areas of heaviest use. 

2. Snowmobiles operate in the winter months only, on a snow 
surface of sufficient depth to avoid damage to ground surface or 
to the vehicle. 

3. Snowmobiles operate during a period when most plant and 
animal life are in their dormant stages and less succeptable to 
damage or harm. 

b. With regards to compaction of snow, it was found that one 
person on a pair of skis will compact the snow to a depth three 
times that of a snowmobile. 

5- Snowmobiles manufactured since 1973 operate at a noise-
decibel level of 76 dBA, (measured at 50 feet at FULL THROTTLE). 
This is certainly within acceptable limits on noise, especially 
when it is noted that 76 dBA is less than the decibel level created 
by two skiers calling to each other at twenty feet apart. (Normal 
conversation at three feet measures 70 dBA). Further, all 1977 
model snowmobiles will have a sound level requirement of 73 dBA. 
This represents an over 9^? decrease in sound levels of snowmobiles 
in the past eight years. It should also be noted that full throttle 
operation of snowmobiles in the field represents less than 10? of 
the running, thus, they are much quieter than the 76 dBA figure 
given here. (These figures are available from the Society of Auto-
motice Engineers, SAE Standard Procedure J-192). 

6. Snowmobilers, unlike most other winter users, help pay their 
way through gasoline taxes and registration fees. 

7. Snowmobilers are generally environmentalists themselves and 
display a pronounced awareness of the environment in which they 
operate. Esthetic values of the areas of operation are of high 
importance. 

8. Snowmobilers demonstrate an extremely courteous attitude 
in the field, render assistance to anyone in trouble and are very 
instrumental in search and rescue operations, often at great hard
ship to the rider. 

9. Host snowmobilers are organized through clubs and associa
tions, which follow strict codes of ethics and police themselves, 
through rules of conduct. 

10. According to a survey conducted by the University of Calif
ornia at Davis this past year, 93? of the snowmobilers use their 
vehicles for family-type recreational purposes. 

11. This same study shows that environmental Impacts ranked in 
order of importance by; snowmobilers: 

Littering ?1 
•,'indllfe Harassment w-2 
Damage to Vegetation -3 
Noise *fb 
Air Follutlon -5 
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The Lassen County Chamber of Commerce, supported by the Inter-
Counties Chambers of Commerce of Northern California, strongly 
urges that the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation focus it's efforts 
to supporting this type of outdoor recreation, as one would assume 
would be it's purpose, rather than condemning this sport through 
arbitrary opinions and insufficient or incorrect information. 

Before any worthwhile recreation becomes banned or restricted from 
use, there must be sufficient, clear-cut reasons for this sort of 
decision, supported by irrefutable evidence and documentation. As 
of this writing, we have been unable to locate any such evidence. 

Sincerelit̂ , 

Chic Shrider 
Manager 

CS/tlb 

cc/Curt Berklund, ELM 
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75 No W«aO'«T«M bt • Sussnv :lk?. C i u(>130 

September 1^, 1976 

ltK>tv!9U>i2f>74.<:M 

Kr. Curt Rerklund, D i r e c t o r 
Bureau of Land Management 
U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re : 4 3 CFH 62Q0-4 

"'ear S i r : 

The Lassen County Chamber of Commerce wishes to .advise t h a t we 
support the trronosed r e g u l a t i o n s for rLK l a n d s . le feel t h a t 
the i roposa l c a l l i n g for de s igna t i on of LLC lands as "open", 
" c o n t r o l l e d " and "c losed" In th ree chases according to a p r i 
o r i t y system t h a t would r e f l e c t cu r r en t u s e - l e v e l s and poten
t i a l environmental consequences oi CT» use Is a good proposal 
end s t r ong ly recommend I t ' s adop t ion . 

-e would a l s o urge t h a t snowmobiles he 
d e s i g n a t i o n of ORV's and be c l a s s i f i e d 
t h a t snowmobiles, t he reby , rece ive saw 
processes and area d e s i g n a t i o n s by the 

removed from the o v e r a l l 
ns over-the-snow v e h i c l e s ; 
r a t e t rea tment in planning 
Pureau of Land Management. 
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.e would a l s o recommend t h a t snark a r r e s t o r requirements for 
snowmobiles be e l i m i n a t e d , s p e c i f i c a l l y due to the fac t t h a t 
these v e h i c l e s opera te a t a time when f i r e danger in v i r t u a l l y 
n i l . Too, we f a l l t.o see what our) ose would be served by the 
requirement t h a t a l l snowmobile ope ra to r s car ry r>. val id strata 
o p e r a t o r ' s l i c e n s e . .Although most snowmobllers a l r eady do, the 
fac t remains t h a t these v e h i c l e s fire inoperable on any surface 
o the r than snow of s u f f i c i e n t dep th , unl ike o the r ORV's t h a t can 
c e r a t e or, dry road s u r f a c e s . 

This Chamber of Commerce, a f t e r over c year of research in to snow-
mobiling in nor thern Ca l i fo rn ia and throughout the United j t n t e s , 
i s of the d e f i n i t e opinion t h a t i t i s a f i n e , hea l t hy , family- type 
snor t t h a t se rves the r e c r e a t i o n a l needs of thousands of r e spons ib le 
people each yea r . ..'e urge you to give t h i s spor t your fu l l cons id
e r a t i o n in any plans by the Bureau of Land Management for future 
lend use . 

iac«rel&,7\ 

e.Lle Chrider 
i'.nrnger 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: . «_._*... ̂.i v. ^ ^ 
Lassen County Chamber of Commerce 

No Listing of Benefits of ORVs 
Refer to Item 1, Recurring Comments. 

Unfair to Snowmobiles/Environmental Impact of Snowmobiles 
Refer to Item 4, Recurring Comments. 

harassment of Wildlife by Snowmobiles 
Refer to Item 5, Recurring Comments. 

Snowmobile Noise 
Refer to Item 6, Recurring Comments. 

Impact on Vegetation by Snowmobiles 
Refer to Item 7, Recurring Comments. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M e l i s s a Maki 

Comments regarding Bureau of Land Management policies and regulations 
have been referred to BLM for their consideration. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: _ _ „ .. 
Dave F. Mannthey 

Mr. Mannthey's corriments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: „ ... „ . Keith Mangels 
Iowa State Snowmobile Association 

Mr. Mangels' comment on the classification of off-road vehicles is addressed 
in Item 4 of the Recurring Comments Section. 
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1045 W. Gettysburg 
Fresno, Calif, 93705 
Sept. 22, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: INT-DES-76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher; 

We are deeply concerned about the content and implications 
of your Environmental Impact Statement on ORV use, especially 
your tendency to group all ORVs into a single category with 
no regard for their individual characteristics and potential 
impacts. You have apparently singled out the most detrimental 
impact of each type of vehicle, then applied it to all ORV 
use. 

Snowmobiles in particular must be given a designation sep
arate from other ORy's"! Obviously, your concerns about dust, 
erosion, and disturbed soil cannot apply to snowmobiles. Also, 
to state that "Snowmobiles are a special threat to wildlife" 
is to make a generalization that can't possibly be supported 
by fact. We have also stretched our imaginations trying to 
visualize the widespread spilling of gas and oil you fear will 
damage water quality, and attempting to understand why "human 
wastes" should be more of a concern in regard to ORV users than 
hikers, skiers, etc. 

No single EIS can concievably apply accurately to all public 
rands and include all ORVs. Your input on the impact of snowmobiles 
is particularly inaccurate and unfair. 

The BOR must advocate, not criticise snowmobiling and all 
outdoor recreation, yet nowhere in this document do you mention 
the healthy,outdoors, family-oriented enjoyment of snowmobiling 
and other ORV sports. .Please consider re-evaluation of your EIS, 
as much of the information you nave presented as fact is merely 
assumption. 

Sincerely, ^^ 

Gary Maxwell 

Gale Maxwell 

1 (one) enclosure 

cc. Mr. Curt Berklund, Director 3LM 
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1045 W. Gettysburg 
Presnc, Calif. 93705 
Sept. 22, 1976 

Mr. Curt Berklund, Director 
Bureau of Land Management 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: 43 CPR 6290-4 

Dear Mr. Berklund; 

As snowmobilers, we find the proposed BUS regulations 
generally acceptable. In particular, we appreciate the 
fact that you have not adopted the National Park Service's 
policy of lands being "closed unless posted open." 

However, snowmobiles must be given a separate designation 
from other ORVs and be treated in the planning process 
according to their unique characteristics. They must not 
be lumped together with jeeps and motorcycles to receive 
blanket criticism which is in no way applicable to snow
mobiles. A prime example of need for this separate designa
tion is your requirement for spark arrestors on snowmobiles. 
Certainly, spark arresters are a necessity on jeeps and 
motorcycles....but on snowmobiles??? 

Throughout your planning process, please bear in mind that 
you are managing public lands and that all recreationalists 
have a right as citizens to enjoy these lands, regardless 
of their chosen form of recreation. 

Sincerely, 

1 (one) enclosure 

cc. Mr. John Crutcher, Director BOR 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: G a r y a n Q G a l e M a x w e l l 

The Maxwell's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
Machine and human wastes: Item 11. 
Personal and family benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1. 
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MARS Michigan Association of Recreational Snowmobilers, Inc. 

P. O. BOX 1034 * GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49501 PHONE: (6161 456-7126 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Robert K. Skelding 
Michigan Association of Recreational Snowmobilers, Inc. 

Mr. Skelding's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Economic impact of snownobiling: Item 10. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
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Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
J.S.Department of the Interior 
Washington,D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen, 
26 Septemner 1976 

I am writing to offer my comments on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement on "Departmental Implementation of E.0.11644 on 
Off-Road Vehicles (ORV) on thePublic Lands" dated July 19,1976-
(Int.DES 76-27) 

First I wish to state tnat as an ORV user I am thanKful that the 
ELS was prepared by the BOR.I have found the Baxeau to have 
demonstrated a fairness ana objectivity on the subject of ORV use. 
while I have not used lands of the BLM, I do believe that agency was 
also fair to ORV users.Concerning the Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) 
and the national Park Service (NPS),unfortunately such is not my view 
of their performance,as will be obvious as you raad on.In the case of 
the NPS,I believe thi3 agency exhibits a tunnel vision which has its 
sights on the "preserve and protect"edict while disregarding the 
"use and enjoy"mandate.Jnfortunately my use is on NPS land. 

After reviewing the proposed BLM action,I believe Alternate D2 is 
reasoned,satisfies the court order,should result in compliance in 
a reasonable time frame and at a reasonable cost in accordance with 
the NEPA and EO 11644,ana do recommend that it be implemented for 
BLM with the following recommendations: 
u. a.In the process of designation,each area shall be classified 
as open for ORV use.unless specific characteristics require it to 
be closed or restricted to ORV use.This will allow maximum 
compliance with their multiple use mandate. 

b.The change procedure (sect.6292.3)should include procedures 
for changing closed or restricted status to open.The impression 
created is that changes can only go in one direction--to the 
restricted/closed direction and not in the reverse,to an open status. 

In reviewing the findings of the court in the case of National 
Wildlife Federation versus Morton,an interesting point became obvious 
to me,which the other land managing agencies of the Department of the 
Interior apparently chose to ignore,since they have decided to 
"stand pat" with existing regulations. 

The EO 11644 (Sec3ta)) requires that each ana every area under agency 
jurisdiction shall be designated where specific areas and trails for 
ORV use may be permitted and for those • other areas where they may not 
be permitted.This process requires consideration area by area,and it 
further requires public participation in each area determination.The 
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court found tnat BLU* by making a blanket "open" status did not comply 
with the necessary area by area review,ana by the blanket "open"status, 
it foreclosed public participation without opportunity for 
participation on the question of whether the land at the outset should 
be aesignatea as open or closed. 

In examining the national Park bertice.the FwS and the Bureau of 
Reclamation regulations,each of thes agencies took the opposite stance 
of the BLM and declared their lanas closed to ORV use,except where 
designated.These actions are equally as faulty in their violation of 
the BO 11644 requirements as was the BLM.Ihey did not conduct the 
required area by area assessment and designations and by their 
blanket prohibitions on ORV use foreclosed publio participation without 
opportunity for participation on the question of whether the land, 
at the outset should be designated as opon or closed.(This is the 
obvious bias to "preserve and protect" while preventing the "use and 
enjoyment"of the land). 

In the case of the NPS (36QFR4.19) .their regulations: 
a.Closed all natural and historical areas by actually prohibitting 

OEV use,in direct violation of EO 11644 (Sect.3(a)(4)) which states 
trails shall oe located in Natural Areas unless the agency head 
determines they will adversely affect natural,aesthetic,or scenic 
valuesfin audition to the other criteria) ;the determination shall 
receive the required public participation (Sect.3(b)). 
The pronibition of use in historic areas is without basis and not in 
accordance with the BO. 

b.In Recreational Areas,again ORV use in all areas is 
prohibitted (except areas designated oy the Superintendent) without 
benefit of tne mandated review and again without opportunity for 
puolic participation;clearly in violation of the EO and without 
considerationof tne recreational opportunities denied. 

My ORV use entails over the sand travel on the oeaches of Long Island 
in oruer to pursue my sport of surf fishing.Recreational Areas on 
Long Island (Fire Island National Seashore and the Gateway National 
Recreation Area) tr.us deny ORV access to large sections of the coastal 
oeach.wnich denies recreational use of these beaches and I believe 
violate tne Fish and wildlife Act of 1956 (16USC742(a) ) which stipulates 
tnat "it is tne inherent right of every citizen to engage in 
fisning for his own pleasure,enjoyment ana betterment,and with the 
intent of maintaining ana increasing, the public opportunities for 
recreational use of our fish and wildlife resources ". 

In audition,this general closure of areas (without puolic participation 
and without even considering whether closure meets EO 11644 criteria 
for closing)prevents full utilization of all resources for outdoor 
recreation in violation of the BOR organic act (16USC4601 ),and denies 
these recreational opportunities to the American people,contrary to 
the statute. 
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The FW3 and the Bureau of Reclamation also nave Blanket prohibitions 
on ORV use .All must revise their regulations and oonduct an area by 
area review with public participation to determine whether ORV use 
is permissable or whether it can not be allowed due to SO 11644 
criteria.In this review ana the ensuing environmental impact 
considerations versus man's (ORV) use of the land,the NPSfand other 
agencies) is obligated to solicitthe recommendations and expertise of 
the BOR in the uecision making process (42JSCA4332 notes 41,41a,and 
41b).That solicitation should occur auring formulation of tne EIS, 
not simply a review (and taxe it or leave it )ana comment process after 
it nas oeen preparea ana the aecisions maae.Ihe BOR should have a 
nana in reeommenaing alternatives to mitigate impacts so that 
recreational opportunities will not be denied. (Every document of >iPS 
and its Lenver staff tnat I have reviewea has been sadly aeficient 
in outaoor recreation qualifications,wnile it is overstaffed with 
ecologists,planners*etc.).If the UPS aoes not follow this procedure, 
it is tne auty of the BOR to aggresively require it of that agency. 
(42JSCA 4332 note 41). 

In closing/I woula line to make an observation concerning the National 
Wilalife Feaeration.Inis group is a user of BLM land,and is acknowledged 
to be in conflict witn ORV use.This same group (ana tne Wilderness 
Society) sponsor frequent norse back, "safaris" and "pack trips" using 
horse ana mule teams to travel into public lands,unimpairea by 
EO 11644 constraints.lhey can travel into Natural,Primitive and 
Wilderness Areas, all of wnich are restricted or closea to ORV use. 
i'hey can travel into terrain tnat is inaccessible and impassaDle to 
ORV users, i'hey carry quantities of equipment, provisions and people 
which results in the same (or worse)types of environmental objections 
that tneir litigation attributes to ORV users.i'hey carry in and discard 
much litter,they contribute Dody and animal wastes in excess of ORV 
users (ref.i/ES page 33), the four hooved feet of each animal caw cause 
severe aisturbance to soil ana vegetation (in excess of ORV use)on 
slopes and trails impassaole to ORV users,they overgraze ana damage 
vegetation on these unstable slopes,they encourage entry tj large 
groups of people into Primitive and Wilderness Areas,their very passing 
in tnese areas establishes trails where signs of mans passing and 
use shoula not oe founa.xhis group hopes to eliminate ORV use,and if 
successful will have "stolen" the public lands for tneir near exclusive 
use.If it succeeds,that act will restrict access to tnese areas to 
tne physically fit (pacjc packers) ana the affluent (Nat ional Wildlife 
Feneration safari/pacs trippers) while excluding the elderly, 
pnysically unable ana hanaicapped ana millleclass working people unable 
to afford the "paci trips".I oelieve it is time for an EIS and controls 
on this type of group nypocrite tnat claims one group (ORV's) is 
causing environmental aamage wnile ignoring perhaps eoual or greater 
harm caused Dy their own activities. 

Again I with to tnan* the riOR for an honest effort ana restate that the 
NPS must comply with EO 11644,just as the BLM.is required. 

Sincerely, y .-. 

Wil l i am E . M i l l e r 
369 7 Sussex Lane 

Be thpage .N .Y. 11714 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Mr. William E. Miller 

Agency regulations 
A major portion of Mr. Miller's comments are addressed to the ORV 
regulations of the National Park Service, the Bureau of Reclamation, 
the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
rather than to the environmental impact statement. Accordingly, a copy 
of Mr. Miller's comments has been forwarded to each of those agencies. 

Other, non-motorized users 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, is directed to the use of ORVs 
on the public lands and hence this Department's implementation of the 
order is also directed toward the use or ORVs. However, it should 
not be inferred that this Department believes that only ORVs are 
capable of causing adverse impacts upon the resources of the public 
lands. It is freely acknowledged that other non-motofized users may 
also cause such impacts and it is our policy to minimize and/or 
eliminate these impacts regardless of the source. 
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Montana 

SNOWMOBILE.*,** 
A s s o c i a t i o n ^ 

September 22, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S.. Department of the Interior 
Washington, DJ3. 202UO 

Dear Sir: 

I am Ray Knuckey, a District Director for the Montana Snowmobile 
Association. I am writing in regard to the draft of the Environmental 
Impact Statement by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. This draft is 
unfair to snowmobilers. Snowmobiles are criticized in the draft for
doing damage such as soil erosion, causing dust, decreasing air quality 
and. .nany others that are all unjust. Snowmobiles are used in the winter 
when the ground is dormant and most of these problems don't exist because 
of a blanket of snow. We do not feel that snowmobiles should lumped 
into a single category with all the other off-road vehicles, because they 
all have different environnantal impacts. Therefore, we feel, that BOR's 
information on the environment impact of snowmobiling is incorrect, and 
should be corrected. We do not feel snowmobilers harrass large animals 
because during the winter months so much snow exists where we ride that 
the animals usually aren't in those areas. We hope you will give these 
matters your attention. 

Yours truly, 

Ray Knuckey 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: „ ,. , 
Ray Knuckey Montana Snowmobile Association 

Mr. Knuckey's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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Montana 

SNOWMOBILE^* , , 
410 HO. isth A - . Association r 
Boteman, Montana 59715 i t » « » J W t i • • e a r M ^ g 

October 4 , 1976 v ^ 

John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. DepartsMnt of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Rei INT-DES-76-27 

Dear Mr. Brutcheri 

I have just read the Draft Environnental Impact Statement on Off-Road vehicle use 
on lands managed by the Department of the Interior. 

This is the first time that a federal agency of the United States has ever made me 
feel like a "second-class citisen"! I could not believe that an agency, so charged, 
could put out such a biased statement. 

My backgroundi I have worked with various aspects of law for approximately 20 
years, worked the last three legislative sessions with the State Legislature and 
am presently involved with federal legislation. My husband is a clvial engineer— 
the head of a department. We are grandparents—with a daughter who is a nurse and 
a son-in-law working towards his Master's in Chemical Engineering. 

We are also snowmobilers— have been for 10 years. This family also enjoys skiing, 
hiking, fishing, hunting, are students of geology and related subjects, and nature 
and wildlife photographers. 

I am the Chairman of the Public Lands Committee for the Montana Snowmobile Association 
and the co-chairman of the Western Chapter of the International Council for the 
western region. I have worked hard to further understanding with land managers and 
other users of the land. I Just recently spoke on an international panel concerning 
public lands at Williamsburg, Virginia. I have become very much aware of the 
growth of the cooperation and understanding between land managers and the leaders 
of snowmobiling—with respect for each other. 

There is a tremendous amenity value to snowmobiling that can only be realised by 
those who participate or are willing to understand. For our family, including our 
7-year old granddaughter who has gone with us since she was three, to ride together 
into the beautiful country, seeing and photographing the unbelievable winter scene, 
away from our everyday pressure-filled life, to relax and enjoy the company of each 
other and the peace and awe-inspiring handiwork of our Creator—cannot be measured in 
dollars. 
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John Crutcher, Director 
October 4, 1976 
Page -2-

And what has ever happened to the old-fashioned neighboflinesa— Just happy that 
everybody else is also having funT winter is to be shared by all} in any way that 
they desire. In our wintertime enjoyment we see snowmobilers pulling others on 
skiies to the high country; pulling youngsters on tubes and sleds; stopping to visit 
with other users on the trails; and participating in Search and Rescue under the 
direction of counties and federal agencies. These are volunteer people, trained, 
and with leave arranged for from Jobs, we find the lost; aid the injured. It would 
seem that these "numerous complaints" come from those not willing to share. Sharing 
is what our country is all about I I admire one land manager who said that when he 
received a complaint on conflict, he refuses to Jump to conclusions but makes sure 
that there actually is a "conflict" and tries to balance it in an equitable manner. 

Snowmobiles are used at a different time of the year whan the land is dormant and under 
entirely different conditions. Therefore, 1 do not like to see all ORV's placed 
under the one category. One federal land managing agency is leading the way in 
recognising the difference and in their off-road vehicle travel plans, under Exe
cutive Order 11644, list us as "over-the-snow" vehicles and consider their use in 
an entirely different light. This is also carried through in their Unit Land Manage
ment Plans. 

We do not cause soil damage, dust pollution, and as to sound, as a very anti-anowmc— 
biler stated recently, "Those noisy machines—they sneak upon you and you don't even 
know they are coming". There are scientific reasons for this, but this unsolicited 
testimony probably says it beat of all. 

We have corridors marked leading through big game wintering areas and both State and 
Federal agencies state this has worked out very satisfactory. Remember—we are 
sportsmen and love that game too. 

We need no roads nor costly maintenance. Just a few trail markers and the right to use 
the public land. We use a pack-in-pack-out policy that is very effective. Clubs, 
state associations and Just peer pressure and pride in ourselves has taken care of 
this for us. We appreciate our environment and are very desiorous of keeping it 
clean for the next person. A former superintendent of one of your national parks 
told us that the snowmobilers are very careful of litter—but they had to ask for 
extra appropriations to clean up the back-country; that the mess was almost impossible: 
to believe. Mo Rotorised vehicles there. 

I can understand that a general ORV plan would have to have designations'm£ "open", 
"regulated" and "closed". And I agree with the statement that this should-be decided 
by the land managers themselves and with public participation. 

Snowmobiling is a good clean healthy form of dispersed recreation that has opened the 
wintertime to millions of people. This recreational experience level can best be 
described as "Active-Appreciative" with the following definitioni 

"Orientations toward using natural, unmodified environment for the appreciation 
and understanding of natural phenomena; as a source of intellectual and/or 
physical challenges; for seeking solitude; and for esthetic stimulations." 

Get to know us as people and let's work together! 
Very truly yours, 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: N i n a S m i t h / chairman, Public Lands Committee 

Montana Snowmobile Association 

Mrs. Smith's comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
Conflict between snowmobilers and other recreation-seekers: Item 9. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Beneficial effects of snowmobile organizations: Item 8. 
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M O T O R C Y C L E i N O U S T H Y C C U t \ J C ! L , ! N C . 

Government Relations Office 

October 6, 1976 

Director, 210 
Bureau of Land Management 
Room 555 5 
Interior Building 
Washington, B.C. 20240 

Submission re: Department of 
Interior, Bureau of Land Man
agement, proposed amendments 
to regulations governing off-
road vehicle use on public 
lands and underlying draft 
EIS, July 1976, Bureau of Out
door Recreation (F.R. Vol. 41, 
No. 146, p.p. 31518 et seq.) 

The Motorcycle Industry Council, a non profit trade association, 
representing the manufacturers and distributors of motorcycles, 
motorcycle parts and accessories and members of allied trades, of
fers the following comments to the proposed Bureau action to amend 
current regulations governing the use of off-road vehicles on the 
public lands. Comment is also presented as to the adequacy of the 
revised environmental impact statement underlying the regulation as 
a necessary and complimentary part of this submission. 

The position of our industry has been and is one of positive cooper
ation and participation in the regulation and use of the public lands 
for mutual benefit of all the public. This posture is one which con
tends that the public should have access to and use of all .its nat
ural surface resources to the greatest extent possible. Tho approach 
to governmental regulation and management of public lands, for the 
public benefit, must be an affirmation that the lands, first and fore-
ir.cst, be considered available for use, unless a thorough, factual. 
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and open investigation and determination warrants their closure 
or withdrawal as being in the best general interest. The Bureau 
has supported this philosophy in the past and it does not appear 
that the recent district court decision mandates a basic change. 

The Council recognizes the essential nature of a policy to pro
tect those areas, which may have a truly special value or unique 
significance, from exposure to irreversible damage or destruction, 
from any source by any means whatever. However, that special val
ue or significance must always be vested in the character of the 
land itself, such as the wilderness and primitive areas and fragile 
flora and fauna communities, and not represent a value to any spec
ial interest to the exclusion of any other. The off-road motorcy
clist comprises a rapidly growing constituency, which is represen
tative of a broad segment of the population. He, as well as any
one, has an inherit right to be openly heard and fairly served by 
his government in the matter of regulation of personal activities. 

We do not suggest there be trail-bike riding in existing or pro
posed trails or areas specifically designated and set aside for: 
Botanic, zoological, geological, archaeological and other research; 
rare or endangered wildlife habitat; revegetating after burning; 
high density hiking, bicycling; equestrian use; conservation or 
forest management purposes; or in water ways (except for direct 
crossings); steep grade watersheds sensitive to erosion and sil-
tation; or places with truly unique, natural characteristics and 
unusual asthetic values which would be diminished by the intrusion 
of vehicles. There would also be no reason to suggest the inten
sive use of off-road motorcycles in the immediate vicinity of those 
area3 which are highly developed for purposes not totally compatible 
with the operation of bikes, such as picnic and camping grounds and 
nature centers. 

We do propose however, that the long standing policy of "multiple 
and intensive use" of our resources, to best meet the recreational 
needs of all the people, be continued, in force, and expanded as 
necessary to accommodate the ever changing needs of our population 
for diverse and relevant methods and modes of recreation. Man still 
remains central to his environment, and recreation, in the form and 
of a kind that pleasures him as an individual, is indeed essential 
to his state of general well-being. 

Trail riding is a prominent and viable form of recreation in today's 
complex society and provisions must be made for its accommodation 
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in any land use program which contemplates recreation as an ob
jective. What ir.u3t be avoided at all costs are those various pro
positions which seek to identify and classify public lands for re
creational use, and then overly restrict the type of recreation co 
be allowed, denying some of the public the right to use some of-
its land. There is a certain arrogance of position in this approach 
which must be recognized for what it is. It says that someone's 
recxeation is better than someone elses and should be provided for 
to the exclusion of others who may hold contrary views. As adminis-
uca-orfa of the public lands we rely upon you to act as objective, 
professxonal trustees and honest brokers to devise a management 
scheme that will accommodate the needs of all users to some reason
able extent. From the regulatory standpoint, this is certainly tne 
more difficult trail to ride, but I don't believe we could expect 
or should receive any less. 

It is within this framework that the following general comments are 
offered on the underlying draft environmental impact statement dated 
July 1976 to the Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management 
proposed amendments to regulations governing off-road vehicle use 
on public lands, as well as specific comments to the regulation it
self. 

The background discussion of the proposed action and the description 
of the environment in sections one and two of the EIS are interest
ing and informative. Section three, the environmental impact of the 
proposed action, is neither; and is so non-specific as to impact an
alysis, that any but the ir.C3t general comment is precluded. 

The document does present a shopping list of possible environmental 
effects incidental not only to ORV operation, but also to the rout
ine activities of both man and beast as they interact with the en
vironment. It does not assess the impact .of such activity in terms 
of vehxrle type population, frequency and intensity of use, or by 
location and season, which is essential to the requirement. 

little effort has been made to illustrate the relationship of major 
impacts and potential effects, both favorable and adverse, of the 
proposal. 

There are benefxts that can flow from implementation of this regu-
latxort, such as satisfying the demand for recreation, user safety, 
dispersion of use and reduction in user conflicts, to cite a few. 
However, the comolete absence of any discussion of the beneficial 
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aspects except those that are presumed to flow from the strategy 
of restriction of recreational ORV use to times and places of low 
hazard co the resource, reinforces a negative bias apparent through-
cut the statement. 

Regarding air quality, exhaust emissions as indicated are not ex
pected co cause any significant deterioration of the ambient air 
quality. Dust resulting from surface destabilization will occur 
relative to soil type, condition,use intensity and wind effect. 
Whecher this is an environmental problem aggravated by ORV use and 
whether this is an occurance or an adverse impact of significance 
is not supported. Given the lack of meaningful research in the to
tal area of ORV use and the environment, this and what follows is 
at best based en the empirical viewpoint. 

The designation of certain areas and trails as closed to ORVs to 
permit non-ORV users to avoid the asserted problems of dust and 
fumes, presumes a priority interest on the part of the non-ORV user. 

The same protection can also be afforded by designating certain areas 
and trails as closed to the non-ORV user. 

The statement that the impact of CRV use on the quantity and quality 
of water will be negligible with or without the proposed action 
should be sufficient reason to stop rather than proceed with the 
incredible discussion of machine and human waste. The parentheti
cal statement regarding the more severe impact of equivalent horse 
use would suggest the wrong problem is being addressed. 

Nowhere in one discussion of soils and the secondary or mechanical 
effect on vegetation is there mention of natural revegetation and 
recovery process or actions than can be taken by land managers, such 
as rotational use rather than prohibition. The land does not neces
sarily become permanently and irretrievably damaged through use. 

The responsibility for letter does remain to be determined. The 
coupled statement that ORV's themselves are regarded as unattrac
tive- by many non-ORV users could imply that they are being cate
gorized as litter which would be a bit much. Aesthetics are still 
in the eye of the beholder. 

'•?r.e noise of off-road motorcycles has continued to be reduced by 
the manufacturers of these vehicles to currently very reasonable 
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levels. Forthcoming Environmental Protection Agency regulations 
in this area will also serve to minimize this impact. 

Regarding safety; search and rescue operations are routinely con
ducted using ORVs, not particularly for ORVs. Whether there is'a 
substantial hazard inherent in ORV activity is open to question. 
However, the more practical way to permit non-ORV users to avoid 
exposure would be to close ORV areas and trails to their use. 

The minimization of user conflict is essential. However, the im
plication that it is widespread and severe, necessitating regula
tion or prohibition of ORV activity to the exclusion of others, al
so lays the responsibility at the feet of the ORV user. It takes 
two to have a conflict and those recreation goals of being alone, 
calm and relaxed while watching game and the terrain are certainly 
ones the ORV operator enjoys,for they can all be achieved while par
ticipating in the activity. 

The E.TS as crafted contains not one footnote reference to any docu
mentation in support of any statement made. Each topic is subjec
tively discussed followed by the general conclusion that impact is 
minimal but..."the designation of certain areas and trails as closed 
to ORVs would" avoid, solve, or minimize the problem. It is hoped that 
the implementation of the proposed regulation be based on other cri
teria. 

Management of these lands must certainly be precise and dynamic. 
Management must also be sensitive and flexible. Within this con
text, management direction should pursue the course necessary to 
assure "multiple and intensive use" by the public at large, without 
being overly zealous in either serving the needs or protecting the 
interests of certain individuals or groups, or the land itself. 

Putting land "on the shelf or in the bank", to sustain existing 
ecological forms and balances into perpetuity, denies the pleasures 
of nature and fails to recognize the dynamics of constant, ongoing 
natural change. The manager, if he is to manage wall, will admin
ister an objective land use policy, with reasonable and knowiedgable 
discretion as a trustee for all. 
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Co<w.ent to specific provisions of the proposed regulations are 
as follows: 

6290.0-2 Objectives: Although consistent with the executive order, 
irnplicit in the entire matter is the consideration of recreational 
opportunity as a resource and end use product. The objective should 
be restated to at least reference the v?ord. 

5290.0-5 Definitions: The off-road vehicle definition does not and 
may r.ot be intended to exclude those heavy vehicles used in logging, 
mining and construction activities. However, the thrust of the reg
ulation is generally toward the conventional recreational product. 
Mora specificity is needed particularly as issues of operation, li
censing, equipment and operator ags are treated. 

5291.1(d) "Off-road vehicles are prohibited on trails limited to 
hiking and horseback riding" is redundant to 6291.1(a) and should 
be delated as a matter of equity and sensitivity. 

5291.1(g) of the proposed amendments prohibits the operation of 
an off-road vehicle on public lands unless the operator holds a 
valid state operator's license or learner's permit or is under the 
direct supervision of an individual 18 years of age or older who 
holdfl a valid operator's license. 

The Council opposes this requirement on the basis that a license 
issued for the lawful operation of a vehicle en public highways 
should not be a prerequisite tc the operation of an off-road ve
hicle. Operator licensing is more a revenue and recording pro
cess than criteria for vehicle qualification and the Lack of a li
cense for a person to use the public roads should not prohibit that 
person from pursuing outdoor recreation. The off-road environment 
i » very dissimilar to the environment in which motor vehicles are 
normally ODerated. The possibiliry of currently getting a license 
to operate a.a air cushion vehicle for example would present some 
difficulty. 

The Council suggests that paragraph 6291.1(e), which requires that 
aopiicable state laws and regulations relating to use, standards, 
registration, operation, and inspection of off-read vehicles shall 
aoply on public lands is sufficient to protect the public's inter
ests and makes the requirements of section 6291.1(g) unnecessary. 
The Council, however, does not oppose a requirement that younger 
off—road vehicle ooerators be accompanied by a responsible adult,. 
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Paragraph 6291.2, Special Rules, provides that the authorized of
ficer may establish rules for special vehicle standards applicable 
to all or any type of off-road vehicle. 

The Council opposes this provision due to the potential adverse 
effects on interstate commerce and the ability of off-road vehicle 
manufacturers to provide economically attractive recreational pro
ducts. Should individual authorized officers be permitted to estab
lish differing standards and equipment requirements for off-road 
vehicles, the off-road vehicle industry would be forced to build 
different products for each location where the standards or require
ments demanded. In addition, individual citizens could be restricted 
in cheir pursuit of recreation due to the fact that each locality 
xay require different equipment or standards as a prerequisite to 
Off-road vehicle usage. 

The Council supports the concept of uniform equipment requirements 
for off-road vehicles to avoid the above mentioned barriers to in
terstate ccmmerce and the rights of citizens to use their off-road 
vehicles in a number of locations, unencumbered by any requirements 
which would require different equipment for different areas. This 
would not preclude che officer from establishing rules for operation. 

Paragraph 6292.1, Criteria, provides that the authorized officer 
will base his designation of public lands en three specific criter-
x a: 

u. Protection of the resources of the public land3, 
2. Promotion of the safety of all users cf the public lands, 

and. 
3. Minimization of conflicts among various users of tha pub

lic land3. 

The Council fully supports these criteria. However, the Council 
further believes that the xecreacional needs of the public must 
aiso be recognized in any land management decision and suggests 
that "minimize" does not mean eliminate. Recommend that the pro
posed amendments be revised to provide for the consideration of the 
needs of the public for outdoor recreation and that this considera
tion be made a part of the criteria. 

four consideration of the foregoing representation on behalf of the 
Motorcycle Industry Council is appreciated. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ireivm R. Stahl 
Vice President 
Government Relations 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M o t o r c y c l e I n d u s t r y Council, Inc. 

A large part of this letter is devoted to comments concerning the Bureau 
of Land Management's proposed regulations. Those portions dealing with 
the draft environmental statement (pages 3-5) will be considered here. 

Lack of Specificity 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 2, Item 4. 

Negative Bias 
In considering whether the statement does or does not exhibit a negative 
bias it is well to remember that the proposed action is to establish 
policies and procedures for the controlled use of off-road vehicles 
on public lands. Such policies and procedures resulting in regulation 
of an activity may well appear to the group or individual subject to 
regulation as having a negative bias. 

Air Quality, Exhaust Emissions 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 12. 

Open and Closed Areas and Trails 
Areas and trails will be designated open or closed to off-road vehicle 
use in accordance with the provisions of Section 3 (a) of the Executive 
Order, as amended. The Executive Order does not presume or establish 
a "priority interest" on the part of any users of the public lands, 
motorized or non-motorized. Refer also to Recurring Comments, Item 9. 

Machine and Human Waste 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 11. 

Soils 
The best evidence presently available to us indicates that the recovery 
time for most soils is considerably greater than stated In the draft 
environmental statement. In view of this probable rate of regenera
tion, the rotating of areas open to wheeled or track vehicle use would 
most likely only serve to spread the possible damage over a large area 
for a long period of time. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M o t o r c y c l e industry Council, Inc. (cont'd.) 

Litter 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3. 

Noise 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 6. 

Safety 
There is an inherent hazard in the operation of any vehicle or for that 
matter in most non-vehicular activities. As to whether the hazard is 
substantial or not would appear to be related to how one defines 
"substantial". 

One of the stated purposes of Executive Order 11644, as amended, 
is to promote the safety of all users of the public lands. One 
way to do this is to separate off-road vehicle and non-ORV users 
which is provided for in Section 3 (a) of the Executive Order. 

User Conflict 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 9. 

Documentation 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item"2. 
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SIERRA CLUB 

545 East Fourth Avenue Number Five 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 274-2318 

October 5. 1976 

by Wilbur Mills in Alaska, The Great Land 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

I would like to comment on the Off-Road Vehicle Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, prepared pursuant to the U.S. District Court order 
promulgated in May, 1975. I'm pleased to find that the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation recognizes the incompatibility of certain uses 
of the public domain (such as ORVs). I am concerned, though, that 
the process of designating areas closed to ORV use will be under
mined by such assumptions as,"many of these lands likely will be 
designated as open to ORVs under the proposed action"(page 39 of 
the DEIS). 

Under Section IV Mitigating Measures, the establishment of quotas 
for the number of ORVs in each area was not considered. A quota 
system will be necessary in heavy use areas for the protection of 
wildlife, and for the safety of the ORV users. A permit system 
should be established on all ORV use areas, in order to give the 
BLM some monitoring capability. 

My chief concern is that the Interim Status Alternative incorporated 
into the statement (Hold Multiple Use Lands in Undesignated Status 
Pending Permanent Designation) will, in effect, leave all public 
lands open to ORV use. The rationale of the DEIS is that interim 
designations would be difficult, because of the requirements of public 
participation. I feel that public involvement doesn't have to be 
extensive until the final designations are made. With limited 
public involvement, and through the use of already existing infor
mation (such as soil surveys), BLM should be able to rapidly desig
nate ORV use areas for the interim period (Alternative B4). 

One of the alternatives proposed by the court for the Department of 
Interior's consideration would accelerate the schedule for completion 
of the BLM designation process under Executive Order 116*44. This 
alternative has not been adequately reviewed. 

The propsed schedule is totally arbitrary» a justification for the 
overall completion date of 12/31/87 cannot be found in i;he DEIS. 
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I think the DEIS should have considered an alternative of Accelerated 
Designation with Priority. Under this alternative the BLM would 
complete all of their designations before 12/31/81, with the most 
critical geographic regions being completed earlier. Until this 
alternative is considered, the Department of Interior will not 
be in compliance with the court order. 

Sincerely, 

David Finkelstein 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: „• ,,, r>i..v. .1..1,. 
Sierra Club - Alaska 

Establishment of Quotas 
Individual land managers will have the authority to impose quotas 
on specific land areas where it may be necessary to protect the land 
from excessive environmental damage. 

Interim Undesignated Status 
Refer to Item 14, Recurring Comments. 

Accelerated Schedule 
Alternative C-1 considered an accelerated schedule of designation, 
ana we feel it presented a complete discussion of the reasons for 
not adopting this alternative. 

Comments on Bureau of Land Management policies and regulations 
have been referred to BLM for their consideration. 
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^ l C l \ T 3 . V_>lU-D Southern California Regional Conservation Committee 
Desert Subcommittee 

i, H -f J~~r*h \i f^7 " 

October 6, 1976 

To: Director (210) 
Bureau of Land Management 
Washington, D.C. 202^0 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 2024O 

Fm: Lyle K. Gaston 
Chairman, Desert Subcommittee 

Re: Draft environmental impact statement and proposed 
rules and regulations for implementation of executive 
order ll6*»4 

Since the draft environmental impact statement and 
the proposed rules and regulations are supposed to address 
the same subject (P. E. 0. 116*J4) and that the proposed 
rules and regulations compliance with the National Environmental 
Protection Act rests on the draft EIS, our comments for 
both documents are interrelated and thus are presented 
as one set of cross-referenced comments. 

The single, most complicating and unnecessary phrase 
of both the draft EIS and the proposed rules and regulations 
is "off-road vehicle". The off-road vehicle per se has 
only rarely caused any problems or damage of any sort. 
Instead it is the use of any vehicle operated by a human 
off normal routes of travel that is almost totally responsible 
for the problem. The draft EIS and the proposed rules and 
regulations would be greatly simplified by acknowleging 
that the actual problem is the human setting behind the 
steering wheel of the vehicle. The solution to this problem 
is to examine the intent of PE0il6Mf as given in Section 1 
and restated in 6290.0-2. Clearly it is the use of off-read 
vehicles that is to be controlled. When Section 1 and 6290.0-2 
are read in conjunction with Section 2 (3) and 6290.0-5 (»)» 
an "off-road vehicle" becomes any vehicle operated off-roads. 

We ask that the draft EIS and the proposed rules 
and regulations be revised by substituting for "off-road 
vehicle" the phrase "use of vehicles off designated 
routes of travel". 
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This change would permit deletion of 6290.0-5 (i)t 
regulated areas and trails, and thus the proposed rules 
and regulations would then be in conformity with PEO 11644. 
PEO 11644 provides for only two use classifications, permitted 
and not permitted. The draft EIS, P-13 acknowledges that 
•open' and "regulated" will permit use of vehicles off 
roads. The reason for "regulated" is given on P-l4 (1) 
of the draft EIS. Accomodation ef off-road vehicle use in 
clased areas is not the intent of PEO 11644. The draft EIS 
acknowledges on P-54, first line of second paragraph, that 
PEO 11644 contains only two designations, open or closed. 
The magnitude of this change is given by reading in order 
6290.0-5 (i) last sentence (intensive use allowed), 6291.2, 
second sentence (relax the regulations), and 6291.1 (a), 
(d>, and (h)(4). This sequence then serves to change 
•regulated areas and trails" into "open areas and trails". 

We request that the category "regulated areas and 
trails" be deleted. 

The proposed rules and regulations do not consider 
the rare and endangered species aet which states that 
there will be no impact on rare and endangered species 
or their habitat. In 6292.1 (h)(4) the words are "excessive 
damage" and in 6292.1 (b) only "special attention" is given 
to endangered species and habitat. The draft EIS, P-40, 
provides only "reasonable measures of protection". 

The final EIS and final rules and regulations 
must be corrected and brought into conformance with 
the rare and endangered species act. 

The proposed rules and regulations have greatly diluted 
the intent of PEO 11644 in the area of exclusion of authorized 
vehicles. Section 6290.0-5 (a)(3) refers only to authorized 
vehicles whereas PEO 11644 mandates that the authorized 
vehicle be covered by a permit, lease, license, or contract. 
This implies a structured application for a variance to 
enter a closed area. We do not want any further cases of 
an area manager authorizing by letter the entrance of a 
number of vehicles into an area which was closed to vehicles 
because of the resources present (Kelso Dunes). 

We ask that the original wording of PEO 11644 
(permit, lease, license or contract) be reinstated 
in the final rules and regulations. 

Presumably the other factors in 6292.1 (c) were meant 
to cover such items as air quality (Draft EIS, P-30). 
especially fugative dust, esthetics (draft EIS, P-42;, 
and cultural resources (draft EIS, P-48). Air quality 
regulations and enforcement has been delegated to the states. 
Thfcs is recognized in 43 CFB 6010.5 (e). The draft EIS 
acknowledges that is southern California, fugative dust 
due to vehicle disturbance of the soil sufface will contribute 
to poor air quality. Particulate air quality standards 
are exceeded almost daily in the California Desert. Any 
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further disturbance of the soil surface will increase the 
non-compliance with standards. 

We ask that under "criteria", air quality and 
esthetics be included. 

We single out for special attention the complete lack 
of any reference in the proposed rules and regulations 
regarding archaeological, historical, or cultural resources. 
This is in total disregard for such laws as the Antiquities 
Act of 1905, Historic Sites Act, etc. The draft EIS (P-30) 
indicates that open areas and trails will not be located 
in historical or archaeological areas. 

Cultural resources must be acknowledged and fully 
protected in the final rules and regulations. 

The draft EIS , P-7, paragraph 5, lists where open 
areas and trails well not be located. The proposed rules 
and regulations has completely innored this criteria in 
6292.1. 

We ask that paragraph 5, P-7 of the draft EIS 
be added to the c r i t e r i a 6292.1. 

The enforcement section can be strengthened substant ia l ly 
without the necessi ty for new leg i s la t ion or author i ty . 
The draf t EIS, P-7, paragraph 7, indicates that the d i rec tor 
of BLM can es tab l i sh procedures to enforce these regulat ions . 
In 43 CFB 9239.3-2 (e ) (2 ) , provisions are made that violat ion 
of a grazing l icense i s suff ic ient reason for revoking 
the l icense or denying renewal of a l i cense . Compliance 
with these rules and regulations could be accomplished by 
denying future permits to v io la tors . 

We ask that sanctions for permit violat ions be 
added to the enforcement sect ion. 

The draf t EIS c i tes incorrect dates regarding designation 
of southern California desert lands. The preliminary draft 
of the California Desert O.B.V. Becreation Management Plan 
was issued Sept. 8, 1973, 19 months a f te r PEO 11644 was Issued 
and 16 months a f te r Secretary of I n t e r i o r ' s memorandum of 
May 5, 1972. The f ina l Interim Cr i t i ca l Management Program (ICMP) 
for recreat ion vehicle use on the California desert was 
issued Nov. 1, 1973. The original proposed rules and regulations 
were published Feb. 14, 1973 with the f inal rules and regulations 
being published April 15, 1974. There was no substantive 
change in the designation sect ion, 6292.2 (a) and the designation 
c r i t e r i a sect ion, 6292.3 (a) between the proposed regulations 
(2-14-73) and the f inal regulations (4-14-74). Judge W. B. Jones" 
memorandum and order speci f ica l ly ruled that 6292.2 (a) (open 
unless not so designated) (Section I I I [jj) and 6292.3 (a) 
(withstand and sustain) (Section I I I J7JBJ) violated PEO 11644 
and s igni f icant ly di luted the s tandards of PEO 11644 respectively 
and thus declared the or iginal rules and regulations inval id . 
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Thus the ICMP was issued under memoranda and proposed rules 
which were declared invalid. In addition, the new proposed 
rules and regulations rightly mandate that designation 
procedures, 6292.2 (b), include publication in the Federal 
Register. This provision was lacking in the invalided 
regulations. Again, the ICMP was not published in the 
Federal Register. 

We ask that the ICMP be made to conform with the 
final rules and regulations through the process of 
rede8ignations, participation, and publication. 

Judge Jones also noted that the provisions of NEPA 
must be complied with in the new regulations (Section III [92, 
footnote 12). Alternative B4 (p-68, first paragraph) of 
the draft EIS is actually occurring via management framework 
plans (MFP). However, MFP's with open areas and trails 
are being issued without an EIS. 

An environmental impact statement must be prepared 
for any substantial or controversial designation of 
areas and trails in MFP's. 

We cannot comment on 6294.1 because subpart 6263 has 
not been issued. This section should be withdrawn until 
such time as 6263 is published, at which time we would ask 
that we be permitted to review both sections. 

The draft EIS, P-14, refers to "existing roads and 
trails" but no indication of how they are defined. The 
ICMP has a definition of existing roads and trails, but 
the validity of this document has been challanged above. 

The statement, "existing roads and trails", should 
be deleted. 

The draft EIS, P-44, completely jgrtores BLM's own 
user survey which indicates that California desert ORV 
related activities rank tenth place or less in all recreational 
use of the desert. BLM has estimated that ORV activities 
in the California desert amounts to only about 10*J of the 
recreational use. ORV disruption and dimished recreatinn 
value is acknowledged. However, no mention is made of the 
ultimate conclusion of these recreational impacts, the 
displacement of other recreation users. 

The Field Survey and displacement of other recreation 
users by ORVs must be treated the the final EIS. 

The draft EIS proposes six interim status alternatives, 
four of which, Bl, B2, B3 and B5, Judge Jones specifically 
said in his memorandum and order were contrary to PEO 11644 
(Section IV, [12]). Thus only two viable internalternatives 
are proposed. The sbhedultng alternatives are essentially 
those suggested by Judge Jones. Surely the Bureau should 
be able to make some new proposals of their own in 14 months. 
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The major controversial point is with what trails will 
be open to vehicle use. Open areas will have specific 
boundries and thus the impacts en the entire area can be 
assessed. The same is not true for trails because there 
is no general agreement of the definition of a trail. 
One alternative would be for interim criteria for trails 
where the resources are not known. In this case interim 
designated routes of vehicular travel would be specified 
with public participation. The criteria for interim 
designation of trails could be purposefullness, well established, 
long term use, etc. Final criteria for trails would follow 
PEO 116*»4 guidelines. The final designation of trails 
would follow a complete resource inventory of the area 
affected by the trail. 

We request, that the proposed rules and regulations be 
re-drafted and re-submitted for public comment. We request 
that the chapter on alternatives in the draft EIS accompanying 
the proposed rules and regulations be re-written and re-submitted 
for public comment. 

LYLE K. GASTON 
DESERT SUB-COMMITTEE SCRCff 

1844 SEVENTH STREET 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92507" 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
Sierra - South California Regional Conservation 

Committee 

Substituting "use of vehicles off designated routes of travel" for "off-
road vehicle" 
The basis idea behind this proposal of the Committee is to eliminate 
any vehicular activity off-road. While restriction to roads and 
trails on certain parcels of land is advisable, nothing in Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, implies that a total ban on cross-country 
travel is necessary. 

Delete the "regulated" category 
The regulated category is intended to provide closer management 
of specific areas where neither the "open" nor "closed" categories 
are suitable. It will certainly provide some degree of resource 
protection which might be foreclosed under a simple "open-closed" 
systemc Contrary to the Committee's interpretation of page 14, it 
will not be used to allow off-road activity in closed areas. 

We assume this suggestion was made in conjunction with the previous 
suggestion regarding "off-road use". We do not feel, under the 
terms of the proposed action, that deletion of the "regulated" 
category is a practical suggestion. 

Rare and Endangered Species Act 
The wording in the environmental impact statement with 
regard to endangered species has been changed to conform with the 
Rare and Endangered Species Act. 

Incorrect Dates of ICMP 
The final Environmental Impact Statement has been changed to reflect 
the information regarding the issuance dates of the California desert 
ICMP. The other comments regarding the ICMP will be considered by the 
Bureau of Land Management. 

Delete the phrase "existing roads and trails" 
If the Committee has a better way of describing "existing roads and 
trails" than calling them "existing roads and trails", it should 
say so. It would make regulation difficult, if not impossible, 
however, to delete, without substitution, a necessary phrase in 
describing land characteristics which are utilized by off-road 
vehicles. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: sierra Club - South California Regional Conservation 
Committee (cont'd.) 

BLM User Survey 
The Bureau of Land Management user survey en the California desert has been 
considerec in the preparation of the final Environmental Impact Statement. 

Lack of Alternatives 
Under the court order, the alternatives available for the designation 
process are few. The need for public participation and the vast amount 
cf land in question limit the possible courses of action. The problems 
with interim designations are mainly the establishment of a precedent 
vhich might later be difficult to change, and the difficulty of determining 
the resource value of an area with adequate public participation in 
the short time necessary to make interim designations effective. 

Comments referring to the proposed, regulations and the Bureau of Land 
Management policy have been referred to BLM for their consideration. 
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O l l l / l v r v A V ^ I A I ) 530 Bush Street San Francisco. California 94108 (415)981-8634 

30 September 1976 

The Director (210) 
Bureau of Land Management 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

The Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Proposed BLM off-road vehicle regulations 
(41 Fed. Reg. 31513, 28 July 1976) and an 
associated EIS (INT. DES 76-27) 

Gentlemen: 

I am editor of the ORV Monitor, a bimonthly publication produced by the 
Sierra Club to report on off-road vehicles from an environmentally sensitive 
viewpoint. As editor of the ORV Monitor, I have carefully reviewed BLM's 
proposed ORV regulations and the associated Environmental Impact Statement 
prepared by BOR and am writing to communicate my comments on these documents 
to you. 

The wording of the BLM's ORV regulations is different this time around, 
but the differences do not effect any signifigant d_e facto change, and one must 
question whether this is in keeping with the spirit of Judge William Tone's 
decision overturning the 1974 rules. 

Leaving public lands undesignated is effectively the same as designating 
them open, and is just as serious an abrogation of responsibility for those 
lands. Undesignated status might be tolerable as a measure to allow a minimum 
time for planning, but it is unconscionable in light of the fact that ORV use 
can completely alter an environment in only a fraction of the eleven years 
BLM proposes to allow for designations to be made. 

One of numerous examples of this process on BLM land is the Panoche 
Hills area in California's Folsom district. Motorcyclists used the area from 
1971 to 1973, when it was closed due to adverse impacts including three-foot 
deep ruts along trails. The severe erosion hazards created by the ORVs still 
persist despite three years of closure and rehabilitation efforts by BLM and 
California's Department of Fish and Game. 

Inventory of existing ORV use and specific data from areas used by ORVs 
are conspicuously absent from the EIS prepared for the proposed regulations. 
Perhaps the Bureau would not be so generous in allotting itself time to make 
decisions if such data were at hand. 
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The National Forest Service is completing its initial ORV planning now, 
less than five years after the promulgation of Executive Order 11644. Though 
BLM's situation is different in terms of the area of land to be administered 
and the funds and personnel available to do it, its responsibilities under the 
Executive Order are the same. 

It has also come to the attention of the ORV Monitorthat in the course of 
the defense of the previous ORV regulations, the BLM informed the court that 
the target date for completing designation of all BLM lands was 1980. 

I would also like to raise the following points regarding specific sections 
of the proposed regulations. 

6290.0-5(d) 
At this point and numerous further instances the regulations refer to an 
"authorized officer." Specification of how the authority to regulate ORVs 
will be delegated by the Bureau is essential to clarify where the planning 
processes referred to will take place and who will be responsible for them. 

6291.1(e) 
The regulations should recognize not only state, but county and local 
authorities as well. This is especially important where BLM lands are in 
disjunct parcels or are interwoven with privately owned land, often without 
clear boundaries. 

6291.1(h)4 
A concrete, clear, and meaningful definition of "excessive damage or disturbance" 
is needed if any protection of resources is to be achieved by these regulations. 
One approach would be to try to define "acceptable damage or disturbance." 
This section also neglects to clarify who will be responsible for these deter
minations. 

6291.2 
Section 6292.3(b) provides for temporary actions. This clause, in concert 
with the described designation procedures requiring public involvement, is 
sufficient to deal with local circumstances. I can forsee no conditions that 
would ever call for or justify relaxing the very basic requirements of sections 
6291.1 and 6293, which are the substance of the regulations. This provision 
for special rules puts the entire regulations at the discretion of officials 
of the BLM and the DOI without adequate provision that E.O. 11644 will be 
lived up to. 

6292.2(b) 
The best way to ensure communication of designations is to require contact 
between ORV users and the BLM through mandatory registration of ORVs used on 
Federal lands, enforced by confiscation of unregistered vehicles. 
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In the absence of registration, posting is the only effective means 
of reaching all ORV users. Posting all areas or posting only closed areas 
is ineffective. ORV users can remove signs or plead not having seen them, 
pointing to the presumption that they are not constrained from using undesignated 
lands. This presumption puts the blame on BLM for inadequate dissemination 
of designation information — even though it is likely that a large number of 
ORV users, once they realize this, will not want to be informed. 

Posting only those lands open to ORVs is the only manner of identifying 
designations that gives ORV users the responsibility for finding out about 
BLM designations, and the only manner that actually imposes liability on 
violators of BLM regulations. All unposted lands should be closed to ORVs, 
or at the very least restricted to existing roads and trails (with those 
terms carefully and concretely defined). 

In summary, the ORV Monitor takes the editorial position that the proposed 
rules, implementation plan, and impact statement are inadequate to meet the 
requirements of Executive Order 11644 and BLM's responsibilities as steward of 
20% of America's land base. The ORV Monitor suggests these changes: 

1. That the target date for initial designation of BLM lands be 1980. 

2. That BLM adopt effective means of communicating its designations, i.e., 
either a registration system or a posted-open policy. 

3. That the final EIS for these rules include quantitative data from representative 
sites of ORV use, and that this information be used to formulate a clear 
definition of "Excessive damage or disturbance." 

Sincerely yours, 

Russell H. Shay 
Editor-in-Chief, the ORV Monitor 
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5 October 1976 

The Di rec to r (210) 
Bureau of Land Management 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

The Office of Environmental Af fa i r s 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreat ion 
U.S. Dept. of the I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Proposed BLM of f - road v e h i c l e 
r e g u l a t i o n s (41 Fed. Reg. 31518, 
28 Ju ly 1976) and a s s o c i a t e d EIS 
(INT DES 76-27) 

Gentlemen: 

I wish to correct errors of fact in the fourth paragraph of my letter 
of September 30, commenting on the above-mentioned regulations and EIS. The 
fourth paragraph should read as follows: 

One of numerous examples of this process on BLM land is the Panoche 
Hills area in California's Folsom district. Motorcyclists used the area 
from 1964 to 1970, when it was closed due to adverse impacts including 
three-foot ruts along trails. The erosion hazards created by ORVs still 
persist despite six years of closure and rehabilitation efforts by BLM 
and California's Department of Fish and Game. 

I hope the corrections will be made to prevent any confusion on the matter 
of the dates referred to. 

Si-ncerely yours, 

Russell H. Shay V 
Editor, the ORV Monitor 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEJilCLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76 -27 ) 

Comments from: Sierra Club, Russell Shay, ORV Monitor 

1974 Court Decision, Eleven-Year Time Frame 
The proposed action, as reflected in the Bureau of Land Management's 
draft regulations, is one of several alternatives suggested by Judge 
Jones as part of his decision. Holding various land parcels in 
undesignated status pending final designation was specifically mentioned 
by Judge Jones as a method of applying the proper criteria and allowing 
public participation in the final designation process. The eleven-year 
time frame is addressed under Recurring Comments in part 14. The 
completion date of 1987 has been estimated due to unforeseen changes 
in planning emphasis in the Bureau of Land Management, brought on 
by shifting national priorities. Moreover, Section 9(a) of the 
amended Executive Order requires that areas where considerable adverse 
environmental effects are taking place, or will take place, must be 
closed, until the conditions requiring the closure have been eliminated 
and measures have been taken to prevent their reccurrence. 

Lack of Specific Data 
Please refer to Recurring Comments, Item 2. 

BLM Regulations 
Comments on specific BLM regulations have been referred to BLM for 
their consideration. 
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4833 S. Country Club Way 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 
September 2?, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

As a resident of a state where ORV (off-road vehicle) use Is both 
abundant and highly critical to a delicate ecosystem, I wish to comment 
on the draft of the Environmental Impact Statement, re ORV Usage on Public 
Lands: 

1. In areas where resources vastly need protection (and thus are eventually 
to be designated "closed"), why—even to a "regulated" degree—should 
ORV usage be permitted? 

2. WHY must it take eleven long years for the BLM to distinguish between 
"open", "regulated", and "closed" areas—especially when there will be 
NO Interim protection for the delicate ecosystems of the areas involved? 

I do not mean to Imply that all ORV use should be prohibited. I am, 
however, vitally concerned about the prodigious potential loss of habitats, 
wildlife, and scenery, caused by the Irresponsible ORV users. 

Please reconsider these aspects carefully! Our ecological future de
pends, to a larce extent, upon your decisions 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEKICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M r s > Robert 0. Schedler 

Resource Sensitive Areas 
Areas needing protection due to resource sensitivity will be closed 
under the designation process. The land-managing agencies have 
emergency power to provide interim restrictions on access, and have 
done so for over 10,000,000 acres of resource-sensitive Federal land. 
In addition, Section 9(a) of the amended Executive Order imposes a 
mandatory requirement that areas where considerable adverse effects 
are taking place, or may take place, because of ORV use will be closed 
until the conditions requiring the closure have been eliminated. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Russell Robertson 

Mr. Robertson's conanents are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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NORTHWEST 
MOTORCYCLE ASSOCIATION 

October 29, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Environmental 
Impact Statement pertaining to Executive Order 11644 and the use of 
off-road vehicles on the public lands. 

We are most concerned and disappointed that the TRAIL DIVISION of the 
NORTHWEST MOTORCYCLE ASSOCIATION was not contacted directly. Hopefully 
our comments on behalf of the more than 65,000 off-road motorcycle 
riders in Washington State will still receive full consideration. 

Objections to the Proposed EIS 

We object to the proposed EIS on the grounds enumerated below, as well 
as other possible grounds which may not be stated at this time: 

1. The draft EIS fails to make adequate consideration of the alter
native to request presidential recision of Executive Order 11644. 

We do not feel it is in the best interest of the nation to saddle 
the millions of American ORV recreationists with the order of a 
president now disgraced and driven from office. 

The responsibility of the bureaucracy in a democratic society 
must extend beyond merely carrying out the orders of a deposed 
president. At a time when dissatisfaction with the federal 
bureaucracy is at an all-time high, this draft EIS will virtually 
assure that this dissatisfaction will increase. We can but wonder 
how long it will take the bureaucracy to realize that a primary 
function of government is to assure an equitable distribution of 
scarce resources among all citizens. 

Assuring an equitable distribution of this nation's outdoor recre
ation resources means that off-road vehicle users must receive 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 29, 1976 
Page Two 

considerations equal to that given preservationists and other rec-
reationists. We contend that the draft EIS, by failing to give 
equal consideration to ORV recreationists, may constitute a 
violation of our constitutional right to liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness. 

2. The EIS fails to consider the expenditure of public dollars that 
could be saved by recision of Executive Order 11644. 

3. The EIS fails to adequately consider the conflict between the Execu
tive Order and the BLM's mandate to manage for multiple use. 

4. The EIS fails to identify the favorable impacts of ORV use. The 
therapeutic and aesthetic values accruing to millions of ORV users 
are in any real sense completely overlooked. These values are not 
attainable in any manner other than through ORV recreation. 

5. The EIS further fails to adequately consider the extremely adverse 
effects that will befall ORV users and their families if the Execu
tive Order is implemented in its present form. Family ties now 
strengthened by ORV recreation may in a significant number of cases 
be altered, weakened or, in the extreme, even shattered. Many ORV-
using families have found they are able to build stronger bonds with 
teenaged children through sharing ORV recreation experiences than in 
any other manner.Implementation of Executive Order 11644 will in many 
cases deny adequate opportunity to pursue these experiences. 

For many ORV users, the ORV experience presently provides the only 
method by which they can escape the tedium of modern urban living. 
Frequent escape from urban existence is, according to most authori
ties, a necessity that many people find essential to maintaining a 
reasonable standard of mental health. 

6. The EIS fails to adequately consider extreme economic loss that may 
accrue to ORV users, manufacturers, dealers, and other businesses 
deriving all or part of their income from ORV recreation or related 
activities. 

7. The EIS falsely places the burden for littering on ORV users. The 
statements made connecting ORV users to littering are naive to the 
point of being ridiculous. May we remind you that the Pacific 
Northwest Four-Wheel Drive Association in the state of Washington 
has won the national Keep America Beautiful award for their litter 
pickup efforts. 

Many trailbike clubs in this state can say that the areas they use 
are much more litter-free because they trailride in the area. 

8. The entire EIS projects an attitude that is highly prejudiced 
against ORV users. 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
October 29, 1976 
Page Three 

9. The EIS fails to adequately consider sophisticated management tech
niques to control and regulate ORV use. Further, no reasonable 
provision is made for research to discover new techniques of ORV 
management - an area where the Department of the Interior has a 
great deal to learn. 

10. The Executive Order and the EIS fail to adequately consider the 
different missions of the individual agencies. 

Miscellaneous Comments of Northwest Motorcycle Association 

"It is very disheartening to observe the political favoritism shown 
to preservationist pressure groups. We feel the Department of the 
Interior has been lax and discriminatory by not directing its agencies 
to set aside a system of recreation areas for the exclusive use of ORV 
users." 

"The definition of an organized event should not include any event of 
less than 125 active participants. To use any smaller number may vio
late our constitutional right to freely assemble. This, along with 
other provisions of both the Executive Order and the EIS, may be taken 
by ORV users as an open invitation for challenge in court." 

Closing Remarks 

The Department of the Interior should request the President to immedi
ately rescind Executive Order 11644 and to issue a new Order which would: 

1. Fully recognize the value of ORV recreation by directing the vari
ous agencies to identify and set aside a system of exclusive ORV 
recreation areas to be equal or larger in size than the National 
Wilderness System. 

2. Direct the various agencies to conduct exhaustive research to 
discover and develop new and innovative methods of ORV management. 

3. Identify and restrict ORV use only in those areas which are both 
unique and extremely fragile. 
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President, Trail Division 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 7 6 - 2 7 ) 

Comments from: Northwest Motorcycle Association 

Direct Contact 
We regret any inconvenience that may have occurred due to our not 
contacting directly the Trail Division of the Northwest Motorcycle 
Association, however, it should be realized that in circulating an 
environmental impact statement concerning a subject of such wide 
interest, it is virtually impossible to directly contact every party 
who may conceivably wish to comment. 

Objections to the proposed EIS 
1. Recision of Executive Order 11644 has been considered in Alternative 
A. 

It is the stated purpose of E.O. 11644, as amended, "...to establish 
policies and provide for procedures that will ensure that the use of 
off-road vehicles on public lands will be controlled and directed 
so as to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the safety 
of all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the 
various users of those lands." 

It is the policy of this Department to comply with the purpose of E. 
0. 11644, as amended, through effective implementing regulations. 
It is not the policy of the Department to discriminate against any 
legitimate users of the public lands motorized or not. For further 
discussion we refer you to Recurring Comments, item 9. 
2. The financial savings attributable to a recision of Executive Order 
11644, as amended, would be difficult to quantify. While there is little 
doubt that the implementation will have a cost, it should be noted that 
the agencies are not establishing separate units to carry out the work, 
but rather are using their regular management personnel. Another 
problem is placing a monetary value upon what implementation is worth. 
Surely protecting the resources of the public lands is valuable but 
to quantify that value in relatively precise monetary terms is probably 
not possible. 
3. We do not consider that there is a conflict between the Executive 
Order and managing for multiple use. The Executive Order established 
a policy toward the use of ORVs on Federal lands. The policy will be 
carried out within the framework of multiple use. 
4. Refer to Recurring-Comments, Item 1. 
5. Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 1. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Northwest Motorcycle Association (cont'd.) 

6. Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 10. 
7. Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3. 
8. This is a subjective judgment, and in response we can only state 
that there is no intent in the Environmental Impact Statement to be 
either pro or con off-road vehicle but to be as objective as possible. 
9. We do not know what sophisticated management techniques are 
referred to in this comment, but we are are always happy to learn 
and make our operations as efficient as possible. If the Northwest 
Motorcycle Association could furnish us with details of these 
techniques, it would be very much appreciated. 
10. We are aware that the land-managing agencies of the Department 
do have different missions and this is indicated in Section II of the 
statement. We cannot agree that there is a conflict between the 
amended Executive Order and the missions of the agencies. The amended 
Executive Order can and will be implemented within the framework of 
those missions. 

Miscellaneous Comments 
There is no intent by the Department of the Interior to show favoritism 
toward, or discrimination against any users of the public lands. It 
is Departmental policy to encourage all legitimate users of the public 
lands in conformance with the purposes of Executive Order 11644 as 
amended, other appropriate statutory mandates. 

We cannot see that the number of participants in an organized event 
has any relationship to the right to freely assemble. It is not 
proposed that anyone's constitutional right of assembly be violated. 

Closing Remarks 
1. The setting aside of areas for exclusive ORV use is not foreclosed 
by Executive Order 11644, as amended. The Order only specifies the 
kinds of areas where ORVs should not be permitted. 
2. We heartily agree that more research is needed on both off-road 
vehicle impacts and techniques of management. We hope that within the 
limitations of funding and manpower available that this will be done.. 
3. To adopt the standards suggested would, in our opinion, be contrary 
to the provisions of the amended Executive Order. 
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h'illiam A. OborUoltzcr 
1645 Opuintero Street 
Aurora, Colorado 30011 

September 21, 1376 

ilr. John Cruthcer, Director 
Bureau.of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dcnc.rtnent of the Interior 
h.ahin.pton, D.C. 20240 

Re: Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 
Number 11644 pertaining to the use of Off Road 
Vehicles on the "u'olic Lands. 

Dear Ilr. Cruthcer: 

Ily wife and I feel that R::ecutive Order Ihinber 11644 pertaininr; to the 
use of off road vehicles on public lands, is discriminatory to the 
aver ae family v;hich off road less than 10a of f e tine. V'e also feel 
that this 3h:ecutive order is unfair to all the American people who use 
an lie lands for recreation. 

Sincerely, 

Linda S. Oberlioltser 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: w i l l i a m A. a n d L i n d a E. oberhcltzer 

The impacts of rescinding the Executive Order are discussed in Section 
VIII, subsection A of the Environmental Impact Statement. 
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OHIO STATE SNOWMOBILE ASSOCIATION, INC. 
P. O. BOX 879 

PAINESVILLE, OHIO 44077 

o.s.s A . O F F I C E 2 1 6 3 5 2 - a a s e RACE OFFICE 2 1 8 2 8 5 - 4 7 7 1 

September 22, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington O. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation would make an important a l l i e by being 
an advocate of the Snowmobiling Public. They are composed of responsible 
famil ies in organizations. When they are using this land, they would 
help police i t and keep a close lookout for anyone mistreating the intended 
use of i t , year round. Snowmobilers would welcome the chance of being 
helpful in areas that are to be opened, or are already open in their 
surrounding area. One example would be to act as a sounding board for 
new ideas, or help in cases of an emergency. Snowmobilers would be 
using these area's for fun and recreat ion, such as club hot dog roasts or 
family outings. We have an event in my area where we ride 30 miles for 
the March of Dimes to c o l l e c t money for them. These are a few things 
that would and should be done on public property. 

It i s an injust ice to compare snowmobiles with the other off the road 
veh ic l e s . We are only out when there i s snow. The pressure put on the 
snow is l ess than what a man's foot puts on the ground. We are quieter 
with our rating of 78 dec iba ls . 

There has been a lot of untruths spread about the e f f ec t s of Snowmobiles 
on Environment. The University of Michigan has a great deal of research 
information on this subject . Please find enclosed a l e t t e r that 
t e s t i f i e s the e f f ec t of Snowmobiles on grass . 

Snowmobilers do not harass w i l d l i f e . I have seen people take out corn 
and grain to leave in the woods for animals to e a t . When I was on the 
March of Dimes r ide , that I mentioned before, we saw five Deer in a 
f i e ld about 150 yards away, when we went by they moved out of s i t e . 
Our t r a i l was in the form of a c i r c l e and when we came back the Deer were 
walking in our t r a i l . They moved off when they beard us coaming. No 
one harassed them. Several of us talked about i t later and we agreed 
they certainly weren't afraid of us. We wished others could see mother 
nature as we do with her creatures and lovely white dress . 

Sincerely yours, 

>£«..«, <f ^ - / 
Lewis £. Cook, 
President O.S.S.A. 
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S A J A R PLASTICS, I N C . 
MIDbLEFIELD, OHIO 44082 

TOM W.JOHNSON September 9 , 1976 
FRESIDENT 

Ohio State Snowmobile Association,Inc. 
P.O.Box 879 
Painesville, Ohio 44077 

Attention: Lewis E. Cook, President 

Dear Lew: 

In response to your letter of August 17, regarding the use of 
Snowmobiles at Grandview Golf Club (100% owned by Sajar Plastics, 
Inc.), we would like to-make the following statement. 

For the past five years we have permitted the use of Snowmobiles 
at Grandview Golf Club, and have not experienced any damage to 
the course or grounds. With the proper controls, which have been 
well enforced by the associations that have been riding at Grand-
view, it is our judgement that Snowmobiling does not have any 
harmful side effects. 

TWJ:js 
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Very truly yours, 

Tom W. Johnson 
President 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: o h i o s t a t e snowmobile Association, Inc. 

Lewis E. Cook, President 

The Association's comments are addressed in the following Items of 
the Recurring Comments Section: 
Potential roles of organized snowmobilers: Item 8. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Snowmobile impacts on vegetation: Item 7. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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OREGO STATE 

SNOWMOBILE SOCIATION, Inc. 

September 15, 1976 
<3)azzeCC Wl. *Jezm 

Star Route 1, Box 1040 

La Pine, Oregon 97739 
Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE 1 INT-DES-76-2? 

Dear Mr. Crutcher, 

I heard you speak at the International Snowmobile Congress 
in Willamsburg, Virginia. I was quite impressed. I thought 
that we finally had a Federal Agency that was going to help 
support all types of outdoor recreation on private and 
public lands. 

After reading the New Draft of Environmental Impact State
ment prepared by B.O.R. concerning new proposed regulations 
for controlling snowmobiles and A.T.V's on B.L.M. lands, I 
seriously doubt if your organization is re'aly trying to do 
the job they are being paid to do. It sounds like the 
Sierra Club may have given you an Associate Membership in 
their organization. The E.I.S.groups snowmobiles with 
A.T.V's. This is very unfair as snowmobiles travel over 
snow and do not damage the soil or vegitation. Snowmobiles 
are "Over the Snow Vehicles", not an "All Terrain Vehicle. 

The document also alleges damage to water quality, due to 
spilled oil, gasoline, human wastes and decreased air 
quality. Spilled gasoline and oil from snowmobiles is 
very little, if any. Human wastes—well, I don't think 
snowmobilers excreate any more than cross country skiers, 
hikers, equistrians or any one else that uses the outdoors 
for recreational purposes. 
Air Quality--yes, snowmobilers do breath and the machines 
have exhaust fumes, but at the 4,000 to 10,000 ft, elevation, 
I don't think it does as much damage as automobiles, air 
planes and a number of other internal combustion powered 
vehicles or recreational type of mechanized equipment. 

You also state that off Road Vehicles emit noise loud 
enough to annoy persons in the vicinity. Snowmobiles are 
required by law in the U.S.A. to not go over the 78 D.B.A. 
on the A scale and this is much quieter than most automobiles 
and a lot less annoying than some people are when you are in 
their vicinity. 
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Page 2 

You also claim that snowmobiles are a special threat to 
wildlife--Again your information is incorrect. Snowmobilers 
do not harrass wildlife and the larger wild animals do not 
try to winter in snow from 2 ft. to 40. ft. depth. They 
leave for lower elevations where feed is available. They 
don't seem to understand that they are supposed to wait for 
orders to move out by some environmental group. 

I certainly hope you will consider these comments and 
remember that snowmobiles are an "Over the Snow Vehicle" and 
should not be classed as an A.T.V. We enjoy the sport 
of snowmobiling as a family sport spent outdoors in a 
healthy pleasant surrounding. We should not be criticized 
for our sport any more than any other outdoor sport. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
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Darrell Ferns, President 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Oregon State Snowmobile Association, Inc. 

Darrell M. Ferns, President 

The Association's comments are addressed in the following Items of 
the Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Machine and human wastes: Item 11. 
Exhaust emissions: Item 12. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
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l /*"" ! M>. & Mrs. Michael Parr 
1 3604 Military Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90034 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: .. . „ ... , . _, 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Parr 

Mr. and Mrs. Parr's comments are addressed in Item 1 of the Recurring 
Comments Section. 
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Harry L. Silcocks 

1143 Lambaren Ave. 
Livermore, Ca 94550 

September 11, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
United States Department of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

I would at this time like to make some brief comments 
on the draft environmental impact statement "Depart
mental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Per
taining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands". 

On page 2, second paragraph, it seems that the wording 
of the revised departmental memorandum has already been 
finalized. If so, it appears that this EI3 is not a 
sincere effort to arrive at a decision, but rather just 
a means of going thru the motions. 

On page 12, paragraph 2, it again appears that an "option" 
has already been decided on before this EIS was written. 
This again reinforces my opinion that this EIS is not 
being used to arrive at a decision; the decision has 
already been made! 

On page 38, item D, it is hoped that harassment of all 
wildlife will be prohibited in all land classification 
areas (open-regulated-closed). 

The last paragraph on page 48 does not fully address the 
problem of lack of enforcement. What powers of enforce
ment does BLM presently have? 

Insofar as the "Alternatives " are concerned, only two 
(B4 & B6) can be implemented. The other five can not 
be considered as "Alternatives" since a change in Ex
ecutive Order 11644 is required in order to make these 
five alternatives, alternatives. This is a typical 
example of the Department of Interior again loading the 
deck in favor of a preconceived plan. 

You have already decided on a course of action and now M/nT* 
an EIS to justify what jo\x have decided to do. This EIS 
is both a farce and a fraud! 

• sin c e r e lv/y'our S ,• 

Harry L. Silcocks 420 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Harry L. Silcocks 

Revised Departmental Memorandum & BLM Proposed Action 
As clearly stated in the Environmental Impact Statement, the 
Departmental Manual Chapter is categorized "proposed" until 
30 days after the issuance of the final EIS. As such, it is 
still open to revision. 

However, the Departmental Manual Chapter is only indirectly related 
to the purpose of the EIS. It gives guidelines to agencies 
within the Department in promulgating regulations, while the EIS 
analyzes the impacts and alternatives of specific sets of proposed 
regulations.and amendments. 

The priorities listed on page 12 are consistent with those of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, for designation of areas and trails. 

Rather than being a decision which has been made, the Bureau of Land 
Management's course of action is a specific proposal which is being 
analyzed in the Environmental Impact Statement. Before' an EIS can 
be formulated, a proposal must be selected from among a group of 
alternative actions. If it is determined to be unacceptable, another 
alternative can be proposed. The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation does 
not feel that the EIS is either a "farce" or a "fraud" as suggested 
by Mr. Silcocks, but rather an attempt to provide an equitable analysis 
of a very complex problem.' 

Enforcement 
The Bureau of Land Management has the authority to invoke emergency 
closure in areas where there are known natural, cultural, and historical 
resources. When regulations under Executive Order 11644, as amended 
are finalized, BLM will have enforcement authority under the recently 
passed BLM Organic Act. 

Alternatives 
The alternatives described in the Environmental Impact Statement 
include course of action considered in the process of determining 
the proposed action. The possibility of the need for revision of 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT FIWIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VTETilCLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: TT . .., , , _, , N Harry L, Sllcocks (cont d.) 

Executive Order 11644, as amended, does not in itself exclude a proposal 
from being a viable alternative. However, the language of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended, leaves little room for a wide range of 
alternatives which the Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation feel will satisfy both the mandate of E. 0. 11644, 
as amended, and the court order in Natl. Wildlife Fed. Vs. Mortorr, 
et al. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M r # Richard L. Sirocka 

Comments by Mr. Sirocka were forwarded as notes on a copy of the 
draft environmental impact statement which is not reproduced in this 
document. 

Mr. Sirocka's comments were generally addressed to the possible unnecessary 
and discriminatory regulation of off-road vehicles on the public 
lands and the lack of sufficient documentation in the environmental 
impact statement. 

We appreciate receiving Mr. Sirocka's comments and they have been 
carefully considered in the preparation of the final statement. The 
"Recurring Comments" section specifically addresses the majority 
of Mr. Sirocka's comments. 
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MRS. W A R D C. S M I T H 
P. O. »OX 10eS. MAMMOTH LAKES 

CALIFORNIA S3B46 

Box 1060 
0ctoner 3, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affai rs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Draft EIS, Ju ly 1976, Implementing 
Executive Order 11644 

Dear S i r , 

Attached you wi l l find my comments on your Draft EIS. 

For the past 18 months I have been deeply involved in 
land use discussions with the BLM over proposed c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
of Eureka Sand Dune, Inyo County, Cal i fornia . During 
t h i s time I have personally inspected several s i t e s OPEN 
to ORVs in the California deser t ; I have read everything 
I could put my hands on re the impact of ORVs; and I 
attended the two-day meeting of the Southern California 
Academ/y of Science l a s t May during which papers on ORV 
impact during one fu l l day. I have obtained copies of many 
of the papers and corresponded with the authors . 

This i s my perspect ive , and my comments are based on the 
r e s u l t s of the prolonged moderate—to-heavy ORV use that 
i s common in Cal i fornia tha t I have seen myself. 
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Delay in designation u n t i l 1987. 

p . 51 ( 4 ) . 

p . 55-56 (B). 

Having seen the severe damage to so i l and p l an t s from 5 - 1 0 year ORV continual 
use ( for example, Dove Springs and Jawbone Canyon i n eastern Ca l i fo rn ia ) , 
I find i t t o t a l l y anacceptable to contemplate tha t the proposed plan wil l 
leave much land undesignated and thus open to ORV use for as long as eleven 
years . The b io logica l and c u l t u r a l resources tha t could be l o s t through 
t h i s delay *e far too important to discard so b l i t h e l y . 

I t see s to me decis ions could be made quickly on a number of pa rce l s where 
there i s not too much c o n f l i c t . Then close a l l the r e s t of the lands , pending 
study and de si t na t ion . 

The r e l a t i v e l y small group of ORV enthusiasts—while aggressive, and' well 
organized and well represented—should not be given a blank check to ruin the 
public lands while they are being evaluated. 

Kumuers. 

In order to properly weigh the " r i gh t s " of the ORV enthus ias t s against the 
" r i g h t s " of a l l the people who c a n ' t stand t h e i r dust , speed, t racks , and noise, 
and to properly weigh the importance of opening (or leaving undesignated, and 
thus Open)many areas for ORVs agains t c los ing much land pending fur ther study, 
i t see. s to me we must a sce r t a in numbers. Numbers of motorcycle and 4WD owners 
who want to t r ave l x-country for spor t . Total numbers of these vehicle ownere 
i s often c i t ed ; t h i s means nothing. The grea t majority of 4WD vehicles are t the 
workhorses of today, used by ranchers , u t i l i t i e s , land managers, people who 
l ive in snow country, e t c . 

Doesn't the BOR have more recent f igures than those c i t ed i n "From Rai ls to 
Tra i l s" by the Ci t izens Advisory Comiriittee on Environmental Quality? 1972 unpublished 
data from the BOR i s charted and shows t h a t three percent of the American 
people count Riding Motorcycles Off the Road as t h e i r s p o r t . . In the same 
punl ica t ion, i f you use the f igures on Mil l ions of Act iv i ty Days, Hiding Motorcycles 
Off Hoad s t i l l comes to 5 '/•• While 32 times as many a c t i v i t y days are spent 
by what I c a l l The Lookers—those who walk, p icn ic , drive for pleasure , s ightsee , 
go on nature walks, hike and camp in remote p laces . These Lookers are the 
people who are competing with the ORV en thus ias t s for use of the public lands . 
There a re 32 times as many of them. Why should they put up with a t iny 
mino r i t y ' s over-running the public lands for eleven years u n t i l i t can a l l be 
properly studied and c l a s s i f i e d ? 

On t h i s subject , the BLK's Cal i fornia Desert Flan Frogram had Field Research 
Corp. conduct a survey of r ec rea t iona l demands and a t t i t u d e s toward the dese r t . 
I enclose a few pages of tha t survey; the fu l l survey can be obtained from the 
h ivers ide o f f i ce . To verify the v a l i d i t y of the survey, I suggest you ta lk to the 
recrea t ion planners who designed i t and submitted i t for c r i t i c i s m . The bar cha r t s 
show graphical ly tha t the Lookers far outnumber the ORV people. And f ive times 
as many people think More Protec t ion of the Desert Ecology i s most important, 
c.mpared to those who think More Places for Off-Road Vehicle Use i s most important. 
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Tolerable Damage, not Minimal Dnm«ft»_ 

p . 6, l a s t sentence. "Areas and t r a i l s sha l l be located to minimize damage 
to s o i l , watershed, v e g e t a t i o n . . . . " 

p . 27, l a s t par . "Such a reas and t r a i l s w i l l be selected on lands having 
t e r r a i n su i t ab l e to vehicle capab i l i t y and having low e r o s i o n . . . p o t e n t i a l s . " 

p. 52 par . 2. "Ifce proposed ac t ion would reduce both of the foregoing adverse 
impacts (on a i r qual i ty) by r e s t r i c t i n g off-road vehicle use to a reas , t r a i l s 
and times where s o i l s are l e s s conducive to the production of d u s t . . . . " 

p . 56 l a s t par . "Areas designated for ORV use under the proposed ac t ion 
wi l l be those lands , which in the informed judgment of the responsible o f f i c i a l , 
wil l sustain minimum damage from such use . " 

From my own experience, I know of no ins tances where i t has been poss ible to 
loca te Open ORV areas and t r a i l s so tha t damage to so i l and vegetat ion i s 
minimized, to loca te them on t e r r a i n having low erosion po ten t i a l and on s o i l s 
that are l e s s conducive to the production of dust or on lands tha t wi l l sus ta in 
minimum damage. From what I have seen a t numerous Cal i fornia Open Areas, 
prolonged, continual heavy-to—moderate use erodes a l l s o i l s , damages a l l kinds 
of vegetat ion, and a l l s o i l s produce l o t s of dust . I have seen no lands capable 
of sus ta in ing minimum damage. 

What i s poss io ie , i s to choose s i t e s where most people w i l l t o l e r a t e the damage. 
The damage i s severe, but i s t o l e r ab l e . I f there i s not an important watershed, 
i f the streams are small and uximportant, i f there i s no unusual o r p a r t i c u l a r l y 
beaut i ful vegetat ion, i f the winds blow the dust in a d i rec t ion where there 
are not many people to object , i f the s i t e i s far enough away so the noise 
bothers few people, i f there a re no important game or domestic animals and no 
endangered species—then many people wi l l t o l e r a t e the so i l erosions and a l l 
the other damage. But I think i t i s important not to twist words and not twist 
our logic into statements tha t in fe r tha t damage can be minimized. From a l l s tudies 
to date , p a r t i c u l a r l y by Dr. Eoward Wilshire of the CSCS, no s o i l , no rock, 
and no plant community has the a b i l i t y to withstand continuing ORV use . 

Kost of Dr. Wi l sh i re ' s work i s so recent tha t l i t t l e has been published. 
He nas several manuscripts in preparat ion and h i s unpublished data i s 
ava i lab le from him a t the USGS office i n Kendo Park. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAET ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION Or EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE Or CFT-RCAD VEHICLES ON TEE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments f rom: ^ S D i _ 

MiT.iru.zar.icr. c f CRV-caused dairace a r c n u i s a n c e e f f a c e s . 
— i i 

IT. g e n e r a l , we agree wi th Mrs. E r i c h ' s p e r c e p t i o n cf the s e v e r i t y cf 
t he aaverse izecacts of "prclcr .gec heavy- to-modera te" o f f - road v e h i c l e 
use on s o i l s , t i c c a and people in cuty a r e a s . Mrs. Smith appears t c 
have mis under stood the i n t e n t cf the va r ious f e rns of the were "minimum" 
as usee in Execut ive Order 11644, the Bureau cf Land Management's Draft 
R e g u l a t i o n s , and the environmental ixtpact s t a t e m e n t . An ex t ens ive d i s c u s s i c n 
of t he se word meanings i s c r ev i ced in cur response t c comments submit ted 
by the Geologica l Survey. (The Survey has a l s o generously provided 
us wi th many cf the background n a t e r r a _ s t c which Mrs. Smith r e f e r s — 
i n d u c i n g many cf Dr. Howard W i l s h l r e ' s unpubl ished w r i t i n g s . ) 

Delay in de s igna t i on 
This comment i s acdressed i n Item 14 cf the Recurr ing Contents S e c t i c n . 

A l l o c a t i o n of cu t coc r r e c r e a t i o n r e sou rce s between e f f - r c a c v e h i c l e uses 
anc nonce t o n zee u s e s . 
This comment i s a cc r e s sed , i n p a r t , in Item 9 cf the Recurring Cements 
S e c t i o n . Mrs. Smith c i t e s the q u a n t i t a t i v e , r a t h e r than q u a l i t a t i v e , 
s t r e n g t h s of the coirpetlr.g c la imants on the r e c r e a t i o n a l r e sources of the 
p u b l i c l a n d s . This w i l l , of c o u r s e , be one f a c t c r cons idered in the 
c e s i g n a t i o n p r o c e s s — p r i n c i p a l l y on the l o c a l r a t h e r than the Nat ional 
l e v e l . 

Many cf Mrs. Smi th ' s comments a r e , in e f f e c t , program proposa l s to the 
Bureau of Land Management. Her l e t t e r has been r e f e r r e d to t h a t Bureau 
for t h e i r c o n s i d e r a t i o n . 
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DEAR SIR: 

I believe the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, must be advocate for 

snowmobiling 3nd all outdoor recreation,NOT A CRITIC. And should 

not lump all off-road vehicles into 0a single Category—they have 

differing evironmental impacts.So Bureau of outdoor recreations 

enformation on the environmental impact of snowmobiling is in

correct. Snowmobilers do not harass wildlife and because large 

animals, especiably "yard"' during the winter months, inadvertent d 

disruption of wildlife habitat is very rare. 

Thankyou for your time and support. 

SOUTHEAST STATE DIRECTOR 

SNOWMOBILE NORTH DAKOTA 

RUSSELL BROCK 

PAGE, NORTH DAKOTA 5806A 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT FJTVIlttrNMENTAL STATEMENT, 
rJEFARTMENTAL IMPI^MENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 1 1 6 4 4 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 7 6 - 2 7 ) 

Comments from: Russell Brock 
Snowmobile North Dakota 

Mr. Brock's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of CRVs: Item 4. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
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sports riders 
aSSOCiatiOn October 1, 1976 
of Colorado 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
3ureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 2024C 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

We have obtained a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement, dated July, 1976, relating to the use of BLM 
lands, we wish to comment upon it. The Sports Riders 
Association of Colorado respresents more than 2000 riders 
of off-road motorcycles here in the Rocky Mountain region. 

In general, we support the approach recommended, and would 
like to see most of the report and the guidelines unchanged. 
We are concerned, however about the mechanics of implementation 
of the program, and the lumping of all ORV's into one cat
egory. For example, there are many statements which are totally 
in error when applied to motorcycles. 

Since Colorado will not have designated areas until December 
31, 1987, what is the BLM plan of action between now and then? 
we must avoid premature closings or openings based on subjective 
information based on the lobbying processes. How can priorities 
be set for studies, without the knowledge from the study itself? 
The criority setting will probably become a public process, 
since leaving an area "undesignated"will prompt certain groups 
to "alert the 3LM to opportunities to extend priorities. 

In the Draft on page 8, it is noted that the authorised officer 
may take temporary action to close or restrict public use 
of both designated and undesignated lands. The Draft has set 
up very general rules, within which the local officer may 
modify the outcome as he desires. From experience in dealing 
with government land management agencies, we have learned that 
there will likely be great inconsistencies between area 
managements, depending upon the subjective opinions of the 
officer. The BLM (and the Forest Service) should set up a 
consistent set of guidelines by which areas may be closed. 
Every area is truly different in character, but the reasons 
for temporary action should not change(e.g.measurable trail 
damage). In addition, the closure should be subject to the 
public review processes, or have an appeal procedure. Other
wise, it might be 1987 before an area receives its proper desicrna-
tion. 
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Page Two 

sports riders 
association 
of Colorado 

You state on page 15 that low rainfall, low temperature, 
and steep terrain are most fragile. High rainfall in deep loam 
soil is extrememly fragile. Steep terrain is unaffected 
if it is rock. Such statements cause us to question how 
well the bureau personnel understand the problems involved. 

On page 35 and 39, a statement is made that stabilizing veoetation 
is destroyed by ORV's In general, motorcyclists in our 
region are willing to remain on the trails. These trails 
are very small corridors with no Drovision or plans for main
taining vegetation in them. Perhaps snowmobiles are being 
lumped with other vehicles incorrectly. Or perhaps it is 
felt that we motorcyclists cannot, through education, rid 
ourselves of the occasional idiot who rides off the trails 
and into the woods. 

On page 38, it is stated that ORV's frequently frighten wild 
animals and domestic livestock. We do not think this gen
eralization fits the bulk of ORV users, and is unnecessarily 
inflammatory at a time when objectivity is critical. Are 
there supporting statistics to the statement? Wild animals 
do not give birth near an ORV trail. Antelope will graze 
within 100 feet of a highway which %s emitting 75-85d3 
traffic noise: while if a man(a hiker, for example) ap
proaches, it will run. Animals adjust to mechanical vehicles 
more readily than to the presence of man. When the time comes, 
the antelope will go elsewhere to bear young in a normal manner. 

On page 42, the motorcyclists are agian lumped into a single 
category After ten years of trail use in the Pike National 
Forest, litter is virtually nonexistent. There is simoly no 
room to carry significant amounts of litter-producing suoplies 
on a motorcycle. Motorcycles to not have greater freight 
capacity than a horseman or hiker. 

Regarding safety, mentioned on pace 43: crowding all CRV users 
into one area will create more dangerous conditions due to the 
intensity of the traffic. Thought should be civen to whether or 
not some ORV's should coexist-on some trails with other types 
Of CRV'S. 
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Page Three 

sports riders 
association 
of Colorado 

Lastly, we are concerned about trail maintenance. Trail main
tenance gets little attention and funding now. Please commit 
resources to the management of the ORV trails. Motorcyclists 
have been willing to help, but that is not enough. Funding 
is what is badly needed. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on this 
draft. We are willing to assist in any way we are able. 

>er, Chairman 
SRAC T/ail Riders 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Sports Riders Association of Colorado 

Fragile Terrain 
The Department of the Interior is aware that various types of terrain 
are sensitive to off-road vehicle use and other activity. The categories 
listed on page 15 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement were 
intended as broad generalizations. 

Vegetation 
Staying on established reads and trails will help alleviate the 
problem of vegetation destruction. However, in areas where roads and 
trails do not exist and where off-road vehicle activity takes place, 
soil and vegetation can be adversely affected by all types of ORVs. 

Wildlife 
Refer to Item 5, Recurring Comments. 

Litter 
Refer to Item 3, Recurring Comments. 

Safety 
Individual designations will allow for areas where use by more than 
one type of off-road vehicle is practical. Minimization of conflicts 
between users is one of the objectives of implementation of Executive 
Order 11644, as amended. 

Trail Maintenance 
Funding for trail maintenance will lie mainly with Congress, which is 
responsible for appropriations for all Federal agencies. 

Comments regarding policies and regulations of the land-managing 
agencies have been referred to the appropriate agencies for their 
consideration. 
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Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Squiers 

R. 1 Box 288 

Hartford City, Indiana 47348 

September 14, 197S 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
J.3. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 2G24G 

Dear Mr, Crutcher: 

I on writing in records to I";T-Dr_5-7S-27. The Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation should not lump all off-rood vehicles 
into a single category. As a snowmobile enthusiast, I 
find this type grouping Unfair, as the B.D.R. is attempting 
to class snowmobiles with summer used vehicles which come 
into direct contact with the land. I, also, feel your 
information on the environmental impact of snowmobiling 
incorrect and should be up-dated. 

Wild life is not harassed by snowmobilers and large 
animals normally yard during the winter months and dis
ruption of wildlife habitat is rare. 

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation should be an ad
vocate for all outdoor recreation, along with snowmobiling, 
and not a critic. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter 
and, please, include snowmobile usage in your recreation 
plans. 

Sincerely, 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Richard D. Squiers 

Mr. Squiers' comments are addressed in the following items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
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Carol Stevens 

1952 10th St. 

Martin, Mi. 

49070 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Washington, D.C. 20240 

Mr. Crutcher, 

I feel that the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation should be working 
with outdoors people to settle problems, not criticizing us. The 
The new draft Environmental Impact Statement by BOR suggests en
vironmental damage by, dust, soil erosion, polluted air,polluted 
water from gas and oil spills, frightening of wildlife, and noise 
pollution. I am a snowmobiler. I do not feel that all off-road 
vehicles can be accused of these factors, I do not feel that all 
off-road vehicles can be classified into a single catagory! The 
modern snowmobile is a surprisingly quiet piece of machinery. I 
enjoy many hours of riding in the winder, watching wildlife. I 
have yet to be bothered by dust. If a snowmobile is operated 
on an adequate amount of snow, there is little or no damage to 
the soil. We certainly don't pollute water with gas and oil 
spills! The law in our state requires snowmobiles not to exceed 
82 DBA at 50 feet. This is much higher than most states. The air 
pollution which we create is not even comparable to the diesel 
busses and trucks on our highways. We are accused of frightening 
wildlife. So many times I have been flaged down by a fellow 
snowmobiler in order to watch a herd of deer cross the trail 
further up the trail, or see a flock of wild turkeys parade in 
the snow. I have spent many hours snowmobiling and I have yet 
to see one snowmobiler chase or disturb wildlife in any way. 
Have you been there? Do you realy know what the sport is all 
about? Have you ever seen a deer in the midst of winter in the 
heavy snow trying to find food, when it is bearly able to walk? 
In the northern part of our state the wild game use the trails 
as runs, which make it much easier to find food. In severe 
winters we snowmobilers, the guys who molest wildlife, have 
carried food in to the hungary animals. I beleive snowmobilers 
enjoy watching wildlife in their natural habitat. 

Mr. Crutcher, I feel the Enviremental Impact Statement is 
unfair to snowmobilers. I feel a closer more truthful study 
should be made on this issue, separating., the snowmobilers 
from other off-road vehicles! 

Respectfully, 

Carol Stevens 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: C a r o l s t e y e n s 

These comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs and impact on soil/dust production: Item 4. 
Water pollution: Item 11. 
Noise: Item 6. 
Exhaust emissions: Item 12. 
Disturbing wildlife: Item 5. 
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Sweet Grass County Recreation Association 
Big Timber, Montana 59011 

September 2/+, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the I n t e r i o r 
Washington, D. C. 202/+0 

RE: IRT-LE3-76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

I t has been my pleasure to be an avid recrea t ion vehicle 
user for many years , and as such, I would l i ke to comment on 
the recent EIS on rec rea t ion vehic les . 

F i r s t , i t i s my contention tha t the BOR should be an ad
vocate of snowmobiling and other recrea t ion vehic les , not a 
c r i t i c . The department should be supplying more areas open 
to the rec rea t ion vehicle family, not closing exis t ing use 
a reas . Snowmobiling, and other rec rea t ion vehic les , are a 
recognised family r ec rea t ion . 

As an avid snowmobiier, and also user of motorcycles and 
four wheel a r ives , i t i s my contention t h a t / i s impossible to 
lump a l l off-road vehicles as such—a single category. Each 
i s used in Different ways, and at d i f ferent times of the year. 
Conseouently, regula t ions for one should not necessar i ly reg
u la te the o the r . 

I take exception to information on the environmental im
pact of snowmobiling and feel i t i s erroneous in several areas . 

As I have logged many hunareds of miles on a snowmobile 
in the past eight years , I feel that I can s t r e s s that snow-
mobilers do. not harass wi ld l i f e ; we enjoy seeing i t as much 
as anyone e l s e , maybe more. But in most cases , because the 
snowmobile i s using a high content snow area, there i s very 
l i t t L s , i f any, wi ldl i fe—as the animals e i tner move to lower 
country or to be t te r feeding grounds. 

I thank you for the opportunity to express my opinions 
and hope they nay in some way Keep snowmobiling the healthy 
family rec rea t ion i t i s . 

Sincerely , 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
Judy Rue, Secretary 
Sweet Grass County Recreation Association 

Ms. Rue's comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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United Module SpjvUydietone*,, 9HC. 

MEMBER 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L G A M E F I B H A S S O C I A T I O N • A M E R I C A N L I T T O R A L S O C I E T Y 

A S S O C I A T I O N O F S U R F A N G L I N G C L U B S 

"The Voice of 50.000 Mobile Sporlfithermen and 

Major Sportfiihing Auociatioru" 

September 29, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
D.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear Sir: 

Reference: The Draft Environmental Impact Statement -
Departmental Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to the Ose of Off-Road 
Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

Throughout the draft it is repeated - ORV's cause adverse environmental 
impacts. Because of the many types of ORV's and their greatly varying 
modes of operation a blanket statement as in the draft must be considered 
erroneous in some cases. There is no evidence of over-the-sand surf 
fishing vehicles causing damage to the beach when operated within regula
tions. I cite the preliminary report of the current ORV studies being 
conducted on Cape Cod National Seashore by the National Park Service. As 
a matter of fact, in his report for the NPS "Erosion of Fire Island, NY", 
Clifford Kaye recommends the use of vehicles on beaches to break the salt 
crust and allow wind drift of sand to promote dune formation. 

As I read the draft many statements gave me concern, but, none was as up
setting to me, both personally and as officer of two mobile surffishing 
organizations, as: "Off-road vehicle users tend, moreover, to litter the 
landscape." 

I could write pages of comments on this insult, but, the enclosed material 
should indicate why my blood boiled when I read this statement. Additionally 
our association has always cleaned the beaches; picking up litter left by 
bathers and picnickers, or washed in from party boats and ocean dumping sites. 
These sites I might add are endorsed by various government agencies. 
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OEA -2- September 29, 1976 

Surf fishing with the aide of a properly equipped over-the-sand vehicle is a 
legitiment and environmentally compatible form of family oriented outdoor 
recreation. It should be encouraged under existing permit systems. 

Per the draft, ORV's will be permitted only when they do not jeopardize the 
environment or restrict other users of the land. Has there ever been a case 
when ORV users are given at least equal considerations with other users? 
According to the draft, I think not. 

In closing, I request that ORV regulations be maintained considering the 
individual type of ORV and mode-of-operation. 

Sincerely, 

R. E. Lick 
President, NJBBA 
Executive Vice President 
UMS 

REL:JJL 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: United Mobile Sportfisherman, Inc. 

ORVs cause adverse environmental impacts 
Off-road vehicle use, as well as many other activities, may cause adverse 
environmental effects under certain circumstances. It is the purpose 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended, and this Department's implementing 
regulations to minimize such effects and to protect the resources of 
the public lands. 

It is recognized that there are many different types of off-road vehicles 
with varying modes of operation. Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 4. 

The report "Erosion of Fire Island, N.Y.", August 1963, mentions that 
the salt crust which develops on beach sand during periods of dry 
weather and tends to hold the sand in place may be broken up by tracking 
with vehicles. The studies begun in 1974 on Cape Cod to investigate 
the ecological and geomorphic effects of ORVs on beaches indicate on 
a preliminary basis, that certain portions of a beach such as dunes, 
sand flats and salt marshes may be adversely affected by vehicle use. 
These findings appear to support the need for regulation as stated in 
the comments (p. 1) of the United Mobile Sportfisherman, Inc. 

Litter 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 3, Item 8. 

Equal consideration for ORVs 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 9. 
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Rrply 10 

M U S L I M OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

2 5 9 3 LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING 

BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 9 4 7 2 0 

September 28, 1976 

Mr. Fred Jones 
Acting Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

I present here a review of the Department of the Interior's Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement titled "Departmental Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the 
Public Lands," dated July 19, 1976. Quotes which appear below are 
from this document and are followed by my comments. 
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A. Air 

1. Gaseous Exhaust Emissions 

"Even without regulation, off-road vehicle exhaust emissions 
would not be expected to cause significant deterioration of air 
qualitv...". The effect of vehicle fumes en wild plant and animal 
species has been little studied. There may be deterioration of 
air qualitv for sensitive species before levels of deterioration 
are reached that are recognized by humans. 

2. Dust 

"This problem has, on occasion, bean noticeably aggravated 
by heaw off-road vehicle use." This is probably an understate
ment. Unfortunately, the contribution ORVs make to the production 
of dust is difficult to pin down. The 1974 Barstow-Vegas race 
(3000 participants) put up 600 tons of particulates and dust 
levels in one area along the race course were up approximately 
1/3 for about 1 month after the race. I have been studying 
the effects of ORVs in the California desert for some 3 years. 
My subjective impression, based upon ovar 30 years of experience 
in the desert, is that dust levels have increased about 30% 
in the last decade. ORVs could well have contributed 10% of 
this. Intensive monitoring of the dust yield from 0RV tracked 
areas in our arid lands should be instituted immediately. 



Mr. Fred Jones -2- September 28, 1976 

B. Water 

"The impacts of ORV use on the quantity and quality of available 
surface waters—and on the quantity and quality of sub-surface 
waters—are expected to be negligible with or without the proposed 
action." 

This is not a safe assumption. It underestimates the effects 
of increased silt load and changes in the chemistry and biota 
of feeder streams and reservoirs. There is the possibility of ORV-
accelerated yield from upland deposits of concentrated natural or 
human toxic substances. 

1. Machine and Human Waste 

2. Sediment 

Under both headings the effects of ORVs are considered to 
be minor. Again, I believe, the impact is underestimated. One 
of the best managed ORV parks in California (Hollister), 
is unable to cope well with downslope silting. 

C. Soils 

"...soils vulnerable to off-road vehicle damage are widespread 
on Interior lands." I have found no soil invulnerable to ORV 
damage. 

The soil needs to be analyzed in detail in any area to be 
subjected to ORV use. Broad categories of classification are not 
particularly useful. Soil biota, plant cover, soil architecture, 
and chemistry may differ over short distances (measured in meters). 

D. Wildlife and Livestock 

This section gives very superficial treatment to the effects of 
ORVs on wild animal life. Unfortunately, the definition of wildlife 
as applied in impact analyses has, in my experience, always been 
narrow. It reflects traditional Fish and Game Department orientation, 
fortunately now changing in some states. There are vast numbers of 
species of free—living wild animals in virtually all habitats. A 
square meter of natural land surface may contain hundreds of species 
and thousands of individuals and seldom are two square meters alike. 
Every species is unique. Its ancestry extends back to the beginning 
of life on earth and each, by virtue of this long period of testing! 
has a biochemical structure and function that is unique. Each is a 
potential source of knowledge. We are now benefitting from the 
special biochemistry of the mold Penicillium notaturn and for the 
first time are harvesting the fruits of the desert Joshua trees for 
their special form of steroids. I think it unwise to unduly stress 
protection of organisms that we happen, at present, to regard as 
useful or only those that are obviously "rare" or "endangered." We 
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Mr. Fred Jones -3- September 28, 1976 

should have a broader base of protection than this. Even the preser
vation of special habitats or ecological areas is not enough. They 
do not guard the "unknowns" outside their boundaries. Public policy 
should be to avoid disruption of natural (or seminatural) environments 
whenever possible, everywhere. Such environments are rapidly 
declining throughout the earth. 

2. Habitat Disruption 

"Disruption of wildlife habitat is generally a minor secondary 
impact resulting from damage to soils, water and vegetation 
caused by off-road vehicles." 

This section seems out of balance in overstressing the 
effect of snowmobiles. Dryland ORVs are certainlv as damaging 
to arid and semiarid terrain as snowmobiles are to snowland 
habitat. 

Again the effect of ORVs tends to be underestimated. This 
results from the narrow interpretation of wildlife. It does 
not take heavy ORV use to cause serious disruption of the habitat 
of small isolated populations of organisms in our arid lands. 
Many of these species or isolated species populations face severe 
environmental stresses. A few ORVs may tip the scale against 
them. A lungless salamander in the Inyo Mountains, California, 
lives in a narrow canyon about 100 meters long. A few ORVs 
travelling in this narrow defile could significantly disturb 
the ground surface and seepage flow, vital to the survival 
of these animals. Isolated desert springs and small dune 
systems are particularly vulnerable. In some environments, a 
single pass by an ORV can start an erosion channel that results 
in a major loss of soil and associated organisms. I can supply 
photographic evidence of this. Considering the great number of 
small, isolated colonies of wild plants and animals that exist, 
the roving ORVs loom as a real danger to their restricted 
habitats. 

"Virtually all Interior lands and waters have some resident 
and/or migratory wildlife population." Again, the narrow view 
of wildlife is presented. There are wild animals virtually 
everywhere on the planet except for some areas of solid ice, 
extreme depths of the oceans, and within the craters of active 
volcanos. 

"Since many of these lands likely will be designated as 

open to off-road vehicles under the proposed action, substantial 
adverse impact on wildlife will continue." Why should they be so 
designated? 
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Mr. Fred Jones -4- September 28, 1976 

It is further stated that "a major benefit to wildlife will 
be obtained by concentrating ORV-closures, restrictions and 
enforcement efforts on the most important habitats." This 
assumes we know what is most important. Considering the 
prevalent narrow view of wildlife, many important areas may 
not be recognized. Furthermore, in many areas, we do not yet 
have enough information to decide. 

Seasonal closure is planned to reduce habitat impact and 
ease ORV pressure at critical times of the year. Such closure 
will not prevent general degradation through soil and vegetation 
losses (or change). It will also favor only certain species, 
since the critical season for ducks or deer may not coincide 
with that for many other organisms. 

E. Vegetation 

There is no way to protect the many isolated varieties and species 
of wild plants and animals that are so prevalent in the topographically 
and climatically varied west other than by blanket closure. Such 
action would give time for botanists to map plant distributions in 
detail and to search for new varieties and other novelties in the 
area. The same applies to the animals and to fossil organisms. One 
of the great risks the naturalist sees in the spread of ORV recreation 
is the acceleration in the loss of biological unknowns. 

F. Esthetics G. Noise 

It is important to close very large areas to ORVs. Many 
non-ORV recreationists find the sight, sound, and evidence of ORV 
damage very disturbing. ORVs should not be seen or heard in the 
closed areas, and buffer zones should be established around such 
areas. In open lands, as in the desert, an ORV can be seen great 
distances. Blocks of land many miles in diameter must be closed 
to them, and as they damage the areas in which they are permitted 
they must not be allowed to expand their activities. 

K. Historic and Archeological (Cultural) Resources 

Where are fossil resources covered? Such resources are just 
as valuable and irreplaceable as archeological resources. 

IV. Mitigating Measures Included in the Proposed Action 

A. Restriction of Opportunities 

ORV recreation destroys land and wildlife. Is the allotment of 
land to ORV and non-ORV use to be decided by pressures generated 
by the respective groups or do we do what is best for the land? 
The non-ORV majority is unarganized and less able to apply pressure 
than are the ORV groups. Government should assume strong leadership 
here. 
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Mr. Fred Jones -5- September 28, 1976 

B. Residual Adverse Environmental Impacts 

2. From my on the site study of ORV use areas in California, I 
do not believe the adverse impacts will be slight. 

Concluding Comment 

ORVs do not fit well into the multiple use concept applied to public 
lands, since they are incompatible with virtually all other uses. Public 
land designated for their use should be recognized as, in large part, 
sacrifice land. The deterioration of soil, plant and animal life, and 
the decline in other forms of recreation in ORV use areas should be 
carefully monitored, in accordance with Presidential Order #11644, 
and the findings widely publicized. The results of efforts to rehabilitate 
damaged areas should also be publicized. It will then be possible for 
the American people to assess the environmental costs of ORV recreation 
and to make an informed judgment as to the wisdom of its continuation. 

Sincerely, 

Robert C. Stebbins 
Professor of Zoology 

RCS:js 

cc: H. Wilshire 
K. Norris 
K. Berry 
A. Cranston 
S. Pettis 
L. Silver 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: R o b e r t c> stefcbins> u c Berkeley 

Air 
We are aware of the lack of research with regard to gaseous exhaust 
emissions and dust. In the Environmental Impact statement, dust is 
recognized as "the most severe adverse impact of ORV operation on ambient 
air quality." However, the impact of ORV exhaust emissions is still 
expected to be minor. 

Water 
As resource studies are completed and designations made on individual 
land parcels, the silting problem will be reduced by limiting CRV activity 
to areas where streams are not threatened. Proper management of these 
areas will alsc help control silting. 

Soils 
Each area to be classified will be studied to determine its general soil 
characteristics. However, taking samples over short distances measured 
in meters for 474 million acres of Bureau of Land Management lands is 
clearly impractical. 

Wildlife and livestock, Vegetation 
Thousands of years of human activity, some much more environmentally 
damaging than off-road vehicle activity, have occurred without the need 
to protect every square meter of land simply because no two square meters 
are alike. The policy of the proposed action will be to preserve areas 
containing unique natural and/or cultural resources. 

The Department of the Interior is aware of..the problem of habitat disruption. 
Areas containing species such as the lungless salamander would be closed 
to ORV activity. Similarly, areas where ORV activity would result in 
unacceptable damage to vegetation will be closed. 

Esthetics, Noise 
The preservation of esthetics and the elimination of noise annoyance 
to non-ORV users as well as provision for ORV activity will be the results 
of the proposed action. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Consents from: Robert c. Stebbins, UC Berkeley (cont'd.) 

Historic and Archeological Resources 
Fossils are considered as being included in historic and archeological 
resources. 
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Mr. Joha Cruteaer, Director 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreatiea 

U.S. Deoartmeat of the Interior 

Washiagtoa, »„C0 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutoher: 

Domald B. Thoiaaa 

P.O. Box 161 

Middlefield, Ohio 44062 

Seateaher 20, 1976 

Coaeeraiaf the reeeat Eaviroaaeatal Iaoaot Stateraeat oa off-road 

vehicles, I should like to sake ay feeliags aad those of ay saoioaohi 1 iag 

frieads kaowa. 

Moreover, I would urge you aad your colleagues to further iavestigate 

this area of eaviroaneatal /fasî / int»act hy aaewwahiles. I feel your 

•reseat iafermatioa is iacorrect. My family of four has eajoyed saew-

nohiliag for years aad hare Tiewed aoae of the sort of excesses described 

ia your stateaeat,, I hare also heea coaaected with a host of saowawhile 

cluhs ia the State of Ohio. To ay kaowledge, aoae of these groups have 

have fouad these allegatioas to he true. Agaia, I urge you to aid us ia 

takiag our rightful oesitioa anoag the outdoor sport*. 
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Fraakly, as a aeaher of the sport of saowaohiliag, I aa dismayed 

at this reoeat stateaeat. Ia fact, I aa of the opiaioa that the Bureau 

is assuniag a rather aatagoaiatic ooiat of view. I suggest the Bureau 

uaderstaad that saowaohiliag is a legitiaate outdoor sport aiaed at 

faaily oartioipatioa. I do wish you would aid our goals rather thaa 

thwart theme 

Owe criticism of the stateaeat lies ia the faet that it place* 

all off-road vehicles iato a siagle category. I aa certaia that evea 

the most casual observer would recogaise the vaat differeaoe ia theme 

vehicles aad the imoact aade hy thea. The eaviroaanat i* affected 

deffereatly hy each. 

Siacerely yourmw 

Doaald B„ Thomas 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Donald R. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas' comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Family benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Edwin E. Tossava 

Mr. Tossava's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Family and personal benefits: Item 1. 
Snowmobile impact on vegetation: Item 7. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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Box 15; Brown Road 
Shoreham, Vt. 05770 
Sept. iO,1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 202 40 

RE: INT-DES-76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Snowrnobiling is a safe family sport and should be treated 
as such. Snowrnobiling is a sport that is clean and healthy. 

Snowrnobilies do not destroy vegetation or cause erosion. 
Snowmobilies should not be classified with other O.R.V. 

Snowmobilers very rarly harass wildlife- and they help 
out in emergency, such as rescue, search, aid to people who 
are snowed in during a snow storm. 

Yours very truly, 

Ernest Turpin 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: _ . _ 
Ernest Turpin 

Mr. Turpin's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits: Item 1. 
Impact of snowmobiles on vegetation: Item 7. 
ORV classification: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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VERMONT ASSOCIATION OF SNOW TRAVELERS. INC. 
P.O. BOX 83S MONTPEUER. VERMONT OS802 
lO LANGDON STREET 

(B02) 229.0005 

September 23, 197^ 
R.F.D, Sharon, Vt 

05065 

Kr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 2021*0 
Re« Int - Des - ?6 - 2? 

Dear mr. Crutchen 

Kany disturbing facts about the draft Environmental Impact State
ment concerlng snowmobiles, prepared by Bureau of Outdoor Recreat
ion , have come to my attention. As a snowmobller, bust most of 
all as a taxpayer, I 0bject to the unfair, misinformed statements 
made. 
1. As a taxpayer I feel It Is the Job of BOB to be an advocate 

for all sports, and not to be swayed In the administration 
of my tax dollars by the hysterical outcries of so calles 
environmentalist!I The Sierra Clubs, and other such groups 
use outdated surveys and twisted facts to suit their own pur
poses, this Is their right, I suppose, but, for a government 
agency, whose task It Is to provide all types of sporting 
opportunities for the U.S. taxpayers, to use these tactics 
Is Inexcusable!11 

2. ROR should be able to recognize the different Impacts on the 
envoronment between the snovmotllers, which must have a snow 
cover to travelcon, and other all Teraln Vehicles which travel 
on bare ground. Snowmobiles and other A.T.V's are corapletly 
different. Snowmobiles noise Is cut considerable by the 
quieting effects of snow and also by the new muffler systeas, 
built by manufactures, after millions of dollars In research. 
Because of the snow cover required, In the spring after the 
snow leaves us the bushes and shrubs on snowmobile trails 
grow quickly and In most cases the trails are Impossible to f 
find. I fish for trout In our streams and often travel the 
snowmobile trails and paths beside the brooks. I find often 
that I pass through bushes and undergrowth clear to my shoul
ders. Kany farmers, U.S. Porestors, and rangers tell me that 
more damage Is done by the hiker on foot, because of erosion 
to the soil, than by a snowmobllcT ' 

3. To say that "snowmobiles are a special threat to wildlife" 
Is a gross mlstatement designed to stir up emotions and put 
snowmobllelng In a bad light.--We have enjoyed this family 
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VERMONT ASSOCIATION OF SNOW TRAVELERS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 8 3 9 
lO LANGDON STREET 

MONTPELIER. VERMONT 096O2 

« 8 0 2 ) 229 .OO0S 

sport for over 9 years and during this time we have seen our 
native White Tailed Deer use trails on an Increasing level every 
year. I believe that mostly due to the fact that our wildlife 
hear the noise from automobiles, chalnsaws cutting timber, 
airplanes and the like, the deer do not seem to be aflfald of the 
machines noise. It Is only If the rider stops and turn off his 
engine, so that the deer smells "man" Is haJrrealy, truly fright
ened. I have heard cross country skiers admit that they raalv 
startle the deer on the trail because the deer have no varnlnor 
of their approches. We have seen deer and other wildlife stand on 
our trails and observe us as we enjoyed them. The hard packed 
trails provide good traveling for the deer. We have observed them 
traveling on our trails from one feeding ground to another. As 
a concerned snowmobller we have established trails away from 
large, deer yards, but, we often see deer coming out of the deep 
woods on to our trails and they often brouse along the regular 
traveled trail. 

I hope that In the future government agencies will pay more at
tention to the people who actualy use the forests and parks an* 
less to those who, In many cases, never set foot In the woods, 
but, ralsetrthelr voices In hysteria! I! There Is room for all 
sports and we must work tohether to preserve our natural re
sources so all can benefit. 

Shirley Owen 
P r e s . of t h e Norwich H i l l Tamers Jr>c 
D i r e c t o r of Windsor County, VT Assoc
i a t i o n of Snow T r a v e l e r s 
P . F . D . Sh.amon, Vt 

050c"5 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Shirley Owen 
Comments from: President, Norwich Kill Tamers, Inc. 

Director of Windsor County, VT Association of 
Snow Travelers 

Ms. Oven's comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Relative influence of pro-snowmobile and anti-snowmobile interests on 
Federal land policy: Item 9. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Snowmobile impact on vegetation: Item 7. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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The 
WildGrnGSS 1901 Pennsylvania Ave.. N.W.. Washington. D. C. 20006 (202) 293-2732 

Society 

October 7, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Please find enclosed the comments of The Wilderness Society regarding 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Department of Interior's 
implementation of Executive Order 11644 pertaining to the use of off-
road vehicles on the public lands. 

This issue is of critical concern to the members of our organization. 
We appreciate the opportunity for our views to be considered. Please 
include this statement in the record. 
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'IN WILDNESS IS THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD." — Thoreau 

Sincerely, 

Steven E. Payne 
Wilderness Coordinator 



THE PROPOSAL 

Page 51, B4: Here" the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

(DEIS) summarizes the proposal and related impacts. The Wilderness Society 

opposes the proposal to leave lands non-designated until such time the 

lands can be studied and provided with an appropriate designation. This 

in reality does not differ from the original regulations which left all 

lands open — regulations that ultimately were ruled against in the court 

case National Wildlife Federation v. Morton. The new proposal only differs 

semantically from the original regulations. 

This proposal will allow unauthorized ORV use to occur on lands from 

five to eleven or more years. This is contrary to sound, responsible 

management of the nation's public lands. In paragraph B4, the DEIS 

incredibly states that "there will be some irretrievable losses of unique 

geological, archeological, historic, cultural and biotic resources" during 

the interim period. Such a proposal lacks the forethought to preserve our 

national resources for all people, a mandate which the Interior Department 

is obligated to fulfill. 

During the interim period of eleven years, lands will be studied to 

determine "appropriate" designation. (The Wilderness Society has serious 

doubts whether there are "appropriate" public lands for ORV use.) Under 

the proposal, the public will be provided the opportunity to present input 

into the decision-making process. This is commendable and proper. We have, 
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however, strong reservations regarding the proposed designations for 

lands. Page 13, paragraph two, defines "open" as "areas" and "trails" 

where off-road vehicles may be operated. Absolutely no "areas" of 

public lands should be classified as "open". All public land should be fully 

regulated with vehicular travel confined to designated roads and trails. 

No cross-country travel should be allowed over any roadless or trailless 

area. 

On page 24, the DEIS implies that the use of ORV's qualifies 

as recreation under multiple-use. The off-road use of vehicles cannot 

be considered a legitimate form of recreation. Under the multiple-use 

mandate defined in Section 103 (c) of the Federal Land Policy and Management 

Act of 1976 — "...harmonious and coordinated management of the various 

resources without permanent impairment of the productivity of the land and 

the quality of the environment with consideration being given to the relative 

values of the resources..." ORV activity can permanently impair the 

productivity of the land and the environmental quality. 

The DEIS on page 42 (f) states that "an ORV use can cover twenty times 

more land or water per day than less mobile users of public lands and waters." 

We cannot accept the premise in the DEIS that ORVs should be minimally 

constrained and allowed to roam vast acreages of land simply because they 

can. Unlike other more congenial forms of recreation, ORV activity is 

incompatible to other recreational uses. The DEIS attempts to show 

that the proposal is beneficial to the human environment. For instance, on 

page 43 (g) and elsewhere, the DEIS states that "Designation of certain lands 

as open and other lands as closed to ORVs under the proposed action will... 
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permit non-ORV users to avoid" the noises, air pollution and degradation 

of scenic quality created by ORV activity. This is a questionable 

rationalization for designating open areas. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATING MEASURES 

The DEIS is a superficial statement which attempts to identify 

all possible and probable impacts of the proposed action on the 

public lands which are under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior. 

The recognition of the full implication of this proposal has not been 

satisfactorily presented for proper public review and understanding. 

The DEIS takes a piecemeal approach regarding the impacts on individual 

resources — soil, air, water, wildlife, vegetation, aesthetics and others. 

Although identifying potentially serious environmental impacts, the 

statement sloughs them off individually as being minimal due to outlined 

mitigation proposals. Three areas of genuine concern develop here: 

1. The DEIS fails to consider and analyze total cumulative impact 

of all the potential adverse impacts upon these resources. The cumulative 

impact of soil erosion, air pollution, degradation of water quality, 

destruction of vegetation, disruption of wildlife habitat, ruination of 

aesthetics, archeological and historical values, have not been properly 

addressed, nor have they been genuinely considered in the decision-making 

process. If they were considered we would hope a much improved proposal 
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would have been presented in this Draft Environmental Statement. The 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation may wish to refer to Section 1500.6 (a), 

Part 1500, Chapter V, Title 40, of the Rules and Regulations for the 

National Environmental Policy Act, which states that consideration should 

be made "with a view to the overall, cumulative impact of the action 

proposed..." 

2. The effectiveness of the mitigation measures proposed to 

minimize the identified individual impacts is questionable. Interior Depart

ment agencies are undoubtedly aware of the mitigating attempts to reduce 

impacts, rotate ORV activity areas, and rehabilitate the overly concentrated 

use areas which have failed. 

No "mitigating" measures will protect or rehabilitate the desert 

crusts, payments and playas which require from thirty years to a century 

or more, if ever, to become reestablished. This is especially true of 

threatened or endangered plants and animals which are destroyed by ORVs. 

Page 56 (d) states "...some irretrievable loss of soil and irreversible 

harm to rare or unique biotic, geological, archeological, and historic 

resources will occur despite the utmost precautions." We are dismayed by 

the apparent lack of concern of the managing agencies toward these valuable 

treasured resources. If there is any potential for irreversibly disturbing 

these significant resources, then strong action is warranted. The proposal 

presented in the DEIS is not the responsive action called for or required. 

3. Although clearly against the intent of Executive Order 11644, and 

the soon to be enacted Organic Act, the DEIS, indicates greater concern 

for the maintenance of local short-term uses of man's environment over the 
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protection of long-term productivity. 

Page 53, first paragraph, notes unobtrusively that ORV use "could 

seriously diminish the scope and quality of long-term production options from 

the land, should a decision to reconvert to non-ORV uses be made in the future." 

The DEIS notes this is particularly true for unchecked, high volume ORV use 

over an extended period of time, although what period of time this entails 

is not defined. We contend, that this proposal would allow such adverse impacts 

on long-term production to occur. Th'ey would go unchecked and unrestricted 

for many areas from a five to an eleven year period. Those lands, which will 

be considered during the first five year period, are recognized as extremely 

fragile sites and some have heavy use concentrations. These very lands 

will be severely, and probably irreversibly, impacted in this five year 

interim period. During this eleven year interim period of "unauthorized" 

off-road-vehicular activity, no attempt will be made to miminize, let alone 

eliminate, the irretrievable losses that will occur. 

Continuing on page 53, second paragraph, a questionable presumption 

is made that only unrestricted uses will unsparingly damage previously 

discussed resources. Serious and irreversible damage will occur under this 

proposal. By delaying protection for some lands, the agencies are closing the 

door on long-term productivity and opening the door for long-term degradation. 

Page 54 (first paragraph) identifies practical and reasonable means 

to protect all values under any management operation — designation, enforce

ment, monitoring and redesignation. We believe, however that this DEIS and 

accompanying BLM regulations have presented a proposal which needs serious 

reevaluation. As stated earlier, only designated roads and trails should 
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be utilized for travel on public lands. To insure that these roads and 

trails are properly used, enforcement must be maintained, and the roads 

and trails must be monitored for closing if degradation of soil or other 

values occur. Proper designation, enforcement and monitoring cannot 

begin if "unauthorized" ORV use is being allowed. 

The whole process is a farce if on the one hand land managers 

are mandated to protect our rich resources, but on the other wish to 

avoid offending those who participate in an illegitimate recreation activity. 

The sections regarding environmental impacts are grossly inadequate. 

No corrective action (has been outlined) to ensure that adverse 

environmental impact will not occur. To strive for minimizing impact, 

rather than eliminating impact, is an affront to the vast majority 

of people who favor protecting our fragile ecosystems. Of 1,124 people 

recently surveyed in California, for example, 54% selected protection 

of our desert ecosystems as one of the three most crucial issues presented 

to them on a list of twelve. As the Department is probably well aware, this 

survey was conducted by the Field Research Corporation at the request of the 

BLM 's California state office. Yet the BLM and the Department of Interior 

have not heeded the desires of most people but instead have exhibited greater 

concern for possible economic and social impact upon ORVers. 
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ALTERNATIVES 

The alternatives presented in the DEIS, though improved since 

the first impact statement two years ago, are broad generalizations 

written in a manner so as to present obvious support for the recommended 

proposal. We are disappointed in the alternatives because they do not 

define and adequately explain probable impacts and potential benefits 

in order to determine a sound course of action. 

We recommend, as an alternative proposal, the prohibition of 

cross-country travel on all public domain lands and allowance of ORV 

use on designated roads and trails only. This would be subject to an 

interim period of five to eleven years until the BLM has an opportunity 

to study and designate regulated routes of travel for ORVs. Similar to 

the scheduling element in the proposal, those lands which have the 

heaviest use and/or most fragile sites, will be considered during the 

first five year period. Only in this manner will all resources be truly 

protected and not forever lost due to unauthorized vehicular activity. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: wilderness Society 

Eleven-Year Time Frame of the Proposed Action 
Refer to Recurring Comments, part 14. 

Legitimacy of ORV's as Recreation 
Refer to Recurring Comments, part 15. 

Incompatibility of ORV's with Other Forms of Recreation 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 9. 

Environmental Impacts 
In an analysis of the "impacts" section, a distinction must be made 
between the environmental impacts of the implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 and the environmental impacts of ORV activity. The subject 
of the EIS, and hence the "impacts" section, is the implementaticr. 
of a Department-wide ORV management plan in accordance with Executive 
Order 11644, as amended. Discussion of this implemention was 
misidentified by the Wilderness Society as "mitigation." Background 
material with regard to the impacts of ORV activity is presented in 
order to further clarify the impact of implementation of the 
Executive Order. 

Impacts with regard to dust, sediment, soils, wildlife harassment 
and disruption, and vegetation were all acknowledged as being serious 
problems for which the proposed action would be implemented. 

1. Potential adverse impacts from ORV activity vary with the 
type of ORV being considered. Therefore, the total cumulative 
impacts of all ORV activity are difficult to analyze adequately. 
This difficulty is compounded by the lack of data discussed in the 
Recurring Comments, Item 2. 

2. The statement referred to on page 56 of the Environmental 
Impact Statement does not show a "lack of concern" on the part of 
the managing agencies. Rather, it is simply a realistic acknowledge
ment of human fallibility. While every effort will be made, 
including the designation process, to protect natural and cultural 
resources, it is unrealistic to assume that some inadvertant damage 
will not occur. 

3. The designation process will identify lands where ORV activitv 
will be most appropriate. This will minimize the possibility of any 
future reconversion to non-ORV use and thus minimize the impact on 
overall long-term productivity. A discussion of the five and eleven-year 
designation deadlines and what the status of the land will be in the 
meantime can be found in the Recurring Comments, Item 14. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
Wilderness Society (cont'd.) 

Contrary to the wish of the Wilderness Society, no action can be outlined 
to ensure that adverse environmental impact will not occur. Ho human 
activity can take place without some degree of impact, and ORV activity 
is no exception. The purpose of the designation scheme is to protect 
natural anc cultural resources while containing ORV activities and impacts 
within areas determined, through careful examination, to be suitable for 
this purpose. 

Alternatives 
Rather than being "broad generalizations," the alternatives discuss specific 
courses of action to be considered in regulating ORV's on Interior lands. 

Cross-country Travel 
Restriction of cross-country travel to specific land parcels will be 
an option left to each local land manager. 

Comments referring tc the off-road vehicle policies and regulations of 
the Bureau of Land Management have been referred to that Bureau for their 
consideration. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Gilbert B. Walter, Drew C. Walter, Eleanore A. Walter 

Comments regarding policies and regulations of the land-managing agencies 
will be considered by those agencies. 
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September 28, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher, 

In reference to the implementation of executive order 11644 I wish 
to go on record as endorsing interim status alternative Bl, blanket 
closure pending permanent designation and scheduling alternative C5. 

Very truly yoursf 

Jerome V Ward v \ 
6031 S Country Club Dr 
Oklahoma City, OK 73159 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Consents from: Jerome V. Ward 

Alternatives B-l and C-5 
Blanket closure was specifically mentioned as a violation of Executive 
Order 11644 in the decision of the court in National Wildlife Federation 
vs. Morton. Alternative C-5 is a part of the proposed action. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT FMVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Roger c. Welch and family 

The Welch family's comments are addressed in Item 1 of the Recurring 
Comments Section. 
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August 16, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of fhvironn ntal -Affairs 
Bureau of Oatioor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

lir. Cratcher: 

I an erriting to you concerning the draf t environ::er.tal inpact statement 
concerning the use of of_-road veh ic les . I ful ly support the ra l ing 
which rr i l l r e s t r i c t the use of CRV over a period of t in2 and eventually 
2l±-eiiiate tie sa fron national paras a l together . I fee l that 01.7 are r.uch 
too damaging to the environment, and tha t i f people rant to see the bach 
country, they shovld vail:J 

Sincerely, 

i'lary Beth ..nate 
18 Sherwood Lane 
Flagstaff, Arisona 36001 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: M a r y B e t h w h i t e 

ORV Use 
Executive Order 11644, as amended, does not indicate that off-road 
vehicles should be completely eliminated from public lands. No 
ruling has been made which prohibits ORVs from all National Parks. 
Regulations of the National Park Service will determine the degree 
of activity in National Parks. 
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Rural Route 2 Box 238 
Jesup, Iowa 
September 15, 1976 

fir. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

RE: INT-OES-76-27 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

As a concerned snowmobiler, I feel obligated to write you on the 
BOR Environmental Impact Statement which contains mainly information 
critical to the sport of snowmobiling and does not point out the fact 
that it is a beneficial extension of recreation into the normally 
dormant months of winter. It provides an opportunity for the family 
unit to utilize a time formerly devoted to indoor activities to enjoy 
the out-of-doors and prevents mental and physical stagnation. 

I also disagree to the allegation that snowmobiles are comparable 
to motorcycles, 4-wheel drives, ATVs and other forms of RVs, in their 
environmental impact. They are totally different and should be 
evaluated separately. The fact that snowmobiles are for winter usage 
when an adequate snowcover exists and the other forms are bare-ground 
vehicles should be enough of a basis for separate study. 

Snowmobilers no more harrass wildlife than any other group and 
I belive it totally unfair to be consistently singled out on this 
point. Marked and maintained trails, particularly in an unfamiliar 
area, are enouhg for the average snowmobiler and for the BOR to 
suggest that that same average snowmobiler is going to disregard 
regulation and intimidate and torment surrounding wildlife is absurd. 

In conclusion, I ask that before final recommendations are made, 
that your department re-evaluate all forms of outdoor recreation on 
an individual basis and recognize snowmobiling for the healthful 
and enjoyable sport that so many of us have already done. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

4 7c. 

(Ms.) Vicki Wilson 
Wapsi Riders Snowmobile Club 
Iowa State Snowmobile Assn. 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Ms. Vicki Wilson 
Wapsi Riaers Snowmobile Club 

Ms. Wilson's comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Recreational and family benefits: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: _ . . „ _,. . 
Robert M. Winters 

Mr. Winter'8 comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Personal and family benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 

Mr. Winters also proposes a change in the Bureau of Land Management's 
off-road vehicle policies. His letter has been forwarded to that 
Bureau for its consideration. 
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State. SncHumaluU Auociatia*, 9*C% 

October 3, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
LT. 5. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 202-̂ 0 

Dear Sir: RE: INT DBS 76-27 

The draft Enviromental Impact Statement by the BOR is unfair to snowmobilers. 

The Document alleges; damage to water, soil, wild and domestic animals, vegetation 
and land. 

These have all proven to be false. 

There can be no damage to water and soil since we ride on heavy snow cover. 
We have pictures, statements and research proving the animals are not disturbed. 
The farmers and ranchers state, " The snowmobiles pack the snow thus creating 
a slower thax\r, which enhances the growth of vegetation". 
There is no impact on the land since we cannot ride on soil. 
The noise levels are being reduced every year by the manufactures, and we ride 
in areas where man and animals cannot traverse. 

We should not be classified as Off the Road vehicles, we are Over the snow vehicles, 
We are becoming one of the largest outdoor recreations for families who wish to 
enjoy the winters, the 30R should not be a critic. 
The Bor's information on the enviromental impact of snowmobiling is incorrect, 
studies should be made with State Associations before statements are printed. 
At the present time too many critics are expressing views that are not facts. 

Please review each of these statements carefully before making final decisions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Betty Sable, Sec re ta ry 
721 S. 2nd 
Lander, 'Wyoming 32520 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Betty Sable, Secretary 
Wyoming State Snowmobile Association, Inc. 

Ms. Sable's comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Impact of snowmobiles on vegetation: Item 7. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
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Wyoming Wilderness Coalition 
"...dedicated to protecting wilderness, wild & scenic rivers, 

and open space values of Wyoming." 

9/16/76 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sin 

The Wyoming Wilderness Coalition, an ad-hoc organization of wilderness 

supporters in Wyoming, fully supports the comments submitted to 

you by The Wilderness Society concerning the implementation of 

Executive Order 11644 which pertains to the use of off-road vehicles 

on the Public Lands. 

Our concern is mainly with the BLM rules and regulations. The 

proposed stratified designation procedure appears to be an 

impossibility with your limited staff and money available for the task. 

y 

How will ORV use in Wyoming be controlled for 10 years until your 

implementation program is completed? When one considers the issue, 

it is obvious that the BLM should close all lands and open only 

those areas over which the agency can maintain some semblance of 

controlj otherwise, much of our public lands will be permanently 

altered by these machines. 

Sincerely, 

Bart Koehler 486 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Wyoming Wilderness Coalition 

Comments regarding Bureau of Land Management policy and regulations 
will be considered by BLM. 
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Since 1887 

YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
6600 ORANGETHORPE AVENUE • BUENA PARK, CALIFORNIA 

MAIL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 6600, BUENA PARK, CALIFORNIA 90622 

PHONE: (714) 522-9011 

October 1, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

We have examined the "Draft Environmental Impact Statement" 
for Department implementation of Executive Order 11644 
pertaining to the use of off-road vehicles on the public 
lands. We have attached our comments and hope that you 
will consider these comments in preparing the final 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

Sincerely, 

Russ «rura 
Legislative Analyst 
Engineering Division 

RJ:jg 
Enclosure 
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Yamaha International Corporation distributes snowmobiles and motor

cycles through the United States. These vehicles are used extensively 

on Department of the Interior lands. 

We have studied the "Draft Environmental Impact Statement" for 

Department of the Interior implementation of Executive Order 11644 

and would like to make the following comments on the Draft EIS. 

These comments are based upon our experiences and knowledge of off-

road vehicles. 

1. We would like to begin our comments by stating that off-road 

vehicle use of Department lands is a legitimate and popular use 

of public lands. Executive Order 11644 recognizes the legitimacy 

of this use. 

The value of the recreation experience cannot be underestimated. 

There are well over 5 million off-road vehicles. Many of these 

vehicles are used by more than one person, and they may be used 

many times per year on Department lands. Thus, these vehicles 

provide many millions of person days of recreational experience. 

We recognize, however, that there are environmental costs associated 

with off-road vehicle use, and that off-road-vehicles do not belong 

everywhere. Some areas are environmnentally too sensitive for off-

road vehicle use, and other areas should be retained in a pristine 

state for hikers, back-packers, and others. But, we feel that there 

are many areas where off-road vehicles can be used without causing 

unacceptable environmental harm. 

2- Air Qua 1 i ty 

The impact of ORV's on gaseous exhaust emissions is infinitesimal. 

During recent standard setting hearings for emissions standards for 

motorcycles the California Air Resources Board specifically excluded 

off-highway motorcycles from exhaust emission standards. The basis 

for this exclusion was that off-road motorcycles did not produce a 

significant amount of pollutants, and that those pollutatnts that 
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were emitted were in non-sensitive air quality areas. Thus, gaseous 

exhaust emissions from ORV's should not be considered a problem. 

Wind erosion and dust are always a problem in desert and near desert 

areas. It can be questioned why the EIS seems to state ORV caused 

dust may be particularly acute in desert or near desert areas, when 

wind erosion has only, "on occasion" been noticeably aggravated by 

heavy off-road vehicles use, and sediment from ORV's entering surface 

waters is, "generally minor." The Draft EIS should be changed to 

consistently recognize the minor impact upon wind erosion caused by 

ORV's. 

3. Water Quality 

In analyzing the effect of machine and human wastes it is stated 

the impact of body wastes is less severe than caused by equivalent 

horse use. Comparison should also be made to us'e by hikers and 

back-packers - which actually will be much more severe than by ORV 

users if designated ORV trails will generally avoid potable water 

supply watersheds. 

4. Soils 

First, if ORV use is restricted to trails there should be no more 

significant harm than from other trails. The soil on the trail will 

be compacted, and of course there will be minimal vegetation on the 

trail. However, the areas surrounding the trail will not suffer 

damage. 

Second, soils can be driven upon without permanent harm being caused 

the soil. Compaction and/or erosion is only caused after excessive 

use. 

Third, it is extremely inconsistent to talk about major soil damage 

when it has been previously stated that there is only a minimal damage 

in the form of erosion and sediment. While there may be areas of 

extensive soil damage these areas should be areas previously identified 

where most or all of four listed circumstances coincide (as identified 

in the water quality discussion). 
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Fourth, exception should be taken in this section for snowmobiles. 

Snowmobiles operate on a snow cover over soils. 3ecause of this 

snow cover snowmobiles do minimal, if any, soil damage. 

Fifth, recreational ORV users do not, as a group, find \/ery wet, 

dry or steep soils to be highly attractive. These soils often, 

as in the California desert, tend to be in areas of high ORV 

pressure because they are new large population centers. However, 

they are not in themselves inherently attractive to ORV users. 

Sixth, the statement to restrict ORV use to times and places of low 

hazard is inconsistent with Executive Order 11644. Executive Order 

11644 does not require and was not intended to prohibit the use of 

ORV's. It requires minimization of damage consistent with ORV use. 

The statement in the Draft EIS on this matter regarding soil damage 

does not apparently recognize this situation, and instead contemplates 

a total ORV ban in many or most areas. 

5. Wildlife 

The Draft EIS indicates that wildlife harrassement is a common 

activity pursued by ORV users. This is a complete fabrication. 

Scientific research has indicated that ORV's have no effect on wild

life populations (as opposed to scaring individual animals). 

This entire section should be rewritten to reflect actual, rather 

than imagined situations. Certainly wildlife protection is important, 

and for certain areas it may be necessary to totally restrict ORV 

use; however, such restrictions should be based upon facts rather 

than fantasy. 

6. Esthetics 

The section on esthetics seems to reflect additional fantasized 

attitudes. The statement that ORV users, "tend, moreover, to litter 

the landscape" is a blatant over-generalization. Most ORV users 

carry their trash out with them, when they have finished their riding. 

Others have conducted clean-up days and campaigns. The statement 

that ORV users tend to litter is unproven, and should be removed as 

totally unacceptable. 
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It is true that many non-ORV users consider ORV's unattractive. 

However, the alternative in recreational user conflicts is to 

separate the user groups. As we previously stated we do not 

believe ORV's should be allowed everywhere. But they certainly 

belong somewhere. 

7. Noise 

ORV's do generate noise. However, what is meant by "general vicinity" 

is wery uncertain. Separation of land into ORV open and closed should 

enable those who wish to avoid ORV's to do so. 

8. Social Impact 

We have previously stated our position on social impact. ORV use 

is a legitimate and popular activity. It has a place on public lands; 

and a place which will meet the recreation needs of the public. This 

includes sufficient land area which is close enough in to populated 

areas that people can use their ORV's on weekends and holidays (the 

normal use pattern of many ORV's). 

9. Economic Impact 

The economic impact is, of course, of great concern to us. This 

section is filled with unsubstantiated speculation. Any change will 

have some economic effect. Wholesale closures which do not recognize 

the mandate of Executive Order 11644 would have a severe economic 

impact. Many millions of dollars loss and many jobs would be lost 

if ORV's were very severely restricted. The impact on the individual 

will be quite high, as most ORV's sell for over $1,000, and this is 

quite a loss to suffer because of resale value reduced to zero because 

there is no place to ride. 

The provision of adequate ORV facilities will minimize adverse 

economic impact to sellers and users. As previously stated, these 

facilities must be of adequate size and location. 

10. Mitigating measures listed would require the expenditure of 

funds for facility development. Yet no funds are scheduled for 

appropriation. Facilities are not a mitigating measure if there is 

no money to build them. 
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11. We are glad to note that the impact of the lawful and proper 

use of ORV's is considered generally light. 

12. Unrestricted ORV use does not inherently destroy unique features 

of the nation's geologic, biotic, archeaological and historic 

heritage. It also does not inherently impair long-term productivity 

of the land. Unrestricted use could result in such damage. It is 

a misstatement to say that it will result in such damage. 

13. Areas open to ORV use are to minimize damage to resources. 

Executive Order 11644 does not require that ORV's be prohibited 

from areas which damage will result from ORV use. 

14. Discussion of the "Recission Alternative" seems to reflect the 

belief that local managers are incapable of wisely deciding how to 

manage their land units. This is an incredible statement for the 

Department to make. If the professional land managers are incapable 

of managing local land units then the managers should be replaced. 

If it is felt that the land managers are competent, then statements 

that the recission alternative would result in long-term damage is 

unlikely to be fulfilled. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Yamaha International Corporation 

Value of recreation experience 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 1. 

Environmental costs 
It is agreed that there are environmental costs associated with off-road 
vehicle use. It is the purpose of this action to minimise those costs while 
recognizing that ORV use in appropriate areas is a legitimate activity 
on the public lands. 

Air Quality 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 12. 

Kind Erosion 
The effect of off-road vehicle use upon the degree of wind erosion is 
dependent upon several factors such as the type of soils in a given area, 
the amount of ORV use, and the prevailing weather conditions. Therefore, 
considering these factors the effect may be significant cr slight, but it 
would be inaccurate to characterize such effects as consistently slight. 
It would not be correct tc conclude that because ORV caused dust as an air 
pollution problem is local or occasional that wind erosion is minimal. Wind 
erosion in terms of total, cumulative impact may be a severe impact. 

Soils 
As indicated in the statement it will be the policy of this 
Department to direct recreational off-road vehicle use to times and 
places of low hazard to the soil resource. It is possible that in 
implementing this policy certain areas may be closed completely to 
ORV use because of unacceptable adverse impacts to the soils. In cur 
opinion, such an action would be entirely consistent with Section 3 (a) 
of Executive Order 11644, as amended. 

Wildlife 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item; 5. 

Esthetics 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Itens 3 and 9. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: „ T 4 . . , _ 4 . , . , . , 
Yamaha In terna t ional Corporation (cont 'd .) 

Social Impact 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 9. 

Economic Impact 
Refer to Recurring Comments, Item 10. 

Unrestr icted ORV Use 
The phenomenon referred to is "unchecked, high-volume ORV use 
over a long period of time". We believe that even the limited 
evidence currently at hand supports our position that this type of 
activity causes the cited adverse impacts on all but a very few types of 
terrain. 

Recision Alternative 

In the discussion of this alternative there is no intent to imply 
that the Department's land managers are incompetent, but rather 
that the Executive Order is a valuable policy guidance tool for 
them. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Ken & Jane Yecny 

The Yecnys' comments are addressed in the following Items of the 
Recurring Comments Section: 
Classification of ORVs: Item 4. 
Wildlife disturbance: Item 5. 
Personal and family benefits of snowmobiling: Item 1. 
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737 146th Avenue 
Caledonia, Michigan 49316 
September 20, 19?6 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: Re: INT-DOS-76-27 

I am very concerned by your new draft Environmental Impact Statement on off-road 
vehicles. 

I feel your statements regarding snowmobiles frightening wild animals and 
domestic livestock are not realistic. I live in a farming community and have 
never seen the horses, dairy cows, and sheep in this area react to snowmobiles. 
The tractors and combines used in farming are larger, make more noise, and come 
closer to them than snowmobiles. When snowmobiling I have seen deer run a few 
feet off the trail, then stand and watch me go by. Wild animals move away from 
hikers in the woods in much the same way. After visiting Yellowstone lark last 
winter and seeing elk and buffalo stand near the road to watch us go by on the 
snowmobile, I also realize animals do not fear the familiar. I think it 
reasonable to conclude that wildlife in snowmobiling areas soon adjust to the 
machines passing. 

I feel your statements regarding snowmobiles emitting enough noise to disturb 
or annoy persons in their general vicinity is inaccurate. The machines of the 
last several years make a snail enough amount of noise that I do not always 
notice them when they pass my house. I think you should bear in mind that 
windows and doors of homes are closed in the winter, therefore, noice is kept 
to a minimum. 

I am married and have three children. We enjoy snowmobiling together and find 
getting outdoors together in winter good for our mental and physical being. As 
divorces and juvinile delinquency rates keep rising I feel plans to help the 
development of family recreation should be on the top of the list at the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation. 

Please do whatever you can to keep larkLs open for snowmobiling. 

Sincerely, / 

Deruiis D. hoe t 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: Dennis D. Zoet 

Mr. Zoet's comments are addressed in the following Items of the Recurring 
Comments Section: 
Disturbance of wildlife: Item 5. 
Noise emissions: Item 6. 
Personal, family and social benefits: Item 1. 
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ISRA July 28, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Director Crutcher: 

NPCA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement, "Departmental Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on 
the Public Lands" of July, 1976. 

We approve of the quality of the DEIS in general as com
pared to the previous effort, especially in detailing environmental 
effects and possible alternatives. However, we do wish to 
comment on the regulations and the recommended course of action 
specifically. 

NPCA is strongly opposed to the uee of 0RV,s in natural 
and historical areas of our national park system. The special 
purpose for which these areas were established was recognized 
in the Executive Order in paragraph 3(a)(4) when it said: 
"Areas and trails shall be located in areas of the National 
Park Service,...only if the respective agency hmad determines 
that ORV use in such locations will not adversely affect their 
natural, esthetic or scenic values." Such values in natural and 
historic areas are adversely affected by ORV use, as fe detailed 
in the section on environmental impacts of the proposed actions. 
Therefore, NPCA strongly supports the closing of natural and 
historical areas to ORV use as is stated in the regulations. 

However, these regulations do allow the various park 
superintendents to designate areas and routes within their 
jurisdictions As open to snowmobile use. This policy subjects 
the superintendents to pressure by local snowmobile interests 
to open the parks to snowmobile use, a situation in which 
the broader national interest and wise management policies may 
be overlooked. National Park Service regulations prohibiting 
snowmobile use in natural and historical areas would ease these 
pressures on the local superintendents. 

It should be noted that to prohibit snowmobile use in the 
national parks is not to unilaterally prohibit snowmobile use. 
There are other federal lands where such vehicles can be used 

National Parks & Conservation Association T701 Eighteenth Street, N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20009 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
July 28, 1976 
page two 

without threatening the unique resources contained within our 
parks. Recreation areas of the national park system, designed for 
more intensive recreational use, may be compatible playgrounds 
for snowmobiles when properly regulated and controlled^as are 
lands administered by the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau 
of Land Management. However, snowmobile, or other ORV use 
within the natural or historical areas of the national park 
system is not compatible with the purposes for which these 
areas were set up and should not be permitted. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service, in accordance with its 
primary responsibility for the protection and perpetuation of 
fish and wildlife resources, with public use only secondary, 
and in accordance with paragraph 3(a)(4) of the Executive Order, 
has established policies that are, and very properly should be, 
quite restrictive. The purpose of Fish and Wildlife Service 
lands is not recreation, but instead, is preservation of wild
life habitat especially as regards endangered species. Therefore, 
NPCA believes that ORV use should not be permitted in these 
areas. 

NPCA supports the approach taken in the regulations of the 
Bureau of Reclamation, which closes lands except where the 
Regional Director specifically opens them to ORV use, Mlowing 
the criteria set down in the Executive Order. We urge the 
speedy completion of designation of all Bureau of Reclamation 
lands. 

Although the previous three Bureaus take a somewhat more 
restrictive view of ORV use, the Bureau of Land Management's 
regulations are far too lax. Because of this agency's exten
sive land area, and its inability to impose regulations on ORVs, 
BLM lands are favorite sites at present for ORV use. Under the 
BLM regulations, all lands are to be designated as either 
open, open with regulations, or closed, with such designation 
to take place by 1987, with priority of designation placed on 
areas of heavy use, fragile environments, and habitat of endangered 
species. However, ORV use is not prohibited on undesignated 
lands (except in Primitive and Natural Areas or where ORV use 
is prohibited by the Executive Order)in the interim period 
prior to designation. During this period of non-designation, 
in which the first designations will not be completed for 5 
years, and which will not be fully completed for 11 years, 
many BLM lands are likely to be ravaged by these vehicles 
(as at present). The section on adverse impacts states: 

4. Delay in designation. Under the proposed action 
certain of BLM's multiple-use lands world not be 
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Mr. John Crutcher 
July 28, 1976 
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designated as open or closed to ORV's until 
December 31, 1987. Although not officially 
sanctioned, generally, ORV's would have access 
to these areas in the interim. On those lands 
which are held in undesignated sTTatus for extended 
periods, there will be some irretrievalbe losses 
of unique geological, archeological, historic, 
cultural, and biotic resources (emphasis added). 

Although the problem is recognized, BLM chooses to allow 
this potentially irreversible damage to occur while designations 
are being made, although these affects could be largely avoided 
or lessened by alternative measures. 

Instead of leaving much of the BLM land undesignated until 1987, 
with the corresponding adverse, possibly irreversible, impacts, 
NPCA suggests that the alternative listed in the DEIS as B4 
should be implemented, thereby reducing the adverse impacts 
detailed above. Under this procedure, interim designations of 
all BLM land would be made in a very short time, even within one 
year, using all three designation categories—open, regulated, 
or closed. 

Although the DEIS finds several alleged difficulties with 
this alternative, after close scrutiny none are so serious as 
compared with the damage that would be incurred under the 
proposed procedure. Granted, this interim designation process 
would necessitate making preliminary judgements based upon 
somewhat limited knowledge, but much the same limited knowledge 
is the basis under the proposed plan for prioritizing lands 
for designation. Any errors that might possibly be made in 
the initial designation process resulting from incomplete 
knowledge would later be corrected in the final designation after 
an intensive study is undertaken, Also, contrary to the view 
expressed in the DEIS, implementing the two-step designation plan 
should not require any further Congressional funding or manpower 
than would be necessary to implement the proposed plan. Further
more, the issue of conflicting interests arising out of public 
involvement in the designation process is blown out of proportion. 
Public conflict is an issue that must be faced regardless of 
whether the designations are made promptly, with lessened 
damage to geological, historic, cultural, archeological, and bio
tic resources, or whether they are made at a later time in a 
drawn out process, with the attendent adverse environmental 
impacts in the interim. Therefore, because of the admitted 
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reduced incidence" of environmental disruption, at much the 
same cost end effort to the BLM, NPCA supports the alternative (B4) 
of interim designation of all BLM land, involving the public, 
until a comprehensive study can be made suggesting final 
designations. No doubt, fnese careful determinations will 
reveal many BLM areas that can offer ORV users a place to 
enjoy their form of recreation without unduly disturbing the 
environment. 

Again, NPCA appreciates this opportunity to comment upon 
this DEIS. We hope that these comments will be carefully 
considered in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, and 
look forward to its timely completion. 

TDJ/ml 
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Sincerely, 

T. Destry Jarvis 
Administrative Assistant, 
Parks and Conservation 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: 
National Parks and Conservation Association 

Consideration of Alternative B4 
Completion of the interim designation process in one year at present 
levels of funding and manpower is not possible. The eleven-year 
time frame of the proposed action is based on present levels of 
funding and manpower within the land-managing agencies, and the 
reality that designation cannot be completed faster without personnel 
and funding increases. However, Section 9 of Executive Order 11644, 
as amended, requires that areas must be closed where considerable 
adverse environmental effects are occurring or will occur, and will 
remain closed until the conditions necessitating the closure have 
been eliminated, and measures have been taken to prevent their 
recurrence. 

Conflicting Interests in Designation Process 
Refer to Item 9, Recurring Comments. 

Comments regarding specific regulations and policies of the 
land-managing agencies will be considered. 



National Wildlife Federation 
1412 16TH ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D C 20036 Phoo«: 202— 797-6800 

September 23, 1976 

The Director (210) 
Bureau of Land Management 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

The Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Proposed BLM Off-Road Vehicle Regulations 
and INT PES 76-27 

Gentlemen: 

The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) has reviewed the proposed off-road 
vehicle regulations of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (41 Fed. Reg. 
31518, July 28, 1976) and the Department of Interior's draft environ
mental impact statement (INT DES 76-27) on the "Departmental Implemen
tation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands." Although comments on the proposed regulations are 
to be sent to the Bureau of Land Management while comments on the draft 
environmental impact statement go to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, it 
is impossible to comment meaningfully upon the regulations without also 
commenting on the implementation plan described in the draft environmental 
Impact statement and vice versa. Thus this letter addresses both, and 
is being sent to both agencies. 

NWF is the largest conservation education organization in the United 
States. Many of its more than 3 million members and supporters use and 
enjoy the public lands and large numbers are also 0RV users. Thus the 
Federation's policy on ORV use of public lands recognizes the needs of 
all types of users as well as the resource. A copy of this policy is 
attached to these comments. 

NWF has long been concerned about the need to control ORV use on the 
public lands In general, and about the proper implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 In particular. As the plaintiff In the lawsuit which is 
referred to in both the introduction to the proposed regulations and the 
draft impact statement, NWF is familiar with the Department's and BLM's 
implementation of Executive Order 11644. Over the years NWF has been 
at various times and onvarious Issues both a defender and a critic of the 
Department and of BLM. NWF is familiar with the Department's and BLM's 
responsibilities, other programs and priorities. NWF recognizes that the 
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responsibilities of both the Department and BLM have increased signifi
cantly during the last few years while personnel levels have been held 
almost constant and budgets, if they increased at all, have increased 
very little. Nevertheless, NWF is shocked and disappointed by BLM's pro
posed ORV regulations and the implementation plan described in the DES. 

BLM's proposed regulations and implementation plan are an abdication 
of its responsibilities as the principal steward of the public lands. 
The amount of time, more than a decade, proposed by BLM to complete the 
initial designation of the public lands under its administration is 
simply unconscionable, especially in view of the fact that it has declined 
to provide any interim protection to important wildlife, cultural and 
historic areas or to the habitat of endangered species. 

Section 1 of Executive Order 11644 states that: "It is the purpose of 
this order to establish policies and to provide procedures that will 
ensure the use of off-road vehicles on public lands will be controlled 
and directed so as to protect the resources of those lands, to promote 
the safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among 
various users of those lands." (Emphasis added.) If BLM's proposed 
regulations and implementation plan ensure anything, it is that the use of 
off-road vehicles on public lands will not be controlled and directed so 
as to protect the resources of most of the public lands, promote the 
safety of the users of most of the public lands or minimize the conflict 
among the various users of most of the public lands until at least the 
mid-1980's. 

It is difficult for NWF to believe that BLM's proposed Implementation 
schedule has been offered in good faith. During the course of litigation 
between NWF and officials of the Department of the Interior and BLM, 
those officials informed the court, in a written affidavit, that the 
target date for designating all public lands was 1980 — by which time 
first generation plans for all BLM administered lands (over 450 million 
acres) were expected to be completed. Now, without explanation, the 
same officials have proposed an implementation plan that would require an 
additional 7 years. In one year, we've lost seven. 

The ex-cessive time demanded by BLM to make initial designations would 
not be so serious if adequate provision were made to ensure that areas 
of special significance such as endangered species habitat, important 
archeological sites or Important wildlife ranges, breeding and nursery 
areas would receive interim protection. Instead, BLM proposes to con
tinue its policy of making "emergency" closures whenever and wherever 
the situation gets completely out of hand. The Inadequacy of this -n 
approach is, however, what made Executive Order 11644 necessary In the 
first place. The failure of the proposed regulations and BLM's 
implementation plan to provide interim protection for important wildlife 
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and historic areas raises substantial questions as to whether the proposed 
regulations and implementation plan violate the BLM's duties and 
responsibilities under yet additional laws such as the Endangered Species 
Act of 1973, P.L. 93-205, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531, et_ seq. 

Though the Federation agrees that the intensity of ORV use is one criteria 
which should be used in the selection of areas for priority study and 
designation, it does not agree that it should be the only criteria. The 
statement on bottom of page 72 and the top of page 73 of the draft 
environmental impact statement that an "[i]nefficient allocation of 
effort would result, however, if areas with little foreseeable prospect 
of ORV use were slated for early study and designation purely on the 
basis of fragility and value" is at best simplistic. One off-road vehicle 
disturbing an endangered species, disrupting its habitat, or running 
amuck in an important anthropological or archeological site, or chasing 
wintering or newly-borne wildlife can do as much or more damage than 
intense ORV use in other areas or at other times. The effort must be 
twofold -- look to the heavy-use areas and to those areas with important 
wildlife, historic and archeological value. Information on these areas 
is available from, state expert agencies. What is needed is a system to 
elicit this information on an expedited basis, and act on it. At one 
point, BLM seriously considered such an effort. Why has it been 
abandoned? 

BLM's implementation plan which would leave almost all public land under 
its administration open until it gets around to making a full study and 
review reflects an erroneous assumption that all land under BLM admini
stration must be left open unless there is some specific reason to 
designate it as closed or subject it to special regulation. This is 
simply not the case. Executive Order 116*4*4 does not place the burden of 
proof on closure or regulation. On the contrary, the Bureau is free to 
close such areas as it wishes: it may, however, only open such areas as 
can be opened without violating the criteria specified in the Executive 
Order. Moreover, Section 5 of Executive Order 1164*4 provides that 
"[t]hat the respective agency head shall ensure that areas and trails 
where off-road vehicle use is permitted are well marked." The proposed 
regulations and implementation plan do not ensure compliance with this 
section. The Executive Order recognizes the importance of the prin
ciple that ORV use is permitted only in specifically marked areas and not 
allowing the public to assume use is permitted everywhere it is not 
specifically prohibited or regulated. The Bureau's regulations and 
implementation plan imply the opposite. 

In addition to the Bureau's failure to provide for initial designation 
of areas administered by it within a reasonable time, or to provide 
interim protection to areas which are not to be studied and designated 
within a reasonable period of time, the proposed regulations and the 
draft environmental impact statement fail to provide for and discuss 
meaningful procedures for enforcing the proposed regulations or 
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monitoring, and reporting upon, off-road vehicle use on BLM administered 
lands. 

Section 6 of Executive Order 11644 provides that "[t]he respective 
agency shall, where authorized by law, prescribe appropriate penalities 
for violations of regulations adopted pursuant to this order and to 
establish procedures for the enforcement of those regulations." Section 8 
of Executive Order 11644 provides that "The respective agency head shall 
monitor the effects of off-road vehicles on lands under their juris
dictions." In spite of this, neither the regulations nor the implemen
tation plan establishes any meaningful procedures for enforcing BLM's 
regulations or monitoring use of off-road vehicles or their impact on 
the public lands and reporting thereon to either the Secretary of the 
Interior or the Director of the Bureau of Land Management. An obvious 
step to take in developing an adequate monitoring and enforcement program 
would be to require the registration (in cooperation with the states) of 
off-road vehicles. At present, there is no evidence that BLM has a 
systematic method of determining the number of ORVs in use or the areas 
where they are being used. In addition, if the registration procedure 
required off-road vehicles to carry an Identifying license tag, the 
enforcement of BLM's regulations (as well as state and local laws) and 
the monitoring of ORV use would be furthered. 

The failure of the DES statement to provide any quantitative data on 
the effects of off-road vehicle use on public lands, and the wildlife 
resources of these lands, is particularly disconcerting. NWF is aware, 
for example, that In 1971 or 1972 the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation had the 
Iroquois Research Institute of Falls Church, Virginia do some initial 
research into the environmental impact of off-road vehicles. We under
stand that the Bureau was advised that an adequate research program could 
cost as much as a million dollars. The Iroquois Research Institute was 
not, however, asked to do the necessary research and, to the best of 
NWF'8 knowledge, neither the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation nor any other 
agency of the Department of the Interior has subsequently undertaken the 
research required. Certainly there is no reference made to this type of 
research in the draft environmental impact statement. Nevertheless, 
the Bureau of Outroor Recreation has, since 1972, proceeded, in apparent 
ignorance of quantitative impacts, to write two inadequate draft and one 
inadequate final environmental Impact statements on a proposal which 
includes leaving open over 450 million acres of public lands to 
uncontrolled and unregulated off-road vehicle use. 

Additional evidence of the Department's lack of data regarding the 
impacts of off-road vehicles Is apparent from the Incorporation by 
reference into BLM's proposed regulations of the noise standards for off-
road vehicles of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. At the 
present time, the EPA has no standards regarding off-road vehicle noise. 
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Though EPA expects to issue proposed regulations next year, neither the 
Department nor BLM has any knowledge of the standards which BLM Is 
purportedly adopting, nor of their adequacy for the Department's or 
BLM's purpose. This is particularly important since EPA has not made 
any studies regarding the effects of noise from off-road vehicles on 
wildlife and is unaware of anyone who has done any such research. 

NWF finds It particularly difficult to understand how It could have 
taken the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation over 14 months to write a 73 page 
draft environmental impact statement which contains no- quantitative data. 
Clearly the delay did not result from the conduct of research. Then 
what was the cause of the delay? The answer is, apparently, an unwilling
ness to come to grips with federal responsibilities to protect and 
conserve the public lands. 

In summary, the Federation believes that the proposed regulations, 
implementation plan and Impact statement are inadequate. To bring them 
into compliance, NWF recommends: 

1. That the target date for completion of initial 
designations, 1987, be accelerated to 1980 to conform to the Department's 
earlier official statements, and affidavit; 

2. That if any extension is made beyond 1980, an interim 
system be specifically proposed by regulation which ensures identi
fication of all sensitive wildlife, historic and archeological areas and 
restricts or closes these areas to ORV use; 

3. That a system be proposed to monitor and report on ORV 
impacts and enforce ORV regulations on BLM lands; and 

4. That the final environmental statement include data 
quantifying the Impacts, past, present and projected, of ORV use on 
Department lands. 

Sincerely yours, 

THa>«5L. KIMBALL 
Executi7frfr«3£lfle P r e s i d e n t 
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Resolution No. 5 

CONTROLS OF MULTI-TERRAIN VEHICLES 

WHEREAS, increasing numbers of people are using multi-terrain vehicles such as snowmobiles, 

motorcycles, or trail machines, helicopters, and dune buggies for transportation and access 

Into previously undisturbed and inaccessible environments; and 

WHEREAS, the use of such vehicles, in many instances, is resulting in the harassment of 

wildlife, destruction of wildlife habitat and plant life, erosion of lands and siltation of 

streams and lakes, and the impairment of wilderness experiences through noise and engine fumes, 

even though it is recognized that these vehicles also offer a legitimate type of Outdoor 

recreational experience which should be provided for by public agencies; and 

WHEREAS, the protection of other natural resources and values requires that the use of 

•Ail ti-terra in vehicles be strictly regulated; 

HOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National Wildlife Federation, in annual convention 

assembled in Chicago, Illinois, March 20-22, 1970, hereby recommends that Federal, State, and 

local land-managing agencies adopt and strictly enforce regulations which zone governmental 

areas in manners so that uses of multi-terrain vehicles will be restricted to suitable locations 

or trails which will result in the least possible impact on the environment or impairment to 

other legitimate uses of public properties. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: national Wildlife Federation 

The bulk of the Federation's letter refers to the Bureau of Land 
Management's proposed off-road vehicle regulations and implementation 
plan. The third paragraph on page four of the NWF letter refers, 
however, to the inadequacy of quantitative data on ORV impacts in 
the Environmental Impact Statement. This problem is addressed in 
Item 2 of the Recurring Comments Section. 
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New Mexico 

WILDERNESS STUDY COMMITTEE 
PO BOX 38 GLBWWOQD* NEW MEXICO 88039 (505)539-2645 

October 4* 1976 

Director (210) and Director* Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Bureau of Land Management Rm, 233* Interior South Bldg* 
Washington* DC 20240 Washington* DC 20240 

Dear sirs 

The following are the comments of the New Mexico Wilderness Study 
Committee on the proposed BLM ORV regulations and the Department of 
the Interior draft environmental impact statement on ORV use on the 
public lands* The New Mexico Wilderness Study Committee is a citizen's 
group of about 1000 members in New Mexico and West Texas concerned 
with preservation of wilderness and natural values on the public lands* 

I would like to point out that many of our members own and operate ORV's 
on the public lands* I personally own both a dirt bike (Honda 100) and 
a pickup truck which I use for off-highway driving on the public lands* 
We believe that vehicles capable of travel over rough roads and vehicle 
trails have a legitimate use and place on the public lands* 

To be quite honest* we are both disappointed and disturbed by the BLM1s 
proposed ORV regulations* We view them as one of the most blatant 
recent attempts by the Federal government to mislead the American pub
lic* Your previous regulations leaving all National Resource Lands 
open to ORV's unless specifically closed were ruled invalid by the 
courts; your new regulations leave all NRL1s unregulated (unofficially 
open) to ORV's unless specifically closed* What has changed except 
your wording? The meaning is still the same* And some people wonder 
why Americans mistrust their government1 

It seems that there are two inherent problems with the BLM's attempts 
to regulate ORV's on the NRL's, One is that you are afraid to tangle 
with the powerful and well-financed ORV lobby* You don't have the 
nerve to fight them* so you evade your responsibility to protect the 
watershed* forage* and wildlife values of the public lands from vehi
cular abuse* Secondly* no attempt is made to distinguish the two types 
of ORV use — vehicular travel on rough roads and established vehicle 
trails; and cross—country vehicular travel* Let's look at these prob
lems separately* 

ORV use is both fun and popular* It is a legitimate form of outdoor 
recreation* However* in certain areas* or when done in a careless 
fashion* or when there is too much ORV use — resource damage occurs* 
The adverse impacts of ORV's are pointed out in the DEISt damage to 
watershed* forage* livestock* wildlife* vegetative communities* scenic 
values* archaeological sites* air quality* wilderness values, and other 
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recreational activities. If anything* the DEIS underplayed the adverse 
environmental impacts of excessive ORV use. One major example will 
suffice — the impact of ORV use on livestock operations. Hardly any 
mention of this was made in the DEIS* yet grazing permittees on the public 
lands are the most vociferous opponents of ORV use. Cross country ORV 
use destroys the forage needed by cattlef it leads to soil erosion*- it 
disturbs cattle*- fences necessary in livestock operations are cut* and 
other range improvements are damaged; and it can lead to increased 
rustling. All one has to do is to look at the grazing land on BLM land 
immediately west of £1 Paso and Las Cruces in the Las Cruces BLM District 
of New Mexico to see what can happen to range land abused by ORV* s. 

Faced with such damage* why then is the BLM so reluctant to take any real 
action? Why do you evade your responsibility under the Executive Order 
11644? 

It seems to me that there is a clear difference between vehicular 
recreation on rough roads or established bike or jeep trails* and 
actual cross-country motorized travel. This difference is not really 
considered in either the proposed BLM ORV regulations or the DOI DEIS* 
Most travel by pickup truck* four wheel drive, dirt bike* etc. off con
structed roads and highways is 'on rough* unmaintained roads or bike and 
jeep trails. These established travel ways go somewhere and oftentimes 
cause little if any resource damage. This is legitimate ORV use. 

The other type of ORV use — cross country vehicular travel — is the 
type that causes most of resource damage. This is the type that is 
causing the development of established vehicular pathways into areas 
that should not have vehicular access. 

None of your alternatives take this into account. Because of this* we 
would like to offer our own alternative for the regulation of ORVs on 
BLM lands. Our proposal would generally restrict cross country vehicular 
travel* establish interim vehicular zoning instead of waiting up to 11 
years to officially open or close areas* protect resource values while 
allowing for motorized recreation. 

We realize that it is unrealistic to expect that BLM will receive the 
manpower and the funds to do a detailed study of which lands should be 
open and which should be closed to ORV* s in the near future. This 
type of detailed study and planning will take time at present levels 
of funding and staffing. However* BLM now has adequate information 
based on existing resource inventories and completed MFP's for an in
terim regulation policy until detailed planning can be done. 

The BLM ORV regulations should: 

* Generally close all BLM lands to cross-country ORV use on an interim 
basis* 
* Designate as open to ORV's specific rough roads and bike and jeep 
trails on an interim basis (not all of these existing trails should 
be designated as open); 

* Open to cross-country ORV use a few small areas near population cen
ters where this use is already established and where damage can be 
minimized; 
* Give greater consideration to resource values — soil* watershed* 
forage* wilderness* wildlife* etc. — than to motorized recreation; 
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* All existing and potential primitive, wilderness, and natural areas 
should be closed to all vehicular use. 

This is a reasonable approach — one that will give ORV recreationists 
more than adequate playgrounds; one that will protect watershed, wild
life, and grazing values; and one that will safeguard other recrea
tional interests. It is a reasonable approach that discriminates 
against no one. 

The proposed regulations also define an organized ORV event as one in
volving more than 25 vehicles. This is excessive and should be lowered 
to 10 vehicles. 

The New Mexico Wilderness Study Committee urges you to accept your 
responsibility under Executive Order 11644 and promulgate effective 
regulations to control ORV use on the public lands. 

As an afterthought, I know many employees of the BLM who are sincere 
in their desire to properly manage the URL's. The criticism in this 
statement is not meant for them. 
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Sincerely 

D«»-Fc3femah 
Chairman 

cc: New Mexico Congressional Delegation 



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 PERTAINING 

TO USE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
(DES 76-27) 

Comments from: N e w M e x i c o wilderness Study Committee 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement underplays the adverse environmental 
impacts of excessive off-road vehicle use. 
This is discussed in item 2 under Recurring Comments. 

The difference between cross-country travel and travel or. 
established roads and trails is not considered in the alternatives. 
Alternatives B2 and B3 take into account both cross-country travel 
ana restriction to existing roads and trails. A section covering 
the environmental impacts of each has been added to the final EIS. 
Comments regarding the Bureau of Land Management's proposed regulations 
have been sent to them for their consideration. 
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Letters on the following pages are from agencies who had no 

substantive comments to make on the draft environmental 

impact statement. 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

Charleston, West Virginia 

FEDERAL STATE RELATIONS 

Robert V. Bar i l l 
Deputy Director 
Office of Federa l -S ta te Relations 

RVB:am 

cc: Dr. B. L. Coffindaffer 
Mr. F red Cutlip 
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Arch A. Moore, Jr. 
Governor 

August 20, 1976 

Fi le : PNRS-B 
DEIS 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreat ion 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Inter ior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining 
To Use of Off-Road Vehicles On The Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Crutcher : 

Receipt is acknowledged of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the above referenced project . 

The State Clearinghouse has reviewed this document in accordance 
with provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public 
Law 91-190) and Guidelines of the Council on Environmental Quality, and 
has no comments . 

Sincerely, 



STATE OF VERMONT 
MONTPELIER. VERMONT 09*02 

MEMORANDUM A-95 REVIEW 

T o : Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20210 

From: Lucinda M. Jones, State Planner 

Date: August 27, 1976 

R e : Implementation of Executive Order 11611 Pertaining to Off-Road Vehicles, 

We have circulated your •»g«»''>*»«"|>««**'W',nv''r^'""»n1'a1 assessment/roquoscx 
BlMBQKKXkk through the clearinghouse process. We have received no adverse 
comments. Copies of comments are attached.1 none received. 

Please send us 2 copies of your final environmental impact statement when it is 
complete. 

LMJ:en 
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S T A T E P L A N N I N G B U R E A U 
State Capitol 

Pierre, South Dakota 57501 
605/224-3661 

DATE: STATE APPLICATION IDENTIFIER: 

7v?9 P/S Q/M2Z 
TO: PLEASE RESPOND BY: 

J24L * • / * -

PLEASE REVIEW THE ATTACHED NOTICE OF INTENT AND INDICATE YOUR 
RESPONSE BELOW. NOTE REVIEW DIRECTIONS ON BACK. IF YOU HAVE ANY 
QUESTIONS CONTACT THE A-95 SECTION, STATE PLANNING BUREAU, 224-3661. 

RESPONSE: 

X 1. This agency does not have any adverse comments on the project. 

2. We want more information on the project although no conflict is indicated (specify 
what information is desired below). 

3. We want more information on the project as a conflict is indicated (specify what 
information is desired below). 

4. Other 
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REVIEWED BY: 
NAME/TITLE 

8-11-76 
DATE 



Resource Agencies 

e PanhondU* H»phh Planning Council 

e W«s»«m Nebraska Area 
Agency on Aging 

e CcmservaHon and Survey 
Division-University of Nebraska 

e Oeparfmenl of Econornic 
Development 

# State Office of Planning 
and Programming 

Panhandle Resource Council 
• Resource Conservation 

and Development Project 

e A-95 OearirHjtarte 

e Council OF Gcwemments 

Date August 26, 1976 

John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sirs: 

We have completed the A-95 review on SAI 76-08-02-94PRC 641 
Project Title Off Road Vehicles on Public Lands ._ 

The results of the A-95 Process were as follows: 

(x) No Comments Received 

( ) Negative Comments Attached 

(x) Positive Comments on file in PRC Office. 

The Panhandle Resource Council organizational review gave: 

( ) Positive Comments on File in PRC Office. 

(x) No Comments 

( ) Negative Comments (attached) 

Sincerely,,f / 

.-• • I * * 

iT.Crhn Hoehne 
D i r e c t o r , P a n h a n d l e Resource C o u n c i l 

j n 
c c : SOPP 
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RLK:JFC:cb 
cc: James F. Cobb 

Assistant Program Manager 
Office of Program Management 
Iowa Department of Transportation 

Robert Humphrey 
Project Planning Engineer 
Office of Project Planning 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
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COMMISSIONERS 

DONALD K GARDNER STEPHEN GARST WILLIAM F, McGRATH ANN PELLEGRENO ROBERT R. RIGLER L. STANLEY SCHOELERMAN ALLAN THOMS 

Cedar Rapids Coon Rapids Melrose Story City New Hampton Spencor Dubuque 

PLANNING AND RESEARCH D I V I S I O N 
826 L I N C O L N WAY AMES IOWA 50010 SIS 296 166 ' 

REF. N0. 010.05 August 13, 1976 

Mr. A. Thomas Wallace, Jr. 
Federal Funds Coordinator 
Office for Planning and Programming 
523 East 12th Street 
Des Moines, IA 50319 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

Re: PNRS Letter of Intent, Project No. 770108, EIS, Off-road Vehicles 
on Public Lands. 

We have received notice of letter of intent on this project. We have 
no interest in the project and it is not in conflict with any programs 
in which the Iowa Department of Transportation is involved at this 
time. 

Wo/thank you for the opportunity of reviewing this submittal. 

Very truly vmirs, 

Raymond L. Kassel, Director 



iowa department of environmental quality 

August 5, 1976 

A. Thomas Wallace, Jr. 
Federal Funds Coordinator 
Office for Planning & Programming 
State Capitol 
L O C A L 

RE: SAI Letter of Intent 
Project: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 
No. 770108 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

The above-referenced project has been reviewed by this Department. 

This letter is to indicate that this agency has no comment to submit 
on this project. 

We thank you for the opportunity to review this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Charles C./Miller 
Chief of Planning 

CCM/JL/ sh 
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3920 Delaware Ave., P.O. Box 3326, Des Moines. Iowa 50316 • 515/265-8134 



R I V E R S I D E C O U N T Y P L A N N I N G D E P A R T M E N T 

P L A N N I N G C O M M I S S I O N 
ELMER M. KATZENSTEIN, Chairman. Rubidoux 

KAY S. CENICEROS. Hamat 
JESS E. LILLIBRIDGE, Corona 
KAY H. OLESEN. Palm Daaart 

JUSTIN BACA. Banning 
RUSSELL E. CAMPBELL, Blytha 
MARION V. ASHLEY, Parrrt 

CAM: 68550 

August 30, 1976 

A. E. NEWCOMB - PLANNING DIRECTOR 

4080 LEMON STREET, 9th FLOOR. R IVERSIDE. C A L I F O R N I A 92.S01 
TELEPHONE (7141 7,7.4(41 

SUBJECT: Comments Regarding Off-Road 
Vehicle Regulations/Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review and comment on these documents. 

Very truly yours, 

RIVERSIDE COITOTY PLUMIHG DEPAJcTOEMT 

A. E. Newcomb-Planning Director 

AEN/pmp 
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Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Per your request, we have reviewed the proposed amendments prepared pursuant to 
Executive Order 11644 and the accompanying Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
pertaining to the use of off-road vehicles on public lands. 

It is our impression that off-road vehicle plans prepared as a consequence of 
Executive Order 11644 and the proposed Bureau of Land Management regulations will 
closely resemble the California Desert Off-Road Vehicle Recreation Management 
Plan developed by the Bureau of Land Management in September, 1973. We feel that 
the techniques used in the development of this plan (and as outlined on Executive 
Order 11644) contribute to sound land-use planning and resource management. We 
believe that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement adequately discusses the 
impacts of the project and proposed mitigation suitable to an undertaking of this 
sort. 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 



State Clearinghouse «AMFj'lf4& & RESEARCH 
State of Kansas 5 t h F i o o r _ Mills Building 

TCPEXA, KS. 66612 

R3CAT5ST FOR ACTION ON PROPOSAL (UNDgR OFFICE OF NANAGSiaBNT AND BUDGET CIRCULAR A-95) 
Ager.cy Maaw 

State Historical Society - Dick Pankratz 

Clearinghouse Number 

3404-Dept. of Interior(ES) 

Applicant's Name 

Department of the Interior 

2r?6ct,9d Filing Dat9 Project Title 
Pertaining to Use of Off-Road 

Vehicles on the Public Lands 
RETURN NO LATER THAN 

August 20, 1976 Raima to El vision of tho Dudgat, Department of- Admin!G-
trailoa; 1st Flaa.*,—Btataliuusu, Tuubku,' Kansas G60T-& 

The enclosed proposal has been submitted to the Division of the Budget under Its 
clearinghouse responsibilities described in Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-95. Tour review of this proposal as it affects the interest of the state will be 
appreciated. Your appropriate oomments concerning the proposal should be submitted 
to the Division of the Budget no later than the date specified above. 

Comments filed on a proposal may inolude: (1) the extent to which the project 
is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment of comprehensive planning with
in the state; (2) how the proposal relat93 to state objectives; and (3) the effect 
of the proposal on your agency's activities. 

No Objeotions 

Objections 
(discuss below) 

Request for Additional Information 
(discuss below) 

Request for a Conference 

C0U1ENTS: 

The draft EIS for Implementation of E.O. 11644 hy jfae nepartmont nf the 

Interior pertains mainly to lands under the control of the Bureau of 

Land Management. And there are no BLM lands in Kansas. There are two 

historic areas which are administered by the National Park Service, four 

wildlife or related areas under the control of the Fish and Wildlife Service 

and apparently six or seven Bureau of Reclamation projects. These three bureaus 

of the Department of the Interior all have a policy of closing their lands to off 

road vehicles unless responsible officials have determined such usage would not 

affect their principal tasks. It would therefore appear that the historical and 

archeological resources on Interior lands in Kansas$j)ould not be threatened. This 

agency has no objections to the draft. 

F-3-X 
Signature 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES In reply refer to 
RM-AP 

ihc Svcrelury '>0»T o " ' « "o* i«67 
HARRI iaURG, PENNSYLVANIA I 7 I Z 0 

September 8, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Envircrnmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

We appreciated the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, July 1976, in connection with the implementation of the 
Executive Order 11644, Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

Although the Bureau of Land Management administers no land in 
Pennsylvania, both the National Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife 
Service do manage certain lands for specific purposes and uses; we believe 
that the use of ORV's on those lands would be incompatible with the primary 
management objectives for which those lands were established. 

We believe that the revised statement is adequate and if we were 
to endorse an approach for the Bureau of Land Management, we would recommend 
Alternatives B6 and C5. 

Sincerely yoi 
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Division Of Soil And Water^l^frlefs^ | ) 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

M E M O R A N D U M 
SEP 1 6 RECD 

STATE PLANNING DEVELOPMENT 
AND CLEARINGHOUSE 

DATE: September 14, 1976 Fred Kleihauer, Director 
State Planning and Development Clearinghouse 

John P. Saxton, Chairmancw^ COPIES: 
Technical Review Committe^T/ 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands. 

Review of the captioned document indicates that the requirements of the 
National Environmental Policy Act have been met, and questions about 
environmental damage appear to be adequately addressed. 

The Arkansas Archeological Survey's reply is late in arriving and will 
be sent directly to you. 

Replies from other Technical Review Committee members are enclosed. 

JPS:ADM:cc 

Enclosure 
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ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 
August 18, 1976 

SUBJECT: Draft EIS Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

Environmental Assessment Thermal Water Springs 
Renovation 

We have reviewed the aforementioned Draft EIS and En

vironmental Assessment and have no comments. 

RWB:ac 

cc: U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Vicksburg 

MG 2 4 1976 

SOIL AND VVATE.1 
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
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MEMORANDUM TO: John P. Saxton, Chairman, 
Technical Review Cojpmijtten, 

FROM: Richard W. Broach, M e m b e ^ ^ ^ ^ y 
Technical Review Committee r 

bjj,^bulyft 1/ 



Louisiana State Parks and Recreation Commission 
P.O. DRAWER 111 T BATON ROUGE. LOUISIANA 7 0 8 2 1 TELEPHONE ( 5 0 4 ) 389-3761 

GILBERT C. LAGASSE 
DIRECTOR August 4, 1976 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington D. C. 20240 

Be: Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

Dear Sir: 

The plans for the subject project have been reviewed by 
this agency. To the best of our knowledge, they do not indi
cate an interference with any proposed or existing State Parks 
or Bureau of Outdoor Recreation projects. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the project. 
Please contact us if we can be of further assistance. 

Sinca re !y , 

MDA/ejc 
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Michael D. Arabe 
Recreation Planning Coordinator 



STATE OF ALABAMA 

ALABAMA DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
GEORGE C.WALLACE R. C. " R E D " BAMBERG W. M. " B I L L " RUSHTON 

GOVERNOR DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

August 16, 1976 

TO: Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 

, Washyujtjyi,Jr^A- i*240 

FROM: Michael R.SJIIOS ' 
State Clearinghouse 
State Planning Division 

SUBJECT: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Applicant: Department of the Interior 

Project: Draft Environmental Impact Statement pertaining to 
the use of the Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands 

State Clearinghouse Control Number: ADO-017-76 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the above project has been 
reviewed by the appropriate State agencies in accordance with Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-95, Revised. 

The Environmental Impact Statement on this project appears to be in order. 
No comments are offered. 

Please contact us if we may be of further assistance. Correspondence 
regarding this proposal should refer to the assigned Clearinghouse Number. 

A-95/06 

Agencies contacted for comment: 
Conservation and Natural Resources-Reynolds 
Environmental Health Admn. 
ADO - Sternenberg 

5 3 0 

3734 A T L A N T A HIGHWAY • MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 

MAIL ING ADDRESS: STATE CAPITOL-MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA*361 30 

(205) 832-6810 



COMMISSION 

REAGAN HOUSTON CHAIRMAN 
OEWITT C GREER 
CHARLES E SIMONS 

STATE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ' 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 7S7SI 

ENGINEER-DIRECTOR 
B L DEBERRY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 
FILE NO 

Department of the Interior 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
Pertaining to Uae of Off-Road Vehicles on the 
Public Lands 

Mr. Joe B. Harris, Coordinator 
Economic Development Transportation 
Governor's Budget and Planning Office 
Executive Office Building 
411 West 13th Street 
Austin, Texas 78701 

Dear Sir: 

Reference Is made to your undated memorandum transmitting the subject draft 
environmental statement for review and comment. 

The Department has reviewed the statement and has no comments to offer. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the document. 

Sincerely yours, 

B. L. DeBerry 
Engineer-Director 

Marcus L. Yancey, jr. v 
Asst. Engineer-Director 

cc: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 
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MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 

301 WEST PRESTON STREET 

MARVIN MANDEL BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 2120! VLADIMIR A. WAHBE 
GOVERNOR T E L E P H O N E : 3 0 1 1 1 3 2 4 » 1 H C . t T A K r OT STATE n . A X I M 

August 17, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environxoental Affairs 
U. s. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REVIEW 

Applicant: US Department of the Interior 

Project: Draft EIS - Restrictive Use of Off Road Vehicle on the Public Lands 

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 77-7-105 

State Clearinghouse Contact: Warren D. Hodges (383-2467) 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The State Clearinghouse has reviewed the above Statement. In accordance with the 

procedures established by the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95, the 
State Clearinghouse received comraents from the Department of Public Safety and CorTectional 
Services, Department of Transportation, Department of Economic and Community Development, 
Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Health Administration and our staff 
noting that the Statement appears to adequately cover those areas of Interest to their 
agencies. 

We appreciate your attention to the A-95 review process and look forward to continued 
cooperation with your agency. 

Sincerely, 

i 

Vladimir Wahbe 
cc: Robert Lally 

Clyde Pyers 
Edward Symes 
Henry Silbermann 
Donald Noren 
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

GEORGE R. ARIYOSHI 
Cmfmoi 

HIDETO KONO 
Pmim 

FRANK SKRIVANEK 
Dt-pun Direno' 

Kamamalu Building 250 South King Si Honolulu Hawaii • Mailing Address PO Box 2359 Honolulu Hawaii 9«804 

August 17, 1976 

Ref. No. 1839 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

Subject: Draft EIS, Departmental Iiiplementation of Executive 
Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands 

We have reviewed the subject statement and have no cements to 
offer at this time. We do, however, thank you for soliciting our 
participation in this matter. 

Sincerely. 

raDETO KDNO 
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TRI-COUNTY 
( COUNCIL ex- GovoMMerirc 

Cedar, Knox & Dixon Counties J 

PH. 402—254-3466 
BOX 576 

HARTINGTON, NEBR. 68739 TERRY D. BAILEY, Director 
P ro jec t Number: 7608029*+ 
P ro jec t T i t l e : Use of Off-Road Vehic les on the Pub l i c Lands 

August 19, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 202*+0 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Under provisions of 0MB Circular A-95, this agency has reviewed your 
environmental impact statement. 

The proposed project does not appear to be in conflict with any region 
level plans. Any comments received from regional organizations during 
this review are enclosed. This completes the regional clearinghouse 
review of this project. 

Sincerely, 
Tri-COG 

Terry D. Bailey 
Di rector 

TDB:p1g 

CC: SOPP 
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STATE O F M I S S I S S I P P I 
OFFICE OF THC GOVERNOR 

Cliff Finch 
GOVERNOR 

Glenn A. Smith 
COORDINATOR OF FCOCRAL-STATE PROGRAMS 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS 

TO: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

State Clearinghouse Number 

76080304 

Date: August 20, 1976 

DRAFT EhT/iROMfENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT: Department of the Interior - Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the 
Public Lands. 

C^x) 1. The State Clearinghouse has received a copy of the Draft EIS as noted above. 

(—) 2. After proper notification, no State agency has expressed an interest in 
conferring with the applicant(s) or commenting on the proposed project. 

(—) 3. The proposed project is: ( ) consistent ( ) inconsistent with an applicable 
State plan for Mississippi. 

(xx) 4. Although there is no applicable State plan for Mississippi, the proposed project 
appears to be: (xx) consistent ( ) inconsistent with present State goals and 
policies. 

COMMENTS: The attached letter from the Mississippi Park Commission, Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation is made a part of this final Clearinghouse action. 

This notice constitutes FINAL STATE CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW AND COMMENT. The requirements 
of U. S. Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-95 have been met at the State 
level. 
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Bureau ol Ouiaoor Recreation 

Mississippi Park Commission 
PHONE JS4-4)JI • 2)04 RIVERSIDE DR. • JACKSON, MISS. 34202 

A Uwin&jwL Vacatbft LQACL f<yc- Fomi^ FUJI. RAE SANDERS 
Liaison Officer 

August 1 8 , 1976 

PARK COMMISSIONERS 

Robert A. (Bab) Athk>* 
Hazlthurst 

Larry Broadhaad 
Mcndenholl 

Mrs. Tlwreia Duckworth 
Aberdetn 

Cary Embr«y 
Coldwattr 

Wiley Fairchild 
Haltdtburg 

Perry F. Gibson 
Wavtland 

Gary Hawkins 
Calhoun City 

Or. Bobby F. King 
luka 

lot P. Tubb 
Jackson 

Mr. Edward A. May, Jr. 
1503 Walter Sillers Building 
Jackson,. MS 39201 

Dear Mr. May: 

In response to your request for reviewing the Environmental Impact 
Statement (Department Implementation of Executive Order 11644) pertaining 
to the off-road vehicles on the public lands. We find that this statement 
is compatible with the aims expressed in the Mississippi Statewide Compre
hensive Outdoor Recreation Plan. With the increasing use of vehicles of 
the type referred to in the impact statement a study of this type is essential. 

If any information is needed or if we may be of any assistance, please 
contact us. 

Sincerely, 

MW/jr 
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CHAl U M A N 
FRED H U E N E F E L D , JR. 

c. o. Box <;o21 
MoftrM 71201 

VIC! -CHAI I1MAN 
DR. J N. E F F E R S O N 
CtiilCellor CWttt f lor 

Agricultural Sciences and 
Rural Development 

Louisiana State Univers i ty 
Baton Ruucje 

iECHLTARY-TFU ASUMI : F< 
TOMMY G. S T I N S O N 

Bcicner 

MfcMBI RS 
G I L D O Z I E R 

"-.nimissioner of Agr icu l tu re 
Capitol ButMlnej 

Baton Rouoa 

MARK RICHARD 
Cameron 

GEORGE L. G A Y D E N . JR. 
Gur ley 

RICHARD S. T H O M P S O N 
Colfax 

CHARLEY S. S T A P L E S 
twecut've Director 

September 22, 1976 

LOUIS'ANA STATE UNIVERSITY 

P. O. DRAWER CS 
Telephone 389-50) 7 

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 70693 

Mr. John Cruther 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: RE: Implementation of Executive 
Order 11644 pertaining to the 
Use of Off-Road Vehicles on 
Public Lands, Draft EIS 

A copy of the above has been received. 

We have no additional comments to make at this time on the 
information furnished us. 

If you require further information concerning this document, 
please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

CSS:ry 
cc: DeWitt H. Braud, Jr. 

Fred Huenefeld, Jr. 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
EXECT/nVK OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET 
SPMNOnBLD «k70« 

September 23, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher, Director 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Departmental Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the 
Public Lands, DEIS #76-07-271 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the esta
blished rules and procedures for its implementation and in accordance 
with 0MB Circular A-95 (revised) and the administrative policy of the 
State, the Illinois State Clearinghouse has no comment concerning the 
referenced subject. 

It is requested that a copy of the final Statement be sent to the State 
Clearinghouse. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Respectfully, 

TEH:mc 
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State Clearinghouse Coordinator 



EDWIN EDWARD* 
OovontOR 

IfMTUnr B. MACKAY. JR. 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

fbtutt of jCflittatatta 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

<8oMernor'» OJaimcU on Jinutriminrntal Oyxuilitti 

P. O. BOX 440SS 
CAPITOL BTATIOH 

BATON ROUGE 7O0O4 
S04/38 9-69B1 

September 27, 1976 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement pertaining 
to Departmental Implementation of Executive Order 11644 
Pertaining To Use Of Off-Road Vehicles On The Public 
Lands has been received and reviewed by the staff 
of the Governor's Council on Environmental Quality. 

At this point a no objection is offered to the report. 

Sincerely, 

William J. Mollere 
Assistant Director 

WJM:cdh 

cc: Mr. DeWitt H. Braud, Jr. 
Environmental Coordinator 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations 
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O F F I C E O F C O M P R E H E N S I V E P L A N N I N G 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

STATE HOUSE ANNEX, CONCORD 03301 

October 1, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of Inter ior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement Pertaining 
to the Use of Off-Road Vehicles 

Gentlemen: 

The draft Environmental Impact Statement, subject as above, has been 
reviewed by this office and other interested state agencies in New Hampshire. 

It does not appear that there will be any immediate effect upon the 
State of New Hampshire by Executive Order 11644 as the landholdings by the 
Department of Interior within the State are minor. Further, the proposed 
action, combining alternatives Bb and C5, is consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the New Hampshire Outdoor Recreation Plan. 

We appreciate having the opportunity to submit our comments regarding 
the draft statement. 

Sincerely, 

Peter F. Piattoni 

PFP:am 

Enclosures 
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J. BURTON ANGELLE 
DIRECTOR 

W I L D L I F E A N D F I S H E R I E S C O M M I S S I O N 

4 0 0 ROYAL STREET 

N E W O R L E A N S 7 0 1 3 0 

October 1, 1976 

E D W I N E D W A R D S 
GOVERNOR 

Mr. John Crutcher 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands 

Dear Mr. Crutcher: 

Our staff has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
pertaining to the use of off-road vehicles on public lands. As a result 
of our review, we have concluded that the document adequately covers 
all aspects of the proposed action and the anticipated effects. Because 
of the tremendous increase in popularity of the many different types of 
off-road vehicles, natural resource agencies have seen the development 
of many new problems associated with these types of vehicles and readily 
recognize the need for immediate effective control of the use of off-road 
vehicles. This document accurately describes the problems and proposes 
reasonable regulatory solutions to these problems. 

We very much appreciate the opportunity to comment on this 
statement. 

Sincerely yours, 

JBA:DD:sd 

5 4 1 

J.[Burton Angelle 
Director 



United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU (jt INDIAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20245 

IN KEI'LV KEFSk TO; 

Trust Facilitation 
EQ 

Memorandum 

To: Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

From: Director, Office of Trust Responsibilities 

Subject: Review of draft environmental statement for Departmental 
Implementation of Executive Order 11644, Pertaining to 
Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands (DES 76-27) 

In response to the draft environmental statement concerning the 
implementation of Executive Order 11644 (Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands), the following comment is offered in view 
of our particular jurisdiction and special expertise: 

Executive Order 11644, Section 2. (1)(A) excludes Indian lands 
from the control of use of off-road vehicles on public lands for 
the purposes of this order. 

The proposed revision of the Interior Department memorandum of 
May 5, 1972, to be effective 30 days after issuance of the final 
environmental impact statement, excludes from compliance to the 
order the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a land-administering 
bureau within the Department. 

We appreciate the opportunity you have provided to us to review 
and comment on this draft statement. 
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United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

ADDRESS ONLY THE DIRECTOR, 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

NOV £ S 19/r 

In Reply Refer To: 
FWS/RF 

Memorandum 

To : Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

From : TJirector, Fish and Wildlife Service 

Subject: Review of DES 76-27, Implementation of EO 11644 (ORV) 

We have reviewed the subject statement and believe it to be generally 
consistent with the requirements of NEPA and related guidelines. 

No substantive comments are offered. 
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ARKANSAS HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION PROGRAM 

F.RST STATE CAP.TOL • 300 WEST MARKHAM . UTTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72201 

August 24, 1976 

Mr. John Saxton 
Technical Review Committee 
1818 W. Capitol 
Building A 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Saxton: 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Department of the Interior 
Off-Road Vehicles on Public Readc 

I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement per
taining to the Department of the Interior's implementation of 
t. 0. 11644 pertaining to use of off-road vehicles on the pub
lic lands. The statement is satisfactory in its consideration 
or historic resources, as far as such consideration at this 
level of generality is possible. 

Arkansas has the following properties under the Department 
of the Interior's control: The Ft. Smith National Historic 
Site, Pea Ridge National Military Park, Hot Springs National 
Park, Arkansas Post National Memorial, Holla Bend National 
Wildlife Refuge, Wapanocca National Wildlife Refuge, White 
River National Wildlife Refuge, and Big Lake National Wildlife 
Refuge. According to the draft environmental impact state
ment and the nature of these properties, it seems unlikely 
that off-road vehicular traffic will be allowed. If more spe 
cific and positive consideration is given such traffic on 
any of these lands in the future, the Arkansas Historic 
Preservation Program should be contacted for further review 
of possible affect on historic resources. 

You should contact the Arkansas Archaeological Survey for 
archaeological review of this draft envirofuATblvtal impact 
statement. SAXTON 

Sincerely, 

«nne Bartl^c 
—Slate Historic Preservation Officer 

AB:dd A7 / - rn i 
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
INTER-DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION 

DATE August 10, 1976 

»OM David Hartman ^T^\\ ** ,OFF'CE) 

Principal Planner yiC^X 

SUBJECT Draft Environmental Impact Statement Pertaining to the 
Use of Off-road Vehicles 

T 0 August 9, 1976 

As per your request of July 29, 1976, the following comments are made regarding 
the above cited Environmental Impact Statement. The statement has been reviewed 
as it relates to the New Hampshire Outdoor Recreation Plan. 

The U.S. Department of Interior is responsible for relatively few and small 
areas within New Hampshire. Therefore, the direct impact of the proposed 
actions is probably far less for this state than for other states. 

The proposed action combines alternatives B6 and C5. Alternative B6 would hold 
multiple use lands in undesignated status pending permanent designation. 
Alternative C5 recommends establishing a priority schedule for permanent designa
tion for off-road vehicle use and limitation of use based on resource fragility 
and current intensity of off-road vehicle use. 

The proposed action is consistent with the goals and objectives of the New 
Hampshire Outdoor Recreation Plan. 

DH:jyb 
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS 

JOHN 0. MORTON BUILDING 

JOHN A. CLEMENTS. P.E. CONCORD, N.H. 03301 

COMMISSIONER 

September 1, 1976 

Mr. Peter F. Piattoni 
Office of Comprehensive Planning 
State House Annex 
Room 310 
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 

Dear Mr. Piattoni: 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement pertaining to the use 
of off-road vehicles dated July 29, 1976 has been reviewed by this 
Department and the following comments are offered: 

It does not appear that there will be any immediate effect upon 
the State of New Hampshire by Executive Order ll6hk as the land holdings 
by the Department of Interior within the State are minor, being limited 
to fish hatcheries and a refuge area. It would further appear that even 
if the Department of Agriculture implemented similar regulations within 
the Vurite Mountain National Forest, the impact would be minimal as the 
use of off-road vehicles is already regulated on National Forest lands. 

Sincerely, 

Reuel W. Webb, P.E. 

RWW/ab 

cc: J. L. Oudens, 
Special Services Engineer 
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September 23, 1976 

Office of Environmental Affairs 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
United States Department of the 
Interior 

Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), Implementation of 
Executive Order 11644 Pertaining to Use of Off-Road Vehicles 
on the Public Lands 

The Washington State Office of Community Development, as the state/local 
assistance planning agency, is concerned with any federal proposal such as 
Executive Order 11644 which might have a direct impact on local or regional 
land use planning. Because of the general nature of this draft EIS, we 
wish to reserve comment until the Department of Interior has actually 
proposed or designated areas in Washington where off-road vehicle use will 
be permitted or prohibited. 

We would appreciate being involved in this decision process either in a 
technical planning advisory role or in a liaison capacity between the 
Department of Interior and local interests in Washington. 

RWH:to 
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Director 
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EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11989 

Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Land 
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THE PRESIDENT 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11644 

Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the PubBc Lands 
An estimated 5 million off-road recreational vehicles—motorcycles, 

minibikes, trail bikes, snowmobiles, dune-buggies, all-terrain vehicles, 
and others—are in use in the United States today, and their popularity 
continues to increase rapidly. The widespread use of such vehicles on 
the public lands—often for legitimate purposes but also in frequent 
conflict with wise land and resource management practices, environ
mental values, and other types of recreational activity—has demon
strated the need for a unified Federal policy toward the use of such 
vehicles on the public lands. 

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me at 
President of the United States by the Constitution of the United States 
and in furtherance of the purpose and policy of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321), it is hereby ordered as 
follows: 

SECTION 1. Purpose. It is the purpose of this order to establish 
policies and provide for procedures that will ensure that the use of 
off-road vehicles on public lands will be controlled and directed so as 
to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the safety of all users 
of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the various uses of 
those lands. 

SEC. 2. Definitions. As used in this order, the term: 
(1) "public lands" means (A) all lands under the custody and con

trol of the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, 
except Indian lands, (B) lands under the custody and control of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority that are situated in western Kentucky and 
Tennessee and are designated as "Land Between the Lakes," and (C) 
lands under the custody and control of the Secretary of Defense; 

(2) "respective agency head" means the Secretary of the Interior, the 
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Board of Di
rectors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, with respect to public lands 
under the custody and control of each; 

(3) "off-road vehicle" means any motorized vehicle designed for or 
capable of cross-country travel on or immediately over land, water, sand, 
snow, ice, marsh, swampland, or other natural terrain; except that such 
term excludes (A) any registered motorboat, (B) any military, fire, 
emergency, or law enforcement vehicle when used for emergency pur
poses, and (C) any vehicle whose use is expressly authorized by the re
spective agency head under a permit, lease, license, or contract; and 

(4) "official use" means use by an employee, agent, or designated 
representative of the Federal Government or one of its contractors in the 
course of his employment, agency, or representation. 

Sxc. 3. Zones of Use. (a) Each respective agency head shall develop 
and issue regulations and administrative instructions, within six months 
of the date of this order, to provide for administrative designation of the 
specific areas and trails on public lands on which the use of off-road ve
hicles may be permitted, and areas in which the use of off-road vehicles 
may not be permitted, and set a date by which such designation of all 
public lands shall be completed. Those regulations shall direct that the 
designation of such areas and trails will be based upon the protection of 
the resources of the public lands, promotion of the safety of all users of 
those lands, and minimization of conflicts among the various uses of 
those lands. The regulations shall further require that the designation of 
such areas and trails shall be in accordance with the following— 
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(1) Areas and traib shall be located to mirskirfze damage to soiL 
watershed, vegetation, or other resources of the public lands. 

(2) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize harassment of wild
life or significant disruption of wiHIife habitats. 

(3) Areas and trails shall be located to nnnirnize conflicts between 
off-road vehicle use and other existing or proposed recreational uses of" 
the same or ndghboring public lands, and to eiauie the ccmpatibffitTTjf 
such uses with existing ccTidrtions in populated areas, taking into account 
noise and other factors. 

(4) Areas and trails shall not be located in cfScialry designated TV3-
d cm ess Areas or Primitive Areas. Areas and nails shaH be located in area* 
of the National Park system, Natural Areas, or Natronai YYiWlife Refuges 
and Game Ranges only if the respective agency bead determines that 
off-road vehicle use in such locations wiH not atfversery affect (heft 
natural, aesthetic, or scenic values. 

(b) The respective agency head shall ensure adequate oppoituuhy 
for public participation in the promulgation of such regulations and m 
the designation of areas and traib under tfns section. 

(c) The limitations on off-road vehicle use imposed under tins section 
shall not apply to official use. 

SEC. 4. Operating -Conditions. Each respective agency head shall 
develop and publish, within one year of the date of this order, regufatirjni 
prescribing operating conditions for off-road vehicles on the public lands. 
These regulations shall be directed at pi meeting rescrtrrce values, pre
serving public health, safety, and welfare, and minimizing use conflicts. 

Sne. 5. FubNe Information. The respective agency head shall ensure 
that areas and trans where eft-road vehicle use is permitted are wen" 
marred and shaH provide for the publication and distribution of infor
mation, indudmg maps, disci Ibing such areas and trails and explaining 
the conditions on vehicle use. He shaH seek cooperation of relevant 
State agencies m the dissemination of this information. 

SEC. 6. Enforcement. The respective agency head shall, where author
ized by law, prescribe appropriate penalties for violation of regulation* 
adopted pursuant to this order, and shall cstabfish procedures for the 
erdbrcement of those regulations. To tbe extent permitted by law, be 
may enter into agreements wfth State or local gcvrrrrmerrtal agendo 
for cooperative enforcement of laws and regulations rehiring to off-road 
vehicle ase. 

Sac. 7. ConnUtaticn, Before issuing the regulations or adrnmrstrative 
instructions required by this order or designating areas or trails as required 
by this order aad those regulations and adnrmistrative hrstrnctiuiis, the 
Secretary of the Interior shall, as appropriate, consult with the Atomic 
Energy Cocnrniaaon. 

SEC. 8. Monitoring of Effects and Review, (a) The respective agency 
head shaH monitor the effects of the use of off-road vehicles on lands 
under their juriaixctiara. On the basis of the rrrfcrrmtion gathered, they 
shal faces time to time amend or rescind designations of areas or other 
actions taken pursuant to this order as necessary to further the pohcy 
of this order. 

(b) Tbe Council on Environmental Quality shall maintain a coss-
tujaing review of the implementation of this order. 

TSSB Warrs HOUSE, 

February 9, 1972, c c „ 
COU 

[FR Doe.72-SeM Red 2-S-72; 12:» pa& 
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THE PRESIDENT 

Executive Order 11989 May 24* 1977 

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON PUBLIC LANDS 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by ,the 

Constitution and statutes of the United States of 

America, and as President of the United States of 

America, in order to clarify agency- authority; to define 

zones of use by off-road vehicles-; on • public lands, in 

furtherance of the National Environmental Policy Act of 

,1969,-'as amended' (42 U.S.C. 4321 et sea;.), Executive 

Carder No. 11644- of February 8, 1972,' is hereby amended 

as- follows** 

Section 1. Clause (B) of Section 2(3) of Executive 

Order No. 11644, setting forth an exclusion from the 

definition of off-road vehicles, is amended to read 

"(B). any fire,-military, emergency or law enforcement 

-vehicle when used for emergency purposes, and any combat 

or-combat support vehicle when, used for national defense 

purposes, and*.-. 

S e c 2. Add the following new Section to Executive 

Order No. 11644: 

"Sec, 9. Special Protection of the Public Lands. 

(a)'Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3 of this 

Qrder, the respective agency head shall, whenever he 

determines that the use of off-road vehicles will cause 

or is causing considerable- adverse effects on the soil, 

vegetation, wildlife, wildlife habitat or cultural or .' 

historic resources of particular areas or trails of the 

public lands, immediately close such areas or trails to 

"the type of off-road vehicle causing such effects, until 

such time as he determines that such adverse effects have 

been eliminated and that measures have been implemented 

to prevent future recurrence. 
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THE PRESIDENT 

"(b) Each respective agency head is authorized 

to adopt the policy that portions of the public lands 

Within his jurisdiction shall be closed to use by off-

road vehicles except those areas or trails which are 

suitable and specifically designated as open to such 

use pursuant to Section 3 of this Order.". 

THEvWHITE HOUSE 
May 24, 1977 

(F]tOoc.77-19I22 F0«d 5-24-77;!:43 pm] 
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COURT DECISION AND ORDER 

National Wildlife Federation v. Morton et al. 

May 2, 1975 
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 
Ropers C. B. MORTON, In his official ca

pacity as Secretary, United States De
partment of the Interior, et a l . Defend
ants. 

Civ. A. No. 74-1216. 

United States District Court, 
District of Columbia. 

May 2, 1975. 

An action was brought to challenge 
regulations of the Bureau of Land Man
agement governing use of off-rond ve
hicles on public lands administered by 
that agency. The District Court, Wil
liam B. Jones, J., held that the defend
ants' regulations were violative of the 
relevant executive order and had been 
promulgated without sufficient consider
ation of alternatives as required by the 
\-.. »:.. .l r- ?.. . . . . x.i *•»»• * * 
. f t u v ' U . U U i i l H UUltUlCIIUft l i 'JilCV / t C W 

Regulations declared invalid; de
fendants directed to issue regulations 
meeting requirements of executive or
der, after consideration of alternatives 
::•» required by the National Environ
mental Policy Act. 

1. Health and Environment C="25.5 . 
As bearing upon plaintiffs standing 

to sue, environmental interest which 
plaintiff sought to protect in enacting 
regulations governing use of off-road 
vehicles on public lands was well within 
"zone of interest" protected by National 
Environmental Policy Act. National En
vironmental Policy Act of 1969, § 102. 42 
U.S.C.A. ? 4332; 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 701-
706; 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1331(a), 1361. 

2. Public Lands C=»7 
Where plaintiffs in action challeng

ing regulations governing use of off-
road vehicles on public lands alleged that 
widespread and increasing use of off-
road vehicles on such lands was in fre
quent conflict with use and enjoyment 
of the lands and resources by plaintiff's 

members and member clubs, plaintiff 
demonstrated standing to litigate issues 
involved. 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 701-706, 701 
( a ) ; 29 U.ftS.C.A. §§ 1331(a), 1361: 
Executive Order No. 11644, 42 U.S.C.A. 
5 4321 note; National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, §§ 1 et seq., 102, 42 
U.S.C.A. §§ 4321 et seq., 4832. 

3. Public Lands 0 7 
In designating as officially open to 

off-road vehicle use all land not other
wise restricted or closed, Secretary of 
Department of Interior and other defend
ants violated express requirements of 
executive order requiring that all desig
nations be based upon criteria set forth 
therein and that criteria be applied to 
designations of both u3e and nonuse by 
off-road vehicles. Executive Order No. 
11644, § 3(a), 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 note. 

4. Public Lands C5*! 
Whore by designating all otherwise 

unrestricted land open for use by off-
road vehicles the Bureau of Land Man
agement restricted future public partici
pation in designation process to question 
whether status of specific area or trail 
should be changed from "open" to "re
stricted" or "closed", adequate opportuni
ty for public participation in designation 
of areas and trails, as required by execu
tive order, was denied. Executive Order 
No. 11644, § 3(a, b), 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 
note. 

6. Public Lands ©=»7 
Press release indicating that initial 

land use plans with respect to use of 
public lands by off-road vehicles were 
expected to be completed by 1980 failed 
to comply with executive order require
ment that date be set by which designa
tion of all public lands should be com
pleted; but it was not necessarily re
quired that date be set by regulation. 
Executive Order No. 11644, ?. 3(a, b), 
42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 note. 

9. Publie Lands C=»7 
' Executive cider requirement for 

designation of all public Inn'".* with re-
rpvet to use by off-road vehicles was not 
complied with by regulation* providing 
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tha t authorized officer might in'itially 
designate any public lands as restricted 
or closed to off-road vehicle use and 
might redesignate any public land open 
to such use a t any subsequent time if he 
or she determined that rcdesignation 
was appropriate . Executive Order No; 
11044, § 3 ( a ) , 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 note. 

7. Public Lands C=7 
Regulations of Bureau of Land Man

agement faded to comply with executive 
order regarding off-road vehicle use of 
public lands insofar as regulations set 
forth cr i ter ia to be considered in desig
nat ing lands for use or nonuse by such 
vehicles. Executive Order No. 11644, § 
3 (a ) , 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 note ; 43 U.S. 
C.A. § 1411 et seq. 

8. Administrative Law and Procedure 
e=412 

Absent readily apparent intent to 
contrary, word "shall" as used in admin
istrat ive regulations is ordinarily con-
s t iueu Io be imperat ive or mandatory in 
character. 

Sec publication Words and Phrases 
for other judicial constructions and 
definitions. 

9. Health and Environment 44=25.5 
In determining whether substantive 

requirement of National Environmental 
Policy Act has been met, court cannot re
verse unless it be shown tha t actual bal
ance of costs and benefits that was 
struck was a rb i t r a ry or clearly gave in
sufficient weight to environmental value. 
National Environmental Policy Act, §§ 
101(b), 102, 42 U.S.C.A. S§ 4331(b) , 
4332; Executive Order No. 11644, 42 U. 
S.C.A. § 4321 note. 

10. Health and Environmnet 0=25.10 
Procedural duties under National 

Environmental Policy Act requirement 
for impact s ta tement must be fulfilled to 
fullest extent possible; this requirement 
sets high s tandard for the agencies, a 
standard which must be vigorously en
forced by the reviewing courts. Nation
al Environmental Policy Act of I960, § 
102, 42 U.S.C.A. § 4332. 

11. Health and Environment C=>25.10 
Impact s ta tement required by Na

tional Environmental Policy Act need not 
explore every extreme possibility which 
might be conjectured, or provide detailed 
discussion of effects of alternatives if 
such effects cannot be readily ascertain
ed and if alternatives are deemed only re
mote and speculative possibilities, but 
Act docs require consideration of rea
sonable alternatives as they exist and 
are likely to exist. National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969, § 102, 42 U. 
S.C.A. § 4332. 

12. Health and Environment 0=25.10 
Environmental impact s tatement in • 

which all suggested "al ternat ives" were 
contrary to executive order but which did 
not include other alternatives which 
would seem to exist which would be both 
reasonable and compatible with execu
tive order failed to comply with Na
tional Environmental Policy Act. Na
tional Environmental Policy Act of I960, 
§ 102, 42 U.S.C.A. § 4332; Executive 
Order No. 11644, 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321 
notr. 

Oliver A. Houck, Joel T. Thomas, Na
tional Wildlife Federation, Washington, 
D. C , for plaintiff. 

William M. Cohen, Land and Natural 
Resources Div., Dept. of Justice, Wash
ington, D. C , for defendants. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

WILLIAM B. J O N E S , District Judge. 

This is an action challenging regula
tions of the Bureau of Land Management 
(hereinafter "BLM") governing the use 
of off-road vehicles (ORV) on public 
lands administered by that agency. Ju
risdiction is founded upon certain sec
tions of the Administrative Procedure 
Act, viz, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706, 23 U.S.C. 
§ 1331(a), and § 1361 of 28 U.S.C. 

Plaintiff, National Wildlife Federa
tion, is a nationwide conservation or
ganization incoiaporated in 1939 under 
the lav.s of the Distr ict of Columbia. 
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Defendant Rogers C. B. Morton is the 
Secretary of the! United States Depart
ment of Interior (hereinafter "DOI"), 
an agency of the federal government. As 
such he has ultimate responsibility for 
the administration of DOI, the public 
iands administered by ELM. and the 
regulations at issue here. Defendant 
Jack 0. Horton is Assistant Secretary of 
Interior for Land and Water Resources. 
As such, he is responsible for the su
pervision of BLM. Defendant Curtis J. 
Berklunri is the Director of BLM, a fed
eral agency within DOI, and is directly 
responsible for the administration of the 
public lands under the jurisdiction of 
BLM. Defendant James G. Watt is the 
Director of the Bureau of Outdoor Rec
reation (hereinafter "BOR"), a federal 
agency within DOI. As such he is re
sponsible for the DOl's draft and final 
environmental impact statements, pre
pared by his predecessor and subordi
nates at BOR, covering the regulations 
hero in issue. 

I. BACKGROUND 
On February 8, 1972, the President, 

noting that the widespread and rapidly 
increasing use of off-road vehicles "— 
often for legitimate purposes but also in 
frequent conflict with wise land and re
source management practices, environ
mental values, and other types of recrea
tional activity—has demonstrated the 
need for a unified Federal policy toward 
the use of such vehicles on the public 
land," issued Executive Order 11644. 
3 C.F.R. p. 332 (1974). The Order di
rects various "agency heads" (defined 
to include the Secretary of Interior) to 
create an administrative framework 
within which designation of the "spe
cific areas and trails on public lands on 
which the use of off-road vehicles may 
be permitted, and areas in which the use 
of off-road vehicles may not bo per
mitted" would be made, and to set a 
date by which such designations shall 
be completed. The Order sets forth 
various environmental criteria to be em
ployed in determining designations and 
further requires each agency head to en

sure adequate opportunity for public 
participation both in the promulgation 
of the regulations and in the actual des
ignation of areas and trails. 

On April 15, 1974, land designation 
regulations were issued for public lands 
under the administration of BLM. 39 
Fed.Rcg. 13612 (April 16, 1974). These 
regulations not only prescribed the pro
cedure and criteria to be employed in 
designating areas and trails; they went 
one step further, declaring that all pub
lic land not restricted or closed to ORV 
use "remain open to off-road vehicle use 
and are hereby designated as open use 
areas and trails except that restrictions 
and closures regarding the use of public 
lands that result from authority other 
than part £290 shall not be affected by 
the open use designation of this para
graph." 43 C.F.R. § 6292.2(a) (1974). 

Plaintiff alleges that these regulations 
fail to meet the requirements of Execu
tive Order 11644 in' the following re : 

soects! 
(a) The regulations designate all BLM 
administered land (with the exception 
of those few areas previously closed 
or restricted) as open to off-road ve
hicle use without regard to the cri
teria for evaluating these lands pre
scribed by Executive Order 11644; 
(b) The regulations fail to provide for 
public participation in the designation 
of BLM administered lands as requir
ed by Executive Order 11644; 
(c) The regulations fail to sot a date 
for completing the designation of BLM 
administered lands under the criteria 
of Executive Order 11644; 
(d) The regulations fail to require 
that all BLM administered lands lie 
evaluated for suitability for off-road 
vehicle use under the Executive Or
der's criteria; i 
(c) The regulations fail to adopt the 
specific criteria for evaluating BLM 
administered lands prescribed by Ex
ecutive Order 11644. 

Complaint, para. 13. In addition, plain
tiff alleges that the regulations and their 
environmental impact statement fail to 
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comply with both substantive ami proce
dural requirements of the National En
vironmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). 
•12 U.S.C. § 4221 et MO. 

Plaintiff seeks: (1) a declaration that 
the regulations governing the use of off-
road vehicles on public lands under the 
administration of ELM fail to meet the 
requirements of Executive Order No. 
11614 and Section 102(1) of NEPA; 
(2) a declaration that these regulations 
were promulgated without due considera
tion of alternatives as required by Sec
tions 102(2) (C)(iii) .and 102(2) (D) of 
NEPA; and (3) an order-directing the 
defendants to issue, after consideration 
of alternatives as required by NEPA, 
regulations which meet the requirements 
of Executive Order 11644 and Section 
102(1) of NEPA. 

The matter is presently before the 
Court on cross-motions for summary 
judgment on these issues. In addition, 
plaintiff's standing to bring this action 
has been challenged. Being a threshold 
issue, this final question will be resolved, 
initially. 

II. STANDING 

[1] In Association of Data Process
ing Service Organisations, Inc. v. Camp, 
337 U.S. 150, 90 S.Ct. 827, 25 L.Ed.2d. 
184 (1970) and Barlow v. Collins, 397 U. 
S. 159, 90 S.Ct. 832, 25 L.Ed.2d 192 
(1970), the Supreme Court articulated 
a three-pronged test for standing in ac
tions challenging administrative actions. 
The first hurdle is the "case or contro
versy" test of "whether the plaintiff al
leges that the challenged action has caus
ed him injury in fact, economic or other
wise." Association of Data Processing 

1. The Administrative- Procedure A<;t provides 
that provisions of that Act authorising judi
cial review apply "except to the extent that— 
(1) statutes preclude judicial review; or 
(2) agency action is committed to arency 
discretion by law." 5 U.S.C. § 701(a) . 

2. Willi respect, to the second prong of the 
test, it is clear that the cnvironnicni.il interest, 
that plaintiff seeks to protect is well within 
the "zone of interest" protected by NEPA. 

J»J F.Supp.—81V. 

Service Organizations, Inc. v. Camp, su
pra, 397 U.S. at 152, 90 S.Ct. at 829. 
The second test is "whether the interest 
sought to be protected by the complain
ant is arguably within the zone of inter
ests to bo protected or regulated by the 
statute or constitutional guarantee in 
question." id. at 153, In) S.Ct. at S51. 
The final question is whether judicial 
review of the administrative action has 
been precluded by express statutory lan
guage.1 Sec also Arnold Tours, Inc. v. 
Camp, 400 U.S. 45, 91 S.Ct. 158, 27 L. 
Ed.2d 179 (1970); Higgenbotham v. 
Barrett, 473 F.2d 715 (5th Cir. 1973); 
Constructors Civilcs do Centroamcricn, 
(CONCICA) v. Hannah, 148 U.S.App. 
D.C. 159, 459 F.2d 1183 (1972). De
fendants herein direct their arguments 
to the first prong of thi3 test, asserting 
that plaintiff docs not have standing be
cause it cannot demonstrate "injury in 
fact." « 

Discussing w»c rcquircraern. ot injury 
in fact" in Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U. 
S. 727, 738, 92 S.Ct. 1361, 1367. 31 L. 
Ec..2d 636 (1972), the Supreme Court 
stated: 

The trend of cases arising under the 
APA and other statutes authorizing 
judicial review of federal agency ac
tions has been toward recognizing that 
injuries other than economic harm are 
sufficient to bring a person within the 
meaning of the statutory language and 
toward discarding the notion that an 
injury that is widely shared is ipso 
facto not an injury sufficient to pro
vide the basis for judicial review. We 
noted this development with approval 
in Data Proccssina, 397 U.S. at 154, 
90 S.Ct. at 830, in saying that the in-

Pec Minnesota Public Interest Ilcscnrcli 
Group v. Uutz 4Pfl F.2d 1314, 1324 (Sth Cir. 
1974) (en banc) ; <-/. United .States v. 
KOItAP. 112 U.S. OOP, tWO n. 13, 03 S.Ct. 
L'ltio, 37 I..Kil.2il 251 (1073) (dicta). As to 
tho final test, defendants have failed to direct 
the Court's attention to any " 'clear and 
convincing' indication of leitislntivi: intent to 
withhold judicial review." CON'CIOA v. Jfnn-
nnh, *it/>ra 14S U.S.App.D.C. at 102, 450 V. 
2d at 1180. 
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tcrest alleged to have been injured 
'may reflect "aesthetic, conscrvational, 
and recreational" ns well as economic 
values.' 

It is then noted, however, that "a mere 
'interest in a problem,' no matter how 
longstanding the interest and no matter 
how qualified the organization is in 
evaluating the problem, is not sufficient 
by itself to render the organization 'ad
versely affected' or 'aggrieved' within 
the meaning of the APA." Id. at 739, 92 
S.Ct. at 13G8. Consequently, the Court 
held that the Sierra Club, which alleged 
no injury to itself or its members but 
brought its action to enjoin development 
in the Mineral Valley of the Sequoia Na
tional Forest on the theory of its being 
a "public" lawsuit, lacked standing ab
sent an allegation of particularized in
jury. 

In United States v. SCRAP, supra, an 
action challenging certain rail rale in
creases authorized by the Interstate Com
merce Commission on the ground that 
the Commission had failed to include a 
detailed environmental impact statement 
as required*by Section 102(2) (C) of 
NEPA, 42 U;S.C. | 4332(2) (C), the 
complaint was fashioned in such a man
ner as to cure the deficiencies detailed 
by the Supreme Court in Sierra Club. 
Specifically, plaintiff's complaint alleged 
"that their members used the forests, 
streams, mountains, and other resources 
in the Washington metropolitan area for 
camping, hiking, fishing, and sightsee
ing, and that this use was disturbed by 
the adverse environmental impact caused 
by the nonuse of recyclable goods 
brought about by a rate increase on these 
commodities." United States v. SCRAP, 
supra, 412 U.S. at 685, 93 S.Ct. at 2415. 
Comparing these allegations with those 
found in Sierra Club, the Court found, 

"Here, by contrast, the appellees claim
ed that the specific and allegedly ilUgni 
action of the Commission would directly 
harm them in their use of the natural 
resources of the Washington Metropoli
tan area." Id. at 687, 93 S.Ct. at 2-llu. 
The Court cautioned: 

Of course, pleadings must be some-
thing more than an ingenious academic 
exercise in the conceivable. A plain
tiff must allege that he has been or 
will in fact be perceptibly harmed by 
the challenged agency action, not thai 
he can imagine circumstances in which 
he could be affected by the agency's 
action. And it is equally clear that 
tire allegations must be true and cap-
aide of proof at trial. 

Id. at 688-689, 93 S.Ct. at 2416. How-
ever, it held that the complaint alleged 
facts sufficient to withstand a motion to 
dismiss based on lack of standing.3 

In Minnesota Public interest Kcscaici. 
Group v. Butz, supra, a nonprofit cor-
poraV'on sought temporary and pern--.-
ncnt injunctive relief against loggia • 
in the Boundary Waters Canoe An . 
(BWCA) of Minnesota until the For. 
Service complied with the requirement, 
of NEPA. There, the Eighth Circuit, 
sitting en banc, stated: 

MPIRG has shown that some of its 
members use the BWCA for wilder
ness recreational opportunities it af
fords. It has demonstrated an. ef
fect upon wilderness qualities of the 
BWCA from logging operations. Th:\. 
suffices to show that its members 
have suffered or will suffer the requi
site injury in fact to support stars;-
ing. MPIRG may represent its in
jured members in a proceeding for 
judicial review. Sierra Club v.* Mor
ton, 405 U.S. 727, 739, 92 S.Ct. 1361. 

3. Tlio Court also roof firmed Its holding in 
Hicrra C'uh thnt merely because many per
sons share the same injury is not sufficient 
reason to disqualify from seeking review of 
nn agency's action any person who lias in 
fact suffered injury. Indeed, the Courc seem
ingly broadened its earlier holding noting 
that " [ r ]o ther than a limited group of per

sons who used a picturesque volley in Cali
fornia, all persons who utilise the «•»•:;; 
resources of the country, and indeed all %l> 
breathe its air, could claim harm' simitar i-
thnt alleged by the environmental ;:ro.-,-
here," United .States v. SCUAP, supru, iYi 
U.S. at 087, 03 S.Ct. at 241G. 
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31 L.Ed.2d 636- (1972). Wc therefore 
agree with the District Court that 
MPIRG has standing to litigate the 
questions presented., 

408 F.2d at 132-i. See clso Life of 
(he Land v. Brinegar, 4S5 F.2G '.GO, 403 
::. 2 (Sih Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 414 
U.S. 1052, 91 S.Ct. 558, 38 L.Ed.2d 341 
(1573). 

[2] The complaint here alleges, in 
paragraph 2, that many of plaintiff's 
"individual members and member clubs 
use- and enjoy the land, air, water, 
historic, archaeological and aesthetic 
resources of the 452 million acres of 
public lands administered by BLM." 
The same paragraph continues: "The 
widespread and increasing use of off-
road vehicles on these lands is in fre
quent conflict with the use and enjoy
ment of these lands and resources by 
NV/F's members and member clubs." 
Those allocations are supported -by the 
[incontroverted, sworn statement of 
Thomas L. Kimball, Executive Vice Pres
ident of NYVF. Affidavit of Thomas L. 
Kimball, Executive Vice President, Na
tional Wildlife Federation, dated Novem
ber 18, 1974. Alleging and proving, as it 
has, particularized and direct injury to 
its members as a result of the specific , 
and allegedly illegal action of the BLM, 
plaintiff has standing to litigate the is
sues involved in this action.4 

•S. Defendants' reliance ou the Supremo Court's 
recent holdings in United States v. Richard
son, 41S U.S. ICC, 04 S.Ct. 2040, 41 L.Ed.2;l 
ti"-S (1074) ; Kchiesinger v. Reservists Com- ' 
mlttea to Stop the War, 41S U.S. 20$. 94 
R.Ct. 2025, 41 L.Ed.2d 700 (1074), and 
0'Shca v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 4$.$, 04 S.Ct. 
Ct», 3$ L.Ed.2d Gil (1074), is misplaced. 
l'i"liaril.ion was an action brought hy an 
individual, ai a federal taxpayer, seeking a 
ihciaration of the unconstitutionality of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act provision 
which l>crrnits the CIA. to account for its 
expenditures solely on the certificate of the 
Director. 50 U.S.C. 5 403j(b). Rekletinjer 
v as a class action brought on behalf, inter 
tl.'i'a, of all United States citizens and tax
payers against the Secretary of Defense and 
three Service Secretaries, challenging the Kc-

III. DEFENDANTS' REGULATIONS 
FAIL TO COMPLY WITH THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF EXECU
TIVE ORDER 11644 

Section 3(a) of Executive Order 
lUll l . 3 C.F.R. 353 (1974), require;-: 
the development and issuance of regula
tions and administrative instructions 
which "provide for administrative desig
nation of the specific areas and trails 
on public lands on which the use of 
off-road vehicles may be permitted, and 
areas in which the use of off-road ve
hicles may not be permitted" (empha
sis added). "Those regulations shall. 
direct that the designation of such areas 
and trails will be based upon the protec
tion of the resources of the public lands, 
promotion of the safety of all users of 
those lands, and minimization of con
flicts among the various uses of those 
lands." Id. The regulations "shall 
further require" that the designations 
"shall bc-m accordance with" three addi
tional criteria which require the min-
imrzati.n of: damage to land resources, 
harassment of wildlife and disruption 
of wildlife habitats, and conflicts be
tween ORV use and other existing or 
proposed recreational uses in contigu
ous areas. Finally, "areas and trails 
shall not be located" in specially-pro
tected areas unless "the respective 
agency head determines that [ORV] use, 
in such locations will not adversely af-

scrve membership of Members of Congress ns 
violating the Iricompatability Clause of Article 
I, Section 0, Clause 2, of the Constitution. 
This action clearly is neither a "taxpayer" 
nor a "citizen" suit. In Littleton, plaintiffs 
bought federal injunctive relief against judi
cal officers who were allegedly engaged under 
color of state law in a continuing pattern of 
conduct consisting of illegal bond-setting, sen
tencing, and jury-fee practices in criminal' 
cases. Where it could only be speculated 
whether plaintiffs would he arrested and 
where plaintiffs did not point to any immi
nent prosecutions contemplated against them, 
the Court concluded that the threat of injury 
was "simply too remote to satisfy the 'case or 
controversy' requirement and permit 'adjudi
cation by a federal court." O'Shen v. Little
ton, mtpra at 40S, 04 S.Ct. at 077. 
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feet their natural, aesthetic, or scenic 
values." I'd. 

[3] By its regulations, BLM not 
only details the mechanism by which 
designation is to be effected; it gees 
much further, designating as officially 
open to OBV use all land not otherwise 
restricted or closed. This blanket 
designation w.us done without regard to 
any of the criteria mandated by the 
Executive Order. While it might be 
argued that the various criteria will be 
employed in making subsequent "re
stricted" or "closed" designations, the 
Order manifestly contemplates evalua
tion of the land not only for purposes of 
restricting ORV use but also for desig
nation of areas "on which the use of 
off-road vehicles may be permitted." 
Exec. Order No. 11644, para. 3(a), 3 
C.F.R. 333 (1974). Moreover, the Or
der speaks of designating "specific 
areas and trails on public lands" for use 
or non-use of ORV's. Here, BLM has 
engaged in wholesale designation unre
lated to any specific tract of land. 

Defendants justify this action on the 
ground that it "maintains the status quo 
while specific designations are made." 
Defendants' Statement of Points and 
Authorities in Support of their Motion 
for Summary Judgment and in Opposi
tion to Plaintiff's Motion (hereinafter 
"Defendants' Statement"), at 6. In the 
first place, this assertion ignores the 
fact that, status quo or not, the Execu
tive Order requires that (M designations 
be based upon -the criteria set fortn 
therein and the criteria arc to be ap
plied to designations of both use and 
non-use of ORV's.s In addition, desig
nation as "open" does not truly main
tain the status quo. As plaintiff notes, 
this designation, being an official gov
ernmental act, changes the character of 
the land use policy, tilting it in favor 
of ORV use. Future designations will 

5. Section 0292.3 of the ItL/M regulation states 
that the criteria set fort'i therein are to be 
applied only when designations of "restricted" 
or '.'closed" are being contemplated. 43 C.F.ll. 
| C202.3 (1974). 

not be made in the context of applying 
the required criteria to decide whether 
specific areas and trails should 1K> 
opened or closed to ORV use. Instead, 
authorized officers will be required to 
employ the criteria in determining 
whether a specific area or trail's exist
ing "open" status should be changed u< 
"closed" or "restricted." This t!i,;i,.,. 
tion creates a subtle, but nevertheless 
real, incrtial presumption in favor of 
ORV use. 

Instead of evaluating with regard to 
the environmental criteria mandated by 
Executive Order 11644 specific areas 
and trails to determine whether the use 
of ORV's should be permitted, BLM has 
engaged in a wholesale, blanket designa
tion of "open" lands. By doing so, it has 
violated the express requirements of 
Executive Order 11644. 

[4] Section 3(b) of Executive Order 
11644, 3 C.F.R. 334 (1974). requires 
that: 

i lie ie6i.ieei.ivu ugOiiCy ne.ui n:ia.it 

ensure adequate opportunity for pub 
lie participation in the promulgation 
ot such regulations and in the design-
tion of areas and trails under this sec
tion. 

Defendants argue that this requirement 
has been fulfilled by using normal ad
ministrative procedures in promulgating 
the challenged regulations. The pro
posed regulations containing the o;«.-n 
designation were published in the Fed
eral Register*' and numerous comments 
were received in response thereto.7 In 
addition, a draft environmental impact 
statement was prepared and circulated. 
Finally, defendants argue that future 
designations or redesignations will pro
vide an opportunity for public participa
tion. 43 C.F.R. § 6292.4(a) (1974). 

The public participation to which de
fendants refer is related to the promtil-

6. 88 Kcd.acg. 4403 (1973). 

7. "Nearly half of the comments receive'! wsdr 
reference to the open designation and of :!•• •»•• 
nhovo. frfPpfc favored the open use desigim'i".." 
Defendants' Statement at 6. 
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gation of the regulation which sets forth 
the procedure to be employed in. desig
nating tracts of public land. This parti
cipation is quite distinctive from and 
may not be equated with that required 
as a part of the actual designation of 
specific areas and trails. By designat
ing all otherwise unrestricted land 
"open" for ORV use, BLM has restricted 
future public participation in the desig
nation process to a question of whether 
a specific area or trail's status should 
be changed from "open" to "restricted" 
or "closed." There will be no opportu
nity for such participation on the ques
tion of whether the land, at the outset, 
should be designated as "open." With 
respect to defendants' argument that 
adequate public participation was pro
vided by comments concerning the regu
lations, these comments were necessarily 
directed to the blanket "open" designa
tion of the regulation and not to the 
designation (as "open" or otherwise) 
of "specific areas and trails on public 
lands" as required by the Executive 
Order. 

Thus, "adequate opportunity for pub
lic participation . . . in the designa
tion of areas and trails," required by 
Section 3(b) of Executive Order 11644, 
has been denied. 

[8] Section 3(a) of Executive Order 
11644, 3 C.F.R. 333 (1974), requires 
each respective agency head to "develop 
and issue regulations and administra
tive instructions, within six months of 
the date of this order, to provide for 
administrative designation . . ., and 
set a date by which such designation of 
all public lands shall be completed." 

It is plaintiff's first argument that 
the regulations issued by BLM. fail to 
define such a date. However, a careful 
reading of the above cited language in
dicates that the date need not be in
cluded in the regulations. All that is 
required is the setting of a date. 

Defendants claim that a date was set 
in the following maimer: 

The procedures for designation con
tained in the regulations at 43 C.F.R. 

6292.4, 39 Fed.Reg. 13614 (1974), tie 
the designations, other than emergen
cy designations, to the existing BLM 
planning system. By press release 
dated February 9, 1973 (a copy is at
tached to the Young affidavit), a tar
get date for designating all public 
lands was set for 19S0 when first 
generation plans for all BLM admin
istered lands (over 450 million acres) 
are expected to be completed. 

Defendants' Statement at 7. The press 
release, accompanying the draft ORV 
regulations, reads: "Initial land use 
plans are expected to be completed for 
all BLM-administered lands by 1980." 
Exhibit 4 to Affidavit of Larry R. 
Y'oung, Outdoor Recreation Planner, 
Division of Recreation, Bureau of Land 
Management, Department of Interior 
(hereinafter "Young Affidavit"), at 
page 2. 

Close examination of this press re
lease reveals no setting of a date "by 
which 3uch designation of all public. 
lands shall be completed." "Initial land 
use plans" arc not necessarily synony
mous with the completion of the public 
land ORV designation process. More
over, an expression of "expectation" is 
precatory, open-ended, and not equatablo 
with setting a date. Finally, the press 
release technically does not provide a 
date at all; it pi-ovidc3 a target year. 

It does hot appear that a set date 
must be included in the regulation. 
Permitting the disclosure of the date by 
press release detracts from the perman
ency of a "set" date, as modifications 
of that date need not be accompanied 
by administrative procedures. Never
theless, even the press release method 
chosen here is inadequate as it simply 
fails to "set a date" as required by Sec
tion 3(a) of Executive Order 11644. 

[6] Section 3(a) of Executive Order 
11644 further requires the "designation 
of all public lands" (emphasis added). 
The BLM regulations provide that the 
authorized officer may initially desig
nate any public lands as restricted or 
closed to ORV use and may redesignate 
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any public .land open to ORV uSc at any 
subsequent time if he or she determines 
that redesignation is appropriate. 43 
C.F.R, § 11292.2(a) and (h) (1974'). 
"[T]o the extent practicable," designa
tion and redesignation are to be made "in 
conformance with the Bureau of Land 
Management planning system for the 
formulation of multiple use management 
plans," although the authorized officer 
"may act independently of the planning 
system if he/she deems emergency ac
tion to close or restrict areas and trails 
is essential to attain the objectives of 
the regulations . . . ." 43 C.F.R. § 
6292.4 (1974).8 

These regulations do not ensure that 
all public lands will be evaluated for pur
poses of designation. Defendants seerh-
ingly concede this point at pages 7-8 of 
their Statement where they state that 
authorized officers are not restricted to 
the planning system, that they may take 
action outside the system to attain the 
objectives cf the ORV regulations,0 and 
that some lands are already closed or 
restricted. Thus, lands already re
viewed prior to issuance of BLM's ORV 
regulations will be evaluated only if 
the authorized officer chooses to exer
cise his discretionary authority to re
designate. Land which the authorized 
officer does not choose to designate or 
redesignate as closed or restricted may 
never be evaluated for designation pur
poses by the "set" date, if at all. This 
grant of discretionary authority fails 
to ensure that cdl public lands will be 
evaluated and designated in accordance 
with Section 3(a) of the Order. 

[7, S] Section 3(a) of Executive 
Order 11644 further requires that the 
following criteria be employed in mak
ing designations: 

Those regulations shall direct that 
the designation of such areas and 

8. Tin! ELM planning system was created in 
1964 in response to the Classification and 
Multiple Use Act of 196-;, 43 U.AC. 5 1411 
ei seq. 'The Bureau's long-range.Management 
Framework Plan was begun in .i960. Young 
Affidavit ut paragraph 5. 

trails will be based upon the protec
tion of the resources of the public 
lands, promotion of the safety of all 
users of those lands, and minimiza
tion of conflicts among the various 
uses of those lands. The regulations 
shall further require that the desig
nation of such areas and trails shall 
be in accordance with the following— 

(1) Areas and trails shall be 
located to minimize damage to soil, 
watershed, vegetation, or other re
sources of the public lands. 

(2) Areas and trails shall be 
located to minimize harassment of 
wildlife or significant disruption of 
wildlife habitats. 

(3) Areas and trails shall be located 
to minimize conflicts between off-road 
vehicle use and other existing or pro
posed recreational uses of the same or 
neighboring public lands, and to en
sure, the compatibility of such us s 
with existing conditions in populated 
areas, taking into account noise and 
other factors. 

(4) Areas and trails shall not be 
located in officially designated Wilder
ness Areas or Primitive Areas. Areas 
and trails shall be located in areas of 
the National Park system, Natural 
Areas, or National Wildlife Refuges 
and Game Ranges only if the respec
tive agency head determines that off-
road vehicle use in such locations will 
not adversely affect their natural, 
aesthetic, or scenic values. 

3 C.F.R. 333-334 (1974). 
BLM's regulations set forth the following 
criteria: 

Designations of restricted and closed 
areas and trails will be based on the 
following: 

(a) The ability of the land and its 
resources to withstand and sustain 
off-road vehicle use impacts. 

9. As noted above, however, this is only 
permitted in emergencies. 43 C.F.R. j 6292.1 
(n), 30 Fed.Rcg. 13614 (April 13, 1974). 
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(b) Consideration of the scenic 
Qualities of the land, and its cultural, 
ecological, and environmental values. 

(c; The need for public use areas 
for recreation use. 

(d) Consideration of off-road vehi
cle use impacts on other lands, use, and 
resources. 

(e) The potential hazards to public 
health and safety, other than the nor
mal risks involved in off-road vehicle 
use. 

(f) The existing or potential quality 
and quantity of recreational experienc
es available. 

(g) Consideration of the need to 
minimize harassment of wildlife or 
significant disruption of wildlife hab
itat. 

(h)' The furtherance of the purposes 
and policy of the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 
[§] 4321). 

43 C.F.R. § C292.3 (1974). 
A cursory reading of the language of 

the Wo excerpts set forth above sug
gests time ELM has significantly diluted 
ike standards emphatically set forth in 
Executive Order 11644.10 A close com
parison of the two sets of criteria con
firms this impression. For . example, 
where the Executive Order directs that 
"[ajreas and trails shall be located to 
minimize damage to soil, watershed, 
vegetation or other resources of the pub
lic lands," the BLM regulations state 
that designation will be based on "[t]he 
ability of the land to withstand and sus
tain off-road vehicle impacts" and 
"[consideration of the scenic qualities 
of the land, and its cultural, ecological 
and environmental values." The Execu
tive Order directs that "[ajreas and 
trails shall be located to minimize harass-

10. TIio word ".sbull" is repeatedly employed 
both in defining the various standards and 
iu requiring their inclusion in the regulations. 
Absent a readily apparent intent, to the con
trary, the word ' 'shall" is ordinarily construed 
to be imperative or mandatory in character. 
Sec Brown v Ilcc'nt Co., 78 U.S.App.D.C. 03, 
137 i \2d GS9 (1044), rev'd on other grounds 

I 

meat of wildlife or significant disrup
tion of wildlife habitats," while BLM 
requires only "[consideration of the 
need to minimize harassment of wildlife 
or significant disruption of wildlife hab
itat." 

In addition to diluting the criteria de
tailed in the Executive Order, BLM has 
added a substantive criteria11 found no
where in the Order, much less prescribed 
as a criterion. The Order docs not di
rect that "in addition to" or "among 
other" criteria the following will be cm-
ployed. Instead, it states that designa
tion "will be based upon" and "shall be 
in accordance with" the delineated 
standards. 

BLM seeks to justify its action on the 
basis that "the criteria of the Executive 
Order are applied in a system which con
siders all uses or potential uses of the 
public lands and the conflicts between 
them, including uses not specifically 
dealt, with in the Executive Order such 
as grazing, mining, etc." Defendants' 
Statement at 9. - Planning system or not, 
the Executive Order sets forth in unam
biguous and mandatory language trie cri
teria that are to be employed in the des
ignation of areas and trails for use or 
non-use of ORV's. Defendants have not 
adhered to them in their regulations. 

[9] The Court thus concludes that 
defendants' regulations fail to comply 
with numerous requirements of Execu
tive Order 11644. Specifically, by des
ignating all otherwise unrestricted pub-
lie lands as "open" use areas, defendants 
have engaged in designation without 
evaluation in violation of the Orders re
quirement that all designations be based 
on specific criteria. In addition, this 
blanket "open" designation was made 
without the public participation required 
by the Order. Furthermore, defendants 

tub nom.. llcclit Co. v. Bowl,':;, 321 U.S. 32t, 
(44 S.Ct. AST, SS B.l-;,j. TAJ (1JH-1) ; Ball.ni 
v. Kemp, OS U.S.App.D.C. 7, D2 E.2<1. 550 
(1937). 

II. "The need for public use arena for recrea
tion use." 43 C.F.R. § 0292.3(c) (107-4). 
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have failed both to set a date by which 
designation shall be completed and to 
ensure the designation of all public lands. 
Finally, the Court finds that the regula
tions' criteria for designation fail to con
form with those mandated by Executive 
Order 11644." 

IV. DEFENDANTS VIOLATED THE 
PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS 
OF NEPA BY FAILING TO CON
SIDER REASONABLE ALTERNA
TIVES TO THE PROPOSED AC
TION 

Section 102(2) (C) of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 4332(2) (C), provides: 

ail agencies of the Federal Government 
shall— 

* * * * * * 
(C) include in every recommenda
tion or report on proposals for legis

lation and other major ̂ Federal ac
tions significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment, 
a detailed statement by the responsi
ble official on— 

(iii) alternatives to the proposed 
action; 

Section 102(2) (D) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 4332(2)(D), requires all Federal agen
cies to "study, develop, and describe ap
propriate alternatives to recommended 
courses of action in any proposal which 
involves unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources." 

[10] The procedural duties of Section 
102 must be fulfilled to the "fullest ex
tent possible." 42 U.S.C. § 4332. This 
recpuirement "sets a high standard for 

i2. Plaintiff has also alleged in its complaint 
and argued here that BLM's blanket "open" 
designation of all otherwise unrestricted 
public bun. , under its jurisdiction violates 
certain substantive policies of Section 101 
(ii), taken witli .Section 102(1) of NEPA. 
-12 U.S.C. §« 4331(b), 1332(1). 
Ti.e federal circuits appear split on the ques
tion of whether these NEPA provisions con
stitute enforceable standards governing the 
substance of an agency decision. A majority 
of tiiose considering the question, including 
the District of Columbia Circuit, have con
cluded that NEPA does indeed establish ju
dicially reviewable, substantive guidelines. 
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Corps 
of Engineers, 402 F.2d 1123, 1138 (3th Cir. 
1971) ; Sierra Club v. Frochlke, 480 F.2d 940, 
951-952 (7th Cir. 1973) ; Conservation 
Council of North Carolina v. Frochlke, 473 
F.2d 004, COS (4th Cir. 1073) ; Environ
mental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Frochlke, 473 
F.2d 310, 352-353 (Sth Cir. 1972) ; Environ
mental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, 
470 F.2d 239, 29S (Sth Cir. 1972). cert, 
denied, 412 U.S. 931, 03 S.Ct. 274!), 37 L. 
Ed.2d 100 (1973), Calvert Cliffs' Coordinat
ing Cotntu., Inc. v. Atomic Energy Commis
sion, 140 U.S.App.D.C. 33, 39, 440 F.2d 1109, 
1113 (1971). The Ninth and Tenth Circuits 
have reached an opposite result, discerning 
merely procedural requirements inherent in 
NEPA. Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. 
v. Armstrong, 4S7 F.2d S14, 822 n. 13 (Oth 
Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 410 U.S. 974, 94 S. 

Ct. 2002, 40 L.Ed.2d 504 (197-1) ; Jicorilla 
Apache Tribe of Indians v. Morton, 471 F.2d 
1275, 1280 (Oth Cir. 1973) ; National Helium 
Corp. v. Morton, 455 F.2u 050, 050 (Kill, 
Cir. 1971) ; tipper Pecos Ass'n v. Stans, 4752 
F.2d 1233, 1230 (10th Cir. 1971), vacated 
and remanded on ottier grounds, 409 U.S. 
1021, 93 S.Ct. 458, 34 L.Ed.2d 313 (1972). 
In reviewing an agency decision a Court can
not "reverse a substantive decision on ins 
merits, under Section 101, unless it be shown 
that the actual balance of costs and benefits 
tiint was struck was arbitrary or clearly gave 
insufficient weight to environmental value." 
Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Conim., Inc. v. 
Atomic Energy Commission, supra; accord 
Environmental Defense Fund. Inc. v. Corps 
of Engineers, supra, 470 F.2d at 300. 
While recognizing that a cogent argument may 
he made to the effect that BUM'S blanket 
"open" designation without application of 
environmental standards to specific areas and 
trials was contrary to several substantive 
policies set forth in Section 101 (h) of NEPA, 
the Court, having found this designation to 
suffer from the more fundamental flaw of 
contravening the directives of Executive Or
der 11G14, deems it unnecessary to undertake 
at this time such a review of defendants' com
pliance, with the substantive policies of 
NEPA. This conclusion, of course, docs not 
excuse defeodants from complying with tire 
substantive requirements; of NEPA in their 
promulgation of new regulations which com
port with Executive Order 11014. 
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the agencies, a standard which must be 
rigorously' enforced by the reviewing 
courts." Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating 
Comm., Inc. v. Atomic Energy Commis
sion, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 38, 449 F.2d 
at 1114. 

[11] A "rule of reason" has been 
found to be implicit in NEPA's require
ment that an environmental impact 
statement describe and discuss alterna
tives. Life of the Land v. Brinegar, 
485 F.2d 460, 472 (9th Cir. 1973); Nat
ural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. 
Morton, 148 U.S.App.D.C. 5,15, 458 F.2d 
827, 837 (1972). Thus, a statement need 
not "explore every extreme possibility 
which might be conjectured," 13 nor must 
it provide a detailed discussion of the 
effects of alternatives "when these ef
fects cannot be readily ascertained and 
the alternatives are deemed only remote 
and speculative possibilities." " Howev
er, NEPA does require consideration of 
reasonable alternatives "as they exist 
and are likely to exist." Carolina En
vironmental Study Group v. United 
States, supra. 

[12] Ti.e Final Environmental State
ment here consists of twenty-three, 
single-spaced, typewritten pages exclud
ing tables of contents and appendices. 
Of that, approximately four pages are 
devoted to describing and discussing al
ternatives to the proposed action which 
affects over 452 million acres of land 
under the stewardship of BLM. Four 
alternatives are listed: 

(A) No action. 
(B) Close all Department of Interior 

lands to ORV use. 
(C) Open all Department of Interior 

lands to ORV use. 
(D) Delegate to bureaus the author

ity to implement the Executive 
Order without secretarial review. 

13. Carolina Environmental Study Group v. 
United States, ttiti U.S.App.D.C. 110, 510 F. 
20 700, SOI (1070). 

14. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
v. Morton. 118 U.S.App.D.C. at 10, 458 FJ3d 
at S3S. 

193 F.Sopp.—82 

Discussion is generally limited to broad 
assertions of fact unsupported by specif
ic data. 

All four "alternatives" suffer the com
mon flaw of being contrary to Executive 
Order 11644. Alternatives "A" and "D" 
violate Section 3(a) of the Order which 
directs the Secretary of Interior to de
velop and issue regulations and adminis
trative instructions to provide for desig
nation with respect to public lands under 
his custody and control. 

Alternatives "B" and "C" share sev
eral of the infirmities discussed in Part 
III in reference to the action actually 
taken by BLM, e. g., failure to apply spe
cific criteria to specific areas and trails 
in making initial designations; failure 
to ensure public participation in the in
itial designation decision making proc
ess. One of plaintiff's own sttpgested al
ternatives, "close BLM lands to. off-road 
vehicles pending a review of specific 
areas, with public participation, under 
the criteria prescribed in the Executive 
Order,"15 and.the variations thereof,10 

appear deficient for the same reasons. 

Other alternatives which are both 
compatible with Executive Order 11644 
and reasonable would seem to exist. 
These could consist of several variables. 
At the very least, BLM lands could be 
left undesignated pending evaluation and 
designation. A variable of time could be 
considered, t. e., expedition of the review 
process. A variable keyed to the areas 
themselves could be infused, t. e., re
quiring consideration on a priority basis 
linked to the sensitivity of various areas 
to ORV use (both year-round and at par
ticular seasons). Another variable could 
be tied to ORV usage—considering first 
those lands most widely arid heavily 
used by off-road vehicles. Numerous 
combinations of these variables are pos-

15. Plaintiff's Memorandum of Points mid Au
thorities in Support of its Motion for Sum
mitry Judgment, at 21. 

16. /<-'.; Comment No. 03 to Fined Environ
mental .Statement; Comment of the Depart
ment of Administration of tho State of Flori
da, No. 103 to FES. 
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siblc. Other variables or completely dif
ferent reasonable alternatives probably 
exist. 

The Court does not presume to dictate 
those alternatives which should or must 
be considered. It does find, however, 
that defendants have failed to study, 
develop and describe appropriate and 
reasonable alternatives to the recom
mended course of action and include 
those alternatives in their Final En
vironmental Statement. That statement, 
therefore, fails to comport with Section 
102 of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. § 4332. 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of plaintiff's mo
tion, and defendants' cross-motion, for 
summary judgment, the memoranda of 
points and authorities submitted by re
spective counsel in support and opposi
tion thereto, as well as the affidavits 
filed by the parties, and after oral argu
ment in open court on the motions, and 
in accordance with the foregoing memor
andum, it is this 2nd day of May 1975, 

Ordered, that defendants' regulations 
governing the use of off-road vehicles 
on public lands under the administration 
of the Bureau of Land Management, 43 
C.F.R. § 6290 ct seq. (1S74), are hereby 
declared to be in violation of Executive 
Order 11644, 3 C.F.R. p. 332 et seq. 
(1974); 

and it is 

Further ordered, that defendants' reg
ulations are declared to have been pro
mulgated without consideration of al
ternatives as required by Section 102(2) 
(C)(iii) and 102(2)(D) of the National 
Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 4332(2)(C)(Hi) and 4332(2) (D) ; 
and it is 

Further ordered, that defendants are 
directed to issue, after consideration o' 
alternatives as required by the Nation: . 
Environmental Policy Act, regulations 
which meet the requirements of Execu
tive Order 11644. 
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NATIONAL PAR>; SERVICE REGULATIONS 

TITLE 36 CFR 

PART 1 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Sec. 

1.1 Applicability and scope 
1.2 Definitions 
1.3 Penalties 

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 1 issued under sees. 1 and 3, 
39 Stat. 535, as amended; sec. 1, 47 Stat. 1420; 60 Stat. 885; as amended; 
sec. 2, 49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. 1, 3,9a, 17j-2, and 462, and acts relating 
to the individual areas. 

SOURCE: The provisions of this Part 1 appear at 31 FR 16651, Dec. 29, 
1966, unless otherwise noted. 

Sec. 1.1 Applicability and scope. 

(a) The regulations contained in Parts 1 through 6 of this chapter shall 
apply to all persons entering, using, visiting, or who are otherwise within 
the boundaries of any federally owned or controlled areas administered by 
the National Park Service except: (1) Areas administered by the National 
Park Service in the District of Columbia and its environs to which Part 50 
of this chapter is specifically applicable, and (2) national cemeteries 
to which Part 12 of this chapter is specifically applicable. The special 
regulations in Part 7 of this chapter also apply to all persons entering, 
using, or visiting the areas for which they are adopted. The regulations 
contained in Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter are hereby made and 
prescribed for the proper use, management, government and protection of, 
and maintenance of good order in the areas to which they apply. 

(b) The regulations contained in Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter are 
not applicable on privately owned lands (including Indian lands owned 
either individually or tribally) within the boundaries of any park area, 
except as may be provided by regulations specifically relating to privately 
owned lands under the legislative jurisdiction of the United States. 

(c) The regulations contained in Part 7 of this chapter are special 
regulations prescribed for specific areas, and such regulations may amend, 
modify, relax, or make more stringent the regulations contained in Parts 2 
through 6 of this chapter. 

[31 FR 16651, Dec. 29, 1966, as amended at 32 FR 8294, June 9, 1967; 36 
FR 154, Jan 6, 1971] 
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Arches 
Badlands 
Black Canyon of the 
Gunnison 

Buck Island Reef 
Capitol Reef 
Capulin Mountain 
Cedar Breaks 
Channel Islands 
Chiricahua 
Colorado 
Craters of the Moon 
Death Valley 
Devils Postpile 
Devils Tower 
Dinosaur 
Glacier Bay 

Grand Canyon 
Great Sand Dunes 
Jewel Cave 
Joshua Tree 
Katmai 
Lava Beds 
Lehman Caves 
Muir Woods 
Natural Bridges 
Oregon Caves 
Organ Pipe Cactus 
Pinnacles 
Rainbow Bridge 
Saguaro 
Sunset Crater 
Tirpanogos Cave 
Whir.a cands 
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Sec. 1.2 Definitions. 

The following definitions shall apply to all regulations contained in 
Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter. 

(a) The term "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Interior. 

(b) The term "Director" shall mean the Director of the National Park 
Service. 

(c) The term "Regional Director" means the official in charge of a region 
of the National Park Service. 

(d) The term "superintendent" includes any official in charge of a park 
area, or his authorized representative. 

(e) The term "authorized person" includes any person authorized to enforce 
the provisions of this chapter. 

(f) The term "park area" includes all federally owned or controlled areas 
administered by the National Park Service. 

(g) The term "natural area" includes all those national parks and monuments 
established as such because of their natural features and is applicable 
to the National Monuments listed below and to all National Parks except 
Mesa Verde: 



(h) The term "historical area" includes all those parks areas established 
as such because of their historical or archeological significance and 
applies to all National Historic Sites, National Memorials, National 
Historical Parks, National Military Parks, National Battlefields, 
Battlefield Sites, and Battlefield Parks, National Memorial Parks, all 
National Monuments other than those listed in paragraph (g) of this 
section, and Mesa Verde National Park. 

(i) The term "recreational area" includes all National Seashores, 
National Lakeshores, National Scenic Riverways, National Recreation 
Areas, National Parkways, National Wild Rivers, Catoctin Mountain 
Park, Prince William Forest Park, and all other park areas administered 
by the National Park Service primarily for the purpose of public 
recreation. 

Sec. 1.3 Penalties. 

(a) Any person convicted of violating any provision of the regulations 
contained in Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter, or as the same may be 
amended or supplemented, within any park area not embraced in paragraphs 
(b) or (c) of this section, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 
$500 or by imprisonment not exceeding 6 months, or both, and shall be 
adjudged to pay all costs of the proceedings. (16 U.S.C. 3) 

(b) Any person who knowingly and wilfully violates any provision of the 
regulations contained in Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter, or as the same 
may be amended or supplemented, within any of the national military parks, 
battlefield sites, national monuments, or miscellaneous memorials transferred 
to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior from that of the 
Secretary of War by Executive Order No. 6166, June 10, 1933, and enumerated 
in Executive Order No. 6228, July 28, 1933, shall be punished upon conviction 
thereof by a fine of not more than $100, or by imprisonment for not more 
than 3 months, or by both. (16 U.S.C. 9a) 

(c) Any person convicted of violating any provision of the regulations 
contained in Parts 1 through 7 of this chapter, or as the same may be 
amended or supplemented within any park area established pursuant to the 
Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666), shall be punished by a fine of 
not more than $500 and shall be adjudged to pay all costs of the 
proceedings. (16 U.S.C. 462) 
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Sec. 2.34 Snowmobiles. 

(a) Definition. The term "snowmobile" shall include any device propelled 
by a motor that is designed for oversnow travel. 

(b) Registration. By the posting of appropriate signs or notices, the 
Superintendent may require registration prior to the operation of a snow
mobile. The posting shall state how and where to register and may include 
a requirement that the registrant shall sign out upon trip completion. 

(c) Use in designated areas. (1) The use of snowmobiles is prohibited, 
except in areas and on routes designated by the Superintendent by posting 
of appropriate signs or by marking on a map which shall be available at the 
office of the Superintendent, or both. In determining whether to designate 
an area or route for snowmobile use the Superintendent shall be guided by 
the criteria contained in sections 3 and 4 of E.O. 11644 (37 FR 2S77), 
and shall also consider factors such as other visitor uses, safety, wildlife 
management, noise, erosion, geography, weather, vegetation, resource 
protection, and other management considerations. Prior to making a final 
decision to designate an area or route for such use, notice of such 
intention shall be published in the Federal Register and the public shall 
be provided a period of 30 days to comment on the proposed designation. 

(2) Even though an area or route has been designated as open for snow
mobile use in accordance with paragraph (c)(1) of this section the 
Superintendent may temporarily or permanently close or restrict the use 
of the areas and routes designated for use of snowmobiles by the posting 
of appropriate signs or by marking on a map which shall be available at 
the office of the Superintendent, or both. In determining whether to 
close or restrict the use of areas and routes under this paragraph, the 
Superintendent shall be guided by the criteria contained in sections 3 
and 4 of E.O. 11644 (37 FR 2877), and shall also consider factors such 
as other visitor uses, safety, wildlife management, noise, erosion, 
geography, weather, vegetation, resource protection, and other management 
considerations. Prior to making a final decision on permanent closure 
of an area or route, notice of such intention shall be published in the 
Federal Register and the public shall be provided a period of 30 days 
to comment. 

(The following is an amendment which is proposed to be 
added to paragraph (c) in order to implement Section 9 
(a) of E.O. 11644, as amended.) 

(3) If the Superintendent determines, at any time, • 
that the use of snowmobiles on any designated area or route 
will cause or is causing considerable adverse effects on 
soil, vegetation, wildlife, wildlife habitat, or cultural 
or historic resources, that area or route shall be immedi
ately closed to the type of use causing the adverse effects. 
Following closure, any area or route so closed shall be 
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evaluated in accordance with the criteria and public comment 
procedures stated in paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this 
section, prior to a final decision on whether to reopen or 
permanently close the area or route. No area or route shall 
be reopened until the Superintendent determines that adverse 
effects have been eliminated and that measures have been 
implemented to prevent further recurrence. 

(d) Vehicle suitability. (1) Every snowmobile shall be equipped with a 
muffler in good working order any time the snowmobile is operating. 
Operating a snowmobile equipped with a muffler cutout, bypass, or similar 
device is prohibited. 

(2) A snowmobile shall be equipped with a forward-facing white headlight 
and a red taillight. These lights must be lighted, during its operation 
from a half hour after sunset to a half hour before sunrise and at any 
other time when persons and vehicles are not clearly discernible for a 
distance of 500 feet. 

(3) A snowmobile that is a snowplane shall be equipped with an adequate 
propeller guard. 

(e) Prohibited operations. (1) No person under the age of 16 shall operate 
a snowmobile unless under the direct supervision of a person 21 years of age 
or older who may not supervise the snowmobile use of more than one person 
under 16 years of age at any one time. 

(2) Racing and other competitive uses are prohibited. 

(f) Alcoholic beverages, reckless driving, collision or upset, registration. 
Sections A.6, 4.14, 4.15, and 4,20, of this chapter shall apply to snowmobiles 
and are incorporated by reference into this section. 

(g) Speed. (1) The maximum speed limit is 45 m.p.h. subject to further 
limitation as required under Sec. 4.14 or this chapter, unless changed by 
special regulations or posting in an individual park area. 

(h) Right-of-way. The operator of a snowmobile shall slow his vehicle 
to a reasonable and prudent speed and shall yield the right-of-way, when 
overtaking or traveling near any person who is not within a snowmobile. 

[35 FR 11553, July 18, 1970, as amended at 36 FR 685, Jan. 16, 1971; 39 
FR 11882, Apr. 1, 1974] 
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PART 4 VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Sec. 
4.1 State law applicable 
4.2 Definitions 
4.3 Bicycles 
4.4 Commercial towing service 
4.5 Driver's license 
4.6 Driving under influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs 
4.7 Entrances and exits 
4.8 Excessive acceleration 
4.9 False report 
4.10 Following vehicles 
4.11 Load, weight, length, and width limitations 
4.12 Mufflers 
4.13 Obstructing traffic 
4.14 Reckless or careless driving 
4.15 Report of vehicle accident 
4.16 Right of way 
4.17 Speed limits 
4.18 Traffic control and signs 
4.19 Travel on roads and designated routes 
4.20 Vehicle registration 
4.21 Brakes 

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 4 issued under sec. 1 and 3, 39 
Stat. 535, as amended; sec. 1, 47 Stat. 1420; 60 Stat. 885, as amended; 
sec. 2, 49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. 1, 3, 9a, 17j-2, 462; and acts relating to 
the individual areas. 

SOURCE: The provisions of this Part 4 appear at 31 FR 16659, Dec. 29, 
1966, unless otherwise noted. 

Sec. 4.1 State law applicable. 

Unless specifically covered by the general and special regulations set 
forth in this chapter, the laws and regulations of the State within whose 
exterior boundaries a park area or portion thereof is located shall govern 
traffic and the operation and use of vehicles. Such State laws and 
regulations which are now or may hereafter be in effect are hereby adopted 
and made a part of the regulations in this part. 

Sec. 4.2 Definitions. 

(a) Vehicle. Every device in, upon, or by which any person or property 
is or may be transported or drawn on land, except snowmobiles and devices 
moved by human power or used exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks. 
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(b) Motor vehicle. Every vehicle which is self-propelled and every 
vehicle which is propelled by electric power, but not operated upon rails, 
or upon water, except a snowmobile. 

(c) Bicycle. Every device propelled by human power upon which a person 
or persons may ride on land, having one, two, or more wheels. 

(d) Motorcycle. Every motor vehicle having a seat for the use of the 
rider and designed to travel on not more than three wheels in contact with 
the ground, but excluding a tractor. 

(e) Traffic. Pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles, and other 
conveyances, either singly or together while using any road, trail, street 
or other thoroughfare for purpose of travel. 

(f) State. Any State or legal subdivision thereof of the United States, 
a territory of the United States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and 
the District of Columbia. 

(g) Authorized emergency vehicle. Any vehicle in official use for 
emergency purposes by a State or Federal agency, private ambulances, and 
other vehicles operated by or under the direction of the Superintendent. 

(h) Operator. Any person who operates, drives, controls or otherwise 
has charge of a vehicle. 

[31 FR 16659, Dec. 29, 1966, as amended at 35 FR 11553, July 7, 1970] 

Sec. A.3 Bicycles. 

(a) Bicycle riders must comply with all applicable traffic regulations. 
Bicycle riders shall keep well to the side of the road and shall keep 
the bicycle under complete control at all times. Bicycles shall not be 
ridden abreast of one another except on roads designed for bicycle use only. 

(b) Each bicycle must exhibit a white light on the front and a red light 
or red reflector on the rear during periods of low visibility or during the 
period between sundown and sunup. 

(c) In natural and historical areas, the use of bicycles is prohibited, 
except on established public roads and parking areas, and on routes 
designated for their use by the posting of signs or by marking on a map 
which shall be available at the office of the Superintendent, or both. 

(d) In recreational areas, the use of bicycles is permitted unless restricted 
by posted signs or by marking on a map which shall be available at the office 
of the Superintendent, or both. 

[31 FR 16659, Dec. 29, 1966, as amended at 39 FR 11882, Apr. 1, 197A] 
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Sec. A.A Commercial towing service. 

An operator of a vehicle used to provide commercial towing service for 
another vehicle following an accident or for any other reasons must give 
immediate notice by the quickest available means of communication to the 
Superintendent before moving the vehicle, unless traffic is being obstructed, 
in which case notification shall be made before leaving the park area. 

Sec. A.5 Driver's license. 

Driving or permitting another person to drive a vehicle unless such 
operator has a valid license, when such is required by laws of the State 
in which the operator is resident or in which the vehicle is registered, 
is prohibited. A valid driver's or operator's license must be displayed 
upon the request of any authorized person. 

Sec. A.6 Driving under influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs. 

No operator of a vehicle shall be under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor or drugs. 

Sec. A.7 Entrances and exits. 

No operator of a motor vehicle shall enter or leave the park with such 
vehicle at any place except established entrances and exits, and during 
such hours as may be designated by the Superintendent through the posting 
of appropriate signs. 

Sec. A.8 Excessive acceleration. 

The excessive acceleration of the engine of a motor vehicle or motorcycle 
when such vehicle is not moving, or is approaching or leaving a stopping 
place is prohibited. 

Sec. A.9 False report. 

The giving of any false or fictitious report or information to any 
authorized person investigating an accident or other violation of law 
or regulations is prohibited. 

Sec. A.10 Following vehicles. 

The operator of a vehicle shall not follow another vehicle more closely 
than is reasonable and prudent, having due regard for the speed of such 
vehicles and the traffic upon and the condition of the roadway. The 
responsibility for conformance with this section rests with the operator of 
the following vehicle. 
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Sec. 4.11 Load, weight, length, and width limitations. 

(a) Load, weight, length, and width limitations of vehicles except as 
provided herein shall be in accordance with applicable State law: Provided, 
however, The Superintendent may by the posting of appropriate signs, establish 
lesser limits, when limits within the State are determined to be greater than 
sufficient and proper for preservation of the roadway and the safety and 
welfare of the public, and may also establish hours during which heavy 
equipment may be operated over government roads. 

(b) No vehicle, or load thereon, the total outside width of which exceeds 
8 feet, shall be permitted on park roads without a permit from the 
Superintendent. 

(c) Trailers more than 35 feet long are prohibited without a permit from 
the Superintendent. 

(d) The transporting of explosives in any quantity or form without a 
permit from the Superintendent is prohibited. 

(e) No motor vehicle shall be operated with a side mirror of auxiliary 
detachable type which extends more than 6 inches beyond the side fender 
line on either side of the motor vehicle, except when the motor vehicle 
is towing a second vehicle. 

[31 FR 16659, Dec. 29, 1966, as amended at 38 FR 12212, May 10, 1973] 

Sec. A.12 Mufflers. 

(a) Every motor vehicle shall be equipped with a muffler in good working 
order any time the motor vehicle is operating. 

(b) Operating a motor vehicle equipped with a muffler cut-out, bypass, or 
similar device is prohibited. 

[37 FR 4078, Feb. 26, 1972] 

Sec. 4.13 Obstructing traffic. 

(a) Stopping, parking, or leaving any vehicle, whether attended or unattended, 
upon the paved or maintained surface of a road so as to leave less then 10 
feet of the width of the same traffic lane for the free or unobstructed 
movement of other vehicles or upon a designated fire lane is prohibited, 
except in the event of accident or other conditions beyond the immediate 
control of the operator, or as otherwise directed by an authorized person. 

(b) Causing or permitting a motor vehicle under one's control to obstruct 
traffic by making turns from the wrong traffic lane, or by weaving in and 
out of traffic, or by driving so slowly as to interfere with the normal 
flow of traffic, or in any other manner, is prohibited. 
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Sec. A.14 Reckless or careless driving. 

Driving or operating any vehicle carelessly or heedlessly, or in willful 
or wanton disregard for the rights or safety of other persons, or without 
due care or at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under prevailing 
conditions, having regard to traffic, weather, wildlife, road, and light 
conditions, and surface, width, and character of the road, is prohibited. 
Every operator shall maintain such control of the vehicle as may be necessary 
to avoid danger to persons or property or wildlife. 

Sec. 4.15 Report of vehicle accident. 

(a) The operator of any vehicle involved in collision or upset resulting 
in damage to property or injury to or death of any person shall immediately 
stop such vehicle at the scene of the accident or as close thereto as possible 
but shall then forthwith return to and in every event shall remain at the 
scene of the accident until he has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs 
(b) and (c) of this section. 

(b) The operator of any vehicle involved in collision or upset shall at 
the time and place of the incident give in writing his name and address 
and identification of his vehicle to the operator or owner of other property 
involved. 

(c) The operator of any vehicle involved in collision with an unattended 
vehicle or other property in the absence of the owner shall at the time 
and place of incident leave in a secure and conspicuous place a written 
notice, setting forth the name and address of the operator and owner and 
identification of the moving vehicle, including State registration and 
license number. 

(d) The operator of any vehicle involved in collision or upset shall give 
notice of such accident forthwith by the quickest available means of 
communication to the Superintendent, and shall also provide a written report 
of the incident within 24 hours when requested by an authorized person. 
This report does not relieve the operator from the responsibility of making 
any other motor vehicle accident report which may be required by the State 
law. 

Sec. 4.16 Right of way. 

(a) The operator of any vehicle, when being approached from any direction 
by any authorized emergency vehicle giving an audible or visual signal, 
shall yield the right of way to the emergency vehicle. 

(b) Pedestrians, saddle horses, pack trains, and horse-drawn vehicles 
have right of way over motor vehicles. 
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Sec. A.17 Speed limits. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, driving a vehicle at 
a speed in excess of the maximum limits prescribed herein, is prohibited. 

(1) 15 miles per hour: Within all school zones, campgrounds, picnic areas, 
parking areas, trailer campgrounds, utility areas, business or residential 
areas, and other places of public assemblage, and at sites of emergency, 
such as forest fires or motor vehicle accidents. 

(2) 25 miles per hour: Upon sections of roads under repair or construction. 

(3) A 5 miles per hour: Upon all other public roads. 

(b) The Superintendent may establish greater or lesser speed limits upon 
any road or other way when the maximum speed limits set forth above are 
determined to be greater or less than is reasonable or safe. Such speed 
limits shall be established by the posting of appropriate signs and no 
person shall drive any vehicle at a speed in excess of the maximum limits 
so posted. 

(c) The provisions of this section shall not apply to authorized emergency 
vehicles: Provided, however, That such vehicles shall not be operated at 
speeds in excess of those which are prudent under 'the circumstances. 

Sec. A.18 Traffic control and signs. 

(a) The Superintendent may erect signs which regulate traffic, prohibit or 
restrict stopping, standing, or parking, the direction of travel, and the 
hours during which roads and parking areas are open to the public. All 
persons shall comply with the directions of any signal or posted traffic sign. 

(b) All persons shall obey the lawful order or signal of any authorized 
person directing, controlling, or regulating the movement of traffic. 

(c) The operator of a motor vehicle shall comply with and observe all 
visual or audible signals given by any authorized person directing the 
operator to bring his motor vehicle to a stop. 

Sec. A.19 Travel on roads and designated routes. 

(a) Natural and historical areas. In natural and historical areas, the 
use of motor vehicles outside of established public roads or parking areas 
is prohibited. 

(b) Recreational areas. (1) In recreational areas, the use of motor 
vehicles outside of established public roads or parking areas is prohibited, 
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except in areas and on routes designated by the Superintendent by the posting 
of appropriate signs or by marking on a map which shall be available at the office 
of the Superintendent, or both. In determining whether to designate an area 
or route outside of established public roads or parking areas for general 
motor vehicle use, or for use of particular types of motor vehicles, the 
Superintendent shall be guided by the criteria contained in sections 3 and 
4 of E.O. 11644 (37 FR 2877) and shall also consider factors such as other 
visitor uses, safety, wildlife management, noise, erosion, geography, 
weather, vegetation, resource protection, and other management considerations. 
Prior to making a final decision to designate an area or route for such use 
notice of such intention shall be published in the Federal Register, and the 
public shall be provided a period of 30 days to comment on the proposed 
designation. 

(2) Even though an area or route outside of an established public road or 
parking area has been established as open for motor vehicle use in accordance 
with paragraph (b)(1) of this section, the Superintendent may temporarily or 
permanently close or restrict the use of the areas and routes designated for 
use of motor vehicles, or close or restrict such areas or routes to the use 
of particular types of motor vehicles by the posting of appropriate signs 
or by marking on a map which shall be available at the office of the 
Superintendent, or both. In determining whether to close or restrict the 
use of areas and routes under this paragraph, the Superintendent shall be 
guided by the criteria contained in sections 3 and 4 of E.O. 11644 (37 FR 2877), 
and shall also consider factors such as other visitor uses, safety, wildlife 
management, noise, erosion, geography, weather, vegetation, resource 
protection, and other management consideration. Prior to making a final 
decision on permanent closure of an area or route, notice of such intention 
shall be published in the Federal Register and the public shall be provided 
a period of 30 days to comment. 

(The following is an amendment which is proposed to be added 
to paragraph (b) in order to implement Section 9(a) of E.O. 
11644, as amended.) 

(3) If the Superintendent determines, at any time, that 
the use of motor vehicles on any designated area or route 
outside of established public roads and parking areas will 
cause or is causing considerable adverse effect on soil, vege
tation, wildlife, wildlife habitat, or cultural or historic 
resources, that area or route shall be immediately closed to 
the type of use causing the adverse effects. Following 
closure, any area or route so closed shall be evaluated in 
accordance with the criteria and public comment procedures 
stated in paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section, prior 
to a final decision on whether to reopen or permanently close 
the area or route. No area or route shall be reopened until 
the Superintendent determines that adverse effects have been 
eliminated and that measures have been implemented to prevent 
further recurrence. 
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(c) Vehicle suitability. (1) Operating a motor vehicle other than a 
wheeled vehicle" equipped with pneumatic tires is prohibited: Provided, 
That operating a track-laying vehicle or a vehicle equipped with a similar 
traction device is permitted in dry sand or marsh areas on routes designated 
by the Superintendent for use of such vehicles pursuant to paragraph (b)(1) 
of this section. 

(2) The operation of a motor vehicle that will damage or be likely to 
damage the surface of the road or route, beyond wear and tear normally 
caused by the pneumatic tires or track with which it is equipped, is 
prohibited. 

(3) Paragraph (c)(1) and (2) of this section shall not be construed to 
;. ) the use, on established roads or parking areas, of ordinary 

detachable tire or skid chains, stud tires, or comparable safety devices 
oncer adverse road conditions. 

(d) A Superintendent, by the posting of appropriate signs or by marking on 
a map which shall be availabe in the office of the Superintendent, may require 
that a motor vehicle, or a particular class of motor vehicle, operated off 
established roads and parking areas, shall be equipped with a spark arrestor 
chat nests Standard 5100-la of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, which standard includes the requirement that such spark 
arrestor shall have an efficiency to retain or destroy at least 80 percent of carbc 
particles for all flow rates, and which includes a requirement that such spark 
arrestor has been warranted by its manufacturer as meeting the above-mentioned 

1 3: w ; requirement for at least 1,000 hours, subject to normal use, with 
maintenance and mounting in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation. 

(e) A motor vehicle operated off established roads and parking areas, from 
a half-hour after sunset to a half-hour before sunrise, shall be equipped with 

icroc neadlights and taillights which comply with the laws and regulations 
for operation on the roads of the State within whose exterior boundaries the 
park area or portion thereof is located. [39 FR 11883, Apr. 1, 1974] 

Sec. 4.20 Vehicle registration. 

The operation of a vehicle which does not bear valid license plates and 
is not properly certificated or registered in accordance with applicable 

aw; is prohibited. Valid proof of ownership or State registry of 
the vehicle must be displayed upon the request of any authorized person. 

Sec. 4.21 Brakes. 

A motor vehicle shall be equipped with brakes in good working order in 
accordance with the laws and regulations for operation on the roads of the 

-.-/itbin whose exterior boundaries the park area or portion thereof is 
located. [39 FR 11883, Apr. 1, 1974] 
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FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE REGULATIONS 

Title 50—Wildlife and Fisheries 

SUBCHAPTER C—THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM 

PROPOSED REVISION 

Al l or any part of a refuge that has 
been opened to public access and use 
shall be closed to such access and use 
whenever necessary to protect the re
sources of the area. Public access and 
use may be l imi ted in the event of an 
emergency endangering l i f e or property. 

merit of Agriculture which s tandard in
cludes the requirements tha t such spark 
arrestor shall have an efficiency to retain 
or destroy a t least 80 percent of carbon 
particles, for all flow rates, and tha t such 
spark arrestor has been warranted by its 
manufacturer as meeting the above men
tioned efficiency requirement for a t least 
1.000 hours, subject to normal use, with 
maintenance and mounting in accord
ance with the manufacturers recommen
dations. 

(f) The operation of a vehicle which 
does not bear valid license plates and is 
not properly certified, registered, or in
spected in accordance with applicable 
State laws is prohibited. 

<g' Driving or permitt ing another 
person to drive a vehicle without valid 
license is prohibited. A valid .driver's or 
operator 's license must be displayed upon 
the request of any authorized official 

(h) Stopping, parking, or leaving any 
vehicle, whether at tended or unattended, 
upon any road, trail, or fire lane so as to 
obstruct the free movement of other ve
hicles is prohibited, except in the event 
of accident or other conditions beyond 
the immediate control of the operator, or 
as otherwise directed by an authorized 
official. 

(i) All persons shall obey the lawful 
order or signal of any authorized official 
directing, controlling, or regulating the 
movement of traffic. 

(j) Load, weight and width limita
tions, as may be necessary, shall be pre
scribed and the public advised under 
provisions of § 25.31. Such limitations 
must be complied with by the operators 
of all vehicles. 

(k) A motor vehicle involved in an ac
cident is not to be moved until an au
thorized official arrives a t the scene of 
the accident, unless such vehicle consti
tutes a traffic or safety hazard. 

(1) A motor vehicle shall not be oper
ated a t anytime without proper brakes 
and brake lights, or from sunset to sun
rise without working headlights and tail-
lights which comply with the regulations 
for operation on the roads of the State 
within whose boundaries the refuge is 
located. 

(m) Such other requirements which 
are established under the provisions of 
this Subchapter c. 

§ 25.21 Closing national wildlife ref
uges. 

Ornxopened , all or any par t of &Qii-
tional vvTSUife refuge may b e c l M C o t O 
public accesslrrrimse inj i^^rfaance with 
the provisions inOStWT^without advance , 
notice, in tffig^sftfrit of arT>sympency en-
dangejyjtg'iTfe or property ort*w«rotcct 
U*e"Tesources of the area. *̂"""w» 

§ 27.31 General provisions regarding 
veliieles. 

Travel in or use of any motorized or 
other vehicles, including those used on 
air, water, ice, snow, is prohibited or. na
tional wildlife refuges except on desig
nated routes of travel, as indicated by 
the appropriate traffic control signs or 
signals and in designated areas posted 
or delineated on maps by the refuge 
manager and subject to the following 
requirements and limitations: 

(a) Unless specifically covered by the 
general and special regulations set forth 
in this chapter, the laws and regulations 
of the Sta te within whose exterior 
boundaries a national wildlife refuge or 
portion thereof is located shall govern 
traffic and the operation and use of ve
hicles. Such State laws and regulations 
which are now or may hereafter be in 
effect are hereby adopted and rnaete a 
pa r t of the regulations in this part . 

<b) No operator of a vehicle shall be 
under the influence of intoxicating bev
erages or controlled substances. 

(c) Driving or operating any vehicle 
carelessly or heedlessly, or in wilhul or 
wanton disregard for the rights or safety 
of other persons, or without due care or 
a t a speed greater than is reasonable and 
prudent under prevailing conditions, 
having regard to traffic, weather, wildlife, 
road, and light conditions, and surface, 
width, and character of the travel way 
is prohibited. Every operator shall main
tain such control of the vehicle as may 
be necessary to avoid danger to persons 
or property or wildlife. 

<d) The vehicle speed limit shall not 
exceed 25 m.p.h. except as otherwise 
legally posted. 

(e) (1) Every motor vehicle shall at all 
time be equipped with a muffler in good 
working order, and which cannot be re
moved or otherwise altered while the 
vehicle is being operated on a national 
wildlife refuge. To prevent excessive or 
unusual noise no person shall use a muf
fler cut-out. bypass, or similar device 
upon a motor vehicle. A vehicle tha t pro
duces unusual or excessive noise or visi
ble pollutants is prohibited. 

<2> A refuge manager, by posting of 
appropriate signs or by marking on a 
map which shall be available at the ref
uge headquarters , may reouire that anv 
motor vehicle operating in the designated 
area shall be equipped with a spark a r 
restor that meets s tandard 5100-la of 
the United States Forest Service, Depart -
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Reclamation Instructions 

Series 210 Land Part 215 Land Lianaoerr.er.t 
CHAPTER 9 OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USE 

APPENDIX A RULES AND REGULATIONS 

T i t * 43—Public Lands: Ineerior 

SUBTITLE B—REGULATIONS RELATING 
TO PUBLIC LANDS 

CHAPTER I—BUREAU OF 
RECLAMATION 

PART 420—OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USE 

Criteria and Policy 

On February 14. 1973. a document was 
published In the FEDERAL REGISTER (38 
PR 44211. setting forth proposed potlcr 
and criteria relating to the use of off-
road vehicles on Bureau of Reclamation 
lands and inviting the comments of In
terested patties By notice of March 18. 
1973 (38 FR 7132 i. the period for sub-
miaslon of written comments, sugges
tions, or objections regarding the pro
posal was extended to April 18. 1973. 

A number of comments have been re
ceived both In support and in opposition 
to the proposed policy and criteria Af
ter consideration of all «uch relevant 
matter as was presented the proposal 
has been modified to reflect the sense of 
the comments to the extent possible. 

It has been determined that the pro
posed document, as modified, should be 
promulgated as regulations of the Bu
reau of Reclamation Accordingly. Chap
ter I. Subtitle B. of Title 43 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations is amended by 
adding a new Pari 420, as set forth be
low. 

KCective date. This part becomes ef
fective on August 23. 1974. 

Dated : July 16, 1974. 

JACK HOSTOK, 
Aiibfanf Secretory 

o/ fhe Interior 

f>r 

420 1 Oojeclivee 
420 2 Genera) donee. 
420 1 Adjacent lands. 
420 4 Enforcement. 
420 5 Definitions 

Subpart A - O p e r i i u , Criteria 

420 11 Requirements—vehicles 
420 12 Requirements—operators. 

Subpart S—Designated Areas and Permitted 
Events 

42021 Procedure for designating areas for 
off-road vehicle use 

420 22 Criteria for off-road vehicle areas. 
42023 Public notice and Information. 
42024 Permits for organised events. 
42025 Reclamation lands administered by 

other agencies. 
Atrmoarrr: IT But SSS (43 CJ5C 901 ct 

BSg | and acta ameudatorv thereof and sup
plementary thereto; BO 11444 (»7 PR 3S77). 

420.1 Objective*. 

The provisions of this part establish 
regulations for off-road vehicle use on 
reclamation lands to protect the send 
ree.uun.es. to promote the safety of all 
baser*, to minimise conflicts among the 

various uses, and to ensure that any per
mitted use will not result in significant 
adverse environmental Impact or cause 
irreversible damage to existing ecological 
balance.-,. 

420 .2 General evsawve. 

Reclamation lands are closed to off-
road vehicle use. except for an area or 
trail specifically opened to use of off-
road vehicles m accordance with M20.21. 

420.3 Adjacent land-. 

When administratively feasible, the 
regulation of off-road vehicle use on Rec
lamation lands will be compatible with 
such use as permitted by recreation-
managing agencies on adjacent lands 
(both public and private i. 

420.4 Eofotrermrol. 
The provisions of that part will be en

forced to the extent of Bureau authority. 
including entering into cooperative 
agreements with Federal, State, county. 
or local law enforcement officials 

420 .5 Definit ion-. 

As used in this part, the term: 
(a) •'Off-road vehicle" means any 

motorized vehicle (including the stand
ard automobile' designed for or capable 
of cross-country travel on or immedi
ately over land, water, tand. snow. Ice. 
marsh, swampland, or natural ternrin. 
The term excludes: tl> nonamphibious 
registered motorboats: (2i military, fire. 
emergency, or law enforcement vehicles 
when used for emei-gency purpose; (3) 
aelf-propelled lawnmowers. snowblowers, 
garden or lawn tractors, and golf carts 
while being used lor their designed pur
pose; (41 agricultural, timbering, con
struction, exploratory, and development 
equipment and vehicles while being used 
exclusively as authorized by permit, lease. 
license, agreement, or contract with the 
Bureau; and bip»-bMBe»abvBwe»avwbBwtabv—-

tb) "Bureau" meant the Bureau of 
Reclamation. 

i d "Reclamation lands" mean all 
land* under the custody and control 
of Uie Commissioner. Bureau of 
Reclamation. 

•d> "Off-road vehicle area" means a 
portion or all of a specifically designated 
parcel of Reclamation lands opened to 
off-road vehicle use in accordance with 
the procedure in section 420.21. 

(e) "Off-road vehicle trail" means a 
specifically delineated path or way vary
ing in width which Is designated to be 
used by and maintained for hikers, 
horsemen, snow travelers, bicyclists and 
for motorized vehicles. 

(f) "Official use" means use of a vehi
cle by an employee, agent, or designated 
representative of the Federal Govern
ment who. with special permission from 
the Bureau of Reclamation, uses a vehi
cle for an officially authorized purpose. 

<gi "Organised Event" means a struc

tured, or consolidated, or scheduled meet
ing involving 15 or more vehicle* for the 
purpose of recreational use of Reclama
tion lands involving the use of off-road 
vehicles The term does not include fami
ly groups participatinc in informal rec
reational activities. 

Subpart A—Operating Criteria 

420.11 Requirement' vrbirlrv. 

Each off-road vehicle that as operated 
on Reclamation lands shall meet the 
following requirements: 

(a> It shall conform to applicable 
B u t e laws and vehicle registration re
quirements 

<bi It shall be equipped with a proper 
muffler and spark arrester In good work
ing order and in constant operation. The 
spark arrester must conform to Forest 
S e n ice Spark Arrester Standard 5100-
la. and there shall be no muffler cutout, 
bypass, or similar device. 

(c) It shall have adequate brakes and. 
for operation from dusk to dawn, work
ing headlights and taillights. 

420.12 I t rqnirrmrnl -—operalor - . 

(a i In addition to the regulation of 
Part 420. operators shall comply with any 
applicable State laws pertaining to off-
road vehicles: If State laws are lacking or 
less stringent than the regulations estab
lished In this part, then the regulations 
in Part 420 are minimum standards and 
are controlling 

(b> Each operator of an off-road vehi
cle operated on Reclamation lands shall 
possess a valid motor vehicle operator's 
permit or license; or. If no permit or 
license is held, he she shall be accom
panied by or under the Immediate super
vision of a person holding a valid per
mit or license. 

(c> During the operation oi snow
mobiles, trail bikes, and any other off-
road vehicle the operator shall wear 
safety equipment, generally accepted or 
prescribed by applicable State law or 
local ordinance for use of the particular 
activity In which he/she Is participating. 

(d> No person may operate an off-road 
vehicle: 

(1) In a reckless, careless oi negligent 
manner; 

(2i In excess of established speed 
limits; 

(3) While under the Influence of al
cohol or drugs; 

(41 In a manner likely to cause Irrep
arable damage or disturbance of the laud, 
wildlife, vegetative resources, or archeo-
loffical and historic values of resources; 
or 

(5) In a manner likely to became an 
unreasonable nuisance to other users of 
Reclamation or adjacent binds. 

Subpart B—Designated Areas and 
Pel inetted Events 

420.21 h a i j w i fa r drwgnaiing aera
tor aff-road vehicle a w . 

215-14 - 8/20/74 
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[(5) my combat or combat support vehicle ahexi 
used ID times of national defense emergencies; 
and (6) "off ic ial mae" vehic les . 
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CHAPTER 9 OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USE 
APPENDIX A RULES ALT REGULAHOtg 

thace agencies, but consistent with Rec
lamation requirements for retaining the 
Unci. 

|n» DmeTt-IMW rued 1-tJ-7« • 45 ami 

(Reproctuced from the Federal 
Reoister, Vol. 39, No. 143, 
Wednesday, July 24, 1974) 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

215-14 - 8/20/74 583 

The Regional Director shall, to the ex
tent practicable, hold public hearings to 
obtain interested user groups, local popu
lace, and affected Federal. State, and 
county agencies' opinions for opening or 
closing an area or trail in a manner that 
provides an opportunity for the public 
to express themselves and hare their 
trietvs taken into account The Regional 
Director may act IndependenUy if he/she 
deems emergency action to open or close 
or restrict areas and trails is necessary 
to attain the objectives oi Uie regulations 
of this part. 

(a) Regional Directors shall designate 
and publicise those areas and trails which 
are open to off-road vehicle use in ac
cordance with I 420 23. 

(b) Before any area or trail is opened 
to off-road vehicle use. the Regional Di
rector will establish specific regulations 
which are consistent with the criteria 
hi these regulations 

awtci The Regional Director wUJJrtT 
wpfeat designated areas and tziuarpe-
rtodurawjy to determine eonditfraassresuit- . 
lng fronvsttj-road vehicle m>»*Tf substan
tial damagewathe lanxtenvatcr. wildlife, 
archeological. matost^Tor vegetative re-
aources Is foundyreVaas and trails shall 
be closed oroa^propriJreareontrols estab
lished ton»*£vent further deterioration of 
the eawefronment The pubnSrehal! be 
naeened of restrictions or closureSii ac-

^Brdance with i 420.23 ^"Sy 

420.22 Criteria for ofT-rond vrhir lr 
areas. 

(a) Areas and nails to be opened to 
off-road vehicle use shall be located' 

<1> To minimise the potential hazards 
to public health and safety, other than 
the normal risks Involved in off-road 
vehicle use. 

(2) To minimize damage to soil, water
shed, vegetation, or other resources of 
the public lands 

<S> To minimize harassment of wild
life or significant disruption of wildlife 
habitats. 

(4) To minimize conflicts between off-
road vehicle use and other existing or 
proposed recreational uses of the same 
or neighboring public lands, and to en
sure compatibility of uses with existing 
conditions in populated areas, taking Into 
account noise and other factors. 

t5) In furtherance of the purposes 
and policy of the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 (Pub. L. 91-190, (3 
« U t . 952>. 

tb) Areas and trails shall not be lo
cated in areas possessing unique natural, 
wildlife, historic, cultural, archeologlcal, 
or recreational values unless the Com
missioner determines that these unique 
values will not be adversely affected. 

420.23 Po iJk notice and information. 

Areas aud trails may be marked with 
Appropriate signs to permit, control or 
prohibit off-road vehicle use on Rec
lamation lands All notices concerning 

the regulation of off-road vehicles shall 
be posted in a manner thst will reason
ably bring them to the attention of the 
public A copy of any notice shell be 
made available to the public in the re
gions! office and field offices where ap
propriate Such notice, and the reasons 
therefore, shall be published in the Pxs-
IRM. RrxisTZ!: together with such other 
forms of public notice or news release 
as may be appropriate and necessary to 
adequately describe the conditions of use 
and the time periods when the areas in
volved In an action under these regula
tions are to be (a) opened to off-road 
vehicle use. (b> restricted to certain 
types of off-road vehicle use and (c> 
closed to off-road vehicle use. 
420.24 Permits for organised oveaMs. 

Regional Directors may issue permits 
for the operation of off-rosd vehicles In 
organized races, rallies, meets, endurance 
contests, and other events on areas de

s igned for each event. The application for 

w7<a^l3*irecervecTbytlierG 
lor at least 60 days before the event: 

(b» Provide a plan for restoration and f 
rehabilitation of trails and areas used. 
and demonstrate that the prospective ' 
permittee can be bonded for or deposit 
the amount that may he required to i 
cover the cost; 

(c) Demonstrate that special precau
tions will be taken to: 

(1) Protect the health, safety, and wel
fare of the public; and 

(2) Minimize damage to the land and 
related resources 

(d) Application fees (In amounts to be 
determined! as authorized by section 3 
of the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund Act of 1965 (76 Stat 497). as 
amended, shah accompany all applies- j 
tioiis. 
420.23 Reclamation lands admin i n eved 

by other agrnriaa 

fa! Off-road vehicle use will be ad
ministered in accordance with Executive 
Order 11644. by those Federal and non-
Federal agencies which have assumed re
sponsibility for management of Reclama
tion lands for recreation purposes. 

Bpecificaliy: 
(1) Reclamation lands managed by 

the National Park Service, the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the Bureau 
of Land Management, the Forest Serv
ice, and other Federal agencies will be 
administered in accordance with regula
tions of those agencies. 

(2) Reclamation lands managed by 
non-Federal entitles will be administered 
In a manner consistent with both Part 
420 and applicable non-Federal laws and 
regulations. 

(b) Public Lands withdrawn, but not 
yet utilised for Reclamation purposes, 
will be administered by the Forest Serv
ice or by the Bureau of Land Manage
ment in accordance with regulations of 

(c) The Regional Director wil l inspect designated 
•rest and trai l* periodically to determine 
conditions resulting from off-road vehicle use. 
If he determines that the use of off-road 
vehicles v i l l cause or is causing considerable 
adverse effects on the s o i l , vegetation, 
w i ld l i f e , wi ldl i fe habitat or cultural or historic 
resources of particular areas or tra i l s of the 
public lands, he shall ieaaediacely close such 
areas or tra i l s to the type of off-road vehicle 
causing such ef fects . No area or trai l shall be 
reopened until the Regional Director determines 
that adverse effects have been eliminated and 
that measures have baen implemented to prevent 
future recurrence. The public ahall be notified 
of reatrictions or closure in accordance with 
| 920 23. 
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r vmm NIiin<nimn<>' » 
\ CHAPTER If—BUREAU OF LAND / 
\ MANAGEMENT I 
\ PART 6290—OFF-ROAD VEHICLES / 
\ U M on Public Lands / 
kotlce is hpreby given that the amead-

mekts to the regulations set forth Mtow 
are proposed by the Secretary of thr In
terior. These amendments are prepared 
pursuant to Executive Order 11644/"Use 
of Of-Road Vehicles on the Public 
IandsT u court decision and order given 
May 2A1975, by the United States Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia, 
and experience gained in administering 
the original off-road vehicle regulations. 

By these amendments pubUcAands ad
ministered, by the Bureau of Band Man
agement are left undesignated pending 
evaluation wnd designation./Areas and 
trails wouldpe designated as open, closed, 
or regulated with regard to op-road vehi
cle use. Thk designation/process de
scribed and the criteria fir designation 
set forth in Executive Ofoer 11644 are 
made a part oft the regulations, with the 
exception that Widanger/d species habi-. 
tat is to be givenspecialiboruiideratian as 
required by the Endangered Bpecles Act 
of 1973. All lands administered by the 
Bureau of Land Mana*ment will be des
ignated by the end 01/19*7, with the ex
ception of primitive /areas and natural 
areas, which by thyterms of Executive 
Order 11644 off -road vehicle use is either 
prohibited or restricted. 

The subparts hsr/e\been regrouped to 
make the regulaaoni easier to follow. 
Certain portions lavelbeen rephrased to 
achieve greater/clartv and additions 
have been made /o clariiy certain aspects 
of the regulations. Forvexample, head
light and taUlight requirements are 
stated in a more exaca manner than 
before. / \ 

Enforcement provlslonsAare added to 
encompass tMe enforcement authority of 
several recently enacted laws, Including 
Title n of /he Bikes Act, aid the Land 
and Wateaf Conservation P u d Act, as 
amended./ \ 

In accordance with the Department's 
policy of public participation inArulemak-
lng (36 wR 8336), interested parties may 
submit written comments, suggestions, or 
objections with respect to the proposed 
amendments to the Director (2TO), Bu
reau of Land Management, Washington, 
D.C. »240, until October 7,1976. \ 

Copies of comments, suggestions, or 
objections made pursuant to this notice 
will/be available for public inspection In 
the/Office of Legislation and Regulatory 
Management, Bureau of Land Manage
ment, Room 5555, Interior BuUdxog, 
Washington, D.C, during regular busi-
rfsss hours (7:45-4:15 pm.) . \ 
/ Chapter n , Title 43, of the Code «f 
federal .Regulations Is »m«ndfw1 as 
*f uMu mi. I 

1. Part 6290 is revised to read at fol
lows: 

•assert BM Basal 
Baa 
0390.0-1 Purpose. 
03*0.0-3 Otojectten. 
OMJO-9 Authority. 
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Trails 

Permits 
Permit requirements. 

The purpose of this part is to 
establish criteria for designating 
public lands as open, regulated or 
closed to the use of off-road vehicles 
and for establishing controls governing 
the use and operation of off-road vehicles 
in such areas, 
the public 

The provisions of this part are issued under 
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act 
of 1976 (90 Stat. 2743; 43 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.); 
the Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C. 315a); 
the National Environmental Policy Act (42 
U.S.C. 4321 et seq.); the Endangered Species Act 
(16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.); the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act (16 U.S.C. 1281c); the Act of 
September 15, 1960, as amended (16 U.S.C. 
670 et seq.); the Land and Water Conserva
tion Fund Act (16 U.S.C. 460 l-6a); the 
National Trails System Act (16 U.S.C. 1241 
et seq.) and E.O. 11644 (Use of Off-Road 
Vehicles on the Public Lands), 37 F.R. 
2877, 3 CFR 74, 332, as amended by E.O. 11989 
42 FR 26959 (May 25, 1977). 
motorized 

or 

except use authorized under 86294.1 of 
this part, 

; (4) official use; and (5) any combat or 
combat support vehicle when used in times 
of national defense emergencies. 
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• S O .0-8 OrflnlUons 
S280.0-7 enforcement. 
CMO.O-e Applicability. 
Subpart 62S1—Condition* of U H of Public Lands 
6281.1 Regulation* governing uae. 
62822 Special rules. ^ 

Subpart 6282—Araat and Taillfrealgnttlan 
6282.1 Designation criteria 
62822 Designation procedures 
6283.3 Designation changes. 

Subpart 6293—Vehicle Operation 
6293.1 Standards. 

Subpart 6294 Sigi I n i f ujbae»Bsaas» 
6284.1 r i l P l i 

.Subpart 6290—General 
§ 6290.0-1 Purpose. 

WW pSaaySS6 mi this PPP4 at it Isapll 
neat BsmutiTt Otter Mo. 110*6; "Use 
»* Off Road Vahiolea an the PueUe 
haw in," et Febwinry 0. 1070. (0 OPn-P. 
we a ecu. (IOTO). 
I 6290.0-2 Objectives. 

The objectives of these regulations are 
•a preside ppbecdupee *e oewbrel and eh 
reet She wee ef est weal sehieles en PUB lie 
lawdt to protect the resources of bhaee 
lands, to promote the safety of all users 
of those lands, and to minimize conflicts 
among the various uses of those lands. 

§ 6290.0-3 Authority. 
JSaaa^ammmaaama at this past aaa Asswdu 

—*m M u.B.c. a. laoi i «a U.B.O. MMI 
I OHt P. son et seq. (1>B1> i 10 ViO.C. 
USUI 18 Btoti BIB st aas.i 16 P.B.C. 
8*91-11. 16 PJO.O. 600 (1 6a); IB Btbt. 
IMOi 42 UJB.Ci i l i a r at amended-and 
supplement*!; 68 Stat 874, ID U.O.C. 
1111 M m i l i t U.B.C, 1«1 W40i 97 
H a s 991 cteea.. 
f 6290 .0-5 Definitions. 

As used in this part: ^ ^ 
(a) "Off-Road Vehicle" means anyVe-

bicle capable of, or designed for, travel 
on or immediately over land, water, or 
other natural terrain, deriving motive 
yearns from any s a w s aths* than i w s 

-«•#, excluding: (1) cny nonamphibious 
registered mo tor boat; (2) any military, 
fire, emergency,* law enforcement at" 
ashes gasomment vehicle while being 
used- for saaAlal sr emergency purposes; 
(3) any vehicle whose use is expressly 
authorized by the authorized officer for 
otherwise officially 'rp""*^ 

(b) "Public lands" means any lands 
the surface of which is administered by 
the Bureau of Land Management. 

(c) "Bureau" means the Bureau of 
Land Management. 

Idi stSsliiwbiud H i n • iws-
9Sshs«-a4hhwA*MMNbh*«hsiwdMP*ws» 
sMevshstMliv-JNMwsssphwrijiAwwnSSnw 
—diaaal i inbuilt 

-tsa-i^s9sahwshdhPS«S6-SBStWHiwvSisw» 
h—sdw—assailidiitidi n daaid • • 
•a^mmammalmamwaatmaamaamamaw^a^ammmaimm 
• M ^ M r i M W M H M M M b M S N w 

4rtslWMMN»awmwiswa*tMMhwwMstsa. 
tmawdmmawa1mmawa%aawm^nmamaammmma% 
sw-sssSyhhhsshwdwswMdMiti la i l lp n * 
«*»SS»SuMWw6*SMS^Ui I 
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Ce) 

r e g u l a t i o n s , 

Cf) 

designated 

Cg) 

designated 

(h) 

designated 

subparts 6291 and 6293 

_laws and regulations. Such punish
ment may be a fine of not more than 
$1,000 or imprisonment for not longer 
than 12 months, or both. 

CdJ. 

•Ce) 

586 

„ f i "Official 5 ? mount use by an am-
Mm*'., Kent, or dsatgrmted representa-
irWof the Federal Qorerninent or one of 
flb contractors in the course of hi* em-
-"frf-"*—«tL agency, or representation. 
• ITsffi *1Paaiiiili>* System'' mean* the ap
proach provided in BureaiFdlrectlves and 
maneals to formulate multiple use plan* 
for the public lands. This approach pro-
Tides for public participation within the 

••47*r> "Open areas and trail*" are*area* " 
and trail* where off-road vehicle* may be 
Operated subject to the operating regu
lations and vehicle standard* set forth 
at rub part* 629 Iff and 8293 of this part 
•f «e> 'Tjegulatedareas and trail*'' are 

•areas and trails -where the use of off-road 
vehlclee Is subject to restriction* deemed 
appropriate by the authorized officer. 
Restrictions may limit the number or 
types of vehicles allowed, time* of use, 
areas or trails used, and similar mat
ters. Regulated areas and trails may be 
designated for special or Intensive use, 
including, but not limited to, organized 
events, and may be subject to, but not 
limited to, rules set forth at subpart 
82W13. « " 
f ir* "Closed areas and trails" are*areas 
and trails where the use of off-road ve
hicles is permanently or temporarily 
prohibited, 
8 6290 .0 -7 Enforcement. 

Any person who violates or falls to 
comply with the regulations of-saaawssnV-
ssat* is subject to arrest and punishment 
pursuant to appropriate fcssja * 
§ 6290.0-C Applicability. 

The regulations in this part apply to 
all public lands, roads, and trails under 
administration of. the Bureau. 

Subpart 6291—Conditions of U M 
f 6291.1 Regulations governing use. 

<a)f»9aa • 5 5 5 5 5 si 51 mSSSSSSSSSm' 
k inli*hHii m Mi m m i swili 
CariQ—bpi a* sis—sM—•aV—aVewlasti» 

(b) Operators of off-road vehicles on 
those area* and trails designated as reg
ulated most conform to all terms and 
conditions of the applicable designation 

(crfltti apSSBaS af mmZmmmmmBSm 
ev i waaitti* iw UIIII i.aiaa tmi taaili 
tf:;»*4tna»o«l' a* spin >i i*-—4-*vaew*»» 

(tw Wftuud luuiiliu mm pswhahsswi 
aw trail* llasltsi N blblag ataj k»m» 
baub ihjbasa 
• bat AppUoabae 8tate laws and regula-

tioTM relating to use, standards, registra
tion, operation, and Inspection of off-

' poad vehicles shall apply on public lands. 
•To the extent that State laws and regu-
ffittnsM do not exist or are leas stringent 
•Ban the regulations In this part, the reg-
•ffinttenp In this part are minimum stand-

'.a«d* andaee controlling. 
L.?fffi>" Cavfoad vehicles operated on the 
WfkJt lands must conform to the ve-
Jtyab. ffian awrdj tetjorbh in subpart CChTS 
^ « * P b a f « « & 

._ T5e operation of off-road vehicles 
it permitted on those areas and trails 
dessjmebsd a* open to off-road vehicle 

The operation of off-road vehicles 
fe prohibfiad on those areas and trails 

•ewtigTubast as closed to off-road vehicle 
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, except one who is certified by an agency 
of state government as competent to drive 
an off-road vehicle as a result of success
fully completing a state sponsored or 
endorsed operator's training program, 

an 
, except in areas of Alaska designated by 
the State Director for Alaska pursuant 
to 6291.2. 

(g) 
significant, undue 

'or other authorized uses of the public lands; 

•During night hours, 

.Part 

587 

*£TNO peradSS 5enSSB BPWB ' 
vehicle on public Unas without a valid 
State operator"! license or learner's per
mit unless under the direct suuuiMuu 
of an Individual 18 years of age or older 
who has a valid operator's license and 
who is responsible for the acts of that 
person ST . . . . 
• aw* No person shall operate an oD-
road vehicle on public lands: 

(1) In a reckless, careless or negligent 
tnanner; 

(3) In excess of established speed 
limits: 

(8) tvhile under' the Influence af 
alcohol, narcotics, or dangerous drugs; 

(*) In a manner causing, or likely to 
eausefswswss*** damage to or disturbance 
of the aoU. wildlife, wildlife habitat, 
Improvements, cultural, or vegetative 
reap urcesT and 

(5)rTrom a C 8 S 5 5 altis sunset to ' 
a half hew asfaaa sunrise •without' 
lighted headlights and tafduthts. 
•*•*• Any person who operates an off- ' 

road vehicle on public lands must comply 
with the regulations In tbltaSwVpasa, and 
m subpart 6381.2 as applicable, while 
operating such vehicle on public lands. 
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§6291,2 Speci-I rule*. 
Vim wuuintiniit w m j ^ t w + d ^ ^ G b T 

I'nn i n i|n.u4at-̂ r«>«Mî Lm--.ir pwaawbad 
J^^se-o-'-off-roHd-vWikJeMiMH^eoific 
a w ^ - S u c h - t ^ M i n t i o i i c p a y „ | M r t | 
modify, itlRy—or mnlio mere i4riM«%fc 

^ f i i r r u n - u z e a offia* m : i y establish' 
rules for the operation of off-road vehi
cles i„ specific areas and for special 
vehicle standards applicable to all or nnv 
type of off-road vehicleVfTouce o' s u - ' i " 
special rules and standards shall bt pub
lished m the FEDERAL RECISTES and the 
public shall be provided the opportunity 
to comment before adoption 

(a) Where the authorized officer deter
mines that off-road vehicles are causing 
or will.cause considerable adverse effects 
upon soil, vegetation, wildlife, wildlife 
habitat, cultural resources or historical 
resources, the authorized officer shall 
immediately close the areas or trails 
affected to the type of vehicle causing 
the adverse effect until the adverse 
effects are eliminated and measures imple
mented to prevent recurrence. 
Lands closed under this section will be 
designated in accordance with procedures in 
section 6292 of this subpart, but these 
lands will not be opened to the type of 
off-road vehicle to which it was closed 
unless the authorized officer determines 
that the adverse effects have been 
eliminated and measures implemented to 
prevent recurrence 

(b) 

Such rules may amend, modify, relax or make 
more stringent the regulations contained in 
subparts 6291 and 62 93 of this 
chapter. 

(c) Each State Director is authorized tc 
close portions of the public lands to use 
by off-road vehicles, except those areas or 
trails which are suitable and specifically 
designated as open to such use pursuant to 
subpart 6292 of this part. 

shall 

closed 

minimize harassment 

protect 
or threatened 

habitats 
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Subpart 6292—designation of Areas and 
Trails 

§ 6292.1 Criteria. , _ _ ^ _ _ _ 
The authorized officer wiif designate 

all public lands as cither open, re?:u-
lated, or tkoar^tn nff T i-ni • •r"'"i" r '•-"••-•; 

on the protection of tire resources of the 
public lands, the promotion of the safety 
Of all the users of the public lands. -nd 
the minimization of conflicts among 
various uses of the public lands; and in 
accordance with the following criteria: 

(a) Areas and trails shall be located 
to minimize damage to soil, watershed. 
vegetation, or other resources of the pub
lic lands. 

(b) Areas and trails shall be located 

significant disruption of wildlife habi
tats. Special attention will be given to 
Wiwyz»t*enanne,eTecU species and their 

(c) Areas and trails shall be located 
to minimize conflicts between off-road 
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— vehicle 

Plans shall consider current and potenti 
impacts of specific vehicle types on all 
resources and users in the region of the 
area under consideration. 

shall 

shall 

Part 

Part 
open, 
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* use gnd other existing or proposed recre
ational UM> of the tame or neighboring 
public lands, and to ensure the compati
bility of such uses with existing condi
tion* in populated areas, taking into ac
count noise and other factors. 

Cd) Areas and trails shall not be lo
cated in officially designated Wilderness 
Areas or Primitive Areas. Areas and 
trails shall be located in Natural Areas 
only if the authorized officer determines 
that off-road vehicle use In such loca
tions will not adversely affect their nat
ural, aesthetic, or scenic values. 

§ 6292.2 Designation procedures. 
(a) Public participation. The author

ised officer, shell to the extent practical, 
designate and redesignate areas and 
trails in conjunction with the Bureau 
planning system for the formulation of 
multiple use management plans*Prior to 
making designations or redeslgnations, 
the authorized officerlSKii consult with 
Interested user groups, Federal, State, 
county and local agencies, local land
owners, and other parties in a manner 
that provides an opportunity for the 
public io express itself and have those 
views taken into account 

(b) Identification of designated areas 
and trails. The authorized officer shall' 
take action by posting andjm other ap
propriate measures to identify desig
nated areas and trails so that the public 
Will be aware of locations and restric
tions applicable thereto. Public notice of 
designations or redesignations shall be 
given at the time of designation or re-
designation through publication in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER and local news media. 
Copies of such notices shall be available 
to the public in local Bureau Offices*** 
m a—tod "1 on». yew fsllawiwii pulhina 
4,ien. The authorized officer will make 
available to the public other informa-
tional material as may be appropriate. 

§ 6292.S Designation change*. 
(a) Monitoring use. The authorized 

officerfwSl monitor effects of the use of 
off-road vehicles. On the basis of infor
mation so obtained, and whenever the 
authorized officer deems it necessary to 
carry out the objectives of thisTpwvt, 
designations may be amended, revised, 
revoked, or other actions taken pursuant 

• to the regulations In thisSww! 
(b) Temporary action. The authorized 

officer may temporarily*close or restrict 
public use and travel in accordance with 
the provisions of {• 6010.4 of this chapter 
as to public lands which have been desig
nated or redesignated in accordance with 
this subpart, and as to public lands which 
have not been designated. 
—i<H—Jjgkio «>u'.))Qii«8ti ciSaaa iiu.; upplji 

it*r thw-oWMbwawdi aaaaamMttoai a* M 
atpist^n—»r-t>uWie^tHVQc In aaoowtonoo 

• 8360 of Utlu ehgyt-Wr-Bv*" tisttutih pwfclto 

patort In aa***d-w-:**r.iUbihl**ubpwi-tr 
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when established, 

A spark arrester is not required 
when an off-road vehicle is being 
operated in an area which has three 
or more inches of snow on the ground. 

Permits 

Permit requirements. 
Permits are required for certain 
types of ORV use and shall be issued 
in accordance with the special recrea
tion permit procedures under Part 
6260 of this Chapter. 

5 9 0 

•ssjpsrtegW—Vtfncte Operations 
| « m . l Suaaara*. 

(a) No off-road vehicle may be oper
ated on public lands unless equipped with 
brakes in good working condition. 

Ob) No off-road vehicle equipped with 
a muffler cutout, bypass or similar device 
or producing excessive noise exceeding 
Environmental Protection Agency stand -
axdsTmay be operated on public lands. 

(c) The authorized officer may, by 
posting appropriate signs or by marking 
a map which shall be available for public 
Inspection at local Bureau Offices, indi
cate those public lands upon which no 
off-road vehicle may be operated unless 
equipped with a properly installed spark 
arreetor that meets and is qualified to 
either the UJB. Department of Agricul
ture—Forest Service Standard 5100-1 a. 
or the 80 percent efficiency level when 
determined by the appropriate Society 
of Automotive Engineers (SAEi Recom
mended Practices J335 or J350. which 
standards include the requirement that 
such spark arrester shall have an effi
ciency to retain or destroy at least 8C 
percent of carbon particles for all flow 
rates, and which includes a re
quirement that such spark arrestor has 
been warranted by its manufacturer as 
meeting such requirement for at least 
1,000 hours subject to normal use, with 
maintenance and mounting in accord
ance with the manufacturer's recom
mendation. •*-
- (d) Vehicles operating during the time 

specified in I <291.Pftrt»jrai comply with 
the following: (1) Headlights shall be of 
sufficient power to illuminate an object 
at 300 feet at night under normal, clear 
atmospheric conditions. Two or three 
wheeled vehicles or single tracked vehi
cles will have a minimum of one head
light. Vehicles having four or more wheeb 
or more than a single track will have s 
minimum of two headlights, except dou
ble tracked snowmachines with a maxi
mum capacity of two people may have 
only one headlight. (2) Red taOlights. 
capable of being seen at a distance of 
500 feet from the rear at night undei 
normal, clear atmospheric conditions, 
are required on vehicles in the same 
numbers as headlights 

Supart6294—tavataiaadJawass 
§ 6294.1 y " 

•asp asanas* niqi anllii, msnti ^a^saar 
trqin sf Mwnsissa—s«*s*r-ss"'s*vs»»ai»s 
MM at M m »nm all »aaa-*»av>*—f«w 
l w i i i Iru.ifa wiUUigut flan ist i is iag • 
a w a * » H k « M MMM MMSMMSMMMMW* 
saw pninnnt ts past MM »i MMMsawi 
WW l i tsii isniitsi as WMMMJMMSMMW 

' ^ ^ _ ^ MMMM>M>MMMj>wg»M 
~̂"̂ "~ f>cpufi> Asri i fanfSgfissseJfT/^ 

^""""^X^JflA* Interior. 

•pfSwsi.si i i s u a i u i m ass s iss i t -

(g)(5) 

shal l 
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DEPARTMENT of the INTERIOR 
n e w s r e l e a s e 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY — 

For Release May 26, 1977 

INTERIOR SECRETARY SAYS OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USE WILL CONTINUE 

Secretary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus said today that the new 
Executive Order governing off-road vehicles on Federal lands will be applied 
to fragile areas which are actually threatened with serious damage. 

"As we have said several times now, it does not amount to anything 
resembling a general ban against the use of off-road vehicles on Federal lands," 
he said, "and we have no intention of exceeding the scope of its limited intent." 

He said much would depend on the voluntary actions of off-road vehicle 
users, who, he said, could prevent many problems by respect for land and its 
resources. 

The Executive Order authorizes the heads of Federal land managing agencies 
to close off "particular areas or trails" where use of off-road vehicles "will 
cause or is causing considerable adverse effects on the soil, vegetation, 
wildlife, wildlife habitat or cultural or historic resources." 

Andrus also noted the Executive Order's reference to "the type of off-road 
vehicle causing such effects," which clearly indicates that types of vehicles 
doing no harm will not be affected. 

"Further, there is no new broad grant of authority to close off large 
blocks of land," the Secretary said. "The agency head can close off 'portions' 
of the lands his agency manages, and we interpret that to mean limited areas." 

The Interior Department, he said, will continue to protect the resources 
of the lands it manages, using its authority at times and places where it becomes 
clearly necessary. 

Some 80,000 concerned citizens have written to the White House and the 
Interior Department this spring expressing concern that the new Executive Order 
would result in a general ban against off-road vehicle use on Federal lands. 

The Secretary urged off-road vehicle user organizations to spread the word 
about the actual language and intent of the order. He also expressed hope that 
user groups and the industries producing off-road vehicles would take part in 
public discussions leading to planning the uses of Federal lands, educate their 
members about the issues, develop and enforce good codes of conduct, and cooper
ate with Federal land managers on the ground. 

"These are everyone's lands, and their public values must survive to be 
used and enjoyed by future generations," he said. 

Andrus added that he will continue to oppose the idea of the Department 
adopting a system of individual vehicle permits for off-road use on public domain 
lands. Group permits will be required for special events as in the past, he said. 

X X X 
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